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Datalogic began its entrepreneurial adventure in 1972, when Dr. Romano Volta started developing 
and producing optical-electronic control appliances for the packaging, textile and ceramics sectors. 
Romano Volta sensed the revolutionary scope of the bar code and started developing a manual 
reader able to read it, combining electronics, mechanics, optics and information technology. In 1974 
Datalogic brought this technology into the Retail world, in a supermarket in Troy, Ohio and then 
applied it to the whole industrial world, giving life to the only true Bar Code Company at a global level.

Today, Datalogic is a global leader in the automatic data capture and process automation
markets, specialized in the design and production of bar code readers, mobile computers,
sensors for detection, measurement and safety, RFID, vision and laser marking systems.
Throughout the entire value chain, Datalogic solutions increase the efficiency and quality for 
processes in the Retail, Manufacturing, Transportation & Logistics and Healthcare industries.
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• 

WHY DATALOGIC

Unique Player in both automatic data 
capture and industrial automation

Recognized worldwide leader

Global player expanding in different verticals

Leading innovator

Reliable products for all needs

Wide range of customizable service 
solutions worldwide
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PHOTOELECTRIC SENSORS

Datalogic has more than 40 years of experience in the sensors and safety sector, developing their 
first product, a Photoelectric Sensor, in 1972. Today, Datalogic is one of the largest manufacturers 
of sensor and safety products worldwide.

Datalogic is the market leader in Italy for photoelectric sensors and safety light curtains, ranking 
among the top-10 manufacturers in Europe by market share.

Datalogic’s Sensors and Safety portfolio solves customer applications in Factory Automation, 
specializing in Processing and Packaging machinery, and Automated Material Handling Systems 
related to manufacturing industries such as Automotive, Electronics, Pharmaceutical, Food & 
Beverage, Paper and Printing, Wood-working, Ceramics, Glass, and Textiles.

 VERTICAL FORM  
 FILL & SEAL 

 PROCESSING 

 DE-PALLETIZING 

 WASHING 
 FILLING 

 CAPPING 

 LABELING 

Applications

• De-Palletizing
• Washing
• Filling
• Capping
• Labeling
• Case Packing
• Stretch-wrapping
• Palletizing
• Storage & Retrieval
• Cartoning
• Wrapping
• Vertical Form Fill & Seal
• Processing

Tubular, Miniature and Fiber Optic sensors for 
object detection in reduced space

 Fork sensors for label detection
Contrast and 
Luminescence sensors 
for registration marks 
detection

Dimensional sensors 
for height/width 
measurement and 
object positioning

Extended range of 
universal compact sensors 
for object detection
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 CASE PACKING 

 CARTONING 

 WRAPPING 

 PALLETIZING 

STORAGE &
RETRIEVAL 

PHOTOELECTRIC SENSORS PRODUCTS RANGE

Area sensors 
for the 
detection of 
objects with 
different 
shape and 
dimensions 

Maxi and Compact sensors for object detection

TOF distance sensors for 
measurement and object 
positioning 

 STRETCH-WRAPPING 

SENSORS 
PRODUCT 

RANGE

Universal 
function

Application specific 
function
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A Photoelectric sensor is a device used to 
detect the distance, absence or presence of 
an object, as well as to distinguish different 
items on the basis of their light absorption 
and reflection properties.

A photoelectric sensor consists of an emitter 
and receiver unit, coupled by either a 
modulated LED or LASER light beam. 

Photoelectric sensors are available in 
three different functional types depending 
the environment and the detection objects 
physical properties: through beam,  
retroreflective, and proximity.

These sensors are ideal for generic industrial 
applications such as counting, presence 
control, or automatic positioning.

In addition, Datalogic offers solutions in 
a variety of applications such as contrast 
reading, distance and area measuring, as well 
as luminescence and color detection.
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PHOTOELECTRIC SENSORS

The light emitter and receiver are contained in two different housings and installed 
facing each other. The light beam released by the emitter directly hits the receiver; 
every object interrupting the beam is therefore detected. This system is used to obtain 
significant signal differences (when the light directly hits the receiver and when the 
object interrupts the beam) with the highest Excess Gain and the largest operating 
distance (up to 60 m). Moreover, these sensors can operate in the harshest working 
conditions, such as dirty or dusty environments. The through beam optic function 
typically operates in the dark mode: the output is activated when the object interrupts 
the light beam between emitter and receiver.

In polarized retroreflective sensors, the emitted light is polarized on a vertical plane 
through a polarization filter. The prismatic reflector rotates the light plane by 90°. A 
polarization filter placed on the receiver selects only the horizontal plane reflected 
by the prismatic reflector, ignoring the light reflected by other light sources.This 
technique guarantees a reliable signal reception, reaching significant distances-

For the detection of transparent objects, such as PET bottles or Mylar sheets, a low-
hysteresis polarized retroreflective model (which detects small signal differences) 
can be used. 
These sensors elaborate the slight signal differences received when the light beam 
passes through a transparent object, avoiding false detections due to the nature of 
this kind of targets.
This technique mostly suits applications for the detection of objects positioned at 
considerable distances, where a prismatic reflector can be installed.

Typically, the operating distance proportionally increases with the reflector’s 
dimensions.

Both emitter and receiver are located inside the same housing for retro-reflective 
photoelectric sensors. Utilizing a prismatic reflector, the emitted light beam is 
reflected onto the receiver, detecting the object when it interrupts the light beam.

THROUGH BEAM

POLARIZED RETROREFLECTIVE

RETROREFLECTIVE FOR TRANSPARENT

RETROREFLECTIVE
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In photoelectric sensors with this optic function, both emitter and receiver are placed 
inside the same housing.These sensors work with weaker signals because the 
emitted light beam is reflected to the receiver by the object. As a consequence, the 
excess gain and the operating distance are reduced. However objects are detected 
without a prismatic reflector, making installations quick and easy.

Background suppression sensors detect objects while avoiding reflections from 
the background. When the sensor is used for the first time, the proper background 
suppression distance has to be set through a distance adjustment trimmer. Once the 
background has been acquired, the objects can be detected regardless of their color. 
Background suppression sensors are not very reliable with highly clear, transparent 
or shiny objects.

Background suppression technology often has difficulty reliably detecting transparent, 
clear, or shiny objects. These objects generate false detections due to their highly 
reflective surfaces. Datalogic’s patented background suppression technology 
guarantees reliable and repeatable detection, ignoring the false detections. Models 
are available with LED emission, ideal for reflections caused by moving surfaces 
such as conveyor belts, or with LASER emission for the detection of small objects 
on fixed or highly reflective backgrounds. Since background suppression sensors 
do not require a prismatic reflector, these sensors can substitute for a polarized 
retroreflective sensor for transparent objects for shorter distances.

Fixed focus proximity sensors have a simple fixed background suppression distance, 
beyond which no objects are detected. The fixed triangulation of the optics greatly 
reduces the detection distance of reflective objects. The visible red emission simplifies 
the sensor’s installation.

DIFFUSE PROXIMITY

BACKGROUND SUPPRESSION

BACKGROUND SUPPRESSION 

FIXED FOCUS PROXIMITY

FOR CLEAR DETECTION
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Contrast sensors distinguish the received light beams on the basis of their degrees 
of intensity, which depend on the color or material of the detected surfaces. A typical 
application of these sensors is the detection of colored registration marks used 
in packaging machines to synchronize the folding, cutting and welding phases.In 
presence of colored surfaces, the contrast is highlighted using a LED with colored 
light emission, typically a selectable red, green or blue LED. The white light emission 
allows to detect very slight contrasts in similar materials and colors.

A fork sensor, is based on a particular model of the through beam sensor, where 
emitter and receiver are placed opposite to each other on the internal sides of an 
“U-shaped” housing. Any target passing through the internal slot interrupts the beam 
and is detected. The most typical fork sensor applications are hole/teeth detection on 
wheels, label detection on thin supports, and control of edge and continuity of sheets 
of labels or tapes. The emission is generally infrared or red light in order to detect 
colored registration marks on translucent films.

Luminescence sensors emit invisible ultraviolet light, which is reflected at a higher 
wavelength (minor energy) on the fluorescent and phosphorescent surface, shifting 
into the visible light spectrum. 
The ultraviolet emission is modulated and the visible light reception is synchronized. 
The maximum immunity against external interferences, like reflections caused by 
very shiny surfaces, is obtained and fluorescent targets, invisible to the human eye, 
can be detected. Luminescence sensors are used in several industrial fields to detect 
items containing phosphorous such as labels on glass or mirrors, fluorescent marks 
marked on tiles, fluorescent glues on paper, cutting and sewing guides, as well as 
fluorescent paints or lubricants.

CONTRAST

FORK

LUMINESCENCE

PHOTOELECTRIC SENSORS
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The color of an object is identified according to the different reflection coefficients 
obtained with the red (R), green (G) and blue (B) light emissions. For instance, yellow 
is characterized by R=50% G=50% B=0% reflections, orange by R=75% G=25% B=0%, 
pink by R=50% G=0% B=0%, the combinations are infinite. Color sensors cover a 
wide variety of applications, ranging from quality and process controls to automatic 
material handling for the identification, orientation, and selection of objects according 
to their color.

COLOR

Area and Dimension light grids utilize several light beams for area or dimensional 
measurements of objects. An object’s area and size are measured using parallel 
cross-beams, which identify obscured beams, providing accurate information to 
a host GUI or PC. Models of light grids vary by length to match each application 
requirements.

Datalogic distance sensors are based on Time of Flight (T.O.F.): the distance is 
calculated on the basis of the time between the moment the LASER pulse is generated 
and the moment the emitted light is reflected off the object, back to the sensor. These 
sensors are generally used to measure an object’s distance within a selected range, 
while the output is linearly scaled to the analog signal (4...20mA). This technology 
provides high precision and fast measurements in many applications, such as 
automatic warehousing (to drive industrial vehicles and avoid collisions), packaging 
and material handling.

AREA/DIMENSION LIGHT GRIDS

DISTANCE



SELECTION
CHART
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UNIVERSAL PHOTOELECTRIC SENSORS

TUBULAR  MINIATURE COMPACT MAXI  FIBER OPTIC

MAX OPERATING DISTANCE

S15 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S5N 
 
 
 
 

SMall 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S3Z 
 
 
 
 
 

S45 S100 
 
 
 
 
 

S8 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S6 S60 S62 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S300 PA 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S300 PR 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S7 S70

Through beam 0…20 m
0…30 m 

0...60 m

0…2 m
0...15 m

0…30 m

0...15 m

0…20 m
0...12 m 0…25 m 20 m

0...20 m

0...60 m
0…25 m 0…50 m 0…60 m 0…300 mm (*) 0...1740 mm (*)

Retroreflective 0,1…5 m 0,1…5 m 0,05…1,5 m 0,01...8 m 0,1...6 m 0,1…13 m 0,1…15 m

Polarized retroreflective 0,1…4 m
0,1...4,5 m

0,1...16m
0,1…1 m

0,05…4 m

0,3...10 m

0,1…7 m
0...2 m (coaxial)

0,1...15 m

0,01...3 m 0,01...5,5 
m

0...5 m

0...10 m
0,1...5 m

0.1...8 m
0...4 m (coaxial)

0.1...20 m

0,1…8 m

0,3...20 m
0,1…10 m 0,1…22 m

Retroreflective for transparent 0,1…0,8 m 0,1…1,7 m 0…2 m 0…2 m 0…0,8 m
0…2 m 0...2 m (coaxial)

Diffuse proximity
1...100 mm
1...350 mm

1...1000 mm

0…100 mm
0...400 mm
0...700 mm
0...350 mm

5...150 mm
0…700 mm

0...800 mm
1…250 mm

2...300 mm
2...500 mm 0...500 mm 10...900 mm

10...2000 mm

0...100 cm

0...200 cm  
(long range)
0...60 cm

0…900 mm
0...2000 mm

0...900 mm
50...2000 m 0…5000 mm 0…100 mm (*) 0...550 mm (*)

Fixed focus 0…50 mm 100 mm 

3…15 mm
3…20 mm
3…30 mm
3…50 mm

70 mm

Background suppression 40…120 mm 0...150 mm
0…100 mm 

0…300 mm

0...300 mm

1...200 mm
3...400 mm
4...120 mm

0...100 mm
50…300 mm

20…200 mm

10...100 mm
30...250 mm

100...500 mm

7...20 cm
5...10 cm

30...300 mm
60…600 mm
60...1200 mm 

200…2000 mm

30...1500 mm

50...350 mm 

0,2...2 m 400...2500 mm

Fiber optic 

0…100 mm
 (through beam)

0...30 mm 
(diffuse proximity)

Contrast 10 ±2 mm 10 ±2 mm 9 ±2 mm 19 mm +/-2 mm 
(white)

Luminescence 0…20 mm 10...20 mm 0...40 mm

Page 22 30 46 50 56 64 74 82 88 98 106 112 118 122

(*) The maximum operating distance is determined by the optic fiber and accessory lens used and the response speed selected in the specific model

The table shows the maximum operating distance reached by different sensors models. Some measures indicate only the highest performances obtained by the corresponding sensor. Other 
operating distance values might be available for the same series and some optic functions might be carried out through LED or LASER emission, reaching different distances. For more specific 
information refer to the dedicated product page in this guide or download datasheets and manuals from our website (www.datalogic.com)

SELECTION CHART

CL1 CL1

CL1

CL1

CL1

CL1

CL1

CL1

CL1

CL1
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UNIVERSAL PHOTOELECTRIC SENSORS

TUBULAR  MINIATURE COMPACT MAXI  FIBER OPTIC

MAX OPERATING DISTANCE

S15 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S5N 
 
 
 
 

SMall 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S3Z 
 
 
 
 
 

S45 S100 
 
 
 
 
 

S8 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S6 S60 S62 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S300 PA 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S300 PR 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S7 S70

Through beam 0…20 m
0…30 m 

0...60 m

0…2 m
0...15 m

0…30 m

0...15 m

0…20 m
0...12 m 0…25 m 20 m

0...20 m

0...60 m
0…25 m 0…50 m 0…60 m 0…300 mm (*) 0...1740 mm (*)

Retroreflective 0,1…5 m 0,1…5 m 0,05…1,5 m 0,01...8 m 0,1...6 m 0,1…13 m 0,1…15 m

Polarized retroreflective 0,1…4 m
0,1...4,5 m

0,1...16m
0,1…1 m

0,05…4 m

0,3...10 m

0,1…7 m
0...2 m (coaxial)

0,1...15 m

0,01...3 m 0,01...5,5 
m

0...5 m

0...10 m
0,1...5 m

0.1...8 m
0...4 m (coaxial)

0.1...20 m

0,1…8 m

0,3...20 m
0,1…10 m 0,1…22 m

Retroreflective for transparent 0,1…0,8 m 0,1…1,7 m 0…2 m 0…2 m 0…0,8 m
0…2 m 0...2 m (coaxial)

Diffuse proximity
1...100 mm
1...350 mm

1...1000 mm

0…100 mm
0...400 mm
0...700 mm
0...350 mm

5...150 mm
0…700 mm

0...800 mm
1…250 mm

2...300 mm
2...500 mm 0...500 mm 10...900 mm

10...2000 mm

0...100 cm

0...200 cm  
(long range)
0...60 cm

0…900 mm
0...2000 mm

0...900 mm
50...2000 m 0…5000 mm 0…100 mm (*) 0...550 mm (*)

Fixed focus 0…50 mm 100 mm 

3…15 mm
3…20 mm
3…30 mm
3…50 mm

70 mm

Background suppression 40…120 mm 0...150 mm
0…100 mm 

0…300 mm

0...300 mm

1...200 mm
3...400 mm
4...120 mm

0...100 mm
50…300 mm

20…200 mm

10...100 mm
30...250 mm

100...500 mm

7...20 cm
5...10 cm

30...300 mm
60…600 mm
60...1200 mm 

200…2000 mm

30...1500 mm

50...350 mm 

0,2...2 m 400...2500 mm

Fiber optic 

0…100 mm
 (through beam)

0...30 mm 
(diffuse proximity)

Contrast 10 ±2 mm 10 ±2 mm 9 ±2 mm 19 mm +/-2 mm 
(white)

Luminescence 0…20 mm 10...20 mm 0...40 mm

Page 22 30 46 50 56 64 74 82 88 98 106 112 118 122

(*) The maximum operating distance is determined by the optic fiber and accessory lens used and the response speed selected in the specific model

The table shows the maximum operating distance reached by different sensors models. Some measures indicate only the highest performances obtained by the corresponding sensor. Other 
operating distance values might be available for the same series and some optic functions might be carried out through LED or LASER emission, reaching different distances. For more specific 
information refer to the dedicated product page in this guide or download datasheets and manuals from our website (www.datalogic.com)

CL2

CL2

CL2
CL2

CL2

CL1

CL1

CL1

CL1
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APPLICATION PHOTOELECTRIC SENSORS

FORK CONT RAST LUMINESCENCE COLOR & 
CONTRAST AREA DIMENSION LIGHT GRIDS DISTANCE

MAX OPERATING DISTANCE

SR21 SR23 SRF SRX3 TLµ TL46 LD46 S65 AS1 DS1 DS2 S65-M S67 S85

Slot (width) 2 mm 5 mm 30, 50, 80, 120 mm 4 mm

Contrast 6…60 mm (*) 9 ±3 mm (*) 12…20 mm 

Luminescence 10…50 mm (*)

Color & Contrast 5…45 mm 

Area 0,3…3 m

Dimensional 0,15…4 m 0,3…10 m

Distance 0,3...5m  
(white 90%)

50…300 mm (Y03)
100…600 mm (Y13) 0,2...20 m

Page 138 142 146 150 154 160 166 170 176 180 184 188 192 198

(*) The maximum operating distance is determined by the lens used in the specific model

The table shows the maximum operating distance reached by different sensors models. Some measures indicate only the highest performances obtained by the corresponding sensor. 
Other operating distance values might be available for the same series and some optic functions might be carried out through LED or LASER emission, reaching different distances. 
For more specific information refer to the dedicated product page in this guide or download datasheets and manuals from our website (www.datalogic.com)
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ACCESSORIES

FIBER OPTIC IO-LINK CONNECTIVITY CONNECTORS REFLECTORS

OF/OFA MASTER IO-LINK CS CAB R

Page 204 210 218 220 222

APPLICATION PHOTOELECTRIC SENSORS

FORK CONT RAST LUMINESCENCE COLOR & 
CONTRAST AREA DIMENSION LIGHT GRIDS DISTANCE

MAX OPERATING DISTANCE

SR21 SR23 SRF SRX3 TLµ TL46 LD46 S65 AS1 DS1 DS2 S65-M S67 S85

Slot (width) 2 mm 5 mm 30, 50, 80, 120 mm 4 mm

Contrast 6…60 mm (*) 9 ±3 mm (*) 12…20 mm 

Luminescence 10…50 mm (*)

Color & Contrast 5…45 mm 

Area 0,3…3 m

Dimensional 0,15…4 m 0,3…10 m

Distance 0,3...5m  
(white 90%)

50…300 mm (Y03)
100…600 mm (Y13) 0,2...20 m

Page 138 142 146 150 154 160 166 170 176 180 184 188 192 198

(*) The maximum operating distance is determined by the lens used in the specific model

The table shows the maximum operating distance reached by different sensors models. Some measures indicate only the highest performances obtained by the corresponding sensor. 
Other operating distance values might be available for the same series and some optic functions might be carried out through LED or LASER emission, reaching different distances. 
For more specific information refer to the dedicated product page in this guide or download datasheets and manuals from our website (www.datalogic.com)
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IP69K
(*)

APPLICATIONS

• Processing and Packaging machinery
• Assembling and Conveyor lines

• Short case models for cost and space savings
• Plastic and stainless steel case with IP69K protection
• All optic functions at optimal operating distances
• Models with fixed settings or adjustment trimmer 
• Cable, M12 connector and pig-tail models

PLASTIC AND STAINLESS 
STEEL TUBULAR M18 
PHOTOELECTRIC SENSORS 
EVERY ENVIRONMENT

S15
Through beam 0…20 m

Retroreflective (on R2 reflector) 0,1…5 m

Polarized retroreflective 0,1…4 m

Retroreflective for transparent (on R2 reflector) 0,1…0,8 m

Diffuse proximity
short distance 0…100 mm

medium distance 0…350 mm

long distance 1 m

Fixed focus 0…50 mm

Background suppression 40…120 mm

Power supply
Vdc 10…30 V

Vac

Vac/dc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP

relay

other

Connection
cable •

connector •

pig-tail •

Approximate dimensions (mm) M18x44/48

Housing material ABS, INOX AISI 316L

Mechanical protection IP65 - IP67 - IP69K

(*) Stainless steel models.
   ATEX II 3DG

S15
TUBULAR SENSORS
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S15 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

CONTROLS 
OUTPUT LED (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/T01/F0x/D50/M01) 
The yellow LED permanently ON or OFF indicates the output status. 
The yellow LED blinking indicates the short circuit protection is turned on the 
output.

STABILITY LED (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/F0x) 
The green LED permanently ON indicates that the signal received has an 
acceptable safety margin respect the output switching value and the sensor is 
ready to function in a stable operating condition. 

POWER ON LED (S15…G0x/M01) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor is operating. 

SENSITIVITY TRIMMER-ADJ.  
Mono-turn trimmer to adjust the operating distance of the sensor 
(S15…A01/B01/Cx1/T01/F01). 
Multi-turn trimmer to adjust the background suppression distance of the 
sensor (S15…M01) 
See the “SETTING” paragraph for the functioning mode. 

EMISSION POWER REGULATION TRIMMER (S15…G01)
Mono-turn trimmer to adjust the power of the LED emitter and change the 
operating distance and the beam between emitter (S15…G01) and receiver 
(S15…F01) 

WARNING: in S15…A01/B01/Cx1/T01/F01/G01 models, the trimmer rotation 
is limited to 270° by a mechanical stop. Do not apply excessive torque when 
adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be fixed by means of the M18x1 threaded body using CH.24 
nuts (1.5Nm maximum tightening torque) or low-profile flared nut provided 
specifically supplied (plastic version). 
Various orientable fixing brackets are available to ease sensor positioning 
(please refer to the accessories listed in the general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor lens. 

Proximity models (S15…Cxx/D50/M01):
the object has to be moved closer or further 
away from the front surface of the sensor lens 
to improve detection. 
In case of lateral translation, the object must 
move as indicated in the figure. 

CONNECTIONS 
Cable and Pig Tail 

S15…A00/B00/C00/C10/F00/D50 S15…G00 

M12 Connector 

S15…A01/B01/C11/C31/T01/F01/M01 S15…G01 

* in case of white wire or pin 2 not connected the sensor operates in LIGHT mode for the 
proximity models (S15…Cxx/D50/M01) and in DARK mode for the retroreflex 
(S15…A0x/B0x/T01) and receiver models (S15…F0x). 

TECHNICAL DATA 
Power supply: 12…30 Vcc Class 2 (Type 1 for S15-NA) UL508 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 30 mA max. 

Outputs: PNP or NPN open collector (overload and short circuit protection, 
indicate with led indicators and led emission blinking) 

Output current: 100 mA max.
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 500 us (S15…D50) / 1 ms (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/T01/M01) / 2 ms (S15…F0x/G0x) 
Switching frequency: 1 KHz (D mod.) / 500 Hz (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/T01/M01) / 250 Hz (S15…F0x/G0x) 
Settings: Mono-turn distance adjustment trimmer (S15…A01/B01/Cx1/T01/F01) and 4 turns (S15…M01) 

Emission power regulation trimmer (S15…G01) 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/D50/T01/F0x/M01) 

STABILITY LED (green) (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/F0x) 
POWER ON LED (green) (S15…G0x/M01) 

Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Insulating strength: 500 Vac 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 M 500 Vdc between electronics and housing 
Operating distance (typical values): A0x: 0.1…5 m on R2 (Ø 63mm reflector)

B0x: 0.1…4 m on R2 (Ø 63mm reflector)
T01: 0.1…0.8 m on R2 (Ø 63mm reflector)

F0x/G0x: 0…20 m 
C10: 0…350 mm / C11: 0…350 mm / C00: 0…100 mm / C31: 0…1000 mm 

D50: 0…50 mm 
M01: 40…120 mm 

Emission type: RED (660 nm) (S15…B0x/T01/D50/M01) 
INFRARED (880 nm) (S15…A0x/Cxx/G0x) 

Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
DARK/LIGHT selection: white wire or pin 2 not connected: LIGHT mode (S15…Cxx/D50/M01) / DARK mode (S15…A0x/B0x/T01/F0x); 

white wire or pin 2 connected to: 0V DARK mode, +Vcc LIGHT mode 
Housing material: ABS TERLURAN (S15-PA) / INOX AISI 316L (S15-NA) 
Lens material: PMMA
Mechanical protection: IP65, IP67, IP69K 
Connections: M12-4 pole connector (S15-PA/NA-5) / 2 m  4 mm cable (S15-PA-2) 

150 mm cable  4 mm with M12-4 pole connector - pig-tail (S15-PA-3) 
Weight:  40 g max M12 version /  55 g max cable version /  35 g max pig-tail version 

DIMENSIONS 
S15-PA/NA-5 S15-PA-2/3 

S15-PA-2/3-D50 S15-PA-3 (pig-tail) 

dimensions in mm 

SETTING
The following procedures are valid for the LIGHT mode. 

S15…A0x/B0x 
Place the sensor and the reflector on opposite sides within the maximum 
operating distance. In the models with sensitivity adjustment, turn completely 
the trimmer in clockwise. 
Moving the sensor both vertically and horizontally, define the points of switch-
off and switch-on of the yellow LED (OUT). Mount the sensor in the middle of 
the defined points and check that the green LED (STABILITY) is ON. 

S15…Cxx
Place the sensor in axis with the object to be detected within the maximum 
operating distance. 
The models without sensitivity adjustment have a fixed operating distance: 
take attention to this in the positioning. 
In the models with sensitivity adjustment, turn the trimmer in clockwise until 
the yellow LED (OUT) and the green LED (STABILITY) switch ON 
permanently. 

S15…T01
Place the sensor and the reflector on opposite sides within the maximum 
operating distance. Turn completely the trimmer in clockwise. 
Moving the sensor both vertically and horizontally, define the points of switch-
off and switch-on of the yellow LED (OUT). 
Mount the sensor in the middle of the defined points. 
Turn the trimmer in anti-clockwise until the yellow LED (OUT) switch off, and 
then in clockwise until to switch-on: this is the best operating condition to 
detect the transparent objects. 

S15…F0x/G0x 
Place the sensors on opposite sides within the maximum operating distance. 
In the models with sensitivity adjustment (S15…F01) and power-emission 
adjustment (S15…G01), turn completely the trimmers in clockwise. 
Moving the emitter (S15…G0x) both vertically and horizontally, define the 
points of switch-off and switch-on of the yellow LED (OUT) on the receiver 
(S15…F0x). 
Mount the sensor in the middle of the defined points and check that the green 
LED (STABILITY) on the receiver is ON. 

S15…D50
Place the sensor in axis with the object to be detected, taking attention that 
the operating distance is fixed. 

S15…M01
Place the object to be detected opposite the sensor at a slightly greater 
distance than desired, within the maximum operating distance. Turn the 
trimmer to the maximum position (clockwise) and check that the yellow LED 
(OUT) is ON, then turn the trimmer in anti-clockwise until the yellow LED 
switch OFF. Verify the adjustment moving the object closer and further the 
sensor; tune the adjustment if necessary. 

TEST FUNCTION (S15…G0x) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to switch off the emitter light and 
verify that the system is correctly operating: the receiver output should switch 
when the test is activated while the beam is uninterrupted: the inputs 
activating voltage range is 12…30 VDC, respecting the polarity. 
The emission is switched OFF connecting TEST+ to VDC and TEST- to 0V. 

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 
the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com
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S15 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

CONTROLS 
OUTPUT LED (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/T01/F0x/D50/M01) 
The yellow LED permanently ON or OFF indicates the output status. 
The yellow LED blinking indicates the short circuit protection is turned on the 
output.

STABILITY LED (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/F0x) 
The green LED permanently ON indicates that the signal received has an 
acceptable safety margin respect the output switching value and the sensor is 
ready to function in a stable operating condition. 

POWER ON LED (S15…G0x/M01) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor is operating. 

SENSITIVITY TRIMMER-ADJ.  
Mono-turn trimmer to adjust the operating distance of the sensor 
(S15…A01/B01/Cx1/T01/F01). 
Multi-turn trimmer to adjust the background suppression distance of the 
sensor (S15…M01) 
See the “SETTING” paragraph for the functioning mode. 

EMISSION POWER REGULATION TRIMMER (S15…G01)
Mono-turn trimmer to adjust the power of the LED emitter and change the 
operating distance and the beam between emitter (S15…G01) and receiver 
(S15…F01) 

WARNING: in S15…A01/B01/Cx1/T01/F01/G01 models, the trimmer rotation 
is limited to 270° by a mechanical stop. Do not apply excessive torque when 
adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be fixed by means of the M18x1 threaded body using CH.24 
nuts (1.5Nm maximum tightening torque) or low-profile flared nut provided 
specifically supplied (plastic version). 
Various orientable fixing brackets are available to ease sensor positioning 
(please refer to the accessories listed in the general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor lens. 

Proximity models (S15…Cxx/D50/M01):
the object has to be moved closer or further 
away from the front surface of the sensor lens 
to improve detection. 
In case of lateral translation, the object must 
move as indicated in the figure. 

CONNECTIONS 
Cable and Pig Tail 

S15…A00/B00/C00/C10/F00/D50 S15…G00 

M12 Connector 

S15…A01/B01/C11/C31/T01/F01/M01 S15…G01 

* in case of white wire or pin 2 not connected the sensor operates in LIGHT mode for the 
proximity models (S15…Cxx/D50/M01) and in DARK mode for the retroreflex 
(S15…A0x/B0x/T01) and receiver models (S15…F0x). 

TECHNICAL DATA 
Power supply: 12…30 Vcc Class 2 (Type 1 for S15-NA) UL508 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 30 mA max. 

Outputs: PNP or NPN open collector (overload and short circuit protection, 
indicate with led indicators and led emission blinking) 

Output current: 100 mA max.
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 500 us (S15…D50) / 1 ms (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/T01/M01) / 2 ms (S15…F0x/G0x) 
Switching frequency: 1 KHz (D mod.) / 500 Hz (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/T01/M01) / 250 Hz (S15…F0x/G0x) 
Settings: Mono-turn distance adjustment trimmer (S15…A01/B01/Cx1/T01/F01) and 4 turns (S15…M01) 

Emission power regulation trimmer (S15…G01) 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/D50/T01/F0x/M01) 

STABILITY LED (green) (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/F0x) 
POWER ON LED (green) (S15…G0x/M01) 

Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Insulating strength: 500 Vac 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 M 500 Vdc between electronics and housing 
Operating distance (typical values): A0x: 0.1…5 m on R2 (Ø 63mm reflector)

B0x: 0.1…4 m on R2 (Ø 63mm reflector)
T01: 0.1…0.8 m on R2 (Ø 63mm reflector)

F0x/G0x: 0…20 m 
C10: 0…350 mm / C11: 0…350 mm / C00: 0…100 mm / C31: 0…1000 mm 

D50: 0…50 mm 
M01: 40…120 mm 

Emission type: RED (660 nm) (S15…B0x/T01/D50/M01) 
INFRARED (880 nm) (S15…A0x/Cxx/G0x) 

Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
DARK/LIGHT selection: white wire or pin 2 not connected: LIGHT mode (S15…Cxx/D50/M01) / DARK mode (S15…A0x/B0x/T01/F0x); 

white wire or pin 2 connected to: 0V DARK mode, +Vcc LIGHT mode 
Housing material: ABS TERLURAN (S15-PA) / INOX AISI 316L (S15-NA) 
Lens material: PMMA
Mechanical protection: IP65, IP67, IP69K 
Connections: M12-4 pole connector (S15-PA/NA-5) / 2 m  4 mm cable (S15-PA-2) 

150 mm cable  4 mm with M12-4 pole connector - pig-tail (S15-PA-3) 
Weight:  40 g max M12 version /  55 g max cable version /  35 g max pig-tail version 

DIMENSIONS 
S15-PA/NA-5 S15-PA-2/3 

S15-PA-2/3-D50 S15-PA-3 (pig-tail) 

dimensions in mm 

SETTING
The following procedures are valid for the LIGHT mode. 

S15…A0x/B0x 
Place the sensor and the reflector on opposite sides within the maximum 
operating distance. In the models with sensitivity adjustment, turn completely 
the trimmer in clockwise. 
Moving the sensor both vertically and horizontally, define the points of switch-
off and switch-on of the yellow LED (OUT). Mount the sensor in the middle of 
the defined points and check that the green LED (STABILITY) is ON. 

S15…Cxx
Place the sensor in axis with the object to be detected within the maximum 
operating distance. 
The models without sensitivity adjustment have a fixed operating distance: 
take attention to this in the positioning. 
In the models with sensitivity adjustment, turn the trimmer in clockwise until 
the yellow LED (OUT) and the green LED (STABILITY) switch ON 
permanently. 

S15…T01
Place the sensor and the reflector on opposite sides within the maximum 
operating distance. Turn completely the trimmer in clockwise. 
Moving the sensor both vertically and horizontally, define the points of switch-
off and switch-on of the yellow LED (OUT). 
Mount the sensor in the middle of the defined points. 
Turn the trimmer in anti-clockwise until the yellow LED (OUT) switch off, and 
then in clockwise until to switch-on: this is the best operating condition to 
detect the transparent objects. 

S15…F0x/G0x 
Place the sensors on opposite sides within the maximum operating distance. 
In the models with sensitivity adjustment (S15…F01) and power-emission 
adjustment (S15…G01), turn completely the trimmers in clockwise. 
Moving the emitter (S15…G0x) both vertically and horizontally, define the 
points of switch-off and switch-on of the yellow LED (OUT) on the receiver 
(S15…F0x). 
Mount the sensor in the middle of the defined points and check that the green 
LED (STABILITY) on the receiver is ON. 

S15…D50
Place the sensor in axis with the object to be detected, taking attention that 
the operating distance is fixed. 

S15…M01
Place the object to be detected opposite the sensor at a slightly greater 
distance than desired, within the maximum operating distance. Turn the 
trimmer to the maximum position (clockwise) and check that the yellow LED 
(OUT) is ON, then turn the trimmer in anti-clockwise until the yellow LED 
switch OFF. Verify the adjustment moving the object closer and further the 
sensor; tune the adjustment if necessary. 

TEST FUNCTION (S15…G0x) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to switch off the emitter light and 
verify that the system is correctly operating: the receiver output should switch 
when the test is activated while the beam is uninterrupted: the inputs 
activating voltage range is 12…30 VDC, respecting the polarity. 
The emission is switched OFF connecting TEST+ to VDC and TEST- to 0V. 

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 
the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
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S15 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

CONTROLS 
OUTPUT LED (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/T01/F0x/D50/M01) 
The yellow LED permanently ON or OFF indicates the output status. 
The yellow LED blinking indicates the short circuit protection is turned on the 
output.

STABILITY LED (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/F0x) 
The green LED permanently ON indicates that the signal received has an 
acceptable safety margin respect the output switching value and the sensor is 
ready to function in a stable operating condition. 

POWER ON LED (S15…G0x/M01) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor is operating. 

SENSITIVITY TRIMMER-ADJ.  
Mono-turn trimmer to adjust the operating distance of the sensor 
(S15…A01/B01/Cx1/T01/F01). 
Multi-turn trimmer to adjust the background suppression distance of the 
sensor (S15…M01) 
See the “SETTING” paragraph for the functioning mode. 

EMISSION POWER REGULATION TRIMMER (S15…G01)
Mono-turn trimmer to adjust the power of the LED emitter and change the 
operating distance and the beam between emitter (S15…G01) and receiver 
(S15…F01) 

WARNING: in S15…A01/B01/Cx1/T01/F01/G01 models, the trimmer rotation 
is limited to 270° by a mechanical stop. Do not apply excessive torque when 
adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be fixed by means of the M18x1 threaded body using CH.24 
nuts (1.5Nm maximum tightening torque) or low-profile flared nut provided 
specifically supplied (plastic version). 
Various orientable fixing brackets are available to ease sensor positioning 
(please refer to the accessories listed in the general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor lens. 

Proximity models (S15…Cxx/D50/M01):
the object has to be moved closer or further 
away from the front surface of the sensor lens 
to improve detection. 
In case of lateral translation, the object must 
move as indicated in the figure. 

CONNECTIONS 
Cable and Pig Tail 

S15…A00/B00/C00/C10/F00/D50 S15…G00 

M12 Connector 

S15…A01/B01/C11/C31/T01/F01/M01 S15…G01 

* in case of white wire or pin 2 not connected the sensor operates in LIGHT mode for the 
proximity models (S15…Cxx/D50/M01) and in DARK mode for the retroreflex 
(S15…A0x/B0x/T01) and receiver models (S15…F0x). 

TECHNICAL DATA 
Power supply: 12…30 Vcc Class 2 (Type 1 for S15-NA) UL508 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 30 mA max. 

Outputs: PNP or NPN open collector (overload and short circuit protection, 
indicate with led indicators and led emission blinking) 

Output current: 100 mA max.
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 500 us (S15…D50) / 1 ms (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/T01/M01) / 2 ms (S15…F0x/G0x) 
Switching frequency: 1 KHz (D mod.) / 500 Hz (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/T01/M01) / 250 Hz (S15…F0x/G0x) 
Settings: Mono-turn distance adjustment trimmer (S15…A01/B01/Cx1/T01/F01) and 4 turns (S15…M01) 

Emission power regulation trimmer (S15…G01) 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/D50/T01/F0x/M01) 

STABILITY LED (green) (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/F0x) 
POWER ON LED (green) (S15…G0x/M01) 

Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Insulating strength: 500 Vac 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 M 500 Vdc between electronics and housing 
Operating distance (typical values): A0x: 0.1…5 m on R2 (Ø 63mm reflector)

B0x: 0.1…4 m on R2 (Ø 63mm reflector)
T01: 0.1…0.8 m on R2 (Ø 63mm reflector)

F0x/G0x: 0…20 m 
C10: 0…350 mm / C11: 0…350 mm / C00: 0…100 mm / C31: 0…1000 mm 

D50: 0…50 mm 
M01: 40…120 mm 

Emission type: RED (660 nm) (S15…B0x/T01/D50/M01) 
INFRARED (880 nm) (S15…A0x/Cxx/G0x) 

Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
DARK/LIGHT selection: white wire or pin 2 not connected: LIGHT mode (S15…Cxx/D50/M01) / DARK mode (S15…A0x/B0x/T01/F0x); 

white wire or pin 2 connected to: 0V DARK mode, +Vcc LIGHT mode 
Housing material: ABS TERLURAN (S15-PA) / INOX AISI 316L (S15-NA) 
Lens material: PMMA
Mechanical protection: IP65, IP67, IP69K 
Connections: M12-4 pole connector (S15-PA/NA-5) / 2 m  4 mm cable (S15-PA-2) 

150 mm cable  4 mm with M12-4 pole connector - pig-tail (S15-PA-3) 
Weight:  40 g max M12 version /  55 g max cable version /  35 g max pig-tail version 

DIMENSIONS 
S15-PA/NA-5 S15-PA-2/3 

S15-PA-2/3-D50 S15-PA-3 (pig-tail) 

dimensions in mm 

SETTING
The following procedures are valid for the LIGHT mode. 

S15…A0x/B0x 
Place the sensor and the reflector on opposite sides within the maximum 
operating distance. In the models with sensitivity adjustment, turn completely 
the trimmer in clockwise. 
Moving the sensor both vertically and horizontally, define the points of switch-
off and switch-on of the yellow LED (OUT). Mount the sensor in the middle of 
the defined points and check that the green LED (STABILITY) is ON. 

S15…Cxx
Place the sensor in axis with the object to be detected within the maximum 
operating distance. 
The models without sensitivity adjustment have a fixed operating distance: 
take attention to this in the positioning. 
In the models with sensitivity adjustment, turn the trimmer in clockwise until 
the yellow LED (OUT) and the green LED (STABILITY) switch ON 
permanently. 

S15…T01
Place the sensor and the reflector on opposite sides within the maximum 
operating distance. Turn completely the trimmer in clockwise. 
Moving the sensor both vertically and horizontally, define the points of switch-
off and switch-on of the yellow LED (OUT). 
Mount the sensor in the middle of the defined points. 
Turn the trimmer in anti-clockwise until the yellow LED (OUT) switch off, and 
then in clockwise until to switch-on: this is the best operating condition to 
detect the transparent objects. 

S15…F0x/G0x 
Place the sensors on opposite sides within the maximum operating distance. 
In the models with sensitivity adjustment (S15…F01) and power-emission 
adjustment (S15…G01), turn completely the trimmers in clockwise. 
Moving the emitter (S15…G0x) both vertically and horizontally, define the 
points of switch-off and switch-on of the yellow LED (OUT) on the receiver 
(S15…F0x). 
Mount the sensor in the middle of the defined points and check that the green 
LED (STABILITY) on the receiver is ON. 

S15…D50
Place the sensor in axis with the object to be detected, taking attention that 
the operating distance is fixed. 

S15…M01
Place the object to be detected opposite the sensor at a slightly greater 
distance than desired, within the maximum operating distance. Turn the 
trimmer to the maximum position (clockwise) and check that the yellow LED 
(OUT) is ON, then turn the trimmer in anti-clockwise until the yellow LED 
switch OFF. Verify the adjustment moving the object closer and further the 
sensor; tune the adjustment if necessary. 

TEST FUNCTION (S15…G0x) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to switch off the emitter light and 
verify that the system is correctly operating: the receiver output should switch 
when the test is activated while the beam is uninterrupted: the inputs 
activating voltage range is 12…30 VDC, respecting the polarity. 
The emission is switched OFF connecting TEST+ to VDC and TEST- to 0V. 

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 
the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
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TECHNICAL DATA

CONNECTIONS

Power supply 12 ... 30 Vdc (limit values)

Ripple  2 Vpp max.

Consumption 25 mA  max.

Light emission
red LED 660 nm (mod. S15…B/D/T/M)

IR LED 880 nm (mod. S15…A/C/G)

Setting mono-turn trimmer (mod. S15…A01/B01/Cx1/T01/F01) and 4 turns (mod. S15…M01)

Operating mode
white wire or pin 2 not connected: LIGHT mode  

(mod. S15…C/D/M)/DARK mode (mod. S15…A/B/T/F)

white wire or pin 2 connected to: 0 V DARK mode, +Vcc LIGHT mode

Indicators
yellow OUTPUT LED

green STABILITY LED, POWER LED (mod. S15...G)

Output PNP or NPN

Output current 100 mA max.

Saturation voltage  2 V max.

Response time

1 ms (mod. S15…A/B/C/T/M)

2 ms (mod. S15…F)

500 µs (mod. S15…D)

Switching frequency

500 Hz  (mod. S15…A/B/C/T/M)

250 Hz (mod. S15…F)

1 kHz (mod. S15…D)

Connection M12 4-pole connector, 2 m cable Ø 4 mm, 150 mm length Ø 4 mm cable with M12 4-pole connector  
(pig-tail vers.)

Dielectric strength 500 Vac 1 min., between electronics and housing

Insulation resistence >20 MΩ 500 Vdc, between electronics and housing 

Mechanical protection IP65, IP67, IP69K 

Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2

Vibrations 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for each axis  (EN60068-2-6)

Housing material  ABS TERLURAN, INOX AISI 316L (mod. S15-PA) - (mod. S15-NA)

Lens material plastic PMMA 

Operating temperature  -25 ... 55°C 

Storage temperature  -25 ... 70°C 

Weight 40 g max. conn. vers., 55 g max. cable vers., 35 g max. pig-tail vers.

M12 CONNECTORCABLE AND PIG-TAIL

Through beam emitter Through beam emitter
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DIMENSIONS

Background suppression - M12 connector version

Diffuse proximity - cable versionThrough beam emitter - cable version

Through beam emitter - M12 connector version

M12 connector version

PLASTIC

Cable version
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S15 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

CONTROLS 
OUTPUT LED (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/T01/F0x/D50/M01) 
The yellow LED permanently ON or OFF indicates the output status. 
The yellow LED blinking indicates the short circuit protection is turned on the 
output.

STABILITY LED (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/F0x) 
The green LED permanently ON indicates that the signal received has an 
acceptable safety margin respect the output switching value and the sensor is 
ready to function in a stable operating condition. 

POWER ON LED (S15…G0x/M01) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor is operating. 

SENSITIVITY TRIMMER-ADJ.  
Mono-turn trimmer to adjust the operating distance of the sensor 
(S15…A01/B01/Cx1/T01/F01). 
Multi-turn trimmer to adjust the background suppression distance of the 
sensor (S15…M01) 
See the “SETTING” paragraph for the functioning mode. 

EMISSION POWER REGULATION TRIMMER (S15…G01)
Mono-turn trimmer to adjust the power of the LED emitter and change the 
operating distance and the beam between emitter (S15…G01) and receiver 
(S15…F01) 

WARNING: in S15…A01/B01/Cx1/T01/F01/G01 models, the trimmer rotation 
is limited to 270° by a mechanical stop. Do not apply excessive torque when 
adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be fixed by means of the M18x1 threaded body using CH.24 
nuts (1.5Nm maximum tightening torque) or low-profile flared nut provided 
specifically supplied (plastic version). 
Various orientable fixing brackets are available to ease sensor positioning 
(please refer to the accessories listed in the general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor lens. 

Proximity models (S15…Cxx/D50/M01):
the object has to be moved closer or further 
away from the front surface of the sensor lens 
to improve detection. 
In case of lateral translation, the object must 
move as indicated in the figure. 

CONNECTIONS 
Cable and Pig Tail 

S15…A00/B00/C00/C10/F00/D50 S15…G00 

M12 Connector 

S15…A01/B01/C11/C31/T01/F01/M01 S15…G01 

* in case of white wire or pin 2 not connected the sensor operates in LIGHT mode for the 
proximity models (S15…Cxx/D50/M01) and in DARK mode for the retroreflex 
(S15…A0x/B0x/T01) and receiver models (S15…F0x). 

TECHNICAL DATA 
Power supply: 12…30 Vcc Class 2 (Type 1 for S15-NA) UL508 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 30 mA max. 

Outputs: PNP or NPN open collector (overload and short circuit protection, 
indicate with led indicators and led emission blinking) 

Output current: 100 mA max.
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 500 us (S15…D50) / 1 ms (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/T01/M01) / 2 ms (S15…F0x/G0x) 
Switching frequency: 1 KHz (D mod.) / 500 Hz (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/T01/M01) / 250 Hz (S15…F0x/G0x) 
Settings: Mono-turn distance adjustment trimmer (S15…A01/B01/Cx1/T01/F01) and 4 turns (S15…M01) 

Emission power regulation trimmer (S15…G01) 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/D50/T01/F0x/M01) 

STABILITY LED (green) (S15…A0x/B0x/Cxx/F0x) 
POWER ON LED (green) (S15…G0x/M01) 

Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Insulating strength: 500 Vac 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 M 500 Vdc between electronics and housing 
Operating distance (typical values): A0x: 0.1…5 m on R2 (Ø 63mm reflector)

B0x: 0.1…4 m on R2 (Ø 63mm reflector)
T01: 0.1…0.8 m on R2 (Ø 63mm reflector)

F0x/G0x: 0…20 m 
C10: 0…350 mm / C11: 0…350 mm / C00: 0…100 mm / C31: 0…1000 mm 

D50: 0…50 mm 
M01: 40…120 mm 

Emission type: RED (660 nm) (S15…B0x/T01/D50/M01) 
INFRARED (880 nm) (S15…A0x/Cxx/G0x) 

Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
DARK/LIGHT selection: white wire or pin 2 not connected: LIGHT mode (S15…Cxx/D50/M01) / DARK mode (S15…A0x/B0x/T01/F0x); 

white wire or pin 2 connected to: 0V DARK mode, +Vcc LIGHT mode 
Housing material: ABS TERLURAN (S15-PA) / INOX AISI 316L (S15-NA) 
Lens material: PMMA
Mechanical protection: IP65, IP67, IP69K 
Connections: M12-4 pole connector (S15-PA/NA-5) / 2 m  4 mm cable (S15-PA-2) 

150 mm cable  4 mm with M12-4 pole connector - pig-tail (S15-PA-3) 
Weight:  40 g max M12 version /  55 g max cable version /  35 g max pig-tail version 

DIMENSIONS 
S15-PA/NA-5 S15-PA-2/3 

S15-PA-2/3-D50 S15-PA-3 (pig-tail) 

dimensions in mm 

SETTING
The following procedures are valid for the LIGHT mode. 

S15…A0x/B0x 
Place the sensor and the reflector on opposite sides within the maximum 
operating distance. In the models with sensitivity adjustment, turn completely 
the trimmer in clockwise. 
Moving the sensor both vertically and horizontally, define the points of switch-
off and switch-on of the yellow LED (OUT). Mount the sensor in the middle of 
the defined points and check that the green LED (STABILITY) is ON. 

S15…Cxx
Place the sensor in axis with the object to be detected within the maximum 
operating distance. 
The models without sensitivity adjustment have a fixed operating distance: 
take attention to this in the positioning. 
In the models with sensitivity adjustment, turn the trimmer in clockwise until 
the yellow LED (OUT) and the green LED (STABILITY) switch ON 
permanently. 

S15…T01
Place the sensor and the reflector on opposite sides within the maximum 
operating distance. Turn completely the trimmer in clockwise. 
Moving the sensor both vertically and horizontally, define the points of switch-
off and switch-on of the yellow LED (OUT). 
Mount the sensor in the middle of the defined points. 
Turn the trimmer in anti-clockwise until the yellow LED (OUT) switch off, and 
then in clockwise until to switch-on: this is the best operating condition to 
detect the transparent objects. 

S15…F0x/G0x 
Place the sensors on opposite sides within the maximum operating distance. 
In the models with sensitivity adjustment (S15…F01) and power-emission 
adjustment (S15…G01), turn completely the trimmers in clockwise. 
Moving the emitter (S15…G0x) both vertically and horizontally, define the 
points of switch-off and switch-on of the yellow LED (OUT) on the receiver 
(S15…F0x). 
Mount the sensor in the middle of the defined points and check that the green 
LED (STABILITY) on the receiver is ON. 

S15…D50
Place the sensor in axis with the object to be detected, taking attention that 
the operating distance is fixed. 

S15…M01
Place the object to be detected opposite the sensor at a slightly greater 
distance than desired, within the maximum operating distance. Turn the 
trimmer to the maximum position (clockwise) and check that the yellow LED 
(OUT) is ON, then turn the trimmer in anti-clockwise until the yellow LED 
switch OFF. Verify the adjustment moving the object closer and further the 
sensor; tune the adjustment if necessary. 

TEST FUNCTION (S15…G0x) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to switch off the emitter light and 
verify that the system is correctly operating: the receiver output should switch 
when the test is activated while the beam is uninterrupted: the inputs 
activating voltage range is 12…30 VDC, respecting the polarity. 
The emission is switched OFF connecting TEST+ to VDC and TEST- to 0V. 

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 
the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION per l'ambiente: 100% carta riciclata. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION si riserva il diritto di apportare modifiche e/o miglioramenti senza preavviso.

© 2009 –2013 Datalogic Automation - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - Protected to the fullest extent under U.S. and 
international laws. • Copying, or altering of this document is prohibited without express written consent from 
Datalogic Automation. Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many 
countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

821002013 Rev.C

Cable version

Background suppression - M12 connector version Pig-tail version

Through beam emitter - M12 connector version

STAINLESS STEEL

M12 connector version

Power ON LED

Plastic/metal case with trimmer, M12 connector

Plastic, no trimmer, Cable, Pig Tail 

G00A00, B00, C10, C00, T01, D50 F00

Stability LED

Stability LED

Output LED

Power ON LED
Output LED

Output LED

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

A01, B01, C11, C31, T01, F01, M01 G01
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T01 - RETROREFLECTIVE BY TRASPARENTF00/G01 - THROUGH BEAM M01 - BACKGROUND SUPPRESSION
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C31 - LONG DIFFUSE PROXIMITY
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Grey 18% White 90%mm Grey 18%
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White 90%
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cm R2 R5

R5

DETECTION DIAGRAMS
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MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

OPTIC FUNCTION HOUSING CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Retroreflective

Plastic

2 m cable
NPN S15-PA-2-A00-NK 952301051

PNP S15-PA-2-A00-PK 952301001

M12 connector
NPN S15-PA-5-A01-NK 952301300

PNP S15-PA-5-A01-PK 952301220

pig-tail
NPN S15-PA-3-A00-NK 952301161

PNP S15-PA-3-A00-PK 952301111

Stainless Steel M12 connector 
NPN S15-NA-5-A01-NK 952301450

PNP S15-NA-5-A01-PK 952301370

Polarized Retroreflective

Plastic

2 m cable
NPN S15-PA-2-B00-NK 952301061

PNP S15-PA-2-B00-PK 952301011

M12 connector
NPN S15-PA-5-B01-NK 952301310

PNP S15-PA-5-B01-PK 952301230

pig-tail
NPN S15-PA-3-B00-NK 952301171

PNP S15-PA-3-B00-PK 952301121

Stainless Steel M12 connector
NPN S15-NA-5-B01-NK 952301460

PNP S15-NA-5-B01-PK 952301380

Diffuse proximity 
(short distance) Plastic

2 m cable
NPN S15-PA-2-C00-NK 952301071

PNP S15-PA-2-C00-PK 952301021

pig-tail
NPN S15-PA-3-C00-NK 952301181

PNP S15-PA-3-C00-PK 952301131

Diffuse proximity 
(medium distance)

Plastic

2 m cable
NPN S15-PA-2-C10-NK 952301081

PNP S15-PA-2-C10-PK 952301031

M12 connector
NPN S15-PA-5-C11-NK 952301330

PNP S15-PA-5-C11-PK 952301250

pig-tail
NPN S15-PA-3-C10-NK 952301191

PNP S15-PA-3-C10-PK 952301141

Stainless Steel M12 connector
NPN S15-NA-5-C11-NK 952301480

PNP S15-NA-5-C11-PK 952301400

Diffuse proximity 
(long distance)

Plastic

M12 connector

NPN S15-PA-5-C31-NK 952301340

PNP S15-PA-5-C31-PK 952301260

Stainless Steel
NPN S15-NA-5-C31-NK 952301490

PNP S15-NA-5-C31-PK 952301410

Fixed focus Plastic

2 m cable
NPN S15-PA-2-D50-NK 952301530

PNP S15-PA-2-D50-PK 952301520

pig-tail
NPN S15-PA-3-D50-NK 952301550

PNP S15-PA-3-D50-PK 952301540

Through beam receiver

Plastic

2 m cable
NPN S15-PA-2-F00-NK 952301091

PNP S15-PA-2-F00-PK 952301041

M12 connector
NPN S15-PA-5-F01-NK 952301360

PNP S15-PA-5-F01-PK 952301280

pig-tail
NPN S15-PA-3-F00-NK 952301201

PNP S15-PA-3-F00-PK 952301151

Stainless Steel M12 connector
NPN S15-NA-5-F01-NK 952301510

PNP S15-NA-5-F01-PK 952301430

Through beam emitter
Plastic

2 m cable - S15-PA-2-G00-XG 952301101

M12 connector - S15-PA-5-G01-XG 952301290

pig-tail - S15-PA-3-G00-XG 952301211

Stainless Steel M12 connector - S15-NA-5-G01-XG 952301440

Background suppression

Plastic

M12 connector

NPN S15-PA-5-M01-NK 952301350

PNP S15-PA-5-M01-PK 952301270

Stainless Steel
NPN S15-NA-5-M01-NK 952301500

PNP S15-NA-5-M01-PK 952301420

Transparent

Plastic

M12 connector

NPN S15-PA-5-T01-NK 952301320

PNP S15-PA-5-T01-PK 952301240

Stainless Steel
NPN S15-NA-5-T01-NK 952301470

PNP S15-NA-5-T01-PK 952301390
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The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.

ST-5010 M18/14 mounting bracket 95ACC5230

ST-5011 M18 mounting bracket short 95ACC5240

ST-5012 M18 mounting bracket long 95ACC5250

ST-5017 M18 mounting bracket  95ACC5270

ST1218 M12/M18 mounting brackets 95ACC3340

ST1830 M18/M30 mounting brackets 95ACC3350

SP-40 mounting bracket tubular 95ACC1370

SWING-18 Adjustable support for M18 tubular sensors 895000006

PLASTIC NUT flared mounting nut 95ACC2630

TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M12 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-G-03 95A251380

5 m CS-A1-02-G-05 95A251270

7 m CS-A1-02-G-07 95A251280

10 m CS-A1-02-G-10 95A251390

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-A1-02-R-02 95A251540

5 m CS-A1-02-R-05 95A251560

Radial M12 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A2-02-G-03 95A251360

5 m CS-A2-02-G-05 95A251240

7 m CS-A2-02-G-07 95A251245

10 m CS-A2-02-G-10 95A251260

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-A2-02-R-02 95A251550

5 m CS-A2-02-R-05 95A251570

Axial M12 Connector

4-pole, shielded, black, P.V.C.

3 m CV-A1-22-B-03 95ACC1480

5 m CV-A1-22-B-05 95ACC1490

10 m CV-A1-22-B-10 95ACC1500

15 m CV-A1-22-B-15 95ACC2070

25 m CV-A1-22-B-25 95ACC2090

Radial M12 Connector

3 m CV-A2-22-B-03 95ACC1540

5 m CV-A2-22-B-05 95ACC1550

10 m CV-A2-22-B-10 95ACC1560

Axial M12 Connector
4-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-U-03 95ASE1120

5 m CS-A1-02-U-05 95ASE1130

10 m CS-A1-02-U-10 95ASE1140

15 m CS-A1-02-U-15 95ASE1150

25 m CS-A1-02-U-25 95ASE1160

4-pole, black
Connector- not cabled CS-A1-02-B-NC G5085002

Radial M12 Connector Connector- not cabled CS-A2-02-B-NC G5085003

CABLES

Rev. 01, 07/2016
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(*)

APPLICATIONS

• Processing and Packaging machinery
• Conveyor lines, material handling
• Ceramics intralogistics
• Automated warehousing

• All optic functions
• Improved EMI immunity
• Improved ambient light immunity
• Improved laser safety level
• M18 flat plastic with universal mounting
• Available in M18 metal housing
• Axial or radial optics, cable or connector
• Standard 4-wire NO-NC NPN or PNP output

EXTENDED RANGE OF  
STANDARD “ONE FOR ALL”  
PHOTOELECTRIC TUBULAR 
M18 SENSORS

S5N

Through beam
0…20 m

0…60 m (class 1 LASER)
Retroreflective (on R2 reflector) 0,1…4 m

Polarized retroreflective
0,1…4 m

0,1…16 m (class 1 LASER)
Retroreflective for transparent (on R2 reflector) 0,1…1,3 m

Diffuse proximity

short distance 0...100 mm
medium distance 0...400 mm

long distance 0...700 mm
long distance LASER 0...350 mm

Fixed focus 100 mm
Background suppression 50…150 mm
Through beam with fiber optic 0…100 mm
Diffuse proximity with fiber optic 0…30 mm
Contrast sensor 10 ±2 mm
Luminescence sensor 0…20 mm

Power supply
Vdc 10…30 V
Vac
Vac/dc

Output

PNP •
NPN •
NPN/PNP
relay
other IO-Link v 1.1

Connection
cable •
connector •
pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) M18x 55/68
Housing material PBT, nickel plated brass
Mechanical protection IP67

S5N
TUBULAR SENSORS
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TECHNICAL DATA

Power supply 10 … 30 Vdc (limit values)

Ripple 2 Vpp max.

Consumption (output current excluded)
35 mA max. (mod. S5N...A00/B01/C01/C10/C21/D00/E01/T01)

30 mA max. (mod. S5N...F01/M03)

25 mA max. (mod. S5N...W03/U03) 

Light emission

red LED 630 nm (mod. S5N...D00/E01, S5N-PA/MA...M03)

 red LED 660 nm (mod. S5N...B01/T01)

red LED 670 nm (mod. S5N-PS/MS…M03)

IR LED 880 nm (mod. S5N...A00/C01/C10/C20/C21/G00)

white LED 400-700 nm (mod. S5N...W03)

UV LED 370 nm (mod. S5N...U03)

red Laser 650 nm (mod. S5N...G00/F01/B01/C01)

Setting 
sensivity trimmer (mod. B01/C01/C21/E01/F01/T01)

teach-in push-button (mod. M03/W03/U03)

Operating mode
LIGHT mode on N.O. output / DARK mode on N.C. output (mod.S5N...C01/C10/C21/D00/M03/U03)

DARK mode on N.O. output / LIGHT mode on N.C. output (mod.S5N...A00/B01/E01/F01/T01/W03)

Indicators
yellow OUTPUT LED (S5N, excl. mod. G00)

 green STABILITY LED (mod. S5N...B01/C01/C21/E01/F01), POWER LED (mod. S5N...G00)

green/red READY/ERROR LED (mod. S5N...M03/W03/U03)

Output 
PNP or NPN; NO; NC (mod. S5N)

IO-Link v 1.1 (mod.S5N...OZ)

IO-Link interface
(mod.S5N...OZ) v 1.1, com 2, 38,4 kBaud, 32 bit process data,

5 ms cycle time LED emission model, 8 ms cycle time LASER emission model

Output current 100 mA max.

Saturation voltage 2 V max.

Response time 

0,5 ms (mod. S5N...A00/B01/T01/C10/C21/C01/D00/E01/U03)

2 ms (mod. S5N...F01/G00)

1 ms (mod. S5N...M03)

100 µs (mod. S5N...W03)

 333 µs (Laser mod. S5N)

Switching frequency

1 kHz  (mod. S5N...A00/B01/T01/C10/C21/C01/D00/E01/U03)

250 Hz (mod. S5N...F01/G00)

500 Hz (mod. S5N...M03)

5 kHz (mod. S5N...W03)

 1,5 kHz (Laser mod. S5N) 

Connection 2 m cable Ø� 4 mm, M12 4-pole connector

Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing

Electrical protection class 2

Mechanical protection IP67

Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2

Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Housing material
Plastic version PBT

Metal version nickel plated brass

Lens material PMMA

Operating temperature
-25 … 55 °C

(Laser mod.) -10 … 50 °C

Storage temperature -25 … 70 °C

Weight

Plastic version 75 g max. cable vers. (90 g max. mod. M03), 25 g max. conn. vers. (40 g max. mod. 
M03)

Metal version  110 g max. cable vers. (125 g max. mod. M03), 60 g max. conn. vers. (75 g max. mod. 
M03)
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This product is covered by one or more of the following patents. 
European Patent 851,211 B1; 1,111,690 B1; 1,148,346 B1; 1,209,487 B1. 

Italian Patent IT 1,321,772. 

S50-Px SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED (S50-Px…A00/B01/C01/C10/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
The yellow LED ON indicates that the NO output status is closed. 
STABILITY LED (S50-Px…B01/C01/C21/E01/F01) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a reserve 
greater than 30% compared to the output switching value. 
POWER ON LED (S50-Px…G00) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
TRIMMER (S50-Px…B01/C01/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
The trimmer can be used to adjust sensitivity; the operating distance 
increases turning the trimmer clockwise. 

WARNING: The trimmer rotation is limited to 270° by a mechanical stop. 
Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 

INSTALLATION
The sensor can be fixed by means of the M18x1 threaded body through 
a  18mm hole, using the specific washer and the two CH.24 nuts 
enclosed (1.5Nm maximum tightening torque). 
Alternatively, the sensor can be mounted through the two housing’s 
holes using two screws (M3x22 or longer) and washer. 
Amongst the various possible solutions, we suggest to choose the 
combination that offers the best visibility of the signalling LEDs and the 
easiest access to the trimmer. 
Wide range of accessories available: 22mm nuts, h=8mm, (2Nm 
maximum tightening torque) guarantee an improved torque and various 
orientable fixing brackets ease the sensor 
positioning (please refer to the accessories 
listed in the general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the 
front surface of the sensor lens. 
C/D models: To improve the detection, the 
object has to be moved closer or further away 
from the front surface of the sensor lens. 
In case of lateral translation, the object must 
move as indicated in the figure. 

CONNECTIONS
The connections are compliant to the EN 60947-5-2 standard. 
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S50-PA AXIAL VERSION S50-PR RADIAL VERSION

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc (limit values) 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption  
(output current excluded): 35 mA max. 

Outputs: NO and NC; PNP or NPN (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 100 mA max.  
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 0.5 ms (2 ms mod.F01/G00) 
Switching frequency: 1KHz (250 Hz mod.F01/G00) 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) excluding mod.G00 

STABILITY LED (GREEN) (mod.B01/C01/C21/E01/F01) 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) (mod.G00) 

Setting: sensitivity trimmer (mod.B01/C01/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Insulating strength: 500 Vac 1 min., between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 M 500 Vdc, between electronics and housing 
Operating distance (typical values): A00: 0.1…4m on R2 

B01: 0.1…3.5m on R2 
C01: 0…60cm 
C10: 0…10cm 
C21: 0…35cm 

D00: 0.5…10cm 
F01/G00: 0…25m 

E01: 30mm with OF-42 / 100mm with OF-43 
T01: 0.1…1m on R2 

B01: 0.1…2m on R2 
C01: 0…35cm 
C10: 0…8cm 
D00: 0…8cm 

F01/G00: 0…20m 
T01: 0.1…1m on R2 

Emission type: red (630 nm) (mod.D00/E01) / red (660 nm) (mod.B01/T01) / 
infrared (880nm) (mod.A00/C01/C10/C21/G00) 

Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: PBT  
Lens material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: 2 m cable  4 mm / M12 - 4 pole connector 
Weight: 75 g. max. cable vers. / 25 g. max. connector vers.  

SETTING
Setting of S50-Px…A00 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in 
both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. 
Setting of S50-Px…B01/T01 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to the maximum position. 
Moving the sensor both vertically and horizontally, determine the power 
on and off points of the yellow LED (OUT) and then mount the sensor in 
the middle of the points defined. Optimum operation is obtained when 
the green LED (mod.B01) is ON and the yellow LED is OFF. 
B01 models: If necessary reduce sensitivity in order to 
detect very small targets. In order to improve alignment, 
repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively 
reducing the sensitivity. 
T01 model: Turn the sensitivity trimmer counterclockwise until the yellow 
LED turns ON (pos.A). Turn slowly the trimmer again clockwise until the 
yellow LED turns OFF (Operating condition, pos.B).
Setting of S50-Px…F01/G00/E01 with OF-43 (P/R fibre-optics) 
Position the sensors (fibre terminals) on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum: moving the sensor both 
vertically and horizontally, determine the power on and off points of the 
yellow LED (OUT) and then mount the sensor in the middle of the points 
defined. Optimum operation is obtained when the green LED is ON and 
the yellow LED is OFF (the output function and the relative LEDs are 
inverted in the E01 model with the OF-43 fibre). 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure 
detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Setting of S50-Px…C01/C21/E01 with OF-42 (proximity fibre) 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to minimum: the green LED is ON, the 
yellow LED is OFF. Position the target to detect in front of the sensor or 
of the fibre terminals. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the 
yellow LED turns ON (Target detected state, pos.A). 
Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON 
(Background detected state, pos.B).
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. 
Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the two 
positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
Setting of S50-Px…C10/D00 
The operating distance range of these sensors is factory preset: please 
consider this feature when positioning. 

TEST FUNCTION (S50-Px…G00) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to inhibit the emitter and 
verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The receiver output should switch when the test is activated while the 
beam is uninterrupted. 
The inputs activating voltage range is 10 … 30 VDC. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.
WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product 
found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months from the 
manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper 
application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. 
in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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This product is covered by one or more of the following patents. 
European Patent 851,211 B1; 1,111,690 B1; 1,148,346 B1; 1,209,487 B1. 

Italian Patent IT 1,321,772. 

S50-Mx SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED (S50-Mx…A00/B01/C01/C10/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
The yellow LED ON indicates that the N.O. (normally open) output 
status is closed. 
STABILITY LED (S50-Mx…B01/C01/C21/E01/F01) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a reserve 
greater than 30% compared to the output switching value. 
POWER ON LED (S50-Mx…G00) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
TRIMMER (S50-Mx…B01/C01/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
The trimmer can be used to adjust sensitivity; the operating distance 
increases turning the trimmer clockwise. 

WARNING: The trimmer rotation is limited to 270° by a mechanical stop. 
Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 

INSTALLATION
The sensor can be fixed by means of the M18x1 threaded body through 
a ∅ 18 mm hole, using the two CH.24 nuts enclosed (22 Nm maximum 
tightening torque). 
Wide range of accessories available: various orientable fixing brackets 
ease the sensor positioning (please refer to the accessories listed in the 
general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor 
lens. 
C/D models: To improve the detection, the 
object has to be moved closer or further away 
from the front surface of the sensor lens. 

In case of lateral translation, the object must 
move as indicated in the figure. 

CONNECTIONS
The connections are compliant to the EN 60947-5-2 standard. 
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S50-MA AXIAL VERSION S50-MR RADIAL VERSION

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc (limit values) 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption  
(output current excluded): 35 mA max. 

Outputs: N.O. and N.C.; PNP or NPN (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 100 mA max.  
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 0.5 ms (2 ms mod.F01/G00) 
Switching frequency: 1 kHz (250 Hz mod.F01/G00) 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) excluding mod.G00 

STABILITY LED (GREEN) (mod.B01/C01/C21/E01/F01) 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) (mod.G00) 

Setting: sensitivity trimmer (mod.B01/C01/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: 500 Vac / 1 min. between electronic parts and housing 
Insulation resistance: >20 MΩ / 500 Vdc, between electronic parts and housing 
Operating distance (typical values): A00: 0.1…4 m on R2 

B01: 0.1…3.5 m on R2 
C01: 0…60 cm 
C10: 0…10 cm 
C21: 0…35 cm 

D00: 0.5…10 cm 
F01/G00: 0…25 m 

E01: 30 mm with OF-42 / 100 mm with OF-43 
T01: 0.1…1 m on R2 

B01: 0.1…2 m on R2 
C01: 0…35 cm 
C10: 0…8 cm 
D00: 0…8 cm 

F01/G00: 0…20 m 
T01: 0.1…1 m on R2 

Emission type: red (630 nm) (mod.D00/E01) / red (660 nm) (mod.B01/T01) 
infrared (880 nm) (mod.A00/C01/C10/C21/G00) 

Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: Nickel-plated brass  
Lens material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP67 Type 1 enclosure 
Connections: 2 m cable ∅ 4 mm / M12 - 4 pole connector 
Weight: 110 g. max. cable vers. / 60 g. max. connector vers.  

SETTING
Setting of S50-Mx…A00 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in 
both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. 
Setting of S50-Mx…B01/T01 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to the maximum position. 
Moving the sensor both vertically and horizontally, determine the power 
on and off points of the yellow LED (OUT) and then mount the sensor in 
the middle of the points defined. Optimum operation is obtained when 
the green LED (mod.B01) is ON and the yellow LED is OFF. 
B01 models: If necessary reduce sensitivity in order to detect very small 
targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed 
above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
T01 model: Turn the sensitivity trimmer counterclockwise 
until the yellow LED turns ON (pos.A). 
Turn slowly the trimmer again clockwise until the yellow 
LED turns OFF (Operating condition, pos.B).
Setting of S50-Mx…F01/G00/E01 with OF-43 (P/R fibre-optics) 
Position the sensors (fibre terminals) on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum: moving the sensor both 
vertically and horizontally, determine the power on and off points of the 
yellow LED (OUT) and then mount the sensor in the middle of the points 
defined. Optimum operation is obtained when the green LED is ON and 
the yellow LED is OFF (the output function and the relative LEDs are 
inverted in the E01 model with the OF-43 fibre). 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure 
detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Setting of S50-Mx…C01/C21/E01 with OF-42 (proximity fibre) 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to minimum: the green LED is ON, the 
yellow LED is OFF. Position the target to detect in front of the sensor or 
of the fibre terminals. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the 
yellow LED turns ON (Target detected state, pos.A). Remove the target, 
the yellow LED turns OFF. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until 
the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B).
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. 
Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the two 
positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
Setting of S50-Mx…C10/D00 
The operating distance range of these sensors is factory preset: please 
consider this feature when positioning. 

TEST FUNCTION (S50-Mx…G00) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to inhibit the emitter and 
verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The receiver output should switch when the test is activated while the 
beam is uninterrupted. 
The inputs activating voltage range is 10 … 30 Vdc. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. 
in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826001326 Rev.I © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2011 
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This product is covered by one or more of the following patents. 
European Patent 851,211 B1; 1,111,690 B1; 1,148,346 B1; 1,209,487 B1. 

Italian Patent IT 1,321,772. 

S50-Mx SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED (S50-Mx…A00/B01/C01/C10/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
The yellow LED ON indicates that the N.O. (normally open) output 
status is closed. 
STABILITY LED (S50-Mx…B01/C01/C21/E01/F01) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a reserve 
greater than 30% compared to the output switching value. 
POWER ON LED (S50-Mx…G00) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
TRIMMER (S50-Mx…B01/C01/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
The trimmer can be used to adjust sensitivity; the operating distance 
increases turning the trimmer clockwise. 

WARNING: The trimmer rotation is limited to 270° by a mechanical stop. 
Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 

INSTALLATION
The sensor can be fixed by means of the M18x1 threaded body through 
a ∅ 18 mm hole, using the two CH.24 nuts enclosed (22 Nm maximum 
tightening torque). 
Wide range of accessories available: various orientable fixing brackets 
ease the sensor positioning (please refer to the accessories listed in the 
general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor 
lens. 
C/D models: To improve the detection, the 
object has to be moved closer or further away 
from the front surface of the sensor lens. 

In case of lateral translation, the object must 
move as indicated in the figure. 

CONNECTIONS
The connections are compliant to the EN 60947-5-2 standard. 
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S50-MA AXIAL VERSION S50-MR RADIAL VERSION

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc (limit values) 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption  
(output current excluded): 35 mA max. 

Outputs: N.O. and N.C.; PNP or NPN (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 100 mA max.  
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 0.5 ms (2 ms mod.F01/G00) 
Switching frequency: 1 kHz (250 Hz mod.F01/G00) 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) excluding mod.G00 

STABILITY LED (GREEN) (mod.B01/C01/C21/E01/F01) 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) (mod.G00) 

Setting: sensitivity trimmer (mod.B01/C01/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: 500 Vac / 1 min. between electronic parts and housing 
Insulation resistance: >20 MΩ / 500 Vdc, between electronic parts and housing 
Operating distance (typical values): A00: 0.1…4 m on R2 

B01: 0.1…3.5 m on R2 
C01: 0…60 cm 
C10: 0…10 cm 
C21: 0…35 cm 

D00: 0.5…10 cm 
F01/G00: 0…25 m 

E01: 30 mm with OF-42 / 100 mm with OF-43 
T01: 0.1…1 m on R2 

B01: 0.1…2 m on R2 
C01: 0…35 cm 
C10: 0…8 cm 
D00: 0…8 cm 

F01/G00: 0…20 m 
T01: 0.1…1 m on R2 

Emission type: red (630 nm) (mod.D00/E01) / red (660 nm) (mod.B01/T01) 
infrared (880 nm) (mod.A00/C01/C10/C21/G00) 

Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: Nickel-plated brass  
Lens material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP67 Type 1 enclosure 
Connections: 2 m cable ∅ 4 mm / M12 - 4 pole connector 
Weight: 110 g. max. cable vers. / 60 g. max. connector vers.  

SETTING
Setting of S50-Mx…A00 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in 
both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. 
Setting of S50-Mx…B01/T01 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to the maximum position. 
Moving the sensor both vertically and horizontally, determine the power 
on and off points of the yellow LED (OUT) and then mount the sensor in 
the middle of the points defined. Optimum operation is obtained when 
the green LED (mod.B01) is ON and the yellow LED is OFF. 
B01 models: If necessary reduce sensitivity in order to detect very small 
targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed 
above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
T01 model: Turn the sensitivity trimmer counterclockwise 
until the yellow LED turns ON (pos.A). 
Turn slowly the trimmer again clockwise until the yellow 
LED turns OFF (Operating condition, pos.B).
Setting of S50-Mx…F01/G00/E01 with OF-43 (P/R fibre-optics) 
Position the sensors (fibre terminals) on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum: moving the sensor both 
vertically and horizontally, determine the power on and off points of the 
yellow LED (OUT) and then mount the sensor in the middle of the points 
defined. Optimum operation is obtained when the green LED is ON and 
the yellow LED is OFF (the output function and the relative LEDs are 
inverted in the E01 model with the OF-43 fibre). 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure 
detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Setting of S50-Mx…C01/C21/E01 with OF-42 (proximity fibre) 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to minimum: the green LED is ON, the 
yellow LED is OFF. Position the target to detect in front of the sensor or 
of the fibre terminals. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the 
yellow LED turns ON (Target detected state, pos.A). Remove the target, 
the yellow LED turns OFF. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until 
the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B).
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. 
Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the two 
positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
Setting of S50-Mx…C10/D00 
The operating distance range of these sensors is factory preset: please 
consider this feature when positioning. 

TEST FUNCTION (S50-Mx…G00) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to inhibit the emitter and 
verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The receiver output should switch when the test is activated while the 
beam is uninterrupted. 
The inputs activating voltage range is 10 … 30 Vdc. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. 
in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826001326 Rev.I © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2011 
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This product is covered by one or more of the following patents. 
European Patent 851,211 B1; 1,111,690 B1; 1,148,346 B1; 1,209,487 B1. 

Italian Patent IT 1,321,772. 

S50-Px SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED (S50-Px…A00/B01/C01/C10/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
The yellow LED ON indicates that the NO output status is closed. 
STABILITY LED (S50-Px…B01/C01/C21/E01/F01) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a reserve 
greater than 30% compared to the output switching value. 
POWER ON LED (S50-Px…G00) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
TRIMMER (S50-Px…B01/C01/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
The trimmer can be used to adjust sensitivity; the operating distance 
increases turning the trimmer clockwise. 

WARNING: The trimmer rotation is limited to 270° by a mechanical stop. 
Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 

INSTALLATION
The sensor can be fixed by means of the M18x1 threaded body through 
a  18mm hole, using the specific washer and the two CH.24 nuts 
enclosed (1.5Nm maximum tightening torque). 
Alternatively, the sensor can be mounted through the two housing’s 
holes using two screws (M3x22 or longer) and washer. 
Amongst the various possible solutions, we suggest to choose the 
combination that offers the best visibility of the signalling LEDs and the 
easiest access to the trimmer. 
Wide range of accessories available: 22mm nuts, h=8mm, (2Nm 
maximum tightening torque) guarantee an improved torque and various 
orientable fixing brackets ease the sensor 
positioning (please refer to the accessories 
listed in the general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the 
front surface of the sensor lens. 
C/D models: To improve the detection, the 
object has to be moved closer or further away 
from the front surface of the sensor lens. 
In case of lateral translation, the object must 
move as indicated in the figure. 

CONNECTIONS
The connections are compliant to the EN 60947-5-2 standard. 
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S50-PA AXIAL VERSION S50-PR RADIAL VERSION

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc (limit values) 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption  
(output current excluded): 35 mA max. 

Outputs: NO and NC; PNP or NPN (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 100 mA max.  
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 0.5 ms (2 ms mod.F01/G00) 
Switching frequency: 1KHz (250 Hz mod.F01/G00) 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) excluding mod.G00 

STABILITY LED (GREEN) (mod.B01/C01/C21/E01/F01) 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) (mod.G00) 

Setting: sensitivity trimmer (mod.B01/C01/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Insulating strength: 500 Vac 1 min., between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 M 500 Vdc, between electronics and housing 
Operating distance (typical values): A00: 0.1…4m on R2 

B01: 0.1…3.5m on R2 
C01: 0…60cm 
C10: 0…10cm 
C21: 0…35cm 

D00: 0.5…10cm 
F01/G00: 0…25m 

E01: 30mm with OF-42 / 100mm with OF-43 
T01: 0.1…1m on R2 

B01: 0.1…2m on R2 
C01: 0…35cm 
C10: 0…8cm 
D00: 0…8cm 

F01/G00: 0…20m 
T01: 0.1…1m on R2 

Emission type: red (630 nm) (mod.D00/E01) / red (660 nm) (mod.B01/T01) / 
infrared (880nm) (mod.A00/C01/C10/C21/G00) 

Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: PBT  
Lens material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: 2 m cable  4 mm / M12 - 4 pole connector 
Weight: 75 g. max. cable vers. / 25 g. max. connector vers.  

SETTING
Setting of S50-Px…A00 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in 
both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. 
Setting of S50-Px…B01/T01 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to the maximum position. 
Moving the sensor both vertically and horizontally, determine the power 
on and off points of the yellow LED (OUT) and then mount the sensor in 
the middle of the points defined. Optimum operation is obtained when 
the green LED (mod.B01) is ON and the yellow LED is OFF. 
B01 models: If necessary reduce sensitivity in order to 
detect very small targets. In order to improve alignment, 
repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively 
reducing the sensitivity. 
T01 model: Turn the sensitivity trimmer counterclockwise until the yellow 
LED turns ON (pos.A). Turn slowly the trimmer again clockwise until the 
yellow LED turns OFF (Operating condition, pos.B).
Setting of S50-Px…F01/G00/E01 with OF-43 (P/R fibre-optics) 
Position the sensors (fibre terminals) on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum: moving the sensor both 
vertically and horizontally, determine the power on and off points of the 
yellow LED (OUT) and then mount the sensor in the middle of the points 
defined. Optimum operation is obtained when the green LED is ON and 
the yellow LED is OFF (the output function and the relative LEDs are 
inverted in the E01 model with the OF-43 fibre). 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure 
detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Setting of S50-Px…C01/C21/E01 with OF-42 (proximity fibre) 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to minimum: the green LED is ON, the 
yellow LED is OFF. Position the target to detect in front of the sensor or 
of the fibre terminals. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the 
yellow LED turns ON (Target detected state, pos.A). 
Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON 
(Background detected state, pos.B).
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. 
Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the two 
positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
Setting of S50-Px…C10/D00 
The operating distance range of these sensors is factory preset: please 
consider this feature when positioning. 

TEST FUNCTION (S50-Px…G00) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to inhibit the emitter and 
verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The receiver output should switch when the test is activated while the 
beam is uninterrupted. 
The inputs activating voltage range is 10 … 30 VDC. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.
WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product 
found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months from the 
manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper 
application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. 
in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826001246 Rev.I © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2010 
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This product is covered by one or more of the following patents. 
European Patent 851,211 B1; 1,111,690 B1; 1,148,346 B1; 1,209,487 B1. 

Italian Patent IT 1,321,772. 

S50-PA/MA…M
Background suppression proximity 

S50-PA/MA…N
Foreground-background suppression 
proximity 

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The yellow LED ON indicates that the N.O. output status is closed. 
READY/ERROR LED (bicolour) 
When the bicoloured LED is continuously green, the sensor is operating 
in a normal condition and it is ready to function correctly (stability 
condition). 
The red and green blinking of the LED indicates a wrong sensor setting. 
Please refer to the “SETTING” paragraph to get the correct setting 
procedure. 

SET PUSHBUTTON 
A long pressure on the pushbutton activates the self-setting procedure. 

INSTALLATION
S50-PA…M/N: The sensor can be fixed by means of the M18x1 
threaded body through a ∅ 18 mm hole, using the specific washer and 
the two CH.24 nuts enclosed (1.5 Nm maximum tightening torque). 
Alternatively, the sensor can be mounted through the two housing’s 
holes using two screws (M3x22 or longer) and washer. 
Amongst the various possible solutions, we suggest to choose the 
combination that offers the best visibility of the signalling LEDs and the 
easiest access to the SET pushbutton. 
22 mm nuts, h=8 mm, (2 Nm maximum tightening torque) are available 
to guarantee an improved torque. 

S50-MA…M/N: The sensor can be fixed by means of the M18x1 
threaded body through a ∅ 18 mm hole, using the specific washer and 
the two CH.24 nuts enclosed (22 Nm maximum tightening torque). 

For both plastic version and metallic 
version are available various orientable 
fixing brackets to ease the sensor 
positioning (please refer to the 
accessories listed in the general 
catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from 
the front surface of the sensor lens. 
To improve the detection, the object has 
to be moved closer or further away from 
the front surface of the sensor lens. 
In case of lateral translation, the object 
must move as indicated in the figure. 

CONNECTIONS
The connections are compliant to the EN 60947-5-2 standard. 
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S50-PA PLASTIC VERSIONS S50-MA METALLIC VERSIONS

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc (limit values) 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption  
(output current excluded): 30 mA max. 

Outputs: N.A. and N.C.; PNP or NPN (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 100 mA max. 
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 1 ms mod.M / 2 ms mod.N 
Switching frequency: 500 Hz mod.M / 250 Hz mod.N 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / READY/ERROR LED (GREEN/RED) 
Setting: SET pushbutton 
Operating mode: LIGHT mode on N.O. output / DARK mode on N.C. output 
Data retention: non volatile EEPROM memory 
Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Insulating strength: 500 Vac 1 min., between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 MΩ 500 Vdc, between electronics and housing 
Operating distance (typical 
values): 

background suppression 50…100 mm (mod.M)  
foreground suppression 40…100 mm and background suppression 45…110mm mod.N) 

Emission type: RED (630 nm) 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: PBT  Nickel plated brass  
Lens material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP67 Metal versions type 1 enclosure 
Connections: 2 m cable ∅ 4 mm / M12 - 4 pole connector 
Weight: 75 g. max. cable vers./25 g. max. connector vers. 110 g. max. cable vers./60 g. max. connector vers. 

SETTING
EASY TOUCH™
The sensor uses the patent-covered EASY TOUCH™ technology that 
allows a rapid and safe self-setting of the product. 
Two different setting possibilities are available: 
- EASY TOUCH™; a long pressure of the SET pushbutton allows self-

setting. 
- FINE DETECTION; to be used only in particularly critical conditions; 

this setting procedure is used only when the EASY TOUCH™ is not 
sufficient. 

Setting of S50-PA/MA…M 
To achieve a correct sensor setting, the background or the object to be 
suppressied has to be present during self-setting. 

- EASY TOUCH™ (standard detection)
Place the background or the object to be suppressed inside the 
operating range. 
Press the SET pushbutton until the READY/ERROR LED turns OFF. 
Release the SET pushbutton and wait for the READY/ERROR LED to 
turn green. 
The sensor is now ready to detect all objects in the set range 
distinguishing them from the suppressed background (output LED 
turns ON). 

- Fine detection 
Place the background or the object to be suppressed inside the 
operating range. 
Press the SET pushbutton. The READY/ERROR LED turns OFF. 
Keep the SET pushbutton pressed until the READY/ERROR LED 
blinks green. 
The sensor performs a fine adjustment and is ready to detect objects 
also very near the suppressed background (output LED turns ON). 

Setting of S50-PA/MA…N 
To achieve a correct sensor setting, the object to be detected has to be 
used during self-setting. 
- EASY TOUCH™ (standard detection)

Place the object to be detected in front of the sensor inside the 
operating range. 
Press the SET pushbutton until the READY/ERROR LED turns OFF. 
Release the SET pushbutton and wait for the READY/ERROR LED to 
turn green. 
The sensor is ready to detect the object (output LED turns ON) 
excluding the background and foreground range (and thus any object 
closer to the sensor respect to the reading field). 

- Fine detection
Place the object to be detected inside the operating range. 
Press the SET pushbutton. The READY/ERROR LED turns OFF. 
Keep the SET pushbutton pressed until the READY/ERROR LED 
blinks green. 
The sensor performs a fine adjustment and is ready to detect with 
better precision objects (output LED turns ON) at the pre-set operating 
distance, suppressing the background and foreground, even if the 
latter is very close to the sensing range. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826001015 Rev.H © Copyright Datalogic 2008-2011 

This product is covered by one or more of the following patents. 
European Patent 851,211 B1; 1,111,690 B1; 1,148,346 B1; 1,209,487 B1. 

Italian Patent IT 1,321,772. 

S50-PS/MS…M
Background suppression 

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED
The yellow LED ON indicates that the NO output is closed. 
READY/ERROR (bicoloured) LED 
When permanently green indicates a normal operating conditions and 
the sensor is ready to function correctly (stability condition). The 
alternative green / red blinking indicates a wrong detection.  
Please refer to the “SETTING” paragraph for acquisition or setup 
procedure indications. 
SET PUSHBUTTON 
A long pressure on the pushbutton activates the self-setting procedure. 

INSTALLATION
S50-PS…M: The sensor can be fixed by means of the M18x1 threaded 
body through a ∅ 18mm hole, using the specific washer and the two 
CH.24 nuts enclosed (1.5Nm maximum tightening torque). 
Alternatively, the sensor can be mounted through the two housing’s 
holes using two screws (M3x22 or longer) and washer. 
Amongst the various possible solutions, we suggest to choose the 
combination that offers the best visibility of the signalling LEDs and the 
easiest access to the SET pushbutton. 
22mm nuts, h=8mm, (2Nm maximum tightening torque) are available to 
guarantee an improved torque. 

S50-MS…M: The sensor can be fixed by means of the M18x1 threaded 
body through a ∅ 18mm hole, using the specific washer and the two 
CH.24 nuts enclosed (22Nm maximum tightening torque). 

For both plastic version and metallic version are available various 
orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning (please refer to 
the accessories listed in the general catalogue). 

The operating distance is measured 
from the front surface of the sensor 
lens.  
For the best detection, the object has to 
move closer or further away from this 
surface. In presence of a lateral 
movement, the object has to move as 
indicated in the drawing.  

CONNECTIONS
The connections are compliant to the EN 60947-5-2 standard. 
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S50-PS PLASTIC VERSIONS S50-MS METAL VERSIONS

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption  
(output current excluded): 30 mA max. 

Outputs: NO and NC; PNP or NPN (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 100 mA max. 
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 1 ms 
Switching frequency: 500 Hz 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / READY/ERROR LED (GREEN/RED) 
Setting: SET pushbutton 
Operating mode: LIGHT mode on NO output / DARK mode on NC output 
Data retention: EEPROM non volatile memory 
Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Insulating strength: 500 Vac 1 min., between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 MΩ 500 Vdc, between electronics and housing 
Operating distance (typical values): 15…100 mm proximity; 50…100 mm background suppression 
Emission type: red (670 nm) 
Ambient light rejection: According to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: PBT Nickel-plated brass 
Lens material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP67 Metal versions type 1 enclosure 
Connections: 2 m cable ∅ 4 mm / M12 - 4 pole connector 
Weight: 90g. max. cable vers. /40g. max. conn. vers. 125g. max. cable vers. /75g. max. conn. vers.. 

SETTING
EASY TOUCH™
The sensor uses the patent-covered EASY TOUCH™ technology that 
allows a rapid and safe self-setting of the product. 
Two different setting possibilities are available:  
- EASY TOUCH™; press for 2 sec. of the SET pushbutton allows self-

setting. 

- FINE DETECTION; to be used only in particularly critical conditions; 
this setting procedure is used only when the EASY TOUCH™ is not 
sufficient. 

Setting of S50-PS/MS…M 
To set correctly the sensor, the background or object to be suppressed 
has to be present during self-setting. 
- EASY TOUCH™ (standard detection)

Place the background or the object to be suppressed inside the 
operating range. 
Press the SET pushbutton until the READY/ERROR LED turns OFF. 
Release the SET pushbutton and wait for the READY/ERROR LED to 
turn green. 
The sensor is now ready to detect all objects in the set range 
distinguishing them from the suppressed background (output LED 
turns ON). 

- Fine detection
Place the background or the object to be suppressed inside the 
operating range. 
Press the SET pushbutton and keep it pressed until the 
READY/ERROR LED turns OFF and then begins to blinks green.  
The sensor in this case makes a fine setting and is ready to detect 
with better precision objects different from the background (output 
LED turns ON) .  

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826001673 Rev.E © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2011 

This product is covered by one or more of the following patents. 
European Patent 851,211 B1; 1,111,690 B1; 1,148,346 B1; 1,209,487 B1. 

Italian Patent IT 1,321,772. 

S50-PA/MA…W
Contrast sensor 

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The yellow LED on indicates that the N.O. (normally open) output status 
is closed. 
READY/ERROR LED (bicolour) 
When the bicoloured LED is continuously green, the sensor is operating 
in a normal condition and it is ready to function correctly (stability 
condition). 
The red and green blinking of the LED indicates a wrong sensor setting. 
Please refer to the “SETTING” paragraph to get the correct setting 
procedure. 

SET PUSHBUTTON 
A long pressure on the pushbutton activates the self-setting procedure. 

INSTALLATION

S50-PA…W: The sensor can be fixed by means of the M18x1 threaded 
body through a ∅ 18 mm hole, using the specific washer and the 
enclosed 24 mm nuts (maximum torque of tightening 1.5 Nm). 
Alternatively, the sensor can be mounted through the two housing’s 
holes using two screws (M3x22 or longer) and nuts. 
Amongst the various possible solutions, we suggest to choose the 
combination that offers the best visibility of the signalling Leeds and the 
easiest access to the SET pushbutton. 

22 mm nuts, h=8 mm, (2 Nm maximum tightening torque) are available 
to guarantee an improved torque. 

S50-MA…W: The sensor can be fixed by means of the M18x1 threaded 
body through a ∅ 18 mm hole, using the specific washer and the two 
CH.24 nuts enclosed (22 Nm maximum tightening torque). 

For both plastic version and metallic version are available various 
orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning (please refer to 
the accessories listed in the general catalogue). 

The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor 
lens. 

CONNECTIONS
The connections are compliant to the EN 60947-5-2 standard. 
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S50-PA PLASTIC VERSIONS S50-MA METALLIC VERSIONS

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc (limit values) 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption  
(output current excluded): 25 mA max. 

Outputs: N.O. and N.C.; PNP or NPN; 30 Vcc max. (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 100 mA max. 
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 100 µs
Switching frequency: 5 kHz 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / LED READY/ERROR (GREEN/RED) 
Setting: SET pushbutton 
Operating mode: LIGHT mode on N.O. output / DARK mode on N.C. output 
Data retention: non volatile EEPROM memory 
Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Insulating strength: 500 Vac 1 min., between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 MΩ 500 Vdc, between electronics and housing 
Operating distance (typical 
values): 10 mm ±2 mm 

Minimum spot dimension: 4.5 mm 
Emission type: white light LED (400-700 nm) 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing: PBT  Nickel plated brass 
Lenses: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP67 Metal versions type 1 enclosure 
Connections: 2 m cable ∅ 4 mm / M12 - 4 pole connector 
Weight: 75 g. max. cable vers. 

25 g. max. connector vers. 
110 g. max. cable vers. 

60 g. max. connector vers. 

SETTING
EASY TOUCH™
The sensor uses the patent-covered EASY TOUCH™ technology that 
allows a rapid and safe self-setting of the product. 
Two different setting possibilities are available: 
- EASY TOUCH™; a long pressure of the SET pushbutton allows self-

setting. 
- FINE DETECTION; to be used only in particularly critical conditions, 

this setting procedure is used only when the EASY TOUCH™ is not 
sufficient. 

Setting of S50-PA/MA…W 
To achieve a correct sensor functioning, the coloured mark or object to 
be detected has to be placed at the right reading distance. 

- EASY TOUCH™ (standard detection in the DARK mode)
The EASY TOUCH™ technology allows the functioning in the DARK 
mode (mark presents a lower light intensity respect to the 
background). 
The mark to detect has to be placed correctly at the right reading 
distance within the sensor spot. 
Press the SET pushbutton until the READY/ERROR LED turns OFF. 
Release the SET pushbutton and wait for the READY/ERROR LED to 
turn green. 
The sensor is now ready to detect the pre-set coloured mark or object 
(output LED turns ON when the N.O. output is closed). 

- Fine detection (DARK or LIGHT mode)
This mode offers an improved detection precision. 
The sensor can function either in the DARK operating or in the LIGHT 
operating mode (light-coloured mark ON dark background). 
The operating mode is selected automatically by the sensor. 
The mark to detect has to be placed correctly at the right reading 
distance within the sensor spot. 
Press the SET pushbutton. The READY/ERROR LED turns OFF. 
Keep the SET pushbutton pressed until the READY/ERROR LED 
blinks green. Place the background under the sensor spot. 
Press the SET pushbutton again until the READY/ERROR LED turns 
OFF.
The sensor is now ready to detect, with a very high precision, the pre-
set coloured mark (output LED turns ON, READY/ERROR LED turns 
green). 
The output LED is ON and the N.O. output is closed, when the sensor 
is positioned on the pre-set coloured mark. 

NOTE
If a setting error will occur please repeat again the EASY TOUCH 
setting procedure, in order to be sure to restart the setting procedure 
correctly. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. 
in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826001043 Rev.G © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2011 
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This product is covered by one or more of the following patents. 
European Patent 851,211 B1; 1,111,690 B1; 1,148,346 B1; 1,209,487 B1. 

Italian Patent IT 1,321,772. 

S50-Mx SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED (S50-Mx…A00/B01/C01/C10/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
The yellow LED ON indicates that the N.O. (normally open) output 
status is closed. 
STABILITY LED (S50-Mx…B01/C01/C21/E01/F01) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a reserve 
greater than 30% compared to the output switching value. 
POWER ON LED (S50-Mx…G00) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
TRIMMER (S50-Mx…B01/C01/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
The trimmer can be used to adjust sensitivity; the operating distance 
increases turning the trimmer clockwise. 

WARNING: The trimmer rotation is limited to 270° by a mechanical stop. 
Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 

INSTALLATION
The sensor can be fixed by means of the M18x1 threaded body through 
a ∅ 18 mm hole, using the two CH.24 nuts enclosed (22 Nm maximum 
tightening torque). 
Wide range of accessories available: various orientable fixing brackets 
ease the sensor positioning (please refer to the accessories listed in the 
general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor 
lens. 
C/D models: To improve the detection, the 
object has to be moved closer or further away 
from the front surface of the sensor lens. 

In case of lateral translation, the object must 
move as indicated in the figure. 

CONNECTIONS
The connections are compliant to the EN 60947-5-2 standard. 
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S50-MA AXIAL VERSION S50-MR RADIAL VERSION

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc (limit values) 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption  
(output current excluded): 35 mA max. 

Outputs: N.O. and N.C.; PNP or NPN (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 100 mA max.  
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 0.5 ms (2 ms mod.F01/G00) 
Switching frequency: 1 kHz (250 Hz mod.F01/G00) 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) excluding mod.G00 

STABILITY LED (GREEN) (mod.B01/C01/C21/E01/F01) 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) (mod.G00) 

Setting: sensitivity trimmer (mod.B01/C01/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: 500 Vac / 1 min. between electronic parts and housing 
Insulation resistance: >20 MΩ / 500 Vdc, between electronic parts and housing 
Operating distance (typical values): A00: 0.1…4 m on R2 

B01: 0.1…3.5 m on R2 
C01: 0…60 cm 
C10: 0…10 cm 
C21: 0…35 cm 

D00: 0.5…10 cm 
F01/G00: 0…25 m 

E01: 30 mm with OF-42 / 100 mm with OF-43 
T01: 0.1…1 m on R2 

B01: 0.1…2 m on R2 
C01: 0…35 cm 
C10: 0…8 cm 
D00: 0…8 cm 

F01/G00: 0…20 m 
T01: 0.1…1 m on R2 

Emission type: red (630 nm) (mod.D00/E01) / red (660 nm) (mod.B01/T01) 
infrared (880 nm) (mod.A00/C01/C10/C21/G00) 

Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: Nickel-plated brass  
Lens material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP67 Type 1 enclosure 
Connections: 2 m cable ∅ 4 mm / M12 - 4 pole connector 
Weight: 110 g. max. cable vers. / 60 g. max. connector vers.  

SETTING
Setting of S50-Mx…A00 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in 
both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. 
Setting of S50-Mx…B01/T01 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to the maximum position. 
Moving the sensor both vertically and horizontally, determine the power 
on and off points of the yellow LED (OUT) and then mount the sensor in 
the middle of the points defined. Optimum operation is obtained when 
the green LED (mod.B01) is ON and the yellow LED is OFF. 
B01 models: If necessary reduce sensitivity in order to detect very small 
targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed 
above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
T01 model: Turn the sensitivity trimmer counterclockwise 
until the yellow LED turns ON (pos.A). 
Turn slowly the trimmer again clockwise until the yellow 
LED turns OFF (Operating condition, pos.B).
Setting of S50-Mx…F01/G00/E01 with OF-43 (P/R fibre-optics) 
Position the sensors (fibre terminals) on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum: moving the sensor both 
vertically and horizontally, determine the power on and off points of the 
yellow LED (OUT) and then mount the sensor in the middle of the points 
defined. Optimum operation is obtained when the green LED is ON and 
the yellow LED is OFF (the output function and the relative LEDs are 
inverted in the E01 model with the OF-43 fibre). 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure 
detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Setting of S50-Mx…C01/C21/E01 with OF-42 (proximity fibre) 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to minimum: the green LED is ON, the 
yellow LED is OFF. Position the target to detect in front of the sensor or 
of the fibre terminals. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the 
yellow LED turns ON (Target detected state, pos.A). Remove the target, 
the yellow LED turns OFF. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until 
the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B).
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. 
Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the two 
positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
Setting of S50-Mx…C10/D00 
The operating distance range of these sensors is factory preset: please 
consider this feature when positioning. 

TEST FUNCTION (S50-Mx…G00) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to inhibit the emitter and 
verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The receiver output should switch when the test is activated while the 
beam is uninterrupted. 
The inputs activating voltage range is 10 … 30 Vdc. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. 
in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826001326 Rev.I © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2011 
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This product is covered by one or more of the following patents. 
European Patent 851,211 B1; 1,111,690 B1; 1,148,346 B1; 1,209,487 B1. 

Italian Patent IT 1,321,772. 

S50-Mx SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED (S50-Mx…A00/B01/C01/C10/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
The yellow LED ON indicates that the N.O. (normally open) output 
status is closed. 
STABILITY LED (S50-Mx…B01/C01/C21/E01/F01) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a reserve 
greater than 30% compared to the output switching value. 
POWER ON LED (S50-Mx…G00) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
TRIMMER (S50-Mx…B01/C01/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
The trimmer can be used to adjust sensitivity; the operating distance 
increases turning the trimmer clockwise. 

WARNING: The trimmer rotation is limited to 270° by a mechanical stop. 
Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 

INSTALLATION
The sensor can be fixed by means of the M18x1 threaded body through 
a ∅ 18 mm hole, using the two CH.24 nuts enclosed (22 Nm maximum 
tightening torque). 
Wide range of accessories available: various orientable fixing brackets 
ease the sensor positioning (please refer to the accessories listed in the 
general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor 
lens. 
C/D models: To improve the detection, the 
object has to be moved closer or further away 
from the front surface of the sensor lens. 

In case of lateral translation, the object must 
move as indicated in the figure. 

CONNECTIONS
The connections are compliant to the EN 60947-5-2 standard. 
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S50-MA AXIAL VERSION S50-MR RADIAL VERSION

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc (limit values) 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption  
(output current excluded): 35 mA max. 

Outputs: N.O. and N.C.; PNP or NPN (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 100 mA max.  
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 0.5 ms (2 ms mod.F01/G00) 
Switching frequency: 1 kHz (250 Hz mod.F01/G00) 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) excluding mod.G00 

STABILITY LED (GREEN) (mod.B01/C01/C21/E01/F01) 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) (mod.G00) 

Setting: sensitivity trimmer (mod.B01/C01/C21/E01/F01/T01) 
Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: 500 Vac / 1 min. between electronic parts and housing 
Insulation resistance: >20 MΩ / 500 Vdc, between electronic parts and housing 
Operating distance (typical values): A00: 0.1…4 m on R2 

B01: 0.1…3.5 m on R2 
C01: 0…60 cm 
C10: 0…10 cm 
C21: 0…35 cm 

D00: 0.5…10 cm 
F01/G00: 0…25 m 

E01: 30 mm with OF-42 / 100 mm with OF-43 
T01: 0.1…1 m on R2 

B01: 0.1…2 m on R2 
C01: 0…35 cm 
C10: 0…8 cm 
D00: 0…8 cm 

F01/G00: 0…20 m 
T01: 0.1…1 m on R2 

Emission type: red (630 nm) (mod.D00/E01) / red (660 nm) (mod.B01/T01) 
infrared (880 nm) (mod.A00/C01/C10/C21/G00) 

Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: Nickel-plated brass  
Lens material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP67 Type 1 enclosure 
Connections: 2 m cable ∅ 4 mm / M12 - 4 pole connector 
Weight: 110 g. max. cable vers. / 60 g. max. connector vers.  

SETTING
Setting of S50-Mx…A00 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in 
both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. 
Setting of S50-Mx…B01/T01 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to the maximum position. 
Moving the sensor both vertically and horizontally, determine the power 
on and off points of the yellow LED (OUT) and then mount the sensor in 
the middle of the points defined. Optimum operation is obtained when 
the green LED (mod.B01) is ON and the yellow LED is OFF. 
B01 models: If necessary reduce sensitivity in order to detect very small 
targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed 
above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
T01 model: Turn the sensitivity trimmer counterclockwise 
until the yellow LED turns ON (pos.A). 
Turn slowly the trimmer again clockwise until the yellow 
LED turns OFF (Operating condition, pos.B).
Setting of S50-Mx…F01/G00/E01 with OF-43 (P/R fibre-optics) 
Position the sensors (fibre terminals) on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum: moving the sensor both 
vertically and horizontally, determine the power on and off points of the 
yellow LED (OUT) and then mount the sensor in the middle of the points 
defined. Optimum operation is obtained when the green LED is ON and 
the yellow LED is OFF (the output function and the relative LEDs are 
inverted in the E01 model with the OF-43 fibre). 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure 
detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Setting of S50-Mx…C01/C21/E01 with OF-42 (proximity fibre) 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to minimum: the green LED is ON, the 
yellow LED is OFF. Position the target to detect in front of the sensor or 
of the fibre terminals. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the 
yellow LED turns ON (Target detected state, pos.A). Remove the target, 
the yellow LED turns OFF. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until 
the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B).
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. 
Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the two 
positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
Setting of S50-Mx…C10/D00 
The operating distance range of these sensors is factory preset: please 
consider this feature when positioning. 

TEST FUNCTION (S50-Mx…G00) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to inhibit the emitter and 
verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The receiver output should switch when the test is activated while the 
beam is uninterrupted. 
The inputs activating voltage range is 10 … 30 Vdc. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. 
in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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clockwise direction to increase the operating distance.

OUTPUT status LED Yellow
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Teach-in push-button  
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Teach-in button for setting.
EASYtouch™ provides two setting modes: standard or fine,
both obtained by pressing the push-button only once. Please 
refer to instructions manual for operating details.
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Recommended operating distance
Maximum operating distance

Excess gain Detection area

Axial

Radial

Axial

Radial

Recommended operating distance
Maximum operating distance Excess gain Detection area

Operating distance Detection area - axial Resolution - axial

Detection area - radial Resolution - radial

Operating distance Detection area - axial Resolution - axial

Detection area - radial Resolution - radial

G/F INFRARED EMISSION

G/F LASER RED EMISSION

S5N DETECTION DIAGRAMS
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Excess gain Detection area

R5

R2 R2
R5

Operating distance

Excess gain - axial Detection area - axial

Excess gain - radial Detection area - radial

Recommended operating distance
Maximum operating distance

High efficiency reflectors can be used to obtain 
larger operating distances.
Refer to Reflectors (A.01).

R2 R2

R2R2

R5

R5

R5
R5

Detection area - axial Resolution on R7 reflector - axial

Detection area - radial Resolution on R7 reflector - radial

Operating distance

High efficiency reflectors can be used to obtain 
larger operating distances.
Refer to Reflectors (A.01).

R7 R2

A INFRARED EMISSION

B RED EMISSION

B LASER RED EMISSION

Excess gain Detection area

R5

R2

R2
R5

Recommended operating distance
Maximum operating distance

High efficiency reflectors can be used to obtain larger operating distances.Refer to Reflectors.

T RED EMISSION
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Excess gain - axial Detection area - axial

Excess gain - radial Detection area - radial

Grey 18% Grey 18%

Grey 18%

White 90%

White 90%

White 90%

Recommended operating distance
Maximum operating distance

Grey 18%

White 90%

Excess gain Detection area

Grey 18%
Grey 18%

White 90%

White 90%

Recommended operating distance
Maximum operating distance

Excess gain - axial Detection area - axial

Excess gain - radial Detection area - radial

Grey 18% Grey 18%

Grey 18%

White 90%

White 90%

White 90%
Grey 18%

White 90%

Recommended operating distance
Maximum operating distance

Excess gain - axial Detection area - axial

Excess gain - radial Detection area - radial

Grey 18% Grey 18%

Grey 18%

White 90%

White 90%

White 90%
Grey 18%

White 90%

Operating distance

C SHORT INFRARED EMISSION

C MID INFRARED EMISSION

C LONG INFRARED EMISSION

D RED EMISSION
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Detection area - axial Resolution - axial

Detection area - radial Resolution - radial

Grey 18%

White 90%

Grey 18%
White 90%

Operating distance

Detection difference with 
EASYtouch™ acquisition

Detection difference with 
EASYtouch™ acquisition

Operating distance

C LASER RED EMISSION

M AXIAL RED EMISSION

Excess gain - axial Detection area - axial

Excess gain - radial Detection area - radial

Grey 18% Grey 18%

Grey 18%

White 90%

White 90%

White 90%
Grey 18%

White 90%

Recommended operating distance
Maximum operating distance

Excess gain - axial Detection area - axial

Grey 18% Grey 18%

Grey 18%

White 90%
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Grey 18%

White 90%

Operating distance

C LONG INFRARED EMISSION

D RED EMISSION
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Detection difference with 
EASYtouch™ acquisition

Detection difference with
fine acquisition
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White 90%

Operating distance
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Setting distance on white 90% background
Setting distance on white 90% background
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Operating distance with standard fibers

* standard Fiber-optics

Excess gain - proximity * Detection area - proximity *

Excess gain - through beam * Detection area - through beam *

Grey 18% Grey 18%

White 90%

White 90%

Standard Fiber-optics:
OF-42-ST-20 proximity
OF-43-ST-20 through beam

High efficiency fiber-optics or accessory lenses 
can be used to obtain larger operating distances. 

M RADIAL RED EMISSION

E RED EMISSION

Operating distance

Operating distance
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Operating distance
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W WHITE EMISSION

U UV EMISSION
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S5N PLASTIC MODELS
OPTIC FUNCTION EMISSION CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Retroreflective LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PA-2-A00-NN 952002091

PNP S5N-PA-2-A00-PP 952002081

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PA-5-A00-NN 952002111

PNP S5N-PA-5-A00-PP 952002101

Polarized retroreflective

LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PA-2-B01-NN 952001611

PNP S5N-PA-2-B01-PP 952001011

M12 Connector

NPN S5N-PA-5-B01-NN 952001501

PNP S5N-PA-5-B01-PP 952001021

IO-Link S5N-PA-5-B01-OZ 952002200

LED, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PR-2-B01-NN 952001781

PNP S5N-PR-2-B01-PP 952001031

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PR-5-B01-NN 952001721

PNP S5N-PR-5-B01-PP 952001041

LASER, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PL-2-B01-NN 952001871

PNP S5N-PL-2-B01-PP 952001361

M12 Connector

NPN S5N-PL-5-B01-NN 952001841

PNP S5N-PL-5-B01-PP 952001371

IO-Link S5N-PL-5-B01-OZ 952002250

LASER, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PH-2-B01-NN 952001951

PNP S5N-PH-2-B01-PP 952001941

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PH-5-B01-NN 952001971

PNP S5N-PH-5-B01-PP 952001961

Long Diffuse proximity

LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PA-2-C01-NN 952001621

PNP S5N-PA-2-C01-PP 952001051

M12 Connector

NPN S5N-PA-5-C01-NN 952001511

PNP S5N-PA-5-C01-PP 952001061

IO-Link S5N-PA-5-C01-OZ 952002210

LED, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PR-2-C01-NN 952001791

PNP S5N-PR-2-C01-PP 952001071

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PR-5-C01-NN 952001731

PNP S5N-PR-5-C01-PP 952001081

LASER, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PL-2-C01-NN 952001881

PNP S5N-PL-2-C01-PP 952001381

M12 Connector

NPN S5N-PL-5-C01-NN 952001851

PNP S5N-PL-5-C01-PP 952001391

IO-Link S5N-PL-5-C01-OZ 952002260

LASER, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PH-2-C01-NN 952001991

PNP S5N-PH-2-C01-PP 952001981

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PH-5-C01-NN 952002011

PNP S5N-PH-5-C01-PP 952002001

Short Diffuse proximity

LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PA-2-C10-NN 952001631

PNP S5N-PA-2-C10-PP 952001241

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PA-5-C10-NN 952001521

PNP S5N-PA-5-C10-PP 952001251

LED, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PR-2-C10-NN 952001801

PNP S5N-PR-2-C10-PP 952001491

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PR-5-C10-NN 952001741

PNP S5N-PR-5-C10-PP 952001481

Medium Diffuse proximity LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PA-2-C21-NN 952002171

PNP S5N-PA-2-C21-PP 952002161

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PA-5-C21-NN 952002191

PNP S5N-PA-5-C21-PP 952002181

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION
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Fixed focus

LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PA-2-D00-NN 952001641

PNP S5N-PA-2-D00-PP 952001091

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PA-5-D00-NN 952001531

PNP S5N-PA-5-D00-PP 952001101

LED, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PR-2-D00-NN 952001811

PNP S5N-PR-2-D00-PP 952001111

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PR-5-D00-NN 952001751

PNP S5N-PR-5-D00-PP 952001121

Fiber optic LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PA-2-E01-NN 952001651

PNP S5N-PA-2-E01-PP 952001131

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PA-5-E01-NN 952001541

PNP S5N-PA-5-E01-PP 952001141

Through beam receiver

LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PA-2-F01-NN 952001661

PNP S5N-PA-2-F01-PP 952001151

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PA-5-F01-NN 952001551

PNP S5N-PA-5-F01-PP 952001161

LED, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PR-2-F01-NN 952001821

PNP S5N-PR-2-F01-PP 952001171

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PR-5-F01-NN 952001761

PNP S5N-PR-5-F01-PP 952001181

LASER, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PL-2-F01-NN 952001891

PNP S5N-PL-2-F01-PP 952001401

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PL-5-F01-NN 952001861

PNP S5N-PL-5-F01-PP 952001411

LASER, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PH-2-F01-NN 952002031

PNP S5N-PH-2-F01-PP 952002021

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PH-5-F01-NN 952002051

PNP S5N-PH-5-F01-PP 952002041

Through beam emitter

LED, Axial optic
2m Cable - S5N-PA-2-G00-XG 952001191

M12 Connector - S5N-PA-5-G00-XG 952001201

LED, Radial optic
2m Cable - S5N-PR-2-G00-XG 952001211

M12 Connector - S5N-PR-5-G00-XG 952001221

LASER, Axial optic
2m Cable - S5N-PL-2-G00-XG 952001421

M12 Connector - S5N-PL-5-G00-XG 952001431

LASER, Radial optic
2m Cable - S5N-PH-2-G00-XG 952002061

M12 Connector - S5N-PH-5-G00-XG 952002071

Background suppression

LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PA-2-M03-NN 952001671

PNP S5N-PA-2-M03-PP 952001231

M12 Connector

NPN S5N-PA-5-M03-NN 952001561

PNP S5N-PA-5-M03-PP 952001001

IO-Link S5N-PA-5-M03-OZ 952002230

LED, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PS-2-M03-NN 952001901

PNP S5N-PS-2-M03-PP 952001911

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PS-5-M03-NN 952001921

PNP S5N-PS-5-M03-PP 952001931

Retroreflective for transparent

LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PA-2-T01-NN 952001691

PNP S5N-PA-2-T01-PP 952001261

M12 Connector

NPN S5N-PA-5-T01-NN 952001581

PNP S5N-PA-5-T01-PP 952001271

IO-Link S5N-PA-5-T01-OZ 952002220

LED, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PR-2-T01-NN 952001831

PNP S5N-PR-2-T01-PP 952001281

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PR-5-T01-NN 952001771

PNP S5N-PR-5-T01-PP 952001291

Luminescence LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PA-2-U03-NN 952001701

PNP S5N-PA-2-U03-PP 952001301

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-PA-5-U03-NN 952001591

PNP S5N-PA-5-U03-PP 952001311

Contrast LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-PA-2-W03-NN 952001711

PNP S5N-PA-2-W03-PP 952001321

M12 Connector

NPN S5N-PA-5-W03-NN 952001601

PNP S5N-PA-5-W03-PP 952001331

IO-Link S5N-PA-5-W03-OZ 952002240
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S5N METAL MODELS
OPTIC FUNCTION EMISSION CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Retroreflective LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MA-2-A00-NN 952022091

PNP S5N-MA-2-A00-PP 952022081

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MA-5-A00-NN 952022111

PNP S5N-MA-5-A00-PP 952022101

Polarized retroreflective

LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MA-2-B01-NN 952021501

PNP S5N-MA-2-B01-PP 952021001

M12 Connector

NPN S5N-MA-5-B01-NN 952021661

PNP S5N-MA-5-B01-PP 952021201

IO-Link S5N-MA-5-B01-OZ 952022160

LED, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MR-2-B01-NN 952021601

PNP S5N-MR-2-B01-PP 952021141

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MR-5-B01-NN 952021761

PNP S5N-MR-5-B01-PP 952021341

LASER, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-ML-2-B01-NN 952021821

PNP S5N-ML-2-B01-PP 952021401

M12 Connector

NPN S5N-ML-5-B01-NN 952021851

PNP S5N-ML-5-B01-PP 952021441

IO-Link S5N-ML-5-B01-OZ 952022180

LASER, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MH-2-B01-NN 952021951

PNP S5N-MH-2-B01-PP 952021941

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MH-5-B01-NN 952021971

PNP S5N-MH-5-B01-PP 952021961

Long Diffuse proximity

LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MA-2-C01-NN 952021511

PNP S5N-MA-2-C01-PP 952021011

M12 Connector

NPN S5N-MA-5-C01-NN 952021671

PNP S5N-MA-5-C01-PP 952021211

IO-Link S5N-MA-5-C01-OZ 952022200

LED, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MR-2-C01-NN 952021611

PNP S5N-MR-2-C01-PP 952021151

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MR-5-C01-NN 952021771

PNP S5N-MR-5-C01-PP 952021351

LASER, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-ML-2-C01-NN 952021831

PNP S5N-ML-2-C01-PP 952021411

M12 Connector

NPN S5N-ML-5-C01-NN 952021861

PNP S5N-ML-5-C01-PP 952021451

IO-Link S5N-ML-5-C01-OZ 952022190

LASER, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MH-2-C01-NN 952021991

PNP S5N-MH-2-C01-PP 952021981

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MH-5-C01-NN 952022011

PNP S5N-MH-5-C01-PP 952022001

Short Diffuse proximity

LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MA-2-C10-NN 952021521

PNP S5N-MA-2-C10-PP 952021021

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MA-5-C10-NN 952021681

PNP S5N-MA-5-C10-PP 952021221

LED, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MR-2-C10-NN 952021621

PNP S5N-MR-2-C10-PP 952021491

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MR-5-C10-NN 952021781

PNP S5N-MR-5-C10-PP 952021481

Medium Diffuse proximity LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MA-2-C21-NN 952022131

PNP S5N-MA-2-C21-PP 952022121

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MA-5-C21-NN 952022151

PNP S5N-MA-5-C21-PP 952022141
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Fixed focus

LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MA-2-D00-NN 952021531

PNP S5N-MA-2-D00-PP 952021031

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MA-5-D00-NN 952021691

PNP S5N-MA-5-D00-PP 952021231

LED, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MR-2-D00-NN 952021631

PNP S5N-MR-2-D00-PP 952021161

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MR-5-D00-NN 952021791

PNP S5N-MR-5-D00-PP 952021361

Fiber optic LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MA-2-E01-NN 952021881

PNP S5N-MA-2-E01-PP 952021041

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MA-5-E01-NN 952021891

PNP S5N-MA-5-E01-PP 952021241

Through beam receiver

LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MA-2-F01-NN 952021541

PNP S5N-MA-2-F01-PP 952021051

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MA-5-F01-NN 952021701

PNP S5N-MA-5-F01-PP 952021251

LED, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MR-2-F01-NN 952021641

PNP S5N-MR-2-F01-PP 952021171

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MR-5-F01-NN 952021801

PNP S5N-MR-5-F01-PP 952021371

LASER, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-ML-2-F01-NN 952021841

PNP S5N-ML-2-F01-PP 952021421

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-ML-5-F01-NN 952021871

PNP S5N-ML-5-F01-PP 952021461

LASER, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MH-2-F01-NN 952022031

PNP S5N-MH-2-F01-PP 952022021

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MH-5-F01-NN 952022051

PNP S5N-MH-5-F01-PP 952022041

Through beam emitter

LED, Axial optic
2m Cable - S5N-MA-2-G00-XG 952021061

M12 Connector - S5N-MA-5-G00-XG 952021261

LED, Radial optic
2m Cable - S5N-MR-2-G00-XG 952021181

M12 Connector - S5N-MR-5-G00-XG 952021381

LASER, Axial optic
2m Cable - S5N-ML-2-G00-XG 952021431

M12 Connector - S5N-ML-5-G00-XG 952021471

LASER, Radial optic
2m Cable - S5N-MH-2-G00-XG 952022061

M12 Connector - S5N-MH-5-G00-XG 952022071

Background suppression

LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MA-2-M03-NN 952021551

PNP S5N-MA-2-M03-PP 952021071

M12 Connector
PNP S5N-MA-5-M03-PP 952021271

IO-Link S5N-MA-5-M03-OZ 952022170

LED, Radial optic
2m Cable PNP S5N-MS-2-M03-PP 952021911

M12 Connector PNP S5N-MS-5-M03-PP 952021931

Retroreflective for transpa-
rent

LED, Axial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MA-2-T01-NN 952021571

PNP S5N-MA-2-T01-PP 952021091

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MA-5-T01-NN 952021731

PNP S5N-MA-5-T01-PP 952021291

LED, Radial optic

2m Cable
NPN S5N-MR-2-T01-NN 952021651

PNP S5N-MR-2-T01-PP 952021191

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MR-5-T01-NN 952021811

PNP S5N-MR-5-T01-PP 952021391

Luminescence LED, Axial optic M12 Connector PNP S5N-MA-5-U03-PP 952021301

Contrast LED, Axial optic

2m Cable PNP S5N-MA-2-W03-PP 952021111

M12 Connector
NPN S5N-MA-5-W03-NN 952021751

PNP S5N-MA-5-W03-PP 952021311
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s50 easyin™
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MICRO-18
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ST-5017
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The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.
ST-5010 M18/14 mounting bracket 95ACC5230

ST-5011 M18 mounting bracket short 95ACC5240

ST-5012 M18 mounting bracket long 95ACC5250

ST-5017 M18 mounting bracket  95ACC5270

S50 EASY -IN M18/14 EASY in™ adjustable mounting support 95ACC 5300

JOINT -18 M18 jointed support 95ACC 5220

MICRO -18 support with micrometric regulation for tubular M18 sensors 95ACC 1380

ST1218 M12/M18 mounting brackets 95ACC3340

ST1830 M18/M30 mounting brackets 95ACC3350

SP-40 mounting bracket tubular 95ACC1370

SWING-18 adjustable support for M18 tubular sensors 895000006

PLASTIC NUT flared mounting nut 95ACC2630

MEK -PROOF front protection (only for metal models) G5000001

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.
CBX-8IOL-EIP CBX-8IOL-EIP 8P IOL M12 EIP MASTER 95ACC8180        

CBX-8IOL-PNIO CBX-8IOL-PNIO 8P IOL M12 PROFINET MASTER 95ACC8190        

IO-LINK CONNECTIVITY

CABLES
TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M12 Connector
4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-G-03 95A251380
5 m CS-A1-02-G-05 95A251270
7 m CS-A1-02-G-07 95A251280

10 m CS-A1-02-G-10 95A251390

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-A1-02-R-02 95A251540
5 m CS-A1-02-R-05 95A251560

Radial M12 Connector
4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A2-02-G-03 95A251360
5 m CS-A2-02-G-05 95A251240
7 m CS-A2-02-G-07 95A251245

10 m CS-A2-02-G-10 95A251260

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-A2-02-R-02 95A251550
5 m CS-A2-02-R-05 95A251570

Radial M12 Connector with LED 
(for PNP N.O. sensors) 4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A2-12-G-03 95A251400
5 m CS-A2-12-G-05 95A251350

10 m CS-A2-12-G-10 95A251370

Axial M12 Connector 4-pole, shielded, black, 
P.V.C.

3 m CV-A1-22-B-03 95ACC1480
5 m CV-A1-22-B-05 95ACC1490

10 m CV-A1-22-B-10 95ACC1500
15 m CV-A1-22-B-15 95ACC2070
25 m CV-A1-22-B-25 95ACC2090

Radial M12 Connector 4-pole, shielded, black, 
P.V.C.

3 m CV-A2-22-B-03 95ACC1540
5 m CV-A2-22-B-05 95ACC1550

10 m CV-A2-22-B-10 95ACC1560

Axial M12 Connector
4-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-U-03 95ASE1120
5 m CS-A1-02-U-05 95ASE1130

10 m CS-A1-02-U-10 95ASE1140
15 m CS-A1-02-U-15 95ASE1150
25 m CS-A1-02-U-25 95ASE1160

4-pole, black Connector- not cabled CS-A1-02-B-NC G5085002
Radial M12 Connector 4-pole, black Connector- not cabled CS-A2-02-B-NC G5085003
Axial M12 Connector 5-pole, L coded power cable 3 m CS-M1-02-B-03 95ACC0007

Axial M12 F/M8 M Connector 4-pole, double headed 3 m CS-H1-02-B-03 95ACC0008
Axial M12 F/M12 M Connector 4-pole, double headed 3 m CS-I1-02-B-03 95ACC0009

Rev. 01, 04/2019
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MINIATURE SENSORS

APPLICATIONS

• Processing and Packaging machinery
• Automotive
• Beverage & Bottling
• Vending machines

• 15mm, 20mm, 30mm and 50mm fixed focus proximity
• 1,5m retroflective and 1m polarized retroflective
• 2m through beam models
• Amplified NPN or PNP output with NO-NC output

COMPLETE LINE OF 
AMPLIFIED SUBMINIATURE 
PHOTOELECTRIC SENSORS

SM-ALL
Through beam 0…2 m

Retroreflective (on R2 reflector) 0,05...1,5 m

Polarized retroreflective 0,1...1 m

Fixed focus

3…15 mm

3…20 mm

3…30 mm

3…50 mm

Power supply
Vdc 10…30 V

Vac

Vac/dc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP

relay

other

Connection
cable •

connector

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 8x23x12

Housing material Polycarbonate

Mechanical protection IP67

SM-ALL Power supply 10 … 30 Vdc (limit values) 

Ripple 10% max.

Consumption (output current excluded) 20 mA max. 

Light emission red LED 640 nm

Operating mode LIGHT mode on N.O. output/DARK mode on N.C. output

Indicators
yellow OUTPUT LED excl. mod. G00

 green  POWER LED 

Output PNP or NPN; NO; NC 

Output current 50 mA max.

Saturation voltage 1,25 V max. (NPN), 1,45 V max. (PNP)

Response time 
700 µs

1,3 ms (mod. SM...F00/G00)

Switching frequency
700 Hz  

385 Hz (mod. SM...F00/G00)

Connection 2 m cable ∅ �2,5 mm

Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing

Electrical protection class 2

Mechanical protection IP67

Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2

Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Housing material Polycarbonate

Lens material PMMA, glass (mod. B00)

Operating temperature -20 … 55 °C

Storage temperature -30 … 75 °C

Weight 22 g
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SERIE SMall
MANUALE ISTRUZIONI 

CONTROLLI 
LED Giallo (luce ricevuta)
Il LED acceso indica lo stato dell’uscita N.A. chiuso. 

LED Verde 
 Il LED acceso stabilmente indica che il sensore è alimentato. 
 Il LED lampeggiante indica la presenza di un corto circuito 

sull’uscita. 

INSTALLAZIONE 
L’installazione del sensore può essere effettuata grazie ai 2 fori 
passanti del corpo, tramite due viti (M3x16 o di maggiore 
lunghezza) con rondelle e dadi di serraggio. 

CONNESSIONI
Le connessioni sono configurate in conformità con la norma 
EN 60947-5-2. 

+ 10 … 30 Vcc 

USCITA N.C. 

MARRONE 1

BIANCO 2

NERO 4

BLU 3
USCITA N.A. 

0 V 

SM-PR-2-G00-xx

+ 10 … 30 Vcc MARRONE 1

BLU 3
0 V 

DICHIARAZIONE DI CONFORMITÀ 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION dichiara, sotto la propria 
responsabilità, che questi prodotti sono conformi ai contenuti delle 
Direttive 2004/108/CE ed ai loro successivi emendamenti. 

CONDIZIONI DI GARANZIA 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION garantisce i suoi prodotti esenti da 
difetti. DATALOGIC AUTOMATION riparerà o sostituirà, 
gratuitamente, ogni prodotto che riterrà difettoso durante il periodo 
di garanzia di 36 mesi dalla data di fabbricazione. 
La garanzia non copre danneggiamenti o responsabilità dovute ad 
un uso non corretto del prodotto 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION per l'ambiente: 100% carta riciclata. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION si riserva il diritto di apportare modifiche e/o 
miglioramenti senza preavviso.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826002911  Rev.B © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2009 

DIMENSIONI D’INGOMBRO / DIMENSIONS 

DATI TECNICI / TECHNICAL DATA 
Tensione di alimentazione: 
Power supply: 

10 … 30 Vcc valori limite (10% max.ripple) 
10…30 Vdc limit values (10% max.ripple) 

Assorbimento: 
Current consumption: 

20 mA max. (escluso il carico) 
(output current excluded) 

Uscite:
Output: 

N.A. e N.C.; PNP o NPN (protezione contro il cortocircuito) 
N.O. and N.C.; PNP or NPN (short-circuit protection) 

Modalità di funzionamento: 
Operating mode: 

LUCE 
LIGHT

Corrente di uscita/Output current: 50 mA max.  
Tensione di saturazione dell’uscita: 
Output saturation voltage: 

NPN: 1.25 V a 50 mA / PNP: 1.45 V a 50 mA 
NPN: 1.25 V at 50 mA / PNP: 1.45 V at 50 mA 

Tempo di risposta: 
Response time: 700 s (1.3 ms mod.F00/G00) 
Frequenza di commutazione: 
Switching frequency: 715 Hz (385 Hz mod.F00/G00) 

Indicatori: 

Indicators: 

LED GIALLO ON stabile = Luce ricevuta 
LED VERDE ON stabile = Alimentazione attiva / Lampeggiante = Corto circuito sull’uscita 

Yellow LED steadily ON = light received 
Green LED steadily ON = power supply  / blinking = output short-circuit 

Temperatura di funzionamento: 
Operating temperature: -20 … 55 °C 

Temperatura di immagazzinamento: 
Storage temperature: -30 … 75 °C 

Resistenza d’isolamento: 
Insulation resistance: 

parte elettrica e contenitore: 20M (minimo, con 500Vcc) 
between electronics and housing: 20M (minimum, with 500Vdc) 

Rigidità dielettrica: 
Dielectric strength: 

parte elettrica e contenitore: 500Vca (50Hz), 1 minuto 
between electronics and housing: 500Vac (50Hz), 1 minute

Distanza operativa (valori tipici): 
Operating distance (typical values): 

A00: 0.05…1.5m su R2 (Ømm) / 0.05…1.5m on R2 (Ømm)
B00: 0.1…1m su R2 (Ømm) / 0.1…1m on R2 (Ømm) 

D00: 0…15mm 
D10: 0…20mm 
D20: 0…30mm 
D30: 0…50mm 

F00/G00: 0…2m
Tipo di emissione: 
Emission type: 

Rossa (640 nm) 
Red (640 nm)  

Vibrazioni: 
Vibration: 

ampiezza 0.5 mm, frequenza 10 … 55 Hz, per ogni asse (EN60068-2-6) 
0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 

Resistenza agli urti: 
Shock resistance: 

11 ms (30 G) 6 shock per ogni asse (EN60068-2-27) 
11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 

Materiale contenitore: 
Housing material: Policarbonato / Polycarbonate

Materiale lenti: 
Lens material: 

PMMA / Vetro (mod.B00) 
PMMA / Glass (mod.B00) 

Protezione meccanica: 
Mechanical protection: IP67

Collegamenti/Connections: cavo PVC di lunghezza 2 m  2,5 mm 4 fili / 2 m PVC cable  2,5 mm 4 wires 
Peso/Weight: 22 g. 

SMall SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 
Yellow LED (LIGHT received) 
The yellow LED ON indicates that the N.O. output status is closed. 

Green LED 
 LED steadily ON indicates sensor powering. 
 LED blinking indicates output short-circuit. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be mounted by means of the two housing holes 
using two screws (M3x16 or longer) with nuts and washers.  

CONNECTIONS 
The connections are compliant to the EN 60947-5-2 Standard. 

+ 10 … 30 Vdc 

N.C. OUTPUT 

BROWN 1

WHITE 2

BLACK 4

BLUE 3
N.O. OUTPUT

0 V 

SM-PR-2-G00-xx

+ 10 … 30 Vdc BROWN 1

BLUE 3
0 V

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole 
responsibility that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE 
and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of 
charge, any product found to be defective during the warranty 
period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled 
paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications 
and improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826002911  Rev.B © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2009

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS

Power supply 10 … 30 Vdc (limit values) 

Ripple 10% max.

Consumption (output current excluded) 20 mA max. 

Light emission red LED 640 nm

Operating mode LIGHT mode on N.O. output/DARK mode on N.C. output

Indicators
yellow OUTPUT LED excl. mod. G00

 green  POWER LED 

Output PNP or NPN; NO; NC 

Output current 50 mA max.

Saturation voltage 1,25 V max. (NPN), 1,45 V max. (PNP)

Response time 
700 µs

1,3 ms (mod. SM...F00/G00)

Switching frequency
700 Hz  

385 Hz (mod. SM...F00/G00)

Connection 2 m cable ∅ �2,5 mm

Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing

Electrical protection class 2

Mechanical protection IP67

Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2

Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Housing material Polycarbonate

Lens material PMMA, glass (mod. B00)

Operating temperature -20 … 55 °C

Storage temperature -30 … 75 °C

Weight 22 g
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SERIE SMall
MANUALE ISTRUZIONI 

CONTROLLI 
LED Giallo (luce ricevuta)
Il LED acceso indica lo stato dell’uscita N.A. chiuso. 

LED Verde 
 Il LED acceso stabilmente indica che il sensore è alimentato. 
 Il LED lampeggiante indica la presenza di un corto circuito 

sull’uscita. 

INSTALLAZIONE 
L’installazione del sensore può essere effettuata grazie ai 2 fori 
passanti del corpo, tramite due viti (M3x16 o di maggiore 
lunghezza) con rondelle e dadi di serraggio. 

CONNESSIONI
Le connessioni sono configurate in conformità con la norma 
EN 60947-5-2. 

+ 10 … 30 Vcc 

USCITA N.C. 

MARRONE 1

BIANCO 2

NERO 4

BLU 3
USCITA N.A. 

0 V 

SM-PR-2-G00-xx

+ 10 … 30 Vcc MARRONE 1

BLU 3
0 V 

DICHIARAZIONE DI CONFORMITÀ 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION dichiara, sotto la propria 
responsabilità, che questi prodotti sono conformi ai contenuti delle 
Direttive 2004/108/CE ed ai loro successivi emendamenti. 

CONDIZIONI DI GARANZIA 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION garantisce i suoi prodotti esenti da 
difetti. DATALOGIC AUTOMATION riparerà o sostituirà, 
gratuitamente, ogni prodotto che riterrà difettoso durante il periodo 
di garanzia di 36 mesi dalla data di fabbricazione. 
La garanzia non copre danneggiamenti o responsabilità dovute ad 
un uso non corretto del prodotto 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION per l'ambiente: 100% carta riciclata. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION si riserva il diritto di apportare modifiche e/o 
miglioramenti senza preavviso.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826002911  Rev.B © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2009 

DIMENSIONI D’INGOMBRO / DIMENSIONS 

DATI TECNICI / TECHNICAL DATA 
Tensione di alimentazione: 
Power supply: 

10 … 30 Vcc valori limite (10% max.ripple) 
10…30 Vdc limit values (10% max.ripple) 

Assorbimento: 
Current consumption: 

20 mA max. (escluso il carico) 
(output current excluded) 

Uscite:
Output: 

N.A. e N.C.; PNP o NPN (protezione contro il cortocircuito) 
N.O. and N.C.; PNP or NPN (short-circuit protection) 

Modalità di funzionamento: 
Operating mode: 

LUCE 
LIGHT

Corrente di uscita/Output current: 50 mA max.  
Tensione di saturazione dell’uscita: 
Output saturation voltage: 

NPN: 1.25 V a 50 mA / PNP: 1.45 V a 50 mA 
NPN: 1.25 V at 50 mA / PNP: 1.45 V at 50 mA 

Tempo di risposta: 
Response time: 700 s (1.3 ms mod.F00/G00) 
Frequenza di commutazione: 
Switching frequency: 715 Hz (385 Hz mod.F00/G00) 

Indicatori: 

Indicators: 

LED GIALLO ON stabile = Luce ricevuta 
LED VERDE ON stabile = Alimentazione attiva / Lampeggiante = Corto circuito sull’uscita 

Yellow LED steadily ON = light received 
Green LED steadily ON = power supply  / blinking = output short-circuit 

Temperatura di funzionamento: 
Operating temperature: -20 … 55 °C 

Temperatura di immagazzinamento: 
Storage temperature: -30 … 75 °C 

Resistenza d’isolamento: 
Insulation resistance: 

parte elettrica e contenitore: 20M (minimo, con 500Vcc) 
between electronics and housing: 20M (minimum, with 500Vdc) 

Rigidità dielettrica: 
Dielectric strength: 

parte elettrica e contenitore: 500Vca (50Hz), 1 minuto 
between electronics and housing: 500Vac (50Hz), 1 minute

Distanza operativa (valori tipici): 
Operating distance (typical values): 

A00: 0.05…1.5m su R2 (Ømm) / 0.05…1.5m on R2 (Ømm)
B00: 0.1…1m su R2 (Ømm) / 0.1…1m on R2 (Ømm) 

D00: 0…15mm 
D10: 0…20mm 
D20: 0…30mm 
D30: 0…50mm 

F00/G00: 0…2m
Tipo di emissione: 
Emission type: 

Rossa (640 nm) 
Red (640 nm)  

Vibrazioni: 
Vibration: 

ampiezza 0.5 mm, frequenza 10 … 55 Hz, per ogni asse (EN60068-2-6) 
0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 

Resistenza agli urti: 
Shock resistance: 

11 ms (30 G) 6 shock per ogni asse (EN60068-2-27) 
11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 

Materiale contenitore: 
Housing material: Policarbonato / Polycarbonate

Materiale lenti: 
Lens material: 

PMMA / Vetro (mod.B00) 
PMMA / Glass (mod.B00) 

Protezione meccanica: 
Mechanical protection: IP67

Collegamenti/Connections: cavo PVC di lunghezza 2 m  2,5 mm 4 fili / 2 m PVC cable  2,5 mm 4 wires 
Peso/Weight: 22 g. 

SMall SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 
Yellow LED (LIGHT received) 
The yellow LED ON indicates that the N.O. output status is closed. 

Green LED 
 LED steadily ON indicates sensor powering. 
 LED blinking indicates output short-circuit. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be mounted by means of the two housing holes 
using two screws (M3x16 or longer) with nuts and washers.  

CONNECTIONS 
The connections are compliant to the EN 60947-5-2 Standard. 

+ 10 … 30 Vdc 

N.C. OUTPUT 

BROWN 1

WHITE 2

BLACK 4

BLUE 3
N.O. OUTPUT

0 V 

SM-PR-2-G00-xx

+ 10 … 30 Vdc BROWN 1

BLUE 3
0 V

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole 
responsibility that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE 
and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of 
charge, any product found to be defective during the warranty 
period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled 
paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications 
and improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
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SERIE SMall
MANUALE ISTRUZIONI 

CONTROLLI 
LED Giallo (luce ricevuta)
Il LED acceso indica lo stato dell’uscita N.A. chiuso. 

LED Verde 
 Il LED acceso stabilmente indica che il sensore è alimentato. 
 Il LED lampeggiante indica la presenza di un corto circuito 

sull’uscita. 

INSTALLAZIONE 
L’installazione del sensore può essere effettuata grazie ai 2 fori 
passanti del corpo, tramite due viti (M3x16 o di maggiore 
lunghezza) con rondelle e dadi di serraggio. 

CONNESSIONI
Le connessioni sono configurate in conformità con la norma 
EN 60947-5-2. 

+ 10 … 30 Vcc 

USCITA N.C. 

MARRONE 1

BIANCO 2

NERO 4

BLU 3
USCITA N.A. 

0 V 

SM-PR-2-G00-xx

+ 10 … 30 Vcc MARRONE 1

BLU 3
0 V 

DICHIARAZIONE DI CONFORMITÀ 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION dichiara, sotto la propria 
responsabilità, che questi prodotti sono conformi ai contenuti delle 
Direttive 2004/108/CE ed ai loro successivi emendamenti. 

CONDIZIONI DI GARANZIA 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION garantisce i suoi prodotti esenti da 
difetti. DATALOGIC AUTOMATION riparerà o sostituirà, 
gratuitamente, ogni prodotto che riterrà difettoso durante il periodo 
di garanzia di 36 mesi dalla data di fabbricazione. 
La garanzia non copre danneggiamenti o responsabilità dovute ad 
un uso non corretto del prodotto 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION per l'ambiente: 100% carta riciclata. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION si riserva il diritto di apportare modifiche e/o 
miglioramenti senza preavviso.
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DIMENSIONI D’INGOMBRO / DIMENSIONS 

DATI TECNICI / TECHNICAL DATA 
Tensione di alimentazione: 
Power supply: 

10 … 30 Vcc valori limite (10% max.ripple) 
10…30 Vdc limit values (10% max.ripple) 

Assorbimento: 
Current consumption: 

20 mA max. (escluso il carico) 
(output current excluded) 

Uscite:
Output: 

N.A. e N.C.; PNP o NPN (protezione contro il cortocircuito) 
N.O. and N.C.; PNP or NPN (short-circuit protection) 

Modalità di funzionamento: 
Operating mode: 

LUCE 
LIGHT

Corrente di uscita/Output current: 50 mA max.  
Tensione di saturazione dell’uscita: 
Output saturation voltage: 

NPN: 1.25 V a 50 mA / PNP: 1.45 V a 50 mA 
NPN: 1.25 V at 50 mA / PNP: 1.45 V at 50 mA 

Tempo di risposta: 
Response time: 700 s (1.3 ms mod.F00/G00) 
Frequenza di commutazione: 
Switching frequency: 715 Hz (385 Hz mod.F00/G00) 

Indicatori: 

Indicators: 

LED GIALLO ON stabile = Luce ricevuta 
LED VERDE ON stabile = Alimentazione attiva / Lampeggiante = Corto circuito sull’uscita 

Yellow LED steadily ON = light received 
Green LED steadily ON = power supply  / blinking = output short-circuit 

Temperatura di funzionamento: 
Operating temperature: -20 … 55 °C 

Temperatura di immagazzinamento: 
Storage temperature: -30 … 75 °C 

Resistenza d’isolamento: 
Insulation resistance: 

parte elettrica e contenitore: 20M (minimo, con 500Vcc) 
between electronics and housing: 20M (minimum, with 500Vdc) 

Rigidità dielettrica: 
Dielectric strength: 

parte elettrica e contenitore: 500Vca (50Hz), 1 minuto 
between electronics and housing: 500Vac (50Hz), 1 minute

Distanza operativa (valori tipici): 
Operating distance (typical values): 

A00: 0.05…1.5m su R2 (Ømm) / 0.05…1.5m on R2 (Ømm)
B00: 0.1…1m su R2 (Ømm) / 0.1…1m on R2 (Ømm) 

D00: 0…15mm 
D10: 0…20mm 
D20: 0…30mm 
D30: 0…50mm 

F00/G00: 0…2m
Tipo di emissione: 
Emission type: 

Rossa (640 nm) 
Red (640 nm)  

Vibrazioni: 
Vibration: 

ampiezza 0.5 mm, frequenza 10 … 55 Hz, per ogni asse (EN60068-2-6) 
0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 

Resistenza agli urti: 
Shock resistance: 

11 ms (30 G) 6 shock per ogni asse (EN60068-2-27) 
11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 

Materiale contenitore: 
Housing material: Policarbonato / Polycarbonate

Materiale lenti: 
Lens material: 

PMMA / Vetro (mod.B00) 
PMMA / Glass (mod.B00) 

Protezione meccanica: 
Mechanical protection: IP67

Collegamenti/Connections: cavo PVC di lunghezza 2 m  2,5 mm 4 fili / 2 m PVC cable  2,5 mm 4 wires 
Peso/Weight: 22 g. 

SMall SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 
Yellow LED (LIGHT received) 
The yellow LED ON indicates that the N.O. output status is closed. 

Green LED 
 LED steadily ON indicates sensor powering. 
 LED blinking indicates output short-circuit. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be mounted by means of the two housing holes 
using two screws (M3x16 or longer) with nuts and washers.  

CONNECTIONS 
The connections are compliant to the EN 60947-5-2 Standard. 

+ 10 … 30 Vdc 

N.C. OUTPUT 

BROWN 1

WHITE 2

BLACK 4

BLUE 3
N.O. OUTPUT

0 V 

SM-PR-2-G00-xx

+ 10 … 30 Vdc BROWN 1

BLUE 3
0 V

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole 
responsibility that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE 
and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of 
charge, any product found to be defective during the warranty 
period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled 
paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications 
and improvements without prior notification.
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Retroreflective - Detection area Fixed focus proximity - 15 mm - Detection area

mm

Through beam - Detection area

m m

Polarized retroreflective - Detection area

mm

m

Fixed focus proximity - 15 mm - Excess gain

m

Through beam - Excess gain

m

Fixed focus proximity - 20 mm - Excess gain

mm

Fixed focus proximity - 50 mm - Excess gain

mm

Fixed focus proximity - 20 mm - Detection area

mm

mm

Fixed focus proximity - 30 mm - Detection area

mm

mm

Fixed focus proximity - 50 mm - Detection area

mm

mm

Fixed focus proximity - 30 mm - Excess gain

mm

CONNECTIONS

DETECTIONS DIAGRAMS

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

Through beam emitter

Output 
LED

Power ON 
LED

CABLE

mm mmmm
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The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

ACCESSORIES

OPTIC FUNCTION OPERATING DISTANCE CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Retroreflective 0,05...1,5 m 2m Cable
PNP SM-PR-2-A00-PP 95B000060

NPN SM-PR-2-A00-NN 95B000070

Polarized retroreflective 0,1...1 m 2m Cable
PNP SM-PR-2-B00-PP 95B000080

NPN SM-PR-2-B00-NN 95B000090

Fixed focus 
(short distance) 15 mm

2m Cable

PNP SM-PR-2-D00-PP 95B000020

NPN SM-PR-2-D00-NN 95B000030

Fixed focus 
(normal distance) 20 mm

PNP SM-PR-2-D10-PP 95B000140

NPN SM-PR-2-D10-NN 95B000150

Fixed focus 
(medium distance) 30 mm

PNP SM-PR-2-D20-PP 95B000040

NPN SM-PR-2-D20-NN 95B000050

Fixed focus 
(long distance) 50 mm

PNP SM-PR-2-D30-PP 95B000000

NPN SM-PR-2-D30-NN 95B000010

Through beam receiver 0…2 m 2m Cable

PNP SM-PR-2-F00-PP 95B000120

NPN SM-PR-2-F00-NN 95B000130

 - SM-PR-2-G00-XG 95B000160

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER NO.
ST-5049 right angle bracket 95ACC6650

Rev. 01, 07/2016
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MINIATURE SENSORS

APPLICATIONS

• Processing and Packaging machinery               
• Electronics assembling
• Transportation lines, material handling
• Automatic warehouses
• Cosmetics and Pharmaceutical industry
• Small part detection with maximum accuracy

S3Z

• 50-250 mm background suppression
• 0.7 m proximity, 150 mm with narrow beam
• 4 m polarized retroreflective
• 15 m through beam
• Light and dark trimmer models
• Standard 3-wire output configuration

ADVANCED LINE OF 
MINIATURE GLOBAL STYLE 
OF PHOTOELECTRIC 
SENSORS

S3Z
Through beam 0…15 m 

0…30 m (class 1 LASER)

Polarized retroreflective 0.05…4 m 
0,3…10 m (class 1 LASER)

Retroreflective for transparent (on R2 reflector) 0…2 m 

Diffuse proximity
0…700 mm

50…150 mm (narrow beam)

Background suppression 50…250 mm 
40…300 mm (class 1 LASER)

Power supply
Vdc 10…30 V

Vac

Vac/dc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP

relay

other

Connection
cable •

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 11x31x19

Housing material PC/PBT

Mechanical protection IP67
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S3Z SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The yellow LED indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (S3Z…B01/C01/C11/F01) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a safety 
margin greater than 20% compared to the output switching value. 
POWER ON LED (S3Z…G00) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
TRIMMER (S3Z…B01/C01/C11/F01/T51) 
The trimmer can be used to adjust sensitivity; the operating distance 
increases turning the trimmer clockwise. 
ADJUSTMENT SCREW (S3Z…M01) 
This control can be used to adjust the cutoff distance (6 turns screw); 
the operating distance increases turning the control clockwise. 

WARNING  ONLY FOR TRIMMER (S3Z…B01/C01/C11/F01/T51) 
MODEL: The trimmer rotation is limited to 250° by a mechanical stop. 
Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 0.05 Nm). 

INSTALLATION
The sensor can be positioned by means of the two housing’s threaded 
holes (M3) using two screws (M3x12 or longer or M2.5 passing screw, 
0.5 Nm maximum tightening torque) with washers. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the accessories listed in the catalogue). 

CONNECTIONS
S3Z…B01/C01/C11/F01/M01/T51 

+BROWN 

BLACK 

1

4

10 … 30 Vdc

BLUE 3
0 V 

OUTPUT

S3Z…G00

+BROWN 1
10 … 30 Vdc

BLUE 3
0 V 

CONNETTORE M8 

2

1

4

3

DIMENSIONS

S3Z
F01/G00

S3Z
B01/C01/C11/M01

Emitter and
Receiver
Coaxial

CABLE
VERSION

TRIMMER STABILITY LED

OUTPUT LED
POWER ON LED
(S3Z...G00)

Emitter or
Receiver

Receiver

Emitter

POWER ON LED
(S3Z...G00)

OUTPUT LED

STABILITY LED

S3Z...T51

TRIMMER

Dimensions in mm

TECHNICAL DATA 
S3Z…T51 S3Z…B01 S3Z…C01 S3Z…C11 S3Z…F01/G00 S3Z…M01

Power supply: 12 … 24 Vdc (operating limit 10…30Vdc); reverse polarity protected 
Ripple: p-p 10% max.
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 30 mA max. 
Output: DARK; PNP

or NPN;
(short-circuit
protection)

LIGHT or DARK; 
PNP or NPN; 

(short-circuit protection) 

LIGHT; PNP 
or NPN; 

(short-circuit
protection)

Output current: 100 mA max. 
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 500us max 1 ms max. 
Switching frequency: 1KHz max. 500 Hz max. 
Indicators: OUT LED (YELLOW) 

STABILITY LED (GREEN) mod. B01/C01/C11/F01 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) mod. G00 

Setting: TRIMMER (250°) 6 turns 
screw 

Operating temperature: -25 … +50 °C 
(UL)

-25 … +55 °C 

Storage temperature: -40 … +70 °C 
Operating distance (minimum): 2m on R2 

reflector see tab.1 50…150
mm 0…70 cm 0...20 m 50…250

mm. 
Difference on White 90% / Gray 
18% --- 22% @ 

200mm.

Emission type: RED
(650 nm) 

RED
(665 nm) 

INFRARED
(850 nm) 

INFRARED
(870 nm) 

RED
(670 nm) 

Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
LIGHT/DARK selection: dependently from the model 
PNP/NPN Output dependently from the model 
Housing: Body PC and PBT / indicators cover PC 
Lenses: PMMA PC PMMA
Protection class: IP67
Connections: 2 m cable  3.5 mm / M8-4 pole connector 
Weight: 50 g. max. cable versions / 10 g. connector versions 

SETTING
Alignment S3Z…B01/T51
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the 
yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and 
horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these 
points.
Optimum operation is obtained when the green LED is ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small or transparent targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the 
procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S3Z…F01/G00 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in 
both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. 
Optimum operation is obtained when the green LED is ON. 
Alignment S3Z…C01/C11 (LIGHT mode) 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: 
the green LED is ON and the yellow LED is OFF. 
Place the target opposite the sensor. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the 
yellow LED turns ON (Target detected state, pos.A).
Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer 
clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, 
pos.B). The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not 
detected. Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the 
two positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
For S3Z…C01/C11 models in DARK mode, the OUTPUT LED and the 
output are inverted. 
Alignment S3Z…M01 
Position the sensor and turn the adjustment screw to maximum. 
Place the target opposite the sensor at a slightly greater distance than 
desired. Turn the screw counterclockwise until the sensor switches. 
Verify the adjustment moving the target closer and further the sensor; 
tune the adjustment if necessary. 
It is recommended to operate with the stability LED turned ON. 

TAB.1: S3Z…B01 max. operating distance table (meters) 

AVAILABLE REFLECTORS
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 

-B01 3 5 4.5 6 6 7

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the 
safety control of the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that 
these products are conform to the 2004/108/EC Directive and 
successive amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product 
found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months from the 
manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of Datalogic Automation products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 

Under current Italian and European laws, Datalogic Automation is not obliged 
to take care of product disposal at the end of its life.

Datalogic Automation Recommends to dispose of the product in compliance with 
local laws or contact authorised waste collection centres. Datalogic Automation 
reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior 
notification. 

© 2005 – 2015 Datalogic Automation - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - Protected to the 
fullest extent under U.S. and international laws. • Copying, or altering of this document 
is prohibited without express written consent from Datalogic Automation. Datalogic and 
the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, 
including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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MIN MAX

A

B

C

S3Z SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The yellow LED indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (S3Z…B01/C01/C11/F01) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a safety 
margin greater than 20% compared to the output switching value. 
POWER ON LED (S3Z…G00) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
TRIMMER (S3Z…B01/C01/C11/F01/T51) 
The trimmer can be used to adjust sensitivity; the operating distance 
increases turning the trimmer clockwise. 
ADJUSTMENT SCREW (S3Z…M01) 
This control can be used to adjust the cutoff distance (6 turns screw); 
the operating distance increases turning the control clockwise. 

WARNING  ONLY FOR TRIMMER (S3Z…B01/C01/C11/F01/T51) 
MODEL: The trimmer rotation is limited to 250° by a mechanical stop. 
Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 0.05 Nm). 

INSTALLATION
The sensor can be positioned by means of the two housing’s threaded 
holes (M3) using two screws (M3x12 or longer or M2.5 passing screw, 
0.5 Nm maximum tightening torque) with washers. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the accessories listed in the catalogue). 

CONNECTIONS
S3Z…B01/C01/C11/F01/M01/T51 

+BROWN 

BLACK 

1

4

10 … 30 Vdc

BLUE 3
0 V 

OUTPUT

S3Z…G00

+BROWN 1
10 … 30 Vdc

BLUE 3
0 V 

CONNETTORE M8 

2

1

4

3

DIMENSIONS

S3Z
F01/G00

S3Z
B01/C01/C11/M01

Emitter and
Receiver
Coaxial

CABLE
VERSION

TRIMMER STABILITY LED

OUTPUT LED
POWER ON LED
(S3Z...G00)

Emitter or
Receiver

Receiver

Emitter

POWER ON LED
(S3Z...G00)

OUTPUT LED

STABILITY LED

S3Z...T51

TRIMMER

Dimensions in mm

TECHNICAL DATA 
S3Z…T51 S3Z…B01 S3Z…C01 S3Z…C11 S3Z…F01/G00 S3Z…M01

Power supply: 12 … 24 Vdc (operating limit 10…30Vdc); reverse polarity protected 
Ripple: p-p 10% max.
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 30 mA max. 
Output: DARK; PNP

or NPN;
(short-circuit
protection)

LIGHT or DARK; 
PNP or NPN; 

(short-circuit protection) 

LIGHT; PNP 
or NPN; 

(short-circuit
protection)

Output current: 100 mA max. 
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 500us max 1 ms max. 
Switching frequency: 1KHz max. 500 Hz max. 
Indicators: OUT LED (YELLOW) 

STABILITY LED (GREEN) mod. B01/C01/C11/F01 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) mod. G00 

Setting: TRIMMER (250°) 6 turns 
screw 

Operating temperature: -25 … +50 °C 
(UL)

-25 … +55 °C 

Storage temperature: -40 … +70 °C 
Operating distance (minimum): 2m on R2 

reflector see tab.1 50…150
mm 0…70 cm 0...20 m 50…250

mm. 
Difference on White 90% / Gray 
18% --- 22% @ 

200mm.

Emission type: RED
(650 nm) 

RED
(665 nm) 

INFRARED
(850 nm) 

INFRARED
(870 nm) 

RED
(670 nm) 

Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
LIGHT/DARK selection: dependently from the model 
PNP/NPN Output dependently from the model 
Housing: Body PC and PBT / indicators cover PC 
Lenses: PMMA PC PMMA
Protection class: IP67
Connections: 2 m cable  3.5 mm / M8-4 pole connector 
Weight: 50 g. max. cable versions / 10 g. connector versions 

SETTING
Alignment S3Z…B01/T51
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the 
yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and 
horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these 
points.
Optimum operation is obtained when the green LED is ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small or transparent targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the 
procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S3Z…F01/G00 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in 
both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. 
Optimum operation is obtained when the green LED is ON. 
Alignment S3Z…C01/C11 (LIGHT mode) 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: 
the green LED is ON and the yellow LED is OFF. 
Place the target opposite the sensor. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the 
yellow LED turns ON (Target detected state, pos.A).
Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer 
clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, 
pos.B). The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not 
detected. Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the 
two positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
For S3Z…C01/C11 models in DARK mode, the OUTPUT LED and the 
output are inverted. 
Alignment S3Z…M01 
Position the sensor and turn the adjustment screw to maximum. 
Place the target opposite the sensor at a slightly greater distance than 
desired. Turn the screw counterclockwise until the sensor switches. 
Verify the adjustment moving the target closer and further the sensor; 
tune the adjustment if necessary. 
It is recommended to operate with the stability LED turned ON. 

TAB.1: S3Z…B01 max. operating distance table (meters) 

AVAILABLE REFLECTORS
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 

-B01 3 5 4.5 6 6 7

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the 
safety control of the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that 
these products are conform to the 2004/108/EC Directive and 
successive amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product 
found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months from the 
manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of Datalogic Automation products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 

Under current Italian and European laws, Datalogic Automation is not obliged 
to take care of product disposal at the end of its life.

Datalogic Automation Recommends to dispose of the product in compliance with 
local laws or contact authorised waste collection centres. Datalogic Automation 
reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior 
notification. 

© 2005 – 2015 Datalogic Automation - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - Protected to the 
fullest extent under U.S. and international laws. • Copying, or altering of this document 
is prohibited without express written consent from Datalogic Automation. Datalogic and 
the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, 
including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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MIN MAX

A

B

C

Bracket 
(option) 

Screws 
M3x12 

S3Z LASER SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The yellow LED indicates the output status. 

STABILITY LED (S3Z…B01/F01) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a safety 
margin greater than 20% compared to the output switching value. 

POWER ON LED (S3Z…G00) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 

TRIMMER (S3Z…B01/F01) 
The trimmer can be used to adjust sensitivity; the operating 
distance increases turning the trimmer clockwise. 

ADJUSTMENT SCREW (S3Z…M01) 
This control can be used to adjust the cutoff distance (6 turns 
screw); the operating distance increases turning the control 
clockwise. 

LIGHT/DARK TRIMMER 
This switch can be used to set light or dark operation mode. 

WARNING (only for S3Z…B01/F01): 
The trimmer rotation is limited to 250° by a mechanical stop. 
Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 0.05 Nm). 

INSTALLATION
- Do not apply excessive impact on 

the sensor during the installation 
process, so as to prevent damage 
or deterioration in the degree of 
protection.

- To install the sensor, tighten the 
mounting screws to a torque of 
0.5 Nm or less. 

- Install the Background 
suppression type sensor head 
perpendicular to the object 
transfer as shown below to minimize sensing errors. 

CONNECTIONS
The connections are compliant to the EN 60947-5-2 standard. 

S3Z…B01/F01/M01 

+BROWN 

BLACK

1

4

10…30 VDC

BLUE 3 0 V 

OUTPUT

S3Z…G00

+BROWN 1
10…30 VDC 

BLUE 3 0 V

M8 CONNECTOR 

2

1

4

3

TECHNICAL DATA 
S3Z…B01 S3Z…F01/G00 S3Z…M01

Power supply: 12 … 24 VDC (operating limit 10…30VDC); (Class 2 UL508) reverse polarity protected 
Ripple: p-p 10% max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 35mA max. 30mA max. mod.F01 

15mA max. mod.G00 35mA max. 

Output: LIGHT or DARK; PNP or NPN (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 100 mA max. 
Output saturation voltage: 1.5 V max. 1.5 V max. 
Response time: 250 us max. 
Switching frequency: 2KHz max. 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (YELLOW); STABILITY LED (GREEN) mod. B01/F01 

POWER ON LED (GREEN) mod. G00 
Setting: Trimmer (250°) 6 turns screw 
Detection Mode Setting: LIGHT/DARK Trimmer 
Operating temperature: -10 … +55 °C (-10 … +50 °C UL Listed) 
Storage temperature: -25 … +70 °C no freezing or condesation 

Operating distance (minimum): 0.3...10 m on R2 0...30 m 20…250mm
(white paper 200x200 mm) 

Insulating strength: 500 Vac 1 min., between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 M 500 Vdc, between electronics and housing 
Adjustable setting range: --- 40…300 mm 
Difference on White 90% / Gray 18%: --- 10%  

Minimum sensing object (typical): Ø6 mm @ 3 m 
(opaque) Ø6 mm @ 3 m (opaque) Ø0.2 mm @ 170 mm 

(copper wire) 

Emission type: 
Red Laser diode(Emission wavelength: 650nm) 

IEC/JIS CLASS1 * ; Maximum output: 7mW 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing: Body PBT / indicators cover PC 
Lenses: PMMA 
Protection class: IP67
Connections: 2 m cable  3.5 mm / M8-4 pole connector **
Weight: 50 g. max. cable versions / 10 g. connector versions 

* This product complies with FDA regulations 21CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 based on Notice No.50. 
** Use a UL Listed (CYJV/CYJV7) mating connector/cord assembly when using connector type as UL/c-UL listed products. 

SETTING
Alignment S3Z…B01 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where 
the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical 

Alignment S3Z…M01 
Referring to the table below, adjust the distance of the photoelectric sensor 
when necessary. The table explains the status of operation LED when the 
operation mode is set to light ON.

and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when the 
green LED is ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to 
detect very small or transparent targets. In order to improve 
alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst 
progressively reducing the sensitivity. 

Alignment S3Z…F01/G00 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and 
OFF in both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor 
in the centre between these points.  
Optimum operation is obtained when the green LED is ON.

Step Distance 
control Adjusting procedure 

1
Install a photoelectric sensor and the sensing 
object. Turn the control counter-clockwise until the 
operation LED turns OFF. Then turn clockwise until 
the operation LED turns ON (point A). 

2
Remove the sensing object, then the operation LED 
turns OFF. Turn clockwise until the operation LED 
turns ON, the background is detected (point B). 

3 Set the middle point between point A and B as 
point C. 

DIMENSIONS

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
CAUTION - use of controls or adjustments or performance of procedures 
other than those specified in this mannual may result in hazardous radiation 
exposure. 
ATTENTION - L'utilisation des commandes, ainsi que les modifications de 
réglages ou de procédures d’exécution autres que ceux specifiés dans ce 
mode d'emploi peut entraîner une exposition à des rayonnements dangereux. 
This product emits a visible laser beam. Do not stare into the beam directly. 
Furthermore, do not look the laser which is reflected at a mirror-like object. 
About safety standards of laser product, IEC60825-1 ”Safety of laser products” 
has been stipulated by the IEC (International Electortechnical Commission). 
This product is classified as “CLASS1 product” according to IEC60825-1 
(2007). Use a UL Listed (CYJV/CYJV7) mating connector/cord assembly when 
using connector type as UL/c-UL listed products. 
CAUTION - This Product complies with 
21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 except for 
deviations pursuant to Laser Notice No. 
50, dated June 24, 2007, issued by 
CDRH (Center of Devices and 
Radiological Health) under FDA (Food 
and Drug Administration). 
ATTENTION - Ce produit est conforme 
aux normes 21 CFR 1040.10 et 1040.11, 
à l'exception des dérogations relatives au document « Laser Notice No.50 » du 
24 juin 2007 émis par CDRH (Center of Devices and Radiological Health) de la 
FDA (Food and Drug Administration).  
Labels: Following “Warning label” and “Certification/ Identification label” are 
affixed on this product according to IEC 60825-1 and laser regulation of FDA. 
When this product will be incorporated into final device system which is 
exported to the USA, make sure that Certification/Identification label is affixed. 

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used 
in the safety control of the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these 
products are conform to the 2004/108/EC Directive and successive 
amendments. 
WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found 
to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months from the 
manufacturing date. This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving 
from the improper application of Datalogic Automation products.
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com

Under current Italian and European laws, Datalogic Automation is not obliged 
to take care of product disposal at the end of its life.

Datalogic Automation Recommends to dispose of the product in compliance with 
local laws or contact authorised waste collection centres. Datalogic Automation 
reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior 
notification. 

© 2012 – 2015 Datalogic Automation - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - Protected to the 
fullest extent under U.S. and international laws. • Copying, or altering of this document 
is prohibited without express written consent from Datalogic Automation. Datalogic and 
the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, 
including the U.S.A. and the E.U.  
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OK OK NO 

TECHNICAL DATA
Consumption (output current excluded)

30 mA max. (LED mod.)
35 mA max. (Laser mod.)

Light emission

red LED 650 nm (mod. S3Z…T51)
red LED 665 nm (mod. S3Z…B01/C01)

red LED 670 nm (mod. S3Z…M01)
IR LED 850 nm  (mod. S3Z…C11)

IR LED 870 nm  (mod. S3Z…F01/G00)
red Laser 650 nm (mod. S3Z…B01/F01/G00/M01)

Setting sensitivity trimmer, 6 turns screw (mod. S3Z...M01),  
LIGHT/DARK trimmer model available (mod.S3Z...-PP, -NN)

Operating mode
LIGHT/DARK trimmer (Laser mod. S3Z...-PP, -NN), LIGHT (mod. S3Z...-PL, -NL),

DARK (mod. S3Z...-PD, -ND)

Indicators yellow OUTPUT LED,  green STABILITY LED (mod. S3Z...B01/C01/C11/F01), POWER ON LED (mod. S3Z...
G00)

Output PNP or NPN (short circuit protection)

Output current 100 mA max.

Saturation voltage
 2 V max. (LED mod.)

1,5 V max. (Laser mod.)

Response time
1 ms max. (LED mod.)

250 µs max. (Laser mod.)

Switching frequency
500 Hz max. (LED mod.)
 2 kHz max. (Laser mod.)

Connection 2 m cable Ø 3,5 mm, M8 4-pole connector 

Dielectric strength 500 Vac 1 min., between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance  >20 MΩ 500 Vdc, between electronics and housing

Mechanical protection IP67

Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2

Vibration 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Housing material body PBT, indicators cover PC

Lens material PMMA, PC (mod. S3Z…B01)

Operating temperature -25 ... 55 °C (LED mod.), -10 ... 55 °C (Laser mod.)

Storage temperature -40 … 70 °C (LED mod.), -25 ... 70 °C (Laser mod.)

Weight 50 g max. cable vers. , 10 g max. conn. vers. 

DIMENSIONS
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Through beam emitter

M8 CONNECTOR

CABLE

BROWN

BLACK

BLUE

BROWN

BLUE
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S3Z SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The yellow LED indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (S3Z…B01/C01/C11/F01) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a safety 
margin greater than 20% compared to the output switching value. 
POWER ON LED (S3Z…G00) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
TRIMMER (S3Z…B01/C01/C11/F01/T51) 
The trimmer can be used to adjust sensitivity; the operating distance 
increases turning the trimmer clockwise. 
ADJUSTMENT SCREW (S3Z…M01) 
This control can be used to adjust the cutoff distance (6 turns screw); 
the operating distance increases turning the control clockwise. 

WARNING  ONLY FOR TRIMMER (S3Z…B01/C01/C11/F01/T51) 
MODEL: The trimmer rotation is limited to 250° by a mechanical stop. 
Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 0.05 Nm). 

INSTALLATION
The sensor can be positioned by means of the two housing’s threaded 
holes (M3) using two screws (M3x12 or longer or M2.5 passing screw, 
0.5 Nm maximum tightening torque) with washers. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the accessories listed in the catalogue). 

CONNECTIONS
S3Z…B01/C01/C11/F01/M01/T51 

+BROWN 

BLACK 

1

4

10 … 30 Vdc

BLUE 3
0 V 

OUTPUT

S3Z…G00

+BROWN 1
10 … 30 Vdc

BLUE 3
0 V 

CONNETTORE M8 

2

1

4

3

DIMENSIONS

S3Z
F01/G00

S3Z
B01/C01/C11/M01

Emitter and
Receiver
Coaxial

CABLE
VERSION

TRIMMER STABILITY LED

OUTPUT LED
POWER ON LED
(S3Z...G00)

Emitter or
Receiver

Receiver

Emitter

POWER ON LED
(S3Z...G00)

OUTPUT LED

STABILITY LED

S3Z...T51

TRIMMER

Dimensions in mm

TECHNICAL DATA 
S3Z…T51 S3Z…B01 S3Z…C01 S3Z…C11 S3Z…F01/G00 S3Z…M01

Power supply: 12 … 24 Vdc (operating limit 10…30Vdc); reverse polarity protected 
Ripple: p-p 10% max.
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 30 mA max. 
Output: DARK; PNP

or NPN;
(short-circuit
protection)

LIGHT or DARK; 
PNP or NPN; 

(short-circuit protection) 

LIGHT; PNP 
or NPN; 

(short-circuit
protection)

Output current: 100 mA max. 
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 500us max 1 ms max. 
Switching frequency: 1KHz max. 500 Hz max. 
Indicators: OUT LED (YELLOW) 

STABILITY LED (GREEN) mod. B01/C01/C11/F01 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) mod. G00 

Setting: TRIMMER (250°) 6 turns 
screw 

Operating temperature: -25 … +50 °C 
(UL)

-25 … +55 °C 

Storage temperature: -40 … +70 °C 
Operating distance (minimum): 2m on R2 

reflector see tab.1 50…150
mm 0…70 cm 0...20 m 50…250

mm. 
Difference on White 90% / Gray 
18% --- 22% @ 

200mm.

Emission type: RED
(650 nm) 

RED
(665 nm) 

INFRARED
(850 nm) 

INFRARED
(870 nm) 

RED
(670 nm) 

Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
LIGHT/DARK selection: dependently from the model 
PNP/NPN Output dependently from the model 
Housing: Body PC and PBT / indicators cover PC 
Lenses: PMMA PC PMMA
Protection class: IP67
Connections: 2 m cable  3.5 mm / M8-4 pole connector 
Weight: 50 g. max. cable versions / 10 g. connector versions 

SETTING
Alignment S3Z…B01/T51
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the 
yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and 
horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these 
points.
Optimum operation is obtained when the green LED is ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small or transparent targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the 
procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S3Z…F01/G00 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in 
both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. 
Optimum operation is obtained when the green LED is ON. 
Alignment S3Z…C01/C11 (LIGHT mode) 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: 
the green LED is ON and the yellow LED is OFF. 
Place the target opposite the sensor. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the 
yellow LED turns ON (Target detected state, pos.A).
Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer 
clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, 
pos.B). The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not 
detected. Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the 
two positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
For S3Z…C01/C11 models in DARK mode, the OUTPUT LED and the 
output are inverted. 
Alignment S3Z…M01 
Position the sensor and turn the adjustment screw to maximum. 
Place the target opposite the sensor at a slightly greater distance than 
desired. Turn the screw counterclockwise until the sensor switches. 
Verify the adjustment moving the target closer and further the sensor; 
tune the adjustment if necessary. 
It is recommended to operate with the stability LED turned ON. 

TAB.1: S3Z…B01 max. operating distance table (meters) 

AVAILABLE REFLECTORS
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 

-B01 3 5 4.5 6 6 7

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the 
safety control of the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that 
these products are conform to the 2004/108/EC Directive and 
successive amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product 
found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months from the 
manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of Datalogic Automation products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 

Under current Italian and European laws, Datalogic Automation is not obliged 
to take care of product disposal at the end of its life.

Datalogic Automation Recommends to dispose of the product in compliance with 
local laws or contact authorised waste collection centres. Datalogic Automation 
reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior 
notification. 

© 2005 – 2015 Datalogic Automation - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - Protected to the 
fullest extent under U.S. and international laws. • Copying, or altering of this document 
is prohibited without express written consent from Datalogic Automation. Datalogic and 
the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, 
including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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MIN MAX

A

B

C

S3Z SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The yellow LED indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (S3Z…B01/C01/C11/F01) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a safety 
margin greater than 20% compared to the output switching value. 
POWER ON LED (S3Z…G00) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
TRIMMER (S3Z…B01/C01/C11/F01/T51) 
The trimmer can be used to adjust sensitivity; the operating distance 
increases turning the trimmer clockwise. 
ADJUSTMENT SCREW (S3Z…M01) 
This control can be used to adjust the cutoff distance (6 turns screw); 
the operating distance increases turning the control clockwise. 

WARNING  ONLY FOR TRIMMER (S3Z…B01/C01/C11/F01/T51) 
MODEL: The trimmer rotation is limited to 250° by a mechanical stop. 
Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 0.05 Nm). 

INSTALLATION
The sensor can be positioned by means of the two housing’s threaded 
holes (M3) using two screws (M3x12 or longer or M2.5 passing screw, 
0.5 Nm maximum tightening torque) with washers. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the accessories listed in the catalogue). 

CONNECTIONS
S3Z…B01/C01/C11/F01/M01/T51 

+BROWN 

BLACK 

1

4

10 … 30 Vdc

BLUE 3
0 V 

OUTPUT

S3Z…G00

+BROWN 1
10 … 30 Vdc

BLUE 3
0 V 

CONNETTORE M8 

2

1

4

3

DIMENSIONS

S3Z
F01/G00

S3Z
B01/C01/C11/M01

Emitter and
Receiver
Coaxial

CABLE
VERSION

TRIMMER STABILITY LED

OUTPUT LED
POWER ON LED
(S3Z...G00)

Emitter or
Receiver

Receiver

Emitter

POWER ON LED
(S3Z...G00)

OUTPUT LED

STABILITY LED

S3Z...T51

TRIMMER

Dimensions in mm

TECHNICAL DATA 
S3Z…T51 S3Z…B01 S3Z…C01 S3Z…C11 S3Z…F01/G00 S3Z…M01

Power supply: 12 … 24 Vdc (operating limit 10…30Vdc); reverse polarity protected 
Ripple: p-p 10% max.
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 30 mA max. 
Output: DARK; PNP

or NPN;
(short-circuit
protection)

LIGHT or DARK; 
PNP or NPN; 

(short-circuit protection) 

LIGHT; PNP 
or NPN; 

(short-circuit
protection)

Output current: 100 mA max. 
Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. 
Response time: 500us max 1 ms max. 
Switching frequency: 1KHz max. 500 Hz max. 
Indicators: OUT LED (YELLOW) 

STABILITY LED (GREEN) mod. B01/C01/C11/F01 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) mod. G00 

Setting: TRIMMER (250°) 6 turns 
screw 

Operating temperature: -25 … +50 °C 
(UL)

-25 … +55 °C 

Storage temperature: -40 … +70 °C 
Operating distance (minimum): 2m on R2 

reflector see tab.1 50…150
mm 0…70 cm 0...20 m 50…250

mm. 
Difference on White 90% / Gray 
18% --- 22% @ 

200mm.

Emission type: RED
(650 nm) 

RED
(665 nm) 

INFRARED
(850 nm) 

INFRARED
(870 nm) 

RED
(670 nm) 

Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
LIGHT/DARK selection: dependently from the model 
PNP/NPN Output dependently from the model 
Housing: Body PC and PBT / indicators cover PC 
Lenses: PMMA PC PMMA
Protection class: IP67
Connections: 2 m cable  3.5 mm / M8-4 pole connector 
Weight: 50 g. max. cable versions / 10 g. connector versions 

SETTING
Alignment S3Z…B01/T51
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the 
yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and 
horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these 
points.
Optimum operation is obtained when the green LED is ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small or transparent targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the 
procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S3Z…F01/G00 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in 
both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. 
Optimum operation is obtained when the green LED is ON. 
Alignment S3Z…C01/C11 (LIGHT mode) 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: 
the green LED is ON and the yellow LED is OFF. 
Place the target opposite the sensor. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the 
yellow LED turns ON (Target detected state, pos.A).
Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer 
clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, 
pos.B). The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not 
detected. Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the 
two positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
For S3Z…C01/C11 models in DARK mode, the OUTPUT LED and the 
output are inverted. 
Alignment S3Z…M01 
Position the sensor and turn the adjustment screw to maximum. 
Place the target opposite the sensor at a slightly greater distance than 
desired. Turn the screw counterclockwise until the sensor switches. 
Verify the adjustment moving the target closer and further the sensor; 
tune the adjustment if necessary. 
It is recommended to operate with the stability LED turned ON. 

TAB.1: S3Z…B01 max. operating distance table (meters) 

AVAILABLE REFLECTORS
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 

-B01 3 5 4.5 6 6 7

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the 
safety control of the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that 
these products are conform to the 2004/108/EC Directive and 
successive amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product 
found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months from the 
manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of Datalogic Automation products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 

Under current Italian and European laws, Datalogic Automation is not obliged 
to take care of product disposal at the end of its life.

Datalogic Automation Recommends to dispose of the product in compliance with 
local laws or contact authorised waste collection centres. Datalogic Automation 
reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior 
notification. 

© 2005 – 2015 Datalogic Automation - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - Protected to the 
fullest extent under U.S. and international laws. • Copying, or altering of this document 
is prohibited without express written consent from Datalogic Automation. Datalogic and 
the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, 
including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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MIN MAX

A

B

C

Bracket 
(option) 

Screws 
M3x12 

S3Z LASER SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The yellow LED indicates the output status. 

STABILITY LED (S3Z…B01/F01) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a safety 
margin greater than 20% compared to the output switching value. 

POWER ON LED (S3Z…G00) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 

TRIMMER (S3Z…B01/F01) 
The trimmer can be used to adjust sensitivity; the operating 
distance increases turning the trimmer clockwise. 

ADJUSTMENT SCREW (S3Z…M01) 
This control can be used to adjust the cutoff distance (6 turns 
screw); the operating distance increases turning the control 
clockwise. 

LIGHT/DARK TRIMMER 
This switch can be used to set light or dark operation mode. 

WARNING (only for S3Z…B01/F01): 
The trimmer rotation is limited to 250° by a mechanical stop. 
Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 0.05 Nm). 

INSTALLATION
- Do not apply excessive impact on 

the sensor during the installation 
process, so as to prevent damage 
or deterioration in the degree of 
protection.

- To install the sensor, tighten the 
mounting screws to a torque of 
0.5 Nm or less. 

- Install the Background 
suppression type sensor head 
perpendicular to the object 
transfer as shown below to minimize sensing errors. 

CONNECTIONS
The connections are compliant to the EN 60947-5-2 standard. 

S3Z…B01/F01/M01 

+BROWN 

BLACK

1

4

10…30 VDC

BLUE 3 0 V 

OUTPUT

S3Z…G00

+BROWN 1
10…30 VDC 

BLUE 3 0 V

M8 CONNECTOR 

2

1

4

3

TECHNICAL DATA 
S3Z…B01 S3Z…F01/G00 S3Z…M01

Power supply: 12 … 24 VDC (operating limit 10…30VDC); (Class 2 UL508) reverse polarity protected 
Ripple: p-p 10% max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 35mA max. 30mA max. mod.F01 

15mA max. mod.G00 35mA max. 

Output: LIGHT or DARK; PNP or NPN (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 100 mA max. 
Output saturation voltage: 1.5 V max. 1.5 V max. 
Response time: 250 us max. 
Switching frequency: 2KHz max. 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (YELLOW); STABILITY LED (GREEN) mod. B01/F01 

POWER ON LED (GREEN) mod. G00 
Setting: Trimmer (250°) 6 turns screw 
Detection Mode Setting: LIGHT/DARK Trimmer 
Operating temperature: -10 … +55 °C (-10 … +50 °C UL Listed) 
Storage temperature: -25 … +70 °C no freezing or condesation 

Operating distance (minimum): 0.3...10 m on R2 0...30 m 20…250mm
(white paper 200x200 mm) 

Insulating strength: 500 Vac 1 min., between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 M 500 Vdc, between electronics and housing 
Adjustable setting range: --- 40…300 mm 
Difference on White 90% / Gray 18%: --- 10%  

Minimum sensing object (typical): Ø6 mm @ 3 m 
(opaque) Ø6 mm @ 3 m (opaque) Ø0.2 mm @ 170 mm 

(copper wire) 

Emission type: 
Red Laser diode(Emission wavelength: 650nm) 

IEC/JIS CLASS1 * ; Maximum output: 7mW 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing: Body PBT / indicators cover PC 
Lenses: PMMA 
Protection class: IP67
Connections: 2 m cable  3.5 mm / M8-4 pole connector **
Weight: 50 g. max. cable versions / 10 g. connector versions 

* This product complies with FDA regulations 21CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 based on Notice No.50. 
** Use a UL Listed (CYJV/CYJV7) mating connector/cord assembly when using connector type as UL/c-UL listed products. 

SETTING
Alignment S3Z…B01 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where 
the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical 

Alignment S3Z…M01 
Referring to the table below, adjust the distance of the photoelectric sensor 
when necessary. The table explains the status of operation LED when the 
operation mode is set to light ON.

and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when the 
green LED is ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to 
detect very small or transparent targets. In order to improve 
alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst 
progressively reducing the sensitivity. 

Alignment S3Z…F01/G00 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and 
OFF in both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor 
in the centre between these points.  
Optimum operation is obtained when the green LED is ON.

Step Distance 
control Adjusting procedure 

1
Install a photoelectric sensor and the sensing 
object. Turn the control counter-clockwise until the 
operation LED turns OFF. Then turn clockwise until 
the operation LED turns ON (point A). 

2
Remove the sensing object, then the operation LED 
turns OFF. Turn clockwise until the operation LED 
turns ON, the background is detected (point B). 

3 Set the middle point between point A and B as 
point C. 

DIMENSIONS

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
CAUTION - use of controls or adjustments or performance of procedures 
other than those specified in this mannual may result in hazardous radiation 
exposure. 
ATTENTION - L'utilisation des commandes, ainsi que les modifications de 
réglages ou de procédures d’exécution autres que ceux specifiés dans ce 
mode d'emploi peut entraîner une exposition à des rayonnements dangereux. 
This product emits a visible laser beam. Do not stare into the beam directly. 
Furthermore, do not look the laser which is reflected at a mirror-like object. 
About safety standards of laser product, IEC60825-1 ”Safety of laser products” 
has been stipulated by the IEC (International Electortechnical Commission). 
This product is classified as “CLASS1 product” according to IEC60825-1 
(2007). Use a UL Listed (CYJV/CYJV7) mating connector/cord assembly when 
using connector type as UL/c-UL listed products. 
CAUTION - This Product complies with 
21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 except for 
deviations pursuant to Laser Notice No. 
50, dated June 24, 2007, issued by 
CDRH (Center of Devices and 
Radiological Health) under FDA (Food 
and Drug Administration). 
ATTENTION - Ce produit est conforme 
aux normes 21 CFR 1040.10 et 1040.11, 
à l'exception des dérogations relatives au document « Laser Notice No.50 » du 
24 juin 2007 émis par CDRH (Center of Devices and Radiological Health) de la 
FDA (Food and Drug Administration).  
Labels: Following “Warning label” and “Certification/ Identification label” are 
affixed on this product according to IEC 60825-1 and laser regulation of FDA. 
When this product will be incorporated into final device system which is 
exported to the USA, make sure that Certification/Identification label is affixed. 

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used 
in the safety control of the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these 
products are conform to the 2004/108/EC Directive and successive 
amendments. 
WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found 
to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months from the 
manufacturing date. This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving 
from the improper application of Datalogic Automation products.
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com

Under current Italian and European laws, Datalogic Automation is not obliged 
to take care of product disposal at the end of its life.

Datalogic Automation Recommends to dispose of the product in compliance with 
local laws or contact authorised waste collection centres. Datalogic Automation 
reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior 
notification. 

© 2012 – 2015 Datalogic Automation - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - Protected to the 
fullest extent under U.S. and international laws. • Copying, or altering of this document 
is prohibited without express written consent from Datalogic Automation. Datalogic and 
the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, 
including the U.S.A. and the E.U.  
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OK OK NO 

S3Z...T51

POLARIZED RETROREFLECTIVE - DETECTION AREA

THROUGH BEAM - DETECTION AREA

DIFFUSE PROXIMITY - DETECTION AREA

BACKGROUND SUPPRESSION - DISTANCE DIFFERENCE VS REFLECTANCE TARGET

S3Z...F01/G00/B01/M01/S3Z...-PP, -NN

S3Z...F01/G00/B01/C01/M01

CONNECTIONS

DIAGRAM LED MODELS

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS
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BACKGROUND SUPPRESSION - DETECTION AREA

POLARIZED RETROREFLECTIVE -  DETECTION AREA

THROUGH BEAM -  DETECTION AREA

BACKGROUND SUPPRESSION - SPOT DIMENSION

POLARIZED RETROREFLECTIVE -   EXCESS GAIN

THROUGH BEAM -  EXCESS GAIN

POLARIZED RETROREFLECTIVE FOR TRANSPARENT - DETECTION AREANARROW BEAM PROXIMITY - DETECTION AREA

DIAGRAMS LASER MODELS
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OPTIC FUNCTION EMISSION CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER 
No.

Narrow beam diffuse proximity LED

2 m Cable PNP - LIGHT S3Z-PR-2-C01-PL 95B010040
M8 Connector PNP - LIGHT S3Z-PR-5-C01-PL 95B010050

2 m Cable PNP - DARK S3Z-PR-2-C01-PD 95B010060
M8 Connector PNP - DARK S3Z-PR-5-C01-PD 95B010070

2 m Cable NPN - LIGHT S3Z-PR-2-C01-NL 95B010200
M8 Connector NPN - LIGHT S3Z-PR-5-C01-NL 95B010210

2 m Cable NPN - DARK S3Z-PR-2-C01-ND 95B010220
M8 Connector NPN - DARK S3Z-PR-5-C01-ND 95B010230

2 m Cable PNP - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-2-C01-PP 95B010670
M8 Connector PNP - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-5-C01-PP 95B010690

2 m Cable NPN - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-2-C01-NN 95B010660
M8 Connector NPN - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-5-C01-NN 95B010680

Long diffuse proximity LED

2 m Cable PNP - LIGHT S3Z-PR-2-C11-PL 95B010001
M8 Connector PNP - LIGHT S3Z-PR-5-C11-PL 95B010011

2 m Cable PNP - DARK S3Z-PR-2-C11-PD 95B010021
M8 Connector PNP - DARK S3Z-PR-5-C11-PD 95B010031

2 m Cable NPN - LIGHT S3Z-PR-2-C11-NL 95B010161
M8 Connector NPN - LIGHT S3Z-PR-5-C11-NL 95B010171

2 m Cable NPN - DARK S3Z-PR-2-C11-ND 95B010181
M8 Connector NPN - DARK S3Z-PR-5-C11-ND 95B010191

2 m Cable PNP - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-2-C11-PP 95B010630
M8 Connector PNP - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-5-C11-PP 95B010650

2 m Cable NPN - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-2-C11-NN 95B010620
M8 Connector NPN - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-5-C11-NN 95B010640

Polarized retroreflective

LED

2 m Cable PNP - LIGHT S3Z-PR-2-B01-PL 95B010081
M8 Connector PNP - LIGHT S3Z-PR-5-B01-PL 95B010091

2 m Cable PNP - DARK S3Z-PR-2-B01-PD 95B010101
M8 Connector PNP - DARK S3Z-PR-5-B01-PD 95B010111

2 m Cable NPN - LIGHT S3Z-PR-2-B01-NL 95B010241
M8 Connector NPN - LIGHT S3Z-PR-5-B01-NL 95B010251

2 m Cable NPN - DARK S3Z-PR-2-B01-ND 95B010261
M8 Connector NPN - DARK S3Z-PR-5-B01-ND 95B010271

2 m Cable PNP - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-2-B01-PP 95B010590
M8 Connector PNP - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-5-B01-PP 95B010610

2 m Cable NPN - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-2-B01-NN 95B010580
M8 Connector NPN - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-5-B01-NN 95B010600

LASER

2 m Cable PNP - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PH-2-B01-P 95B010440
M8 Connector PNP - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PH-5-B01-P 95B010460

2 m Cable NPN - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PH-2-B01-N 95B010450
M8 Connector NPN - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PH-5-B01-N 95B010470

Through beam

LED

2 m Cable PNP - LIGHT S3Z-PR-2-FG01-PL 95B010121
M8 Connector PNP - LIGHT S3Z-PR-5-FG01-PL 95B010131

2 m Cable PNP - DARK S3Z-PR-2-FG01-PD 95B010141
M8 Connector PNP - DARK S3Z-PR-5-FG01-PD 95B010151

2 m Cable NPN - LIGHT S3Z-PR-2-FG01-NL 95B010281
M8 Connector NPN - LIGHT S3Z-PR-5-FG01-NL 95B010291

2 m Cable NPN - DARK S3Z-PR-2-FG01-ND 95B010301
M8 Connector NPN - DARK S3Z-PR-5-FG01-ND 95B010311

2 m Cable PNP - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-2-FG01-PP 95B010710
M8 Connector PNP - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-5-FG01-PP 95B010730

2 m Cable NPN - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-2-FG01-NN 95B010700
M8 Connector NPN - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-5-FG01-NN 95B010720

LASER

2 m Cable PNP - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PH-2-FG01-P 95B010520
M8 Connector PNP - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PH-5-FG01-P 95B010540

2 m Cable NPN - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PH-2-FG01-N 95B010530
M8 Connector NPN - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PH-5-FG01-N 95B010550

Background suPression

LED

2 m Cable PNP - LIGHT S3Z-PR-2-M01-PL 95B010331
M8 Connector PNP - LIGHT S3Z-PR-5-M01-PL 95B010351

2 m Cable NPN - LIGHT S3Z-PR-2-M01-NL 95B010321
M8 Connector NPN - LIGHT S3Z-PR-5-M01-NL 95B010341

2 m Cable PNP - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-2-M01-PP 95B010750
M8 Connector PNP - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-5-M01-PP 95B010770

2 m Cable NPN - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-2-M01-NN 95B010740
M8 Connector NPN - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PR-5-M01-NN 95B010760

LASER

2 m Cable PNP - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PH-2-M01-P 95B010480
M8 Connector PNP - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PH-5-M01-P 95B010500

2 m Cable NPN - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PH-2-M01-N 95B010490
M8 Connector NPN - LIGHT/DARK S3Z-PH-5-M01-N 95B010510

Polarized retroreflective 
for transparent LED

2 m Cable NPN - DARK S3Z-PR-2-T51-ND 95B010390
2 m Cable PNP - DARK S3Z-PR-2-T51-PD 95B010380

M8 Connector NPN - DARK S3Z-PR-5-T51-ND 95B010370
M8 Connector PNP - DARK S3Z-PR-5-T51-PD 95B010360

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION
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M18 ADAPTER NOSE

ST-5040
SLIT

ST-5039ST-505 ST-5046

TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M8 Connector
4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B1-02-G-03 95A251420
5 m CS-B1-02-G-05 95A251430
7 m CS-B1-02-G-07 95A251440

10 m CS-B1-02-G-10 95A251480

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-B1-02-R-02 95A251620
5 m CS-B1-02-R-05 95A251640

Radial M8 Connector
4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B2-02-G-03 95A251450
5 m CS-B2-02-G-05 95A251460
7 m CS-B2-02-G-07 95A251470

10 m CS-B2-02-G-10 95A251530

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-B2-02-R-02 95A251630
5 m CS-B2-02-R-05 95A251650

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER NO.
ST-505 lateral mounting 95ACC2800

ST-5039 L-shaped fixing bracket 95ACC2270

ST-5040 protection bracket with vertical fixing  
(only for cable versions) 95ACC2280

ST-5046 protection bracket with horizontal fixing 95ACC2370
S3Z-SLIT1 Ø 0,5 mm slit for through beam 95ACC2470
S3Z-SLIT2 Ø 1 mm slit for through beam 95ACC2480
S3Z-SLIT3 Ø 2 mm slit for through beam 95ACC2490
S3Z-SLIT4 0,5x18 mm slit for through beam 95ACC2500
S3Z-SLIT5 1x18 mm slit for through beam 95ACC2510
S3Z-SLIT6 2x18 mm slit for through beam 95ACC2520

ST-S3Z-M18 S3Z FIX BRK M18 THREADED NOSE 95ACC7850

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

CABLES

ACCESSORIES

Rev. 03, 03/2019
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1

MINIATURE SENSORS

APPLICATIONS

• Processing and Packaging machinery
• Cosmetic and Pharmaceutical industry
• Electronics assembling
• Conveyor lines, material handling
• Automotive industry
• Print and paper industry
• Small part detection with maximum accuracy

S45
Through beam 20m. (Laser Class1) 

15m. (Red Led)

Polarized Retroreflective 15m. (Laser Class1) 
7m. (Red Led)

Autocollimated Retroreflective for Transparent objects 2m.  (Red Led)
Autocollimated Retroreflective 2m.  (Red Led)

Diffused proximty 250mm. (Laser Class1) 
800mm. (Red Led)

Background suppressor
120mm. (Laser Class 1) 

200mm. (Red Led) 
400mm. (Red Led)

Distance sensor 80mm. (Red Led) 
200mm. (Red Led)

Contrast Sensor 12mm. (White) 
12mm. (RGB)

Power Supply
Vdc 10...30Vdc 

(13...30Vdc Y models)
Vac

Vac/Vdc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP

relay

other Push Pull (Wxx, Yxx), Analog 0...10 V (Yxx)

Connection
cable •

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 34mm. x 20mm. X 12mm.

Housing material ABS(Housing), PMMA (Optics)

Mechanical protection IP67 & IP69K

S45
HIGH PERFORMANCE 
EUROPEAN STYLE 
MINIATURE SENSOR 
ALL-IN-ONE FAMILY
• Red LED and Laser emissions
• Precise risk free laser class 1 emission
• Diffused LED proximity 800mm
• Background Suppression 400mm
• Retroreflective Class 1 Laser 15m/Red LED 7m
• Through beam Class 1 Laser 20m/Red LED 15m
• IP69K housing 
• 2m Cable or metal M8 4 pole version
• PNP or NPN output with remote teach in input
• High speed RGB and white emission contrast sensor
• High precision distance sensor up to 200 mm
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TECHNISCHE DATEN | TECHNICAL DATA | DONNÉES TECHNIQUES | DATOS TÉCNICOS (TYP.)
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D Uscita di commutazione Q GB Switching output Q F Sortie de commutation Q D Schaltausgang Q PNP NPN PNP NPN
Betriebsreichweite (RW) 3) Operating range (RW) 3) Portée (RW) 3) Betriebsreichweite (RW) 3) 0,5 ... 2 m
Tipo di emissione Used light Type de lumière Lichtart 632 nm, LED rosso I red I rouge I rot
Dimensione dello spot Size of light spot Taille du spot de détection Lichtfleckgröße vedere grafici sul retro | see back | voir verso | s. Rückseite
Tensione di alimentazione +V 4) Operating voltage +V 4) Tension d’alimentation +V 4) Betriebsspannung +V 4) 10 … 30 V DC  
Corrente di assorbimento I0 No-load supply current I0 Courant hors charge I0 Leerlaufstrom I0 ≤ 30 mA 
Corrente di uscita Ie Output current Ie Courant de sortie Ie Ausgangsstrom Ie ≤ 100 mA
Ingresso di Teach in IN 5) Control input IN 5) Entrée de contrôle IN 5) Steuereingang IN 5) +V = Teach in / -V=  / non connesso = funzionamento normale

Frequenza operativa (ti/tp 1:1) Switching frequency  
(ti/tp 1:1)

Fréquence de commutation 
(ti/tp 1:1)

Schaltfrequenz  
(ti/tp 1:1) ≤ 1000 Hz

Grado di protezione 6) Enclosure rating 6) Degré de protection 6) Schutzart 6) IP 67 / IP 69K

Temperatura di funzionamento 2)
Ambient air temperature: 
operation 2)

Température ambiante :  
fonctionnement 2)

Umgebungstemperatur: 
Betrieb 2) -20 ... +60 °C

Temperatura di immagazzinamento Ambient air temperature: 
storage

Température ambiante : 
stockage

Umgebungstemperatur: 
Lager 20 ... +80 °C

Peso con connettore / con cavo Weight
plug/cable

Poids Capteur avec 
connecteur /-câble

Gewicht 
Stecker-/Kabelgerät 10 g / 40 g

Configurazione di fabbrica Factory setting Configuration d’origine Werkseinstellung max. RW, N.O.
1) I eccetto i tipi:
S45-PR-5-T53
S45-PR-5-B53

1) GB except for types 
S45-PR-5-T53
S45-PR-5-B53

1) F sauf les types 
S45-PR-5-T53
S45-PR-5-B53

1) D ausgenommen Typen 
S45-PR-5-T53
S45-PR-5-B53

A) I Con auto regolazione della 
soglia di commutazione

A) GB Switching threshold control A) F Poursuite du seuil de 
commutation

A) D mit Schaltschwellen-
nachführung

2) UL: -20 ... +50 °C 2) UL: -20 ... +50 °C 2) UL: -20 ... +50 °C 2) UL: -20 ... +50 °C
3) Riflettore utilizzato R4 3) Reference material  

reflector R4 
3) Matériau de référence  
réflecteur R4

3) Bezugsmaterial  
Reflektor R4   

= Tasto bloccato
  
= button locked

  
 = bouton verrouillée

  
 = Taste verriegelt

4) massima variazione residua 
del 10% della tensione di 
alimentazione

4) max. residual ripple 
10%, within UB, approx. 
50Hz/100Hz

4) Ondulation résiduelle maxi 
10 % à l’intérieur de UB, env. 
50Hz/100Hz

4) max. 10% Restwelligkeit, 
innerhalb UB, ~50Hz/100Hz

5) vedere il grafico H; sul retro 5) see illustration H; back 5) voir illustration H; verso 5) siehe Grafik H; Rückseite 
6) con connettore inserito IP67 
/ IP69

6) with connected IP 67 / 
IP 69K plug

6) avec connecteur IP 67 /  
IP 69K raccordé

6) mit angeschlossenem  
IP 67 / IP 69K Stecker

3.2
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5

20

34
3
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5

30
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3.5

I GB F D

1 LED Giallo 1) Yellow LED 1) LED jaune 1) LED gelb 1)

2 Tasto Button Bouton Taste
3 LED Verde 2) Green LED 2) LED verte 2) LED grün 2)

4 Asse di rice-
zione

Receiver 
axis

Axe de 
récepteur

Empfänger-
achse

5 Asse di emis-
sione

Emitter axis Axe 
d’émetteur

Sender-
achse

1) Indicatore dello stato di uscita | switching output indicator 
afficheur sortie de commutation | Schaltausgangsanzeige

2) Indicatore della tensione di alimentazione attiva | operating voltage indicator 
afficheur tension de service | Betriebsspannungsanzeige

Manuale di utilizzo • Operating instructions
Instructions de service • Betriebsanleitung

821003880 Rev.00  X1523
www.datalogic.com

I INDICAZIONI SDI SICUREZZA
Leggere attentamente le istruzioni prima della messa in 
servizio del sensore.
Connessione, Montaggio e messa in servizio devono 
essere eseguite da personale qualificato.
Non è un dispositivo di sicurezza in accordo con la 
direttiva macchine EU (non deve essere utilizzato per la 
protezione delle persone). 
Non utilizzare in ambiente esterno.
Per l’uso dei modelli con suffisso M3, M3M, M4, M4M: 
Connettore M8 metallico dritto o 90° Zoccolo di connes-
sione R/C (CYJV2).
ATTENZIONE - tutto ciò che riguarda l’utilizzo nel 
controllo o regolazione eseguito diversamente da quanto 
descritto in questo manuale può provocare una esposizi-
one pericolosa alla radiazione del laser.
USO CORRETTO
Il Sensore deve essere utilizzato per la rilevazione di 
oggetto trasparenti e non trasparenti.
MONTAGGIO
Montare ed allineare correttamente il sensore ed il riflet-
tore utilizzando i relativi accessori (vedere il sito www.
datalogic.com).
CONNESSIONE
Inserire il connettore senza alimentazione ed avvitarlo 
fino in fondo.
Conettere il cavo come in figura B.
Vedere figura C per connessione PNP/NPN.
Tensione presente → LED Verde acceso.
Logica di uscita N.O. ↔ N.C. (vedi figura I sul retro).
N.O. Normalmente Aperto; N.C. Normalmente Chiuso.
POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare il sensore al relativo riflettore (per esempio R4) 
fino a che il LED giallo non si spegne.

GB SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Read operating instructions before start-up.
Connection, assembly, setting and start-up only by 
trained personnel.
No safety component according to EU machinery directi-
ves (not suited for the protection of personnel).
Not for outdoor use.
For use with models with suffixes M3, M3M, M4, M4M: 
Straight or L-shaped M8 metal connector, connector 
base is made of R/C (CYJV2).
CAUTION - Use of Controls or adjustments or perfor-
mance of procedures other than those specified herein 
may result in hazardous radiation exposure.
INTENDED USE
Sensor is used for the optical non-contact detection of 
transparent and non-transparent objects.
ASSEMBLY
Attach the sensor and reflector to a suitable fixture  
(bracket see www.datalogic.com).
CONNECTION
Insert plug tension-free and screw it tightly.
Connect cable according to the connection diagram (see 
illustration B).
For PNP/NPN (see illustration C).
Apply voltage → green LED lights up. 
Switching N.O. ↔ N.C. (see illustration I; back).
N.O. = normally open; N.C. = normally closed.
ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align sensor to suitable reflector (e.g. R4) until yellow 
LED goes off.

F INSTRUCTIONS DE SÉCURITÉ
Lire les instructions de service avant mise en service.
Raccordement, assemblage, réglage et mise en service 
ne doivent être effectués que par du personnel qualifié. 
Il ne s’agit pas de pièces de sécurité selon les directives 
européennes en vigueur concernant les machines (inap-
propriées à la protection de personnes).
Nepas utiliser à l’extérieur.
Pour une utilisation avec types avec suffixe M3, M3M, 
M4, M4M : Connecteur métallique droit ou en forme de 
"L", socle de raccordement en R/C /CYJV2).
ATTENTION - L'utilisation de commandes, de réglages 
ou de consignes autres que ceux spécifiés présente un 
risque d'exposition dangereuse aux radiations.
UTILISATION CONFORME
Le capteur est utilisé pour la détection optique des objets 
transparents et non transparents sans contact.
MONTAGE
Fixer le capteur et le réflecteur sur des supports adaptés 
(support voir www.datalogic.com).
RACCORDEMENT 
Insérer le connecteur hors tension et visser.
Connecter le câble selon le schéma de raccordement 
(voir illustration B).
Pour PNP/NPN (voir illustration C).
Mettre sous tension → LED verte est allumée. 
Inversion N.O. ↔ N.C. (voir illustration I; verso).
N.O. = ouverture; N.C. = fermeture.
AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner le capteur sur un réflecteur approprié (p.ex. R4) 
jusqu’a ce que la LED jaune s’éteint.
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S45-...-T53*
S45-...-B53
Barriera a riflessione ottica coassiale
Retro-reflective light barrier with auto-
collimation principle
Barrière optique sur réflecteur avec 
principe d’ autocollimation
Reflexionslichtschranke mit Autokollima-
tionsprinzip

* I per oggetti trasparenti
* GB for transparent objects
* F pour des objets transparents
* D für transparente Objekte

1)

2)

S45 - PR - 2 - T53 - PH Example

S45 - xx - 2 - xxx - PH 4-pin
S45 - xx - 2 - xxx - NH
S45 - xx - 5 - xxx - PH
S45 - xx - 5 - xxx - NH

 C.  MODALITA’ DI COMMUTAZIONE | SWITCHING MODE | TYPE DE COMMUTATION | SCHALTART

PNP LED giallo

N.O.
+V

-V

N.C.
+V

-V

NPN LED giallo

N.C.
+V

-V

N.O.
+V

-V

D SICHERHEITSHINWEISE
Vor Inbetriebnahme die Betriebsanleitung lesen.
Anschluss, Montage, Einstellung und Inbetriebnahme 
nur durch Fachpersonal.
Kein Sicherheitsbauteil gemäß EU-Maschinenrichtlinie 
(nicht zum Schutz von Personen geeignet). 
Einsatz nicht im Aussenbereich.
Zur Verwendung mit Typen mit Suffix M3, M3M, M4, 
M4M: Gerader oder L-förmiger M8 Metallstecker,
Anschlusssockel aus R/C (CYJV2).
ACHTUNG - Durch Verwendung von Bedienelementen 
oder Einstellungen sowie Durchführung von Verfahren, 
die nicht hier angegeben sind, kann es zum Austritt 
gefährlicher Strahlung kommen.
BESTIMMUNGSGEMÄSSE VERWENDUNG
Sensor wird zum optischen berührungslosen Erfassen 
von transparenten und nicht transparenten Objekten 
eingesetzt.
MONTAGE
Sensor und Reflektor an geeigneten Haltern befestigen.  
(Halter s. www.sensopart.com)
ANSCHLUSS
Stecker spannungsfrei aufstecken und festschrauben.
Leitung anschliessen. Es gilt das Anschlussschema  
(s. Grafik B).
Für PNP/NPN gilt (s. Grafik C).
Spannung anlegen → LED grün leuchtet. 
Umschaltung N.O. ↔ N.C. (s. Grafik H; Rückseite). 
N.O. = Schließer; N.C. = Öffner.
JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sensor auf geeigneten Reflektor (z.B. R4) ausrichten bis 
gelbe LED erlischt.

2 is not available for B53

 A.  DIMENSIONI DI INGOMBRO | DIMENSIONAL DRAWING | PLAN COTES | MASSBILD  B.  CONNESSIONE | CONNECTION | RACCORDEMENT | ANSCHLUSS

 D.  POSIZIONAMENTO | ADJUSTMENT | AJUSTEMENT | JUSTAGE

TECHNISCHE DATEN | TECHNICAL DATA | DONNÉES TECHNIQUES | DATOS TÉCNICOS (TYP.)
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I Uscita di commutazione Q GB Switching output Q F Sortie de commutation Q D Schaltausgang Q Push-Pull
Distanza di rilevamento (TW) Scanning distance (TW) Distance de détection (TW) Tastweite (TW) 12 mm

Tipo di emissione Used light Type de lumière Lichtart LED bianca | white | blanche | 
weiß

LED rosso, verde, blu | red, green, blue 
| rouge, verte, bleue | rot, grün, blau

Dimensione dello spot Size of light spot 3) Taille du spot de détection 3) Lichtfleckgröße 3) 1 x 4 mm
Tensione di alimentazione +V 4) Operating voltage +V 4) Tension d’ali-mentation +V 4) Betriebsspannung +V 4) 10 … 30V DC  
Corrente di assorbimento I0 No-load supply current I0 Courant hors charge I0 Leerlaufstrom I0 ≤ 30 mA 
Corrente di uscita Ie Output current Ie Courant de sortie Ie Ausgangsstrom Ie ≤ 100 mA
Ingresso di Teach in IN 5) Control input IN 5) Entrée de contrôle IN 5) Steuereingang IN 5) +V = Teach in / -V=  / non connesso = funzionamento normale

Frequenza operativa (ti/tp 1:1) Switching frequency  
(ti/tp 1:1)

Fréquence de commutation 
(ti/tp 1:1)

Schaltfrequenz  
(ti/tp 1:1) 25000 Hz 10000 Hz 25000 Hz 10000 Hz

Grado di protezione 6) Enclosure rating 6) Degré de protection 6) Schutzart 6) IP 67 / IP 69K

Temperatura di funzionamento 2)
Ambient air temperature: 
operation 2)

Température ambiante :  
fonctionnement 2)

Umgebungstemperatur: 
Betrieb 2)

-20 ... +55 °C

Temperatura di immagazzina-
mento

Ambient air temperature: 
storage

Température ambiante : 
stockage

Umgebungstemperatur: 
Lager -20 ... +80 °C

Peso con connettore / con cavo Weight 
plug-/ cable device

Poids Capteur avec 
connecteur/-câble

Gewicht 
Stecker-/ Kabelgerät 10 g / 40 g

Configurazione di fabbrica Factory setting Configuration d’origine Werkseinstellung L/D via Teach-in | LO / DO via teach-in | LO / DO via Teach-in |  
LO / DO a través de Teach-in

1) D eccetto i tipi:
S45-PR-5-W13/-W43

1) GB except for types 
S45-PR-5-W13/-W43

1) F sauf les types 
S45-PR-5-W13/-W43

1) D ausgenommen Typen 
S45-PR-5-W13/-W43

I   = Tasto bloccato GB   = button locked F   = bouton verrouillée D   = Taste verriegelt

2) UL: -20 ... +50 °C 2) UL: -20 ... +50 °C 2) UL: -20 ... +50 °C 2) UL: -20 ... +50 °C
3) = 1 / (T x Nyq x 2) 3) = 1 / (T x Nyq x 2) 3) = 1 / (T x Nyq x 2) 3) = 1 / (T x Nyq x 2)
4) massima variazione residua del 10% 
della tensione di alimentazione

4) max. residual ripple 10%, 
within UB, approx. 50Hz/100Hz

4) Ondulation résiduelle maxi 10 % à 
l’intérieur de UB, env. 50Hz/100Hz

4) max. 10% Restwelligkeit, 
innerhalb UB, ~50Hz/100Hz

5) vedere il grafico I; sul retro 5) see illustration I; back 5) voir illustration I; verso 5) siehe Grafik I; Rückseite
6) con connettore inserito IP67 / IP69 6) with connected IP 67 / IP 

69K plug
6) avec connecteur IP 67 / IP 69K 
raccordé

6) mit angeschlossenem 
IP 67 / IP 69K Stecker

I GB F D

1 LED Giallo 1) Yellow LED 1) LED jaune 1) LED gelb 1)

2 Tasto Button Bouton Taste
3 LED Verde 2) Green LED 2) LED verte 2) LED grün 2)

4 Asse di 
ricezione

Receiver 
axis

Axe de 
récepteur

Empfänger-
achse

5 Asse di emis-
sione

Emitter axis Axe 
d’émetteur

Sender-
achse

1) Indicatore dello stato di uscita | switching output indicator 
afficheur sortie de commutation | Schaltausgangsanzeige

2) Indicatore della tensione di alimentazione attiva | operating voltage indicator 
afficheur tension de service | Betriebsspannungsanzeige

S45-...-W13/-W03
S45-...-W43/-W33
Sensore di contrasto / Lettore di tacche
Contrast sensor
Capteur de contraste
Kontrastsensor
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I INDICAZIONI SDI SICUREZZA
Leggere attentamente le istruzioni prima della messa in 
servizio del sensore.
Connessione, Montaggio e messa in servizio devono 
essere eseguite da personale qualificato.
Non è un dispositivo di sicurezza in accordo con la 
direttiva macchine EU (non deve essere utilizzato per la 
protezione delle persone). 
Non utilizzare in ambiente esterno.
Per l'uso dei modelli con suffisso M3, M3M, M4, M4M: 
Connettore M8 metallico dritto o 90° Zoccolo di connes-
sione R/C (CYJV2).
ATTENZIONE - tutto ciò che riguarda l'utilizzo nel 
controllo o regolazione eseguito diversamente da quanto 
descritto in questo manuale può provocare una esposizi-
one pericolosa alla radiazione del laser.
USO CORRETTO
Questo sensore è utilizzato per la rilevazione ottica di 
oggetti e non a contatto.
MONTAGGIO
Montare il sensore con accessori compatibili.
(vedere il sito www.datalogic.com).
ANSCHLUSS
Inserire il connettore senza alimentazione ed avvitarlo 
fino in fondo.
Conettere il cavo come in figura B.
Vedere figura C per connessione PNP/NPN.
Tensione presente → LED Verde acceso. 
Logica di uscita L ↔ D (vedi figura H sul retro). 
LO = uscita attiva in Luce ; DO = uscita attiva in buio.
I POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare correttamente il sensore cona la tacca da 
rilevare.
Posizionare correttamente il sensore secondo la distan-
za, l'orientamento e l'allineamento (vedi figura D).

GB SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Read operating instructions before start-up.
Connection, assembly, setting and start-up only by 
trained personnel.
No safety component according to EU machinery directi-
ves (not suited for the protection of personnel).
Not for outdoor use.
For use with models with suffixes M3, M3M, M4, M4M: 
Straight or L-shaped M8 metal connector, connector 
base is made of R/C (CYJV2).
CAUTION - Use of Controls or adjustments or perfor-
mance of procedures other than those specified herein 
may result in hazardous radiation exposure.
INTENDED USE
Sensor is implemented for optical contact-free recogniti-
on of contrasts.
ASSEMBLY
Fix sensor on suitable mounting component  
(bracket see www.datalogic.com).
CONNECTION
Insert plug tension-free and screw it tightly.
Connect cable according to the connection diagram (see 
illustration B) .
For PNP/NPN (see illustration C).
Apply voltage → green LED lights up. 
Switching LO ↔ DO (see illustration H; back).
LO = light on; DO = dark on.
ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align the sensor to the mark to be recognized.
Observe the distance, orientation and alignment (see 
illustration D).

F INSTRUCTIONS DE SÉCURITÉ
Lire les instructions de service avant mise en service.
Raccordement, assemblage, réglage et mise en service 
ne doivent être effectués que par du personnel qualifié. 
Il ne s’agit pas de pièces de sécurité selon les directives 
européennes en vigueur concernant les machines (inap-
propriées à la protection de personnes).
Nepas utiliser à l’extérieur.
Pour une utilisation avec types avec suffixe M3, M3M, 
M4, M4M : Connecteur métallique droit ou en forme de 
"L", socle de raccordement en R/C /CYJV2).
ATTENTION - L'utilisation de commandes, de réglages 
ou de consignes autres que ceux spécifiés présente un 
risque d'exposition dangereuse aux radiations.
UTILISATION CONFORME
Le capteur est utilisé pour la détection optique sans 
contact des contrastes.
MONTAGE
Monter le capteur sur une équerre de fixation appropriée 
(support voir www.datalogic.com).
RACCORDEMENT 
Insérer le connecteur hors tension et visser.
Connecter le câble selon le schéma de raccordement 
(voir illustration B).
Pour PNP/NPN (voir illustration C).
Mettre sous tension → LED verte est allumée. 
Inversion LO ↔ DO (voir illustration H; verso).
LO = allumée éteint; DO = sombre.
AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner le capteur sur le repère à saisir.
Observer la distance, l'orientation et l'alignement (voir 
illustration D).

4-pin +UB

IN

Q

-UB
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4
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WH

BK
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1 Push-Pull

1
2
3

4

5

1)

2)

S45 - PR - 2 - B03 - PH Example

S45 - xx - 2 - xxx - PH 4-pin
S45 - xx - 2 - xxx - NH
S45 - xx - 5 - xxx - PH
S45 - xx - 5 - xxx - NH

D SICHERHEITSHINWEISE
Vor Inbetriebnahme die Betriebsanleitung lesen.
Anschluss, Montage, Einstellung und Inbetriebnahme 
nur durch Fachpersonal.
Kein Sicherheitsbauteil gemäß EU-Maschinenrichtlinie 
(nicht zum Schutz von Personen geeignet). 
Einsatz nicht im Aussenbereich.
Zur Verwendung mit Typen mit Suffix M3, M3M, M4, 
M4M: Gerader oder L-förmiger M8 Metallstecker,
Anschlusssockel aus R/C (CYJV2).
ACHTUNG - Durch Verwendung von Bedienelementen 
oder Einstellungen sowie Durchführung von Verfahren, 
die nicht hier angegeben sind, kann es zum Austritt 
gefährlicher Strahlung kommen.
BESTIMMUNGSGEMÄSSE VERWENDUNG
Sensor wird zum optischen berührungslosen Erkennen 
von Kontrasten eingesetzt.
MONTAGE
Sensor an geeignetem Halter befestigen  
(Halter s. www.datalogic.com).
ANSCHLUSS
Stecker spannungsfrei aufstecken und festschrauben.
Leitung anschliessen. Es gilt das Anschlussschema  
(s. Grafik B).
Für PNP/NPN gilt (s. Grafik C).
Spannung anlegen → LED grün leuchtet. 
Umschaltung LO ↔ DO (s. Grafik H; Rückseite). 
LO = hellschaltend; DO = dunkelschaltend.
JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sensor auf die zu erfassende Marke ausrichten.
Abstand, Orientierung und Ausrichtung beachten (s. 
Grafik D).

 A.  DIMENSIONI DI INGOMBRO | DIMENSIONAL DRAWING | PLAN COTES | MASSBILD  B.  CONNESSIONE | CONNECTION | RACCORDEMENT | ANSCHLUSS

 D.  POSIZIONAMENTO | ADJUSTMENT | AJUSTEMENT | JUSTAGE
Distanza I Distance I Distance I Abstand Allineamento I Alignment I Alignement I Ausrichtung

12 mm

Orientamento I Orientation I Orientation I Orientierung

 C.  MODALITA' DI COMMUTAZIONE | SWITCHING MODE | TYPE DE COMMUTATION | SCHALTART

PNP LED giallo

DO
+V

-V

LO
+V

-V

NPN LED giallo

LO
+V

-V

DO
+V

-V

10° 10°

S45-..-Y03 
S45-..-Y13
Sensore di misura miniaturizzato
Miniature distance sensor
Capteur de distance miniature
Miniatur-Abstandssensor
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I INDICAZIONI SDI SICUREZZA
Leggere attentamente le istruzioni prima della messa in 
servizio del sensore.
Connessione, Montaggio e messa in servizio devono 
essere eseguite da personale qualificato.
Non è un dispositivo di sicurezza in accordo con la 
direttiva macchine EU (non deve essere utilizzato per la 
protezione delle persone). 
Non utilizzare in ambiente esterno.
Per l'uso dei modelli con suffisso M3, M3M, M4, M4M: 
Connettore M8 metallico dritto o 90° Zoccolo di connes-
sione R/C (CYJV2).
ATTENZIONE - tutto ciò che riguarda l'utilizzo nel 
controllo o regolazione eseguito diversamente da quanto 
descritto in questo manuale può provocare una esposizi-
one pericolosa alla radiazione del laser.
USO CORRETTO
Questo sensore è utilizzato per la rilevazione ottica e 
non di contatto di oggetti.
MONTAGGIO
Questo sensore è utilizzato per la rilevazione ottica e 
non di contatto di oggetti.
CONNESSIONE
Inserire il connettore senza alimentazione ed avvitarlo 
fino in fondo.
Conettere il cavo come in figura B.
Vedere figura C per connessione PNP/NPN.
Tensione presente → LED Verde acceso. 
Logica di uscita N.O. ↔ N.C. vedi figura H sul retro. 
N.O. Normalmente Aperto; N.C. Normalmente Chiuso.
I POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare bene il sensore di fronte all'oggetto da rilevare.
Verificare che l'oggetto passi di fronte al sensore nel verso 
preferenziale di rilevazione.

GB SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Read operating instructions before start-up.
Connection, assembly, setting and start-up only by 
trained personnel.
No safety component according to EU machinery directi-
ves (not suited for the protection of personnel).
Not for outdoor use.
For use with models with suffixes M3, M3M, M4, M4M: 
Straight or L-shaped M8 metal connector, connector 
base is made of R/C (CYJV2).
CAUTION - Use of Controls or adjustments or perfor-
mance of procedures other than those specified herein 
may result in hazardous radiation exposure.
INTENDED USE
Sensor is used for the optical non-contact detection of 
objects.
ASSEMBLY
Fix sensor on suitable mounting component  
(bracket see www.datalogic.com).
CONNECTION
Insert plug tension-free and screw it tightly.
Connect cable according to the connection diagram (see 
illustration B) .
For PNP/NPN (see illustration C).
Apply voltage → green LED lights up. 
Switching N.O. ↔ N.C. (see illustration H; back).
N.O. = normally open; N.C. = normally closed.
ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align sensor to the target object.
Observe the preferential direction of proximity switches.

F INSTRUCTIONS DE SÉCURITÉ
Lire les instructions de service avant mise en service.
Raccordement, assemblage, réglage et mise en service 
ne doivent être effectués que par du personnel qualifié. 
Il ne s’agit pas de pièces de sécurité selon les directives 
européennes en vigueur concernant les machines (inap-
propriées à la protection de personnes).
Nepas utiliser à l’extérieur.
Pour une utilisation avec types avec suffixe M3, M3M, 
M4, M4M : Connecteur métallique droit ou en forme de 
"L", socle de raccordement en R/C /CYJV2).
ATTENTION - L'utilisation de commandes, de réglages 
ou de consignes autres que ceux spécifiés présente un 
risque d'exposition dangereuse aux radiations.
UTILISATION CONFORME
Le capteur est utilisé pour la détection optique des objets 
sans contact.
MONTAGE
Monter le capteur sur une équerre de fixation appropriée 
(support voir www.datalogic.com).
RACCORDEMENT 
Insérer le connecteur hors tension et visser.
Connecter le câble selon le schéma de raccordement 
(voir illustration B).
Pour PNP/NPN (voir illustration C).
Mettre sous tension → LED verte est allumée. 
Inversion N.O. ↔ N.C. (voir illustration H; verso).
N.O. = ouverture; N.C. = fermeture.
AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner le capteur sur l’objet à détecter.
Observer la direction préférencielle des capteurs optiques 
de proximité.
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TECHNISCHE DATEN | TECHNICAL DATA | DONNÉES TECHNIQUES | DATOS TÉCNICOS (TYP.)
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I Uscita di commutazione Q GB Switching output Q F Sortie de commutation Q D Schaltausgang Q PNP NPN PNP NPN
Campo di misura 2) Measurement range 2) Étendue de mesure 2) Messbereich 2)

20 ... 80 mm 30 ... 200 mm
Distanza di regolazione Adjustment range Plage de réglage Einstellbereich
Tasteigenschaften Q Scanning properties Q Propriétés de détection Q Tasteigenschaften Q vedere grafici sul retro | see back | voir verso | s. Rückseite
Risoluzione Resolution Résolution Auflösung 0,12 mm (12-bit) 0,68 mm (12-bit)
Linearità 3) Linearity 3) Linéarité 3) Linearität 3) ± 0,4 mm ± 2 mm
Ripetibilità 2), 3) Repeatability 2), 3) Précision de répétabilité 2), 3) Wiederholgenauigkeit 2), 3) < 0,4 mm < 1 mm
Drift in temperatura Temperature drift Dérive en température Temperaturdrift 0,1 mm/K 0,2 mm/K
Tipo di emissione Used light Type de lumière Lichtart 632 nm, LED rosso I red I rouge I rot
Dimensione dello spot Size of light spot Taille du spot de détection Lichtfleckgröße vedere grafici | see illustration | voir illustration | s. Grafik
Tensione di alimentazione +V 4) Operating voltage +V 4) Tension d‘alimentation +V 4) Betriebsspannung +V 4) 13 … 30V DC  
Corrente di assorbimento I0 No-load supply current I0 Courant hors charge I0 Leerlaufstrom I0 ≤ 30 mA 
Uscita di commutazione Q Switching output Q Sortie de commutation Q Schaltausgang Q PNP o NPN come da tabella di selezione
Corrente di uscita Ie Q Output current Ie Q Courant de sortie Ie Q Ausgangsstrom Ie Q ≤ 100 mA
Tensione Uscita Analogica QA Analog output QA Sortie analogique QA Analogausgang QA 1 ... 10 V (max. 3 mA)

Frequenza operativa (ti/tp 1:1) Switching frequency  
(ti/tp 1:1)

Fréquence de commutation 
(ti/tp 1:1)

Schaltfrequenz  
(ti/tp 1:1) ≤ 1000 Hz

Grado di protezione 6) Enclosure rating 5) Degré de protection 5) Schutzart 5) IP 67 / IP 69K

Temperatura di funzionamento 2)
Ambient air temperature: 
operation 1)

Température ambiante :  
fonctionnement 1)

Umgebungstemperatur: 
Betrieb 1) -20 ... +60 °C

Temperatura di immagazzina-
mento

Ambient air temperature: 
storage

Température ambiante : 
stockage

Umgebungstemperatur: 
Lager -20 ... +80 °C

Peso con connettore / con cavo Weight 
plug-/ cable device

Poids Capteur avec 
connecteur/-câble

Gewicht 
Stecker-/ Kabelgerät 10 g / 40 g

Configurazione di fabbrica Factory setting Configuration d‘origine Werkseinstellung QA: 20 ... 80 mm
Q:  20 ... 80 mm

QA: 30 ... 200 mm
Q:  30 ... 200 mm

1) D UL: -20 ... +50 °C 1) GB UL: -20 ... +50 °C 1) F UL: -20 ... +50 °C 1) D UL: -20 ... +50 °C
2) Grigio 18% di remissione 2) Reference material grey,  

18% reflectance
2) Matériau de référence gris,  
18% réflexion

2) Bezugsmaterial Grau,  
18% Remission

3) in condizione costante 3) at constant conditions 3) aux conditions environnementales 
constantes

3) bei konstanten Umgebungsbedingungen

4) massima variazione residua del 10% 
della tensione di alimentazione

4) max. residual ripple 10%, within 
UB, approx. 50Hz/100Hz

4) Ondulation résiduelle maxi 10 % à 
l‘intérieur de UB, env. 50Hz/100Hz

4) max. 10% Restwelligkeit, innerhalb UB, 
~50Hz/100Hz

5) con connettore inserito IP67 / IP69 5) with connected IP 67 / IP 69K plug 5) avec connecteur IP 67 / IP 69K raccordé 5) con enchufe conectado IP 67 / IP 69K

S45 - PR - 5 - Y03 - PV Example

S45 - xx - 5 - xxx - PV 4-pin
S45 - xx - 5 - xxx - NV

D SICHERHEITSHINWEISE
Vor Inbetriebnahme die Betriebsanleitung lesen.
Anschluss, Montage, Einstellung und Inbetriebnahme 
nur durch Fachpersonal.
Kein Sicherheitsbauteil gemäß EU-Maschinenrichtlinie 
(nicht zum Schutz von Personen geeignet). 
Einsatz nicht im Aussenbereich.
Zur Verwendung mit Typen mit Suffix M3, M3M, M4, 
M4M: Gerader oder L-förmiger M8 Metallstecker,
Anschlusssockel aus R/C (CYJV2).
ACHTUNG - Durch Verwendung von Bedienelementen 
oder Einstellungen sowie Durchführung von Verfahren, 
die nicht hier angegeben sind, kann es zum Austritt 
gefährlicher Strahlung kommen.
BESTIMMUNGSGEMÄSSE VERWENDUNG
Sensor wird zum optischen berührungslosen Erfassen 
von Objekten eingesetzt.
MONTAGE
Sensor an geeignetem Halter befestigen  
(Halter s. www.datalogic.com).
ANSCHLUSS
Stecker spannungsfrei aufstecken und festschrauben.
Leitung anschliessen. Es gilt das Anschlussschema  
(s. Grafik B).
Für PNP/NPN gilt (s. Grafik C).
Spannung anlegen → LED grün leuchtet. 
Umschaltung N.O. ↔ N.C. (s. Grafik H; Rückseite). 
N.O. = Schließer; N.C. = Öffner.
JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sensor auf das zu erfassende Objekt ausrichten.
Vorzugsrichtung bei Tastern beachten.

I GB F D

1 LED Giallo 1) Yellow LED 1) LED jaune 1) LED gelb 1)

2 Tasto Button Bouton Taste
3 LED Verde 2) Green LED 2) LED verte 2) LED grün 2)

4 Asse di 
ricezione

Receiver 
axis

Axe de 
récepteur

Empfänger-
achse

5 Asse di emis-
sione

Emitter axis Axe 
d’émetteur

Sender-
achse

1) Indicatore dello stato di uscita | switching output indicator 
afficheur sortie de commutation | Schaltausgangsanzeige

2) Indicatore della tensione di alimentazione attiva | operating voltage indicator 
afficheur tension de service | Betriebsspannungsanzeige

 B.  CONNESSIONE | CONNECTION | RACCORDEMENT | ANSCHLUSS A.  DIMENSIONI DI INGOMBRO | DIMENSIONAL DRAWING | PLAN COTES | MASSBILD

 C.  MODALITA' DI COMMUTAZIONE | SWITCHING MODE | TYPE DE COMMUTATION | SCHALTART

PNP LED giallo

N.O.
+V

-V

N.C.
+V

-V

NPN LED giallo

N.C.
+V

-V

N.O.
+V

-V

 D.  POSIZIONAMENTO | ADJUSTMENT | AJUSTEMENT | JUSTAGE

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS

Power supply 10...30Vdc 
(13...30Vdc Y models)

Ripple 10% max.
Consumption (Load current excluded) ≤ 30 mA
Light emission Red LED 632 nm, Red Laser 650 nm
Setting Push Button TEACH-IN

Indicators LED Green Operating Volatage 
LED Yellow Ouput Status

Output NPN, PNP, Push Pull

Output current 100 mA

Saturation voltage 2 V max

Response time

500 µs 
333 µs (C03 Laser) 
250 µs (F/G Laser)
50 µs (W03, W33)
20 µs (W13, W43)

Switching frequency

≤ 1000Hz  
≤ 1500Hz (C03 Laser) 
≤ 2000 Hz (F/G Laser)
≤ 10 kHz (W03, W33)
≤ 25 kHz (W13, W43)

Connection Plastic M8 4-pole connector, Metal M8 4-pole connector 2 m cable

Dielectric strength 500 Vac, 1min between electronic and housing

Insulating resistance >20M OHM, 500 Vdc between electronic and housing

Electrical protection class 2

Mechanical protection IP67 & IP69K

Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2

Vibrations 0,5mm amplitude, 10…55Hz frequency , for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Housing material ABS

Lens material PMMA

Operating temperature -20…+60 °C

Storage temperature -20…+80 °C

Weight 10g. with connector, 40g. with cable

S45-PR-
2(5)-M03

S45-PR-
5-Y03

S45-PR-
2(5)-M13

S45-PR-
5-Y13

S45-PR-
2(5)-C03

S45-PR-B03

S45-PH-
5-M03

S45-PH-
5-C03

S45-
PH-B03

S45-
PR-G00

S45-
PH-G00

S45-
PR(PH)-F03

A 9 11.75 10.8 8.8 8.8 11.5 13.5

B 12.3 11 11.5 12.5 13.5 22.3

1 Yellow LED 1)

2 Button

3 Green LED 2)

4 Receiver axis

5 Emitter axis

1) switching output indicator

2) operating voltage indicator

S45-PR-X-WXX-OH S45-PR-X-T53-XH
S45-PR-X-B53-XH
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TECHNISCHE DATEN | TECHNICAL DATA | DONNÉES TECHNIQUES | DATOS TÉCNICOS (TYP.)
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D Uscita di commutazione Q GB Switching output Q F Sortie de commutation Q D Schaltausgang Q PNP NPN PNP NPN
Betriebsreichweite (RW) 3) Operating range (RW) 3) Portée (RW) 3) Betriebsreichweite (RW) 3) 0,5 ... 2 m
Tipo di emissione Used light Type de lumière Lichtart 632 nm, LED rosso I red I rouge I rot
Dimensione dello spot Size of light spot Taille du spot de détection Lichtfleckgröße vedere grafici sul retro | see back | voir verso | s. Rückseite
Tensione di alimentazione +V 4) Operating voltage +V 4) Tension d’alimentation +V 4) Betriebsspannung +V 4) 10 … 30 V DC  
Corrente di assorbimento I0 No-load supply current I0 Courant hors charge I0 Leerlaufstrom I0 ≤ 30 mA 
Corrente di uscita Ie Output current Ie Courant de sortie Ie Ausgangsstrom Ie ≤ 100 mA
Ingresso di Teach in IN 5) Control input IN 5) Entrée de contrôle IN 5) Steuereingang IN 5) +V = Teach in / -V=  / non connesso = funzionamento normale

Frequenza operativa (ti/tp 1:1) Switching frequency  
(ti/tp 1:1)

Fréquence de commutation 
(ti/tp 1:1)

Schaltfrequenz  
(ti/tp 1:1) ≤ 1000 Hz

Grado di protezione 6) Enclosure rating 6) Degré de protection 6) Schutzart 6) IP 67 / IP 69K

Temperatura di funzionamento 2)
Ambient air temperature: 
operation 2)

Température ambiante :  
fonctionnement 2)

Umgebungstemperatur: 
Betrieb 2) -20 ... +60 °C

Temperatura di immagazzinamento Ambient air temperature: 
storage

Température ambiante : 
stockage

Umgebungstemperatur: 
Lager 20 ... +80 °C

Peso con connettore / con cavo Weight
plug/cable

Poids Capteur avec 
connecteur /-câble

Gewicht 
Stecker-/Kabelgerät 10 g / 40 g

Configurazione di fabbrica Factory setting Configuration d’origine Werkseinstellung max. RW, N.O.
1) I eccetto i tipi:
S45-PR-5-T53
S45-PR-5-T03

1) GB except for types 
S45-PR-5-T53
S45-PR-5-T03

1) F sauf les types 
S45-PR-5-T53
S45-PR-5-T03

1) D ausgenommen Typen 
S45-PR-5-T53
S45-PR-5-T03

A) I Con auto regolazione della 
soglia di commutazione

A) GB Switching threshold control A) F Poursuite du seuil de 
commutation

A) D mit Schaltschwellen-
nachführung

2) UL: -20 ... +50 °C 2) UL: -20 ... +50 °C 2) UL: -20 ... +50 °C 2) UL: -20 ... +50 °C
3) Riflettore utilizzato R4 3) Reference material 

reflector R4 
3) Matériau de référence 
réflecteur R4

3) Bezugsmaterial 
Reflektor R4  = Tasto bloccato  = button locked  = bouton verrouillée  = Taste verriegelt

4) massima variazione residua 
del 10% della tensione di 
alimentazione

4) max. residual ripple 
10%, within UB, approx. 
50Hz/100Hz

4) Ondulation résiduelle maxi 
10 % à l’intérieur de UB, env. 
50Hz/100Hz

4) max. 10% Restwelligkeit, 
innerhalb UB, ~50Hz/100Hz

5) vedere il grafico H; sul retro 5) see illustration H; back 5) voir illustration H; verso 5) siehe Grafik H; Rückseite 
6) con connettore inserito IP67 
/ IP69

6) with connected IP 67 / 
IP 69K plug

6) avec connecteur IP 67 / 
IP 69K raccordé

6) mit angeschlossenem 
IP 67 / IP 69K Stecker
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I GB F D

1 LED Giallo 1) Yellow LED 1) LED jaune 1) LED gelb 1)

2 Tasto Button Bouton Taste
3 LED Verde 2) Green LED 2) LED verte 2) LED grün 2)

4 Asse di rice-
zione

Receiver 
axis

Axe de 
récepteur

Empfänger-
achse

5 Asse di emis-
sione

Emitter axis Axe 
d’émetteur

Sender-
achse

1) Indicatore dello stato di uscita | switching output indicator 
afficheur sortie de commutation | Schaltausgangsanzeige

2) Indicatore della tensione di alimentazione attiva | operating voltage indicator
afficheur tension de service | Betriebsspannungsanzeige
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I INDICAZIONI SDI SICUREZZA
Leggere attentamente le istruzioni prima della messa in 
servizio del sensore.
Connessione, Montaggio e messa in servizio devono 
essere eseguite da personale qualificato.
Non è un dispositivo di sicurezza in accordo con la 
direttiva macchine EU (non deve essere utilizzato per la 
protezione delle persone). 
Non utilizzare in ambiente esterno.
Per l’uso dei modelli con suffisso M3, M3M, M4, M4M: 
Connettore M8 metallico dritto o 90° Zoccolo di connes-
sione R/C (CYJV2).
ATTENZIONE - tutto ciò che riguarda l’utilizzo nel 
controllo o regolazione eseguito diversamente da quanto 
descritto in questo manuale può provocare una esposizi-
one pericolosa alla radiazione del laser.
USO CORRETTO
Il Sensore deve essere utilizzato per la rilevazione di 
oggetto trasparenti e non trasparenti.
MONTAGGIO
Montare ed allineare correttamente il sensore ed il riflet-
tore utilizzando i relativi accessori (vedere il sito www.
datalogic.com).
CONNESSIONE
Inserire il connettore senza alimentazione ed avvitarlo 
fino in fondo.
Conettere il cavo come in figura B.
Vedere figura C per connessione PNP/NPN.
Tensione presente → LED Verde acceso.
Logica di uscita N.O. ↔ N.C. (vedi figura I sul retro).
N.O. Normalmente Aperto; N.C. Normalmente Chiuso.
POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare il sensore al relativo riflettore (per esempio R4) 
fino a che il LED giallo non si spegne.

GB SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Read operating instructions before start-up.
Connection, assembly, setting and start-up only by 
trained personnel.
No safety component according to EU machinery directi-
ves (not suited for the protection of personnel).
Not for outdoor use.
For use with models with suffixes M3, M3M, M4, M4M: 
Straight or L-shaped M8 metal connector, connector 
base is made of R/C (CYJV2).
CAUTION - Use of Controls or adjustments or perfor-
mance of procedures other than those specified herein 
may result in hazardous radiation exposure.
INTENDED USE
Sensor is used for the optical non-contact detection of 
transparent and non-transparent objects.
ASSEMBLY
Attach the sensor and reflector to a suitable fixture  
(bracket see www.datalogic.com).
CONNECTION
Insert plug tension-free and screw it tightly.
Connect cable according to the connection diagram (see 
illustration B).
For PNP/NPN (see illustration C).
Apply voltage → green LED lights up. 
Switching N.O. ↔ N.C. (see illustration I; back).
N.O. = normally open; N.C. = normally closed.
ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align sensor to suitable reflector (e.g. R4) until yellow 
LED goes off.

F INSTRUCTIONS DE SÉCURITÉ
Lire les instructions de service avant mise en service.
Raccordement, assemblage, réglage et mise en service 
ne doivent être effectués que par du personnel qualifié. 
Il ne s’agit pas de pièces de sécurité selon les directives 
européennes en vigueur concernant les machines (inap-
propriées à la protection de personnes).
Nepas utiliser à l’extérieur.
Pour une utilisation avec types avec suffixe M3, M3M, 
M4, M4M : Connecteur métallique droit ou en forme de 
"L", socle de raccordement en R/C /CYJV2).
ATTENTION - L'utilisation de commandes, de réglages 
ou de consignes autres que ceux spécifiés présente un 
risque d'exposition dangereuse aux radiations.
UTILISATION CONFORME
Le capteur est utilisé pour la détection optique des objets 
transparents et non transparents sans contact.
MONTAGE
Fixer le capteur et le réflecteur sur des supports adaptés 
(support voir www.datalogic.com).
RACCORDEMENT 
Insérer le connecteur hors tension et visser.
Connecter le câble selon le schéma de raccordement 
(voir illustration B).
Pour PNP/NPN (voir illustration C).
Mettre sous tension → LED verte est allumée. 
Inversion N.O. ↔ N.C. (voir illustration I; verso).
N.O. = ouverture; N.C. = fermeture.
AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner le capteur sur un réflecteur approprié (p.ex. R4) 
jusqu’a ce que la LED jaune s’éteint.
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S45-...-T53*
S45-...-T03
Barriera a riflessione con ottica coassia-
le per oggetti trasparenti
Retro-reflective light barrier with auto-
collimation principle
Barrière optique sur réflecteur avec 
principe d’ autocollimation
Reflexionslichtschranke mit Autokollima-
tionsprinzip

* I per oggetti trasparenti
* GB for transparent objects
* F pour des objets transparents
* D für transparente Objekte

1)

2)

S45 - PR - 2 - T53 - PH Example

S45 - xx - 2 - xxx - PH 4-pin
S45 - xx - 2 - xxx - NH
S45 - xx - 5 - xxx - PH
S45 - xx - 5 - xxx - NH

C.  MODALITA’ DI COMMUTAZIONE | SWITCHING MODE | TYPE DE COMMUTATION | SCHALTART

PNP LED giallo

N.O.
+V

-V

N.C.
+V

-V

NPN LED giallo

N.C.
+V

-V

N.O.
+V

-V

D SICHERHEITSHINWEISE
Vor Inbetriebnahme die Betriebsanleitung lesen.
Anschluss, Montage, Einstellung und Inbetriebnahme 
nur durch Fachpersonal.
Kein Sicherheitsbauteil gemäß EU-Maschinenrichtlinie 
(nicht zum Schutz von Personen geeignet). 
Einsatz nicht im Aussenbereich.
Zur Verwendung mit Typen mit Suffix M3, M3M, M4, 
M4M: Gerader oder L-förmiger M8 Metallstecker,
Anschlusssockel aus R/C (CYJV2).
ACHTUNG - Durch Verwendung von Bedienelementen 
oder Einstellungen sowie Durchführung von Verfahren, 
die nicht hier angegeben sind, kann es zum Austritt 
gefährlicher Strahlung kommen.
BESTIMMUNGSGEMÄSSE VERWENDUNG
Sensor wird zum optischen berührungslosen Erfassen 
von transparenten und nicht transparenten Objekten 
eingesetzt.
MONTAGE
Sensor und Reflektor an geeigneten Haltern befestigen.  
(Halter s. www.sensopart.com)
ANSCHLUSS
Stecker spannungsfrei aufstecken und festschrauben.
Leitung anschliessen. Es gilt das Anschlussschema  
(s. Grafik B).
Für PNP/NPN gilt (s. Grafik C).
Spannung anlegen → LED grün leuchtet. 
Umschaltung N.O. ↔ N.C. (s. Grafik H; Rückseite). 
N.O. = Schließer; N.C. = Öffner.
JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sensor auf geeigneten Reflektor (z.B. R4) ausrichten bis 
gelbe LED erlischt.

A.  DIMENSIONI DI INGOMBRO | DIMENSIONAL DRAWING | PLAN COTES | MASSBILD  B.  CONNESSIONE | CONNECTION | RACCORDEMENT | ANSCHLUSS

D.  POSIZIONAMENTO | ADJUSTMENT | AJUSTEMENT | JUSTAGE
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S45-...-M03/-M13 
S45-...-C03
Sensore di prossimità
Photoelectric proximity sensor
Détecteur de proximité
Reflexionslichttaster
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D SICHERHEITSHINWEISE
Vor Inbetriebnahme die Betriebsanleitung lesen.
Anschluss, Montage, Einstellung und Inbetriebnahme 
nur durch Fachpersonal.
Kein Sicherheitsbauteil gemäß EU-Maschinenrichtlinie 
(nicht zum Schutz von Personen geeignet). 
Einsatz nicht im Aussenbereich.

S45-PH-5-M03: , Klasse 1; Wellenlänge: 650nm; Fre-
quenz: 5kHz; Pulsbreite: 3µs; Grenzwert Puls: ≤ 2,5mW 
(EN60825-1).  
S45-PH-5-C03: , Klasse 1; Wellenlänge: 650nm; 
Fre quenz: 11,7kHz; Pulsbreite: 0,7µs; Grenzwert Puls: 
8,5mW (EN60825-1).
Entspricht 21 CFR 1040.10 und 1040.11 mit Ausnahme 
der Abweichungen gemäß Laser Notiz Nr. 50 vom 24. 
Juni 2007.
Zur Verwendung mit Typen mit Suffix M3, M3M, M4, 
M4M: Gerader oder L-förmiger M8 Metallstecker,
Anschlusssockel aus R/C (CYJV2).
ACHTUNG - Durch Verwendung von Bedienelementen 
oder Einstellungen sowie Durchführung von Verfahren, 
die nicht hier angegeben sind, kann es zum Austritt 
gefährlicher Strahlung kommen.
BESTIMMUNGSGEMÄSSE VERWENDUNG
Sensor wird zum optischen berührungslosen Erfassen 
von Objekten eingesetzt.
MONTAGE
Sensor an geeignetem Halter befestigen  
(Halter s. www.datalogic.com).
ANSCHLUSS
Stecker spannungsfrei aufstecken und festschrauben.
Leitung anschliessen. Es gilt das Anschlussschema  
(s. Grafik B).
Für PNP/NPN gilt (s. Grafik C).
Spannung anlegen → LED grün leuchtet. 
Umschaltung N.O. ↔ N.C. (s. Grafik H; Rückseite). 
N.O. = Schließer; N.C. = Öffner.

GB SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Read operating instructions before start-up.
Connection, assembly, setting and start-up only by 
trained personnel.
No safety component according to EU machinery directi-
ves (not suited for the protection of personnel).
Not for outdoor use.

S45-PH-5-M03: , class 1; wavelength: 650nm; fre- 
quency: 5kHz; pulse duration: 3µs; limit value pulse:  
≤ 2.5mW (EN60825-1).
S45-PH-5-C03: , class 1; wavelength: 650nm; fre-
quency: 11.7kHz; pulse duration: 0.7µs; limit value pulse: 
8.5mW (EN60825-1).
Complies with 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 except for 
deviations pursuant to laser Notice No. 50 dated June 
24, 2007.
For use with models with suffixes M3, M3M, M4, M4M: 
Straight or L-shaped M8 metal connector, connector 
base is made of R/C (CYJV2).
CAUTION - Use of Controls or adjustments or perfor-
mance of procedures other than those specified herein 
may result in hazardous radiation exposure.
INTENDED USE
Sensor is used for the optical non-contact detection of 
objects.
ASSEMBLY
Fix sensor on suitable mounting component  
(bracket see www.datalogic.com).
CONNECTION
Insert plug tension-free and screw it tightly.
Connect cable according to the connection diagram (see 
illustration B) .
For PNP/NPN (see illustration C).
Apply voltage → green LED lights up. 
Switching N.O. ↔ N.C. (see illustration H; back).
N.O. = normally open; N.C. = normally closed.

F INSTRUCTIONS DE SÉCURITÉ
Lire les instructions de service avant mise en service.
Raccordement, assemblage, réglage et mise en service 
ne doivent être effectués que par du personnel qualifié. 
Il ne s’agit pas de pièces de sécurité selon les directives 
européennes en vigueur concernant les machines (inap-
propriées à la protection de personnes).
Nepas utiliser à l’extérieur.

S45-PH-5-M03 : , classe 1 ; longueur d’onde:  
650nm ; fréquence : 5kHz ; largeur d’impulsion : 3µs; 
valeur limite impulsion : ≤ 2,5mW (EN60825-1).
S45-PH-5-C03 : , classe 1 ; longueur d’onde : 
650nm ; fréquence : 11,7kHz ; longueur d’impulsion : 
0,7µs ; valeur limite impulsion : 8,5mW (EN60825-1).
Correspond à 21 CFR 1040.10 et 1040.11 à l’exception 
des différences conformément à la notice du laser n° 50 
du 24 juin 2007.
Pour une utilisation avec types avec suffixe M3, M3M, 
M4, M4M : Connecteur métallique droit ou en forme de 
"L", socle de raccordement en R/C /CYJV2).
ATTENTION - L'utilisation de commandes, de réglages 
ou de consignes autres que ceux spécifiés présente un 
risque d'exposition dangereuse aux radiations.
UTILISATION CONFORME
Le capteur est utilisé pour la détection optique des objets 
sans contact.
MONTAGE
Monter le capteur sur une équerre de fixation appropriée 
(support voir www.datalogic.com).
RACCORDEMENT 
Insérer le connecteur hors tension et visser.
Connecter le câble selon le schéma de raccordement 
(voir illustration B).
Pour PNP/NPN (voir illustration C).
Mettre sous tension → LED verte est allumée. 
Inversion N.O. ↔ N.C. (voir illustration H; verso).
N.O. = ouverture; N.C. = fermeture.
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I INDICAZIONI SDI SICUREZZA
Leggere attentamente le istruzioni prima della messa in 
servizio del sensore.
Connessione, Montaggio e messa in servizio devono 
essere eseguite da personale qualificato.
Non è un dispositivo di sicurezza in accordo con la 
direttiva macchine EU (non deve essere utilizzato per la 
protezione delle persone). 
Non utilizzare in ambiente esterno.

S45-PH-5-M03: , classe 1; lunghezza d'onda: 
650nm; frequenza: 5kHz; ampiezza dell'impulso: 3µs;  
valore limite dell'impulso: ≤ 2,5mW (EN60825-1).
S45-PH-5-C03: , classe 1; lunghezza d'onda: 
650nm; frequenza: 11,7kHz; ampiezza dell'impulso: 
0,7µs; valore limite dell'impulso: 8,5mW (EN60825-1).
Conforme alla norma 21 CFR 1040.10 y 1040.11, eccet-
to le differenze conformi alla nota del laser n. 50 del 24 
Giugno 2007.
Per l'uso dei modelli con suffisso M3, M3M, M4, M4M: 
Connettore M8 metallico dritto o 90° Zoccolo di connes-
sione R/C (CYJV2).
ATTENZIONE - tutto ciò che riguarda l'utilizzo nel 
controllo o regolazione eseguito diversamente da quanto 
descritto in questo manuale può provocare una esposizi-
one pericolosa alla radiazione del laser.
USO CORRETTO
Questo sensore è utilizzato per la rilevazione ottica e 
non di contatto di oggetti.
MONTAGGIO
Montare il sensore con accessori compatibili.
(vedere il sito www.datalogic.com).
CONNESSIONE
Inserire il connettore senza alimentazione ed avvitarlo 
fino in fondo.
Conettere il cavo come in figura B.
Vedere figura C per connessione PNP/NPN.
Tensione presente → LED Verde acceso. 
Logica di uscita N.O. ↔ N.C. vedi figura H sul retro. 
N.O. Normalmente Aperto; N.C. Normalmente Chiuso.

S45 - PR - 2 - C03 - PH Example

S45 - xx - 2 - xxx - PH 4-pin
S45 - xx - 2 - xxx - NH
S45 - xx - 5 - xxx - PH
S45 - xx - 5 - xxx - NH

2)

DATI TECNICI | TECHNICAL DATA | DONNÉES TECHNIQUES | TECHNISCHE DATEN (TYP.)
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I Uscita di commutazione Q GB Switching output Q F Sortie de commutation Q D Schaltausgang Q PNP NPN PNP NPN PNP NPN PNP NPN PNP NPN
Distanza di rilevamento (TW) 3) Scanning distance (TW) 3) Distance de détection (TW) 3) Tastweite (TW) 3) 1...200 mm 3...400 mm 0...800 mm 4...120 mm 1...250 mm
Distanza di regolazione Adjustment range Plage de réglage Einstellbereich 10...200 mm 30...400 mm 20...800 mm 10...120 mm 25...250 mm

Tipo di emissione Used light Type de lumière Lichtart 632 nm, LED rosso I red I rouge I rot  Laser Classe 1
 (EN60825-1)

Dimensione dello spot Size of light spot Taille du spot de détection Lichtfleckgröße vedere grafici sul retro | see back | voir verso | s. Rückseite
Tensione di alimentazione +V 4) Operating voltage +V 4) Tension d’alimentation +V 4) Betriebsspannung +V 4) 10 … 30V DC  
Corrente di assorbimento I0 No-load supply current I0 Courant hors charge I0 Leerlaufstrom I0 ≤ 30 mA 
Corrente di uscita Ie Output current Ie Courant de sortie Ie Ausgangsstrom Ie ≤ 100 mA
Ingresso di Teach in IN 5) Control input IN 5) Entrée de contrôle IN 5) Steuereingang IN 5) +V = Teach in / -V=  / non connesso = funzionamento normale

Frequenza operativa (ti/tp 1:1) Switching frequency  
(ti/tp 1:1)

Fréquence de commutation 
(ti/tp 1:1)

Schaltfrequenz  
(ti/tp 1:1) ≤ 1000 Hz ≤ 1500 Hz

Grado di protezione 6) Enclosure rating 6) Degré de protection 6) Schutzart 6) IP 67 / IP 69K

Temperatura di funzionamento 2)
Ambient air temperature: 
operation 2)

Température ambiante :  
fonctionnement 2)

Umgebungstemperatur: 
Betrieb 2)

-20 ... +60 °C

Temperatura di immagazzina-
mento

Ambient air temperature: 
storage

Température ambiante : 
stockage

Umgebungstemperatur: 
Lager -20 ... +80 °C

Peso con connettore / con cavo Weight 
plug-/ cable device

Poids Capteur avec 
connecteur/-câble

Gewicht 
Stecker-/ Kabelgerät 10 g / 40 g

Configurazione di fabbrica Factory setting Configuration d’origine Werkseinstellung max. TW, N.O.
1) I eccetto i tipi:
S45-PR-5-C03/-M03/-M13.. 
S45-PH-5-C03/-M03-..

1) GB except for types 
S45-PR-5-C03/-M03/-M13.. 
S45-PH-5-C03/-M03-..

1) F sauf les types 
S45-PR-5-C03/-M03/-M13.. 
S45-PH-5-C03/-M03-..

1) D ausgenommen Typen 
S45-PR-5-C03/-M03/-M13.. 
S45-PH-5-C03/-M03-..

A) I con soppres-
sione dello sfondo

A) GB with 
background 
suppression

A) F avec sup-
pression d’arrière-
plan

A) D mit Hinter-
grundausblendung

2) UL: -20 ... +50 °C 2) UL: -20 ... +50 °C 2) UL: -20 ... +50 °C 2) UL: -20 ... +50 °C
3) Su bianco 90% 3) Reference material white, 90% 

reflectance
3) Matériau de référence blanc, 90% 
réflexion

3) Bezugsmaterial Weiß, 90% Remission
  = Tasto  

 bloccato
  = button  

 locked
  = bouton  

 verrouillée
  = Taste  

 verriegelt4) ) massima variazione residua del 
10% della tensione di alimentazione

4) max. residual ripple 10%, within 
UB, approx. 50Hz/100Hz

4) Ondulation résiduelle maxi 10 % à 
l’intérieur de UB, env. 50Hz/100Hz

4) max. 10% Restwelligkeit, innerhalb UB, 
~50Hz/100Hz

5) vedere il grafico I; sul retro 5) see illustration I; back 5) voir illustration I; verso 5) siehe Grafik I; Rückseite
6) con connettore inserito IP67 / IP69 6) with connected IP 67 / IP 69K plug 6) avec connecteur IP 67 / IP 69K raccordé 6) mit angeschlossenem IP 67 / IP 69K Stecker

I GB F D

1 LED Giallo 1) Yellow LED 1) LED jaune 1) LED gelb 1)

2 Tasto Button Bouton Taste
3 LED Verde 2) Green LED 2) LED verte 2) LED grün 2)

4 Asse di 
ricezione

Receiver 
axis

Axe de 
récepteur

Empfänger-
achse

5 Asse di emis-
sione

Emitter axis Axe 
d’émetteur

Sender-
achse

1) Indicatore dello stato di uscita | switching output indicator 
afficheur sortie de commutation | Schaltausgangsanzeige

2) Indicatore della tensione di alimentazione attiva | operating voltage indicator 
afficheur tension de service | Betriebsspannungsanzeige

 C.  MODALITA' DI COMMUTAZIONE | SWITCHING MODE | TYPE DE COMMUTATION | SCHALTART

PNP LED giallo

N.O.
+V

-V

N.C.
+V

-V

NPN LED giallo

N.C.
+V

-V

N.O.
+V

-V
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10° 10°

S45-..-Y03 
S45-..-Y13
Sensore di misura miniaturizzato
Miniature distance sensor
Capteur de distance miniature
Miniatur-Abstandssensor

Manuale di utilizzo • Operating instructions
Instructions de service • Betriebsanleitung

821003910 Rev.00  X1523
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I INDICAZIONI SDI SICUREZZA
Leggere attentamente le istruzioni prima della messa in 
servizio del sensore.
Connessione, Montaggio e messa in servizio devono 
essere eseguite da personale qualificato.
Non è un dispositivo di sicurezza in accordo con la 
direttiva macchine EU (non deve essere utilizzato per la 
protezione delle persone). 
Non utilizzare in ambiente esterno.
Per l'uso dei modelli con suffisso M3, M3M, M4, M4M: 
Connettore M8 metallico dritto o 90° Zoccolo di connes-
sione R/C (CYJV2).
ATTENZIONE - tutto ciò che riguarda l'utilizzo nel 
controllo o regolazione eseguito diversamente da quanto 
descritto in questo manuale può provocare una esposizi-
one pericolosa alla radiazione del laser.
USO CORRETTO
Questo sensore è utilizzato per la rilevazione ottica e 
non di contatto di oggetti.
MONTAGGIO
Questo sensore è utilizzato per la rilevazione ottica e 
non di contatto di oggetti.
CONNESSIONE
Inserire il connettore senza alimentazione ed avvitarlo 
fino in fondo.
Conettere il cavo come in figura B.
Vedere figura C per connessione PNP/NPN.
Tensione presente → LED Verde acceso. 
Logica di uscita N.O. ↔ N.C. vedi figura H sul retro. 
N.O. Normalmente Aperto; N.C. Normalmente Chiuso.
I POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare bene il sensore di fronte all'oggetto da rilevare.
Verificare che l'oggetto passi di fronte al sensore nel verso 
preferenziale di rilevazione.

GB SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Read operating instructions before start-up.
Connection, assembly, setting and start-up only by 
trained personnel.
No safety component according to EU machinery directi-
ves (not suited for the protection of personnel).
Not for outdoor use.
For use with models with suffixes M3, M3M, M4, M4M: 
Straight or L-shaped M8 metal connector, connector 
base is made of R/C (CYJV2).
CAUTION - Use of Controls or adjustments or perfor-
mance of procedures other than those specified herein 
may result in hazardous radiation exposure.
INTENDED USE
Sensor is used for the optical non-contact detection of 
objects.
ASSEMBLY
Fix sensor on suitable mounting component  
(bracket see www.datalogic.com).
CONNECTION
Insert plug tension-free and screw it tightly.
Connect cable according to the connection diagram (see 
illustration B) .
For PNP/NPN (see illustration C).
Apply voltage → green LED lights up. 
Switching N.O. ↔ N.C. (see illustration H; back).
N.O. = normally open; N.C. = normally closed.
ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align sensor to the target object.
Observe the preferential direction of proximity switches.

F INSTRUCTIONS DE SÉCURITÉ
Lire les instructions de service avant mise en service.
Raccordement, assemblage, réglage et mise en service 
ne doivent être effectués que par du personnel qualifié. 
Il ne s’agit pas de pièces de sécurité selon les directives 
européennes en vigueur concernant les machines (inap-
propriées à la protection de personnes).
Nepas utiliser à l’extérieur.
Pour une utilisation avec types avec suffixe M3, M3M, 
M4, M4M : Connecteur métallique droit ou en forme de 
"L", socle de raccordement en R/C /CYJV2).
ATTENTION - L'utilisation de commandes, de réglages 
ou de consignes autres que ceux spécifiés présente un 
risque d'exposition dangereuse aux radiations.
UTILISATION CONFORME
Le capteur est utilisé pour la détection optique des objets 
sans contact.
MONTAGE
Monter le capteur sur une équerre de fixation appropriée 
(support voir www.datalogic.com).
RACCORDEMENT 
Insérer le connecteur hors tension et visser.
Connecter le câble selon le schéma de raccordement 
(voir illustration B).
Pour PNP/NPN (voir illustration C).
Mettre sous tension → LED verte est allumée. 
Inversion N.O. ↔ N.C. (voir illustration H; verso).
N.O. = ouverture; N.C. = fermeture.
AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner le capteur sur l’objet à détecter.
Observer la direction préférencielle des capteurs optiques 
de proximité.
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TECHNISCHE DATEN | TECHNICAL DATA | DONNÉES TECHNIQUES | DATOS TÉCNICOS (TYP.)
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I Uscita di commutazione Q GB Switching output Q F Sortie de commutation Q D Schaltausgang Q PNP NPN PNP NPN
Campo di misura 2) Measurement range 2) Étendue de mesure 2) Messbereich 2)

20 ... 80 mm 30 ... 200 mm
Distanza di regolazione Adjustment range Plage de réglage Einstellbereich
Tasteigenschaften Q Scanning properties Q Propriétés de détection Q Tasteigenschaften Q vedere grafici sul retro | see back | voir verso | s. Rückseite
Risoluzione Resolution Résolution Auflösung 0,12 mm (12-bit) 0,68 mm (12-bit)
Linearità 3) Linearity 3) Linéarité 3) Linearität 3) ± 0,4 mm ± 2 mm
Ripetibilità 2), 3) Repeatability 2), 3) Précision de répétabilité 2), 3) Wiederholgenauigkeit 2), 3) < 0,4 mm < 1 mm
Drift in temperatura Temperature drift Dérive en température Temperaturdrift 0,1 mm/K 0,2 mm/K
Tipo di emissione Used light Type de lumière Lichtart 632 nm, LED rosso I red I rouge I rot
Dimensione dello spot Size of light spot Taille du spot de détection Lichtfleckgröße vedere grafici | see illustration | voir illustration | s. Grafik
Tensione di alimentazione +V 4) Operating voltage +V 4) Tension d‘alimentation +V 4) Betriebsspannung +V 4) 13 … 30V DC  
Corrente di assorbimento I0 No-load supply current I0 Courant hors charge I0 Leerlaufstrom I0 ≤ 30 mA 
Uscita di commutazione Q Switching output Q Sortie de commutation Q Schaltausgang Q PNP o NPN come da tabella di selezione
Corrente di uscita Ie Q Output current Ie Q Courant de sortie Ie Q Ausgangsstrom Ie Q ≤ 100 mA
Tensione Uscita Analogica QA Analog output QA Sortie analogique QA Analogausgang QA 1 ... 10 V (max. 3 mA)

Frequenza operativa (ti/tp 1:1) Switching frequency  
(ti/tp 1:1)

Fréquence de commutation 
(ti/tp 1:1)

Schaltfrequenz  
(ti/tp 1:1) ≤ 1000 Hz

Grado di protezione 6) Enclosure rating 5) Degré de protection 5) Schutzart 5) IP 67 / IP 69K

Temperatura di funzionamento 2)
Ambient air temperature: 
operation 1)

Température ambiante :  
fonctionnement 1)

Umgebungstemperatur: 
Betrieb 1) -20 ... +60 °C

Temperatura di immagazzina-
mento

Ambient air temperature: 
storage

Température ambiante : 
stockage

Umgebungstemperatur: 
Lager -20 ... +80 °C

Peso con connettore / con cavo Weight 
plug-/ cable device

Poids Capteur avec 
connecteur/-câble

Gewicht 
Stecker-/ Kabelgerät 10 g / 40 g

Configurazione di fabbrica Factory setting Configuration d‘origine Werkseinstellung QA: 20 ... 80 mm
Q:  20 ... 80 mm

QA: 30 ... 200 mm
Q:  30 ... 200 mm

1) D UL: -20 ... +50 °C 1) GB UL: -20 ... +50 °C 1) F UL: -20 ... +50 °C 1) D UL: -20 ... +50 °C
2) Grigio 18% di remissione 2) Reference material grey,  

18% reflectance
2) Matériau de référence gris,  
18% réflexion

2) Bezugsmaterial Grau,  
18% Remission

3) in condizione costante 3) at constant conditions 3) aux conditions environnementales 
constantes

3) bei konstanten Umgebungsbedingungen

4) massima variazione residua del 10% 
della tensione di alimentazione

4) max. residual ripple 10%, within 
UB, approx. 50Hz/100Hz

4) Ondulation résiduelle maxi 10 % à 
l‘intérieur de UB, env. 50Hz/100Hz

4) max. 10% Restwelligkeit, innerhalb UB, 
~50Hz/100Hz

5) con connettore inserito IP67 / IP69 5) with connected IP 67 / IP 69K plug 5) avec connecteur IP 67 / IP 69K raccordé 5) con enchufe conectado IP 67 / IP 69K

S45 - PR - 5 - Y03 - PV Example

S45 - xx - 5 - xxx - PV 4-pin
S45 - xx - 5 - xxx - NV

D SICHERHEITSHINWEISE
Vor Inbetriebnahme die Betriebsanleitung lesen.
Anschluss, Montage, Einstellung und Inbetriebnahme 
nur durch Fachpersonal.
Kein Sicherheitsbauteil gemäß EU-Maschinenrichtlinie 
(nicht zum Schutz von Personen geeignet). 
Einsatz nicht im Aussenbereich.
Zur Verwendung mit Typen mit Suffix M3, M3M, M4, 
M4M: Gerader oder L-förmiger M8 Metallstecker,
Anschlusssockel aus R/C (CYJV2).
ACHTUNG - Durch Verwendung von Bedienelementen 
oder Einstellungen sowie Durchführung von Verfahren, 
die nicht hier angegeben sind, kann es zum Austritt 
gefährlicher Strahlung kommen.
BESTIMMUNGSGEMÄSSE VERWENDUNG
Sensor wird zum optischen berührungslosen Erfassen 
von Objekten eingesetzt.
MONTAGE
Sensor an geeignetem Halter befestigen  
(Halter s. www.datalogic.com).
ANSCHLUSS
Stecker spannungsfrei aufstecken und festschrauben.
Leitung anschliessen. Es gilt das Anschlussschema  
(s. Grafik B).
Für PNP/NPN gilt (s. Grafik C).
Spannung anlegen → LED grün leuchtet. 
Umschaltung N.O. ↔ N.C. (s. Grafik H; Rückseite). 
N.O. = Schließer; N.C. = Öffner.
JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sensor auf das zu erfassende Objekt ausrichten.
Vorzugsrichtung bei Tastern beachten.

I GB F D

1 LED Giallo 1) Yellow LED 1) LED jaune 1) LED gelb 1)

2 Tasto Button Bouton Taste
3 LED Verde 2) Green LED 2) LED verte 2) LED grün 2)
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Axe de 
récepteur

Empfänger-
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1) Indicatore dello stato di uscita | switching output indicator 
afficheur sortie de commutation | Schaltausgangsanzeige

2) Indicatore della tensione di alimentazione attiva | operating voltage indicator 
afficheur tension de service | Betriebsspannungsanzeige
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PNP LED giallo

N.O.
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-V

N.C.
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NPN LED giallo
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 D.  POSIZIONAMENTO | ADJUSTMENT | AJUSTEMENT | JUSTAGE

*

**

* Analog out YXX

**13...30Vdc Y models

REMOTE OUTPUT

-0 V

(WHITE)

(BROWN)

(BLACK)

(BLUE)

S45-PR-2(5)-M03-..

S45-PR-2(5)-M03-..

D JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sensor auf das zu erfassende Objekt ausrichten.
Vorzugsrichtung bei Tastern beachten.
EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 3 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf das Objekt und 
den Hintergrund (s. Grafik E). 
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): ist geeignet für An-
wendungen bei denen der Hintergrund nicht eingelernt 
werden kann. Einstellung erfolgt 2x auf das Objekt  
(s. Grafik F). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen, speziell bei kleinen 
Objekten (s. Grafik G).
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

GB ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align sensor to the target object.
Observe the preferential direction of proximity switches.
SETTING
The sensor has 3 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. Setting is made on object and background (see 
illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): is suited for applications 
where the background cannot be taught in. Setting is 
made 2x on the object. (see illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process, particularly for small objects (see 
illustration G).
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner le capteur sur l’objet à détecter.
Observer la direction préférencielle des capteurs optiques 
de proximité.
RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 3 modes différents d’apprentissage (Teach-
in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Apprentissage sur l’objet puis sur 
l’arrière plan (voir illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI) : est approprié pour les 
applications où l’arrière-plan ne peut être enseignée. Le 
réglage est fait 2x sur l’objet (voir illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service, particulièrement 
pour les petits objects (voir illustration G).
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

I POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare bene il sensore di fronte all'oggetto da rilevare.
Verificare che l'oggetto passi di fronte al sensore nel verso 
preferenziale di rilevazione.
CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore dispone di 3 metodi differenti di Teach-in. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): utilizzato nella maggior parte 
delle applicazioni. La regolazione viene effettuata prima 
sull'oggetto poi sullo sfondo (vedi figura E).
Oggetto su Oggetto (OTI): utilizzata in tutti i casi in cui 
lo sfondo non è raggiungibile per l'apprendimento. La 
regolazione si effettua facendo l'apprendimento 2 volte 
sull'oggetto da rilevare (vedi figura F).
Apprendimento Dinamico (DTI): utilizzato per appren-
dere l'oggetto durante il processo attivo (in marcia) ed in 
particolare per oggetti piccoli (vedi figura G).
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

Soggetto a cambiamento | subject to change | sous réserve de modifications | Änderungen vorbehalten www.datalogic.com

 I.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l'ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the corresponding indications for the button.
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.

WH IN

+UBBN

press press ...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

N.O. press > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo ON

N.O.
green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.C.

wait 10 s wait 10 s

  

ok ok

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  I. External Teach-in  / Teach in Esterno→  I.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s press > 3 spress > 1 s press > 1 s

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno → I.
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press > 3 s

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme



press > 1 cycle
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1 cycle



DIMENSIONE DELLO SPOT | SIZE OF LIGHT SPOT | TAILLE DU SPOT DE DÉTECTION | LICHTFLECKGRÖSSE (TYP.)
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CARATTERISTICHE DI RILEVAZIONE | SCANNING PROPERTIES | PROPRIÉTÉS DE DÉTECTION | TASTEIGENSCHAFTEN (TYP.)
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 H.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C. 

G.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

E.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in background / Apprendimento Sfondo

F.  OBJECT-OBJECT TEACH-IN (OTI) | APPRENDIMENTO OGGETTO SU OGGETTO
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

ok

okok

D JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sensor auf das zu erfassende Objekt ausrichten.
Vorzugsrichtung bei Tastern beachten.
EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 3 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf das Objekt und 
den Hintergrund (s. Grafik E). 
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): ist geeignet für An-
wendungen bei denen der Hintergrund nicht eingelernt 
werden kann. Einstellung erfolgt 2x auf das Objekt  
(s. Grafik F). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen, speziell bei kleinen 
Objekten (s. Grafik G).
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

GB ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align sensor to the target object.
Observe the preferential direction of proximity switches.
SETTING
The sensor has 3 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. Setting is made on object and background (see 
illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): is suited for applications 
where the background cannot be taught in. Setting is 
made 2x on the object. (see illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process, particularly for small objects (see 
illustration G).
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner le capteur sur l’objet à détecter.
Observer la direction préférencielle des capteurs optiques 
de proximité.
RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 3 modes différents d’apprentissage (Teach-
in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Apprentissage sur l’objet puis sur 
l’arrière plan (voir illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI) : est approprié pour les 
applications où l’arrière-plan ne peut être enseignée. Le 
réglage est fait 2x sur l’objet (voir illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service, particulièrement 
pour les petits objects (voir illustration G).
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

I POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare bene il sensore di fronte all'oggetto da rilevare.
Verificare che l'oggetto passi di fronte al sensore nel verso 
preferenziale di rilevazione.
CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore dispone di 3 metodi differenti di Teach-in. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): utilizzato nella maggior parte 
delle applicazioni. La regolazione viene effettuata prima 
sull'oggetto poi sullo sfondo (vedi figura E).
Oggetto su Oggetto (OTI): utilizzata in tutti i casi in cui 
lo sfondo non è raggiungibile per l'apprendimento. La 
regolazione si effettua facendo l'apprendimento 2 volte 
sull'oggetto da rilevare (vedi figura F).
Apprendimento Dinamico (DTI): utilizzato per appren-
dere l'oggetto durante il processo attivo (in marcia) ed in 
particolare per oggetti piccoli (vedi figura G).
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

Soggetto a cambiamento | subject to change | sous réserve de modifications | Änderungen vorbehalten www.datalogic.com

 I.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l'ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the corresponding indications for the button.
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.

WH IN

+UBBN

press press ...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

N.O. press > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo ON

N.O.
green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.C.

wait 10 s wait 10 s

  

ok ok

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  I. External Teach-in  / Teach in Esterno→  I.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s press > 3 spress > 1 s press > 1 s

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno → I.
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press > 3 s

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme
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 H.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C. 

G.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

E.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in background / Apprendimento Sfondo

F.  OBJECT-OBJECT TEACH-IN (OTI) | APPRENDIMENTO OGGETTO SU OGGETTO
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

ok

okok

S45-PR-2(5)-M13-..

S45-PR-2(5)-M13-..

D JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sensor auf das zu erfassende Objekt ausrichten.
Vorzugsrichtung bei Tastern beachten.
EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 3 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf das Objekt und 
den Hintergrund (s. Grafik E). 
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): ist geeignet für An-
wendungen bei denen der Hintergrund nicht eingelernt 
werden kann. Einstellung erfolgt 2x auf das Objekt  
(s. Grafik F). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen, speziell bei kleinen 
Objekten (s. Grafik G).
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

GB ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align sensor to the target object.
Observe the preferential direction of proximity switches.
SETTING
The sensor has 3 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. Setting is made on object and background (see 
illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): is suited for applications 
where the background cannot be taught in. Setting is 
made 2x on the object. (see illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process, particularly for small objects (see 
illustration G).
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner le capteur sur l’objet à détecter.
Observer la direction préférencielle des capteurs optiques 
de proximité.
RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 3 modes différents d’apprentissage (Teach-
in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Apprentissage sur l’objet puis sur 
l’arrière plan (voir illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI) : est approprié pour les 
applications où l’arrière-plan ne peut être enseignée. Le 
réglage est fait 2x sur l’objet (voir illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service, particulièrement 
pour les petits objects (voir illustration G).
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

I POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare bene il sensore di fronte all'oggetto da rilevare.
Verificare che l'oggetto passi di fronte al sensore nel verso 
preferenziale di rilevazione.
CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore dispone di 3 metodi differenti di Teach-in. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): utilizzato nella maggior parte 
delle applicazioni. La regolazione viene effettuata prima 
sull'oggetto poi sullo sfondo (vedi figura E).
Oggetto su Oggetto (OTI): utilizzata in tutti i casi in cui 
lo sfondo non è raggiungibile per l'apprendimento. La 
regolazione si effettua facendo l'apprendimento 2 volte 
sull'oggetto da rilevare (vedi figura F).
Apprendimento Dinamico (DTI): utilizzato per appren-
dere l'oggetto durante il processo attivo (in marcia) ed in 
particolare per oggetti piccoli (vedi figura G).
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

Soggetto a cambiamento | subject to change | sous réserve de modifications | Änderungen vorbehalten www.datalogic.com

 I.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l'ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the corresponding indications for the button.
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.

WH IN

+UBBN

press press ...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

N.O. press > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo ON

N.O.
green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.C.

wait 10 s wait 10 s

  

ok ok

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  I. External Teach-in  / Teach in Esterno→  I.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s press > 3 spress > 1 s press > 1 s

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno → I.

1
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press > 3 s

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme
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 H.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C. 

G.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

E.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in background / Apprendimento Sfondo

F.  OBJECT-OBJECT TEACH-IN (OTI) | APPRENDIMENTO OGGETTO SU OGGETTO
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

ok

okok

D JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sensor auf das zu erfassende Objekt ausrichten.
Vorzugsrichtung bei Tastern beachten.
EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 3 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf das Objekt und 
den Hintergrund (s. Grafik E). 
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): ist geeignet für An-
wendungen bei denen der Hintergrund nicht eingelernt 
werden kann. Einstellung erfolgt 2x auf das Objekt  
(s. Grafik F). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen, speziell bei kleinen 
Objekten (s. Grafik G).
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

GB ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align sensor to the target object.
Observe the preferential direction of proximity switches.
SETTING
The sensor has 3 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. Setting is made on object and background (see 
illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): is suited for applications 
where the background cannot be taught in. Setting is 
made 2x on the object. (see illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process, particularly for small objects (see 
illustration G).
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner le capteur sur l’objet à détecter.
Observer la direction préférencielle des capteurs optiques 
de proximité.
RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 3 modes différents d’apprentissage (Teach-
in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Apprentissage sur l’objet puis sur 
l’arrière plan (voir illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI) : est approprié pour les 
applications où l’arrière-plan ne peut être enseignée. Le 
réglage est fait 2x sur l’objet (voir illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service, particulièrement 
pour les petits objects (voir illustration G).
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

I POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare bene il sensore di fronte all'oggetto da rilevare.
Verificare che l'oggetto passi di fronte al sensore nel verso 
preferenziale di rilevazione.
CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore dispone di 3 metodi differenti di Teach-in. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): utilizzato nella maggior parte 
delle applicazioni. La regolazione viene effettuata prima 
sull'oggetto poi sullo sfondo (vedi figura E).
Oggetto su Oggetto (OTI): utilizzata in tutti i casi in cui 
lo sfondo non è raggiungibile per l'apprendimento. La 
regolazione si effettua facendo l'apprendimento 2 volte 
sull'oggetto da rilevare (vedi figura F).
Apprendimento Dinamico (DTI): utilizzato per appren-
dere l'oggetto durante il processo attivo (in marcia) ed in 
particolare per oggetti piccoli (vedi figura G).
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

Soggetto a cambiamento | subject to change | sous réserve de modifications | Änderungen vorbehalten www.datalogic.com

 I.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l'ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the corresponding indications for the button.
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.

WH IN

+UBBN

press press ...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

N.O. press > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo ON

N.O.
green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.C.

wait 10 s wait 10 s

  

ok ok

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  I. External Teach-in  / Teach in Esterno→  I.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s press > 3 spress > 1 s press > 1 s

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno → I.
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press > 3 s

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme
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59CATALOG | Photoelectric Sensors

S45-PR-2(5)-C03-.. S45-PR-2(5)-C03-..

D JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sensor auf das zu erfassende Objekt ausrichten.
Vorzugsrichtung bei Tastern beachten.
EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 3 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf das Objekt und 
den Hintergrund (s. Grafik E). 
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): ist geeignet für An-
wendungen bei denen der Hintergrund nicht eingelernt 
werden kann. Einstellung erfolgt 2x auf das Objekt  
(s. Grafik F). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen, speziell bei kleinen 
Objekten (s. Grafik G).
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

GB ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align sensor to the target object.
Observe the preferential direction of proximity switches.
SETTING
The sensor has 3 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. Setting is made on object and background (see 
illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): is suited for applications 
where the background cannot be taught in. Setting is 
made 2x on the object. (see illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process, particularly for small objects (see 
illustration G).
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner le capteur sur l’objet à détecter.
Observer la direction préférencielle des capteurs optiques 
de proximité.
RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 3 modes différents d’apprentissage (Teach-
in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Apprentissage sur l’objet puis sur 
l’arrière plan (voir illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI) : est approprié pour les 
applications où l’arrière-plan ne peut être enseignée. Le 
réglage est fait 2x sur l’objet (voir illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service, particulièrement 
pour les petits objects (voir illustration G).
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

I POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare bene il sensore di fronte all'oggetto da rilevare.
Verificare che l'oggetto passi di fronte al sensore nel verso 
preferenziale di rilevazione.
CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore dispone di 3 metodi differenti di Teach-in. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): utilizzato nella maggior parte 
delle applicazioni. La regolazione viene effettuata prima 
sull'oggetto poi sullo sfondo (vedi figura E).
Oggetto su Oggetto (OTI): utilizzata in tutti i casi in cui 
lo sfondo non è raggiungibile per l'apprendimento. La 
regolazione si effettua facendo l'apprendimento 2 volte 
sull'oggetto da rilevare (vedi figura F).
Apprendimento Dinamico (DTI): utilizzato per appren-
dere l'oggetto durante il processo attivo (in marcia) ed in 
particolare per oggetti piccoli (vedi figura G).
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

Soggetto a cambiamento | subject to change | sous réserve de modifications | Änderungen vorbehalten www.datalogic.com

 I.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l'ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the corresponding indications for the button.
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.

WH IN

+UBBN

press press ...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

N.O. press > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo ON

N.O.
green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.C.

wait 10 s wait 10 s

  

ok ok

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  I. External Teach-in  / Teach in Esterno→  I.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s press > 3 spress > 1 s press > 1 s

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno → I.

1
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5

press > 3 s

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme



press > 1 cycle

3
4

5
6

7
1 cycle
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CARATTERISTICHE DI RILEVAZIONE | SCANNING PROPERTIES | PROPRIÉTÉS DE DÉTECTION | TASTEIGENSCHAFTEN (TYP.)
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 H.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C. 

G.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

E.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in background / Apprendimento Sfondo

F.  OBJECT-OBJECT TEACH-IN (OTI) | APPRENDIMENTO OGGETTO SU OGGETTO
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

ok

okok

D JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sensor auf das zu erfassende Objekt ausrichten.
Vorzugsrichtung bei Tastern beachten.
EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 3 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf das Objekt und 
den Hintergrund (s. Grafik E). 
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): ist geeignet für An-
wendungen bei denen der Hintergrund nicht eingelernt 
werden kann. Einstellung erfolgt 2x auf das Objekt  
(s. Grafik F). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen, speziell bei kleinen 
Objekten (s. Grafik G).
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

GB ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align sensor to the target object.
Observe the preferential direction of proximity switches.
SETTING
The sensor has 3 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. Setting is made on object and background (see 
illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): is suited for applications 
where the background cannot be taught in. Setting is 
made 2x on the object. (see illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process, particularly for small objects (see 
illustration G).
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner le capteur sur l’objet à détecter.
Observer la direction préférencielle des capteurs optiques 
de proximité.
RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 3 modes différents d’apprentissage (Teach-
in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Apprentissage sur l’objet puis sur 
l’arrière plan (voir illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI) : est approprié pour les 
applications où l’arrière-plan ne peut être enseignée. Le 
réglage est fait 2x sur l’objet (voir illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service, particulièrement 
pour les petits objects (voir illustration G).
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

I POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare bene il sensore di fronte all'oggetto da rilevare.
Verificare che l'oggetto passi di fronte al sensore nel verso 
preferenziale di rilevazione.
CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore dispone di 3 metodi differenti di Teach-in. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): utilizzato nella maggior parte 
delle applicazioni. La regolazione viene effettuata prima 
sull'oggetto poi sullo sfondo (vedi figura E).
Oggetto su Oggetto (OTI): utilizzata in tutti i casi in cui 
lo sfondo non è raggiungibile per l'apprendimento. La 
regolazione si effettua facendo l'apprendimento 2 volte 
sull'oggetto da rilevare (vedi figura F).
Apprendimento Dinamico (DTI): utilizzato per appren-
dere l'oggetto durante il processo attivo (in marcia) ed in 
particolare per oggetti piccoli (vedi figura G).
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

Soggetto a cambiamento | subject to change | sous réserve de modifications | Änderungen vorbehalten www.datalogic.com

 I.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l'ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the corresponding indications for the button.
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.

WH IN

+UBBN

press press ...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

N.O. press > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo ON

N.O.
green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.C.

wait 10 s wait 10 s

  

ok ok

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  I. External Teach-in  / Teach in Esterno→  I.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s press > 3 spress > 1 s press > 1 s

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno → I.

1
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press > 3 s

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme



press > 1 cycle

3
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7
1 cycle



DIMENSIONE DELLO SPOT | SIZE OF LIGHT SPOT | TAILLE DU SPOT DE DÉTECTION | LICHTFLECKGRÖSSE (TYP.)
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CARATTERISTICHE DI RILEVAZIONE | SCANNING PROPERTIES | PROPRIÉTÉS DE DÉTECTION | TASTEIGENSCHAFTEN (TYP.)
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 H.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C. 

G.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

E.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in background / Apprendimento Sfondo

F.  OBJECT-OBJECT TEACH-IN (OTI) | APPRENDIMENTO OGGETTO SU OGGETTO
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

ok

okok

1 cycle

3
4

5
6

7

press press ...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

N.O. press > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.O.
green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo ON

N.C.

wait 10 s wait 10 s

  

ok ok

D EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 2 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf den Reflektor und 
das Objekt (s. Grafik E). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen, speziell bei kleinen 
Objekten (s. Grafik F).
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

GB SETTING
The sensor has 2 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. Setting is made on reflector and object (see 
illustration E).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process particularly for small objects (see 
illustration F).
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 2 modes différents d’apprentissage (Teach-
in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Apprentissage sur l’objet puis sur 
l’arrière plan (voir illustration E).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service particulièrement 
pour les petits objects (voir illustration F).
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

I CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore è dotato di due differenti metodi di regolazione 
con Teach in.
Settaggio standard (STI): utilizzato nella maggio parte 
delle applicazioni. Il settaggio è eseguito acquisendo il 
riflettore e poi l‘oggetto (vedere figura E).
Settaggio Dinamico (DTI): utilizzato per rilevare 
l‘oggetto durante il processo in corso ed il particolare per  
piccoli oggetti (vedere figura F).
MANUTENZIONE
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

Soggetto a cambiamento | subject to change | sous réserve de modifications | Änderungen vorbehalten www.datalogic.com

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  H.

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  H.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s press > 1 s

 H.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Settaggio con input remoto: Comandare l’ingresso con le stesse 
tempistiche del pulsante di teach in, descritte al paragrafi E. ed F..
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the respective information stated in the overview D..
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon les spécifications données dans l'aperçu D..
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
gemäß den jeweiligen Angaben in Übersicht D.. 

GY IN

+UBBN
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press > 3 s

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 1 cycle
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5



E.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in reflector / Apprendimento del riflettore Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

F.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

 G.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C. 

ok

ok

S45-PR-2(5)-B03-.. S45-PR-2(5)-B03-..

R4

I CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore ha tre differenti metodi di regolazione.
Doppio apprendimento del riflettore (RTI): utilizzato 
per rilevazione di oggetti trasparenti. La regolazione 
viene eseguita apprendendo 2 volte il riflettore (vedere 
figura E).
S45-PR-x-T53:  il controllo della soglia di commutazione 
è attivo.
Regolazione dinamica con Teach in (DTI): utilizzato 
per la maggior parte delle applicazioni. La regolazione 
viene eseguita durante il passaggio dell‘oggetto in mac-
china (vedi figura F). Il riflettore deve essere completa-
mente rilevato dal sensore almeno una volta durante il 
passaggio degli oggetti.
S45-PR-x-T53: il controllo della soglia di commutazione 
è attivo.
Regolazione Riflettore e oggetto con Teach in (ROTI): 
utilizzato per la rilevazione di oggetti non trasparenti. La 
regolazione viene effettuate acquisendo prima il riflettore 
poi l‘oggetto (vedi figura G). 
S45-PR-x-T53: il controllo della soglia di commutazione 
è disattivato.
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

GB SETTING
The sensor has 3 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Reflector-Reflector Teach-in (RTI): is suited for the 
detection of transparent objects. The setting is made 2x 
to the reflector. (see illustration E). 
S45-PR-x-T53: Switching threshold control active.
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. The setting is performed during the running 
process (see illustration F). The reflector must be com-
pletely exposed to the beam route at least once.
S45-PR-x-T53: Switching threshold control active.
Reflector-Object Teach-in (ROTI): is suitable for the 
detection of non-transparent objects. The setting is made 
to the reflector and the object (see illustration G). 
S45-PR-x-T53: Switching threshold control inactive.
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 3 modes différents d’apprentissage (Teach-
in).
Reflector-Reflector Teach-in (RTI) : est adapté à la 
détection d’objets transparents. L’alignement a lieu 2x 
sur le réflecteur (voir illustration E). 
S45-PR-x-T53 : Poursuite du seuil de commutation 
activée. 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. L’alignement a lieu durant le processus 
(voir illustration F). Le chemin des rayons doit saisir le 
réflecteur au moins une fois dans son intégralité.
S45-PR-x-T53 : Poursuite du seuil de commutation 
activée.
Reflector-Object Teach-in (ROTI) : est adapté à la 
détection d’objets non transparents. L’alignement a lieu 
sur le réflecteur et sur l’objet (voir illustration G). 
S45-PR-x-T53 : Poursuite du seuil de commutation 
inactivée.
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.
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WH IN

+UBBN

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno  →  H.

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno  →  H.

 H.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l‘ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.

GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the corresponding indications for the button.

F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.

D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.

DIMENSIONE DELLO SPOT | SIZE OF LIGHT SPOT | TAILLE DU SPOT DE DÉTECTION | LICHTFLECKGRÖSSE (TYP.)
S45-PR-2(5)-T53(B53)-..
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until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s



until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s



press > 1 s

press > 1 s



D EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 3 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.
Reflector-Reflector Teach-in (RTI): ist geeignet für 
die Detektion von transparenten Objekten. Einstellung 
erfolgt 2x auf den Reflektor (s. Grafik E).
S45-PR-x-T53: Schaltschwellennachführung aktiv.
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt im laufenden Prozess 
(s. Grafik F). Der Reflektor muß mindestens einmal 
komplett vom Strahlengang erfasst werden.
S45-PR-x-T53: Schaltschwellennachführung aktiv.
Reflector-Object Teach-in (ROTI): ist geeignet für die 
Detektion von nicht transparenten Objekten. Einstellung 
erfolgt auf den Reflektor und das Objekt (s. Grafik G). 
S45-PR-x-T53: Schaltschwellennachführung inaktiv.
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

press press ...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

N.O. press > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.O.
green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo ON

N.C.

wait 10 s wait 10 s

  

ok ok

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  H.

press > 1 cyclepress > 3 s

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

1
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5
1 cycle
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F.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

 I.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C. 

E.  REFLECTOR-REFLECTOR TEACH-IN (STI) | APPRENDIMENTO RIFLETTORE-RIFLETTORE
Step 1: Teach-in reflector / Apprendimento Riflettore Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

G.  REFLECTOR-OBJECT TEACH-IN (ROTI) | APPRENDIMENTO RIFLETTORE-OGGETTO
Step 1: Teach-in reflector / Apprendimento riflettore Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

ok

ok

ok

S45-PR-5-B53-..

I CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore ha tre differenti metodi di regolazione.
Doppio apprendimento del riflettore (RTI): utilizzato 
per rilevazione di oggetti trasparenti. La regolazione 
viene eseguita apprendendo 2 volte il riflettore (vedere 
figura E).
S45-PR-x-T53:  il controllo della soglia di commutazione 
è attivo.
Regolazione dinamica con Teach in (DTI): utilizzato 
per la maggior parte delle applicazioni. La regolazione 
viene eseguita durante il passaggio dell‘oggetto in mac-
china (vedi figura F). Il riflettore deve essere completa-
mente rilevato dal sensore almeno una volta durante il 
passaggio degli oggetti.
S45-PR-x-T53: il controllo della soglia di commutazione 
è attivo.
Regolazione Riflettore e oggetto con Teach in (ROTI): 
utilizzato per la rilevazione di oggetti non trasparenti. La 
regolazione viene effettuate acquisendo prima il riflettore 
poi l‘oggetto (vedi figura G). 
S45-PR-x-T53: il controllo della soglia di commutazione 
è disattivato.
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

GB SETTING
The sensor has 3 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Reflector-Reflector Teach-in (RTI): is suited for the 
detection of transparent objects. The setting is made 2x 
to the reflector. (see illustration E). 
S45-PR-x-T53: Switching threshold control active.
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. The setting is performed during the running 
process (see illustration F). The reflector must be com-
pletely exposed to the beam route at least once.
S45-PR-x-T53: Switching threshold control active.
Reflector-Object Teach-in (ROTI): is suitable for the 
detection of non-transparent objects. The setting is made 
to the reflector and the object (see illustration G). 
S45-PR-x-T53: Switching threshold control inactive.
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 3 modes différents d’apprentissage (Teach-
in).
Reflector-Reflector Teach-in (RTI) : est adapté à la 
détection d’objets transparents. L’alignement a lieu 2x 
sur le réflecteur (voir illustration E). 
S45-PR-x-T53 : Poursuite du seuil de commutation 
activée. 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. L’alignement a lieu durant le processus 
(voir illustration F). Le chemin des rayons doit saisir le 
réflecteur au moins une fois dans son intégralité.
S45-PR-x-T53 : Poursuite du seuil de commutation 
activée.
Reflector-Object Teach-in (ROTI) : est adapté à la 
détection d’objets non transparents. L’alignement a lieu 
sur le réflecteur et sur l’objet (voir illustration G). 
S45-PR-x-T53 : Poursuite du seuil de commutation 
inactivée.
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.
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WH IN

+UBBN

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno  →  H.

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno  →  H.

 H.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l‘ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.

GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the corresponding indications for the button.

F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.

D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.

DIMENSIONE DELLO SPOT | SIZE OF LIGHT SPOT | TAILLE DU SPOT DE DÉTECTION | LICHTFLECKGRÖSSE (TYP.)
S45-PR-2(5)-T53(B53)-..
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until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s



until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s



press > 1 s

press > 1 s



D EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 3 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.
Reflector-Reflector Teach-in (RTI): ist geeignet für 
die Detektion von transparenten Objekten. Einstellung 
erfolgt 2x auf den Reflektor (s. Grafik E).
S45-PR-x-T53: Schaltschwellennachführung aktiv.
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt im laufenden Prozess 
(s. Grafik F). Der Reflektor muß mindestens einmal 
komplett vom Strahlengang erfasst werden.
S45-PR-x-T53: Schaltschwellennachführung aktiv.
Reflector-Object Teach-in (ROTI): ist geeignet für die 
Detektion von nicht transparenten Objekten. Einstellung 
erfolgt auf den Reflektor und das Objekt (s. Grafik G). 
S45-PR-x-T53: Schaltschwellennachführung inaktiv.
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

press press ...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

N.O. press > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.O.
green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo ON

N.C.

wait 10 s wait 10 s

  

ok ok

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  H.

press > 1 cyclepress > 3 s

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme
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F.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

 I.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C. 

E.  REFLECTOR-REFLECTOR TEACH-IN (STI) | APPRENDIMENTO RIFLETTORE-RIFLETTORE
Step 1: Teach-in reflector / Apprendimento Riflettore Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

G.  REFLECTOR-OBJECT TEACH-IN (ROTI) | APPRENDIMENTO RIFLETTORE-OGGETTO
Step 1: Teach-in reflector / Apprendimento riflettore Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

ok

ok

ok

S45-PR-2(5)-T53-..

DETECTION SPOT SIZE EXCESS GAIN

DETECTION SPOT SIZE EXCESS GAIN

ENERGETIC DIFFUSED

RETROREFLECTIVE POLARIZED

COAXIAL RETROREFLECTIVE 
POLARIZED RETROREFLECTIVE FOR TRANSPARENT

DETECTION SPOT SIZE DETECTION SPOT SIZE



60 CATALOG | Photoelectric Sensors

DETECTION SPOT SIZE EXCESS GAIN

S45-PR-2(5)-F03-../S45-PR-2(5)-G00-XE S45-PR-2(5)-F03-../S45-PR-2(5)-G00-XE

D ANSCHLUSS
Stecker spannungsfrei aufstecken und festschrauben.
Leitung anschliessen. Es gilt das Anschlussschema (s. 
Grafik B). 
Für PNP/NPN gilt (s. Grafik C).
Spannung anlegen → LED grün leuchtet. 
Umschaltung N.O. ↔ N.C. (s. Grafik G). 
N.O. = Schließer; N.C. = Öffner.
JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sender und Empfänger aufeinander ausrichten bis gelbe 
LED (Empfänger) erlischt.
TEST: Testeingang Sender an +V legen. Sender erlischt, 
Empfänger schaltet und gelbe LED (Empfänger) ändert 
ihren Zustand. Schaltet Empfänger nicht, Justage wie-
derholen und Systemeinstellungen überprüfen.
EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 2 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf den Empfänger 
und das Objekt (s. Grafik E). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen, speziell bei kleinen 
Objekten (s. Grafik F).
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

GB CONNECTION
Insert plug tension-free and screw it tightly.
Connect cable according to the connection diagram (see 
illustration B) .
For PNP/NPN (see illustration C).
Apply voltage → green LED lights up. 
Switchng N.O. ↔ N.C. (see illustration G).
N.O. = normally open; N.C. = normally closed.
ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align the emitter and the receiver to each other until the 
yellow LED (receiver) switches off.
TEST: Switch the test input emitter to +V. The emitter will 
switch off, the receiver will perform a switching and the 
yellow LED (receiver) will change its state. If the receiver 
does not execute any switching repeat the adjustment 
and check the system settings.
SETTING
The sensor has 2 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. The setting is performed targeted towards the 
receiver and the object (see illustration E).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process, particularly for small objects (see 
illustration F).
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F RACCORDEMENT 
Enficher le connecteur sans tension et le visser.
Connecter le câble selon le schéma de raccordement 
(voir illustration B).
Pour PNP/NPN (voir illustration C).
Mettre sous tension → LED verte est allumée. 
Inversion N.O. ↔ N.C. (voir illustration G).
N.O. = ouverture; N.C. = fermeture.
AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner l'émetteur sur le récepteur jusqu'à ce que la LED 
(récepteur) jaune s'éteigne.
TEST : connecter l'entrée test émetteur sur +V. L'émetteur 
s'éteint, le récepteur commute et la LED jaune (récepteur) 
change d'état. Si le récepteur ne commute pas, répéter 
l'ajustage et contrôler les réglages du système.
RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 2  modes différents d’apprentissage 
(Teach-in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Réglage par rapport au récepteur et à 
l’objet (voir illustration E).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service,  particulièrement 
pour les petits objects (voir illustration F).
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

I CONNESSIONE
Inserire il connettore senza alimentazione ed avvitarlo 
fino in fondo.
Conettere il cavo come in figura B.
Vedere figura C per connessione PNP/NPN.
Tensione presente → LED Verde acceso. 
Logica di uscita N.O. ↔ N.C. (vedi figura G). 
N.O. Normalmente Aperto; N.C. Normalmente Chiuso.
POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare correttamente Emettitore e Ricevitore fino a 
quando il LED giallo sul ricevitore non si spegne.
TEST: Collegare l’input di TEST dell’emettitore a +V. 
L’emettitore si spegnerà, il ricevitore commuterà l’uscita 
ed il LED giallo del ricevitore cambierà di stato. Se il 
Ricevitore non commuta l’uscita, ripetere correttamente la 
regolazione e verificare il funzionamento del sistema.
CONFIGURAZIONE
Il Sensore ha due differenti metodi di regolazione  con 
TEACH-IN.
Regolazione Standard (STI): utilizzata nella maggior 
parte delle applicazioni, si esegue acquisendo prima 
l’emettitore correttamente allineato poi l’oggetto(vedere 
figura E).
Regolazione Dinamica: utilizzata per rilevare l’oggetto 
durante il funzionamento della macchina ed in particola-
re per oggetti piccoli (vedi figura F).
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.
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External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  H.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

premere pulsante ricevitore > 3 s

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  H.

premere 
pulsante 
ricevitore

premere 
pulsante 
ricevitore

...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

N.O. premere pulsante  
ricevitore > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.O.
green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo ON

N.C.

wait 10 s

ok

wait 10 s

ok

    H.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l’ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the corresponding indications for the button.
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.

WH IN

+UBBN

DIMENSIONE DELLO SPOT | SIZE OF LIGHT SPOT | TAILLE DU SPOT DE DÉTECTION | LICHTFLECKGRÖSSE (TYP.) CARATTERISTICHE DI RILEVAZIONE | SCANNING PROPERTIES | PROPRIÉTÉS DE DÉTECTION | TASTEIGENSCHAFTEN (TYP.)

S45-PR-2(5)-F03-.. / S45-PR-2(5)-G00-XE S45-PH-2(5)-F03-.. / S45-PH-2(5)-G00-XE S45-PR-2(5)-F03-.. / S45-PR-2(5)-G00-XE S45-PH-2(5)-F03-.. / S45-PH-2(5)-G00-XE
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until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme
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E.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in emitter/receiver / Apprendimento Emettitore con Ricevitore Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

F.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

 G.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C.

ok

ok

D ANSCHLUSS
Stecker spannungsfrei aufstecken und festschrauben.
Leitung anschliessen. Es gilt das Anschlussschema (s. 
Grafik B). 
Für PNP/NPN gilt (s. Grafik C).
Spannung anlegen → LED grün leuchtet. 
Umschaltung N.O. ↔ N.C. (s. Grafik G). 
N.O. = Schließer; N.C. = Öffner.
JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sender und Empfänger aufeinander ausrichten bis gelbe 
LED (Empfänger) erlischt.
TEST: Testeingang Sender an +V legen. Sender erlischt, 
Empfänger schaltet und gelbe LED (Empfänger) ändert 
ihren Zustand. Schaltet Empfänger nicht, Justage wie-
derholen und Systemeinstellungen überprüfen.
EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 2 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf den Empfänger 
und das Objekt (s. Grafik E). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen, speziell bei kleinen 
Objekten (s. Grafik F).
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

GB CONNECTION
Insert plug tension-free and screw it tightly.
Connect cable according to the connection diagram (see 
illustration B) .
For PNP/NPN (see illustration C).
Apply voltage → green LED lights up. 
Switchng N.O. ↔ N.C. (see illustration G).
N.O. = normally open; N.C. = normally closed.
ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align the emitter and the receiver to each other until the 
yellow LED (receiver) switches off.
TEST: Switch the test input emitter to +V. The emitter will 
switch off, the receiver will perform a switching and the 
yellow LED (receiver) will change its state. If the receiver 
does not execute any switching repeat the adjustment 
and check the system settings.
SETTING
The sensor has 2 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. The setting is performed targeted towards the 
receiver and the object (see illustration E).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process, particularly for small objects (see 
illustration F).
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F RACCORDEMENT 
Enficher le connecteur sans tension et le visser.
Connecter le câble selon le schéma de raccordement 
(voir illustration B).
Pour PNP/NPN (voir illustration C).
Mettre sous tension → LED verte est allumée. 
Inversion N.O. ↔ N.C. (voir illustration G).
N.O. = ouverture; N.C. = fermeture.
AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner l'émetteur sur le récepteur jusqu'à ce que la LED 
(récepteur) jaune s'éteigne.
TEST : connecter l'entrée test émetteur sur +V. L'émetteur 
s'éteint, le récepteur commute et la LED jaune (récepteur) 
change d'état. Si le récepteur ne commute pas, répéter 
l'ajustage et contrôler les réglages du système.
RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 2  modes différents d’apprentissage 
(Teach-in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Réglage par rapport au récepteur et à 
l’objet (voir illustration E).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service,  particulièrement 
pour les petits objects (voir illustration F).
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

I CONNESSIONE
Inserire il connettore senza alimentazione ed avvitarlo 
fino in fondo.
Conettere il cavo come in figura B.
Vedere figura C per connessione PNP/NPN.
Tensione presente → LED Verde acceso. 
Logica di uscita N.O. ↔ N.C. (vedi figura G). 
N.O. Normalmente Aperto; N.C. Normalmente Chiuso.
POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare correttamente Emettitore e Ricevitore fino a 
quando il LED giallo sul ricevitore non si spegne.
TEST: Collegare l’input di TEST dell’emettitore a +V. 
L’emettitore si spegnerà, il ricevitore commuterà l’uscita 
ed il LED giallo del ricevitore cambierà di stato. Se il 
Ricevitore non commuta l’uscita, ripetere correttamente la 
regolazione e verificare il funzionamento del sistema.
CONFIGURAZIONE
Il Sensore ha due differenti metodi di regolazione  con 
TEACH-IN.
Regolazione Standard (STI): utilizzata nella maggior 
parte delle applicazioni, si esegue acquisendo prima 
l’emettitore correttamente allineato poi l’oggetto(vedere 
figura E).
Regolazione Dinamica: utilizzata per rilevare l’oggetto 
durante il funzionamento della macchina ed in particola-
re per oggetti piccoli (vedi figura F).
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.
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External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  H.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme
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External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  H.
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gia LED giallo ON
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wait 10 s
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    H.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l’ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the corresponding indications for the button.
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.
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E.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in emitter/receiver / Apprendimento Emettitore con Ricevitore Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

F.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

 G.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C.

ok

ok

S45-PH-5-M03-.. S45-PH-5-M03-..

D JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sensor auf das zu erfassende Objekt ausrichten.
Vorzugsrichtung bei Tastern beachten.
EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 3 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf das Objekt und 
den Hintergrund (s. Grafik E). 
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): ist geeignet für An-
wendungen bei denen der Hintergrund nicht eingelernt 
werden kann. Einstellung erfolgt 2x auf das Objekt  
(s. Grafik F). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen, speziell bei kleinen 
Objekten (s. Grafik G).
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

GB ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align sensor to the target object.
Observe the preferential direction of proximity switches.
SETTING
The sensor has 3 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. Setting is made on object and background (see 
illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): is suited for applications 
where the background cannot be taught in. Setting is 
made 2x on the object. (see illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process, particularly for small objects (see 
illustration G).
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner le capteur sur l’objet à détecter.
Observer la direction préférencielle des capteurs optiques 
de proximité.
RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 3 modes différents d’apprentissage (Teach-
in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Apprentissage sur l’objet puis sur 
l’arrière plan (voir illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI) : est approprié pour les 
applications où l’arrière-plan ne peut être enseignée. Le 
réglage est fait 2x sur l’objet (voir illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service, particulièrement 
pour les petits objects (voir illustration G).
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

I POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare bene il sensore di fronte all'oggetto da rilevare.
Verificare che l'oggetto passi di fronte al sensore nel verso 
preferenziale di rilevazione.
CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore dispone di 3 metodi differenti di Teach-in. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): utilizzato nella maggior parte 
delle applicazioni. La regolazione viene effettuata prima 
sull'oggetto poi sullo sfondo (vedi figura E).
Oggetto su Oggetto (OTI): utilizzata in tutti i casi in cui 
lo sfondo non è raggiungibile per l'apprendimento. La 
regolazione si effettua facendo l'apprendimento 2 volte 
sull'oggetto da rilevare (vedi figura F).
Apprendimento Dinamico (DTI): utilizzato per appren-
dere l'oggetto durante il processo attivo (in marcia) ed in 
particolare per oggetti piccoli (vedi figura G).
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.
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 I.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l'ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the corresponding indications for the button.
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.
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press press ...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
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N.O.
green LED flashes 
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N.C.
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External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  I. External Teach-in  / Teach in Esterno→  I.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme
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 H.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C. 

G.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

E.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in background / Apprendimento Sfondo

F.  OBJECT-OBJECT TEACH-IN (OTI) | APPRENDIMENTO OGGETTO SU OGGETTO
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

ok

okok

D JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sensor auf das zu erfassende Objekt ausrichten.
Vorzugsrichtung bei Tastern beachten.
EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 3 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf das Objekt und 
den Hintergrund (s. Grafik E). 
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): ist geeignet für An-
wendungen bei denen der Hintergrund nicht eingelernt 
werden kann. Einstellung erfolgt 2x auf das Objekt  
(s. Grafik F). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen, speziell bei kleinen 
Objekten (s. Grafik G).
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

GB ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align sensor to the target object.
Observe the preferential direction of proximity switches.
SETTING
The sensor has 3 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. Setting is made on object and background (see 
illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): is suited for applications 
where the background cannot be taught in. Setting is 
made 2x on the object. (see illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process, particularly for small objects (see 
illustration G).
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner le capteur sur l’objet à détecter.
Observer la direction préférencielle des capteurs optiques 
de proximité.
RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 3 modes différents d’apprentissage (Teach-
in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Apprentissage sur l’objet puis sur 
l’arrière plan (voir illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI) : est approprié pour les 
applications où l’arrière-plan ne peut être enseignée. Le 
réglage est fait 2x sur l’objet (voir illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service, particulièrement 
pour les petits objects (voir illustration G).
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

I POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare bene il sensore di fronte all'oggetto da rilevare.
Verificare che l'oggetto passi di fronte al sensore nel verso 
preferenziale di rilevazione.
CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore dispone di 3 metodi differenti di Teach-in. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): utilizzato nella maggior parte 
delle applicazioni. La regolazione viene effettuata prima 
sull'oggetto poi sullo sfondo (vedi figura E).
Oggetto su Oggetto (OTI): utilizzata in tutti i casi in cui 
lo sfondo non è raggiungibile per l'apprendimento. La 
regolazione si effettua facendo l'apprendimento 2 volte 
sull'oggetto da rilevare (vedi figura F).
Apprendimento Dinamico (DTI): utilizzato per appren-
dere l'oggetto durante il processo attivo (in marcia) ed in 
particolare per oggetti piccoli (vedi figura G).
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.
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 I.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l'ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the corresponding indications for the button.
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.
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until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
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nativamente

N.O. press > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
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green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.C.

wait 10 s wait 10 s
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External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  I. External Teach-in  / Teach in Esterno→  I.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s press > 3 spress > 1 s press > 1 s

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno → I.
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G.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

E.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in background / Apprendimento Sfondo

F.  OBJECT-OBJECT TEACH-IN (OTI) | APPRENDIMENTO OGGETTO SU OGGETTO
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto
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S45-PH-5-C03-.. S45-PH-5-C03-..

D JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sensor auf das zu erfassende Objekt ausrichten.
Vorzugsrichtung bei Tastern beachten.
EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 3 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf das Objekt und 
den Hintergrund (s. Grafik E). 
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): ist geeignet für An-
wendungen bei denen der Hintergrund nicht eingelernt 
werden kann. Einstellung erfolgt 2x auf das Objekt  
(s. Grafik F). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen, speziell bei kleinen 
Objekten (s. Grafik G).
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

GB ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align sensor to the target object.
Observe the preferential direction of proximity switches.
SETTING
The sensor has 3 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. Setting is made on object and background (see 
illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): is suited for applications 
where the background cannot be taught in. Setting is 
made 2x on the object. (see illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process, particularly for small objects (see 
illustration G).
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner le capteur sur l’objet à détecter.
Observer la direction préférencielle des capteurs optiques 
de proximité.
RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 3 modes différents d’apprentissage (Teach-
in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Apprentissage sur l’objet puis sur 
l’arrière plan (voir illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI) : est approprié pour les 
applications où l’arrière-plan ne peut être enseignée. Le 
réglage est fait 2x sur l’objet (voir illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service, particulièrement 
pour les petits objects (voir illustration G).
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

I POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare bene il sensore di fronte all'oggetto da rilevare.
Verificare che l'oggetto passi di fronte al sensore nel verso 
preferenziale di rilevazione.
CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore dispone di 3 metodi differenti di Teach-in. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): utilizzato nella maggior parte 
delle applicazioni. La regolazione viene effettuata prima 
sull'oggetto poi sullo sfondo (vedi figura E).
Oggetto su Oggetto (OTI): utilizzata in tutti i casi in cui 
lo sfondo non è raggiungibile per l'apprendimento. La 
regolazione si effettua facendo l'apprendimento 2 volte 
sull'oggetto da rilevare (vedi figura F).
Apprendimento Dinamico (DTI): utilizzato per appren-
dere l'oggetto durante il processo attivo (in marcia) ed in 
particolare per oggetti piccoli (vedi figura G).
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

Soggetto a cambiamento | subject to change | sous réserve de modifications | Änderungen vorbehalten www.datalogic.com

 I.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l'ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the corresponding indications for the button.
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.

WH IN

+UBBN

press press ...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

N.O. press > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo ON

N.O.
green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.C.

wait 10 s wait 10 s

  

ok ok

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  I. External Teach-in  / Teach in Esterno→  I.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s press > 3 spress > 1 s press > 1 s

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno → I.
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press > 3 s

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme



press > 1 cycle

3
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7
1 cycle
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CARATTERISTICHE DI RILEVAZIONE | SCANNING PROPERTIES | PROPRIÉTÉS DE DÉTECTION | TASTEIGENSCHAFTEN (TYP.)
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 H.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C. 

G.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

E.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in background / Apprendimento Sfondo

F.  OBJECT-OBJECT TEACH-IN (OTI) | APPRENDIMENTO OGGETTO SU OGGETTO
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

ok

okok

D JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sensor auf das zu erfassende Objekt ausrichten.
Vorzugsrichtung bei Tastern beachten.
EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 3 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf das Objekt und 
den Hintergrund (s. Grafik E). 
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): ist geeignet für An-
wendungen bei denen der Hintergrund nicht eingelernt 
werden kann. Einstellung erfolgt 2x auf das Objekt  
(s. Grafik F). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen, speziell bei kleinen 
Objekten (s. Grafik G).
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

GB ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align sensor to the target object.
Observe the preferential direction of proximity switches.
SETTING
The sensor has 3 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. Setting is made on object and background (see 
illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI): is suited for applications 
where the background cannot be taught in. Setting is 
made 2x on the object. (see illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process, particularly for small objects (see 
illustration G).
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner le capteur sur l’objet à détecter.
Observer la direction préférencielle des capteurs optiques 
de proximité.
RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 3 modes différents d’apprentissage (Teach-
in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Apprentissage sur l’objet puis sur 
l’arrière plan (voir illustration E).
Object-Object Teach-in (OTI) : est approprié pour les 
applications où l’arrière-plan ne peut être enseignée. Le 
réglage est fait 2x sur l’objet (voir illustration F).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service, particulièrement 
pour les petits objects (voir illustration G).
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

I POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare bene il sensore di fronte all'oggetto da rilevare.
Verificare che l'oggetto passi di fronte al sensore nel verso 
preferenziale di rilevazione.
CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore dispone di 3 metodi differenti di Teach-in. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): utilizzato nella maggior parte 
delle applicazioni. La regolazione viene effettuata prima 
sull'oggetto poi sullo sfondo (vedi figura E).
Oggetto su Oggetto (OTI): utilizzata in tutti i casi in cui 
lo sfondo non è raggiungibile per l'apprendimento. La 
regolazione si effettua facendo l'apprendimento 2 volte 
sull'oggetto da rilevare (vedi figura F).
Apprendimento Dinamico (DTI): utilizzato per appren-
dere l'oggetto durante il processo attivo (in marcia) ed in 
particolare per oggetti piccoli (vedi figura G).
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

Soggetto a cambiamento | subject to change | sous réserve de modifications | Änderungen vorbehalten www.datalogic.com

 I.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l'ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the corresponding indications for the button.
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.

WH IN

+UBBN

press press ...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

N.O. press > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo ON

N.O.
green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.C.

wait 10 s wait 10 s

  

ok ok

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  I. External Teach-in  / Teach in Esterno→  I.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s press > 3 spress > 1 s press > 1 s

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno → I.
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press > 3 s

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme



press > 1 cycle
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1 cycle
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CARATTERISTICHE DI RILEVAZIONE | SCANNING PROPERTIES | PROPRIÉTÉS DE DÉTECTION | TASTEIGENSCHAFTEN (TYP.)
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 H.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C. 

G.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

E.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in background / Apprendimento Sfondo

F.  OBJECT-OBJECT TEACH-IN (OTI) | APPRENDIMENTO OGGETTO SU OGGETTO
Step 1: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

ok

okok

S45-PH-5-B03-.. S45-PH-5-B03-..

1 cycle

3
4

5
6

7

press press ...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

N.O. press > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.O.
green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo ON

N.C.

wait 10 s wait 10 s

  

ok ok

D EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 2 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf den Reflektor und 
das Objekt (s. Grafik E). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen, speziell bei kleinen 
Objekten (s. Grafik F).
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

GB SETTING
The sensor has 2 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. Setting is made on reflector and object (see 
illustration E).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process particularly for small objects (see 
illustration F).
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 2 modes différents d’apprentissage (Teach-
in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Apprentissage sur l’objet puis sur 
l’arrière plan (voir illustration E).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service particulièrement 
pour les petits objects (voir illustration F).
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

I CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore è dotato di due differenti metodi di regolazione 
con Teach in.
Settaggio standard (STI): utilizzato nella maggio parte 
delle applicazioni. Il settaggio è eseguito acquisendo il 
riflettore e poi l‘oggetto (vedere figura E).
Settaggio Dinamico (DTI): utilizzato per rilevare 
l‘oggetto durante il processo in corso ed il particolare per  
piccoli oggetti (vedere figura F).
MANUTENZIONE
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

Soggetto a cambiamento | subject to change | sous réserve de modifications | Änderungen vorbehalten www.datalogic.com

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  H.

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  H.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s press > 1 s

 H.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Settaggio con input remoto: Comandare l’ingresso con le stesse 
tempistiche del pulsante di teach in, descritte al paragrafi E. ed F..
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the respective information stated in the overview D..
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon les spécifications données dans l'aperçu D..
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
gemäß den jeweiligen Angaben in Übersicht D.. 

GY IN

+UBBN

 

DIMENSIONE DELLO SPOT | SIZE OF LIGHT SPOT | TAILLE DU SPOT DE DÉTECTION | LICHTFLECKGRÖSSE (TYP.) CARATTERISTICHE DI RILEVAZIONE | SCANNING PROPERTIES | PROPRIÉTÉS DE DÉTECTION | TASTEIGENSCHAFTEN (TYP.)
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press > 3 s

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 1 cycle
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E.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in reflector / Apprendimento del riflettore Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

F.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

 G.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C. 
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DETECTION SPOT SIZE EXCESS GAIN
THROUGH BEAM

LASER BACKGROUND SUPPRESSOR

LASER ENERGETIC DIFFUSED

LASER RETROREFLECTIVE POLARIZED

DETECTION SPOT SIZE B/W SHIFT

DETECTION SPOT SIZE EXCESS GAIN



61CATALOG | Photoelectric Sensors

S45-PH-5-F03-../S45-PH-5-G00-XE S45-PH-5-F03-../S45-PH-5-G00-XE

D ANSCHLUSS
Stecker spannungsfrei aufstecken und festschrauben.
Leitung anschliessen. Es gilt das Anschlussschema (s. 
Grafik B). 
Für PNP/NPN gilt (s. Grafik C).
Spannung anlegen → LED grün leuchtet. 
Umschaltung N.O. ↔ N.C. (s. Grafik G). 
N.O. = Schließer; N.C. = Öffner.
JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sender und Empfänger aufeinander ausrichten bis gelbe 
LED (Empfänger) erlischt.
TEST: Testeingang Sender an +V legen. Sender erlischt, 
Empfänger schaltet und gelbe LED (Empfänger) ändert 
ihren Zustand. Schaltet Empfänger nicht, Justage wie-
derholen und Systemeinstellungen überprüfen.
EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 2 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf den Empfänger 
und das Objekt (s. Grafik E). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen, speziell bei kleinen 
Objekten (s. Grafik F).
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

GB CONNECTION
Insert plug tension-free and screw it tightly.
Connect cable according to the connection diagram (see 
illustration B) .
For PNP/NPN (see illustration C).
Apply voltage → green LED lights up. 
Switchng N.O. ↔ N.C. (see illustration G).
N.O. = normally open; N.C. = normally closed.
ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align the emitter and the receiver to each other until the 
yellow LED (receiver) switches off.
TEST: Switch the test input emitter to +V. The emitter will 
switch off, the receiver will perform a switching and the 
yellow LED (receiver) will change its state. If the receiver 
does not execute any switching repeat the adjustment 
and check the system settings.
SETTING
The sensor has 2 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. The setting is performed targeted towards the 
receiver and the object (see illustration E).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process, particularly for small objects (see 
illustration F).
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F RACCORDEMENT 
Enficher le connecteur sans tension et le visser.
Connecter le câble selon le schéma de raccordement 
(voir illustration B).
Pour PNP/NPN (voir illustration C).
Mettre sous tension → LED verte est allumée. 
Inversion N.O. ↔ N.C. (voir illustration G).
N.O. = ouverture; N.C. = fermeture.
AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner l'émetteur sur le récepteur jusqu'à ce que la LED 
(récepteur) jaune s'éteigne.
TEST : connecter l'entrée test émetteur sur +V. L'émetteur 
s'éteint, le récepteur commute et la LED jaune (récepteur) 
change d'état. Si le récepteur ne commute pas, répéter 
l'ajustage et contrôler les réglages du système.
RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 2  modes différents d’apprentissage 
(Teach-in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Réglage par rapport au récepteur et à 
l’objet (voir illustration E).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service,  particulièrement 
pour les petits objects (voir illustration F).
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

I CONNESSIONE
Inserire il connettore senza alimentazione ed avvitarlo 
fino in fondo.
Conettere il cavo come in figura B.
Vedere figura C per connessione PNP/NPN.
Tensione presente → LED Verde acceso. 
Logica di uscita N.O. ↔ N.C. (vedi figura G). 
N.O. Normalmente Aperto; N.C. Normalmente Chiuso.
POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare correttamente Emettitore e Ricevitore fino a 
quando il LED giallo sul ricevitore non si spegne.
TEST: Collegare l’input di TEST dell’emettitore a +V. 
L’emettitore si spegnerà, il ricevitore commuterà l’uscita 
ed il LED giallo del ricevitore cambierà di stato. Se il 
Ricevitore non commuta l’uscita, ripetere correttamente la 
regolazione e verificare il funzionamento del sistema.
CONFIGURAZIONE
Il Sensore ha due differenti metodi di regolazione  con 
TEACH-IN.
Regolazione Standard (STI): utilizzata nella maggior 
parte delle applicazioni, si esegue acquisendo prima 
l’emettitore correttamente allineato poi l’oggetto(vedere 
figura E).
Regolazione Dinamica: utilizzata per rilevare l’oggetto 
durante il funzionamento della macchina ed in particola-
re per oggetti piccoli (vedi figura F).
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.
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External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  H.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

premere pulsante ricevitore > 3 s

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  H.
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pulsante 
ricevitore
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pulsante 
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...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

N.O. premere pulsante  
ricevitore > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.O.
green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo ON

N.C.

wait 10 s

ok

wait 10 s

ok

    H.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l’ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the corresponding indications for the button.
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.
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E.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in emitter/receiver / Apprendimento Emettitore con Ricevitore Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

F.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

 G.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C.

ok

ok

D ANSCHLUSS
Stecker spannungsfrei aufstecken und festschrauben.
Leitung anschliessen. Es gilt das Anschlussschema (s. 
Grafik B). 
Für PNP/NPN gilt (s. Grafik C).
Spannung anlegen → LED grün leuchtet. 
Umschaltung N.O. ↔ N.C. (s. Grafik G). 
N.O. = Schließer; N.C. = Öffner.
JUSTAGE (S. GRAFIK D)
Sender und Empfänger aufeinander ausrichten bis gelbe 
LED (Empfänger) erlischt.
TEST: Testeingang Sender an +V legen. Sender erlischt, 
Empfänger schaltet und gelbe LED (Empfänger) ändert 
ihren Zustand. Schaltet Empfänger nicht, Justage wie-
derholen und Systemeinstellungen überprüfen.
EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 2 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf den Empfänger 
und das Objekt (s. Grafik E). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen, speziell bei kleinen 
Objekten (s. Grafik F).
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

GB CONNECTION
Insert plug tension-free and screw it tightly.
Connect cable according to the connection diagram (see 
illustration B) .
For PNP/NPN (see illustration C).
Apply voltage → green LED lights up. 
Switchng N.O. ↔ N.C. (see illustration G).
N.O. = normally open; N.C. = normally closed.
ADJUSTMENT (SEE ILLUSTRATION D)
Align the emitter and the receiver to each other until the 
yellow LED (receiver) switches off.
TEST: Switch the test input emitter to +V. The emitter will 
switch off, the receiver will perform a switching and the 
yellow LED (receiver) will change its state. If the receiver 
does not execute any switching repeat the adjustment 
and check the system settings.
SETTING
The sensor has 2 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. The setting is performed targeted towards the 
receiver and the object (see illustration E).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process, particularly for small objects (see 
illustration F).
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F RACCORDEMENT 
Enficher le connecteur sans tension et le visser.
Connecter le câble selon le schéma de raccordement 
(voir illustration B).
Pour PNP/NPN (voir illustration C).
Mettre sous tension → LED verte est allumée. 
Inversion N.O. ↔ N.C. (voir illustration G).
N.O. = ouverture; N.C. = fermeture.
AJUSTEMENT (VOIR ILLUSTRATION D)
Aligner l'émetteur sur le récepteur jusqu'à ce que la LED 
(récepteur) jaune s'éteigne.
TEST : connecter l'entrée test émetteur sur +V. L'émetteur 
s'éteint, le récepteur commute et la LED jaune (récepteur) 
change d'état. Si le récepteur ne commute pas, répéter 
l'ajustage et contrôler les réglages du système.
RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 2  modes différents d’apprentissage 
(Teach-in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Réglage par rapport au récepteur et à 
l’objet (voir illustration E).
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service,  particulièrement 
pour les petits objects (voir illustration F).
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

I CONNESSIONE
Inserire il connettore senza alimentazione ed avvitarlo 
fino in fondo.
Conettere il cavo come in figura B.
Vedere figura C per connessione PNP/NPN.
Tensione presente → LED Verde acceso. 
Logica di uscita N.O. ↔ N.C. (vedi figura G). 
N.O. Normalmente Aperto; N.C. Normalmente Chiuso.
POSIZIONAMENTO (VEDI FIGURA D)
Allineare correttamente Emettitore e Ricevitore fino a 
quando il LED giallo sul ricevitore non si spegne.
TEST: Collegare l’input di TEST dell’emettitore a +V. 
L’emettitore si spegnerà, il ricevitore commuterà l’uscita 
ed il LED giallo del ricevitore cambierà di stato. Se il 
Ricevitore non commuta l’uscita, ripetere correttamente la 
regolazione e verificare il funzionamento del sistema.
CONFIGURAZIONE
Il Sensore ha due differenti metodi di regolazione  con 
TEACH-IN.
Regolazione Standard (STI): utilizzata nella maggior 
parte delle applicazioni, si esegue acquisendo prima 
l’emettitore correttamente allineato poi l’oggetto(vedere 
figura E).
Regolazione Dinamica: utilizzata per rilevare l’oggetto 
durante il funzionamento della macchina ed in particola-
re per oggetti piccoli (vedi figura F).
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.
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    H.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l’ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according 
to the corresponding indications for the button.
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.
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E.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in emitter/receiver / Apprendimento Emettitore con Ricevitore Step 2: Teach-in object / Apprendimento oggetto

F.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

 G.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C.

ok

ok

S45-PR-5-W13/-W03-.. S45-PR-5-W43/-W33-..

I CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore ha due metodi differenti di Regolazione.
Metodo Standard con Teach-in (STI): utilizzato nella 
maggior parte delle applicazioni. La regolazione viene 
eseguita apprendendo prima la tacca poi lo sfondo (vedi 
figura F). L'uscita sarà attiva a seconda in relazione a 
cosa è stato appreso al primo passo (tacca o sfondo), la 
configurazione di fabbrica è L/D via teach-in.
Apprendimento Dinamico (DTI): è utilizzato per rego-
lare il sensore durante il funzionamento delle macchina 
(vedi figura G).
Selezione L/D: Il sensore ha tre modi di selezione Buio/
Luce (L/D).
1. L/D via Teach-in
2. Sensore sempre in L (Luce)
3. Sensore sempre in D (Buio)
MANUTENZIONE
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

GB SETTING
The sensor has 2 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. Setting is performed for the mark and the back-
ground (see illustration F). The switching output will be 
active for the first taught attribute (mark or background), 
for the factory setting LO / DO via teach-in.
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process (see illustration G).
Switching LO / DO: The sensor has three setting 
options.
1. LO / DO via teach-in in series
2. Sensor always LO
3. Sensor always DO
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 2 modes différents d’apprentissage (Teach-
in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Alignement sur le repère et l'arrière-plan 
(voir illustration F). La sortie de commutation répond au 
premier critère appris (repère ou arrière-plan); en cas de 
réglage LO / DO selon Teach-in (configuration d'origine). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service (voir illustration G).
Inversion LO / DO : Le capteur offre trois possibilités 
de réglage.
1. LO / DO selon l'ordre de Teach-in
2. Capteur toujours LO
3. Capteur toujours DO
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.
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 I.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l'ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according to 
the corresponding indications for the button.
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.

WH IN

+UBBN

S45-..-W13 / S45-..-W03 S45-..-W43 / S45-..-W33
I Lo spot di emissione lampeggia 1x

Contrasto OK
3x
Contrasto al limite, consigliabile ripetere regolazione

5 s
Contrasto non sufficiente

3x verde
contrasto OK

3x blu
Contrasto al limite, consigliabile ripetere regolazione

5 s rosso
Contrasto non sufficiente

GB Light spot flashes 1x
Contrast good

3x
Contrast low, readjustment recommended

5 s
Contrast not sufficient

3x green
Contrast good

3x blue
Contrast low, readjustment recommended

5 s red
Contrast not sufficient

F Le spot de détection clignote 1x
Bon contraste

3x
Faible contraste, rajustage conseillé

5 s
Contraste non

3x verte
Bon contraste

3x bleue
Faible contraste, rajustage conseillé

5 s rouge
Contraste non

D Lichtfleck blinkt 1x
Kontrast gut

3x
Kontrast gering, Nachjustierung empfohlen

5 s
Kontrast nicht ausreichend

3x grün
Kontrast gut

3x blau
Kontrast gering, Nachjustierung empfohlen

5 s rot
Kontrast nicht ausreichend

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  I.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s press > 1 s

press press press ...

until green & yellow LED 
flash alternately /  

fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

press > 13 s

green and yellow LED 
flash at the same time / 
Il LED verde ed il LED 

giallo lampeggiano 
insieme 

LO/DO  
via Teach-in

green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

LO DO

   

press > 3 s

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno → I.

wait 10 s

ok

wait 10 s

ok

yellow LED flashes 
green LED OFF / 

LED giallo lampeg-
gia LED verde OFF

wait 10 s

ok

LO/DO  
via Teach-in

 



press > 1 tacca

1 Tacca



D EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 2 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf die Marke und 
den Hintergrund (s. Grafik F). Der Schaltausgang ist 
aktiv auf das zuerst eingelernte Merkmal (Marke oder 
Hintergrund), bei Einstellung LO / DO via Teach-in 
(Werkseinstellung). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen (s. Grafik G).
Umschaltung LO / DO: Der Sensor verfügt über 3 
Einstellmöglichkeiten.
1. LO / DO via Teach-in Reihenfolge
2. Sensor immer LO
3. Sensor immer DO
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

F.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in mark / Apprendimento Tacca Step 2: Teach-in background / Apprendimento Sfondo

 H.  SELEZIONE LO / DO | SWITCHING LO / DO | INVERSION LO / DO | UMSCHALTUNG LO / DO

G.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

E.  SEGNALAZIONI ALL'UTENTE DOPO L'APPRENDIMENTO | FEEDBACK AFTER TEACH-IN | INFORMATION D'EXÉCUTION APRÉS APPRENTISSAGE | RÜCKMELDUNG NACH TEACH-IN

DIAGRAMMA DI RILEVAZIONE  | SIGNAL PROCESS | COURBE DU SIGNAL | SIGNAL VERLAUF (TYP.)
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I CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore ha due metodi differenti di Regolazione.
Metodo Standard con Teach-in (STI): utilizzato nella 
maggior parte delle applicazioni. La regolazione viene 
eseguita apprendendo prima la tacca poi lo sfondo (vedi 
figura F). L'uscita sarà attiva a seconda in relazione a 
cosa è stato appreso al primo passo (tacca o sfondo), la 
configurazione di fabbrica è L/D via teach-in.
Apprendimento Dinamico (DTI): è utilizzato per rego-
lare il sensore durante il funzionamento delle macchina 
(vedi figura G).
Selezione L/D: Il sensore ha tre modi di selezione Buio/
Luce (L/D).
1. L/D via Teach-in
2. Sensore sempre in L (Luce)
3. Sensore sempre in D (Buio)
MANUTENZIONE
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

GB SETTING
The sensor has 2 differerent Teach-in modes. 
Standard Teach-in (STI): is suited for nearly all appli-
cations. Setting is performed for the mark and the back-
ground (see illustration F). The switching output will be 
active for the first taught attribute (mark or background), 
for the factory setting LO / DO via teach-in.
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): is suited for setting the sensor 
in the running process (see illustration G).
Switching LO / DO: The sensor has three setting 
options.
1. LO / DO via teach-in in series
2. Sensor always LO
3. Sensor always DO
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F RÉGLAGE
Le capteur a 2 modes différents d’apprentissage (Teach-
in).
Standard Teach-in (STI) : est adapté à presque toutes 
les applications. Alignement sur le repère et l'arrière-plan 
(voir illustration F). La sortie de commutation répond au 
premier critère appris (repère ou arrière-plan); en cas de 
réglage LO / DO selon Teach-in (configuration d'origine). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI) : est approprié pour régler le 
capteur pendant qu’il est en service (voir illustration G).
Inversion LO / DO : Le capteur offre trois possibilités 
de réglage.
1. LO / DO selon l'ordre de Teach-in
2. Capteur toujours LO
3. Capteur toujours DO
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.
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 I.  EXTERNAL TEACH-IN | TEACH IN ESTERNO

I Regolazione con TEACH IN esterno: Comandare l'ingresso con le 
stesse tempistiche del pulsante di teach in.
GB Setting via control input IN: Closing and opening times according to 
the corresponding indications for the button.
F Réglage par entrée de contrôle IN : Temps de fermeture et 
d’ouverture selon l’indication correspondante de la bouton.
D Einstellung über Steuereingang IN: Schließ- und Öffnungsdauer 
analog den jeweiligen Angaben für die Taste.

WH IN

+UBBN

S45-..-W13 / S45-..-W03 S45-..-W43 / S45-..-W33
I Lo spot di emissione lampeggia 1x

Contrasto OK
3x
Contrasto al limite, consigliabile ripetere regolazione

5 s
Contrasto non sufficiente

3x verde
contrasto OK

3x blu
Contrasto al limite, consigliabile ripetere regolazione

5 s rosso
Contrasto non sufficiente

GB Light spot flashes 1x
Contrast good

3x
Contrast low, readjustment recommended

5 s
Contrast not sufficient

3x green
Contrast good

3x blue
Contrast low, readjustment recommended

5 s red
Contrast not sufficient

F Le spot de détection clignote 1x
Bon contraste

3x
Faible contraste, rajustage conseillé

5 s
Contraste non

3x verte
Bon contraste

3x bleue
Faible contraste, rajustage conseillé

5 s rouge
Contraste non

D Lichtfleck blinkt 1x
Kontrast gut

3x
Kontrast gering, Nachjustierung empfohlen

5 s
Kontrast nicht ausreichend

3x grün
Kontrast gut

3x blau
Kontrast gering, Nachjustierung empfohlen

5 s rot
Kontrast nicht ausreichend

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno →  I.

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press > 3 s press > 1 s

press press press ...

until green & yellow LED 
flash alternately /  

fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

press > 13 s

green and yellow LED 
flash at the same time / 
Il LED verde ed il LED 

giallo lampeggiano 
insieme 

LO/DO  
via Teach-in

green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

LO DO

   

press > 3 s

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

External Teach-in / Teach in Esterno → I.

wait 10 s

ok

wait 10 s

ok

yellow LED flashes 
green LED OFF / 

LED giallo lampeg-
gia LED verde OFF

wait 10 s

ok

LO/DO  
via Teach-in

 



press > 1 tacca

1 Tacca



D EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über 2 unterschiedliche Teach-in-
Modi.  
Standard Teach-in (STI): ist für nahezu jede Anwen-
dung geeignet. Einstellung erfolgt auf die Marke und 
den Hintergrund (s. Grafik F). Der Schaltausgang ist 
aktiv auf das zuerst eingelernte Merkmal (Marke oder 
Hintergrund), bei Einstellung LO / DO via Teach-in 
(Werkseinstellung). 
Dynamic Teach-in (DTI): ist geeignet den Sensor im 
laufenden Prozess einzustellen (s. Grafik G).
Umschaltung LO / DO: Der Sensor verfügt über 3 
Einstellmöglichkeiten.
1. LO / DO via Teach-in Reihenfolge
2. Sensor immer LO
3. Sensor immer DO
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

F.  STANDARD TEACH-IN (STI) | TEACH IN STANDARD
Step 1: Teach-in mark / Apprendimento Tacca Step 2: Teach-in background / Apprendimento Sfondo

 H.  SELEZIONE LO / DO | SWITCHING LO / DO | INVERSION LO / DO | UMSCHALTUNG LO / DO

G.  DYNAMIC TEACH-IN (DTI) | APPRENDIMENTO DINAMICO
Step 1: During running process / Durante il processo avviato Step 2: Teach-in object during running process / Apprendimento oggetto con processo avviato

E.  SEGNALAZIONI ALL'UTENTE DOPO L'APPRENDIMENTO | FEEDBACK AFTER TEACH-IN | INFORMATION D'EXÉCUTION APRÉS APPRENTISSAGE | RÜCKMELDUNG NACH TEACH-IN

DIAGRAMMA DI RILEVAZIONE  | SIGNAL PROCESS | COURBE DU SIGNAL | SIGNAL VERLAUF (TYP.)

S45-PR-5-W13/-W03-.. S45-PR-5-W43/-W33-..
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S45-PR-5-Y03-.. (characteristic Q) S45-PR-5-Y13-.. (characteristic Q)

Q

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press Q > 6 s press Q > 1 s

Teach 1
Teach 2

 

I CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore è dotato di di una uscita analogica ed una 
uscita in commutazione che possono essere regolate 
indipendentemente una dall'altra.
Uscita Analogica (vedere grafico E): i due punti di app-
rendimento delimitano l'inizio e la fine dell'area di misura 
e possono scalare il valore dell'uscita analogica.
Teach point 1 (TP1 [mm]) = 1 V.
Teach point 2 (TP2 [mm]) = 10 V.
Eseguendo un secondo apprendimento fuori dall'area 
di misura l'uscita analogica del sensore torna alla sua 
impostazione di fabbrica.
Commutazione dell'uscita (vedere grafico F): i due 
punti appresi identificano rispettivamente l'inizio e la fine 
della finestra di commutazione dell'uscita.
Attraverso una seconda fase di apprendimento al di 
fuori della finestra di misura, la commutazione dell'uscita 
viene regolata come da parametri di fabbrica.
Modo di regolazione (vedi grafico G): la sequenza di 
apprendimento e la distanza dell'oggetto determinano la 
caratteristica della uscita analogica QA e l'ampiezza della 
finestra di commutazione Q.
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

GB SETTING
The sensor has an analog and a switching output, which 
can be set independent of each other.
Analog output (see graphic E): The two teach points 
identify the beginning and end of the measuring area 
and scale the analog output.
Teach point 1 (TP1 [mm]) = 1 V.
Teach point 2 (TP2 [mm]) = 10 V.
Through a second teaching outside of the measuring 
area, the analog output is set to its factory settings.
Switching output (see graphic F): The two teaching 
points identify the beginning and end of the switching 
window.
Through a second teaching outside of the measuring 
area, the switching output is set to its factory settings.
Setting mode (see graphic G): The teach sequence 
and object distance determine the characteristics of the 
analog output QA and the window width of the switching 
output Q.
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F RÉGLAGE
Le capteur dispose d'une sortie analogique et d'une 
sortie à seuil qui peuvent être réglées indépendamment 
l'une de l'autre.
Sortie analogique (voir graphique E) : Les deux points 
d'apprentissage marquent le début et la fin de l'étendue 
de mesure et ils mettent la sortie analogique à l'échelle.
Point d'apprentissage 1 (TP1 [mm]) = 1 V.
Point d'apprentissage 2 (TP2 [mm]) = 10 V.
Un double apprentissage à l'extérieur de l'étendue de 
mesure met la sortie analogique sur son réglage d'usine.
Sortie à seuil (voir graphique F) : Les deux points 
d'apprentissage marquent le début et la fin de la fenêtre 
de commutation.
Un double apprentissage à l'extérieur de l'étendue de 
mesure met la sortie à seuil sur son réglage d'usine.
Modes de réglage (voir graphique G) : L'ordre 
d'apprentissage et la distance de l'objet déterminent 
la ligne caractéristique de la sortie analogique QA et la 
largeur de la fenêtre de la sortie à seuil Q.
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

Soggetto a cambiamento | subject to change | sous réserve de modifications | Änderungen vorbehalten www.datalogic.com
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* S45-PR-5-Y03 = 2 ... 6 mm / S45-PR-5-Y13 = 5 ... 35 mm (grigio / grey / gris / grau 18 %)
la finestra di misura minima è dipendente dalla distanza dell'oggetto da rilevare / minimal measuring window depending on the object distance / fenêtre de mesure minimale en fonction de la distance de l'objet / minimales Messfenster in Abhängigkeit des Objekt-
abstands 
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*

QA

until yellow LED flashes

press QA > 3 s press QA > 1 s

Teach 1 = 1 V
Teach 2 = 10 V



press Q press Q ...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

N.O. press Q > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo ON

N.O.
green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.C.

 

wait 10 s
ok

wait 10 s
ok

D EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über einen Analog- und einen 
Schaltausgang, die unabhängig voneinander eingestellt 
werden können.
Analogausgang (siehe Grafik E): Die beiden Teach-
punkte kennzeichnen Anfang und Ende des Messbe-
reichs und skalieren den Analogausgang.
Teachpunkt 1 (TP1 [mm]) = 1 V.
Teachpunkt 2 (TP2 [mm]) = 10 V.
Durch zweimaliges Teachen ausserhalb des Messbe-
reichs wird der Analogausgang auf seine Werkseinstel-
lung gesetzt.
Schaltausgang (siehe Grafik F): Die zwei Teachpunk-
te TP1 und TP2 kennzeichnen Anfang und Ende des 
Schaltfensters.
Durch zweimaliges Teachen ausserhalb des Messbe-
reichs wird der Schaltausgang auf seine Werkseinstel-
lung gesetzt.
Einstell-Modi (siehe Grafik G): Teachreihenfolge und 
Objektabstand bestimmen die Kennlinie des Analogaus-
gangs QA und die Fensterbreite des Schaltausgangs Q.
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

E.  USCTA ANALOGICA | ANALOG OUTPUT | SORTIE ANALOGIQUE | ANALOGAUSGANG
Step 1: Object Position 1 (TP1) / Apprendimento posizione 1 
dell'oggetto

Step 2: Object Position 2 (TP2) / Apprendimento posizione 2 
dell'oggetto

F.  USCITA DI COMMUTAZIONE | SWITCHING OUTPUT | SORTIE DE COMMUTATION | SCHALTAUSGANG
Step 1: Object Position 1 (TP1) / Posizione 1 dell'oggetto Step 2: Object Position 2 (TP2) / Posizione 2 dell'oggetto

 H.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C.

 G.  METODI DI REGOLAZIONE | SETTING MODE | MODES DE RÉGLAGE | EINSTELL-MODI
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Q
(PNP, N.O.)

DIMENSIONE DELLO SPOT | SIZE OF LIGHT SPOT | TAILLE DU SPOT DE DÉTECTION | LICHTFLECKGRÖSSE (TYP.)
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CARATTERISTICHE DI RILEVAZIONE | SCANNING PROPERTIES | PROPRIÉTÉS DE DÉTECTION | TASTEIGENSCHAFTEN (TYP.)
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CARATTERISTICHE QA / Q | CHARACTERISTIC QA / Q | CARACTÉRISTIQUE QA / Q | KENNLINIE QA / Q (TYP.)

S45-PR-5-Y03-.. /-Y13-..
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ok ok

Q

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press Q > 6 s press Q > 1 s

Teach 1
Teach 2

 

I CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore è dotato di di una uscita analogica ed una 
uscita in commutazione che possono essere regolate 
indipendentemente una dall'altra.
Uscita Analogica (vedere grafico E): i due punti di app-
rendimento delimitano l'inizio e la fine dell'area di misura 
e possono scalare il valore dell'uscita analogica.
Teach point 1 (TP1 [mm]) = 1 V.
Teach point 2 (TP2 [mm]) = 10 V.
Eseguendo un secondo apprendimento fuori dall'area 
di misura l'uscita analogica del sensore torna alla sua 
impostazione di fabbrica.
Commutazione dell'uscita (vedere grafico F): i due 
punti appresi identificano rispettivamente l'inizio e la fine 
della finestra di commutazione dell'uscita.
Attraverso una seconda fase di apprendimento al di 
fuori della finestra di misura, la commutazione dell'uscita 
viene regolata come da parametri di fabbrica.
Modo di regolazione (vedi grafico G): la sequenza di 
apprendimento e la distanza dell'oggetto determinano la 
caratteristica della uscita analogica QA e l'ampiezza della 
finestra di commutazione Q.
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

GB SETTING
The sensor has an analog and a switching output, which 
can be set independent of each other.
Analog output (see graphic E): The two teach points 
identify the beginning and end of the measuring area 
and scale the analog output.
Teach point 1 (TP1 [mm]) = 1 V.
Teach point 2 (TP2 [mm]) = 10 V.
Through a second teaching outside of the measuring 
area, the analog output is set to its factory settings.
Switching output (see graphic F): The two teaching 
points identify the beginning and end of the switching 
window.
Through a second teaching outside of the measuring 
area, the switching output is set to its factory settings.
Setting mode (see graphic G): The teach sequence 
and object distance determine the characteristics of the 
analog output QA and the window width of the switching 
output Q.
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F RÉGLAGE
Le capteur dispose d'une sortie analogique et d'une 
sortie à seuil qui peuvent être réglées indépendamment 
l'une de l'autre.
Sortie analogique (voir graphique E) : Les deux points 
d'apprentissage marquent le début et la fin de l'étendue 
de mesure et ils mettent la sortie analogique à l'échelle.
Point d'apprentissage 1 (TP1 [mm]) = 1 V.
Point d'apprentissage 2 (TP2 [mm]) = 10 V.
Un double apprentissage à l'extérieur de l'étendue de 
mesure met la sortie analogique sur son réglage d'usine.
Sortie à seuil (voir graphique F) : Les deux points 
d'apprentissage marquent le début et la fin de la fenêtre 
de commutation.
Un double apprentissage à l'extérieur de l'étendue de 
mesure met la sortie à seuil sur son réglage d'usine.
Modes de réglage (voir graphique G) : L'ordre 
d'apprentissage et la distance de l'objet déterminent 
la ligne caractéristique de la sortie analogique QA et la 
largeur de la fenêtre de la sortie à seuil Q.
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.

Soggetto a cambiamento | subject to change | sous réserve de modifications | Änderungen vorbehalten www.datalogic.com
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QA

until yellow LED flashes

press QA > 3 s press QA > 1 s

Teach 1 = 1 V
Teach 2 = 10 V



press Q press Q ...
until green & yellow LED 

flash alternately /  
fino a che il LED verde e 
giallo lampeggiano alter-

nativamente

N.O. press Q > 13 s

green LED flashes 
yellow LED ON / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo ON

N.O.
green LED flashes 
yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
gia LED giallo OFF

N.C.

 

wait 10 s
ok

wait 10 s
ok

D EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über einen Analog- und einen 
Schaltausgang, die unabhängig voneinander eingestellt 
werden können.
Analogausgang (siehe Grafik E): Die beiden Teach-
punkte kennzeichnen Anfang und Ende des Messbe-
reichs und skalieren den Analogausgang.
Teachpunkt 1 (TP1 [mm]) = 1 V.
Teachpunkt 2 (TP2 [mm]) = 10 V.
Durch zweimaliges Teachen ausserhalb des Messbe-
reichs wird der Analogausgang auf seine Werkseinstel-
lung gesetzt.
Schaltausgang (siehe Grafik F): Die zwei Teachpunk-
te TP1 und TP2 kennzeichnen Anfang und Ende des 
Schaltfensters.
Durch zweimaliges Teachen ausserhalb des Messbe-
reichs wird der Schaltausgang auf seine Werkseinstel-
lung gesetzt.
Einstell-Modi (siehe Grafik G): Teachreihenfolge und 
Objektabstand bestimmen die Kennlinie des Analogaus-
gangs QA und die Fensterbreite des Schaltausgangs Q.
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

E.  USCTA ANALOGICA | ANALOG OUTPUT | SORTIE ANALOGIQUE | ANALOGAUSGANG
Step 1: Object Position 1 (TP1) / Apprendimento posizione 1 
dell'oggetto

Step 2: Object Position 2 (TP2) / Apprendimento posizione 2 
dell'oggetto

F.  USCITA DI COMMUTAZIONE | SWITCHING OUTPUT | SORTIE DE COMMUTATION | SCHALTAUSGANG
Step 1: Object Position 1 (TP1) / Posizione 1 dell'oggetto Step 2: Object Position 2 (TP2) / Posizione 2 dell'oggetto

 H.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C.

 G.  METODI DI REGOLAZIONE | SETTING MODE | MODES DE RÉGLAGE | EINSTELL-MODI
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CARATTERISTICHE QA / Q | CHARACTERISTIC QA / Q | CARACTÉRISTIQUE QA / Q | KENNLINIE QA / Q (TYP.)
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S45-PR-5-Y03/-Y13-..

Q

until green & yellow LED flash at the same time / 
fino a che il LED verde e giallo non lampeggiano assieme

press Q > 6 s press Q > 1 s

Teach 1
Teach 2

 

I CONFIGURAZIONE
Il sensore è dotato di di una uscita analogica ed una 
uscita in commutazione che possono essere regolate 
indipendentemente una dall'altra.
Uscita Analogica (vedere grafico E): i due punti di app-
rendimento delimitano l'inizio e la fine dell'area di misura 
e possono scalare il valore dell'uscita analogica.
Teach point 1 (TP1 [mm]) = 1 V.
Teach point 2 (TP2 [mm]) = 10 V.
Eseguendo un secondo apprendimento fuori dall'area 
di misura l'uscita analogica del sensore torna alla sua 
impostazione di fabbrica.
Commutazione dell'uscita (vedere grafico F): i due 
punti appresi identificano rispettivamente l'inizio e la fine 
della finestra di commutazione dell'uscita.
Attraverso una seconda fase di apprendimento al di 
fuori della finestra di misura, la commutazione dell'uscita 
viene regolata come da parametri di fabbrica.
Modo di regolazione (vedi grafico G): la sequenza di 
apprendimento e la distanza dell'oggetto determinano la 
caratteristica della uscita analogica QA e l'ampiezza della 
finestra di commutazione Q.
MANUTENZIONE 
Il sensore è libero da manutenzione.

GB SETTING
The sensor has an analog and a switching output, which 
can be set independent of each other.
Analog output (see graphic E): The two teach points 
identify the beginning and end of the measuring area 
and scale the analog output.
Teach point 1 (TP1 [mm]) = 1 V.
Teach point 2 (TP2 [mm]) = 10 V.
Through a second teaching outside of the measuring 
area, the analog output is set to its factory settings.
Switching output (see graphic F): The two teaching 
points identify the beginning and end of the switching 
window.
Through a second teaching outside of the measuring 
area, the switching output is set to its factory settings.
Setting mode (see graphic G): The teach sequence 
and object distance determine the characteristics of the 
analog output QA and the window width of the switching 
output Q.
MAINTENANCE
Sensors are maintenance-free. We recommend to 
cyclically clean the optical surfaces and check the screw 
connections and plug connections.

F RÉGLAGE
Le capteur dispose d'une sortie analogique et d'une 
sortie à seuil qui peuvent être réglées indépendamment 
l'une de l'autre.
Sortie analogique (voir graphique E) : Les deux points 
d'apprentissage marquent le début et la fin de l'étendue 
de mesure et ils mettent la sortie analogique à l'échelle.
Point d'apprentissage 1 (TP1 [mm]) = 1 V.
Point d'apprentissage 2 (TP2 [mm]) = 10 V.
Un double apprentissage à l'extérieur de l'étendue de 
mesure met la sortie analogique sur son réglage d'usine.
Sortie à seuil (voir graphique F) : Les deux points 
d'apprentissage marquent le début et la fin de la fenêtre 
de commutation.
Un double apprentissage à l'extérieur de l'étendue de 
mesure met la sortie à seuil sur son réglage d'usine.
Modes de réglage (voir graphique G) : L'ordre 
d'apprentissage et la distance de l'objet déterminent 
la ligne caractéristique de la sortie analogique QA et la 
largeur de la fenêtre de la sortie à seuil Q.
ENTRETIEN
Les capteurs ne demandent aucun entretien. Nous 
recommandons de nettoyer les surfaces optiques et 
vérifier les raccordements et les fixations régulièrement.
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la finestra di misura minima è dipendente dalla distanza dell'oggetto da rilevare / minimal measuring window depending on the object distance / fenêtre de mesure minimale en fonction de la distance de l'objet / minimales Messfenster in Abhängigkeit des Objekt-
abstands 
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Teach 1 = 1 V
Teach 2 = 10 V
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N.O. press Q > 13 s
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yellow LED ON / 
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yellow LED OFF / 

LED verde lampeg-
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N.C.

 

wait 10 s
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wait 10 s
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D EINSTELLUNG
Der Sensor verfügt über einen Analog- und einen 
Schaltausgang, die unabhängig voneinander eingestellt 
werden können.
Analogausgang (siehe Grafik E): Die beiden Teach-
punkte kennzeichnen Anfang und Ende des Messbe-
reichs und skalieren den Analogausgang.
Teachpunkt 1 (TP1 [mm]) = 1 V.
Teachpunkt 2 (TP2 [mm]) = 10 V.
Durch zweimaliges Teachen ausserhalb des Messbe-
reichs wird der Analogausgang auf seine Werkseinstel-
lung gesetzt.
Schaltausgang (siehe Grafik F): Die zwei Teachpunk-
te TP1 und TP2 kennzeichnen Anfang und Ende des 
Schaltfensters.
Durch zweimaliges Teachen ausserhalb des Messbe-
reichs wird der Schaltausgang auf seine Werkseinstel-
lung gesetzt.
Einstell-Modi (siehe Grafik G): Teachreihenfolge und 
Objektabstand bestimmen die Kennlinie des Analogaus-
gangs QA und die Fensterbreite des Schaltausgangs Q.
WARTUNG
Sensoren sind wartungsfrei. Es wird empfohlen in 
regelmäßigen Intervallen die optischen Flächen zu 
reinigen und Verschraubungen und Steckverbindungen 
zu überprüfen.

E.  USCTA ANALOGICA | ANALOG OUTPUT | SORTIE ANALOGIQUE | ANALOGAUSGANG
Step 1: Object Position 1 (TP1) / Apprendimento posizione 1 
dell'oggetto

Step 2: Object Position 2 (TP2) / Apprendimento posizione 2 
dell'oggetto

F.  USCITA DI COMMUTAZIONE | SWITCHING OUTPUT | SORTIE DE COMMUTATION | SCHALTAUSGANG
Step 1: Object Position 1 (TP1) / Posizione 1 dell'oggetto Step 2: Object Position 2 (TP2) / Posizione 2 dell'oggetto

 H.  SELEZIONE N.O. / N.C. | SWITCHING N.O. / N.C. | INVERSION N.O. / N.C. | UMSCHALTUNG N.O. / N.C.

 G.  METODI DI REGOLAZIONE | SETTING MODE | MODES DE RÉGLAGE | EINSTELL-MODI
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ST-S45-DVT
Accessorio di montaggio per S45 usando la coda di rondine (Alluminio anodizzato)
Mounting component for dovetail S45 (aluminium, anodised)
Equerre de fixation pour pince à queue d'aronde S45 (en aluminium éloxé)
Halterung für Schwalbenschwanz S45 (Aluminium eloxiert)

821003890 Rev.00  X1523
www.datalogic.com

I MONTAGGIO
Innestare le due prese 
arrotondate della staffa di 
montaggio nella coda di 
rondine sul corpo sensore.
Allineare il sensore in modo 
corretto (vedi fig 4)
Una volta aver soddisfatto 
il corretto allineamento 
bloccare il tutto usando due 
viti di M3 e due dadi di M3 
(vedi figura 3)

GB ASSEMBLY
Lock the two clamp jaws of 
the mounting component 
with the round side in the 
dovetail guide on the back 
of the housing.
Align sensor as needed 
(fig. 4).
After adjustment, fix the 
mounting component with 
two M3 screws, using two 
M3 nuts (fig. 3).

F MONTAGE
Enclencher les deux 
mâchoires de serrage 
avec la face ronde dans la 
guidage de pince à queue 
d’aronde à la face arrière 
du boîtier.
Aligner le capteur selon les 
besoins (fig. 4).
Après l'ajustement, attacher 
l'équerre de fixation avec 
deux vis M3 en utilisant 
deux écrous M3 (fig. 3).

D MONTAGE
Die beiden Klemmbacken 
der Halterung mit der 
runden Seite in die Schwal-
benschwanzführung an der 
Rückseite des Gehäuses 
einrasten.
Sensor nach Bedarf ausrich-
ten (Abb. 4).
Nach der Justage die Hal-
terung mit zwei M3-Schrau-
ben unter Verwendung 
zweier M3-Muttern (Abb. 3) 
befestigen.
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OPTIC FUNCTION EMISSION CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER NO.

Diffused proximty

LED

2m Cable
PNP S45-PR-2-C03-PH 950411220

NPN S45-PR-2-C03-NH 950411210

M8
PNP S45-PR-5-C03-PH 950411240

NPN S45-PR-5-C03-NH 950411230

LASER M8
PNP S45-PH-5-C03-PH 950411260

NPN S45-PH-5-C03-NH 950411250

Polarized Retroreflective

LED

2m Cable
PNP S45-PR-2-B03-PH 950411100

NPN S45-PR-2-B03-NH 950411090

M8
PNP S45-PR-5-B03-PH 950411120

NPN S45-PR-5-B03-NH 950411110

LASER M8
PNP S45-PH-5-B03-PH 950411140

NPN S45-PH-5-B03-NH 950411130

Polarized retroreflective autocollimated for 
transparent LED

2m Cable
PNP S45-PR-2-T53-PH 950411160

NPN S45-PR-2-T53-NH 950411150

M8
PNP S45-PR-5-T53-PH 950411180

NPN S45-PR-5-T53-NH 950411170

Polarized retroreflective autocollimated LED M8
PNP S45-PR-5-B53-PH 950411200

NPN S45-PR-5-B53-NH 950411190

Through beam

LED

2m Cable

- S45-PR-2-G00-XE 950411000

PNP S45-PR-2-F03-PH 950411020

NPN S45-PR-2-F03-NH 950411010

M8

- S45-PR-5-G00-XE 950411030

PNP S45-PR-5-F03-PH 950411050

NPN S45-PR-5-F03-NH 950411040

LASER M8

- S45-PH-5-G00-XE 950411060

PNP S45-PH-5-F03-PH 950411080

NPN S45-PH-5-F03-NH 950411070

Background suppressor 200mm LED

2m Cable
PNP S45-PR-2-M03-PH 950411280

NPN S45-PR-2-M03-NH 950411270

M8
PNP S45-PR-5-M03-PH 950411300

NPN S45-PR-5-M03-NH 950411290

Background suppressor 400mm LED

2m Cable
PNP S45-PR-2-M13-PH 950411320

NPN S45-PR-2-M13-NH 950411310

M8
PNP S45-PR-5-M13-PH 950411340

NPN S45-PR-5-M13-NH 950411330

Background suppressor laser LASER M8
PNP S45-PH-5-M03-PH 950411360

NPN S45-PH-5-M03-NH 950411350

Distance sensor LED M8
PNP S45-PR-5-Y03-PV 950411380

NPN S45-PR-5-Y03-NV 950411370

Distance sensor LED M8
PNP S45-PR-5-Y13-PV 950411400

NPN S45-PR-5-Y13-NV 950411390

Contrast Sensor 10kHz
WHITE

M8
PUSH-PULL S45-PR-5-W03-OH 950411420

RGB PUSH-PULL S45-PR-5-W13-OH 950411410

Contrast Sensor 25kHz
WHITE

M8
PUSH-PULL S45-PR-5-W33-OH 950411440

RGB PUSH-PULL S45-PR-5-W43-OH 950411430

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION
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ST-S45-DVT

ST-S45-DVT

ST-MINI-PRO

ST-S45-DVT

ST-S45-DVT
Accessorio di montaggio per S45 usando la coda di rondine (Alluminio anodizzato)
Mounting component for dovetail S45 (aluminium, anodised)
Equerre de fixation pour pince à queue d'aronde S45 (en aluminium éloxé)
Halterung für Schwalbenschwanz S45 (Aluminium eloxiert)

821003890 Rev.00  X1523
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I MONTAGGIO
Innestare le due prese 
arrotondate della staffa di 
montaggio nella coda di 
rondine sul corpo sensore.
Allineare il sensore in modo 
corretto (vedi fig 4)
Una volta aver soddisfatto 
il corretto allineamento 
bloccare il tutto usando due 
viti di M3 e due dadi di M3 
(vedi figura 3)

GB ASSEMBLY
Lock the two clamp jaws of 
the mounting component 
with the round side in the 
dovetail guide on the back 
of the housing.
Align sensor as needed 
(fig. 4).
After adjustment, fix the 
mounting component with 
two M3 screws, using two 
M3 nuts (fig. 3).

F MONTAGE
Enclencher les deux 
mâchoires de serrage 
avec la face ronde dans la 
guidage de pince à queue 
d’aronde à la face arrière 
du boîtier.
Aligner le capteur selon les 
besoins (fig. 4).
Après l'ajustement, attacher 
l'équerre de fixation avec 
deux vis M3 en utilisant 
deux écrous M3 (fig. 3).

D MONTAGE
Die beiden Klemmbacken 
der Halterung mit der 
runden Seite in die Schwal-
benschwanzführung an der 
Rückseite des Gehäuses 
einrasten.
Sensor nach Bedarf ausrich-
ten (Abb. 4).
Nach der Justage die Hal-
terung mit zwei M3-Schrau-
ben unter Verwendung 
zweier M3-Muttern (Abb. 3) 
befestigen.
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I MONTAGGIO
Innestare le due prese 
arrotondate della staffa di 
montaggio nella coda di 
rondine sul corpo sensore.
Allineare il sensore in modo 
corretto (vedi fig 4)
Una volta aver soddisfatto 
il corretto allineamento 
bloccare il tutto usando due 
viti di M3 e due dadi di M3 
(vedi figura 3)

GB ASSEMBLY
Lock the two clamp jaws of 
the mounting component 
with the round side in the 
dovetail guide on the back 
of the housing.
Align sensor as needed 
(fig. 4).
After adjustment, fix the 
mounting component with 
two M3 screws, using two 
M3 nuts (fig. 3).

F MONTAGE
Enclencher les deux 
mâchoires de serrage 
avec la face ronde dans la 
guidage de pince à queue 
d’aronde à la face arrière 
du boîtier.
Aligner le capteur selon les 
besoins (fig. 4).
Après l'ajustement, attacher 
l'équerre de fixation avec 
deux vis M3 en utilisant 
deux écrous M3 (fig. 3).

D MONTAGE
Die beiden Klemmbacken 
der Halterung mit der 
runden Seite in die Schwal-
benschwanzführung an der 
Rückseite des Gehäuses 
einrasten.
Sensor nach Bedarf ausrich-
ten (Abb. 4).
Nach der Justage die Hal-
terung mit zwei M3-Schrau-
ben unter Verwendung 
zweier M3-Muttern (Abb. 3) 
befestigen.
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I MONTAGGIO
Innestare le due prese 
arrotondate della staffa di 
montaggio nella coda di 
rondine sul corpo sensore.
Allineare il sensore in modo 
corretto (vedi fig 4)
Una volta aver soddisfatto 
il corretto allineamento 
bloccare il tutto usando due 
viti di M3 e due dadi di M3 
(vedi figura 3)

GB ASSEMBLY
Lock the two clamp jaws of 
the mounting component 
with the round side in the 
dovetail guide on the back 
of the housing.
Align sensor as needed 
(fig. 4).
After adjustment, fix the 
mounting component with 
two M3 screws, using two 
M3 nuts (fig. 3).

F MONTAGE
Enclencher les deux 
mâchoires de serrage 
avec la face ronde dans la 
guidage de pince à queue 
d’aronde à la face arrière 
du boîtier.
Aligner le capteur selon les 
besoins (fig. 4).
Après l'ajustement, attacher 
l'équerre de fixation avec 
deux vis M3 en utilisant 
deux écrous M3 (fig. 3).

D MONTAGE
Die beiden Klemmbacken 
der Halterung mit der 
runden Seite in die Schwal-
benschwanzführung an der 
Rückseite des Gehäuses 
einrasten.
Sensor nach Bedarf ausrich-
ten (Abb. 4).
Nach der Justage die Hal-
terung mit zwei M3-Schrau-
ben unter Verwendung 
zweier M3-Muttern (Abb. 3) 
befestigen.
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MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER NO.
ST-S45-DVT S45 DOVE TAIL BRACKET 95ACC7970

ST-MINI-PRO MINI PROTECTIVE BRACKET 95ACC7980

TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M8 Connector
4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B1-02-G-03 95A251420
5 m CS-B1-02-G-05 95A251430
7 m CS-B1-02-G-07 95A251440

10 m CS-B1-02-G-10 95A251480

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-B1-02-R-02 95A251620
5 m CS-B1-02-R-05 95A251640

Radial M8 Connector
4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B2-02-G-03 95A251450
5 m CS-B2-02-G-05 95A251460
7 m CS-B2-02-G-07 95A251470

10 m CS-B2-02-G-10 95A251530

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-B2-02-R-02 95A251630
5 m CS-B2-02-R-05 95A251650

ACCESSORIES

CABLES

Rev. 01, 07/2016
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MINIATURE SENSORS

S100

Through beam 12 m

Retroreflective 7 m

Polarized Retroreflective (long range) 5,5 m

Polarized Retroreflective (short range)  3 m

Transparent Retroreflective (short range) 500 mm

Transparent Retroreflective (long range) 2 m

Diffused proximity (short range) 300 mm

Diffused proximity (long range) 500 mm

Fixed focus 70 mm

Background Suppression (short range) 100 mm

Background Suppression (long range) 200 mm

Power supply Vdc 10...30 Vdc

Output
PNP •

NPN •

Connection
cable 2 m cable, 4 wires

connector M8 conn., 4-pole

Approximate dimensions (mm) 32x20x12

Housing material Plastic

Mechanical protection IP67

APPLICATIONS

• Processing and packaging machines
• Conveyors
• Automatic warehousing
• Intralogistic lines
• Bottling
• Cosmetic and Pharma machinery

S100

THE UNIVERSAL MINIATURE 
PHOTOELECTRIC SENSOR
• Two threaded front mounting holes
• Two slotted rear mounting holes
• Anti-tampering sensor (no adjustment)
• Standard optic functions
• Transparent object detection
• M8 connector and cable models
• PNP or NPN models with Light/Dark selection by wire
• Plastic housing, IP67 mechanical protection
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TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS

Power supply 10 … 30 Vdc 
Ripple 10% max.
Consumption (output current excluded) 20 mA max.

Light emission
red LED 632 nm (mod. S100…B/C/D/M01)
IR LED 860 nm (mod. S100...A/G/Txx/M10)

Setting remote teach-in (mod. S100...Mxx/Txx)
Operating mode LIGHT/DARK selectable by wire (mod. S100…A/B/C/D/F)

Indicators
yellow OUTPUT LED (excl. mod. G)
 green POWER LED (mod. S100...G)

Output PNP or NPN
Output current 100 mA 
Saturation voltage 2 V max.

Response time 
2 ms (mod. S100...FG)

1 ms (mod. S100...A/Bxx/C/D/Mxx/Txx)

Switching frequency
250 Hz (mod. S100...FG)

500 Hz (mod. S100...A/Bxx/C/D/Mxx/Txx)
Connection 2 m cable ∅ 3,5 mm, M8 4-pole connector
Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing
Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing
Mechanical protection IP67
Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2
Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)
Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)
Housing material ABS body, PMMA indicators cover
Lens material PC lens, PMMA window
Operating temperature -25… 55 °C
Storage temperature -40 … 70 °C
Weight 50 g max. cable vers., 10 g max. connector vers. 
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SHORT RANGE 
(S100-…-C0)

LONG RANGE 
(S100-…-C1)

Recommended operating distance  
(on White 90% target) 10…240 mm 2…400 mm

Maximum operating distance  
(White 90% target) 1...300 mm 0...500 mm

Maximum operating distance  
(Grey 18% target) 20...150 mm 10...280 mm

Maximum operating distance  
(Black 6% target) 30...80 mm 20...160 mm

Difference White-Grey 50% 50%

Difference White-Black 75% 75%

Hysteresis 20% 20%

DIFFUSE (SHORT RANGE: S100-C00)

DIFFUSE (LONG RANGE: S100-C10)

DIFFUSE PROXIMITY

Excess Gain 
Diffuse (short range S100-C00)
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Detection Area
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Detection Area
Retroreflective (S100-B10) on R5 reflector

POLARIZED RETROREFLECTIVE

REFLECTOR TYPE
SHORT 
RANGE 
(S100-
…-B00)

LONG RANGE 
(S100-
…-B10)

R1 circular (23 mm) 0,2..0,8 m 0,02..2 m

R2 circular (48 mm) 0,03..2 m 0,01..4,5 m

R3 rectangular (18x54 mm) 0,03..1,5 m 0,01..3 m

R4 rectangular (47x47 mm) 0,03..2,5 m 0,01..4,5 m

R5 circular (75 mm) 0,01..3 m 0,01..5,5 m

R6 rectangular (36x55 mm) 0,03..1,8 m 0,01..4 m

RT3970 self-adhesive tape (60x40 mm) 0,2..0,8 m 0,05..1,8 m

max. operating distance

SHORT RANGE (S100-…-B00) LONG RANGE (S100-…-B10)

with R5 reflector with R2 reflector with R5 reflector with R2 reflector

NO SLIT 0,02 … 3 m 0,02 … 2 m 0,1...5,5 m 0,01...4,5 m

2 mm SLIT 0,05 … 1,5 m 0,05 … 0,8 m 0,2...4 m 0,03...3 m

1 mm SLIT - - 0,3...2,5 m 0,05...1,5 m

0,5 mm SLIT - - 0,5...1,2 m 0,07...0,7 m

POLARIZED RETROREFLECTIVE (SHORT RANGE: S100-B00)

POLARIZED RETROREFLECTIVE (LONG RANGE: S100-B10)
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RETROREFLECTIVE (INFRARED)

FIXED FOCUS

Focus point 70 mm 

Maximum operating distance (White 90%) 70 mm 

Maximum operating distance (Grey 18%) 55 mm

Difference White/Black 25%

max. operating distance

with R5 reflector with R2 reflector

NO SLIT 7 m 6 m

2 mm SLIT 4,7 m 3,4 m

1 mm SLIT 2,7 m 2,3 m

0,5 mm SLIT 1,5 m 1 m

REFLECTOR TYPE (S100-…-A00)

R1 circular (23 mm) 0.03..3 m

R2 circular (48 mm) 0.01..6 m

R3 rectangular (18x54 mm) 0.01..3.5 m

R4 rectangular (47x47 mm) 0.01..5 m

R5 circular (75 mm) 0.01..7 m

R6 rectangular (36x55 mm) 0.01..6 m

RT3970 self-adhesive tape (60x40 mm) 0,05..2 m
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Detection Area
Retroreflective (S100-T10) on R2 reflector

Detection Area
Retroreflective (S100-T10) on R5 reflector

RETROREFLECTIVE FOR TRANSPARENT (INFRARED)

REFLECTOR TYPE
SHORT 
RANGE 
(S100-
…-T00)

LONG RANGE 
(S100-
…-T10)

R1  circular (23 mm) 0.1…0.3 m 0.4…1 m

R2  circular (48 mm) 0.1…0.5 m 0.8…2 m 

R3  rectangular (18x54 mm) 0.1…0.3 m 0.4…1 m

R4  rectangular (47x47 mm) 0.1…0.5 m 0.8…2 m 

R5  circular (75 mm) 0.1…0.8 m 0.8…2.5 m 

R6  rectangular (36x55 mm) 0.1…0.5 m 0.8…2m 

RT3970  self-adhesive tape (60x40 mm) 0.15…0.3 m 0.1…0.8 m

max. operating distance

SHORT RANGE (S100-…-T00) LONG RANGE (S100-…-T10)

with R5 reflector with R2 reflector with R5 reflector with R2 reflector

NO SLIT 0.1…0.8 m 0.1…0.5 m 0.8…2.5 m 0.8…2 m

2 mm 
SLIT 0.1…0.5 m 0.1…0.3 m 0.5…1.8 m 0.5…1.6 m

1 mm 
SLIT - - - -

0,5 mm 
SLIT - - - -

TRANSPARENT RETROREFLECTIVE (SHORT RANGE: S100-T00)

TRANSPARENT RETROREFLECTIVE (LONG RANGE: S100-T10)

Detection Area
Retroreflective (S100-T00) on R2 reflector

Detection Area
Retroreflective (S100-T00) on R5 reflector
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BACKGROUND SUPPRESSION (LONG RANGE: S100-M10)

Operating distances (background suppression) 30…100 mm 30…200 mm

S100…M00 S100…M10

Maximum operating distance (White 90%) 0…150 mm 10…250 mm

Maximum operating distance (Grey 18%) 10…110 mm 10…135 mm

Maximum operating distance (Black 6%) 10…80 mm 10…110 mm

Difference White 90%/White 90% < 5% < 10%

Difference White 90%/Grey 18% < 15% < 32%

Difference White 90%/Black 6% < 25 % < 45 %

BACKGROUND SUPPRESSION

Spot dimension
Difference white background/target

BACKGROUND SUPPRESSION (SHORT RANGE: S100-M00)

Spot dimensionDifference white background/target
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MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

OPTIC FUNCTION EMISSION OPERATING 
DISTANCE CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Through beam IR 12 m

2 m cable
NPN S100-PR-2-FG00-NK 950811100

PNP S100-PR-2-FG00-PK 950811110

M8 connector
NPN S100-PR-5-FG00-NK 950811240

PNP S100-PR-5-FG00-PK 950811250

Retroreflective IR 7 m

2 m cable
NPN S100-PR-2-A00-NK 950811000

PNP S100-PR-2-A00-PK 950811010

M8 connector
NPN S100-PR-5-A00-NK 950811140

PNP S100-PR-5-A00-PK 950811150

Polarized 
Retroreflective 

(short)
RED 2 m

2 m cable
NPN S100-PR-2-B00-NK 950811020

PNP S100-PR-2-B00-PK 950811030

M8 connector
NPN S100-PR-5-B00-NK 950811160

PNP S100-PR-5-B00-PK 950811170

Polarized 
Retroreflective 

(long)
RED 5 m

2 m cable
NPN S100-PR-2-B10-NK 950811280

PNP S100-PR-2-B10-PK 950811290

M8 connector
NPN S100-PR-5-B10-NK 950811300

PNP S100-PR-5-B10-PK 950811310

Transparent  
Retroreflective  

(short)
IR 500 mm

2 m cable NPN S100-PR-2-T00-NH 950811330

2 m cable PNP S100-PR-2-T00-PH 950811320

M8 connector NPN S100-PR-5-T00-NH 950811350

M8 connector PNP S100-PR-5-T00-PH 950811340

Transparent  
Retroreflective  

(long)
IR 2 m

2 m cable NPN S100-PR-2-T10-NH 950811370

2 m cable PNP S100-PR-2-T10-PH 950811360

M8 connector NPN S100-PR-5-T10-NH 950811390

M8 connector PNP S100-PR-5-T10-PH 950811380

Diffuse proximity 
(short) RED 300 mm

2 m cable
NPN S100-PR-2-C00-NK 950811040

PNP S100-PR-2-C00-PK 950811050

M8 connector
NPN S100-PR-5-C00-NK 950811180

PNP S100-PR-5-C00-PK 950811190

Diffuse proximity 
(long) RED 500 mm

2 m cable
NPN S100-PR-2-C10-NK 950811060

PNP S100-PR-2-C10-PK 950811070

M8 connector
NPN S100-PR-5-C10-NK 950811200

PNP S100-PR-5-C10-PK 950811210

Fixed focus RED 70 mm

2 m cable
NPN S100-PR-2-D00-NK 950811080

PNP S100-PR-2-D00-PK 950811090

M8 connector
NPN S100-PR-5-D00-NK 950811220

PNP S100-PR-5-D00-PK 950811230

Background 
suppression
(short range)

RED 30...100 mm

2 m cable
NPN S100-PR-2-M00-NH 950811120

PNP S100-PR-2-M00-PH 950811130

M8 connector
NPN S100-PR-5-M00-NH 950811260

PNP S100-PR-5-M00-PH 950811270

Background 
suppression
(long range)

IR 30...200 mm

2 m cable
NPN S100-PR-2-M10-NH 950811420

PNP S100-PR-2-M10-PH 950811430

M8 connector
NPN S100-PR-5-M10-NH 950811400

PNP S100-PR-5-M10-PH 950811410
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M18 ADAPTER NOSE

SLIT

ST-5039 ST-505

TYPE MODEL DESCRIPTION Order No.

Mounting bracket
ST-505 lateral mounting 95ACC2800

ST-5039 L-shaped bracket 95ACC2270

Slit
S100-SLIT-05 0,5x19 mm SLIT  95ACC3450
S100-SLIT-1 1x19 mm SLIT 95ACC3460
S100-SLIT-2 2x19 mm SLIT 95ACC3470

M18 adapter ST-S3Z-M18 M18 THREADED ADAPTER NOSE 95ACC7850

TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M8 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B1-02-G-03 95A251420

5 m CS-B1-02-G-05 95A251430

7 m CS-B1-02-G-07 95A251440

10 m CS-B1-02-G-10 95A251480

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-B1-02-R-02 95A251620

5 m CS-B1-02-R-05 95A251640

Radial M8 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B2-02-G-03 95A251450

5 m CS-B2-02-G-05 95A251460

7 m CS-B2-02-G-07 95A251470

10 m CS-B2-02-G-10 95A251530

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-B2-02-R-02 95A251630

5 m CS-B2-02-R-05 95A251650

ACCESSORIES

CABLES

Rev. 02, 01/2017
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IP69K
(*)

(*)

COMPACT SENSORS

APPLICATIONS

• Processing and Packaging machinery
• Beverage/Food/ Cosmetics/Pharmaceutical industries
• Electronics assembling

S8
Through beam 0…25 m

Polarized retroreflective
0,1…5 m

0…10 m (class 2 LASER)

Retroreflective for transparent (coaxial) 0...0,8 m (T51), 0...2 m (T53, T50)

Diffuse proximity 0…500 mm

Background suppression
50…300 mm

20…200 mm (class 2 LASER)

Background suppression for clear detection 100…300 mm (LED)

50…150 mm (class 2 LASER)

Contrast sensor 10 mm

Luminescence sensor 10…30 mm

Power supply
Vdc 10…30 V

Vac

Vac/dc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP

relay

other

Connection
cable •

connector •

pig-tail •

Approximate dimensions (mm) 14x42x25

Housing material ABS, Stainless Steel AISI 316L

Mechanical protection IP69K (Stainless Steel vers.), IP67

(*) Stainless steel models.
      ATEX II 3DG

S8
COMPACT SIZE AND HIGH 
PERFORMANCE FOR THE 
MOST CHALLENGING 
DETECTION APPLICATIONS
• Compact dimensions (14x42x25 mm)
• Background suppression for transparent and shiny objects
• Contrast sensors up to 10 kHz switching frequency
• Extremely focused spot, under 1 mm (LASER model)
• Very high resolution LASER models
• INOX AISI 316L model
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* *REMOTE N.O. OUTPUT

(WHITE)

(BROWN)

(BLACK)

(BLUE)

REMOTE

N.O. OUTPUT

(WHITE)

(BLUE)

(BROWN)

(BLACK)

+12...30VDC -0V-0V

+12...30VDC

M12 PIGTAIL M8 CONNECTOR 

* REMOTE INPUT (mod. S8...W, U, T50, T53), LIGHT / DARK INPUT (mod. S8...M53), DELAY (mod. S8...M Laser), TEST INPUT (mod. S8...G),
  ALARM OUTPUT (mod. S8...B, T51), NOT USED (mod. S8...C, M, F)

TECHNICAL DATA

CONNECTIONS

Power supply  12 … 30 Vdc (short-circuit protection)

Ripple  2 Vpp max.

Consumption (output current excluded)  30 mA; 35 mA (mod. S8...M01); 20 mA (mod. S8...F), 15 mA (mod. S8...G) max.

Light emission

red LED 660 nm (mod. S8…B/C/M/G/T)

RGB LEDs: blue 465 nm, green 520 nm, red 630nm with automatic selection (mod. S8…W)

UV LED 375 nm (mod. S8…U)

red Laser  645..665 nm (mod. S8…B/M)

Setting

8-turn distance adjustment trimmer (mod. S8…M53/M)         

LIGHT / DARK mono-turn trimmer (mod. S8…B/C/F/T51)

teach-in push button (mod. S8…M53/W03/W13/T53/U)

remote input (mod. S8…W/U/T50/T53)

Operating mode
mono-turn trimmer (mod. S8…B/C/F/M/T/U/W13)

automatic (mod. S8…W/T50)

remote input (mod. S8…M53)

Indicators
yellow OUTPUT LED (excl. mod. S8...G), OUTPUT/ALARM LED (mod. S8…M53/M/C)

 green POWER LED 

Output PNP or NPN N.O.

Output current  100 mA (overload protection)

Saturation voltage   2 V max.

Response time

1 ms (mod. S8…M53/M)

500 µs (mod. S8…B/F/C)

250 µs (mod. S8…T)

100 µs (Laser vers. mod. S8…M)

50 µs (mod. S8…W00/W03 e Laser mod. S8…B)

20 µs (mod. S8…W13)

250 µs…1 ms (mod. S8…U)

Switching frequency

500 Hz (mod. S8…M53/M)

1 kHz (mod. S8…B/F/C)

2 kHz (mod. S8…T)

5 kHz (Laser vers. mod. S8…M)

10 kHz (mod. S8…W00/W03 e Laser mod. S8…B)

25 kHz (mod. S8…W13)

500 Hz…2 kHz (mod. S8…U)

Connection M8 4-pole connector, 150 mm length Ø 4 mm cable with M12 4-pole connector (pig-tail vers.)

Dielectric strength    1500 VAC 1 min between electronic parts and housing

Insulating resistance  >20 MΩ 500 VDC between electronic parts and housing

Mechanical protection  IP67, IP69K (mod. S8-M)

Ambient light rejection  according to EN 60947-5-2

Vibrations  0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance  11 ms (30 G) 6 shocks per every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Housing material  ABS, Stainless Steel AISI346L

Lens material  window in PMMA; lens in PC

Operating temperature  -10 … 55 °C

Storage temperature  -20 … 70 °C

Weight  12 g max. conn. vers., 50 g pig-tail vers., 70 g max. (mod. S8-M)
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A  Output status LED

B  Ready LED or Power ON LED

C  Sensitivity adjustment trimmer

D  Dark/light trimmer

E  Delay trimmer

F  M8 connector

G  M12 pig-tail connector

H  SET push-button

A

B

D

S8...M / B / C / T01

A E
H

S8...W / T53

B

C

S8...(B/C/F/M/T51)

S8...(T53/U/W)

S8...(M53)

S8…(B/C/M/M53/F) S8…(T/U/W)
Adjustment trimmer Teach-in push-button

Trimmer

Adjustment trimmer

Light/Dark trimmer

SET push-button

DIMENSIONS

INDICATOR AND SETTING

PLASTIC METAL

BIAXIAL

PIG-TAIL

COAXIAL
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for transparents (S8…T50/T53)
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Background suppression (LASER)Background suppression (LED)
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White 90%

READING DIAGRAMS
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MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

CLEAR DETECTION
HOUSING LIGHT EMISSION CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER NO.

METAL 
Stainless Steel (INOX AISI346L)

LASER

M8 connector PNP

S8-MH-5-M53-PP 950801451

LED S8-MR-5-M53-PP 950801600

PLASTIC 
ABS

LASER S8-PH-5-M53-PP 950801381

LED S8-PR-5-M53-PP 950801590

RETROREFLECTIVE FOR TRASPARENT
HOUSING LIGHT EMISSION CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER NO.

METAL 
Stainless Steel (INOX AISI346L)

LED

M8 connector
NPN S8-MR-5-T50-NH  950801330

PNP S8-MR-5-T50-PH  950801320

M8 connector with auto-
adjustment function

NPN S8-MR-5-T53-NN  950801310

PNP S8-MR-5-T53-PP  950801300

PLASTIC 
ABS

pig-tail
NPN S8-PR-3-T51-NN 950801130

PNP S8-PR-3-T51-PP 950801120

M8 connector
NPN S8-PR-5-T51-NN 950801050

PNP S8-PR-5-T51-PP 950801040

M8 connector with auto-
adjustment function

NPN S8-PR-5-T53-NN 950801290

PNP S8-PR-5-T53-PP 950801280

POLARIZED RETROREFLECTIVE
HOUSING LIGHT EMISSION CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER NO.

METAL 
Stainless Steel  

(INOX AISI346L)

LASER

M8 connector

NPN S8-MH-5-B51-NN 950801490

PNP S8-MH-5-B51-PP 950801480

LED
NPN S8-MR-5-B01-NN 950801420

PNP S8-MR-5-B01-PP 950801410

PLASTIC 
ABS

LASER

pig-tail
NPN S8-PH-3-B51-NN 950801090

PNP S8-PH-3-B51-PP 950801080

M8 connector
NPN S8-PH-5-B51-NN 950801010

PNP S8-PH-5-B51-PP 950801000

LED

pig-tail
NPN S8-PR-3-B01-NN 950801190

PNP S8-PR-3-B01-PP 950801180

M8 connector
NPN S8-PR-5-B01-NN 950801170

PNP S8-PR-5-B01-PP 950801160

BACKGROUND SUPPRESSION
HOUSING LIGHT EMISSION CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER NO.

METAL 
Stainless Steel  

(INOX AISI346L)

LASER

M8 connector

NPN S8-MH-5-M01-NN 950801470

PNP S8-MH-5-M01-PP 950801460

LED
NPN S8-MR-5-M01-NN 950801400

PNP S8-MR-5-M01-PP 950801390

PLASTIC 
ABS

LASER

pig-tail
NPN S8-PH-3-M01-NN 950801110

PNP S8-PH-3-M01-PP 950801100

M8 connector
NPN S8-PH-5-M01-NN 950801030

PNP S8-PH-5-M01-PP 950801020

LED

pig-tail
NPN S8-PR-3-M01-NN 950801230

PNP S8-PR-3-M01-PP 950801220

M8 connector
NPN S8-PR-5-M01-NN 950801210

PNP S8-PR-5-M01-PP 950801200
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CONTRAST
SWITCHING FREQUENCY HOUSING CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER NO.

10 kHz

METAL 
Stainless Steel

M8 connector without 
trimmer

PNP S8-MR-5-W00-PH  950801360 

NPN S8-MR-5-W00-NH  950801370 

M8 connector
PNP S8-MR-5-W03-PP  950801340

NPN S8-MR-5-W03-NN  950801350

PLASTIC 
ABS

M12 pig-tail (150 mm)
PNP S8-PR-3-W03-PP 950801140

NPN S8-PR-3-W03-NN 950801150

M8 connector
PNP S8-PR-5-W03-PP 950801060

NPN S8-PR-5-W03-NN 950801070

25 kHz

METAL 
Stainless Steel

M8 connector

PNP S8-MR-5-W13-PP 950801670

NPN S8-MR-5-W13-NN 950801680

PLASTIC 
ABS

PNP S8-PR-5-W13-PP 950801650

NPN S8-PR-5-W13-NN 950801660

M12 pig-tail (150 mm) 
PNP S8-PR-3-W13-PP 950801690

NPN S8-PR-3-W13-NN 950801700

LUMINESCENCE
HOUSING SETTINGS CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER NO.

METAL 
Stainless Steel

Teach-in push-button; 
L/D trimmer selector; 

Remote input

M8 connector

PNP S8-MR-5-U03-PP 950801630

NPN S8-MR-5-U03-NN 950801640

PLASTIC 
ABS

PNP S8-PR-5-U03-PP 950801610

NPN S8-PR-5-U03-NN 950801620

pig-tail
PNP S8-PR-3-U03-PP 950801710

NPN S8-PR-3-U03-NN 950801720

THROUGH BEAM
HOUSING LIGHT EMISSION CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER NO.

METAL 
Stainless Steel  

(INOX AISI346L)

LED

M8 connector

NPN S8-MR-5-F01-NN 950801570

PNP S8-MR-5-F01-PP 950801560

emitter S8-MR-5-G00-XG 950801580

PLASTIC 
ABS

pig-tail

NPN S8-PR-3-F01-NN 950801530

PNP S8-PR-3-F01-PP 950801520

emitter S8-PR-3-G00-XG 950801550

M8 connector

NPN S8-PR-5-F01-NN 950801510

PNP S8-PR-5-F01-PP 950801500

emitter S8-PR-5-G00-XG 950801540

DIFFUSE
HOUSING LIGHT EMISSION CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER NO.

METAL 
Stainless Steel (INOX AISI346L)

LED

M8 connector
NPN S8-MR-5-C01-NN 950801440

PNP S8-MR-5-C01-PP 950801430

PLASTIC 
ABS

pig-tail
NPN S8-PR-3-C01-NN 950801270

PNP S8-PR-3-C01-PP 950801250

M8 connector
NPN S8-PR-5-C01-NN 950801260

PNP S8-PR-5-C01-PP 950801240
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ST-S8-TL-LD46ST-S8-S3Z

ST-S8-FRM

ACCESSORIES
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ST-5072

MODEL FUNCTION ORDER No.
ST-S8-FRM mounting bracket for standard frame 95ACC7860

ST-5072 mounting bracket 95ACC1470

R4K  IP69K plastic reflector 51 x 61 mm 95A151220

ST-S8-TL-LD46 TL-LD46  adapting bracket 95ACC3430

ST-S8-S3Z S8-miniature sensors adapting bracket 95ACC3440

TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M8 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B1-02-G-03 95A251420

5 m CS-B1-02-G-05 95A251430

7 m CS-B1-02-G-07 95A251440

10 m CS-B1-02-G-10 95A251480

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-B1-02-R-02 95A251620

5 m CS-B1-02-R-05 95A251640

Radial M8 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B2-02-G-03 95A251450

5 m CS-B2-02-G-05 95A251460

7 m CS-B2-02-G-07 95A251470

10 m CS-B2-02-G-10 95A251530

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-B2-02-R-02 95A251630

5 m CS-B2-02-R-05 95A251650

CABLES

Rev. 02, 03/2019
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only Vcc models

COMPACT SENSORS

S6
Through beam 0…20 m

Retroreflective (on R2 reflector) 0,1…6 m

Polarized retroreflective (on R2 reflector) 0,1…5 m

Diffuse proximity
10…900 mm

10…2000 mm

Background suppression
30…100 mm

30…250 mm

100…500 mm

Power supply
Vdc 10…30 V

Vac

Vac/dc 15…264 Vac/Vdc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP •

relay •

other

Connection
cable •

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 18x50x50

Housing material ABS

Mechanical protection IP65

S6

MULTIVOLTAGE 50X50 MM 
COMPACT SENSORS SERIES
• 50x50 mm compact dimensions
• Free voltage Vac/Vdc models with relay output
• 10-30 Vdc model with transistor output
• Standard cable or M12 4-pole connection

APPLICATIONS

• Automatic machines
• Packaging lines
• Transportation lines
• Automatic warehouses
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S6
Through beam 0…20 m

Retroreflective (on R2 reflector) 0,1…6 m

Polarized retroreflective (on R2 reflector) 0,1…5 m

Diffuse proximity
10…900 mm

10…2000 mm

Background suppression
30…100 mm

30…250 mm

100…500 mm

Power supply
Vdc 10…30 V

Vac

Vac/dc 15…264 Vac/Vdc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP •

relay •

other

Connection
cable •

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 18x50x50

Housing material ABS

Mechanical protection IP65

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS

Power supply
10 … 30 Vdc limit values (mod. S6/S6T/S6R-5)

15 … 264 Vac/Vdc (48 … 60 Hz) limit values (mod. S6-1)
Ripple 2 Vpp max.

Consumption (output current excluded)
30 mA max. (mod. S6/S6T/S6R-5)

40 mA max. (mod. S6-1) 

Light emission
IR LED 880 nm

 red LED 660 nm (mod. S6/S6R/S6T...B/M10)

Setting 
sensivity trimmer (excl. mod. S6...G, S6R-5-M)

adjustment screw (mod. S6/S6T/S6R-5-M)

Operating mode
LIGHT/DARK selection by cable or connector (mod. S6/S6T/S6R-5)

LIGHT/DARK selection by N.O./N.C. output (mod. S6R-5-M)
LIGHT/DARK selection by trimmer (mod. S6-1)

Indicators
red OUTPUT LED (excl. mod. S6...G), POWER LED (mod. S6...G)

 green STABILITY LED (mod. S6-5-M25) 

Output 

NPN/PNP (mod. S6)
PNP (mod. S6T)

 NPN or PNP; NC; NO (mod. S6R)
Relay 1 NO and NC contact 250 Vac, 30 Vdc min. applicable load 5 Vdc, 10 mA (mod. S6-1)

Output current 100 mA max., 3 A max. (mod. S6-1)
Saturation voltage 1,5 V max. (NPN/PNP output)

Response time 
1 ms max.

2 ms max. (mod. S6/S6R/S6T...F/G)
30 ms max. (mod. S6-1)

Switching frequency
500 Hz  

250 Hz max. (mod. S6/S6R/S6T...F/G)
16 Hz (mod. S6-1)

Connection 2 m cable � 6 mm (mod. S6-1), 2 m cable � 5 mm (mod. S6-5), M12 4-pole connector (mod. S6T-S6R)
Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing
Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing
Electrical protection class 2, class 1 (mod. S6-1)
Mechanical protection IP65
Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2
Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)
Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)
Housing material ABS UL 94V-O
Lens material PMMA plastic
Operating temperature -25 … 55 °C
Storage temperature -25 … 70 °C
Weight 160 g max. cable vers., 40 g max. conn. vers.

DARK/LIGHT trimmer (VAC version)

Sensitivity trimmer (excl. mod. G and S6R-5-M)

   M12 Connector

Background suppression
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S6 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The red LED indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a reserve 
greater than 30% compared to the output switching value. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S6/S6T/S6R-x-A/B/C/F/T) 
ADJUSTMENT SCREW (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25) 
This control can be used to adjust sensitivity (trimmer) or cutoff distance 
(screw); the operating distance increases turning the control clockwise. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S6-1-A/B/C/F/T) 
The DARK/LIGHT mode can be set rotating the trimmer 
counterclockwise or clockwise. 
WARNING: The trimmers rotation is limited to 270° by a mechanical 
stop. Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 
POWER ON LED (S6/S6T-x-G) 
The red LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 

CONNECTIONS
S6-5-A/B/C/M/T S6-5-F 

+

+ 10 … 30 Vdc
BROWN

BLUE

DARK - /LIGHT +

100mA

WHITE

BLACK

NPN 100mA
WHITE

BLACK
PNP

RED

0 V

+

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

BLUE

CYAN

100mA

WHITE

BLACK

NPN 100mA
WHITE

BLACK
PNP

BROWN

0 V

RED

PNP ALARM OUT 30mA

DARK - /LIGHT +

S6-5-G S6R-5-A/B/C/F/M/T 

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

TEST +

BROWN

WHITE

BLACK

BLUE

TEST -

0 V

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

NO0 V

NC
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

S6T-5-A/B/C/F/M/T  S6T-5-G 

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

PNP0 V

DARK - / LIGHT +
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

TEST -0 V

TEST +
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

S6-1-A/B/C/F/T S6-1-G 
RED

BROWN

WHITE 3A
250 Vac

RESISTIVE LOAD

BLUE
15 … 264 Vac/Vdc

BLACK

15 … 264 Vac/Vdc
48 … 60 Hz

BLACK

BLUE

DIMENSIONS
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OUTPUT LED

DARK/LIGHT trimmer (S6-1-xxx)

Adjustment screw (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25)
Sensitivity trimmer

30
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OUTPUT LED

27
.0

OUTPUT LED

STABILITY LED

mm
M12

Ø15

12
.0
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S6/S6T/S6R-5-xx S6-1-xx

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values 15 … 264 Vac (48 … 60 Hz) limit values 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. - 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 

30 mA max. 40 mA max. 

Output: S6: NPN/PNP; 30 Vdc max. 
S6T: PNP; 30 Vdc max. 

S6R: NPN or PNP NC/NO; 30 Vdc max. 

Relay 1 NO and NC contact 250 Vac, 30 Vdc 
min.applicable load: 5 Vdc, 10 mA 

Output current: 100 mA max. (short-circuit protection) 3 A max. (resistive load) 
Output saturation voltage: 1.5 V max. (NPN/PNP output) - 
Response time: 1 ms max. / 2 ms max. mod. F/G 30 ms max. 
Switching frequency: 500 Hz max. / 250 Hz max. mod. F/G 2 Hz max. 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (RED) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) mod. M25 / POWER ON LED (RED) mod. G 
Setting: sensitivity trimmer excluding mod. G/M10 

adjustment screw mod. M25 
sensitivity trimmer excluding mod. G 
dark/light trimmer excluding mod. G 

Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: Class 2 Class 1 
Operating distance (minimum): A6 0.1 … 6 m on R2 / B5 0.1 … 5 m on R2 / T1: 0.1 … 1 m on R2 

C90: 1 … 90 cm / C200: 1 … 200 cm 
M10: 3 … 10 cm / M25: 3 … 25 cm 

F20/G20: 0 … 20 m 
Emission type: INFRARED (880 nm) / RED (660 nm) mod. B/T/M10 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
LIGHT/DARK selection: cable or connector trimmer 
Housing: ABS UL 94V-O  
Lenses: PMMA plastic 
Protection class: IP65 
Connections: 2 m cable  6 mm vers. S6-1 and  5 mm vers. S6-5 / M12 4-pole connector vers. S6T/S6R 
Weight: 160 g. max. cable versions / 40 g. max. connector versions 

SETTING
The following procedures are valid for LIGHT mode operation. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-A/B/T 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the red 
LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal 
positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small or transparent targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the 
procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-F/G 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the red 
LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal 
positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure 
detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-C 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: 
the red LED is OFF. 
Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the 
sensitivity trimmer clockwise until red LED turns ON. 
(Target detected state, pos.A).
Remove the target, the red LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer clockwise 
until the red LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B).
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. 
Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the two 
positions A and B. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25 
Position the sensor and turn the adjustment screw to maximum. 
Place the target opposite the sensor at a slightly greater distance than 
desired. Turn the screw counterclockwise until the sensor switches. 
Verify the adjustment moving the target closer and further the sensor; 
tune the adjustment if necessary. 
It is recommended to operate with the stability LED turned ON. 

TEST FUNCTION (S6/S6T-5-G) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to inhibit the emitter and 
verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The receiver output should switch when the test is activated while the 
beam is uninterrupted. The inputs activating voltage range is 10 … 30 
Vdc, whilst respecting the polarity. 

ALARM FUNCTION (S6/S6T-5-F) 
The alarm output switches ON whenever the received signal remains 
without a safety margin (greater than 30% compared to the output 
switching level) for longer than 3 seconds. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826000634 Rev.D © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2010 
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S6 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The red LED indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a reserve 
greater than 30% compared to the output switching value. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S6/S6T/S6R-x-A/B/C/F/T) 
ADJUSTMENT SCREW (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25) 
This control can be used to adjust sensitivity (trimmer) or cutoff distance 
(screw); the operating distance increases turning the control clockwise. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S6-1-A/B/C/F/T) 
The DARK/LIGHT mode can be set rotating the trimmer 
counterclockwise or clockwise. 
WARNING: The trimmers rotation is limited to 270° by a mechanical 
stop. Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 
POWER ON LED (S6/S6T-x-G) 
The red LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 

CONNECTIONS
S6-5-A/B/C/M/T S6-5-F 

+

+ 10 … 30 Vdc
BROWN

BLUE

DARK - /LIGHT +

100mA

WHITE

BLACK

NPN 100mA
WHITE

BLACK
PNP

RED

0 V

+

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

BLUE

CYAN

100mA

WHITE

BLACK

NPN 100mA
WHITE

BLACK
PNP

BROWN

0 V

RED

PNP ALARM OUT 30mA

DARK - /LIGHT +

S6-5-G S6R-5-A/B/C/F/M/T 

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

TEST +

BROWN

WHITE

BLACK

BLUE

TEST -

0 V

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

NO0 V

NC
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

S6T-5-A/B/C/F/M/T  S6T-5-G 

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

PNP0 V

DARK - / LIGHT +
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

TEST -0 V

TEST +
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

S6-1-A/B/C/F/T S6-1-G 
RED

BROWN

WHITE 3A
250 Vac

RESISTIVE LOAD

BLUE
15 … 264 Vac/Vdc

BLACK

15 … 264 Vac/Vdc
48 … 60 Hz

BLACK

BLUE

DIMENSIONS

=
=

40
.0

50
.0

= 40.0 =

50.0

n°
2 

Ø
4.

6

18
.0

OUTPUT LED

DARK/LIGHT trimmer (S6-1-xxx)

Adjustment screw (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25)
Sensitivity trimmer

30
.0

OUTPUT LED

27
.0

OUTPUT LED

STABILITY LED

mm
M12

Ø15

12
.0
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S6/S6T/S6R-5-xx S6-1-xx

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values 15 … 264 Vac (48 … 60 Hz) limit values 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. - 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 

30 mA max. 40 mA max. 

Output: S6: NPN/PNP; 30 Vdc max. 
S6T: PNP; 30 Vdc max. 

S6R: NPN or PNP NC/NO; 30 Vdc max. 

Relay 1 NO and NC contact 250 Vac, 30 Vdc 
min.applicable load: 5 Vdc, 10 mA 

Output current: 100 mA max. (short-circuit protection) 3 A max. (resistive load) 
Output saturation voltage: 1.5 V max. (NPN/PNP output) - 
Response time: 1 ms max. / 2 ms max. mod. F/G 30 ms max. 
Switching frequency: 500 Hz max. / 250 Hz max. mod. F/G 2 Hz max. 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (RED) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) mod. M25 / POWER ON LED (RED) mod. G 
Setting: sensitivity trimmer excluding mod. G/M10 

adjustment screw mod. M25 
sensitivity trimmer excluding mod. G 
dark/light trimmer excluding mod. G 

Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: Class 2 Class 1 
Operating distance (minimum): A6 0.1 … 6 m on R2 / B5 0.1 … 5 m on R2 / T1: 0.1 … 1 m on R2 

C90: 1 … 90 cm / C200: 1 … 200 cm 
M10: 3 … 10 cm / M25: 3 … 25 cm 

F20/G20: 0 … 20 m 
Emission type: INFRARED (880 nm) / RED (660 nm) mod. B/T/M10 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
LIGHT/DARK selection: cable or connector trimmer 
Housing: ABS UL 94V-O  
Lenses: PMMA plastic 
Protection class: IP65 
Connections: 2 m cable  6 mm vers. S6-1 and  5 mm vers. S6-5 / M12 4-pole connector vers. S6T/S6R 
Weight: 160 g. max. cable versions / 40 g. max. connector versions 

SETTING
The following procedures are valid for LIGHT mode operation. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-A/B/T 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the red 
LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal 
positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small or transparent targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the 
procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-F/G 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the red 
LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal 
positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure 
detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-C 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: 
the red LED is OFF. 
Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the 
sensitivity trimmer clockwise until red LED turns ON. 
(Target detected state, pos.A).
Remove the target, the red LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer clockwise 
until the red LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B).
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. 
Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the two 
positions A and B. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25 
Position the sensor and turn the adjustment screw to maximum. 
Place the target opposite the sensor at a slightly greater distance than 
desired. Turn the screw counterclockwise until the sensor switches. 
Verify the adjustment moving the target closer and further the sensor; 
tune the adjustment if necessary. 
It is recommended to operate with the stability LED turned ON. 

TEST FUNCTION (S6/S6T-5-G) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to inhibit the emitter and 
verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The receiver output should switch when the test is activated while the 
beam is uninterrupted. The inputs activating voltage range is 10 … 30 
Vdc, whilst respecting the polarity. 

ALARM FUNCTION (S6/S6T-5-F) 
The alarm output switches ON whenever the received signal remains 
without a safety margin (greater than 30% compared to the output 
switching level) for longer than 3 seconds. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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MIN MAX

A

B

C

S6 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The red LED indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a reserve 
greater than 30% compared to the output switching value. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S6/S6T/S6R-x-A/B/C/F/T) 
ADJUSTMENT SCREW (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25) 
This control can be used to adjust sensitivity (trimmer) or cutoff distance 
(screw); the operating distance increases turning the control clockwise. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S6-1-A/B/C/F/T) 
The DARK/LIGHT mode can be set rotating the trimmer 
counterclockwise or clockwise. 
WARNING: The trimmers rotation is limited to 270° by a mechanical 
stop. Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 
POWER ON LED (S6/S6T-x-G) 
The red LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 

CONNECTIONS
S6-5-A/B/C/M/T S6-5-F 

+

+ 10 … 30 Vdc
BROWN

BLUE

DARK - /LIGHT +

100mA

WHITE

BLACK

NPN 100mA
WHITE

BLACK
PNP

RED

0 V

+

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

BLUE

CYAN

100mA

WHITE

BLACK

NPN 100mA
WHITE

BLACK
PNP

BROWN

0 V

RED

PNP ALARM OUT 30mA

DARK - /LIGHT +

S6-5-G S6R-5-A/B/C/F/M/T 

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

TEST +

BROWN

WHITE

BLACK

BLUE

TEST -

0 V

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

NO0 V

NC
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

S6T-5-A/B/C/F/M/T  S6T-5-G 

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

PNP0 V

DARK - / LIGHT +
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

TEST -0 V

TEST +
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

S6-1-A/B/C/F/T S6-1-G 
RED

BROWN

WHITE 3A
250 Vac

RESISTIVE LOAD

BLUE
15 … 264 Vac/Vdc

BLACK

15 … 264 Vac/Vdc
48 … 60 Hz

BLACK

BLUE

DIMENSIONS
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=
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OUTPUT LED

DARK/LIGHT trimmer (S6-1-xxx)

Adjustment screw (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25)
Sensitivity trimmer
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.0

OUTPUT LED

27
.0

OUTPUT LED

STABILITY LED

mm
M12

Ø15

12
.0
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S6/S6T/S6R-5-xx S6-1-xx

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values 15 … 264 Vac (48 … 60 Hz) limit values 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. - 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 

30 mA max. 40 mA max. 

Output: S6: NPN/PNP; 30 Vdc max. 
S6T: PNP; 30 Vdc max. 

S6R: NPN or PNP NC/NO; 30 Vdc max. 

Relay 1 NO and NC contact 250 Vac, 30 Vdc 
min.applicable load: 5 Vdc, 10 mA 

Output current: 100 mA max. (short-circuit protection) 3 A max. (resistive load) 
Output saturation voltage: 1.5 V max. (NPN/PNP output) - 
Response time: 1 ms max. / 2 ms max. mod. F/G 30 ms max. 
Switching frequency: 500 Hz max. / 250 Hz max. mod. F/G 2 Hz max. 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (RED) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) mod. M25 / POWER ON LED (RED) mod. G 
Setting: sensitivity trimmer excluding mod. G/M10 

adjustment screw mod. M25 
sensitivity trimmer excluding mod. G 
dark/light trimmer excluding mod. G 

Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: Class 2 Class 1 
Operating distance (minimum): A6 0.1 … 6 m on R2 / B5 0.1 … 5 m on R2 / T1: 0.1 … 1 m on R2 

C90: 1 … 90 cm / C200: 1 … 200 cm 
M10: 3 … 10 cm / M25: 3 … 25 cm 

F20/G20: 0 … 20 m 
Emission type: INFRARED (880 nm) / RED (660 nm) mod. B/T/M10 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
LIGHT/DARK selection: cable or connector trimmer 
Housing: ABS UL 94V-O  
Lenses: PMMA plastic 
Protection class: IP65 
Connections: 2 m cable  6 mm vers. S6-1 and  5 mm vers. S6-5 / M12 4-pole connector vers. S6T/S6R 
Weight: 160 g. max. cable versions / 40 g. max. connector versions 

SETTING
The following procedures are valid for LIGHT mode operation. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-A/B/T 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the red 
LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal 
positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small or transparent targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the 
procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-F/G 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the red 
LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal 
positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure 
detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-C 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: 
the red LED is OFF. 
Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the 
sensitivity trimmer clockwise until red LED turns ON. 
(Target detected state, pos.A).
Remove the target, the red LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer clockwise 
until the red LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B).
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. 
Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the two 
positions A and B. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25 
Position the sensor and turn the adjustment screw to maximum. 
Place the target opposite the sensor at a slightly greater distance than 
desired. Turn the screw counterclockwise until the sensor switches. 
Verify the adjustment moving the target closer and further the sensor; 
tune the adjustment if necessary. 
It is recommended to operate with the stability LED turned ON. 

TEST FUNCTION (S6/S6T-5-G) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to inhibit the emitter and 
verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The receiver output should switch when the test is activated while the 
beam is uninterrupted. The inputs activating voltage range is 10 … 30 
Vdc, whilst respecting the polarity. 

ALARM FUNCTION (S6/S6T-5-F) 
The alarm output switches ON whenever the received signal remains 
without a safety margin (greater than 30% compared to the output 
switching level) for longer than 3 seconds. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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MIN MAX

A

B

C

S6 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The red LED indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a reserve 
greater than 30% compared to the output switching value. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S6/S6T/S6R-x-A/B/C/F/T) 
ADJUSTMENT SCREW (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25) 
This control can be used to adjust sensitivity (trimmer) or cutoff distance 
(screw); the operating distance increases turning the control clockwise. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S6-1-A/B/C/F/T) 
The DARK/LIGHT mode can be set rotating the trimmer 
counterclockwise or clockwise. 
WARNING: The trimmers rotation is limited to 270° by a mechanical 
stop. Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 
POWER ON LED (S6/S6T-x-G) 
The red LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 

CONNECTIONS
S6-5-A/B/C/M/T S6-5-F 

+

+ 10 … 30 Vdc
BROWN

BLUE

DARK - /LIGHT +

100mA

WHITE

BLACK

NPN 100mA
WHITE

BLACK
PNP

RED

0 V

+

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

BLUE

CYAN

100mA

WHITE

BLACK

NPN 100mA
WHITE

BLACK
PNP

BROWN

0 V

RED

PNP ALARM OUT 30mA

DARK - /LIGHT +

S6-5-G S6R-5-A/B/C/F/M/T 

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

TEST +

BROWN

WHITE

BLACK

BLUE

TEST -

0 V

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

NO0 V

NC
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

S6T-5-A/B/C/F/M/T  S6T-5-G 

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

PNP0 V

DARK - / LIGHT +
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

TEST -0 V

TEST +
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

S6-1-A/B/C/F/T S6-1-G 
RED

BROWN

WHITE 3A
250 Vac

RESISTIVE LOAD

BLUE
15 … 264 Vac/Vdc

BLACK

15 … 264 Vac/Vdc
48 … 60 Hz

BLACK

BLUE
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S6/S6T/S6R-5-xx S6-1-xx

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values 15 … 264 Vac (48 … 60 Hz) limit values 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. - 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 

30 mA max. 40 mA max. 

Output: S6: NPN/PNP; 30 Vdc max. 
S6T: PNP; 30 Vdc max. 

S6R: NPN or PNP NC/NO; 30 Vdc max. 

Relay 1 NO and NC contact 250 Vac, 30 Vdc 
min.applicable load: 5 Vdc, 10 mA 

Output current: 100 mA max. (short-circuit protection) 3 A max. (resistive load) 
Output saturation voltage: 1.5 V max. (NPN/PNP output) - 
Response time: 1 ms max. / 2 ms max. mod. F/G 30 ms max. 
Switching frequency: 500 Hz max. / 250 Hz max. mod. F/G 2 Hz max. 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (RED) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) mod. M25 / POWER ON LED (RED) mod. G 
Setting: sensitivity trimmer excluding mod. G/M10 

adjustment screw mod. M25 
sensitivity trimmer excluding mod. G 
dark/light trimmer excluding mod. G 

Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: Class 2 Class 1 
Operating distance (minimum): A6 0.1 … 6 m on R2 / B5 0.1 … 5 m on R2 / T1: 0.1 … 1 m on R2 

C90: 1 … 90 cm / C200: 1 … 200 cm 
M10: 3 … 10 cm / M25: 3 … 25 cm 

F20/G20: 0 … 20 m 
Emission type: INFRARED (880 nm) / RED (660 nm) mod. B/T/M10 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
LIGHT/DARK selection: cable or connector trimmer 
Housing: ABS UL 94V-O  
Lenses: PMMA plastic 
Protection class: IP65 
Connections: 2 m cable  6 mm vers. S6-1 and  5 mm vers. S6-5 / M12 4-pole connector vers. S6T/S6R 
Weight: 160 g. max. cable versions / 40 g. max. connector versions 

SETTING
The following procedures are valid for LIGHT mode operation. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-A/B/T 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the red 
LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal 
positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small or transparent targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the 
procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-F/G 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the red 
LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal 
positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure 
detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-C 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: 
the red LED is OFF. 
Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the 
sensitivity trimmer clockwise until red LED turns ON. 
(Target detected state, pos.A).
Remove the target, the red LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer clockwise 
until the red LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B).
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. 
Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the two 
positions A and B. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25 
Position the sensor and turn the adjustment screw to maximum. 
Place the target opposite the sensor at a slightly greater distance than 
desired. Turn the screw counterclockwise until the sensor switches. 
Verify the adjustment moving the target closer and further the sensor; 
tune the adjustment if necessary. 
It is recommended to operate with the stability LED turned ON. 

TEST FUNCTION (S6/S6T-5-G) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to inhibit the emitter and 
verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The receiver output should switch when the test is activated while the 
beam is uninterrupted. The inputs activating voltage range is 10 … 30 
Vdc, whilst respecting the polarity. 

ALARM FUNCTION (S6/S6T-5-F) 
The alarm output switches ON whenever the received signal remains 
without a safety margin (greater than 30% compared to the output 
switching level) for longer than 3 seconds. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.
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C

S6 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The red LED indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a reserve 
greater than 30% compared to the output switching value. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S6/S6T/S6R-x-A/B/C/F/T) 
ADJUSTMENT SCREW (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25) 
This control can be used to adjust sensitivity (trimmer) or cutoff distance 
(screw); the operating distance increases turning the control clockwise. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S6-1-A/B/C/F/T) 
The DARK/LIGHT mode can be set rotating the trimmer 
counterclockwise or clockwise. 
WARNING: The trimmers rotation is limited to 270° by a mechanical 
stop. Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 
POWER ON LED (S6/S6T-x-G) 
The red LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 

CONNECTIONS
S6-5-A/B/C/M/T S6-5-F 

+

+ 10 … 30 Vdc
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BLUE

DARK - /LIGHT +

100mA

WHITE

BLACK
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PNP ALARM OUT 30mA
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+ 10 … 30 Vdc
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S6T-5-A/B/C/F/M/T  S6T-5-G 

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+
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(WHITE) (BROWN)
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1

4
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-

+

TEST -0 V

TEST +
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

S6-1-A/B/C/F/T S6-1-G 
RED

BROWN

WHITE 3A
250 Vac

RESISTIVE LOAD

BLUE
15 … 264 Vac/Vdc

BLACK

15 … 264 Vac/Vdc
48 … 60 Hz

BLACK

BLUE
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S6/S6T/S6R-5-xx S6-1-xx

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values 15 … 264 Vac (48 … 60 Hz) limit values 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. - 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 

30 mA max. 40 mA max. 

Output: S6: NPN/PNP; 30 Vdc max. 
S6T: PNP; 30 Vdc max. 

S6R: NPN or PNP NC/NO; 30 Vdc max. 

Relay 1 NO and NC contact 250 Vac, 30 Vdc 
min.applicable load: 5 Vdc, 10 mA 

Output current: 100 mA max. (short-circuit protection) 3 A max. (resistive load) 
Output saturation voltage: 1.5 V max. (NPN/PNP output) - 
Response time: 1 ms max. / 2 ms max. mod. F/G 30 ms max. 
Switching frequency: 500 Hz max. / 250 Hz max. mod. F/G 2 Hz max. 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (RED) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) mod. M25 / POWER ON LED (RED) mod. G 
Setting: sensitivity trimmer excluding mod. G/M10 

adjustment screw mod. M25 
sensitivity trimmer excluding mod. G 
dark/light trimmer excluding mod. G 

Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: Class 2 Class 1 
Operating distance (minimum): A6 0.1 … 6 m on R2 / B5 0.1 … 5 m on R2 / T1: 0.1 … 1 m on R2 

C90: 1 … 90 cm / C200: 1 … 200 cm 
M10: 3 … 10 cm / M25: 3 … 25 cm 

F20/G20: 0 … 20 m 
Emission type: INFRARED (880 nm) / RED (660 nm) mod. B/T/M10 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
LIGHT/DARK selection: cable or connector trimmer 
Housing: ABS UL 94V-O  
Lenses: PMMA plastic 
Protection class: IP65 
Connections: 2 m cable  6 mm vers. S6-1 and  5 mm vers. S6-5 / M12 4-pole connector vers. S6T/S6R 
Weight: 160 g. max. cable versions / 40 g. max. connector versions 

SETTING
The following procedures are valid for LIGHT mode operation. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-A/B/T 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the red 
LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal 
positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small or transparent targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the 
procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-F/G 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the red 
LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal 
positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure 
detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-C 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: 
the red LED is OFF. 
Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the 
sensitivity trimmer clockwise until red LED turns ON. 
(Target detected state, pos.A).
Remove the target, the red LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer clockwise 
until the red LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B).
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. 
Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the two 
positions A and B. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25 
Position the sensor and turn the adjustment screw to maximum. 
Place the target opposite the sensor at a slightly greater distance than 
desired. Turn the screw counterclockwise until the sensor switches. 
Verify the adjustment moving the target closer and further the sensor; 
tune the adjustment if necessary. 
It is recommended to operate with the stability LED turned ON. 

TEST FUNCTION (S6/S6T-5-G) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to inhibit the emitter and 
verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The receiver output should switch when the test is activated while the 
beam is uninterrupted. The inputs activating voltage range is 10 … 30 
Vdc, whilst respecting the polarity. 

ALARM FUNCTION (S6/S6T-5-F) 
The alarm output switches ON whenever the received signal remains 
without a safety margin (greater than 30% compared to the output 
switching level) for longer than 3 seconds. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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MIN MAX

A

B

C

S6 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The red LED indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a reserve 
greater than 30% compared to the output switching value. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S6/S6T/S6R-x-A/B/C/F/T) 
ADJUSTMENT SCREW (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25) 
This control can be used to adjust sensitivity (trimmer) or cutoff distance 
(screw); the operating distance increases turning the control clockwise. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S6-1-A/B/C/F/T) 
The DARK/LIGHT mode can be set rotating the trimmer 
counterclockwise or clockwise. 
WARNING: The trimmers rotation is limited to 270° by a mechanical 
stop. Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 
POWER ON LED (S6/S6T-x-G) 
The red LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 

CONNECTIONS
S6-5-A/B/C/M/T S6-5-F 

+

+ 10 … 30 Vdc
BROWN

BLUE

DARK - /LIGHT +

100mA

WHITE

BLACK

NPN 100mA
WHITE

BLACK
PNP

RED

0 V

+

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

BLUE

CYAN

100mA

WHITE

BLACK

NPN 100mA
WHITE

BLACK
PNP

BROWN

0 V

RED

PNP ALARM OUT 30mA

DARK - /LIGHT +

S6-5-G S6R-5-A/B/C/F/M/T 

+ 10 … 30 Vdc
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BROWN
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BLUE
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0 V

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

NO0 V

NC
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

S6T-5-A/B/C/F/M/T  S6T-5-G 

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

PNP0 V

DARK - / LIGHT +
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(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

TEST -0 V

TEST +
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

S6-1-A/B/C/F/T S6-1-G 
RED

BROWN

WHITE 3A
250 Vac

RESISTIVE LOAD

BLUE
15 … 264 Vac/Vdc

BLACK

15 … 264 Vac/Vdc
48 … 60 Hz

BLACK

BLUE
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S6/S6T/S6R-5-xx S6-1-xx

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values 15 … 264 Vac (48 … 60 Hz) limit values 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. - 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 

30 mA max. 40 mA max. 

Output: S6: NPN/PNP; 30 Vdc max. 
S6T: PNP; 30 Vdc max. 

S6R: NPN or PNP NC/NO; 30 Vdc max. 

Relay 1 NO and NC contact 250 Vac, 30 Vdc 
min.applicable load: 5 Vdc, 10 mA 

Output current: 100 mA max. (short-circuit protection) 3 A max. (resistive load) 
Output saturation voltage: 1.5 V max. (NPN/PNP output) - 
Response time: 1 ms max. / 2 ms max. mod. F/G 30 ms max. 
Switching frequency: 500 Hz max. / 250 Hz max. mod. F/G 2 Hz max. 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (RED) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) mod. M25 / POWER ON LED (RED) mod. G 
Setting: sensitivity trimmer excluding mod. G/M10 

adjustment screw mod. M25 
sensitivity trimmer excluding mod. G 
dark/light trimmer excluding mod. G 

Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: Class 2 Class 1 
Operating distance (minimum): A6 0.1 … 6 m on R2 / B5 0.1 … 5 m on R2 / T1: 0.1 … 1 m on R2 

C90: 1 … 90 cm / C200: 1 … 200 cm 
M10: 3 … 10 cm / M25: 3 … 25 cm 

F20/G20: 0 … 20 m 
Emission type: INFRARED (880 nm) / RED (660 nm) mod. B/T/M10 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
LIGHT/DARK selection: cable or connector trimmer 
Housing: ABS UL 94V-O  
Lenses: PMMA plastic 
Protection class: IP65 
Connections: 2 m cable  6 mm vers. S6-1 and  5 mm vers. S6-5 / M12 4-pole connector vers. S6T/S6R 
Weight: 160 g. max. cable versions / 40 g. max. connector versions 

SETTING
The following procedures are valid for LIGHT mode operation. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-A/B/T 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the red 
LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal 
positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small or transparent targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the 
procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-F/G 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the red 
LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal 
positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure 
detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-C 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: 
the red LED is OFF. 
Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the 
sensitivity trimmer clockwise until red LED turns ON. 
(Target detected state, pos.A).
Remove the target, the red LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer clockwise 
until the red LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B).
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. 
Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the two 
positions A and B. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25 
Position the sensor and turn the adjustment screw to maximum. 
Place the target opposite the sensor at a slightly greater distance than 
desired. Turn the screw counterclockwise until the sensor switches. 
Verify the adjustment moving the target closer and further the sensor; 
tune the adjustment if necessary. 
It is recommended to operate with the stability LED turned ON. 

TEST FUNCTION (S6/S6T-5-G) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to inhibit the emitter and 
verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The receiver output should switch when the test is activated while the 
beam is uninterrupted. The inputs activating voltage range is 10 … 30 
Vdc, whilst respecting the polarity. 

ALARM FUNCTION (S6/S6T-5-F) 
The alarm output switches ON whenever the received signal remains 
without a safety margin (greater than 30% compared to the output 
switching level) for longer than 3 seconds. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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MIN MAX

A

B

C

S6 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The red LED indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a reserve 
greater than 30% compared to the output switching value. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S6/S6T/S6R-x-A/B/C/F/T) 
ADJUSTMENT SCREW (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25) 
This control can be used to adjust sensitivity (trimmer) or cutoff distance 
(screw); the operating distance increases turning the control clockwise. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S6-1-A/B/C/F/T) 
The DARK/LIGHT mode can be set rotating the trimmer 
counterclockwise or clockwise. 
WARNING: The trimmers rotation is limited to 270° by a mechanical 
stop. Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 
POWER ON LED (S6/S6T-x-G) 
The red LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 

CONNECTIONS
S6-5-A/B/C/M/T S6-5-F 

+

+ 10 … 30 Vdc
BROWN

BLUE

DARK - /LIGHT +

100mA

WHITE

BLACK

NPN 100mA
WHITE

BLACK
PNP

RED

0 V

+

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

BLUE

CYAN

100mA

WHITE

BLACK

NPN 100mA
WHITE

BLACK
PNP

BROWN

0 V

RED

PNP ALARM OUT 30mA

DARK - /LIGHT +

S6-5-G S6R-5-A/B/C/F/M/T 

+ 10 … 30 Vdc
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BROWN
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BLACK

BLUE
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0 V

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

NO0 V

NC
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2
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1

4

S6T-5-A/B/C/F/M/T  S6T-5-G 

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

PNP0 V
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2
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1

4

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

TEST -0 V
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(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

S6-1-A/B/C/F/T S6-1-G 
RED

BROWN

WHITE 3A
250 Vac

RESISTIVE LOAD

BLUE
15 … 264 Vac/Vdc

BLACK

15 … 264 Vac/Vdc
48 … 60 Hz

BLACK

BLUE
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S6/S6T/S6R-5-xx S6-1-xx

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values 15 … 264 Vac (48 … 60 Hz) limit values 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. - 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 

30 mA max. 40 mA max. 

Output: S6: NPN/PNP; 30 Vdc max. 
S6T: PNP; 30 Vdc max. 

S6R: NPN or PNP NC/NO; 30 Vdc max. 

Relay 1 NO and NC contact 250 Vac, 30 Vdc 
min.applicable load: 5 Vdc, 10 mA 

Output current: 100 mA max. (short-circuit protection) 3 A max. (resistive load) 
Output saturation voltage: 1.5 V max. (NPN/PNP output) - 
Response time: 1 ms max. / 2 ms max. mod. F/G 30 ms max. 
Switching frequency: 500 Hz max. / 250 Hz max. mod. F/G 2 Hz max. 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (RED) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) mod. M25 / POWER ON LED (RED) mod. G 
Setting: sensitivity trimmer excluding mod. G/M10 

adjustment screw mod. M25 
sensitivity trimmer excluding mod. G 
dark/light trimmer excluding mod. G 

Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: Class 2 Class 1 
Operating distance (minimum): A6 0.1 … 6 m on R2 / B5 0.1 … 5 m on R2 / T1: 0.1 … 1 m on R2 

C90: 1 … 90 cm / C200: 1 … 200 cm 
M10: 3 … 10 cm / M25: 3 … 25 cm 

F20/G20: 0 … 20 m 
Emission type: INFRARED (880 nm) / RED (660 nm) mod. B/T/M10 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
LIGHT/DARK selection: cable or connector trimmer 
Housing: ABS UL 94V-O  
Lenses: PMMA plastic 
Protection class: IP65 
Connections: 2 m cable  6 mm vers. S6-1 and  5 mm vers. S6-5 / M12 4-pole connector vers. S6T/S6R 
Weight: 160 g. max. cable versions / 40 g. max. connector versions 

SETTING
The following procedures are valid for LIGHT mode operation. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-A/B/T 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the red 
LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal 
positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small or transparent targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the 
procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-F/G 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the red 
LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal 
positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure 
detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-C 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: 
the red LED is OFF. 
Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the 
sensitivity trimmer clockwise until red LED turns ON. 
(Target detected state, pos.A).
Remove the target, the red LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer clockwise 
until the red LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B).
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. 
Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the two 
positions A and B. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25 
Position the sensor and turn the adjustment screw to maximum. 
Place the target opposite the sensor at a slightly greater distance than 
desired. Turn the screw counterclockwise until the sensor switches. 
Verify the adjustment moving the target closer and further the sensor; 
tune the adjustment if necessary. 
It is recommended to operate with the stability LED turned ON. 

TEST FUNCTION (S6/S6T-5-G) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to inhibit the emitter and 
verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The receiver output should switch when the test is activated while the 
beam is uninterrupted. The inputs activating voltage range is 10 … 30 
Vdc, whilst respecting the polarity. 

ALARM FUNCTION (S6/S6T-5-F) 
The alarm output switches ON whenever the received signal remains 
without a safety margin (greater than 30% compared to the output 
switching level) for longer than 3 seconds. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
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S6 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The red LED indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25) 
The green LED ON indicates that the received signal has a reserve 
greater than 30% compared to the output switching value. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S6/S6T/S6R-x-A/B/C/F/T) 
ADJUSTMENT SCREW (S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25) 
This control can be used to adjust sensitivity (trimmer) or cutoff distance 
(screw); the operating distance increases turning the control clockwise. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S6-1-A/B/C/F/T) 
The DARK/LIGHT mode can be set rotating the trimmer 
counterclockwise or clockwise. 
WARNING: The trimmers rotation is limited to 270° by a mechanical 
stop. Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting (max 40 Nmm). 
POWER ON LED (S6/S6T-x-G) 
The red LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 

CONNECTIONS
S6-5-A/B/C/M/T S6-5-F 
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+ 10 … 30 Vdc
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DARK - /LIGHT +

100mA
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PNP ALARM OUT 30mA
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TECHNICAL DATA 
S6/S6T/S6R-5-xx S6-1-xx

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values 15 … 264 Vac (48 … 60 Hz) limit values 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. - 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 

30 mA max. 40 mA max. 

Output: S6: NPN/PNP; 30 Vdc max. 
S6T: PNP; 30 Vdc max. 

S6R: NPN or PNP NC/NO; 30 Vdc max. 

Relay 1 NO and NC contact 250 Vac, 30 Vdc 
min.applicable load: 5 Vdc, 10 mA 

Output current: 100 mA max. (short-circuit protection) 3 A max. (resistive load) 
Output saturation voltage: 1.5 V max. (NPN/PNP output) - 
Response time: 1 ms max. / 2 ms max. mod. F/G 30 ms max. 
Switching frequency: 500 Hz max. / 250 Hz max. mod. F/G 2 Hz max. 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (RED) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) mod. M25 / POWER ON LED (RED) mod. G 
Setting: sensitivity trimmer excluding mod. G/M10 

adjustment screw mod. M25 
sensitivity trimmer excluding mod. G 
dark/light trimmer excluding mod. G 

Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: Class 2 Class 1 
Operating distance (minimum): A6 0.1 … 6 m on R2 / B5 0.1 … 5 m on R2 / T1: 0.1 … 1 m on R2 

C90: 1 … 90 cm / C200: 1 … 200 cm 
M10: 3 … 10 cm / M25: 3 … 25 cm 

F20/G20: 0 … 20 m 
Emission type: INFRARED (880 nm) / RED (660 nm) mod. B/T/M10 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
LIGHT/DARK selection: cable or connector trimmer 
Housing: ABS UL 94V-O  
Lenses: PMMA plastic 
Protection class: IP65 
Connections: 2 m cable  6 mm vers. S6-1 and  5 mm vers. S6-5 / M12 4-pole connector vers. S6T/S6R 
Weight: 160 g. max. cable versions / 40 g. max. connector versions 

SETTING
The following procedures are valid for LIGHT mode operation. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-A/B/T 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the red 
LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal 
positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small or transparent targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the 
procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-F/G 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. 
Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where the red 
LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal 
positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very 
small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure 
detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-x-C 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: 
the red LED is OFF. 
Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the 
sensitivity trimmer clockwise until red LED turns ON. 
(Target detected state, pos.A).
Remove the target, the red LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer clockwise 
until the red LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B).
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. 
Turn the trimmer to the intermediate position C, between the two 
positions A and B. 
Alignment S6/S6T/S6R-5-M25 
Position the sensor and turn the adjustment screw to maximum. 
Place the target opposite the sensor at a slightly greater distance than 
desired. Turn the screw counterclockwise until the sensor switches. 
Verify the adjustment moving the target closer and further the sensor; 
tune the adjustment if necessary. 
It is recommended to operate with the stability LED turned ON. 

TEST FUNCTION (S6/S6T-5-G) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to inhibit the emitter and 
verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The receiver output should switch when the test is activated while the 
beam is uninterrupted. The inputs activating voltage range is 10 … 30 
Vdc, whilst respecting the polarity. 

ALARM FUNCTION (S6/S6T-5-F) 
The alarm output switches ON whenever the received signal remains 
without a safety margin (greater than 30% compared to the output 
switching level) for longer than 3 seconds. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826000634 Rev.D © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2010 

MIN MAX

A

B

C

CONNECTIONS

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

NPN/PNP version

NPN or PNP and NC/NO version PNP version Through beam emitter - PNP version

Through beam emitter

Through beam receiver -
NPN/PNP version

Through beam emitter -
NPN/PNP version

VDC MODELS

VAC MODELS

DARK/LIGHT trimmer (VAC version)

Sensitivity trimmer (excl. mod. G and S6R-5-M)

Background suppression
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S6-x-C90-x S6-x-C200-x1

Grey R18% White R90% Grey R18% White R90%

S6-x-M10-x

Grey R18% White R90%

S6-x-M25-x

Grey R18% White R90%

S6-x-A6-x

R5R2

S6-x-B5-x

R5R2

S6-x-F/G-x

S6-x-M50-x

Grey R18% White R90%

DETECTION DIAGRAMS

The detection diagrams indicate the typical operating distance with excess gain 1.
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Joint-62: as ST-5054 with jointed support 

mm

DESCRIPtION MODEl ORDER N°
 Ø 23 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 31 mm support R1 S940700023
Ø 48 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 63 mm support R2 S940700048

36 x 55 mm prismatic reflector with 40.5 x 60 mm support R6 95A151350
38 x 40 mm microprism reflector with 51 x 60.7 mm support R7 95A151360
9.7 x 19 mm microprism reflector with 13.8 x 23 mm support R8 95A151370

Ø 48 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 63 mm support R20 95A151090
protection bracket with jointed support JOINT-S62 95ACC2430

fixing bracket ST-504 95ACC2820
fixing bracket ST-5020 95ACC5330
fixing bracket ST-5021 95ACC5340

protection bracket ST-5053 95ACC2410
protection bracket ST-5054 95ACC2420
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Joint-62: as ST-5054 with jointed support 

mm

DESCRIPtION MODEl ORDER N°
 Ø 23 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 31 mm support R1 S940700023
Ø 48 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 63 mm support R2 S940700048

36 x 55 mm prismatic reflector with 40.5 x 60 mm support R6 95A151350
38 x 40 mm microprism reflector with 51 x 60.7 mm support R7 95A151360
9.7 x 19 mm microprism reflector with 13.8 x 23 mm support R8 95A151370

Ø 48 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 63 mm support R20 95A151090
protection bracket with jointed support JOINT-S62 95ACC2430

fixing bracket ST-504 95ACC2820
fixing bracket ST-5020 95ACC5330
fixing bracket ST-5021 95ACC5340

protection bracket ST-5053 95ACC2410
protection bracket ST-5054 95ACC2420
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Joint-62: as ST-5054 with jointed support 

mm

DESCRIPtION MODEl ORDER N°
 Ø 23 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 31 mm support R1 S940700023
Ø 48 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 63 mm support R2 S940700048

36 x 55 mm prismatic reflector with 40.5 x 60 mm support R6 95A151350
38 x 40 mm microprism reflector with 51 x 60.7 mm support R7 95A151360
9.7 x 19 mm microprism reflector with 13.8 x 23 mm support R8 95A151370

Ø 48 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 63 mm support R20 95A151090
protection bracket with jointed support JOINT-S62 95ACC2430

fixing bracket ST-504 95ACC2820
fixing bracket ST-5020 95ACC5330
fixing bracket ST-5021 95ACC5340

protection bracket ST-5053 95ACC2410
protection bracket ST-5054 95ACC2420

OPTIC FUNCTION OPERATING POWER 
SUPPLY OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Short diffuse proximity 10…900 mm

15…264 V A.C. relay SPDT 250V/3A S6-1-C90 S937530090

10…30 V D.C.
NPN/PNP S6-5-C90 S937530000

PNP N.O./N.C. S6R-5-C90-P 950201190
PNP S6T-5-C90-P 961031020

Long diffuse proximity 10…2000 mm

15…264 V A.C. relay SPDT 250V/3A S6-1-C200 950151140

10…30 V D.C.
NPN/PNP S6-5-C200 950201150

PNP N.O./N.C. S6R-5-C200-P 950201200
NPN N.O./N.C. S6R-5-C200-N 956101050

Retroreflective 0,1…6 m (on R2 reflector)

15…264 V A.C. relay SPDT 250V/3A S6-1-A6 S937330090

10…30 V D.C.
NPN/PNP S6-5-A6 S937330000

PNP S6T-5-A6-P 961031000
PNP N.O./N.C. S6R-5-A6-P 950201170

Polarized retroreflective 0,1…5 m (on R2 reflector)

15…264 V A.C. relay SPDT 250V/3A S6-1-B5 S937420090

10…30 V D.C.
NPN/PNP S6-5-B5 S937420000

PNP N.O./N.C. S6R-5-B5-P 950201180
PNP S6T-5-B5-P 961031010

Background suppression 

30...100 mm

10…30 V D.C.

PNP N.O./N.C. S6R-5-M10-P 950201230

30…250 mm

NPN/PNP S6-5-M25 S937830000
PNP N.O./N.C. S6R-5-M25-P 950201220
NPN N.O./N.C. S6R-5-M25-N 956101080

PNP S6T-5-M25-P 961041000
100…500 mm PNP N.O./N.C. S6R-5-M50-P 950201250

Through beam  
(Receiver) 0…20 m

15…264 V A.C. relay SPDT 250V/3A S6-1-F20 S937200090

10…30 V D.C.
NPN/PNP S6-5-F20 S937200010

PNP N.O./N.C. S6R-5-F20-P 950201160
PNP S6T-5-F20-P 961211010

Through beam  
(Emitter) -

15…264 V A.C. - S6-1-G20 S937130090

10…30 V D.C.
- S6-5-G20 S937130000
- S6T-5-G20 961211000

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

ACCESSORIES
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OPTIC FUNCTION OPERATING POWER 
SUPPLY OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Short diffuse proximity 10…900 mm

15…264 V A.C. relay SPDT 250V/3A S6-1-C90 S937530090

10…30 V D.C.
NPN/PNP S6-5-C90 S937530000

PNP N.O./N.C. S6R-5-C90-P 950201190
PNP S6T-5-C90-P 961031020

Long diffuse proximity 10…2000 mm

15…264 V A.C. relay SPDT 250V/3A S6-1-C200 950151140

10…30 V D.C.
NPN/PNP S6-5-C200 950201150

PNP N.O./N.C. S6R-5-C200-P 950201200
NPN N.O./N.C. S6R-5-C200-N 956101050

Retroreflective 0,1…6 m (on R2 reflector)

15…264 V A.C. relay SPDT 250V/3A S6-1-A6 S937330090

10…30 V D.C.
NPN/PNP S6-5-A6 S937330000

PNP S6T-5-A6-P 961031000
PNP N.O./N.C. S6R-5-A6-P 950201170

Polarized retroreflective 0,1…5 m (on R2 reflector)

15…264 V A.C. relay SPDT 250V/3A S6-1-B5 S937420090

10…30 V D.C.
NPN/PNP S6-5-B5 S937420000

PNP N.O./N.C. S6R-5-B5-P 950201180
PNP S6T-5-B5-P 961031010

Background suppression 

30...100 mm

10…30 V D.C.

PNP N.O./N.C. S6R-5-M10-P 950201230

30…250 mm

NPN/PNP S6-5-M25 S937830000
PNP N.O./N.C. S6R-5-M25-P 950201220
NPN N.O./N.C. S6R-5-M25-N 956101080

PNP S6T-5-M25-P 961041000
100…500 mm PNP N.O./N.C. S6R-5-M50-P 950201250

Through beam  
(Receiver) 0…20 m

15…264 V A.C. relay SPDT 250V/3A S6-1-F20 S937200090

10…30 V D.C.
NPN/PNP S6-5-F20 S937200010

PNP N.O./N.C. S6R-5-F20-P 950201160
PNP S6T-5-F20-P 961211010

Through beam  
(Emitter) -

15…264 V A.C. - S6-1-G20 S937130090

10…30 V D.C.
- S6-5-G20 S937130000
- S6T-5-G20 961211000

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.
ST-5018 protective bracket 95ACC5310
ST-5019 protective bracket 95ACC5320
ST-5020 mounting bracket 95ACC5330
ST-5021 mounting bracket 95ACC5340
ST-504 mounting bracket 95ACC2820

ST-5053 protective bracket 95ACC2410
ST-5054 protective bracket 95ACC2420

JOINT-S62 protective bracket with jointed support 95ACC2430

ST-5018 ST-5019

TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M12 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-G-03 95A251380

5 m CS-A1-02-G-05 95A251270

7 m CS-A1-02-G-07 95A251280

10 m CS-A1-02-G-10 95A251390

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-A1-02-R-02 95A251540

5 m CS-A1-02-R-05 95A251560

Radial M12 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A2-02-G-03 95A251360

5 m CS-A2-02-G-05 95A251240

7 m CS-A2-02-G-07 95A251245

10 m CS-A2-02-G-10 95A251260

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-A2-02-R-02 95A251550

5 m CS-A2-02-R-05 95A251570

Radial M12 Connector with 
LED 

(for PNP N.O. sensors) 
4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A2-12-G-03 95A251400

5 m CS-A2-12-G-05 95A251350

10 m CS-A2-12-G-10 95A251370

Axial M12 Connector

4-pole, shielded, black, 
P.V.C.

3 m CV-A1-22-B-03 95ACC1480

5 m CV-A1-22-B-05 95ACC1490

10 m CV-A1-22-B-10 95ACC1500

15 m CV-A1-22-B-15 95ACC2070

25 m CV-A1-22-B-25 95ACC2090

Radial M12 Connector

3 m CV-A2-22-B-03 95ACC1540

5 m CV-A2-22-B-05 95ACC1550

10 m CV-A2-22-B-10 95ACC1560

Axial M12 Connector
4-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-U-03 95ASE1120

5 m CS-A1-02-U-05 95ASE1130

10 m CS-A1-02-U-10 95ASE1140

15 m CS-A1-02-U-15 95ASE1150

25 m CS-A1-02-U-25 95ASE1160

4-pole, black
Connector- not cabled CS-A1-02-B-NC G5085002

Radial M12 Connector Connector- not cabled CS-A2-02-B-NC G5085003

CABLES

Rev. 01, 07/2016
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COMPACT SENSORS

S60

Through beam 0...20 m
0...60 m (class 1 LASER)

Polarized retroreflective (on R5 reflector) 0.1...8 m
0.1...20 m (class 1 LASER)

Polarized retroreflective coaxial (on R5 reflector) 0...4 m

Polarized retroreflective coaxial transparent (on R5 reflector) 0...2 m

Diffuse proximity
0...100 cm

0...200 cm (long range)
0...60 cm (class 1 LASER)

Background suppression 7...20 cm
5...10 cm (class 1 LASER)

Contrast Sensor 19 mm ±2 m (white emission)

Luminescence Sensor 0...40 mm

Power supply
Vdc 10...30 V

18...30 V

Vac

Vac/dc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP

relay

other

Connection
cable •

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 50x50x15 mm

Housing material ABS

Mechanical protection IP67

S60
EXTENDED RANGE OF 
STANDARD “ONE FOR ALL” 
PHOTOELECTRIC COMPACT 
SENSORS
• Complete range of optic functions, basic, advanced and laser class 1
• Models with coaxial optics for polarized retroreflective, contrast and 

luminescence sensors
• Trimmer or EASY touchTM setting with
• Remote, Keylock and Delay functions
• Standard cable or M12 connection with standard NPN or PNP 

configuration

APPLICATIONS

• Automatic machines
• Packaging lines
• Transportation lines
• Automatic warehouses
• Pharma and bottling
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TECHNICAL DATA
Power supply 10 … 30 Vdc

Ripple
≤ 2 Vpp max. 

Consumption (output current excluded) ≤ 40 mA max.

Light emission

 red LED 660 nm (mod. S60...B01/B51/T51/C01)
IR LED 880 nm (mod. S60...C11/G00)

white LED 400-700 nm (mod. S60...W08)
UV LED 370 nm (mod. S60...U08)

red Laser 650 nm (mod. S60...G00/B01/C01/M08)

Setting sensivity trimmer (mod. B01/B51/C01/C11/F01/T51)

Operating mode
LIGHT mode on N.O. output / DARK mode on N.C. output (mod.S60...C01/C11/M08/U08)
DARK mode on N.O. output / LIGHT mode on N.C. output (mod.S60...B01/B51/F01/T51)

LIGHT mode on N.O. output  / remote input (mod.M08/W08/U08)

Indicators

yellow OUTPUT LED (S60 all models excluded G00)

 green STABILITY LED (mod. S60...F01/B01/B51/T51/C01/C11) 
POWER LED (mod. S60 LASER...F01/B01/C01)

green/red READY/ERROR LED (mod. S60...M08/W08/U08)

Output PNP or NPN; NO; NC (mod. S60)

Output current 100 mA max.

Saturation voltage 2 V max.

Response time 

0,5 ms (mod. S60...A00/B01/T01/C10/C21/C01/D00/E01/U08)
2 ms (mod. S60...F01/G00)

1 ms (mod. S50...M08, A00/B01/C01/C10/G00)
4 ms (mod. S60)

100 µs (mod. S60...W08)
 333 µs (Laser mod. S60)

Switching frequency

1 kHz  (mod. S60...A00/B01/T01/C10/C21/C01/D00/E01/U08)
250 Hz (mod. S50...F01/G00)

500 Hz (mod. S60...M08, A00/B01/C01/C10/G00)
5 kHz (mod. S60...W08)

 1,5 kHz (Laser mod. S60) 

Connection 2 m Ø 4 mm cable / M12 4-pole connector 

Dielectric strength 500 VAC, 1 min between electronic parts and housing

Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 VDC between electronic parts and housing 

Electrical protection Class 2 

Mechanical protection IP67 

Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2 

Vibrations 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 

Housing material ABS 

Lens material window in PMMA, lenses in glass and polycarbonate

Operating temperature
-10 … 50 °C (Laser Models)

-25 … 55 °C (LED Models)

Storage temperature -25 … 70 °C 

Weight 90 g. max. cable vers. / 40 g. max. connector vers. 
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S60-PL...B01/C01/F01/G00

DIMENSIONS

S60...W08/U08
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S60-PA-2 S60-PA-5

S60...M08

S60-PL...M08

S60...G00
S60-PL...G00

S60...B01,B51,C01,C11,T51,F01
S60-PL...B01,C01,F01

S60...W08,U08,M08
S60-PL...M08

CONNECTIONS
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A

Single-turn trimmer for sensitivity adjustment.  
Rotate clockwise direction to increase the operating distance. Decrease 
sensitivity to increase resolution. Only for Receiver model

Output status and 
stability LEDs (receiver); 
power on LED (emitter)

Adjustment trimmer  
(receiver) 

M12 connector output 

Cable output  

A

C

D

B

A

B

A

Single-turn trimmer for sensitivity adjustment. 
Rotate clockwise to increase the operating distance.

Output status yellow LED 
and green Power LED  

Teach-in push-button  

M12 connector output 

Cable output  

A

C

D

B

B

A

Teach-in button for setting.
EASYtouch™ provides two setting modes: standard or fine.  Ple-
ase refer to instructions manual for operating details.

Output status and READY/
ERROR LEDs  

Teach-in push-button  

M12 connector output 
orientable in two positions 

Cable output  

A

C

D

B

B

RED LASER MODEL B01/C01

B01/B51/T51/C01/C11

INFRARED EMISSION G00 - LASER RED EMISSION G00/F01

EMITTER

RECEIVER

W08/U08/M08/M08 LASER

Single-turn trimmer for sensitivity adjustment. 
Rotate clockwise to increase the operating distance.

A

B
Output status yellow LED 
and green Stability LED  

Adjustment trimmer  

M12 connector output 

Cable output  

A

C

D

B

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS
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Excess gain Detection area

Detection area Resolution

Excess gain Detection area

R5

R2

R2 R5

Detection area Resolution on R7 reflector

R5

R7

Recommended operating distance
Maximum operating distance

Operating distance

S60-PL...F01,G00

S60...B01

S60-PL...B01

Recommended operating distance
Maximum operating distance

High efficiency reflectors can be used to obtain 
larger operating distances.
Refer to Reflectors (A.01) of the
General Catalogue.

Operating distance

High efficiency reflectors can be used to obtain 
larger operating distances.
Refer to Reflectors (A.01) of the
General Catalogue.

DETECTION DIAGRAMS

S60...F01,G00
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Excess gain Detection area

White 90% White 90%

Grey 18% 

Grey 18% 

Detection area Resolution

White 90%
Grey 18% 

Excess gain Detection area

R5

R2
R2 R5

Excess gain Detection area

R5

R2
R2 R5

Excess gain Detection area

White 90%
White 90%

Grey 18% 

Grey 18% 

Recommended operating distance
Maximum operating distance

Operating distance

S60...B51

S60...C01

S60...T51

S60...C11

Recommended operating distance
Maximum operating distance

High efficiency reflectors can be used to obtain 
larger operating distances. Refer to Reflectors.

Recommended operating distance
Maximum operating distance

Recommended operating distance
Maximum operating distance

S60-PL...C01

ST-5021
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S60...M08

S60-PL...M08

Detection difference with
EASYtouch™ acquisition

Setting distance on white 90% background
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Detection difference with EASYtouch™ acquisition

Setting distance on white 90% background
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Luminescence sensor
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S60...U08

S60...W08

Contrast sensor
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Contrast sensor
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ST-5020

JOINT-60

Operating distance

Operating distance

ST-5021

ST-504

ST-5019

ST-5018
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ST-5021

MODEL FUNCTION N° ORDER

S60-PA-2-B01-NN polarized retroreflective 956201460

S60-PA-2-B01-PP polarized retroreflective 956201300

S60-PA-2-C01-NN diffuse proximity 956201470

S60-PA-2-C01-PP diffuse proximity 956201310

S60-PA-2-C11-NN long diffuse proximity 956201480

S60-PA-2-C11-PP long diffuse proximity 956201320

S60-PA-2-F01-NN receiver 956201490

S60-PA-2-F01-PP receiver 956201330

S60-PA-2-G00-XG emitter 956201340

S60-PA-2-T51-NN retroreflective for transparents 956201530

S60-PA-2-T51-PP retroreflective for transparents 956201380

S60-PA-2-U08-NH luminescence sensor 956201540

S60-PA-2-U08-PH luminescence sensor 956201390

S60-PA-2-W08-NH contrast  sensor 956201550

S60-PA-2-W08-PH contrast sensor 956201400

S60-PA-5-B01-NN polarized retroreflective 956201180

S60-PA-5-B01-PP polarized retroreflective 956201040

S60-PA-5-B51-NN coaxial polarized retroreflective 956201630

S60-PA-5-B51-PP coaxial polarized retroreflective 956201620

S60-PA-5-C01-NN diffuse proximity 956201190

S60-PA-5-C01-PP diffuse proximity 956201050

S60-PA-5-C11-NN long diffuse proximity 956201200

S60-PA-5-C11-PP long diffuse proximity 956201110

S60-PA-5-F01-NN receiver 956201210

S50-PA-5-F01-PP receiver 956201060

S60-PA-5-G00-XG emitter 956201070

S60-PA-5-M08-NH background suppression 956201220

S60-PA-5-M08-PH background suppression 956201080

MODEL FUNCTION N° ORDER

S60-PA-5-T51-NN retroreflective for transparents 956201250

S60-PA-5-T51-PP retroreflective for transparents 956201100

S60-PA-5-U08-NH luminescence sensor 956201010

S60-PA-5-U08-PH luminescence sensor 956201000

S60-PA-5-W08-NH contrast  sensor 956201030

S60-PA-5-W08-PH contrast  sensor 956201020

S60-PL-2-B01-NN laser polarized retroreflective 956201560

S60-PL-2-B01-PP laser polarized retroreflective 956201410

S60-PL-2-C01-NN laser diffuse proximity 956201640

S60-PL-2-C01-PP laser diffuse proximity 956201650

S60-PL-2-F01-NN laser receiver 956201570

S60-PL-2-F01-PP laser receiver 956201420

S60-PL-2-G00-XG laser emitter 956201430

S60-PL-2-M08-NH laser background suppression 956201580

S60-PL-2-M08-PH laser background suppression 956201440

S60-PL-5-B01-NN laser polarized retroreflective 956201260

S60-PL-5-B01-PP laser polarized retroreflective 956201120

S60-PL-5-C01-NN laser diffuse proximity 956201660

S60-PL-5-C01-PP laser diffuse proximity 956201670

S60-PL-5-F01-NN laser receiver 956201270

S50-PL-5-F01-PP laser receiver 956201140

S60-PL-5-G00-XG laser emitter 956201150

S60-PL-5-M08-NH laser background suppression 956201280

S60-PL-5-M08-PH laser background suppression 956201160

The series is compatible with the following  Datalogic Automation accessories
- CS connectors
- R reflectors

New accessories dedicated to the S60 series have been developed to cover all the fixing requirements and improve functioning.

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER N°
ST-5018 protection bracket  95ACC5310

ST-5019 protection bracket 95ACC5320

ST-5020 fixing bracket 95ACC5330

ST-5021 fixing bracket 95ACC5340

JOINT-60 protection bracket with jointed support 95ACC5350

ST-504 S6/S60 fixing bracket 95ACC2820

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORY SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION
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ST-5021

ST-504

ST-5020

JOINT-60

ST-5019

ST-5018
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COMPACT SENSORS

S62
Through beam 0…25 m

Retroreflective (on R2 reflector) 0,1…13 m

Polarized retroreflective
0,1…8 m

0,3…20 m (class 2 LASER)

Diffuse proximity
short 0…900 mm, long 0...2000 mm

0…900 mm (class 2 LASER)

Background suppression

short 30…300 mm

medium 60…600 mm

long 60…1200 mm

very long 200...2000 mm

short LASER 30…150 mm (class 2 LASER)

long LASER 50…350 mm (class 2 LASER)

Power supply
Vdc 10…30 V

Vac

Vac/dc 24/240 Vac/24…60 Vdc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP •

relay •

other

Connection
cable •

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 18x50x50

Housing material ABS

Mechanical protection IP67

S62
THE MOST COMPLETE
UNIVERSAL SENSOR 
IN A COMPACT 50X50 MM 
HOUSING
• Sensors with red, infrared LED or LASER emission
• Background suppression from 3 cm to 2 m
• Polarized retroreflective up to 20 m
• Multivoltage 24-240Vac/24-60Vdc with Relay output
• NPN/PNP output NO-NC configuration

APPLICATIONS

• Processing and Packaging machinery
• Conveyor lines, material handling
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S62…M
Background suppression

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
The yellow LED ON indicates that the N.O. output is closed and the N.C. 
output is open. 
STABILITY LED (green) (S62…M2/M3) 
When permanently ON, the green LED indicates a normal operating condition 
where the received signal has a safety margin superior to 30% respect to the 
output switching value. The sensor is ready to function correctly (stability 
condition).
POWER ON LED (green) (S62…M0/M1) 
The green LED ON indicates the powering status and the laser emission 
presence.
DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT TRIMMER (ADJ.) 
A 6-turn trimmer allows the background suppression distance adjustment 
through a mechanical variation of the optic triangulation angle. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
Please refer to the “SETTING” paragraph for acquisition or setup procedure 
indications.
POSITION INDICATOR 
This indicator presents a scale numbered from 1 to 6 that allows a precise 
adjustment of the suppression distance in the entire operating range. 
Please refer to the “SETTING” paragraph for use indications. 
TIMER ADJUSTMENT TRIMMER (S62…M05/M15/M25/M35) 
This control allows to vary the output delay deactivation from 0 to 1 sec. 
Please refer to “TIMER FUNCTIONS” paragraph for use indications. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S62…M01/M11-PN) 
The LIGHT/DARK mode is selected using a mono-turn trimmer. 
LIGHT MODE: clockwise rotation 
DARK MODE: counter-clockwise rotation. 
WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. 
Do not force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means 
of the three housing’s holes using two 
screws (M4x25 or longer, 1.5Nm max. 
tightening torque) with washers. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to 
ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the general 
catalogue).
The operating distance is measured 
from the front surface of the sensor optics. 
The M12 connector can be oriented at two different positions using the 
specific fastening spring and rotating the block of 180°. 

CONNECTIONS 
S62-PA-2/5…PN 

S62-PA-2…PP/NN 

S62-PA-5…PP/NN (M12 connector) 

TECHNICAL DATA 
S62…M0-PP/PN/NN S62…M1-PP/PN/NN S62…M2-PP/PN/NN S62…M3-PP/PN/NN 

Power supply: 10 … 30 VDC 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Consumption
(output current excluded): 40 mA max. 

Outputs: S62...PP/NN: PNP or NPN N.A./N.C. 30 VDC  /  S62...PN:  NPN/PNP; 30 VDC max (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 100 mA (overload and overvoltage protection) 
Output saturation voltage:  2 V 
Response time: 500 s 1 ms 1,5 ms 
Switching frequency: 1 kHz 500 Hz 330 Hz 
Emission type: RED (660 nm) INFRARED (880 nm) 
Spot dimension: 6x6 mm (at 200 mm) 15x15 mm (at 400 mm) 200x200 mm (at 2000 mm) 

Operating distance (typical values): 30…300 mm 60…600 mm 60…1200 mm 200…2000 mm 
(recommended target 400x400mm) 

Adjustment: Multiturn distance adjustment trimmer / Timer adjustment trimmer (S62…M05/M15/M25/M35) 
DARK/LIGHT selection: mono-turn trimmer (S62…M01/M11-PN) - 
Difference (90% white / 4% black): < 8 % < 12 % < 25 % < 30 % 
Hysteresis (90% white): < 5 % < 20 % 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / POWER ON LED (GREEN) 
Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: 500 VAC 1 min., between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 M 500 VDC, between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: According to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for each axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for each axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: ABS
Lens material: PMMA window; PC lens 
Mechanical protection: IP67
Connections: 2 m cable  4 mm / M12 4-pole connector 
UL requirements: they are intended to be connected to a Class 2 transformer or class 2 power supply 
Weight: 90 g. max. cable vers. / 40 g. max. connector vers.  

SETTING
Suppression distance setting 
1.Object detection

Position object to detect in front of the sensor at the distance required. 
Turn distance adjustment trimmer (ADJ) to minimum: yellow LED OFF and 
green LED ON. 

Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED and green LED 
turn ON. Object detection condition (A status of position indicator)

   A

2.Background suppression
Remove object and ensure that the background is in front of the sensor: 
yellow LED OFF and green LED ON. 

Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED and green LED 
turn ON: background detection condition (B status of position indicator).

   B

The trimmer reaches maximum level with yellow LED OFF if the background 
is outside the operating range. 

Rotate trimmer in an anticlockwise direction until yellow LED turns OFF 
and green LED ON: condition where background is outside operating 
range (C status of position indicator). 

    C
3. Setting and control

Rotate trimmer in an anticlockwise direction until the indicator reaches 
an intermediate point between position A and C. 

If position A and C are close to each other, leave trimmer on position C. 
The sensor is now ready to function correctly and in stable conditions:

DETECTION DIAGRAM
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TIMER FUNCTION (S62…M05/M15/M25) 
The timer function allows to adjust the output deactivation delay when the 
object is outside the detection area. The delay extends the output activation 
allowing the slower interface systems to detect shorter pulses. 

The delay adjustment is carried-out manually using the Timer adjustment 
trimmer. Clockwise rotation increase the delay from 0 to a max. 1 sec. value. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification. 

© 2007 – 2012 Datalogic Automation - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - Protected to the fullest extent under U.S. and 
international laws. • Copying, or altering of this document is prohibited without express written consent from 
Datalogic Automation. Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many 
countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826002874 Rev.F

DARK/LIGHT 
TRIMMER 
(S62-M01/M11-PN) 

STABILITY LED (S62…M2/M3) /
POWER ON LED (S62…M0/M1)

This product is covered by one or more of the following patents. 
EP pat. 851,211 B1 

S62-PL…M Laser 
Background suppression

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status: N.O. closed and N.C. open. 

POWER ON LED (green) 
The green LED ON indicates the sensor powering status and laser emission 
presence.

DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT TRIMMER (ADJ.) 
The multiturn trimmer with clutch (6 turn) adjusts the suppression distance 
through the mechanical variation of the optic triangulation angle. 
The operating distance increases rotation the trimmer shaft in a clockwise 
direction.
Please refer to “SETTING” paragraph for the correct use procedure. 

POSITION INDICATOR 
This indicator has a scale numbered from 1 to 6 that allows the precise 
adjustment of the suppression distance on the entire operating range. 
Please refer to “SETTING” paragraph for the correct use procedure. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means 
of the three housing’s holes using two 
screws (M4x25 or longer, 1.5 Nm 
maximum tightening torque) with 
washers. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to 
ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the 
accessories listed in the general 
catalogue).
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor 
optics.
The M12 connector can be oriented at two different positions using the 
specific fastening spring and rotating the block to 180°. 

CONNECTIONS 
M12 connector 

TECHNICAL DATA 
S62-PL-M01… S62-PL-M11… 

Power supply: 10 … 30 VDC 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Consumption
(output current excluded): 30 mA max 

Outputs: PNP or NPN N.O. / N.C.; 30 VDC max. (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 100 mA (overload and overvoltage protection) 
Output saturation voltage:  2 V 
Response time: 140 s 200 s
Switching frequency: 3.5 kHz 2.5 kHz 

Emission type: RED LASER ( = 645…665nm): Class 2 EN 60825-1, Class II CDRH 21 CFR PART 1040.10 
Pulsed emission: pot. max  5mW; pulse duration = 5s; frequency = 14KHz (mod. M01) / 10KHz (mod. M11) 

Focalisation point : 60 mm 150 mm 
Spot dimension: < 0.2 mm (at 60 mm) < 0.4 mm (at 150 mm) 
Operating distance (typical values): 30…150 mm 50…350 mm 
Adjustment: 4-turn distance adjustment trimmer 6-turn distance adjustment trimmer 
Difference (90% white/ 4% black): < 4 % (see DETECTION DIAGRAM) 
Hysteresis (90% white): < 1 % 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / POWER ON LED (GREEN) 
Functioning temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: 500 Vac 1 min., between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 M 500 Vdc, between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: According to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for each axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for each axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: ABS
Lens material: PMMA window; PC lens 
Mechanical protection: IP67
Connections: M12 4-pole connector 
Weight: 40 g. max. 

SETTING
Suppression distance setting 

1.Object detection
Position object to detect in front of the sensor at the distance required. 
Turn distance adjustment trimmer (ADJ) to minimum: yellow LED OFF and 
green LED ON. 

Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED and green LED 
turn ON. Object detection condition (A status of position indicator).

   A

2.Background suppression
Remove object and ensure that the background is in front of the sensor: 
yellow LED OFF and green LED ON. 

Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED and green LED 
turn ON: background detection condition (B status of position indicator).

   B

The trimmer reaches maximum level with yellow LED OFF if the background 
is outside the operating range. 

 Rotate trimmer in an anticlockwise direction until yellow LED turns OFF 
and green LED ON: condition where background is outside operating 
range (C status of position indicator). 

    C
3. Setting and control

Rotate trimmer in an anticlockwise direction until the indicator reaches 
an intermediate point between position A and C. 

If position A and C are close to each other, leave trimmer on position C. 
The sensor is now ready to function correctly and in stable conditions.

DETECTION DIAGRAM
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
All the electric and mechanical safety regulations have to be respected during 
sensor functioning. 
The sensor has to be protected against mechanical damage. 
Apply the labels supplied in a visible position near the laser emission beam.

Do not stare directly into the laser beam! 
Do not point the laser beam towards people! 
Eye irradiation superior to 0.25 seconds is dangerous. Please refer to the 
Class 2 Standard (EN60825-1). 
These sensors can not be used for safety applications! 

EX-II-3-D T6 
Temperature class: T6 (<85°C) 
Max. Power consumption: 800 mW at 30 Vdc 
Max. Internal capacitance: 100 pF 
Internal inductance: negligible 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility that these produ 
cts are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective 
during the warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of DATALOGIC 
AUTOMATION products. 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, 
including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826003245 Rev.F © Copyright Datalogic 2008-2012

This product is covered by one or more of the following patents. 
EP pat. 851,211 B1 

S62-PL…M Laser 
Background suppression

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status: N.O. closed and N.C. open. 

POWER ON LED (green) 
The green LED ON indicates the sensor powering status and laser emission 
presence.

DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT TRIMMER (ADJ.) 
The multiturn trimmer with clutch (6 turn) adjusts the suppression distance 
through the mechanical variation of the optic triangulation angle. 
The operating distance increases rotation the trimmer shaft in a clockwise 
direction.
Please refer to “SETTING” paragraph for the correct use procedure. 

POSITION INDICATOR 
This indicator has a scale numbered from 1 to 6 that allows the precise 
adjustment of the suppression distance on the entire operating range. 
Please refer to “SETTING” paragraph for the correct use procedure. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means 
of the three housing’s holes using two 
screws (M4x25 or longer, 1.5 Nm 
maximum tightening torque) with 
washers. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to 
ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the 
accessories listed in the general 
catalogue).
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor 
optics.
The M12 connector can be oriented at two different positions using the 
specific fastening spring and rotating the block to 180°. 

CONNECTIONS 
M12 connector 

TECHNICAL DATA 
S62-PL-M01… S62-PL-M11… 

Power supply: 10 … 30 VDC 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Consumption
(output current excluded): 30 mA max 

Outputs: PNP or NPN N.O. / N.C.; 30 VDC max. (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 100 mA (overload and overvoltage protection) 
Output saturation voltage:  2 V 
Response time: 140 s 200 s
Switching frequency: 3.5 kHz 2.5 kHz 

Emission type: RED LASER ( = 645…665nm): Class 2 EN 60825-1, Class II CDRH 21 CFR PART 1040.10 
Pulsed emission: pot. max  5mW; pulse duration = 5s; frequency = 14KHz (mod. M01) / 10KHz (mod. M11) 

Focalisation point : 60 mm 150 mm 
Spot dimension: < 0.2 mm (at 60 mm) < 0.4 mm (at 150 mm) 
Operating distance (typical values): 30…150 mm 50…350 mm 
Adjustment: 4-turn distance adjustment trimmer 6-turn distance adjustment trimmer 
Difference (90% white/ 4% black): < 4 % (see DETECTION DIAGRAM) 
Hysteresis (90% white): < 1 % 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / POWER ON LED (GREEN) 
Functioning temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: 500 Vac 1 min., between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 M 500 Vdc, between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: According to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for each axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for each axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: ABS
Lens material: PMMA window; PC lens 
Mechanical protection: IP67
Connections: M12 4-pole connector 
Weight: 40 g. max. 

SETTING
Suppression distance setting 

1.Object detection
Position object to detect in front of the sensor at the distance required. 
Turn distance adjustment trimmer (ADJ) to minimum: yellow LED OFF and 
green LED ON. 

Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED and green LED 
turn ON. Object detection condition (A status of position indicator).

   A

2.Background suppression
Remove object and ensure that the background is in front of the sensor: 
yellow LED OFF and green LED ON. 

Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED and green LED 
turn ON: background detection condition (B status of position indicator).

   B

The trimmer reaches maximum level with yellow LED OFF if the background 
is outside the operating range. 

 Rotate trimmer in an anticlockwise direction until yellow LED turns OFF 
and green LED ON: condition where background is outside operating 
range (C status of position indicator). 

    C
3. Setting and control

Rotate trimmer in an anticlockwise direction until the indicator reaches 
an intermediate point between position A and C. 

If position A and C are close to each other, leave trimmer on position C. 
The sensor is now ready to function correctly and in stable conditions.

DETECTION DIAGRAM
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
All the electric and mechanical safety regulations have to be respected during 
sensor functioning. 
The sensor has to be protected against mechanical damage. 
Apply the labels supplied in a visible position near the laser emission beam.

Do not stare directly into the laser beam! 
Do not point the laser beam towards people! 
Eye irradiation superior to 0.25 seconds is dangerous. Please refer to the 
Class 2 Standard (EN60825-1). 
These sensors can not be used for safety applications! 

EX-II-3-D T6 
Temperature class: T6 (<85°C) 
Max. Power consumption: 800 mW at 30 Vdc 
Max. Internal capacitance: 100 pF 
Internal inductance: negligible 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility that these produ 
cts are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective 
during the warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of DATALOGIC 
AUTOMATION products. 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, 
including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826003245 Rev.F © Copyright Datalogic 2008-2012

S62…M
Background suppression

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
The yellow LED ON indicates that the N.O. output is closed and the N.C. 
output is open. 
STABILITY LED (green) (S62…M2/M3) 
When permanently ON, the green LED indicates a normal operating condition 
where the received signal has a safety margin superior to 30% respect to the 
output switching value. The sensor is ready to function correctly (stability 
condition).
POWER ON LED (green) (S62…M0/M1) 
The green LED ON indicates the powering status and the laser emission 
presence.
DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT TRIMMER (ADJ.) 
A 6-turn trimmer allows the background suppression distance adjustment 
through a mechanical variation of the optic triangulation angle. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
Please refer to the “SETTING” paragraph for acquisition or setup procedure 
indications.
POSITION INDICATOR 
This indicator presents a scale numbered from 1 to 6 that allows a precise 
adjustment of the suppression distance in the entire operating range. 
Please refer to the “SETTING” paragraph for use indications. 
TIMER ADJUSTMENT TRIMMER (S62…M05/M15/M25/M35) 
This control allows to vary the output delay deactivation from 0 to 1 sec. 
Please refer to “TIMER FUNCTIONS” paragraph for use indications. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S62…M01/M11-PN) 
The LIGHT/DARK mode is selected using a mono-turn trimmer. 
LIGHT MODE: clockwise rotation 
DARK MODE: counter-clockwise rotation. 
WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. 
Do not force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means 
of the three housing’s holes using two 
screws (M4x25 or longer, 1.5Nm max. 
tightening torque) with washers. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to 
ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the general 
catalogue).
The operating distance is measured 
from the front surface of the sensor optics. 
The M12 connector can be oriented at two different positions using the 
specific fastening spring and rotating the block of 180°. 

CONNECTIONS 
S62-PA-2/5…PN 

S62-PA-2…PP/NN 

S62-PA-5…PP/NN (M12 connector) 

TECHNICAL DATA 
S62…M0-PP/PN/NN S62…M1-PP/PN/NN S62…M2-PP/PN/NN S62…M3-PP/PN/NN 

Power supply: 10 … 30 VDC 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Consumption
(output current excluded): 40 mA max. 

Outputs: S62...PP/NN: PNP or NPN N.A./N.C. 30 VDC  /  S62...PN:  NPN/PNP; 30 VDC max (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 100 mA (overload and overvoltage protection) 
Output saturation voltage:  2 V 
Response time: 500 s 1 ms 1,5 ms 
Switching frequency: 1 kHz 500 Hz 330 Hz 
Emission type: RED (660 nm) INFRARED (880 nm) 
Spot dimension: 6x6 mm (at 200 mm) 15x15 mm (at 400 mm) 200x200 mm (at 2000 mm) 

Operating distance (typical values): 30…300 mm 60…600 mm 60…1200 mm 200…2000 mm 
(recommended target 400x400mm) 

Adjustment: Multiturn distance adjustment trimmer / Timer adjustment trimmer (S62…M05/M15/M25/M35) 
DARK/LIGHT selection: mono-turn trimmer (S62…M01/M11-PN) - 
Difference (90% white / 4% black): < 8 % < 12 % < 25 % < 30 % 
Hysteresis (90% white): < 5 % < 20 % 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / POWER ON LED (GREEN) 
Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: 500 VAC 1 min., between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 M 500 VDC, between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: According to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for each axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for each axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: ABS
Lens material: PMMA window; PC lens 
Mechanical protection: IP67
Connections: 2 m cable  4 mm / M12 4-pole connector 
UL requirements: they are intended to be connected to a Class 2 transformer or class 2 power supply 
Weight: 90 g. max. cable vers. / 40 g. max. connector vers.  

SETTING
Suppression distance setting 
1.Object detection

Position object to detect in front of the sensor at the distance required. 
Turn distance adjustment trimmer (ADJ) to minimum: yellow LED OFF and 
green LED ON. 

Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED and green LED 
turn ON. Object detection condition (A status of position indicator)

   A

2.Background suppression
Remove object and ensure that the background is in front of the sensor: 
yellow LED OFF and green LED ON. 

Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED and green LED 
turn ON: background detection condition (B status of position indicator).

   B

The trimmer reaches maximum level with yellow LED OFF if the background 
is outside the operating range. 

Rotate trimmer in an anticlockwise direction until yellow LED turns OFF 
and green LED ON: condition where background is outside operating 
range (C status of position indicator). 

    C
3. Setting and control

Rotate trimmer in an anticlockwise direction until the indicator reaches 
an intermediate point between position A and C. 

If position A and C are close to each other, leave trimmer on position C. 
The sensor is now ready to function correctly and in stable conditions:
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TIMER FUNCTION (S62…M05/M15/M25) 
The timer function allows to adjust the output deactivation delay when the 
object is outside the detection area. The delay extends the output activation 
allowing the slower interface systems to detect shorter pulses. 

The delay adjustment is carried-out manually using the Timer adjustment 
trimmer. Clockwise rotation increase the delay from 0 to a max. 1 sec. value. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification. 

© 2007 – 2012 Datalogic Automation - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - Protected to the fullest extent under U.S. and 
international laws. • Copying, or altering of this document is prohibited without express written consent from 
Datalogic Automation. Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many 
countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826002874 Rev.F

DARK/LIGHT 
TRIMMER 
(S62-M01/M11-PN) 

STABILITY LED (S62…M2/M3) /
POWER ON LED (S62…M0/M1)

S62
Through beam 0…25 m

Retroreflective (on R2 reflector) 0,1…13 m

Polarized retroreflective
0,1…8 m

0,3…20 m (class 2 LASER)

Diffuse proximity
short 0…900 mm, long 0...2000 mm

0…900 mm (class 2 LASER)

Background suppression

short 30…300 mm

medium 60…600 mm

long 60…1200 mm

very long 200...2000 mm

short LASER 30…150 mm (class 2 LASER)

long LASER 50…350 mm (class 2 LASER)

Power supply
Vdc 10…30 V

Vac

Vac/dc 24/240 Vac/24…60 Vdc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP •

relay •

other

Connection
cable •

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 18x50x50

Housing material ABS

Mechanical protection IP67

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS

Power supply
10 ... 30 Vdc (mod. S62…2/5)

24…240 Vac/ 24…60 Vdc (mod. S62…1)
Ripple  2 Vpp max. (mod. S62…2/5), 10% max. (mod. S62…1)

Consumption (output current excluded)
30 mA max. (mod. S62…2/5)

3 VA max. (mod. S62…1)

Light emission
red LED 640 nm (mod. S62-PA…A/B/C/G/M01/M05/M11/M15)

IR LED 880 nm (mod. S62-PA…M21/M25/M31/M35)
red Laser 645…665 nm (mod. S62-PL)

Setting  sensititivity adjustment trimmer

Operating mode mono-turn LIGHT/DARK trimmer (mod. S62…RX/PN)

Indicators
yellow OUTPUT LED 

green STABILITY LED, POWER LED (S62…G)

Output 
PNP or NPN N.O./N.C. (mod. S62…PP/NN); NPN/PNP (mod. S62…PN);

electromechanical SPDT 250 Vac/30 Vdc (mod. S62...RX)
Output current 100 mA max. (mod. S62…2/5), 2 A max. (mod. S62...1)

Saturation voltage  2 V max. (mod. S62…2/5)

Response time

25 ms (mod. S62…1)
1,5 ms (mod. S62…M3x)

1 ms (mod. S62…2/5-F/G/M2x)
500 µs (mod. S62-PA…2/5-A/B/C/M0x/M1x)

200 µs (mod. S62-PL…B/C/M11)
140 µs (mod. S62-PL…M01)

Switching frequency

20 Hz (mod. S62…1)
330 Hz (mod. S62…M3x)

500 Hz (mod. S62…2/5-F/G/M2x)
1 kHz (mod. S62-PA…2/5-A/B/C/M0x/M1x)

2,5 kHz (mod. S62-PL…B/C/M11)
3,5 kHz (mod. S62-PL…M01)

Connection  M12 4-pole connector, 2 m Ø 4 mm cable vers.,  2 m Ø 5 mm cable vers.
Dielectric strength 500 Vac 1 min., between electronics and housing
Insulation resistence >20 MΩ 500 Vdc, between electronics and housing 
Mechanical protection IP67
Ambient light rejection According to EN 60947-5-2
Vibrations 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for each axis (EN60068-2-6)
Shock resistence 11ms (30G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material ABS 
Lens material  PMMA window, policarbonate lens
Operating temperature  -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature  -20 … 70 °C 
Weight 40 g max. conn. vers., 90 max. cable vers.

Background suppression

Laser version

Led version

Cable version
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S62 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 
 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S62..A/B/C/F) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) (S62..A/B/C/F) 
The green LED permantely ON indicates a stable operating 
condition, where the signal received has a safety margin 
higher than 30% respect to the output switching value. 
The sensor is ready to function correctly. 
POWER ON LED (green) (S62..G) 
The green LED ON indicates the powering status and the laser 
emission presence. 
SENSIBILITY TRIMMER (ADJ.) (S62..A/B/C/F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor 
operating distance. 
Please refer to “SETTING” paragraph for the correct use 
procedure. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S62..RX/PN) 
The LIGHT/DARK mode is selected using a mono-turn 
trimmer. 
LIGHT MODE: clockwise rotation 
DARK MODE: counter-clockwise rotation. 
WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the 
trimmer is 240°. Do not force over of the maximum and 
minimum positions. 

CONNECTIONS
DC models: 

S62-PA-2/5-PN

 
 

S62-PA-2/5-PP/NN S62-2/5-G 

  

AC models: 
S62-PA-1-A/B/C/F S62-PA-1-G 

 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 S62-PA-2/5 S62-PA-1 
Power supply: 10 … 30 VDC– Class 2 (UL508) 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 10 % max 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): < 30 mA < 3 VA 

Outputs: 

S62..PP/NN: PNP or NPN N.A./N.C.
 30 VDC  
S62..PN:  NPN/PNP; 30 VDC max 

(short-circuit protection) 

Electromechanical SPDT 
250 VAC / 30 VDC 

Output current: 100 mA max 
(overload and overvoltage protection) 

2 A max. 
(resistive load) 

Output saturation voltage:  2 V - 

Response time: S62…A/B/C: 500 s max. 
S62…F/G: 1 ms 25 ms 

Switching frequency: S62…A/B/C: 1 kHz 
S62…F/G: 500Hz 20Hz 

Emission type: RED (640 nm) (S62..A/B/C/G) 
Operating distance (typical values): S62...B: 0.1…8 m on R2 (Ø63 mm reflector) (EG = 2) 

S62…A: 13m on R2 (Ø63 mm reflector) (EG = 2) 
S62...C01: 90 cm on 90% White target (EG = 2) 
S62...C11: 200 cm on 90% White target (EG = 2) 

S62…F/G: 0…25 m 

Indicators: S62…A/B/C/F:  OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) 
S62…G:  POWER ON LED (GREEN) 

Adjustment: Mono-turn sensitivity adjustment trimmer 
Mono-turn light/dark trimmer (S62..RX/PN) 

Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: 500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: ABS 
Lens material: PMMA window, policarbonate lens 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: 2 m cable  4 mm / M12 4-pole connector 2 m cable  5 mm 

UL requirements: 

VDC models: they are intended to be connected to a Class 2 transformer or class 
2 power supply. VAC models: these devices shall be connected to a power-

supply or system,including filters or air-gaps, of overvoltage category II 
(“load level – secondary circuit of a protected utility transformer”), suitable to 

control over-voltages at the maximum “rated impulse withstand voltage peak of 
1.2KV and with a short-circuit power limit at max 500VA. 

Weight: 90 g. max. cable versions / 40 g. max. connectors versions 

SETTINGS
S62..A/B setting: Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) in both vertical and horizontal positions and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the 
trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst 
progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
S62..C setting: Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: the yellow LED is OFF 
(litgh mode). Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED 
turns ON (Target detected state, pos.A). Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. 
Turn the trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B). 
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. Turn the trimmer in intermediate position C, 
between the two positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
S62…F/G setting: Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where 
the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. 
In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 

DIMENSIONS

 

INSTALLATION
The sensor can be positioned by 
means of the two housing holes 
using two screws (M4x35 or 
longer, 1.2Nm maximum 
tightening torque). 
Various orientable fixing brackets 
to ease the sensor positioning 
are available (please refer to the accessories listed in the 
general catalogue). The operating distance is measured from 
the front surface of the sensor optics. The M12 connector can 
be oriented at two different positions using the specific 
fastening spring and rotating the block of 180°. 

TEST FUNCTION (S62...G) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to switch off the 
emitter light and verify that the system is correctly operating: 
the receiver output should switch when the test is activated 
while the beam is uninterrupted: the inputs activating voltage 
range is 12…30 VDC, respecting the polarity. 
The emission is switched OFF connecting TEST+ to VDC and 
TEST- to 0V. 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the 

safety control of the machines where installed. 
DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that 
these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product 
found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months from the 
manufacturing date. This warranty does not cover damage or liability 
deriving from the improper application of Datalogic Automation products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com 
 

Datalogic Automation cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
Datalogic Automation reserves the right to make modifications and improvements 
without prior notification. 
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S62 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 
 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S62..A/B/C/F) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) (S62..A/B/C/F) 
The green LED permantely ON indicates a stable operating 
condition, where the signal received has a safety margin 
higher than 30% respect to the output switching value. 
The sensor is ready to function correctly. 
POWER ON LED (green) (S62..G) 
The green LED ON indicates the powering status and the laser 
emission presence. 
SENSIBILITY TRIMMER (ADJ.) (S62..A/B/C/F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor 
operating distance. 
Please refer to “SETTING” paragraph for the correct use 
procedure. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S62..RX/PN) 
The LIGHT/DARK mode is selected using a mono-turn 
trimmer. 
LIGHT MODE: clockwise rotation 
DARK MODE: counter-clockwise rotation. 
WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the 
trimmer is 240°. Do not force over of the maximum and 
minimum positions. 

CONNECTIONS
DC models: 

S62-PA-2/5-PN

 
 

S62-PA-2/5-PP/NN S62-2/5-G 

  

AC models: 
S62-PA-1-A/B/C/F S62-PA-1-G 

 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 S62-PA-2/5 S62-PA-1 
Power supply: 10 … 30 VDC– Class 2 (UL508) 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 10 % max 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): < 30 mA < 3 VA 

Outputs: 

S62..PP/NN: PNP or NPN N.A./N.C.
 30 VDC  
S62..PN:  NPN/PNP; 30 VDC max 

(short-circuit protection) 

Electromechanical SPDT 
250 VAC / 30 VDC 

Output current: 100 mA max 
(overload and overvoltage protection) 

2 A max. 
(resistive load) 

Output saturation voltage:  2 V - 

Response time: S62…A/B/C: 500 s max. 
S62…F/G: 1 ms 25 ms 

Switching frequency: S62…A/B/C: 1 kHz 
S62…F/G: 500Hz 20Hz 

Emission type: RED (640 nm) (S62..A/B/C/G) 
Operating distance (typical values): S62...B: 0.1…8 m on R2 (Ø63 mm reflector) (EG = 2) 

S62…A: 13m on R2 (Ø63 mm reflector) (EG = 2) 
S62...C01: 90 cm on 90% White target (EG = 2) 
S62...C11: 200 cm on 90% White target (EG = 2) 

S62…F/G: 0…25 m 

Indicators: S62…A/B/C/F:  OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) 
S62…G:  POWER ON LED (GREEN) 

Adjustment: Mono-turn sensitivity adjustment trimmer 
Mono-turn light/dark trimmer (S62..RX/PN) 

Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: 500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: ABS 
Lens material: PMMA window, policarbonate lens 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: 2 m cable  4 mm / M12 4-pole connector 2 m cable  5 mm 

UL requirements: 

VDC models: they are intended to be connected to a Class 2 transformer or class 
2 power supply. VAC models: these devices shall be connected to a power-

supply or system,including filters or air-gaps, of overvoltage category II 
(“load level – secondary circuit of a protected utility transformer”), suitable to 

control over-voltages at the maximum “rated impulse withstand voltage peak of 
1.2KV and with a short-circuit power limit at max 500VA. 

Weight: 90 g. max. cable versions / 40 g. max. connectors versions 

SETTINGS
S62..A/B setting: Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) in both vertical and horizontal positions and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the 
trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst 
progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
S62..C setting: Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: the yellow LED is OFF 
(litgh mode). Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED 
turns ON (Target detected state, pos.A). Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. 
Turn the trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B). 
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. Turn the trimmer in intermediate position C, 
between the two positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
S62…F/G setting: Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where 
the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. 
In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 

DIMENSIONS

 

INSTALLATION
The sensor can be positioned by 
means of the two housing holes 
using two screws (M4x35 or 
longer, 1.2Nm maximum 
tightening torque). 
Various orientable fixing brackets 
to ease the sensor positioning 
are available (please refer to the accessories listed in the 
general catalogue). The operating distance is measured from 
the front surface of the sensor optics. The M12 connector can 
be oriented at two different positions using the specific 
fastening spring and rotating the block of 180°. 

TEST FUNCTION (S62...G) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to switch off the 
emitter light and verify that the system is correctly operating: 
the receiver output should switch when the test is activated 
while the beam is uninterrupted: the inputs activating voltage 
range is 12…30 VDC, respecting the polarity. 
The emission is switched OFF connecting TEST+ to VDC and 
TEST- to 0V. 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the 

safety control of the machines where installed. 
DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that 
these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product 
found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months from the 
manufacturing date. This warranty does not cover damage or liability 
deriving from the improper application of Datalogic Automation products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
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S62 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 
 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S62..A/B/C/F) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) (S62..A/B/C/F) 
The green LED permantely ON indicates a stable operating 
condition, where the signal received has a safety margin 
higher than 30% respect to the output switching value. 
The sensor is ready to function correctly. 
POWER ON LED (green) (S62..G) 
The green LED ON indicates the powering status and the laser 
emission presence. 
SENSIBILITY TRIMMER (ADJ.) (S62..A/B/C/F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor 
operating distance. 
Please refer to “SETTING” paragraph for the correct use 
procedure. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S62..RX/PN) 
The LIGHT/DARK mode is selected using a mono-turn 
trimmer. 
LIGHT MODE: clockwise rotation 
DARK MODE: counter-clockwise rotation. 
WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the 
trimmer is 240°. Do not force over of the maximum and 
minimum positions. 

CONNECTIONS
DC models: 

S62-PA-2/5-PN

 
 

S62-PA-2/5-PP/NN S62-2/5-G 

  

AC models: 
S62-PA-1-A/B/C/F S62-PA-1-G 

 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 S62-PA-2/5 S62-PA-1 
Power supply: 10 … 30 VDC– Class 2 (UL508) 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 10 % max 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): < 30 mA < 3 VA 

Outputs: 

S62..PP/NN: PNP or NPN N.A./N.C.
 30 VDC  
S62..PN:  NPN/PNP; 30 VDC max 

(short-circuit protection) 

Electromechanical SPDT 
250 VAC / 30 VDC 

Output current: 100 mA max 
(overload and overvoltage protection) 

2 A max. 
(resistive load) 

Output saturation voltage:  2 V - 

Response time: S62…A/B/C: 500 s max. 
S62…F/G: 1 ms 25 ms 

Switching frequency: S62…A/B/C: 1 kHz 
S62…F/G: 500Hz 20Hz 

Emission type: RED (640 nm) (S62..A/B/C/G) 
Operating distance (typical values): S62...B: 0.1…8 m on R2 (Ø63 mm reflector) (EG = 2) 

S62…A: 13m on R2 (Ø63 mm reflector) (EG = 2) 
S62...C01: 90 cm on 90% White target (EG = 2) 
S62...C11: 200 cm on 90% White target (EG = 2) 

S62…F/G: 0…25 m 

Indicators: S62…A/B/C/F:  OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) 
S62…G:  POWER ON LED (GREEN) 

Adjustment: Mono-turn sensitivity adjustment trimmer 
Mono-turn light/dark trimmer (S62..RX/PN) 

Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: 500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: ABS 
Lens material: PMMA window, policarbonate lens 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: 2 m cable  4 mm / M12 4-pole connector 2 m cable  5 mm 

UL requirements: 

VDC models: they are intended to be connected to a Class 2 transformer or class 
2 power supply. VAC models: these devices shall be connected to a power-

supply or system,including filters or air-gaps, of overvoltage category II 
(“load level – secondary circuit of a protected utility transformer”), suitable to 

control over-voltages at the maximum “rated impulse withstand voltage peak of 
1.2KV and with a short-circuit power limit at max 500VA. 

Weight: 90 g. max. cable versions / 40 g. max. connectors versions 

SETTINGS
S62..A/B setting: Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) in both vertical and horizontal positions and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the 
trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst 
progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
S62..C setting: Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: the yellow LED is OFF 
(litgh mode). Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED 
turns ON (Target detected state, pos.A). Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. 
Turn the trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B). 
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. Turn the trimmer in intermediate position C, 
between the two positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
S62…F/G setting: Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where 
the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. 
In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 

DIMENSIONS

 

INSTALLATION
The sensor can be positioned by 
means of the two housing holes 
using two screws (M4x35 or 
longer, 1.2Nm maximum 
tightening torque). 
Various orientable fixing brackets 
to ease the sensor positioning 
are available (please refer to the accessories listed in the 
general catalogue). The operating distance is measured from 
the front surface of the sensor optics. The M12 connector can 
be oriented at two different positions using the specific 
fastening spring and rotating the block of 180°. 

TEST FUNCTION (S62...G) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to switch off the 
emitter light and verify that the system is correctly operating: 
the receiver output should switch when the test is activated 
while the beam is uninterrupted: the inputs activating voltage 
range is 12…30 VDC, respecting the polarity. 
The emission is switched OFF connecting TEST+ to VDC and 
TEST- to 0V. 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the 

safety control of the machines where installed. 
DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that 
these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product 
found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months from the 
manufacturing date. This warranty does not cover damage or liability 
deriving from the improper application of Datalogic Automation products. 
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S62 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 
 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S62..A/B/C/F) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) (S62..A/B/C/F) 
The green LED permantely ON indicates a stable operating 
condition, where the signal received has a safety margin 
higher than 30% respect to the output switching value. 
The sensor is ready to function correctly. 
POWER ON LED (green) (S62..G) 
The green LED ON indicates the powering status and the laser 
emission presence. 
SENSIBILITY TRIMMER (ADJ.) (S62..A/B/C/F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor 
operating distance. 
Please refer to “SETTING” paragraph for the correct use 
procedure. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S62..RX/PN) 
The LIGHT/DARK mode is selected using a mono-turn 
trimmer. 
LIGHT MODE: clockwise rotation 
DARK MODE: counter-clockwise rotation. 
WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the 
trimmer is 240°. Do not force over of the maximum and 
minimum positions. 

CONNECTIONS
DC models: 

S62-PA-2/5-PN

 
 

S62-PA-2/5-PP/NN S62-2/5-G 

  

AC models: 
S62-PA-1-A/B/C/F S62-PA-1-G 

 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 S62-PA-2/5 S62-PA-1 
Power supply: 10 … 30 VDC– Class 2 (UL508) 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 10 % max 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): < 30 mA < 3 VA 

Outputs: 

S62..PP/NN: PNP or NPN N.A./N.C.
 30 VDC  
S62..PN:  NPN/PNP; 30 VDC max 

(short-circuit protection) 

Electromechanical SPDT 
250 VAC / 30 VDC 

Output current: 100 mA max 
(overload and overvoltage protection) 

2 A max. 
(resistive load) 

Output saturation voltage:  2 V - 

Response time: S62…A/B/C: 500 s max. 
S62…F/G: 1 ms 25 ms 

Switching frequency: S62…A/B/C: 1 kHz 
S62…F/G: 500Hz 20Hz 

Emission type: RED (640 nm) (S62..A/B/C/G) 
Operating distance (typical values): S62...B: 0.1…8 m on R2 (Ø63 mm reflector) (EG = 2) 

S62…A: 13m on R2 (Ø63 mm reflector) (EG = 2) 
S62...C01: 90 cm on 90% White target (EG = 2) 
S62...C11: 200 cm on 90% White target (EG = 2) 

S62…F/G: 0…25 m 

Indicators: S62…A/B/C/F:  OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) 
S62…G:  POWER ON LED (GREEN) 

Adjustment: Mono-turn sensitivity adjustment trimmer 
Mono-turn light/dark trimmer (S62..RX/PN) 

Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: 500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: ABS 
Lens material: PMMA window, policarbonate lens 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: 2 m cable  4 mm / M12 4-pole connector 2 m cable  5 mm 

UL requirements: 

VDC models: they are intended to be connected to a Class 2 transformer or class 
2 power supply. VAC models: these devices shall be connected to a power-

supply or system,including filters or air-gaps, of overvoltage category II 
(“load level – secondary circuit of a protected utility transformer”), suitable to 

control over-voltages at the maximum “rated impulse withstand voltage peak of 
1.2KV and with a short-circuit power limit at max 500VA. 

Weight: 90 g. max. cable versions / 40 g. max. connectors versions 

SETTINGS
S62..A/B setting: Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) in both vertical and horizontal positions and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the 
trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst 
progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
S62..C setting: Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: the yellow LED is OFF 
(litgh mode). Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED 
turns ON (Target detected state, pos.A). Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. 
Turn the trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B). 
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. Turn the trimmer in intermediate position C, 
between the two positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
S62…F/G setting: Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where 
the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. 
In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 

DIMENSIONS

 

INSTALLATION
The sensor can be positioned by 
means of the two housing holes 
using two screws (M4x35 or 
longer, 1.2Nm maximum 
tightening torque). 
Various orientable fixing brackets 
to ease the sensor positioning 
are available (please refer to the accessories listed in the 
general catalogue). The operating distance is measured from 
the front surface of the sensor optics. The M12 connector can 
be oriented at two different positions using the specific 
fastening spring and rotating the block of 180°. 

TEST FUNCTION (S62...G) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to switch off the 
emitter light and verify that the system is correctly operating: 
the receiver output should switch when the test is activated 
while the beam is uninterrupted: the inputs activating voltage 
range is 12…30 VDC, respecting the polarity. 
The emission is switched OFF connecting TEST+ to VDC and 
TEST- to 0V. 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the 

safety control of the machines where installed. 
DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that 
these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product 
found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months from the 
manufacturing date. This warranty does not cover damage or liability 
deriving from the improper application of Datalogic Automation products. 
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S62 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 
 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S62..A/B/C/F) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) (S62..A/B/C/F) 
The green LED permantely ON indicates a stable operating 
condition, where the signal received has a safety margin 
higher than 30% respect to the output switching value. 
The sensor is ready to function correctly. 
POWER ON LED (green) (S62..G) 
The green LED ON indicates the powering status and the laser 
emission presence. 
SENSIBILITY TRIMMER (ADJ.) (S62..A/B/C/F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor 
operating distance. 
Please refer to “SETTING” paragraph for the correct use 
procedure. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S62..RX/PN) 
The LIGHT/DARK mode is selected using a mono-turn 
trimmer. 
LIGHT MODE: clockwise rotation 
DARK MODE: counter-clockwise rotation. 
WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the 
trimmer is 240°. Do not force over of the maximum and 
minimum positions. 

CONNECTIONS
DC models: 

S62-PA-2/5-PN

 
 

S62-PA-2/5-PP/NN S62-2/5-G 

  

AC models: 
S62-PA-1-A/B/C/F S62-PA-1-G 

 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 S62-PA-2/5 S62-PA-1 
Power supply: 10 … 30 VDC– Class 2 (UL508) 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 10 % max 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): < 30 mA < 3 VA 

Outputs: 

S62..PP/NN: PNP or NPN N.A./N.C.
 30 VDC  
S62..PN:  NPN/PNP; 30 VDC max 

(short-circuit protection) 

Electromechanical SPDT 
250 VAC / 30 VDC 

Output current: 100 mA max 
(overload and overvoltage protection) 

2 A max. 
(resistive load) 

Output saturation voltage:  2 V - 

Response time: S62…A/B/C: 500 s max. 
S62…F/G: 1 ms 25 ms 

Switching frequency: S62…A/B/C: 1 kHz 
S62…F/G: 500Hz 20Hz 

Emission type: RED (640 nm) (S62..A/B/C/G) 
Operating distance (typical values): S62...B: 0.1…8 m on R2 (Ø63 mm reflector) (EG = 2) 

S62…A: 13m on R2 (Ø63 mm reflector) (EG = 2) 
S62...C01: 90 cm on 90% White target (EG = 2) 
S62...C11: 200 cm on 90% White target (EG = 2) 

S62…F/G: 0…25 m 

Indicators: S62…A/B/C/F:  OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) 
S62…G:  POWER ON LED (GREEN) 

Adjustment: Mono-turn sensitivity adjustment trimmer 
Mono-turn light/dark trimmer (S62..RX/PN) 

Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: 500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: ABS 
Lens material: PMMA window, policarbonate lens 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: 2 m cable  4 mm / M12 4-pole connector 2 m cable  5 mm 

UL requirements: 

VDC models: they are intended to be connected to a Class 2 transformer or class 
2 power supply. VAC models: these devices shall be connected to a power-

supply or system,including filters or air-gaps, of overvoltage category II 
(“load level – secondary circuit of a protected utility transformer”), suitable to 

control over-voltages at the maximum “rated impulse withstand voltage peak of 
1.2KV and with a short-circuit power limit at max 500VA. 

Weight: 90 g. max. cable versions / 40 g. max. connectors versions 

SETTINGS
S62..A/B setting: Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) in both vertical and horizontal positions and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the 
trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst 
progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
S62..C setting: Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: the yellow LED is OFF 
(litgh mode). Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED 
turns ON (Target detected state, pos.A). Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. 
Turn the trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B). 
The trimmer reaches maximum if the background is not detected. Turn the trimmer in intermediate position C, 
between the two positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
S62…F/G setting: Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where 
the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre 
between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. 
In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 

DIMENSIONS

 

INSTALLATION
The sensor can be positioned by 
means of the two housing holes 
using two screws (M4x35 or 
longer, 1.2Nm maximum 
tightening torque). 
Various orientable fixing brackets 
to ease the sensor positioning 
are available (please refer to the accessories listed in the 
general catalogue). The operating distance is measured from 
the front surface of the sensor optics. The M12 connector can 
be oriented at two different positions using the specific 
fastening spring and rotating the block of 180°. 

TEST FUNCTION (S62...G) 
The TEST+ and TEST- inputs can be used to switch off the 
emitter light and verify that the system is correctly operating: 
the receiver output should switch when the test is activated 
while the beam is uninterrupted: the inputs activating voltage 
range is 12…30 VDC, respecting the polarity. 
The emission is switched OFF connecting TEST+ to VDC and 
TEST- to 0V. 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the 

safety control of the machines where installed. 
DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that 
these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product 
found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months from the 
manufacturing date. This warranty does not cover damage or liability 
deriving from the improper application of Datalogic Automation products. 
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This product is covered by one or more of the following patents. 
EP pat. 851,211 B1 

S62-PL…M Laser 
Background suppression

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status: N.O. closed and N.C. open. 

POWER ON LED (green) 
The green LED ON indicates the sensor powering status and laser emission 
presence.

DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT TRIMMER (ADJ.) 
The multiturn trimmer with clutch (6 turn) adjusts the suppression distance 
through the mechanical variation of the optic triangulation angle. 
The operating distance increases rotation the trimmer shaft in a clockwise 
direction.
Please refer to “SETTING” paragraph for the correct use procedure. 

POSITION INDICATOR 
This indicator has a scale numbered from 1 to 6 that allows the precise 
adjustment of the suppression distance on the entire operating range. 
Please refer to “SETTING” paragraph for the correct use procedure. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means 
of the three housing’s holes using two 
screws (M4x25 or longer, 1.5 Nm 
maximum tightening torque) with 
washers. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to 
ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the 
accessories listed in the general 
catalogue).
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor 
optics.
The M12 connector can be oriented at two different positions using the 
specific fastening spring and rotating the block to 180°. 

CONNECTIONS 
M12 connector 

TECHNICAL DATA 
S62-PL-M01… S62-PL-M11… 

Power supply: 10 … 30 VDC 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Consumption
(output current excluded): 30 mA max 

Outputs: PNP or NPN N.O. / N.C.; 30 VDC max. (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 100 mA (overload and overvoltage protection) 
Output saturation voltage:  2 V 
Response time: 140 s 200 s
Switching frequency: 3.5 kHz 2.5 kHz 

Emission type: RED LASER ( = 645…665nm): Class 2 EN 60825-1, Class II CDRH 21 CFR PART 1040.10 
Pulsed emission: pot. max  5mW; pulse duration = 5s; frequency = 14KHz (mod. M01) / 10KHz (mod. M11) 

Focalisation point : 60 mm 150 mm 
Spot dimension: < 0.2 mm (at 60 mm) < 0.4 mm (at 150 mm) 
Operating distance (typical values): 30…150 mm 50…350 mm 
Adjustment: 4-turn distance adjustment trimmer 6-turn distance adjustment trimmer 
Difference (90% white/ 4% black): < 4 % (see DETECTION DIAGRAM) 
Hysteresis (90% white): < 1 % 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / POWER ON LED (GREEN) 
Functioning temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: 500 Vac 1 min., between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 M 500 Vdc, between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: According to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for each axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for each axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: ABS
Lens material: PMMA window; PC lens 
Mechanical protection: IP67
Connections: M12 4-pole connector 
Weight: 40 g. max. 

SETTING
Suppression distance setting 

1.Object detection
Position object to detect in front of the sensor at the distance required. 
Turn distance adjustment trimmer (ADJ) to minimum: yellow LED OFF and 
green LED ON. 

Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED and green LED 
turn ON. Object detection condition (A status of position indicator).

   A

2.Background suppression
Remove object and ensure that the background is in front of the sensor: 
yellow LED OFF and green LED ON. 

Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED and green LED 
turn ON: background detection condition (B status of position indicator).

   B

The trimmer reaches maximum level with yellow LED OFF if the background 
is outside the operating range. 

 Rotate trimmer in an anticlockwise direction until yellow LED turns OFF 
and green LED ON: condition where background is outside operating 
range (C status of position indicator). 

    C
3. Setting and control

Rotate trimmer in an anticlockwise direction until the indicator reaches 
an intermediate point between position A and C. 

If position A and C are close to each other, leave trimmer on position C. 
The sensor is now ready to function correctly and in stable conditions.

DETECTION DIAGRAM
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
All the electric and mechanical safety regulations have to be respected during 
sensor functioning. 
The sensor has to be protected against mechanical damage. 
Apply the labels supplied in a visible position near the laser emission beam.

Do not stare directly into the laser beam! 
Do not point the laser beam towards people! 
Eye irradiation superior to 0.25 seconds is dangerous. Please refer to the 
Class 2 Standard (EN60825-1). 
These sensors can not be used for safety applications! 

EX-II-3-D T6 
Temperature class: T6 (<85°C) 
Max. Power consumption: 800 mW at 30 Vdc 
Max. Internal capacitance: 100 pF 
Internal inductance: negligible 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility that these produ 
cts are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective 
during the warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of DATALOGIC 
AUTOMATION products. 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, 
including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826003245 Rev.F © Copyright Datalogic 2008-2012

CONNECTIONS

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

NPN/PNP version

M12 CONNECTOR

Through beam emitter

Through beam emitter

VDC MODELS

VAC MODELS

A  Output status LED 

B  Stability LED or Power ON LED (laser 
vers.)

C  Timer adjustment trimmer 

D  Distance adjustment trimmer  

E  Geared numeric scale

F  M12 connector output

G  Cable output

S62-B S62-M WITH TIMER S62-M W/O TIMER
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Polarized retroreflective
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DETECTION DIAGRAMS OF MODELS WITH LED EMISSION
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Laser polarized retroreflective
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DETECTION DIAGRAMS OF MODELS WITH LASER EMISSION
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OPTIC FUNCTION EMISSION CONNECTION SETTING OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Retroreflective LED 
(red 640nm)

2m Cable sensitivity trimmer
(mono turn)

PNP/NPN S62-PA-2-A01-PN 956211240

M12 Connector PNP/NPN S62-PA-5-A01-PN 956211310

Vac relay mono-turn light/dark trimmer Relay S62-PA-1-A01-RX 956211180

Polarized retroreflective

LED 
(red 640nm)

2m Cable

sensitivity trimmer
(mono-turn)

PNP/NPN S62-PA-2-B01-PN 956211250

PNP S62-PA-2-B01-PP 956211010

M12 Connector

NPN S62-PA-5-B01-NN 956211020

PNP/NPN S62-PA-5-B01-PN 956211320

PNP S62-PA-5-B01-PP 956211000

Vac relay mono-turn light/dark trimmer Relay S62-PA-1-B01-RX 956211190

LASER M12 Connector mono-turn light/dark trimmer
NPN S62-PL-5-B01-NN 956211100

PNP S62-PL-5-B01-PP 956211110

Short diffused proximity

LED 
(red 640nm)

2m Cable

sensitivity trimmer
(mono-turn)

NPN S62-PA-2-C01-NN 956211420

PNP/NPN S62-PA-2-C01-PN 956211260

PNP S62-PA-2-C01-PP 956211380

M12 Connector

NPN S62-PA-5-C01-NN 956211500

PNP/NPN S62-PA-5-C01-PN 956211330

PNP S62-PA-5-C01-PP 956211460

Vac relay mono-turn light/dark trimmer Relay S62-PA-1-C01-RX 956211200

LASER

2m Cable

sensitivity trimmer
(mono turn)

NPN S62-PL-2-C01-NN 956211440

PNP S62-PL-2-C01-PP 956211400

M12 Connector
NPN S62-PL-5-C01-NN 956211520

PNP S62-PL-5-C01-PP 956211480

Long diffused proximity LED 
(red 640nm)

2m Cable

NPN S62-PA-2-C11-NN 956211430

PNP/NPN S62-PA-2-C11-PN 956211270

PNP S62-PA-2-C11-PP 956211390

M12 Connector

NPN S62-PA-5-C11-NN 956211510

PNP/NPN S62-PA-5-C11-PN 956211340

PNP S62-PA-5-C11-PP 956211470

Vac relay mono-turn light/dark trimmer Relay S62-PA-1-C11-RX 956211210

Through beam receiver -

2m Cable

sensitivity trimmer
(mono turn)

NPN S62-PA-2-F01-NN 956211450

PNP/NPN S62-PA-2-F01-PN 956211290

PNP S62-PA-2-F01-PP 956211410

M12 Connector

NPN S62-PA-5-F01-NN 956211530

PNP/NPN S62-PA-5-F01-PN 956211360

PNP S62-PA-5-F01-PP 956211490

Vac relay mono-turn light/dark trimmer Relay S62-PA-1-F01-RX 956211220

Through beam emitter LED 
(red 640nm)

2m Cable
sensitivity trimmer

(mono turn)  - 

S62-PA-2-G00-XG 956211300

M12 Connector S62-PA-5-G00-XG 956211370

Vac relay S62-PA-1-G00-XX 956211230

Background suppression 
(short distance)

LED 
(red 640nm)

2m Cable

6 turns distance adjustment 
trimmer

PNP/NPN S62-PA-2-M01-PN 956211280
PNP S62-PA-2-M01-PP 956201841

M12 Connector

NPN S62-PA-5-M01-NN 956201811
PNP/NPN S62-PA-5-M01-PN 956211350

PNP S62-PA-5-M01-PP 956201831

timer adjustment trimmer
NPN S62-PA-5-M05-NN 956201801
PNP S62-PA-5-M05-PP 956201821

LASER M12 Connector 4 turns distance adjustment 
trimmer

NPN S62-PL-5-M01-NN 956211120
PNP S62-PL-5-M01-PP 956211130

Background suppression 
(medium distance)

LED 
(red 640nm)

2m Cable
6 turns distance adjustment 

trimmer

PNP S62-PA-2-M11-PP 956201891

M12 Connector

NPN S62-PA-5-M11-NN 956201861
PNP S62-PA-5-M11-PP 956201881

timer adjustment
trimmer

NPN S62-PA-5-M15-NN 956201851
PNP S62-PA-5-M15-PP 956201871

LASER M12 Connector 6 turns distance adjustment 
trimmer

NPN S62-PL-5-M11-NN 956211140
PNP S62-PL-5-M11-PP 956211150

Background suppression 
(long distance)

LED 
(infrared 880nm)

2m Cable
6 turns distance adjustment 

trimmer

PNP S62-PA-2-M21-PP 956201940

M12 Connector

NPN S62-PA-5-M21-NN 956201910
PNP S62-PA-5-M21-PP 956201900

timer adjustment
trimmer

NPN S62-PA-5-M25-NN 956201930
PNP S62-PA-5-M25-PP 956201920

Background suppression 
(very long distance)

2m Cable
6 turns distance adjustment trimmer

PNP S62-PA-2-M31-PP 956211050

M12 Connector

NPN S62-PA-5-M31-NN 956211060
PNP S62-PA-5-M31-PP 956211070

timer adjustment
trimmer

NPN S62-PA-5-M35-NN 956211080
PNP S62-PA-5-M35-PP 956211090

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION
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Joint-62: as ST-5054 with jointed support 

mm

DESCRIPtION MODEl ORDER N°
 Ø 23 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 31 mm support R1 S940700023
Ø 48 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 63 mm support R2 S940700048

36 x 55 mm prismatic reflector with 40.5 x 60 mm support R6 95A151350
38 x 40 mm microprism reflector with 51 x 60.7 mm support R7 95A151360
9.7 x 19 mm microprism reflector with 13.8 x 23 mm support R8 95A151370

Ø 48 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 63 mm support R20 95A151090
protection bracket with jointed support JOINT-S62 95ACC2430

fixing bracket ST-504 95ACC2820
fixing bracket ST-5020 95ACC5330
fixing bracket ST-5021 95ACC5340

protection bracket ST-5053 95ACC2410
protection bracket ST-5054 95ACC2420
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Joint-62: as ST-5054 with jointed support 

mm

DESCRIPtION MODEl ORDER N°
 Ø 23 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 31 mm support R1 S940700023
Ø 48 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 63 mm support R2 S940700048

36 x 55 mm prismatic reflector with 40.5 x 60 mm support R6 95A151350
38 x 40 mm microprism reflector with 51 x 60.7 mm support R7 95A151360
9.7 x 19 mm microprism reflector with 13.8 x 23 mm support R8 95A151370

Ø 48 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 63 mm support R20 95A151090
protection bracket with jointed support JOINT-S62 95ACC2430

fixing bracket ST-504 95ACC2820
fixing bracket ST-5020 95ACC5330
fixing bracket ST-5021 95ACC5340

protection bracket ST-5053 95ACC2410
protection bracket ST-5054 95ACC2420
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Joint-62: as ST-5054 with jointed support 

mm

DESCRIPtION MODEl ORDER N°
 Ø 23 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 31 mm support R1 S940700023
Ø 48 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 63 mm support R2 S940700048

36 x 55 mm prismatic reflector with 40.5 x 60 mm support R6 95A151350
38 x 40 mm microprism reflector with 51 x 60.7 mm support R7 95A151360
9.7 x 19 mm microprism reflector with 13.8 x 23 mm support R8 95A151370

Ø 48 mm prismatic reflector with Ø 63 mm support R20 95A151090
protection bracket with jointed support JOINT-S62 95ACC2430

fixing bracket ST-504 95ACC2820
fixing bracket ST-5020 95ACC5330
fixing bracket ST-5021 95ACC5340

protection bracket ST-5053 95ACC2410
protection bracket ST-5054 95ACC2420

ST-5018 ST-5019

ACCESSORIES
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MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.

ST-5018 protective bracket 95ACC5310

ST-5019 protective bracket 95ACC5320

ST-5020 mounting bracket 95ACC5330

ST-5021 mounting bracket 95ACC5340

ST-504 mounting bracket 95ACC2820

ST-5053 protective bracket 95ACC2410

ST-5054 protective bracket 95ACC2420

JOINT-S62 protective bracket with jointed support 95ACC2430

TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M12 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-G-03 95A251380

5 m CS-A1-02-G-05 95A251270

7 m CS-A1-02-G-07 95A251280

10 m CS-A1-02-G-10 95A251390

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-A1-02-R-02 95A251540

5 m CS-A1-02-R-05 95A251560

Radial M12 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A2-02-G-03 95A251360

5 m CS-A2-02-G-05 95A251240

7 m CS-A2-02-G-07 95A251245

10 m CS-A2-02-G-10 95A251260

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-A2-02-R-02 95A251550

5 m CS-A2-02-R-05 95A251570

Radial M12 Connector with 
LED 

(for PNP N.O. sensors) 
4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A2-12-G-03 95A251400

5 m CS-A2-12-G-05 95A251350

10 m CS-A2-12-G-10 95A251370

Axial M12 Connector

4-pole, shielded, black, 
P.V.C.

3 m CV-A1-22-B-03 95ACC1480

5 m CV-A1-22-B-05 95ACC1490

10 m CV-A1-22-B-10 95ACC1500

15 m CV-A1-22-B-15 95ACC2070

25 m CV-A1-22-B-25 95ACC2090

Radial M12 Connector

3 m CV-A2-22-B-03 95ACC1540

5 m CV-A2-22-B-05 95ACC1550

10 m CV-A2-22-B-10 95ACC1560

Axial M12 Connector
4-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-U-03 95ASE1120

5 m CS-A1-02-U-05 95ASE1130

10 m CS-A1-02-U-10 95ASE1140

15 m CS-A1-02-U-15 95ASE1150

25 m CS-A1-02-U-25 95ASE1160

4-pole, black
Connector- not cabled CS-A1-02-B-NC G5085002

Radial M12 Connector Connector- not cabled CS-A2-02-B-NC G5085003

CABLES

Rev. 01, 07/2016
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(*)

S300 PA
Through beam 0…50 m

Retroreflective (on R2 reflector) 0,1…15 m

Polarized retroreflective 0,1…10 m

Diffuse proximity 0,05...2 m

Background suppression 0,2...2 m

Power supply
Vdc 12…30 V

Vac

Vac/dc 24…240 Vac/24…60 Vdc

Output

PNP

NPN

NPN/PNP •

relay •

other

Connection
cable

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 25x100x70

Housing material PBT

Mechanical protection IP67

(*)DC models:
     ATEX II 3DG

S300 PA

• Industrial plastic housing with IP67 mechanical protection
• Timing function from 0.6-16 s ON delay, OFF delay and ONE SHOT
• Terminal block for both Vdc and Vac/ Vdc free voltage
• Distance trimmer for mechanical background suppression models

APPLICATIONS

• Packaging end of line, palletizers
• Outdoor or indoor gates control
• Manufacturing plants

Advanced MAXI photoelectric  
multivoltage sensors

MAXI SENSORS
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S300-PA SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 

CONTROLS 

 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor has working with a enough safety margin. 
POWER ON LED (green) (S300…G) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S300…A/B/C/F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor operating distance. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
Do not apple more than 0.3Nm tightening torque on the trimmer screw. 
DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT TRIMMER (S300…M) 
The multi-turn trimmer has mechanical stop in clockwise turn and clutch control in anti-clockwise turn, 
adjusts the suppression distance through the mechanical variation of the optic triangulation angle. 
Please refer to “SETTINGS” paragraph for procedure indications. 
TIMING TRIMMER (S300…x06 exclude S300…G) 
Mono-turn trimmers to setting output activation and disactivation delay time. 
Please refer to “TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for for procedure indications.  
Do not apple more than 0.3Nm tightening torque on the trimmer screw. 
DARK/LIGHT DIP-SWITCH & TIMING (S300…x06 exclude S300…G) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select dark/light mode (for all models) and timing (only timing versions). 

WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. 
Do not force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 
 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means 
of the two housing holes using two 
screws (M4x35 or longer, 1.2Nm 
maximum tightening torque).  
Various orientable fixing brackets to 
ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the 
accessories listed in the general 
catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured 
from the front surface of the sensor 
optics. 
For a correct use, the sensor must be 
installed orthogonal respect the direction 
of the object to detect like show in the 
figure. 
 
Tighten all screws surely to maintain the water-proof characteristics for IP67 (IEC/EN60529). 
Excessive tightening causes damage. Tighten the screws within the tightening torque range shown in 
the table. 

 

TIGHTENING TORQUE (Nm)
Terminal screws 0.5 max 

Covers screws 0.5…0.8 

CABLE CONNECTION 

 
 
Use a cable of 8 … 10 mm in diameter to ensure water- and dust-proof characteristics. 
Two gland packings are supplied; for cables of 8 … 9 mm and 9 … 10 mm in diameter. 
Use a proper gland packing and a gland washer, and tighten the gland firmly (torque 10 at 15 Kgf-cm). 
Keep the cable insulation within 5 mm from the gland packing as shown above. 
Make sure the gland washer is placed in the gland packing correctly. 
The wires section must be in the range of 16 up to 26AWG. 
The stripped length must be 6mm. 
Make sure that the sensor is not supplied when making connections. 
Make correct connection to avoid product damage. 
When connection are made tighten the cable lock nut. 
Close the cover using the screw lock. 

 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 

 S300…1-x01 / S300…1-x06  S300…2-x01 / S300…2-x06 
Power supply: 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC 12…30 VDC Class 2 (UL508) 
Ripple: 10% max. 10% max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): < 3VA < 35 mA 

Outputs: Electromechanical SPDT 
250 Vca / 30 Vcc PNP / NPN open collector 

Output current: 3 A max. (resistive load) 100 mA (resistive load) 
Output saturation voltage: - < 2.4 V max 
Diagnostic function: - TEST+ input (S300…G) 
Response time: 25 ms 1 ms (S300…A/B/C/M); 2 ms (S300…F/G) 

Switching frequency: 20Hz max 500 Hz (S300…A/B/C/M) 
250 Hz (S300…F/G) 

Weight: 130 g. 120 G. 

Emission type: RED (660nm) S300…B ; INFRARED (940nm) S300…C  
INFRARED (880 nm) S300…A/G/M 

Operating distance (typical values): 
S300…A: 0.1...15 m on R5 reflector (EG 2) / S300...B: 0.1 …10 m on R5 reflector (EG 2) 

S300...C: 5 … 200 cm on 90% White target (EG 2) / S300...M: 20 … 200 cm on 90% White target 
S300…F/G: 0 … 50 m (EG 2) 

Indicators OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) S300…G 

Adjustment: 

Sensitivity trimmer (S300…A/B/C/F), DARK/LIGHT dip-switch (S300…A/B/C/F/M) 
7-turns distance adjustment trimmer (S300…M) 

 

Dip-switch mode ON delay / OFF delay / ON-OFF delay / Single pulse (ONE-SHOT) (S300…x06) 
Timig Trimmer (S300…x06 esclude S300...G) 

Time Delay Range (timing vers.): 0.6…16 s (adjustment by Trimmer) 
Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: : 1500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: PBT 30% Glass fiber-reiforced 
Lens material: frontal window and lens in PC 
Mechanical protection: IP67 (IEC / EN60529) 

UL requirements: 

TYPE 1 ENCLOSURE. Use 60 or 75°C copper (CU) conductor and wire size No. 24-20 AWG, stranded or solid. 
Output Terminal tightening torque of 0.5 Nm. 

VDC models: they are intended to be connected to a Class 2 transformer or class 2 power supply. 
VAC models: these devices shall be connected to a power-supply or system,including filters or air-gaps, of overvoltage category II 

(“load level – secondary circuit of a protected utility transformer”), suitable to control over-voltages at the maximum “rated impulse withstand 
voltage peak of 1.2KV and with a short-circuit power limit at max 500VA. 

Connections: see the “CONNECTIONS” paragraph 

TIMING FUNCTIONS / TIMING DIAGRAM (S300…x06) 
DIP-SWITCH POSITION 

 

LIGHT INPUT 

a

OUTPUTS 

OPERATIVE MODE 

1 2 3 4  

 Normal ON OFF OFF OFF on
off  

ON delay ON ON OFF OFF on
off TT

 

Single pulse 
(one-shot) ON OFF ON OFF on

off
T T T

 

OFF delay ON OFF OFF ON on
off TT

 

LIGHT 

 
 

TIME 

 

ON/OFF delay ON ON OFF ON on
off

T T T
 

 Normal OFF OFF OFF OFF on
off  

ON delay OFF ON OFF OFF on
off TT

 

Single pulse 
(one-shot) OFF OFF ON OFF on

off T TT
 

OFF delay OFF OFF OFF ON 
on
off T T  

DARK 

 
 

TIME 

 
 

ON/OFF delay OFF ON OFF ON on
off

T T T
 

NOTE: The timing functions are selected by dip-switches. 
 The sensors without timing functions have only the LIGHT/DARK dip-switch and normal operative mode. 
 The yellow LED in lighted with output ON and dark with output OFF. 
 The delay variation is not linear with trimmer rotation in order to be more sensitive with shorter delay time.  
 The variation is more sensitive up to half rotation (short delay), from half rotation up to end rotation the variation is faster. 

 
 

CONNECTIONS 
S300…1- 

A/B/C/F/M 01 
S300…1-G S300…2- 

A/B/C/F/M 01 
S300…2-G 

 

DIMENSIONS

 
 

SETTINGS
S300…A and S300…B setting 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) in both vertical and horizontal positions and fix the sensor 
in the centre between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. 
In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the 
sensitivity. 
 
S300...C setting 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: the yellow LED is OFF (litgh mode). 
Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED turns 
ON (Target detected state, pos.A). Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer 
clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B). The trimmer reaches 
maximum if the background is not detected. Turn the trimmer in intermediate position C, between the 
two positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
 
S300…F/G setting 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where 
the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the 
sensor in the centre between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to 
improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 
S300…M setting 
Suppression distance setting  
a) Position object to detect in front of the sensor at the distance required. Turn distance adjustment 

screw (ADJ) to minimum: yellow LED OFF. Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow 
LED turns ON. Object detection condition (pos.A). 

b) Remove object and ensure that the background is in front of the sensor: yellow LED OFF. Rotate 
screw in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED turns ON: background detection condition (pos.B). 

c) Rotate screw in an anti-clockwise direction until the trimmer reaches an intermediate point between 
position A and C. The sensor is now ready to function correctly in stable conditions. 

 
DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS 

TEST+  input (only S300-PA-2-G)
The TEST+ input can be used to inhibit the emitter and verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The TEST function is activated if the TEST+ input is connected to a voltage between 10…30V, whereas 
if the TEST+ input is connected to GND or it is not connected the function is disactivated.  
Activating the TEST the output switches from ON to OFF (in light mode), testing the total operation.  
 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 

the machines where installed. 
 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 
 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com 
 

 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION per l'ambiente: 100% carta riciclata. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION si riserva il diritto di apportare modifiche e/o miglioramenti senza preavviso. 

 

© 2012–2013 Datalogic Automation - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - Protected to the fullest extent under U.S. and international 
laws. • Copying, or altering of this document is prohibited without express written consent from Datalogic Automation. 
Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and 
the E.U. 
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S300-PA SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 

CONTROLS 

 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor has working with a enough safety margin. 
POWER ON LED (green) (S300…G) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S300…A/B/C/F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor operating distance. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
Do not apple more than 0.3Nm tightening torque on the trimmer screw. 
DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT TRIMMER (S300…M) 
The multi-turn trimmer has mechanical stop in clockwise turn and clutch control in anti-clockwise turn, 
adjusts the suppression distance through the mechanical variation of the optic triangulation angle. 
Please refer to “SETTINGS” paragraph for procedure indications. 
TIMING TRIMMER (S300…x06 exclude S300…G) 
Mono-turn trimmers to setting output activation and disactivation delay time. 
Please refer to “TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for for procedure indications.  
Do not apple more than 0.3Nm tightening torque on the trimmer screw. 
DARK/LIGHT DIP-SWITCH & TIMING (S300…x06 exclude S300…G) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select dark/light mode (for all models) and timing (only timing versions). 

WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. 
Do not force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 
 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means 
of the two housing holes using two 
screws (M4x35 or longer, 1.2Nm 
maximum tightening torque).  
Various orientable fixing brackets to 
ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the 
accessories listed in the general 
catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured 
from the front surface of the sensor 
optics. 
For a correct use, the sensor must be 
installed orthogonal respect the direction 
of the object to detect like show in the 
figure. 
 
Tighten all screws surely to maintain the water-proof characteristics for IP67 (IEC/EN60529). 
Excessive tightening causes damage. Tighten the screws within the tightening torque range shown in 
the table. 

 

TIGHTENING TORQUE (Nm)
Terminal screws 0.5 max 

Covers screws 0.5…0.8 

CABLE CONNECTION 

 
 
Use a cable of 8 … 10 mm in diameter to ensure water- and dust-proof characteristics. 
Two gland packings are supplied; for cables of 8 … 9 mm and 9 … 10 mm in diameter. 
Use a proper gland packing and a gland washer, and tighten the gland firmly (torque 10 at 15 Kgf-cm). 
Keep the cable insulation within 5 mm from the gland packing as shown above. 
Make sure the gland washer is placed in the gland packing correctly. 
The wires section must be in the range of 16 up to 26AWG. 
The stripped length must be 6mm. 
Make sure that the sensor is not supplied when making connections. 
Make correct connection to avoid product damage. 
When connection are made tighten the cable lock nut. 
Close the cover using the screw lock. 

 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 

 S300…1-x01 / S300…1-x06  S300…2-x01 / S300…2-x06 
Power supply: 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC 12…30 VDC Class 2 (UL508) 
Ripple: 10% max. 10% max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): < 3VA < 35 mA 

Outputs: Electromechanical SPDT 
250 Vca / 30 Vcc PNP / NPN open collector 

Output current: 3 A max. (resistive load) 100 mA (resistive load) 
Output saturation voltage: - < 2.4 V max 
Diagnostic function: - TEST+ input (S300…G) 
Response time: 25 ms 1 ms (S300…A/B/C/M); 2 ms (S300…F/G) 

Switching frequency: 20Hz max 500 Hz (S300…A/B/C/M) 
250 Hz (S300…F/G) 

Weight: 130 g. 120 G. 

Emission type: RED (660nm) S300…B ; INFRARED (940nm) S300…C  
INFRARED (880 nm) S300…A/G/M 

Operating distance (typical values): 
S300…A: 0.1...15 m on R5 reflector (EG 2) / S300...B: 0.1 …10 m on R5 reflector (EG 2) 

S300...C: 5 … 200 cm on 90% White target (EG 2) / S300...M: 20 … 200 cm on 90% White target 
S300…F/G: 0 … 50 m (EG 2) 

Indicators OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) S300…G 

Adjustment: 

Sensitivity trimmer (S300…A/B/C/F), DARK/LIGHT dip-switch (S300…A/B/C/F/M) 
7-turns distance adjustment trimmer (S300…M) 

 

Dip-switch mode ON delay / OFF delay / ON-OFF delay / Single pulse (ONE-SHOT) (S300…x06) 
Timig Trimmer (S300…x06 esclude S300...G) 

Time Delay Range (timing vers.): 0.6…16 s (adjustment by Trimmer) 
Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: : 1500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: PBT 30% Glass fiber-reiforced 
Lens material: frontal window and lens in PC 
Mechanical protection: IP67 (IEC / EN60529) 

UL requirements: 

TYPE 1 ENCLOSURE. Use 60 or 75°C copper (CU) conductor and wire size No. 24-20 AWG, stranded or solid. 
Output Terminal tightening torque of 0.5 Nm. 

VDC models: they are intended to be connected to a Class 2 transformer or class 2 power supply. 
VAC models: these devices shall be connected to a power-supply or system,including filters or air-gaps, of overvoltage category II 

(“load level – secondary circuit of a protected utility transformer”), suitable to control over-voltages at the maximum “rated impulse withstand 
voltage peak of 1.2KV and with a short-circuit power limit at max 500VA. 

Connections: see the “CONNECTIONS” paragraph 

TIMING FUNCTIONS / TIMING DIAGRAM (S300…x06) 
DIP-SWITCH POSITION 

 

LIGHT INPUT 

a

OUTPUTS 

OPERATIVE MODE 

1 2 3 4  

 Normal ON OFF OFF OFF on
off  

ON delay ON ON OFF OFF on
off TT

 

Single pulse 
(one-shot) ON OFF ON OFF on

off
T T T

 

OFF delay ON OFF OFF ON on
off TT

 

LIGHT 

 
 

TIME 

 

ON/OFF delay ON ON OFF ON on
off

T T T
 

 Normal OFF OFF OFF OFF on
off  

ON delay OFF ON OFF OFF on
off TT

 

Single pulse 
(one-shot) OFF OFF ON OFF on

off T TT
 

OFF delay OFF OFF OFF ON 
on
off T T  

DARK 

 
 

TIME 

 
 

ON/OFF delay OFF ON OFF ON on
off

T T T
 

NOTE: The timing functions are selected by dip-switches. 
 The sensors without timing functions have only the LIGHT/DARK dip-switch and normal operative mode. 
 The yellow LED in lighted with output ON and dark with output OFF. 
 The delay variation is not linear with trimmer rotation in order to be more sensitive with shorter delay time.  
 The variation is more sensitive up to half rotation (short delay), from half rotation up to end rotation the variation is faster. 

 
 

CONNECTIONS 
S300…1- 

A/B/C/F/M 01 
S300…1-G S300…2- 

A/B/C/F/M 01 
S300…2-G 

 

DIMENSIONS

 
 

SETTINGS
S300…A and S300…B setting 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) in both vertical and horizontal positions and fix the sensor 
in the centre between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. 
In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the 
sensitivity. 
 
S300...C setting 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: the yellow LED is OFF (litgh mode). 
Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED turns 
ON (Target detected state, pos.A). Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer 
clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B). The trimmer reaches 
maximum if the background is not detected. Turn the trimmer in intermediate position C, between the 
two positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
 
S300…F/G setting 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where 
the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the 
sensor in the centre between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to 
improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 
S300…M setting 
Suppression distance setting  
a) Position object to detect in front of the sensor at the distance required. Turn distance adjustment 

screw (ADJ) to minimum: yellow LED OFF. Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow 
LED turns ON. Object detection condition (pos.A). 

b) Remove object and ensure that the background is in front of the sensor: yellow LED OFF. Rotate 
screw in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED turns ON: background detection condition (pos.B). 

c) Rotate screw in an anti-clockwise direction until the trimmer reaches an intermediate point between 
position A and C. The sensor is now ready to function correctly in stable conditions. 

 
DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS 

TEST+  input (only S300-PA-2-G)
The TEST+ input can be used to inhibit the emitter and verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The TEST function is activated if the TEST+ input is connected to a voltage between 10…30V, whereas 
if the TEST+ input is connected to GND or it is not connected the function is disactivated.  
Activating the TEST the output switches from ON to OFF (in light mode), testing the total operation.  
 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 

the machines where installed. 
 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 
 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com 
 

 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION per l'ambiente: 100% carta riciclata. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION si riserva il diritto di apportare modifiche e/o miglioramenti senza preavviso. 
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Power supply
12 … 30 Vdc (mod. S300…2) 

24…240 Vac/24…60 Vdc (mod. S300…1)

Ripple 10% max.

Consumption (output current excluded)
35 mA max. (mod. S300…2)
3 VA max. (mod. S300…1)

Light emission
red LED 660 nm (mod. S300…B)
IR LED 940 nm (mod. S300…C)

IR LED 880 nm (mod. S300…A/G/M)

Setting 

sensitivity trimmer (mod. S300…A/B/C/F), DARK/LIGHT dip-switch (mod. S300…A/B/C/F/M)
7-turns distance adjustment trimmer (mod. S300…M)

dip-switch mode ON delay/OFF delay/ON-OFF delay/single pulse (ONE-SHOT) (mod. S300…x06)
timing trimmer (mod. S300…x06)

Indicators
yellow OUTPUT LED (excl. mod. S300...G)

 green STABILITY LED, POWER LED (mod. S300...G)

Output PNP or NPN open collector (mod. S300…2); electromechanical SPDT 250 Vac/30 Vdc (mod. S300…1)

Output current
100 mA (mod. S300…2)
3 A max. (mod. S300…1)

Saturation voltage 2,4 V max.

Response time 
1 ms (mod. S300..2-A/B/C/M)

2 ms (mod. S300…2-F/G)
25 ms (mod. S300…1)

Switching frequency
500 Hz  (mod. S300..2-A/B/C/M)

250 Hz (mod. S300…2-F/G)
20 Hz max. (mod. S300…1)

Connection terminal block
Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing
Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing
Electrical protection class 2  (mod. S300…2) 
Mechanical protection IP67 (IEC/EN60529)
Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2
Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)
Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)
Housing material PBT 30% glass fiber-reiforced
Lens material frontal window and lens in PC
Operating temperature -25 … 55 °C
Storage temperature -25 … 70 °C
Weight 120 g (mod. S300…2), 130 g (mod. S300…1)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS
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S300-PA SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 

CONTROLS 

 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor has working with a enough safety margin. 
POWER ON LED (green) (S300…G) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S300…A/B/C/F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor operating distance. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
Do not apple more than 0.3Nm tightening torque on the trimmer screw. 
DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT TRIMMER (S300…M) 
The multi-turn trimmer has mechanical stop in clockwise turn and clutch control in anti-clockwise turn, 
adjusts the suppression distance through the mechanical variation of the optic triangulation angle. 
Please refer to “SETTINGS” paragraph for procedure indications. 
TIMING TRIMMER (S300…x06 exclude S300…G) 
Mono-turn trimmers to setting output activation and disactivation delay time. 
Please refer to “TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for for procedure indications.  
Do not apple more than 0.3Nm tightening torque on the trimmer screw. 
DARK/LIGHT DIP-SWITCH & TIMING (S300…x06 exclude S300…G) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select dark/light mode (for all models) and timing (only timing versions). 

WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. 
Do not force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 
 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means 
of the two housing holes using two 
screws (M4x35 or longer, 1.2Nm 
maximum tightening torque).  
Various orientable fixing brackets to 
ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the 
accessories listed in the general 
catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured 
from the front surface of the sensor 
optics. 
For a correct use, the sensor must be 
installed orthogonal respect the direction 
of the object to detect like show in the 
figure. 
 
Tighten all screws surely to maintain the water-proof characteristics for IP67 (IEC/EN60529). 
Excessive tightening causes damage. Tighten the screws within the tightening torque range shown in 
the table. 

 

TIGHTENING TORQUE (Nm)
Terminal screws 0.5 max 

Covers screws 0.5…0.8 

CABLE CONNECTION 

 
 
Use a cable of 8 … 10 mm in diameter to ensure water- and dust-proof characteristics. 
Two gland packings are supplied; for cables of 8 … 9 mm and 9 … 10 mm in diameter. 
Use a proper gland packing and a gland washer, and tighten the gland firmly (torque 10 at 15 Kgf-cm). 
Keep the cable insulation within 5 mm from the gland packing as shown above. 
Make sure the gland washer is placed in the gland packing correctly. 
The wires section must be in the range of 16 up to 26AWG. 
The stripped length must be 6mm. 
Make sure that the sensor is not supplied when making connections. 
Make correct connection to avoid product damage. 
When connection are made tighten the cable lock nut. 
Close the cover using the screw lock. 

 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 

 S300…1-x01 / S300…1-x06  S300…2-x01 / S300…2-x06 
Power supply: 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC 12…30 VDC Class 2 (UL508) 
Ripple: 10% max. 10% max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): < 3VA < 35 mA 

Outputs: Electromechanical SPDT 
250 Vca / 30 Vcc PNP / NPN open collector 

Output current: 3 A max. (resistive load) 100 mA (resistive load) 
Output saturation voltage: - < 2.4 V max 
Diagnostic function: - TEST+ input (S300…G) 
Response time: 25 ms 1 ms (S300…A/B/C/M); 2 ms (S300…F/G) 

Switching frequency: 20Hz max 500 Hz (S300…A/B/C/M) 
250 Hz (S300…F/G) 

Weight: 130 g. 120 G. 

Emission type: RED (660nm) S300…B ; INFRARED (940nm) S300…C  
INFRARED (880 nm) S300…A/G/M 

Operating distance (typical values): 
S300…A: 0.1...15 m on R5 reflector (EG 2) / S300...B: 0.1 …10 m on R5 reflector (EG 2) 

S300...C: 5 … 200 cm on 90% White target (EG 2) / S300...M: 20 … 200 cm on 90% White target 
S300…F/G: 0 … 50 m (EG 2) 

Indicators OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) S300…G 

Adjustment: 

Sensitivity trimmer (S300…A/B/C/F), DARK/LIGHT dip-switch (S300…A/B/C/F/M) 
7-turns distance adjustment trimmer (S300…M) 

 

Dip-switch mode ON delay / OFF delay / ON-OFF delay / Single pulse (ONE-SHOT) (S300…x06) 
Timig Trimmer (S300…x06 esclude S300...G) 

Time Delay Range (timing vers.): 0.6…16 s (adjustment by Trimmer) 
Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: : 1500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: PBT 30% Glass fiber-reiforced 
Lens material: frontal window and lens in PC 
Mechanical protection: IP67 (IEC / EN60529) 

UL requirements: 

TYPE 1 ENCLOSURE. Use 60 or 75°C copper (CU) conductor and wire size No. 24-20 AWG, stranded or solid. 
Output Terminal tightening torque of 0.5 Nm. 

VDC models: they are intended to be connected to a Class 2 transformer or class 2 power supply. 
VAC models: these devices shall be connected to a power-supply or system,including filters or air-gaps, of overvoltage category II 

(“load level – secondary circuit of a protected utility transformer”), suitable to control over-voltages at the maximum “rated impulse withstand 
voltage peak of 1.2KV and with a short-circuit power limit at max 500VA. 

Connections: see the “CONNECTIONS” paragraph 

TIMING FUNCTIONS / TIMING DIAGRAM (S300…x06) 
DIP-SWITCH POSITION 

 

LIGHT INPUT 

a

OUTPUTS 

OPERATIVE MODE 

1 2 3 4  

 Normal ON OFF OFF OFF on
off  

ON delay ON ON OFF OFF on
off TT

 

Single pulse 
(one-shot) ON OFF ON OFF on

off
T T T

 

OFF delay ON OFF OFF ON on
off TT

 

LIGHT 

 
 

TIME 

 

ON/OFF delay ON ON OFF ON on
off

T T T
 

 Normal OFF OFF OFF OFF on
off  

ON delay OFF ON OFF OFF on
off TT

 

Single pulse 
(one-shot) OFF OFF ON OFF on

off T TT
 

OFF delay OFF OFF OFF ON 
on
off T T  

DARK 

 
 

TIME 

 
 

ON/OFF delay OFF ON OFF ON on
off

T T T
 

NOTE: The timing functions are selected by dip-switches. 
 The sensors without timing functions have only the LIGHT/DARK dip-switch and normal operative mode. 
 The yellow LED in lighted with output ON and dark with output OFF. 
 The delay variation is not linear with trimmer rotation in order to be more sensitive with shorter delay time.  
 The variation is more sensitive up to half rotation (short delay), from half rotation up to end rotation the variation is faster. 

 
 

CONNECTIONS 
S300…1- 

A/B/C/F/M 01 
S300…1-G S300…2- 

A/B/C/F/M 01 
S300…2-G 

 

DIMENSIONS

 
 

SETTINGS
S300…A and S300…B setting 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) in both vertical and horizontal positions and fix the sensor 
in the centre between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. 
In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the 
sensitivity. 
 
S300...C setting 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: the yellow LED is OFF (litgh mode). 
Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED turns 
ON (Target detected state, pos.A). Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer 
clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B). The trimmer reaches 
maximum if the background is not detected. Turn the trimmer in intermediate position C, between the 
two positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
 
S300…F/G setting 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where 
the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the 
sensor in the centre between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to 
improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 
S300…M setting 
Suppression distance setting  
a) Position object to detect in front of the sensor at the distance required. Turn distance adjustment 

screw (ADJ) to minimum: yellow LED OFF. Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow 
LED turns ON. Object detection condition (pos.A). 

b) Remove object and ensure that the background is in front of the sensor: yellow LED OFF. Rotate 
screw in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED turns ON: background detection condition (pos.B). 

c) Rotate screw in an anti-clockwise direction until the trimmer reaches an intermediate point between 
position A and C. The sensor is now ready to function correctly in stable conditions. 

 
DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS 

TEST+  input (only S300-PA-2-G)
The TEST+ input can be used to inhibit the emitter and verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The TEST function is activated if the TEST+ input is connected to a voltage between 10…30V, whereas 
if the TEST+ input is connected to GND or it is not connected the function is disactivated.  
Activating the TEST the output switches from ON to OFF (in light mode), testing the total operation.  
 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 

the machines where installed. 
 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 
 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com 
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S300-PA SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 

CONTROLS 

 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor has working with a enough safety margin. 
POWER ON LED (green) (S300…G) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S300…A/B/C/F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor operating distance. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
Do not apple more than 0.3Nm tightening torque on the trimmer screw. 
DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT TRIMMER (S300…M) 
The multi-turn trimmer has mechanical stop in clockwise turn and clutch control in anti-clockwise turn, 
adjusts the suppression distance through the mechanical variation of the optic triangulation angle. 
Please refer to “SETTINGS” paragraph for procedure indications. 
TIMING TRIMMER (S300…x06 exclude S300…G) 
Mono-turn trimmers to setting output activation and disactivation delay time. 
Please refer to “TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for for procedure indications.  
Do not apple more than 0.3Nm tightening torque on the trimmer screw. 
DARK/LIGHT DIP-SWITCH & TIMING (S300…x06 exclude S300…G) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select dark/light mode (for all models) and timing (only timing versions). 

WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. 
Do not force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 
 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means 
of the two housing holes using two 
screws (M4x35 or longer, 1.2Nm 
maximum tightening torque).  
Various orientable fixing brackets to 
ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the 
accessories listed in the general 
catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured 
from the front surface of the sensor 
optics. 
For a correct use, the sensor must be 
installed orthogonal respect the direction 
of the object to detect like show in the 
figure. 
 
Tighten all screws surely to maintain the water-proof characteristics for IP67 (IEC/EN60529). 
Excessive tightening causes damage. Tighten the screws within the tightening torque range shown in 
the table. 

 

TIGHTENING TORQUE (Nm)
Terminal screws 0.5 max 

Covers screws 0.5…0.8 

CABLE CONNECTION 

 
 
Use a cable of 8 … 10 mm in diameter to ensure water- and dust-proof characteristics. 
Two gland packings are supplied; for cables of 8 … 9 mm and 9 … 10 mm in diameter. 
Use a proper gland packing and a gland washer, and tighten the gland firmly (torque 10 at 15 Kgf-cm). 
Keep the cable insulation within 5 mm from the gland packing as shown above. 
Make sure the gland washer is placed in the gland packing correctly. 
The wires section must be in the range of 16 up to 26AWG. 
The stripped length must be 6mm. 
Make sure that the sensor is not supplied when making connections. 
Make correct connection to avoid product damage. 
When connection are made tighten the cable lock nut. 
Close the cover using the screw lock. 

 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 

 S300…1-x01 / S300…1-x06  S300…2-x01 / S300…2-x06 
Power supply: 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC 12…30 VDC Class 2 (UL508) 
Ripple: 10% max. 10% max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): < 3VA < 35 mA 

Outputs: Electromechanical SPDT 
250 Vca / 30 Vcc PNP / NPN open collector 

Output current: 3 A max. (resistive load) 100 mA (resistive load) 
Output saturation voltage: - < 2.4 V max 
Diagnostic function: - TEST+ input (S300…G) 
Response time: 25 ms 1 ms (S300…A/B/C/M); 2 ms (S300…F/G) 

Switching frequency: 20Hz max 500 Hz (S300…A/B/C/M) 
250 Hz (S300…F/G) 

Weight: 130 g. 120 G. 

Emission type: RED (660nm) S300…B ; INFRARED (940nm) S300…C  
INFRARED (880 nm) S300…A/G/M 

Operating distance (typical values): 
S300…A: 0.1...15 m on R5 reflector (EG 2) / S300...B: 0.1 …10 m on R5 reflector (EG 2) 

S300...C: 5 … 200 cm on 90% White target (EG 2) / S300...M: 20 … 200 cm on 90% White target 
S300…F/G: 0 … 50 m (EG 2) 

Indicators OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) S300…G 

Adjustment: 

Sensitivity trimmer (S300…A/B/C/F), DARK/LIGHT dip-switch (S300…A/B/C/F/M) 
7-turns distance adjustment trimmer (S300…M) 

 

Dip-switch mode ON delay / OFF delay / ON-OFF delay / Single pulse (ONE-SHOT) (S300…x06) 
Timig Trimmer (S300…x06 esclude S300...G) 

Time Delay Range (timing vers.): 0.6…16 s (adjustment by Trimmer) 
Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: : 1500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: PBT 30% Glass fiber-reiforced 
Lens material: frontal window and lens in PC 
Mechanical protection: IP67 (IEC / EN60529) 

UL requirements: 

TYPE 1 ENCLOSURE. Use 60 or 75°C copper (CU) conductor and wire size No. 24-20 AWG, stranded or solid. 
Output Terminal tightening torque of 0.5 Nm. 

VDC models: they are intended to be connected to a Class 2 transformer or class 2 power supply. 
VAC models: these devices shall be connected to a power-supply or system,including filters or air-gaps, of overvoltage category II 

(“load level – secondary circuit of a protected utility transformer”), suitable to control over-voltages at the maximum “rated impulse withstand 
voltage peak of 1.2KV and with a short-circuit power limit at max 500VA. 

Connections: see the “CONNECTIONS” paragraph 

TIMING FUNCTIONS / TIMING DIAGRAM (S300…x06) 
DIP-SWITCH POSITION 

 

LIGHT INPUT 

a

OUTPUTS 

OPERATIVE MODE 

1 2 3 4  

 Normal ON OFF OFF OFF on
off  

ON delay ON ON OFF OFF on
off TT

 

Single pulse 
(one-shot) ON OFF ON OFF on

off
T T T

 

OFF delay ON OFF OFF ON on
off TT

 

LIGHT 

 
 

TIME 

 

ON/OFF delay ON ON OFF ON on
off

T T T
 

 Normal OFF OFF OFF OFF on
off  

ON delay OFF ON OFF OFF on
off TT

 

Single pulse 
(one-shot) OFF OFF ON OFF on

off T TT
 

OFF delay OFF OFF OFF ON 
on
off T T  

DARK 

 
 

TIME 

 
 

ON/OFF delay OFF ON OFF ON on
off

T T T
 

NOTE: The timing functions are selected by dip-switches. 
 The sensors without timing functions have only the LIGHT/DARK dip-switch and normal operative mode. 
 The yellow LED in lighted with output ON and dark with output OFF. 
 The delay variation is not linear with trimmer rotation in order to be more sensitive with shorter delay time.  
 The variation is more sensitive up to half rotation (short delay), from half rotation up to end rotation the variation is faster. 

 
 

CONNECTIONS 
S300…1- 

A/B/C/F/M 01 
S300…1-G S300…2- 

A/B/C/F/M 01 
S300…2-G 

 

DIMENSIONS

 
 

SETTINGS
S300…A and S300…B setting 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) in both vertical and horizontal positions and fix the sensor 
in the centre between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. 
In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the 
sensitivity. 
 
S300...C setting 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: the yellow LED is OFF (litgh mode). 
Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED turns 
ON (Target detected state, pos.A). Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer 
clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B). The trimmer reaches 
maximum if the background is not detected. Turn the trimmer in intermediate position C, between the 
two positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
 
S300…F/G setting 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where 
the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the 
sensor in the centre between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to 
improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 
S300…M setting 
Suppression distance setting  
a) Position object to detect in front of the sensor at the distance required. Turn distance adjustment 

screw (ADJ) to minimum: yellow LED OFF. Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow 
LED turns ON. Object detection condition (pos.A). 

b) Remove object and ensure that the background is in front of the sensor: yellow LED OFF. Rotate 
screw in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED turns ON: background detection condition (pos.B). 

c) Rotate screw in an anti-clockwise direction until the trimmer reaches an intermediate point between 
position A and C. The sensor is now ready to function correctly in stable conditions. 

 
DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS 

TEST+  input (only S300-PA-2-G)
The TEST+ input can be used to inhibit the emitter and verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The TEST function is activated if the TEST+ input is connected to a voltage between 10…30V, whereas 
if the TEST+ input is connected to GND or it is not connected the function is disactivated.  
Activating the TEST the output switches from ON to OFF (in light mode), testing the total operation.  
 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 

the machines where installed. 
 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 
 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
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S300-PA SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 

CONTROLS 

 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor has working with a enough safety margin. 
POWER ON LED (green) (S300…G) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S300…A/B/C/F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor operating distance. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
Do not apple more than 0.3Nm tightening torque on the trimmer screw. 
DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT TRIMMER (S300…M) 
The multi-turn trimmer has mechanical stop in clockwise turn and clutch control in anti-clockwise turn, 
adjusts the suppression distance through the mechanical variation of the optic triangulation angle. 
Please refer to “SETTINGS” paragraph for procedure indications. 
TIMING TRIMMER (S300…x06 exclude S300…G) 
Mono-turn trimmers to setting output activation and disactivation delay time. 
Please refer to “TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for for procedure indications.  
Do not apple more than 0.3Nm tightening torque on the trimmer screw. 
DARK/LIGHT DIP-SWITCH & TIMING (S300…x06 exclude S300…G) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select dark/light mode (for all models) and timing (only timing versions). 

WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. 
Do not force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 
 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means 
of the two housing holes using two 
screws (M4x35 or longer, 1.2Nm 
maximum tightening torque).  
Various orientable fixing brackets to 
ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the 
accessories listed in the general 
catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured 
from the front surface of the sensor 
optics. 
For a correct use, the sensor must be 
installed orthogonal respect the direction 
of the object to detect like show in the 
figure. 
 
Tighten all screws surely to maintain the water-proof characteristics for IP67 (IEC/EN60529). 
Excessive tightening causes damage. Tighten the screws within the tightening torque range shown in 
the table. 

 

TIGHTENING TORQUE (Nm)
Terminal screws 0.5 max 

Covers screws 0.5…0.8 

CABLE CONNECTION 

 
 
Use a cable of 8 … 10 mm in diameter to ensure water- and dust-proof characteristics. 
Two gland packings are supplied; for cables of 8 … 9 mm and 9 … 10 mm in diameter. 
Use a proper gland packing and a gland washer, and tighten the gland firmly (torque 10 at 15 Kgf-cm). 
Keep the cable insulation within 5 mm from the gland packing as shown above. 
Make sure the gland washer is placed in the gland packing correctly. 
The wires section must be in the range of 16 up to 26AWG. 
The stripped length must be 6mm. 
Make sure that the sensor is not supplied when making connections. 
Make correct connection to avoid product damage. 
When connection are made tighten the cable lock nut. 
Close the cover using the screw lock. 

 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 

 S300…1-x01 / S300…1-x06  S300…2-x01 / S300…2-x06 
Power supply: 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC 12…30 VDC Class 2 (UL508) 
Ripple: 10% max. 10% max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): < 3VA < 35 mA 

Outputs: Electromechanical SPDT 
250 Vca / 30 Vcc PNP / NPN open collector 

Output current: 3 A max. (resistive load) 100 mA (resistive load) 
Output saturation voltage: - < 2.4 V max 
Diagnostic function: - TEST+ input (S300…G) 
Response time: 25 ms 1 ms (S300…A/B/C/M); 2 ms (S300…F/G) 

Switching frequency: 20Hz max 500 Hz (S300…A/B/C/M) 
250 Hz (S300…F/G) 

Weight: 130 g. 120 G. 

Emission type: RED (660nm) S300…B ; INFRARED (940nm) S300…C  
INFRARED (880 nm) S300…A/G/M 

Operating distance (typical values): 
S300…A: 0.1...15 m on R5 reflector (EG 2) / S300...B: 0.1 …10 m on R5 reflector (EG 2) 

S300...C: 5 … 200 cm on 90% White target (EG 2) / S300...M: 20 … 200 cm on 90% White target 
S300…F/G: 0 … 50 m (EG 2) 

Indicators OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) S300…G 

Adjustment: 

Sensitivity trimmer (S300…A/B/C/F), DARK/LIGHT dip-switch (S300…A/B/C/F/M) 
7-turns distance adjustment trimmer (S300…M) 

 

Dip-switch mode ON delay / OFF delay / ON-OFF delay / Single pulse (ONE-SHOT) (S300…x06) 
Timig Trimmer (S300…x06 esclude S300...G) 

Time Delay Range (timing vers.): 0.6…16 s (adjustment by Trimmer) 
Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: : 1500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: PBT 30% Glass fiber-reiforced 
Lens material: frontal window and lens in PC 
Mechanical protection: IP67 (IEC / EN60529) 

UL requirements: 

TYPE 1 ENCLOSURE. Use 60 or 75°C copper (CU) conductor and wire size No. 24-20 AWG, stranded or solid. 
Output Terminal tightening torque of 0.5 Nm. 

VDC models: they are intended to be connected to a Class 2 transformer or class 2 power supply. 
VAC models: these devices shall be connected to a power-supply or system,including filters or air-gaps, of overvoltage category II 

(“load level – secondary circuit of a protected utility transformer”), suitable to control over-voltages at the maximum “rated impulse withstand 
voltage peak of 1.2KV and with a short-circuit power limit at max 500VA. 

Connections: see the “CONNECTIONS” paragraph 

TIMING FUNCTIONS / TIMING DIAGRAM (S300…x06) 
DIP-SWITCH POSITION 

 

LIGHT INPUT 

a

OUTPUTS 

OPERATIVE MODE 

1 2 3 4  

 Normal ON OFF OFF OFF on
off  

ON delay ON ON OFF OFF on
off TT

 

Single pulse 
(one-shot) ON OFF ON OFF on

off
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OFF delay ON OFF OFF ON on
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 Normal OFF OFF OFF OFF on
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ON delay OFF ON OFF OFF on
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Single pulse 
(one-shot) OFF OFF ON OFF on
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OFF delay OFF OFF OFF ON 
on
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DARK 

 
 

TIME 

 
 

ON/OFF delay OFF ON OFF ON on
off
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NOTE: The timing functions are selected by dip-switches. 
 The sensors without timing functions have only the LIGHT/DARK dip-switch and normal operative mode. 
 The yellow LED in lighted with output ON and dark with output OFF. 
 The delay variation is not linear with trimmer rotation in order to be more sensitive with shorter delay time.  
 The variation is more sensitive up to half rotation (short delay), from half rotation up to end rotation the variation is faster. 

 
 

CONNECTIONS 
S300…1- 

A/B/C/F/M 01 
S300…1-G S300…2- 

A/B/C/F/M 01 
S300…2-G 

 

DIMENSIONS

 
 

SETTINGS
S300…A and S300…B setting 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) in both vertical and horizontal positions and fix the sensor 
in the centre between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. 
In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the 
sensitivity. 
 
S300...C setting 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: the yellow LED is OFF (litgh mode). 
Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED turns 
ON (Target detected state, pos.A). Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer 
clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B). The trimmer reaches 
maximum if the background is not detected. Turn the trimmer in intermediate position C, between the 
two positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
 
S300…F/G setting 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where 
the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the 
sensor in the centre between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to 
improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 
S300…M setting 
Suppression distance setting  
a) Position object to detect in front of the sensor at the distance required. Turn distance adjustment 

screw (ADJ) to minimum: yellow LED OFF. Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow 
LED turns ON. Object detection condition (pos.A). 

b) Remove object and ensure that the background is in front of the sensor: yellow LED OFF. Rotate 
screw in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED turns ON: background detection condition (pos.B). 

c) Rotate screw in an anti-clockwise direction until the trimmer reaches an intermediate point between 
position A and C. The sensor is now ready to function correctly in stable conditions. 

 
DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS 

TEST+  input (only S300-PA-2-G)
The TEST+ input can be used to inhibit the emitter and verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The TEST function is activated if the TEST+ input is connected to a voltage between 10…30V, whereas 
if the TEST+ input is connected to GND or it is not connected the function is disactivated.  
Activating the TEST the output switches from ON to OFF (in light mode), testing the total operation.  
 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 

the machines where installed. 
 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 
 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
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S300-PA SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 

CONTROLS 

 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor has working with a enough safety margin. 
POWER ON LED (green) (S300…G) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S300…A/B/C/F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor operating distance. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
Do not apple more than 0.3Nm tightening torque on the trimmer screw. 
DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT TRIMMER (S300…M) 
The multi-turn trimmer has mechanical stop in clockwise turn and clutch control in anti-clockwise turn, 
adjusts the suppression distance through the mechanical variation of the optic triangulation angle. 
Please refer to “SETTINGS” paragraph for procedure indications. 
TIMING TRIMMER (S300…x06 exclude S300…G) 
Mono-turn trimmers to setting output activation and disactivation delay time. 
Please refer to “TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for for procedure indications.  
Do not apple more than 0.3Nm tightening torque on the trimmer screw. 
DARK/LIGHT DIP-SWITCH & TIMING (S300…x06 exclude S300…G) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select dark/light mode (for all models) and timing (only timing versions). 

WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. 
Do not force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 
 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means 
of the two housing holes using two 
screws (M4x35 or longer, 1.2Nm 
maximum tightening torque).  
Various orientable fixing brackets to 
ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the 
accessories listed in the general 
catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured 
from the front surface of the sensor 
optics. 
For a correct use, the sensor must be 
installed orthogonal respect the direction 
of the object to detect like show in the 
figure. 
 
Tighten all screws surely to maintain the water-proof characteristics for IP67 (IEC/EN60529). 
Excessive tightening causes damage. Tighten the screws within the tightening torque range shown in 
the table. 

 

TIGHTENING TORQUE (Nm)
Terminal screws 0.5 max 

Covers screws 0.5…0.8 

CABLE CONNECTION 

 
 
Use a cable of 8 … 10 mm in diameter to ensure water- and dust-proof characteristics. 
Two gland packings are supplied; for cables of 8 … 9 mm and 9 … 10 mm in diameter. 
Use a proper gland packing and a gland washer, and tighten the gland firmly (torque 10 at 15 Kgf-cm). 
Keep the cable insulation within 5 mm from the gland packing as shown above. 
Make sure the gland washer is placed in the gland packing correctly. 
The wires section must be in the range of 16 up to 26AWG. 
The stripped length must be 6mm. 
Make sure that the sensor is not supplied when making connections. 
Make correct connection to avoid product damage. 
When connection are made tighten the cable lock nut. 
Close the cover using the screw lock. 

 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 

 S300…1-x01 / S300…1-x06  S300…2-x01 / S300…2-x06 
Power supply: 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC 12…30 VDC Class 2 (UL508) 
Ripple: 10% max. 10% max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): < 3VA < 35 mA 

Outputs: Electromechanical SPDT 
250 Vca / 30 Vcc PNP / NPN open collector 

Output current: 3 A max. (resistive load) 100 mA (resistive load) 
Output saturation voltage: - < 2.4 V max 
Diagnostic function: - TEST+ input (S300…G) 
Response time: 25 ms 1 ms (S300…A/B/C/M); 2 ms (S300…F/G) 

Switching frequency: 20Hz max 500 Hz (S300…A/B/C/M) 
250 Hz (S300…F/G) 

Weight: 130 g. 120 G. 

Emission type: RED (660nm) S300…B ; INFRARED (940nm) S300…C  
INFRARED (880 nm) S300…A/G/M 

Operating distance (typical values): 
S300…A: 0.1...15 m on R5 reflector (EG 2) / S300...B: 0.1 …10 m on R5 reflector (EG 2) 

S300...C: 5 … 200 cm on 90% White target (EG 2) / S300...M: 20 … 200 cm on 90% White target 
S300…F/G: 0 … 50 m (EG 2) 

Indicators OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) S300…G 

Adjustment: 

Sensitivity trimmer (S300…A/B/C/F), DARK/LIGHT dip-switch (S300…A/B/C/F/M) 
7-turns distance adjustment trimmer (S300…M) 

 

Dip-switch mode ON delay / OFF delay / ON-OFF delay / Single pulse (ONE-SHOT) (S300…x06) 
Timig Trimmer (S300…x06 esclude S300...G) 

Time Delay Range (timing vers.): 0.6…16 s (adjustment by Trimmer) 
Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: : 1500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: PBT 30% Glass fiber-reiforced 
Lens material: frontal window and lens in PC 
Mechanical protection: IP67 (IEC / EN60529) 

UL requirements: 

TYPE 1 ENCLOSURE. Use 60 or 75°C copper (CU) conductor and wire size No. 24-20 AWG, stranded or solid. 
Output Terminal tightening torque of 0.5 Nm. 

VDC models: they are intended to be connected to a Class 2 transformer or class 2 power supply. 
VAC models: these devices shall be connected to a power-supply or system,including filters or air-gaps, of overvoltage category II 

(“load level – secondary circuit of a protected utility transformer”), suitable to control over-voltages at the maximum “rated impulse withstand 
voltage peak of 1.2KV and with a short-circuit power limit at max 500VA. 

Connections: see the “CONNECTIONS” paragraph 

TIMING FUNCTIONS / TIMING DIAGRAM (S300…x06) 
DIP-SWITCH POSITION 

 

LIGHT INPUT 

a

OUTPUTS 

OPERATIVE MODE 

1 2 3 4  

 Normal ON OFF OFF OFF on
off  

ON delay ON ON OFF OFF on
off TT

 

Single pulse 
(one-shot) ON OFF ON OFF on

off
T T T

 

OFF delay ON OFF OFF ON on
off TT

 

LIGHT 

 
 

TIME 

 

ON/OFF delay ON ON OFF ON on
off

T T T
 

 Normal OFF OFF OFF OFF on
off  

ON delay OFF ON OFF OFF on
off TT

 

Single pulse 
(one-shot) OFF OFF ON OFF on

off T TT
 

OFF delay OFF OFF OFF ON 
on
off T T  

DARK 

 
 

TIME 

 
 

ON/OFF delay OFF ON OFF ON on
off

T T T
 

NOTE: The timing functions are selected by dip-switches. 
 The sensors without timing functions have only the LIGHT/DARK dip-switch and normal operative mode. 
 The yellow LED in lighted with output ON and dark with output OFF. 
 The delay variation is not linear with trimmer rotation in order to be more sensitive with shorter delay time.  
 The variation is more sensitive up to half rotation (short delay), from half rotation up to end rotation the variation is faster. 

 
 

CONNECTIONS 
S300…1- 

A/B/C/F/M 01 
S300…1-G S300…2- 

A/B/C/F/M 01 
S300…2-G 

 

DIMENSIONS

 
 

SETTINGS
S300…A and S300…B setting 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) in both vertical and horizontal positions and fix the sensor 
in the centre between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. 
In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the 
sensitivity. 
 
S300...C setting 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: the yellow LED is OFF (litgh mode). 
Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED turns 
ON (Target detected state, pos.A). Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer 
clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B). The trimmer reaches 
maximum if the background is not detected. Turn the trimmer in intermediate position C, between the 
two positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
 
S300…F/G setting 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where 
the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the 
sensor in the centre between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to 
improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 
S300…M setting 
Suppression distance setting  
a) Position object to detect in front of the sensor at the distance required. Turn distance adjustment 

screw (ADJ) to minimum: yellow LED OFF. Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow 
LED turns ON. Object detection condition (pos.A). 

b) Remove object and ensure that the background is in front of the sensor: yellow LED OFF. Rotate 
screw in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED turns ON: background detection condition (pos.B). 

c) Rotate screw in an anti-clockwise direction until the trimmer reaches an intermediate point between 
position A and C. The sensor is now ready to function correctly in stable conditions. 

 
DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS 

TEST+  input (only S300-PA-2-G)
The TEST+ input can be used to inhibit the emitter and verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The TEST function is activated if the TEST+ input is connected to a voltage between 10…30V, whereas 
if the TEST+ input is connected to GND or it is not connected the function is disactivated.  
Activating the TEST the output switches from ON to OFF (in light mode), testing the total operation.  
 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 

the machines where installed. 
 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 
 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
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S300-PA SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 

CONTROLS 

 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor has working with a enough safety margin. 
POWER ON LED (green) (S300…G) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S300…A/B/C/F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor operating distance. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
Do not apple more than 0.3Nm tightening torque on the trimmer screw. 
DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT TRIMMER (S300…M) 
The multi-turn trimmer has mechanical stop in clockwise turn and clutch control in anti-clockwise turn, 
adjusts the suppression distance through the mechanical variation of the optic triangulation angle. 
Please refer to “SETTINGS” paragraph for procedure indications. 
TIMING TRIMMER (S300…x06 exclude S300…G) 
Mono-turn trimmers to setting output activation and disactivation delay time. 
Please refer to “TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for for procedure indications.  
Do not apple more than 0.3Nm tightening torque on the trimmer screw. 
DARK/LIGHT DIP-SWITCH & TIMING (S300…x06 exclude S300…G) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select dark/light mode (for all models) and timing (only timing versions). 

WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. 
Do not force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 
 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means 
of the two housing holes using two 
screws (M4x35 or longer, 1.2Nm 
maximum tightening torque).  
Various orientable fixing brackets to 
ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the 
accessories listed in the general 
catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured 
from the front surface of the sensor 
optics. 
For a correct use, the sensor must be 
installed orthogonal respect the direction 
of the object to detect like show in the 
figure. 
 
Tighten all screws surely to maintain the water-proof characteristics for IP67 (IEC/EN60529). 
Excessive tightening causes damage. Tighten the screws within the tightening torque range shown in 
the table. 

 

TIGHTENING TORQUE (Nm)
Terminal screws 0.5 max 

Covers screws 0.5…0.8 

CABLE CONNECTION 

 
 
Use a cable of 8 … 10 mm in diameter to ensure water- and dust-proof characteristics. 
Two gland packings are supplied; for cables of 8 … 9 mm and 9 … 10 mm in diameter. 
Use a proper gland packing and a gland washer, and tighten the gland firmly (torque 10 at 15 Kgf-cm). 
Keep the cable insulation within 5 mm from the gland packing as shown above. 
Make sure the gland washer is placed in the gland packing correctly. 
The wires section must be in the range of 16 up to 26AWG. 
The stripped length must be 6mm. 
Make sure that the sensor is not supplied when making connections. 
Make correct connection to avoid product damage. 
When connection are made tighten the cable lock nut. 
Close the cover using the screw lock. 

 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 

 S300…1-x01 / S300…1-x06  S300…2-x01 / S300…2-x06 
Power supply: 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC 12…30 VDC Class 2 (UL508) 
Ripple: 10% max. 10% max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): < 3VA < 35 mA 

Outputs: Electromechanical SPDT 
250 Vca / 30 Vcc PNP / NPN open collector 

Output current: 3 A max. (resistive load) 100 mA (resistive load) 
Output saturation voltage: - < 2.4 V max 
Diagnostic function: - TEST+ input (S300…G) 
Response time: 25 ms 1 ms (S300…A/B/C/M); 2 ms (S300…F/G) 

Switching frequency: 20Hz max 500 Hz (S300…A/B/C/M) 
250 Hz (S300…F/G) 

Weight: 130 g. 120 G. 

Emission type: RED (660nm) S300…B ; INFRARED (940nm) S300…C  
INFRARED (880 nm) S300…A/G/M 

Operating distance (typical values): 
S300…A: 0.1...15 m on R5 reflector (EG 2) / S300...B: 0.1 …10 m on R5 reflector (EG 2) 

S300...C: 5 … 200 cm on 90% White target (EG 2) / S300...M: 20 … 200 cm on 90% White target 
S300…F/G: 0 … 50 m (EG 2) 

Indicators OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) / STABILITY LED (GREEN) 
POWER ON LED (GREEN) S300…G 

Adjustment: 

Sensitivity trimmer (S300…A/B/C/F), DARK/LIGHT dip-switch (S300…A/B/C/F/M) 
7-turns distance adjustment trimmer (S300…M) 

 

Dip-switch mode ON delay / OFF delay / ON-OFF delay / Single pulse (ONE-SHOT) (S300…x06) 
Timig Trimmer (S300…x06 esclude S300...G) 

Time Delay Range (timing vers.): 0.6…16 s (adjustment by Trimmer) 
Operating temperature: -25 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength: : 1500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: PBT 30% Glass fiber-reiforced 
Lens material: frontal window and lens in PC 
Mechanical protection: IP67 (IEC / EN60529) 

UL requirements: 

TYPE 1 ENCLOSURE. Use 60 or 75°C copper (CU) conductor and wire size No. 24-20 AWG, stranded or solid. 
Output Terminal tightening torque of 0.5 Nm. 

VDC models: they are intended to be connected to a Class 2 transformer or class 2 power supply. 
VAC models: these devices shall be connected to a power-supply or system,including filters or air-gaps, of overvoltage category II 

(“load level – secondary circuit of a protected utility transformer”), suitable to control over-voltages at the maximum “rated impulse withstand 
voltage peak of 1.2KV and with a short-circuit power limit at max 500VA. 

Connections: see the “CONNECTIONS” paragraph 

TIMING FUNCTIONS / TIMING DIAGRAM (S300…x06) 
DIP-SWITCH POSITION 

 

LIGHT INPUT 

a

OUTPUTS 

OPERATIVE MODE 

1 2 3 4  

 Normal ON OFF OFF OFF on
off  

ON delay ON ON OFF OFF on
off TT

 

Single pulse 
(one-shot) ON OFF ON OFF on

off
T T T

 

OFF delay ON OFF OFF ON on
off TT

 

LIGHT 

 
 

TIME 

 

ON/OFF delay ON ON OFF ON on
off

T T T
 

 Normal OFF OFF OFF OFF on
off  

ON delay OFF ON OFF OFF on
off TT

 

Single pulse 
(one-shot) OFF OFF ON OFF on

off T TT
 

OFF delay OFF OFF OFF ON 
on
off T T  

DARK 

 
 

TIME 

 
 

ON/OFF delay OFF ON OFF ON on
off

T T T
 

NOTE: The timing functions are selected by dip-switches. 
 The sensors without timing functions have only the LIGHT/DARK dip-switch and normal operative mode. 
 The yellow LED in lighted with output ON and dark with output OFF. 
 The delay variation is not linear with trimmer rotation in order to be more sensitive with shorter delay time.  
 The variation is more sensitive up to half rotation (short delay), from half rotation up to end rotation the variation is faster. 

 
 

CONNECTIONS 
S300…1- 

A/B/C/F/M 01 
S300…1-G S300…2- 

A/B/C/F/M 01 
S300…2-G 

 

DIMENSIONS

 
 

SETTINGS
S300…A and S300…B setting 
Position the sensor and reflector on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. 
Find the points where the yellow LED (OUT) in both vertical and horizontal positions and fix the sensor 
in the centre between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. 
In order to improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the 
sensitivity. 
 
S300...C setting 
Position the sensor and turn the sensitivity trimmer at minimum: the yellow LED is OFF (litgh mode). 
Place the target opposite the sensor. Turn the sensitivity trimmer clockwise until the yellow LED turns 
ON (Target detected state, pos.A). Remove the target, the yellow LED turns OFF. Turn the trimmer 
clockwise until the yellow LED turns ON (Background detected state, pos.B). The trimmer reaches 
maximum if the background is not detected. Turn the trimmer in intermediate position C, between the 
two positions A and B. The green LED must be ON. 
 
S300…F/G setting 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find the points where 
the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and horizontal positions, and fix the 
sensor in the centre between these points. Optimum operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. 
If necessary, reduce sensitivity using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to 
improve alignment, repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 
S300…M setting 
Suppression distance setting  
a) Position object to detect in front of the sensor at the distance required. Turn distance adjustment 

screw (ADJ) to minimum: yellow LED OFF. Rotate trimmer in a clockwise direction until the yellow 
LED turns ON. Object detection condition (pos.A). 

b) Remove object and ensure that the background is in front of the sensor: yellow LED OFF. Rotate 
screw in a clockwise direction until the yellow LED turns ON: background detection condition (pos.B). 

c) Rotate screw in an anti-clockwise direction until the trimmer reaches an intermediate point between 
position A and C. The sensor is now ready to function correctly in stable conditions. 

 
DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS 

TEST+  input (only S300-PA-2-G)
The TEST+ input can be used to inhibit the emitter and verify that the system is correctly operating. 
The TEST function is activated if the TEST+ input is connected to a voltage between 10…30V, whereas 
if the TEST+ input is connected to GND or it is not connected the function is disactivated.  
Activating the TEST the output switches from ON to OFF (in light mode), testing the total operation.  
 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 

the machines where installed. 
 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 
 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
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CONNECTIONS

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

Through beam emitter Through beam emitter

VAC MODELS VDC MODELS

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

SETTINGS

The M model presents a multiturn adjustment screw for the adjustment of the background suppression distance using a mechanical 
variation of the optic triangulation angle. The other models have a mono-turn electronic trimmer that adjusts the sensitivity and the 
sensor operating distance. The operating distance can be increased by rotating the screws clockwise.
Trimmers can be used to adjust the output activation and deactivation delay time whilst functioning mode selection is performed through 
DIP SWITCHES.
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Retroreflective on R2 and R5 reflectors Polarized retroreflective on R2 and R5 reflectors

R5

R2

R5
R2

6% Black
90% White

Diffused proximity Through beam

Background suppression

18% Grey 90% White

BGS - White/Grey and White/Black Difference

18% Grey 90% White

18% Grey
90% White

DETECTION DIAGRAMS
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MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

OPTIC FUNCTION POWER SUPPLY OUTPUT SETTING MODEL ORDER No.

Retroreflective 
(IR LED 880 nm)

12…30 Vdc NPN/PNP
Sensitivity trimmer and D/L dip-switch S300-PA-2-A01-OC 951451500

Timing and sensitivity trimmers, D/L dip-switch S300-PA-2-A06-OC 951451510

24...240 Vac/24…60 Vdc Relay
Sensitivity trimmer and D/L dip-switch S300-PA-1-A01-RX 951451480

Timing and sensitivity trimmers, D/L dip-switch S300-PA-1-A06-RX 951451490

Polarized 
retroreflective 

(red LED 660 nm)

12…30 Vdc NPN/PNP
Sensitivity trimmer and D/L dip-switch S300-PA-2-B01-OC 951451540

Timing and sensitivity trimmers, D/L dip-switch S300-PA-2-B06-OC 951451550

24...240 Vac/24…60 Vdc Relay
Sensitivity trimmer and D/L dip-switch S300-PA-1-B01-RX 951451520

Timing and sensitivity trimmers, D/L dip-switch S300-PA-1-B06-RX 951451530

Diffused proximity
(IR LED 940 nm)

12…30 Vdc NPN/PNP
Sensitivity trimmer D/L dip-switch S300-PA-2-C01-OC 951451420

Timing and sensitivity trimmers, D/L dip-switch S300-PA-2-C06-OC 951451430

24...240 Vac/24…60 Vdc Relay
Sensitivity trimmer and D/L dip-switch S300-PA-1-C01-RX 951451400

Timing and sensitivity trimmers, D/L dip-switch S300-PA-1-C06-RX 951451410

Through beam 
receiver  

12…30 Vdc NPN/PNP
Sensitivity trimmer and D/L dip-switch S300-PA-2-F01-OC 951451600

Timing and sensitivity trimmers, D/L dip-switch S300-PA-2-F06-OC 951451610

24...240 Vac/24…60 Vdc Relay
Sensitivity trimmer and D/L dip-switch S300-PA-1-F01-RX 951451580

Timing and sensitivity trimmers, D/L dip-switch S300-PA-1-F06-RX 951451590

Through beam emitter
(IR LED 880 nm)

12…30 Vdc
-

- S300-PA-2-G00-EX 951451570

24...240 Vac/24…60 Vdc S300-PA-1-G00-EX 951451560

Background 
suppression

(IR LED 880 nm)

12…30 Vdc NPN/PNP
7-turns distance adjustment trimmer and  /L dip-switch S300-PA-2-M01-OC 951451460

Timing and 7-turns distance adj. trimmers, D/L dip-switch S300-PA-2-M06-OC 951451470

24...240 Vac/24…60 Vdc Relay
7-turns distance adjustment trimmer and D/L dip-switch S300-PA-1-M01-RX 951451440

Timing and 7-turns distance adj. trimmers, D/L dip-switch S300-PA-1-M06-RX 951451450
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ACCESSORIES

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.

ST-511 mounting bracket 95ACC2810

The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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(*)

APPLICATIONS

• Packaging end of line, palletizers
• Outdoor or indoor gates control
• Automotive plants
• Automated warehousing

S300 PR

• Industrial plastic housing with IP67 mechanical protection
• Defogging system function
• Double independent timing functions with double time scale from  
    0-2s or 0-10s, One-Delay, Off Delay, ONE SHOT 

Heavy duty sensor for outdoor  
applications and harsh 
environments

S300 PA

Through beam 0…60 m

Polarized retroreflective 0,1...22 m

Diffuse proximity 0,05...5 m

Background suppression 0,4...2,5 m

Power supply
Vdc 10…30 V

Vac

Vac/dc 24…240 Vac/24…60 Vdc

Output

PNP

NPN

NPN/PNP •

relay •

other

Connection
cable

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 25x100x70

Housing material PBT

Mechanical protection IP67

(*)DC models:
     ATEX II 3DG

MAXI SENSORS
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ADJUSTMENT SCREW
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER

LIGHT/DARK TRIMMER

OFF-DELAY TRIMMER

ON-DELAY TRIMMER
STABILITY LED

OUTPUT LED

POWER LED
TIMING MODE 
SELECTION TRIMMER

EMISSION POWER REGULATION 
TRIMMER

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS

Power supply
10 … 30 Vdc (mod. S300…2/5) 

24…240 Vac/24…60 Vdc (mod. S300…1)
Ripple 10% max.

Consumption (output current 
excluded)

30 mA max. (mod. S300…2/5-B/C)
35 mA max. (mod. S300…2/5-M)
25 mA max. (mod. S300…2/5-F)
20 mA max. (mod. S300…2/5-G)

3 VA max. (mod. S300…1)

Light emission
red LED 660 nm (mod. S300…B)

IR LED 880 nm (mod. S300…C/G/M)

Setting 

sensitivity trimmer, DARK/LIGHT trimmer (mod. S300…F/C/B)
15 turns adjustment screw/DARK/LIGHT trimmer (mod. S300…M)

emission power regulation trimmer (mod. S300…G)
versions with timing functions: time base selection and one shot trimmer/ON DELAY trimmer/OFF DELAY trimmer (mod. S300…

x06)

Indicators
yellow OUTPUT LED (excl. mod. S300...G)

 green STABILITY LED, POWER LED (mod. S300...G)
Output PNP or NPN open collector (mod. S300…2/5); Electromechanical SPDT 250 Vac/30 Vdc (mod. S300…1)

Output current
100 mA (mod. S300…2/5)
3 A max. (mod. S300…1)

Saturation voltage 2,4 V max.

Response time 
1 ms (mod. S300..2/5-B/C/F/G)

2 ms (mod. S300…2/5-M)
20 ms (mod. S300…1)

Switching frequency
500 Hz  (mod. S300..2/5-/B/C/F/G)

250 Hz (mod. S300…2/5-M)
25 Hz (mod. S300…1)

Connection terminal block, M12 4-pole connector (only DC mod.)
Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing
Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing
Electrical protection class 2  (mod. S300…2/5) 
Mechanical protection IP67 (IEC/EN60529)/cable gland EN50262
Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2
Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)
Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)
Housing material PBT 30% glass fiber-reiforced
Lens material frontal window and lens in PC
Operating temperature -40 … 55 °C
Storage temperature -40 … 70 °C
Weight 140 g (mod. S300…2/5), 150 g (mod. S300…1)
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S300…F
Receiver

S300…G
Emitter

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 

OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S300…F) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) (S300…F) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor has working with a enough safety 
margin. 
POWER ON LED (S300…G) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S300…F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor operating distance. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S300…F) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select dark/light mode.  
EMISSION POWER REGULATION TRIMMER (S300…G) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select the emission power.  
ON-DELAY AND OFF-DELAY TRIMMER (S300…F06) 
Mono-turn trimmers to setting output activation and disactivation delay time. Please 
refer to “TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for for procedure indications. 
TIME BASE SELECTION AND ONE-SHOT TRIMMER (S300…F06) 
A mono-turn trimmer with three operation position: it allows to select two different 
delay time base (SHORT BASE and LONG BASE) or ONE SHOT. Please refer to 
“TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for procedure indications. 
WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. Do not 
force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means of the two housing holes using two screws 
(M5x35 or longer, 1.2Nm maximum tightening torque). 
The sensor bottom surface has been provided of two mechanical threaded insert 
M5x5,5. These metal insert are commercial components. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning are available 
(please refer to the accessories listed in the general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor optics. 
 

Tighten all screws surely to maintain the 
water-proof characteristics for IP67 
(IEC/EN60529). 
Excessive tightening causes damage. 
Tighten the screws within the tightening 
torque range shown in the table. 
 

The cable gland assure mechanical 
retention compliant with EN50262. 

 

TECHNICAL DATA 
AC MODELS S300…1-G/F DC MODELS S300…2/5-G/F

Power supply: 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC Power supply: 10…30 VDC Class 2 (UL508) 
Ripple: 10 % max Ripple: 10 % max 
Current consumption 
(output current 
excluded): 

< 3 VA 
Current consumption 
(output current 
excluded): 

F: <25mA / G: < 20 mA 

Outputs: Electromechanical SPDT: 250 VAC, 30 VDC Outputs: PNP / NPN open collector 
R_pull-up/down = 47KΩ 

Output current: Max 3 A (resistive load) 

Output current: 100 mA (resistive load) 
Output saturation 
voltage: 2.4 V max 

Diagnostic functions PNP ALARM output / Test+ iput 
Response time: 20 ms Response time: 1 ms 
Switching frequency: 25 Hz Switching frequency: 500 Hz 
Weight: 150 g Weight: 140 g 

Common data 
 S300…G S300…F 
Emission type: INFRARED LED (880nm) - 
Operating distance (typical value): 0..60m 
Indicators: POWER ON LED (GREEN) OUTPUT LED (YELLOW), STABILITY LED (GREEN) 

Adjustment: Emission power regulation trimmer 
Sensitivity trimmer / DARK/LIGHT trimmer

Timing versions S300…F06: time base selection and one 
shot trimmer / ON DELAY trimmer / OFF DELAY trimmer 

Time base (Timing vers. S300…F06): SHORT BASE: 0...2 sec, LONG BASE: 0…10 sec 
Operating temperature: -40…55 °C 
Storage temperature: -40…70 °C 
Dielectric strength: : 1500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, �500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing: PBT 30% Glass fiber-reiforced 
Lenses: frontal window and lens in PC 
Protection class: IP67 (IEC / EN60529) / cable gland EN50262 
UL requirements:  60-70°C copper conductor 24-20 AWG; TYPE 1 ENCLOSURE 
Connections: see the “CONNECTIONS” paragraph 

 

CONNECTIONS
S300…F 

AC MODELS DC MODELS 

M12 CONNECTOR (only DC models) 

S300…G
AC MODELS DC MODELS 

M12 CONNECTOR (only DC models) 

 

Terminal block versions (S300…1/2)
Use a cable of 4,5 to 10 mm in diameter to ensure water- and dust-proof 
characteristics. The trasversal section of the cable must be between 16 and 26AWG. 
The length of conductor peel must be 6mm and the cable peel must be 100mm. 

To favour the cable connection it is possible remove 
(and then replace) the terminal block cover when it is 
in the maximum opening position (like showned in the 
figure). 
Turn off the power supply before wiring. Connect 
correctly to prevent damage. At the end of the 
connections, screw the cable gland decisively to lock 
the cable. 
Close the terminal block cover with the screw. 
 

M12 connector versions (S300…5) 
The connector wires are just connected like show in the previous figure. It is possible 
change the wiring and use other functionality (NPN output, TEST+ input). 

SETTING 
Sensitivity setting (S300..F and S300…G) 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find 
the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and 
horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. Optimum 
operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. If necessary, reduce sensitivity 
using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to improve alignment, 
repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 
 

DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS 
S300 has the following diagnostic functions to verify the correct operation on 
application. 
TEST+ input (only S300…2/5-G) 
The TEST+ input can be used to inhibit the emitter and verify that the system is 
correctly operating. The TEST function is activated if the TEST+ input is connected to 
a voltage between 10…30V, whereas if the TEST+ input is connected to GND or it is 
not connected the function is disactivated.  
Activating the TEST the output switches from ON to OFF (in light mode), testing the 
total operation.  
ALARM output (only S300…2/5-F) 
The alarm output switches ON whenever the received signals remains without a safety 
margin (greater than 30% compared to the output switching level). 
The ALARM output is activated (ON) when the received signal remains without a 
safety margin for more than 3 seconds. 

 

DIMENSIONS

TIMING FUNCTIONS 

 
Vers.with timing functions Vers.without timing functions

 

The TIME BASE SELECTION trimmer allows to select the time base or the ONE 
SHOT function. 
 

Short Base 0..2sec Long base 0..10sec One shot 0..2sec 

 

Selecting the short base the time setting of ON delay and OFF delay trimmer is in 
the range 0..2sec, selecting long base is in the range 0..10sec.  
To allow a better setting of little delay, the variation of ON and OFF delay are not 
linear with mechanical regulation of the trimmer: until half rotation the regulation is 
thiner, whereas from half to full scale the regulation is faster. 
The follow figure indicates the values of initial, middle and full scale delay of ON 
and OFF delay trimmer in the two different selectable time base: 
 

ON / OFF DELAY (short base) 
 

 

ON / OFF DELAY (long base) 
 

 
 

The TIME BASE SELECTION trimmer has a third position to select ONE SHOT 
mode. The ONE SHOT duration is selectable by ON DELAY trimmer with short 
time base (0…2 sec). In this mode the OFF delay trimmer is disabled. 

TIMING DIAGRAM (S300…F06) 
OPERATION
 MODE OUTPUT 

Normal (timing disable) 

ONE SHOT (only with  
short time base 0…2 sec.) 

Ton Ton Ton

ON/OFF delay Ton Toff Ton

ON delay TonTon

OFF delay ToffToff

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 
the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 
 

 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification. 

 

© 2010 – 2013 Datalogic Automation - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - Protected to the fullest extent under U.S. and 
international laws. • Copying, or altering of this document is prohibited without express written consent from Datalogic 
Automation. Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, including the 
U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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TIGHTENING TORQUE (Nm) 

Terminal screws(6pc) 0.5 max 

Covers screws 0.5…0.8 

CABLE DIAMETER LOAD (N) 
4,5..8mm 30 

8..10mm 42 

0..2s
One shot  

0..2sec 

0..10sec 0..10sec 

0..2s One shot  
0..2sec 

0..2s One shot  
0..2sec 

0..10sec 

S300…F
Receiver

S300…G
Emitter

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 

OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S300…F) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) (S300…F) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor has working with a enough safety 
margin. 
POWER ON LED (S300…G) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S300…F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor operating distance. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S300…F) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select dark/light mode.  
EMISSION POWER REGULATION TRIMMER (S300…G) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select the emission power.  
ON-DELAY AND OFF-DELAY TRIMMER (S300…F06) 
Mono-turn trimmers to setting output activation and disactivation delay time. Please 
refer to “TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for for procedure indications. 
TIME BASE SELECTION AND ONE-SHOT TRIMMER (S300…F06) 
A mono-turn trimmer with three operation position: it allows to select two different 
delay time base (SHORT BASE and LONG BASE) or ONE SHOT. Please refer to 
“TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for procedure indications. 
WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. Do not 
force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means of the two housing holes using two screws 
(M5x35 or longer, 1.2Nm maximum tightening torque). 
The sensor bottom surface has been provided of two mechanical threaded insert 
M5x5,5. These metal insert are commercial components. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning are available 
(please refer to the accessories listed in the general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor optics. 
 

Tighten all screws surely to maintain the 
water-proof characteristics for IP67 
(IEC/EN60529). 
Excessive tightening causes damage. 
Tighten the screws within the tightening 
torque range shown in the table. 
 

The cable gland assure mechanical 
retention compliant with EN50262. 

 

TECHNICAL DATA 
AC MODELS S300…1-G/F DC MODELS S300…2/5-G/F

Power supply: 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC Power supply: 10…30 VDC Class 2 (UL508) 
Ripple: 10 % max Ripple: 10 % max 
Current consumption 
(output current 
excluded): 

< 3 VA 
Current consumption 
(output current 
excluded): 

F: <25mA / G: < 20 mA 

Outputs: Electromechanical SPDT: 250 VAC, 30 VDC Outputs: PNP / NPN open collector 
R_pull-up/down = 47KΩ 

Output current: Max 3 A (resistive load) 

Output current: 100 mA (resistive load) 
Output saturation 
voltage: 2.4 V max 

Diagnostic functions PNP ALARM output / Test+ iput 
Response time: 20 ms Response time: 1 ms 
Switching frequency: 25 Hz Switching frequency: 500 Hz 
Weight: 150 g Weight: 140 g 

Common data 
 S300…G S300…F 
Emission type: INFRARED LED (880nm) - 
Operating distance (typical value): 0..60m 
Indicators: POWER ON LED (GREEN) OUTPUT LED (YELLOW), STABILITY LED (GREEN) 

Adjustment: Emission power regulation trimmer 
Sensitivity trimmer / DARK/LIGHT trimmer

Timing versions S300…F06: time base selection and one 
shot trimmer / ON DELAY trimmer / OFF DELAY trimmer 

Time base (Timing vers. S300…F06): SHORT BASE: 0...2 sec, LONG BASE: 0…10 sec 
Operating temperature: -40…55 °C 
Storage temperature: -40…70 °C 
Dielectric strength: : 1500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, �500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing: PBT 30% Glass fiber-reiforced 
Lenses: frontal window and lens in PC 
Protection class: IP67 (IEC / EN60529) / cable gland EN50262 
UL requirements:  60-70°C copper conductor 24-20 AWG; TYPE 1 ENCLOSURE 
Connections: see the “CONNECTIONS” paragraph 

 

CONNECTIONS
S300…F 

AC MODELS DC MODELS 

M12 CONNECTOR (only DC models) 

S300…G
AC MODELS DC MODELS 

M12 CONNECTOR (only DC models) 

 

Terminal block versions (S300…1/2)
Use a cable of 4,5 to 10 mm in diameter to ensure water- and dust-proof 
characteristics. The trasversal section of the cable must be between 16 and 26AWG. 
The length of conductor peel must be 6mm and the cable peel must be 100mm. 

To favour the cable connection it is possible remove 
(and then replace) the terminal block cover when it is 
in the maximum opening position (like showned in the 
figure). 
Turn off the power supply before wiring. Connect 
correctly to prevent damage. At the end of the 
connections, screw the cable gland decisively to lock 
the cable. 
Close the terminal block cover with the screw. 
 

M12 connector versions (S300…5) 
The connector wires are just connected like show in the previous figure. It is possible 
change the wiring and use other functionality (NPN output, TEST+ input). 

SETTING 
Sensitivity setting (S300..F and S300…G) 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find 
the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and 
horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. Optimum 
operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. If necessary, reduce sensitivity 
using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to improve alignment, 
repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 
 

DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS 
S300 has the following diagnostic functions to verify the correct operation on 
application. 
TEST+ input (only S300…2/5-G) 
The TEST+ input can be used to inhibit the emitter and verify that the system is 
correctly operating. The TEST function is activated if the TEST+ input is connected to 
a voltage between 10…30V, whereas if the TEST+ input is connected to GND or it is 
not connected the function is disactivated.  
Activating the TEST the output switches from ON to OFF (in light mode), testing the 
total operation.  
ALARM output (only S300…2/5-F) 
The alarm output switches ON whenever the received signals remains without a safety 
margin (greater than 30% compared to the output switching level). 
The ALARM output is activated (ON) when the received signal remains without a 
safety margin for more than 3 seconds. 

 

DIMENSIONS

TIMING FUNCTIONS 

 
Vers.with timing functions Vers.without timing functions

 

The TIME BASE SELECTION trimmer allows to select the time base or the ONE 
SHOT function. 
 

Short Base 0..2sec Long base 0..10sec One shot 0..2sec 

 

Selecting the short base the time setting of ON delay and OFF delay trimmer is in 
the range 0..2sec, selecting long base is in the range 0..10sec.  
To allow a better setting of little delay, the variation of ON and OFF delay are not 
linear with mechanical regulation of the trimmer: until half rotation the regulation is 
thiner, whereas from half to full scale the regulation is faster. 
The follow figure indicates the values of initial, middle and full scale delay of ON 
and OFF delay trimmer in the two different selectable time base: 
 

ON / OFF DELAY (short base) 
 

 

ON / OFF DELAY (long base) 
 

 
 

The TIME BASE SELECTION trimmer has a third position to select ONE SHOT 
mode. The ONE SHOT duration is selectable by ON DELAY trimmer with short 
time base (0…2 sec). In this mode the OFF delay trimmer is disabled. 

TIMING DIAGRAM (S300…F06) 
OPERATION
 MODE OUTPUT 

Normal (timing disable) 

ONE SHOT (only with  
short time base 0…2 sec.) 

Ton Ton Ton

ON/OFF delay Ton Toff Ton

ON delay TonTon

OFF delay ToffToff

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 
the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 
 

 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification. 
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TIGHTENING TORQUE (Nm) 

Terminal screws(6pc) 0.5 max 

Covers screws 0.5…0.8 

CABLE DIAMETER LOAD (N) 
4,5..8mm 30 

8..10mm 42 

0..2s
One shot  

0..2sec 

0..10sec 0..10sec 

0..2s One shot  
0..2sec 

0..2s One shot  
0..2sec 

0..10sec 

S300…F
Receiver

S300…G
Emitter

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 

OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S300…F) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) (S300…F) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor has working with a enough safety 
margin. 
POWER ON LED (S300…G) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S300…F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor operating distance. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S300…F) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select dark/light mode.  
EMISSION POWER REGULATION TRIMMER (S300…G) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select the emission power.  
ON-DELAY AND OFF-DELAY TRIMMER (S300…F06) 
Mono-turn trimmers to setting output activation and disactivation delay time. Please 
refer to “TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for for procedure indications. 
TIME BASE SELECTION AND ONE-SHOT TRIMMER (S300…F06) 
A mono-turn trimmer with three operation position: it allows to select two different 
delay time base (SHORT BASE and LONG BASE) or ONE SHOT. Please refer to 
“TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for procedure indications. 
WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. Do not 
force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means of the two housing holes using two screws 
(M5x35 or longer, 1.2Nm maximum tightening torque). 
The sensor bottom surface has been provided of two mechanical threaded insert 
M5x5,5. These metal insert are commercial components. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning are available 
(please refer to the accessories listed in the general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor optics. 
 

Tighten all screws surely to maintain the 
water-proof characteristics for IP67 
(IEC/EN60529). 
Excessive tightening causes damage. 
Tighten the screws within the tightening 
torque range shown in the table. 
 

The cable gland assure mechanical 
retention compliant with EN50262. 

 

TECHNICAL DATA 
AC MODELS S300…1-G/F DC MODELS S300…2/5-G/F

Power supply: 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC Power supply: 10…30 VDC Class 2 (UL508) 
Ripple: 10 % max Ripple: 10 % max 
Current consumption 
(output current 
excluded): 

< 3 VA 
Current consumption 
(output current 
excluded): 

F: <25mA / G: < 20 mA 

Outputs: Electromechanical SPDT: 250 VAC, 30 VDC Outputs: PNP / NPN open collector 
R_pull-up/down = 47KΩ 

Output current: Max 3 A (resistive load) 

Output current: 100 mA (resistive load) 
Output saturation 
voltage: 2.4 V max 

Diagnostic functions PNP ALARM output / Test+ iput 
Response time: 20 ms Response time: 1 ms 
Switching frequency: 25 Hz Switching frequency: 500 Hz 
Weight: 150 g Weight: 140 g 

Common data 
 S300…G S300…F 
Emission type: INFRARED LED (880nm) - 
Operating distance (typical value): 0..60m 
Indicators: POWER ON LED (GREEN) OUTPUT LED (YELLOW), STABILITY LED (GREEN) 

Adjustment: Emission power regulation trimmer 
Sensitivity trimmer / DARK/LIGHT trimmer

Timing versions S300…F06: time base selection and one 
shot trimmer / ON DELAY trimmer / OFF DELAY trimmer 

Time base (Timing vers. S300…F06): SHORT BASE: 0...2 sec, LONG BASE: 0…10 sec 
Operating temperature: -40…55 °C 
Storage temperature: -40…70 °C 
Dielectric strength: : 1500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, �500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing: PBT 30% Glass fiber-reiforced 
Lenses: frontal window and lens in PC 
Protection class: IP67 (IEC / EN60529) / cable gland EN50262 
UL requirements:  60-70°C copper conductor 24-20 AWG; TYPE 1 ENCLOSURE 
Connections: see the “CONNECTIONS” paragraph 

 

CONNECTIONS
S300…F 

AC MODELS DC MODELS 

M12 CONNECTOR (only DC models) 

S300…G
AC MODELS DC MODELS 

M12 CONNECTOR (only DC models) 

 

Terminal block versions (S300…1/2)
Use a cable of 4,5 to 10 mm in diameter to ensure water- and dust-proof 
characteristics. The trasversal section of the cable must be between 16 and 26AWG. 
The length of conductor peel must be 6mm and the cable peel must be 100mm. 

To favour the cable connection it is possible remove 
(and then replace) the terminal block cover when it is 
in the maximum opening position (like showned in the 
figure). 
Turn off the power supply before wiring. Connect 
correctly to prevent damage. At the end of the 
connections, screw the cable gland decisively to lock 
the cable. 
Close the terminal block cover with the screw. 
 

M12 connector versions (S300…5) 
The connector wires are just connected like show in the previous figure. It is possible 
change the wiring and use other functionality (NPN output, TEST+ input). 

SETTING 
Sensitivity setting (S300..F and S300…G) 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find 
the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and 
horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. Optimum 
operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. If necessary, reduce sensitivity 
using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to improve alignment, 
repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 
 

DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS 
S300 has the following diagnostic functions to verify the correct operation on 
application. 
TEST+ input (only S300…2/5-G) 
The TEST+ input can be used to inhibit the emitter and verify that the system is 
correctly operating. The TEST function is activated if the TEST+ input is connected to 
a voltage between 10…30V, whereas if the TEST+ input is connected to GND or it is 
not connected the function is disactivated.  
Activating the TEST the output switches from ON to OFF (in light mode), testing the 
total operation.  
ALARM output (only S300…2/5-F) 
The alarm output switches ON whenever the received signals remains without a safety 
margin (greater than 30% compared to the output switching level). 
The ALARM output is activated (ON) when the received signal remains without a 
safety margin for more than 3 seconds. 

 

DIMENSIONS

TIMING FUNCTIONS 

 
Vers.with timing functions Vers.without timing functions

 

The TIME BASE SELECTION trimmer allows to select the time base or the ONE 
SHOT function. 
 

Short Base 0..2sec Long base 0..10sec One shot 0..2sec 

 

Selecting the short base the time setting of ON delay and OFF delay trimmer is in 
the range 0..2sec, selecting long base is in the range 0..10sec.  
To allow a better setting of little delay, the variation of ON and OFF delay are not 
linear with mechanical regulation of the trimmer: until half rotation the regulation is 
thiner, whereas from half to full scale the regulation is faster. 
The follow figure indicates the values of initial, middle and full scale delay of ON 
and OFF delay trimmer in the two different selectable time base: 
 

ON / OFF DELAY (short base) 
 

 

ON / OFF DELAY (long base) 
 

 
 

The TIME BASE SELECTION trimmer has a third position to select ONE SHOT 
mode. The ONE SHOT duration is selectable by ON DELAY trimmer with short 
time base (0…2 sec). In this mode the OFF delay trimmer is disabled. 

TIMING DIAGRAM (S300…F06) 
OPERATION
 MODE OUTPUT 

Normal (timing disable) 

ONE SHOT (only with  
short time base 0…2 sec.) 

Ton Ton Ton

ON/OFF delay Ton Toff Ton

ON delay TonTon

OFF delay ToffToff

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 
the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
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TIGHTENING TORQUE (Nm) 

Terminal screws(6pc) 0.5 max 

Covers screws 0.5…0.8 

CABLE DIAMETER LOAD (N) 
4,5..8mm 30 

8..10mm 42 

0..2s
One shot  

0..2sec 

0..10sec 0..10sec 

0..2s One shot  
0..2sec 

0..2s One shot  
0..2sec 

0..10sec 

S300…F
Receiver

S300…G
Emitter

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 

OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S300…F) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) (S300…F) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor has working with a enough safety 
margin. 
POWER ON LED (S300…G) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S300…F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor operating distance. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S300…F) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select dark/light mode.  
EMISSION POWER REGULATION TRIMMER (S300…G) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select the emission power.  
ON-DELAY AND OFF-DELAY TRIMMER (S300…F06) 
Mono-turn trimmers to setting output activation and disactivation delay time. Please 
refer to “TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for for procedure indications. 
TIME BASE SELECTION AND ONE-SHOT TRIMMER (S300…F06) 
A mono-turn trimmer with three operation position: it allows to select two different 
delay time base (SHORT BASE and LONG BASE) or ONE SHOT. Please refer to 
“TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for procedure indications. 
WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. Do not 
force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means of the two housing holes using two screws 
(M5x35 or longer, 1.2Nm maximum tightening torque). 
The sensor bottom surface has been provided of two mechanical threaded insert 
M5x5,5. These metal insert are commercial components. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning are available 
(please refer to the accessories listed in the general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor optics. 
 

Tighten all screws surely to maintain the 
water-proof characteristics for IP67 
(IEC/EN60529). 
Excessive tightening causes damage. 
Tighten the screws within the tightening 
torque range shown in the table. 
 

The cable gland assure mechanical 
retention compliant with EN50262. 

 

TECHNICAL DATA 
AC MODELS S300…1-G/F DC MODELS S300…2/5-G/F

Power supply: 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC Power supply: 10…30 VDC Class 2 (UL508) 
Ripple: 10 % max Ripple: 10 % max 
Current consumption 
(output current 
excluded): 

< 3 VA 
Current consumption 
(output current 
excluded): 

F: <25mA / G: < 20 mA 

Outputs: Electromechanical SPDT: 250 VAC, 30 VDC Outputs: PNP / NPN open collector 
R_pull-up/down = 47KΩ 

Output current: Max 3 A (resistive load) 

Output current: 100 mA (resistive load) 
Output saturation 
voltage: 2.4 V max 

Diagnostic functions PNP ALARM output / Test+ iput 
Response time: 20 ms Response time: 1 ms 
Switching frequency: 25 Hz Switching frequency: 500 Hz 
Weight: 150 g Weight: 140 g 

Common data 
 S300…G S300…F 
Emission type: INFRARED LED (880nm) - 
Operating distance (typical value): 0..60m 
Indicators: POWER ON LED (GREEN) OUTPUT LED (YELLOW), STABILITY LED (GREEN) 

Adjustment: Emission power regulation trimmer 
Sensitivity trimmer / DARK/LIGHT trimmer

Timing versions S300…F06: time base selection and one 
shot trimmer / ON DELAY trimmer / OFF DELAY trimmer 

Time base (Timing vers. S300…F06): SHORT BASE: 0...2 sec, LONG BASE: 0…10 sec 
Operating temperature: -40…55 °C 
Storage temperature: -40…70 °C 
Dielectric strength: : 1500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, �500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing: PBT 30% Glass fiber-reiforced 
Lenses: frontal window and lens in PC 
Protection class: IP67 (IEC / EN60529) / cable gland EN50262 
UL requirements:  60-70°C copper conductor 24-20 AWG; TYPE 1 ENCLOSURE 
Connections: see the “CONNECTIONS” paragraph 

 

CONNECTIONS
S300…F 

AC MODELS DC MODELS 

M12 CONNECTOR (only DC models) 

S300…G
AC MODELS DC MODELS 

M12 CONNECTOR (only DC models) 

 

Terminal block versions (S300…1/2)
Use a cable of 4,5 to 10 mm in diameter to ensure water- and dust-proof 
characteristics. The trasversal section of the cable must be between 16 and 26AWG. 
The length of conductor peel must be 6mm and the cable peel must be 100mm. 

To favour the cable connection it is possible remove 
(and then replace) the terminal block cover when it is 
in the maximum opening position (like showned in the 
figure). 
Turn off the power supply before wiring. Connect 
correctly to prevent damage. At the end of the 
connections, screw the cable gland decisively to lock 
the cable. 
Close the terminal block cover with the screw. 
 

M12 connector versions (S300…5) 
The connector wires are just connected like show in the previous figure. It is possible 
change the wiring and use other functionality (NPN output, TEST+ input). 

SETTING 
Sensitivity setting (S300..F and S300…G) 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find 
the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and 
horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. Optimum 
operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. If necessary, reduce sensitivity 
using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to improve alignment, 
repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 
 

DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS 
S300 has the following diagnostic functions to verify the correct operation on 
application. 
TEST+ input (only S300…2/5-G) 
The TEST+ input can be used to inhibit the emitter and verify that the system is 
correctly operating. The TEST function is activated if the TEST+ input is connected to 
a voltage between 10…30V, whereas if the TEST+ input is connected to GND or it is 
not connected the function is disactivated.  
Activating the TEST the output switches from ON to OFF (in light mode), testing the 
total operation.  
ALARM output (only S300…2/5-F) 
The alarm output switches ON whenever the received signals remains without a safety 
margin (greater than 30% compared to the output switching level). 
The ALARM output is activated (ON) when the received signal remains without a 
safety margin for more than 3 seconds. 

 

DIMENSIONS

TIMING FUNCTIONS 

 
Vers.with timing functions Vers.without timing functions

 

The TIME BASE SELECTION trimmer allows to select the time base or the ONE 
SHOT function. 
 

Short Base 0..2sec Long base 0..10sec One shot 0..2sec 

 

Selecting the short base the time setting of ON delay and OFF delay trimmer is in 
the range 0..2sec, selecting long base is in the range 0..10sec.  
To allow a better setting of little delay, the variation of ON and OFF delay are not 
linear with mechanical regulation of the trimmer: until half rotation the regulation is 
thiner, whereas from half to full scale the regulation is faster. 
The follow figure indicates the values of initial, middle and full scale delay of ON 
and OFF delay trimmer in the two different selectable time base: 
 

ON / OFF DELAY (short base) 
 

 

ON / OFF DELAY (long base) 
 

 
 

The TIME BASE SELECTION trimmer has a third position to select ONE SHOT 
mode. The ONE SHOT duration is selectable by ON DELAY trimmer with short 
time base (0…2 sec). In this mode the OFF delay trimmer is disabled. 

TIMING DIAGRAM (S300…F06) 
OPERATION
 MODE OUTPUT 

Normal (timing disable) 

ONE SHOT (only with  
short time base 0…2 sec.) 

Ton Ton Ton

ON/OFF delay Ton Toff Ton

ON delay TonTon

OFF delay ToffToff

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 
the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
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TIGHTENING TORQUE (Nm) 

Terminal screws(6pc) 0.5 max 

Covers screws 0.5…0.8 

CABLE DIAMETER LOAD (N) 
4,5..8mm 30 

8..10mm 42 

0..2s
One shot  

0..2sec 

0..10sec 0..10sec 

0..2s One shot  
0..2sec 

0..2s One shot  
0..2sec 

0..10sec 

S300…F
Receiver

S300…G
Emitter

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 

OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S300…F) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) (S300…F) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor has working with a enough safety 
margin. 
POWER ON LED (S300…G) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S300…F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor operating distance. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S300…F) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select dark/light mode.  
EMISSION POWER REGULATION TRIMMER (S300…G) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select the emission power.  
ON-DELAY AND OFF-DELAY TRIMMER (S300…F06) 
Mono-turn trimmers to setting output activation and disactivation delay time. Please 
refer to “TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for for procedure indications. 
TIME BASE SELECTION AND ONE-SHOT TRIMMER (S300…F06) 
A mono-turn trimmer with three operation position: it allows to select two different 
delay time base (SHORT BASE and LONG BASE) or ONE SHOT. Please refer to 
“TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for procedure indications. 
WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. Do not 
force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means of the two housing holes using two screws 
(M5x35 or longer, 1.2Nm maximum tightening torque). 
The sensor bottom surface has been provided of two mechanical threaded insert 
M5x5,5. These metal insert are commercial components. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning are available 
(please refer to the accessories listed in the general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor optics. 
 

Tighten all screws surely to maintain the 
water-proof characteristics for IP67 
(IEC/EN60529). 
Excessive tightening causes damage. 
Tighten the screws within the tightening 
torque range shown in the table. 
 

The cable gland assure mechanical 
retention compliant with EN50262. 

 

TECHNICAL DATA 
AC MODELS S300…1-G/F DC MODELS S300…2/5-G/F

Power supply: 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC Power supply: 10…30 VDC Class 2 (UL508) 
Ripple: 10 % max Ripple: 10 % max 
Current consumption 
(output current 
excluded): 

< 3 VA 
Current consumption 
(output current 
excluded): 

F: <25mA / G: < 20 mA 

Outputs: Electromechanical SPDT: 250 VAC, 30 VDC Outputs: PNP / NPN open collector 
R_pull-up/down = 47KΩ 

Output current: Max 3 A (resistive load) 

Output current: 100 mA (resistive load) 
Output saturation 
voltage: 2.4 V max 

Diagnostic functions PNP ALARM output / Test+ iput 
Response time: 20 ms Response time: 1 ms 
Switching frequency: 25 Hz Switching frequency: 500 Hz 
Weight: 150 g Weight: 140 g 

Common data 
 S300…G S300…F 
Emission type: INFRARED LED (880nm) - 
Operating distance (typical value): 0..60m 
Indicators: POWER ON LED (GREEN) OUTPUT LED (YELLOW), STABILITY LED (GREEN) 

Adjustment: Emission power regulation trimmer 
Sensitivity trimmer / DARK/LIGHT trimmer

Timing versions S300…F06: time base selection and one 
shot trimmer / ON DELAY trimmer / OFF DELAY trimmer 

Time base (Timing vers. S300…F06): SHORT BASE: 0...2 sec, LONG BASE: 0…10 sec 
Operating temperature: -40…55 °C 
Storage temperature: -40…70 °C 
Dielectric strength: : 1500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, �500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing: PBT 30% Glass fiber-reiforced 
Lenses: frontal window and lens in PC 
Protection class: IP67 (IEC / EN60529) / cable gland EN50262 
UL requirements:  60-70°C copper conductor 24-20 AWG; TYPE 1 ENCLOSURE 
Connections: see the “CONNECTIONS” paragraph 

 

CONNECTIONS
S300…F 

AC MODELS DC MODELS 

M12 CONNECTOR (only DC models) 

S300…G
AC MODELS DC MODELS 

M12 CONNECTOR (only DC models) 

 

Terminal block versions (S300…1/2)
Use a cable of 4,5 to 10 mm in diameter to ensure water- and dust-proof 
characteristics. The trasversal section of the cable must be between 16 and 26AWG. 
The length of conductor peel must be 6mm and the cable peel must be 100mm. 

To favour the cable connection it is possible remove 
(and then replace) the terminal block cover when it is 
in the maximum opening position (like showned in the 
figure). 
Turn off the power supply before wiring. Connect 
correctly to prevent damage. At the end of the 
connections, screw the cable gland decisively to lock 
the cable. 
Close the terminal block cover with the screw. 
 

M12 connector versions (S300…5) 
The connector wires are just connected like show in the previous figure. It is possible 
change the wiring and use other functionality (NPN output, TEST+ input). 

SETTING 
Sensitivity setting (S300..F and S300…G) 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find 
the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and 
horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. Optimum 
operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. If necessary, reduce sensitivity 
using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to improve alignment, 
repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 
 

DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS 
S300 has the following diagnostic functions to verify the correct operation on 
application. 
TEST+ input (only S300…2/5-G) 
The TEST+ input can be used to inhibit the emitter and verify that the system is 
correctly operating. The TEST function is activated if the TEST+ input is connected to 
a voltage between 10…30V, whereas if the TEST+ input is connected to GND or it is 
not connected the function is disactivated.  
Activating the TEST the output switches from ON to OFF (in light mode), testing the 
total operation.  
ALARM output (only S300…2/5-F) 
The alarm output switches ON whenever the received signals remains without a safety 
margin (greater than 30% compared to the output switching level). 
The ALARM output is activated (ON) when the received signal remains without a 
safety margin for more than 3 seconds. 

 

DIMENSIONS

TIMING FUNCTIONS 

 
Vers.with timing functions Vers.without timing functions

 

The TIME BASE SELECTION trimmer allows to select the time base or the ONE 
SHOT function. 
 

Short Base 0..2sec Long base 0..10sec One shot 0..2sec 

 

Selecting the short base the time setting of ON delay and OFF delay trimmer is in 
the range 0..2sec, selecting long base is in the range 0..10sec.  
To allow a better setting of little delay, the variation of ON and OFF delay are not 
linear with mechanical regulation of the trimmer: until half rotation the regulation is 
thiner, whereas from half to full scale the regulation is faster. 
The follow figure indicates the values of initial, middle and full scale delay of ON 
and OFF delay trimmer in the two different selectable time base: 
 

ON / OFF DELAY (short base) 
 

 

ON / OFF DELAY (long base) 
 

 
 

The TIME BASE SELECTION trimmer has a third position to select ONE SHOT 
mode. The ONE SHOT duration is selectable by ON DELAY trimmer with short 
time base (0…2 sec). In this mode the OFF delay trimmer is disabled. 

TIMING DIAGRAM (S300…F06) 
OPERATION
 MODE OUTPUT 

Normal (timing disable) 

ONE SHOT (only with  
short time base 0…2 sec.) 

Ton Ton Ton

ON/OFF delay Ton Toff Ton

ON delay TonTon

OFF delay ToffToff

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 
the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
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TIGHTENING TORQUE (Nm) 

Terminal screws(6pc) 0.5 max 

Covers screws 0.5…0.8 

CABLE DIAMETER LOAD (N) 
4,5..8mm 30 

8..10mm 42 

0..2s
One shot  

0..2sec 

0..10sec 0..10sec 

0..2s One shot  
0..2sec 

0..2s One shot  
0..2sec 

0..10sec 

S300…F
Receiver

S300…G
Emitter

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 

OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S300…F) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) (S300…F) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor has working with a enough safety 
margin. 
POWER ON LED (S300…G) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S300…F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor operating distance. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S300…F) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select dark/light mode.  
EMISSION POWER REGULATION TRIMMER (S300…G) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select the emission power.  
ON-DELAY AND OFF-DELAY TRIMMER (S300…F06) 
Mono-turn trimmers to setting output activation and disactivation delay time. Please 
refer to “TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for for procedure indications. 
TIME BASE SELECTION AND ONE-SHOT TRIMMER (S300…F06) 
A mono-turn trimmer with three operation position: it allows to select two different 
delay time base (SHORT BASE and LONG BASE) or ONE SHOT. Please refer to 
“TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for procedure indications. 
WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. Do not 
force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means of the two housing holes using two screws 
(M5x35 or longer, 1.2Nm maximum tightening torque). 
The sensor bottom surface has been provided of two mechanical threaded insert 
M5x5,5. These metal insert are commercial components. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning are available 
(please refer to the accessories listed in the general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor optics. 
 

Tighten all screws surely to maintain the 
water-proof characteristics for IP67 
(IEC/EN60529). 
Excessive tightening causes damage. 
Tighten the screws within the tightening 
torque range shown in the table. 
 

The cable gland assure mechanical 
retention compliant with EN50262. 

 

TECHNICAL DATA 
AC MODELS S300…1-G/F DC MODELS S300…2/5-G/F

Power supply: 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC Power supply: 10…30 VDC Class 2 (UL508) 
Ripple: 10 % max Ripple: 10 % max 
Current consumption 
(output current 
excluded): 

< 3 VA 
Current consumption 
(output current 
excluded): 

F: <25mA / G: < 20 mA 

Outputs: Electromechanical SPDT: 250 VAC, 30 VDC Outputs: PNP / NPN open collector 
R_pull-up/down = 47KΩ 

Output current: Max 3 A (resistive load) 

Output current: 100 mA (resistive load) 
Output saturation 
voltage: 2.4 V max 

Diagnostic functions PNP ALARM output / Test+ iput 
Response time: 20 ms Response time: 1 ms 
Switching frequency: 25 Hz Switching frequency: 500 Hz 
Weight: 150 g Weight: 140 g 

Common data 
 S300…G S300…F 
Emission type: INFRARED LED (880nm) - 
Operating distance (typical value): 0..60m 
Indicators: POWER ON LED (GREEN) OUTPUT LED (YELLOW), STABILITY LED (GREEN) 

Adjustment: Emission power regulation trimmer 
Sensitivity trimmer / DARK/LIGHT trimmer

Timing versions S300…F06: time base selection and one 
shot trimmer / ON DELAY trimmer / OFF DELAY trimmer 

Time base (Timing vers. S300…F06): SHORT BASE: 0...2 sec, LONG BASE: 0…10 sec 
Operating temperature: -40…55 °C 
Storage temperature: -40…70 °C 
Dielectric strength: : 1500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, �500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Ambient light rejection: EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing: PBT 30% Glass fiber-reiforced 
Lenses: frontal window and lens in PC 
Protection class: IP67 (IEC / EN60529) / cable gland EN50262 
UL requirements:  60-70°C copper conductor 24-20 AWG; TYPE 1 ENCLOSURE 
Connections: see the “CONNECTIONS” paragraph 

 

CONNECTIONS
S300…F 

AC MODELS DC MODELS 

M12 CONNECTOR (only DC models) 

S300…G
AC MODELS DC MODELS 

M12 CONNECTOR (only DC models) 

 

Terminal block versions (S300…1/2)
Use a cable of 4,5 to 10 mm in diameter to ensure water- and dust-proof 
characteristics. The trasversal section of the cable must be between 16 and 26AWG. 
The length of conductor peel must be 6mm and the cable peel must be 100mm. 

To favour the cable connection it is possible remove 
(and then replace) the terminal block cover when it is 
in the maximum opening position (like showned in the 
figure). 
Turn off the power supply before wiring. Connect 
correctly to prevent damage. At the end of the 
connections, screw the cable gland decisively to lock 
the cable. 
Close the terminal block cover with the screw. 
 

M12 connector versions (S300…5) 
The connector wires are just connected like show in the previous figure. It is possible 
change the wiring and use other functionality (NPN output, TEST+ input). 

SETTING 
Sensitivity setting (S300..F and S300…G) 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find 
the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and 
horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. Optimum 
operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. If necessary, reduce sensitivity 
using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to improve alignment, 
repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 
 
 

DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS 
S300 has the following diagnostic functions to verify the correct operation on 
application. 
TEST+ input (only S300…2/5-G) 
The TEST+ input can be used to inhibit the emitter and verify that the system is 
correctly operating. The TEST function is activated if the TEST+ input is connected to 
a voltage between 10…30V, whereas if the TEST+ input is connected to GND or it is 
not connected the function is disactivated.  
Activating the TEST the output switches from ON to OFF (in light mode), testing the 
total operation.  
ALARM output (only S300…2/5-F) 
The alarm output switches ON whenever the received signals remains without a safety 
margin (greater than 30% compared to the output switching level). 
The ALARM output is activated (ON) when the received signal remains without a 
safety margin for more than 3 seconds. 

 

DIMENSIONS

TIMING FUNCTIONS 

 
Vers.with timing functions Vers.without timing functions

 

The TIME BASE SELECTION trimmer allows to select the time base or the ONE 
SHOT function. 
 

Short Base 0..2sec Long base 0..10sec One shot 0..2sec 

 

Selecting the short base the time setting of ON delay and OFF delay trimmer is in 
the range 0..2sec, selecting long base is in the range 0..10sec.  
To allow a better setting of little delay, the variation of ON and OFF delay are not 
linear with mechanical regulation of the trimmer: until half rotation the regulation is 
thiner, whereas from half to full scale the regulation is faster. 
The follow figure indicates the values of initial, middle and full scale delay of ON 
and OFF delay trimmer in the two different selectable time base: 
 

ON / OFF DELAY (short base) 
 

 

ON / OFF DELAY (long base) 
 

 
 

The TIME BASE SELECTION trimmer has a third position to select ONE SHOT 
mode. The ONE SHOT duration is selectable by ON DELAY trimmer with short 
time base (0…2 sec). In this mode the OFF delay trimmer is disabled. 

TIMING DIAGRAM (S300…F06) 
OPERATION
 MODE OUTPUT 

Normal (timing disable) 

ONE SHOT (only with  
short time base 0…2 sec.) 

Ton Ton Ton

ON/OFF delay Ton Toff Ton

ON delay TonTon

OFF delay ToffToff

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 
the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 
 

 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification. 
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Automation. Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, including the 
U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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TIGHTENING TORQUE (Nm) 

Terminal screws(6pc) 0.5 max 

Covers screws 0.5…0.8 

CABLE DIAMETER LOAD (N) 
4,5..8mm 30 

8..10mm 42 

0..2s
One shot  

0..2sec 

0..10sec 0..10sec 

0..2s One shot  
0..2sec 

0..2s One shot  
0..2sec 

0..10sec 

Through beam emitter

S300…F
Receiver

S300…G
Emitter

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 

OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S300…F) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) (S300…F) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor has working with a enough safety 
margin. 
POWER ON LED (S300…G) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S300…F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor operating distance. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S300…F) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select dark/light mode. 
EMISSION POWER REGULATION TRIMMER (S300…G) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select the emission power.  
ON-DELAY AND OFF-DELAY TRIMMER (S300…F06) 
Mono-turn trimmers to setting output activation and disactivation delay time. Please 
refer to “TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for for procedure indications. 
TIME BASE SELECTION AND ONE-SHOT TRIMMER (S300…F06) 
A mono-turn trimmer with three operation position: it allows to select two different 
delay time base (SHORT BASE and LONG BASE) or ONE SHOT. Please refer to 
“TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for procedure indications. 
WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. Do not 
force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means of the two housing holes using two screws 
(M5x35 or longer, 1.2Nm maximum tightening torque). 
The sensor bottom surface has been provided of two mechanical threaded insert 
M5x5,5. These metal insert are commercial components. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning are available 
(please refer to the accessories listed in the general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor optics. 

Tighten all screws surely to maintain the 
water-proof characteristics for IP67 
(IEC/EN60529). 
Excessive tightening causes damage. 
Tighten the screws within the tightening 
torque range shown in the table. 

The cable gland assure mechanical 
retention compliant with EN50262. 

TECHNICAL DATA 
AC MODELS S300…1-G/F DC MODELS S300…2/5-G/F

Power supply: 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC Power supply: 10…30 VDC Class 2 (UL508) 
Ripple: 10 % max Ripple: 10 % max 
Current consumption 
(output current 
excluded): 

< 3 VA 
Current consumption 
(output current 
excluded): 

F: <25mA / G: < 20 mA 

Outputs: Electromechanical SPDT: 250 VAC, 30 VDC Outputs: PNP / NPN open collector 
R_pull-up/down = 47KΩ 

Output current: Max 3 A (resistive load) 

Output current: 100 mA (resistive load) 
Output saturation 
voltage: 2.4 V max 

Diagnostic functions PNP ALARM output / Test+ iput 
Response time: 20 ms Response time: 1 ms 
Switching frequency: 25 Hz Switching frequency: 500 Hz 
Weight: 150 g Weight: 140 g 

Common data 
S300…G S300…F 

Emission type: INFRARED LED (880nm) - 
Operating distance (typical value): 0..60m 
Indicators: POWER ON LED (GREEN) OUTPUT LED (YELLOW), STABILITY LED (GREEN) 

Adjustment: Emission power regulation trimmer 
Sensitivity trimmer / DARK/LIGHT trimmer

Timing versions S300…F06: time base selection and one 
shot trimmer / ON DELAY trimmer / OFF DELAY trimmer 

Time base (Timing vers. S300…F06): SHORT BASE: 0...2 sec, LONG BASE: 0…10 sec 
Operating temperature: -40…55 °C
Storage temperature: -40…70 °C
Dielectric strength: : 1500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, �500 VDC between electronics and housing
Ambient light rejection: EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing: PBT 30% Glass fiber-reiforced 
Lenses: frontal window and lens in PC 
Protection class: IP67 (IEC / EN60529) / cable gland EN50262 
UL requirements:  60-70°C copper conductor 24-20 AWG; TYPE 1 ENCLOSURE
Connections: see the “CONNECTIONS” paragraph 

CONNECTIONS
S300…F 

AC MODELS DC MODELS

M12 CONNECTOR (only DC models) 

S300…G
AC MODELS DC MODELS

M12 CONNECTOR (only DC models) 

Terminal block versions (S300…1/2)
Use a cable of 4,5 to 10 mm in diameter to ensure water- and dust-proof 
characteristics. The trasversal section of the cable must be between 16 and 26AWG. 
The length of conductor peel must be 6mm and the cable peel must be 100mm. 

To favour the cable connection it is possible remove 
(and then replace) the terminal block cover when it is 
in the maximum opening position (like showned in the 
figure). 
Turn off the power supply before wiring. Connect 
correctly to prevent damage. At the end of the 
connections, screw the cable gland decisively to lock 
the cable. 
Close the terminal block cover with the screw. 

M12 connector versions (S300…5) 
The connector wires are just connected like show in the previous figure. It is possible 
change the wiring and use other functionality (NPN output, TEST+ input). 

SETTING 
Sensitivity setting (S300..F and S300…G) 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find 
the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and 
horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. Optimum 
operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. If necessary, reduce sensitivity 
using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to improve alignment, 
repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 

DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS 
S300 has the following diagnostic functions to verify the correct operation on 
application. 
TEST+ input (only S300…2/5-G) 
The TEST+ input can be used to inhibit the emitter and verify that the system is 
correctly operating. The TEST function is activated if the TEST+ input is connected to 
a voltage between 10…30V, whereas if the TEST+ input is connected to GND or it is 
not connected the function is disactivated.  
Activating the TEST the output switches from ON to OFF (in light mode), testing the 
total operation.  
ALARM output (only S300…2/5-F) 
The alarm output switches ON whenever the received signals remains without a safety 
margin (greater than 30% compared to the output switching level). 
The ALARM output is activated (ON) when the received signal remains without a 
safety margin for more than 3 seconds. 

DIMENSIONS

TIMING FUNCTIONS 

Vers.with timing functions Vers.without timing functions

The TIME BASE SELECTION trimmer allows to select the time base or the ONE 
SHOT function. 

Short Base 0..2sec Long base 0..10sec One shot 0..2sec 

Selecting the short base the time setting of ON delay and OFF delay trimmer is in 
the range 0..2sec, selecting long base is in the range 0..10sec.  
To allow a better setting of little delay, the variation of ON and OFF delay are not 
linear with mechanical regulation of the trimmer: until half rotation the regulation is 
thiner, whereas from half to full scale the regulation is faster. 
The follow figure indicates the values of initial, middle and full scale delay of ON 
and OFF delay trimmer in the two different selectable time base: 

ON / OFF DELAY (short base) ON / OFF DELAY (long base) 

The TIME BASE SELECTION trimmer has a third position to select ONE SHOT 
mode. The ONE SHOT duration is selectable by ON DELAY trimmer with short 
time base (0…2 sec). In this mode the OFF delay trimmer is disabled. 

TIMING DIAGRAM (S300…F06) 
OPERATION
 MODE OUTPUT 

Normal (timing disable) 

ONE SHOT (only with  
short time base 0…2 sec.) 

Ton Ton Ton

ON/OFF delay Ton Toff Ton

ON delay TonTon

OFF delay ToffToff

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 
the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
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TIGHTENING TORQUE (Nm) 

Terminal screws(6pc) 0.5 max 

Covers screws 0.5…0.8 

CABLE DIAMETER LOAD (N) 
4,5..8mm 30

8..10mm 42

0..2s
One shot 

0..2sec 

0..10sec 0..10sec 

0..2s One shot 
0..2sec 

0..2s One shot 
0..2sec 

0..10sec 

S300…F
Receiver

S300…G
Emitter

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 

OUTPUT LED (yellow) (S300…F) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the output status. 
STABILITY LED (green) (S300…F) 
The green LED ON indicates that the sensor has working with a enough safety 
margin. 
POWER ON LED (S300…G) 
The green LED indicates that the sensor is operating. 
SENSITIVITY TRIMMER (S300…F) 
A mono-turn trimmer adjusts the sensitivity and the sensor operating distance. 
The operating distance increases, rotating the screws in a clockwise direction. 
DARK/LIGHT TRIMMER (S300…F) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select dark/light mode. 
EMISSION POWER REGULATION TRIMMER (S300…G) 
A mono-turn trimmer to select the emission power.  
ON-DELAY AND OFF-DELAY TRIMMER (S300…F06) 
Mono-turn trimmers to setting output activation and disactivation delay time. Please 
refer to “TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for for procedure indications. 
TIME BASE SELECTION AND ONE-SHOT TRIMMER (S300…F06) 
A mono-turn trimmer with three operation position: it allows to select two different 
delay time base (SHORT BASE and LONG BASE) or ONE SHOT. Please refer to 
“TIMING FUNCTIONS” paragraph for procedure indications. 
WARNING: the maximum mechanical rotation range of the trimmer is 240°. Do not 
force over of the maximum and minimum positions. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means of the two housing holes using two screws 
(M5x35 or longer, 1.2Nm maximum tightening torque). 
The sensor bottom surface has been provided of two mechanical threaded insert 
M5x5,5. These metal insert are commercial components. 
Various orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning are available 
(please refer to the accessories listed in the general catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the sensor optics. 

Tighten all screws surely to maintain the 
water-proof characteristics for IP67 
(IEC/EN60529). 
Excessive tightening causes damage. 
Tighten the screws within the tightening 
torque range shown in the table. 

The cable gland assure mechanical 
retention compliant with EN50262. 

TECHNICAL DATA 
AC MODELS S300…1-G/F DC MODELS S300…2/5-G/F

Power supply: 24…240 VAC / 24…60 VDC Power supply: 10…30 VDC Class 2 (UL508) 
Ripple: 10 % max Ripple: 10 % max 
Current consumption 
(output current 
excluded): 

< 3 VA 
Current consumption 
(output current 
excluded): 

F: <25mA / G: < 20 mA 

Outputs: Electromechanical SPDT: 250 VAC, 30 VDC Outputs: PNP / NPN open collector 
R_pull-up/down = 47KΩ 

Output current: Max 3 A (resistive load) 

Output current: 100 mA (resistive load) 
Output saturation 
voltage: 2.4 V max 

Diagnostic functions PNP ALARM output / Test+ iput 
Response time: 20 ms Response time: 1 ms 
Switching frequency: 25 Hz Switching frequency: 500 Hz 
Weight: 150 g Weight: 140 g 

Common data 
S300…G S300…F 

Emission type: INFRARED LED (880nm) - 
Operating distance (typical value): 0..60m 
Indicators: POWER ON LED (GREEN) OUTPUT LED (YELLOW), STABILITY LED (GREEN) 

Adjustment: Emission power regulation trimmer 
Sensitivity trimmer / DARK/LIGHT trimmer

Timing versions S300…F06: time base selection and one 
shot trimmer / ON DELAY trimmer / OFF DELAY trimmer 

Time base (Timing vers. S300…F06): SHORT BASE: 0...2 sec, LONG BASE: 0…10 sec 
Operating temperature: -40…55 °C
Storage temperature: -40…70 °C
Dielectric strength: : 1500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, �500 VDC between electronics and housing
Ambient light rejection: EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing: PBT 30% Glass fiber-reiforced 
Lenses: frontal window and lens in PC 
Protection class: IP67 (IEC / EN60529) / cable gland EN50262 
UL requirements:  60-70°C copper conductor 24-20 AWG; TYPE 1 ENCLOSURE
Connections: see the “CONNECTIONS” paragraph 

CONNECTIONS
S300…F 

AC MODELS DC MODELS

M12 CONNECTOR (only DC models) 

S300…G
AC MODELS DC MODELS

M12 CONNECTOR (only DC models) 

Terminal block versions (S300…1/2)
Use a cable of 4,5 to 10 mm in diameter to ensure water- and dust-proof 
characteristics. The trasversal section of the cable must be between 16 and 26AWG. 
The length of conductor peel must be 6mm and the cable peel must be 100mm. 

To favour the cable connection it is possible remove 
(and then replace) the terminal block cover when it is 
in the maximum opening position (like showned in the 
figure). 
Turn off the power supply before wiring. Connect 
correctly to prevent damage. At the end of the 
connections, screw the cable gland decisively to lock 
the cable. 
Close the terminal block cover with the screw. 

M12 connector versions (S300…5) 
The connector wires are just connected like show in the previous figure. It is possible 
change the wiring and use other functionality (NPN output, TEST+ input). 

SETTING 
Sensitivity setting (S300..F and S300…G) 
Position the sensors on opposite sides. Turn the sensitivity trimmer to maximum. Find 
the points where the yellow LED (OUT) is switched ON and OFF in both vertical and 
horizontal positions, and fix the sensor in the centre between these points. Optimum 
operation is obtained when both LEDs switch ON. If necessary, reduce sensitivity 
using the trimmer, in order to detect very small targets. In order to improve alignment, 
repeat the procedure detailed above whilst progressively reducing the sensitivity. 

DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS 
S300 has the following diagnostic functions to verify the correct operation on 
application. 
TEST+ input (only S300…2/5-G) 
The TEST+ input can be used to inhibit the emitter and verify that the system is 
correctly operating. The TEST function is activated if the TEST+ input is connected to 
a voltage between 10…30V, whereas if the TEST+ input is connected to GND or it is 
not connected the function is disactivated.  
Activating the TEST the output switches from ON to OFF (in light mode), testing the 
total operation.  
ALARM output (only S300…2/5-F) 
The alarm output switches ON whenever the received signals remains without a safety 
margin (greater than 30% compared to the output switching level). 
The ALARM output is activated (ON) when the received signal remains without a 
safety margin for more than 3 seconds. 

DIMENSIONS

TIMING FUNCTIONS 

Vers.with timing functions Vers.without timing functions

The TIME BASE SELECTION trimmer allows to select the time base or the ONE 
SHOT function. 

Short Base 0..2sec Long base 0..10sec One shot 0..2sec 

Selecting the short base the time setting of ON delay and OFF delay trimmer is in 
the range 0..2sec, selecting long base is in the range 0..10sec.  
To allow a better setting of little delay, the variation of ON and OFF delay are not 
linear with mechanical regulation of the trimmer: until half rotation the regulation is 
thiner, whereas from half to full scale the regulation is faster. 
The follow figure indicates the values of initial, middle and full scale delay of ON 
and OFF delay trimmer in the two different selectable time base: 

ON / OFF DELAY (short base) ON / OFF DELAY (long base) 

The TIME BASE SELECTION trimmer has a third position to select ONE SHOT 
mode. The ONE SHOT duration is selectable by ON DELAY trimmer with short 
time base (0…2 sec). In this mode the OFF delay trimmer is disabled. 

TIMING DIAGRAM (S300…F06) 
OPERATION
 MODE OUTPUT 

Normal (timing disable) 

ONE SHOT (only with  
short time base 0…2 sec.) 

Ton Ton Ton

ON/OFF delay Ton Toff Ton

ON delay TonTon

OFF delay ToffToff

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 
the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
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TIGHTENING TORQUE (Nm) 

Terminal screws(6pc) 0.5 max 

Covers screws 0.5…0.8 

CABLE DIAMETER LOAD (N) 
4,5..8mm 30

8..10mm 42

0..2s
One shot 

0..2sec 

0..10sec 0..10sec 

0..2s One shot 
0..2sec 

0..2s One shot 
0..2sec 

0..10sec 

ADJUSTMENT SCREW

SENSITIVITY TRIMMER

LIGHT/DARK TRIMMER

OFF-DELAY TRIMMER

ON-DELAY TRIMMER
STABILITY LED

OUTPUT LED

POWER LED

TIMING MODE SELECTION 
TRIMMER

EMISSION POWER REGULATION TRIMMER

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

CONNECTIONS

Vers. without timing 
functionsVers. with timing functions
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mm

mm

% 6% black /
90% white

  

 /
90%

   /

m

cm

cm

m

Through beam

Diffuse proximityPolarized retroreflective on R2 reflector
distance (m) distance (mm)

Background suppression

Trough beam6% Black
90% White

18% Grey
90% White

R2
90% White

R5 18% Grey
ON-DELAY TRIMMER

mm

DETECTION DIAGRAMS

OPTIC FUNCTION OUTPUT CONNECTION SETTING MODEL ORDER No.

Polarized retroreflective

NPN/PNP
Vdc - Terminal block

Sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-2-B01-OC 951451000
Timing, sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-2-B06-OC 951451010

Vdc - M12 Connector
Sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-5-B01-OC 951451020

Timing, sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-5-B06-OC 951451030

Relay Vac - Terminal block
Sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-1-B01-RX 951451040

Timing, sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-1-B06-RX 951451050
Timing, sensitivity and D/L trimmers; defogging function S300-PR-1-B06-RX-M 951451060

Diffused proximity

NPN/PNP
Vdc - Terminal block

Sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-2-C01-OC 951451070
Timing, sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-2-C06-OC 951451080

Vdc - M12 Connector
Sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-5-C01-OC 951451090

Timing, sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-5-C06-OC 951451100

Relay Vac - Terminal block
Sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-1-C01-RX 951451110

Timing, sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-1-C06-RX 951451120
Timing, sensitivity and D/L trimmers; defogging function S300-PR-1-C06-RX-M 951451130

Through beam receiver

NPN/PNP
Vdc - Terminal block

Sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-2-F01-OC 951451210
Timing, sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-2-F06-OC 951451220

Vdc - M12 Connector
Sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-5-F01-OC 951451230

Timing, sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-5-F06-OC 951451240

Relay Vac - Terminal block
Sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-1-F01-RX 951451250

Timing, sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-1-F06-RX 951451260
Timing, sensitivity and D/L trimmers; defogging function S300-PR-1-F06-RX-M 951451270

Through beam emitter -

Vdc - Terminal block
Emission power regulation trimmer

S300-PR-2-G00-EX 951451280
Vdc - M12 Connector S300-PR-5-G00-EX 951451290

Vac - Terminal block
S300-PR-1-G00-EX 951451300

Defogging function S300-PR-1-G00-EX-M 951451310

Background suppression

NPN/PNP
Vdc - Terminal block

Sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-2-M01-OC 951451140
Timing, sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-2-M06-OC 951451150

Vdc - M12 Connector
Sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-5-M01-OC 951451160

Timing, sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-5-M06-OC 951451170

Relay Vac - Terminal block
Sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-1-M01-RX 951451180

Timing, sensitivity and D/L trimmers S300-PR-1-M06-RX 951451190
Timing, sensitivity and D/L trimmers; defogging function S300-PR-1-M06-RX-M 951451200

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION
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ACCESSOrY drAWINGS

ACCESSOrY SELECTION ANd OrdEr INFOrMATION
MOdEL dESCrIPTION OrdEr N° 
ST-5099 FIXED BRACKET 95ACC2830
ST-5100 FIXED BRACKET 95ACC2840

DataVS-MK-01 MOUNTING KIT 95A901380

10

73

Ø28

Ø20

60°

60
°

7,5

45

= 
   = 88

8

n°2 M5 self clinching nut

22,5

= 
  =

ST-5099 ST-5100 

SVS-MK-01

Rev. 03, 11/2012

*9C502700E* 
9C502700E

ACCESSORIES

CABLES

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.

ST-5099 mounting BRACKET 95ACC2830

ST-5100 mounting BRACKET 95ACC2840

TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M12 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-G-03 95A251380

5 m CS-A1-02-G-05 95A251270

7 m CS-A1-02-G-07 95A251280

10 m CS-A1-02-G-10 95A251390

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-A1-02-R-02 95A251540

5 m CS-A1-02-R-05 95A251560

Radial M12 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A2-02-G-03 95A251360

5 m CS-A2-02-G-05 95A251240

7 m CS-A2-02-G-07 95A251245

10 m CS-A2-02-G-10 95A251260

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-A2-02-R-02 95A251550

5 m CS-A2-02-R-05 95A251570

Axial M12 Connector

4-pole, shielded, black, P.V.C.

3 m CV-A1-22-B-03 95ACC1480

5 m CV-A1-22-B-05 95ACC1490

10 m CV-A1-22-B-10 95ACC1500

15 m CV-A1-22-B-15 95ACC2070

25 m CV-A1-22-B-25 95ACC2090

Radial M12 Connector

3 m CV-A2-22-B-03 95ACC1540

5 m CV-A2-22-B-05 95ACC1550

10 m CV-A2-22-B-10 95ACC1560

Axial M12 Connector
4-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-U-03 95ASE1120

5 m CS-A1-02-U-05 95ASE1130

10 m CS-A1-02-U-10 95ASE1140

15 m CS-A1-02-U-15 95ASE1150

25 m CS-A1-02-U-25 95ASE1160

4-pole, black
Connector- not cabled CS-A1-02-B-NC G5085002

Radial M12 Connector Connector- not cabled CS-A2-02-B-NC G5085003
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S7

Through beam with fiber optic
0…300 mm

0…150 mm

0…75 mm

Diffuse proximity with fiber optic
0…100 mm

0…50 mm

0…25 mm

Power supply
Vdc 12…24 V

Vac

Vac/dc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP

relay

other

Connection
cable •

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 10x65x40

Housing material ABS

Mechanical protection IP65, IP60 (trimmer vers.)

APPLICATIONS

• Processing and Packaging machinery
• Electronics assembling
• Pharmaceutical industry

S7

• High-resolution models with integrated display
• 12 bit resolution and 50 μs response time
• Trimmer or teach-in models
• Wide range of accessory fiber optics
• 4 wire NO/NC output or Remote teach input

Fiber optic amplifiers in a DIN rail 
compatible format for small object 
detection in limited spaces

FIBER OPTIC SENSORS
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CABLE VERSION

CABLE VERSION

S7-1/2/4/5

S7-3/6

S7-7/8

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS

Power supply 12 … 24 Vdc ± 10% (reverse polarity protection) 
Ripple 2 Vpp max.

Consumption (output current excluded)
50 mA max. (mod. S7-1/2/4/5)

40 mA (mod. S7-3/6)
30 mA max. (mod. S7-7/8)

Light emission red 670 nm (mod. S7-2/3/5/6/7/8)
white 400-700 nm (mod. S7-1/4)

Setting 
SET pushbutton, + pushbutton, - pushbutton (mod. S7-1/2/4/5)

1 SET pushbutton (mod. S7-3/6)
12 multiturn trimmer (mod. S7-7/8)

Indicators
yellow OUTPUT LED 

 green STABILITY LED, DELAY LED and SPEED LED (mod. S7-1/2/4/5)
green/red READY/ERROR LED (mod. S7-3/6/7/8)

Output PNP or NPN 

Output current 100 mA max.

Saturation voltage
1,2 V max. (mod. S7-3/6/7/8)
2 V max. (mod. S7-1/2/4/5)

Response time 
500 µs max. (at low speed for mod. S7-1/2/7/8)

100 µs max. (at fast speed for mod. S7-2/5)
50 µs max. (at fast speed for mod. S7-1/4)

Switching frequency
1 kHz (at low speed for mod. S7-1/2/7/8)

5 kHz (at fast speed for mod. S7-2/5)
10 kHz (at fast speed for mod. S7-1/4)

Connection 2 m Ø 4 mm cable (S7-1/2/3/7), M8 4-pole connector (S7-4/5/6/8)

Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing

Electrical protection class 2

Mechanical protection IP65
IP60 (mod. S7-7/8)

Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2
Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)
Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)
Housing material ABS
Operating temperature -10 … 55 °C
Storage temperature -25 … 70 °C
Weight 115 g max. cable vers., 30 g max. conn. vers.
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DETECTION DIAGRAMS

 
 
 
 

S7-1/2/4/5 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The yellow LED on indicates that the NO output is closed. 
DISPLAY (4 green-coloured digits) 
The display indicates the signal level received, the switching threshold and messages relative to the 
parameter setting. 
Please refer to the “SETTING” paragraph for setup procedure indications. 

STABILITY LED (S) 
The green stability LED on indicates that the received signal has a safety margin larger than 30% of the 
output switching value. 

DELAY LED  (T) 
The green delay LED on indicates that the function is active. 

SPEED LED (H) 
The green speed LED on indicates that the sensor is functioning with the maximum switching 
frequency. 
SET PUSHBUTTON 
A long pressure on the pushbutton activates the self-setting procedure. 
The REMOTE input allows the external SET control.  
This pushbutton also allows to set the sensor’s paramters. 
+ PUSHBUTTON and - PUSHBUTTON 
A long pressure contemporarily on both pushbuttons, gives access to the setting menù of the 
parameters. 
The switching threshold can be changed pressing the + or – pushbutton. 
Please refer to the “SETTING” paragraph for setup procedure indications. 

INSTALLATION
The transparent command protection cover rotates 
more than 130° in order to have an easy access. 
It can be removed opening it completely and pulling it 
slightly, with a slight pression it can be replaced back. 
Mount the sensor on a DIN rail or using to fixing holes 
and screws (M3x20 or longer). 
For mounting on DIN rail, insert first part (A). 

Lock button 

Fibres insertion 
holes 

DIN guide 

Fixing holes 

(A) 

 
Installation of the fibre-optics: 
Press the lock pushbutton and keep it pressed until all the fibres has been completely inserted. 
Insert the fibres in the corresponding holes as described in the dimension drawing. 
The transparent CLEAR-LOCKTM fixing block allows to easily check that the fibres are correctly 
inserted. 
The insertion resistance is due to the O-ring seal; please insert the fibres for about 6mm deeper until 
they touch the photoelements (B). 

 
Lock button 

Fibre-optic 

(B) 

CLEAR-LOCK  
 
 

CONNECTIONS
 

 

+ 12… 24 Vdc 

OUTPUT 

BROWN 

BLACK 

WHITE 
REMOTE 

BLUE 
0 V  

M8 CONNECTOR 

12 … 24 Vdc

OUTPUT 

0 V 

2 

1 

4 
 
3 

REMOTE
(WHITE) 

(BROWN) (BLUE) 

(BLACK) 

+ -

 
 

 

DIMENSIONS
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CABLE VERSION

 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 
Power supply: 12 … 24 Vdc 10% 

(reverse polarity protection) 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Consumption  
(output current excluded): ≤ 50 mA 

Outputs: NPN (S7-x-N) or PNP (S7-x-P) 
Output current: 100 mA max. 
Output saturation voltage: ≤ 2 V 
Response time: 500 s max. at low speed/100 s max. at fast speed (S7-2/5) 

500 s max. at low speed/50 s max. at fast speed (S7-1/4) 
Switching frequency: 1 KHz max. at low speed/5KHz. max. at fast speed (S7-2/5) 

1 KHz max. at low speed/10KHz. max. at fast speed (S7-1/4) 
Indicators: 4 digit DISPLAY (GREEN); OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) 

STABILITY LED (GREEN) 
DELAY LED (GREEN); SPEED LED (GREEN) 

Setting: SET pushbutton; + pushbutton; - pushbutton 
Data retention: non volatile EEPROM memory 
Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Electrical protection: Class 2 
Operating distance S7-2/5 
(typical values): 

proximity (with OF-xx-ST fibre): 0…100 mm (with 1KHz) 
proximity (with OF-xx-ST fibre):0…50 mm (with 5KHz) 

through beam (with OF-xx-ST fibre):0…300 mm (with 1KHz) 
through beam (with OF-xx-ST fibre):0…150 mm (with 5KHz) 

Operating distance S7-1/4 
(typical values): 

proximity (with OF-xx-ST fibre): 0…25 mm (with 1KHz/10Hz) 
through beam (with OF-xx-ST fibre):0…75 mm (with 1KHz/10KHz)

Emission type: S7- 2/5 RED (670 nm) / S7-1/4 WHITE (400-700nm) 
Ambient light rejection: EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis 

(EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: ABS 
Mechanical protection: IP65 
Connections: 2 m  4 mm cable ((S7-1/2) 

M8 4-pole connector (S7-4/5) 
Weight: 115 g. max. cable vers.  / 30 g. max. connector vers.  

 
 

SETTING
EASY TOUCH
The sensor uses the patent-covered EASY TOUCH technology that allows a rapid and safe self-
setting of the product. 
Two different setting possibilities are available:  
- EASY TOUCH; a long pressure of the SET pushbutton allows self-setting. 
- FINE DETECTION; to be used only in particularly critical conditions. This setting procedure is used 

only when the EASY TOUCH is not sufficient. 
 

  pushbutton pressed  pushbutton not pressed 
 
S7 setting 
The EASY TOUCH foresees the LIGHT operating mode. 
Thus using proximity fibres, the output is closed and the output LED is ON when the object is detected.  
Using through beam fibres, the output is closed and the output LED is ON when the object does not 
interrupt the beam (i.e. the object is not detected). 
- EASY TOUCH (standard detection) 
Place the object to detect in front of the proximity fibres within the operating range, or in the middle of 
the through beam fibres. 

 
 Bar Graph Display Keyboard 

OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    1 9 4 5    

- Press the SET pushbutton for at least 2sec. 
 

OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    E a s y    

 

-  The “Easy” text appears for EASY TOUCH detection 
- The single detection is made releasing the pushbutton 

- 
 

OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    1 9 4 5    

 

- The switching threshold value begins to blink  
- The switching threshold  can be changed using the + or – pushbuttons  
- The sensor returns to the Normal mode, visualising the received signal, after 5sec.of inactivity 

 

- Fine detection 
This mode offers an improved detection precision. The sensor can function either in the DARK 
operating or in the LIGHT operating mode. 
Place the object to detect in front of the proximity fibres within the operating distance, or in the middle 
of the through beam fibres. 
 

 Bar Graph Display Keyboard 
OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    1 9 4 5    

- Press the SET pushbutton for at least 4sec. 
 

OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    S E T 1    

- The “SET1” text appears to detect the object’s condition  
- The output LED begins to blink releasing the SET pushbutton, The “SET2” text appears. 
 

OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    S E T 2    

- Remove the object to detect and press the SET pushbutton again
 

OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    1 9 4 5    

- If the detection is correct the switching threshold value begins to blink 
- The switching threshold can be changed with the + or – pushbutton 
- The sensor returns to the Normal mode, visualising the received signal, after 5sec.of inactivity. 
 

OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    F A I L    

- The “FAIL” message appears if the detection is not correct and the output turns off 
- The STABILITY LED blinks. 

Switching threshold setting 
 Bar Graph Display Keyboard 

OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    1 9 4 5    

- Press the + or – pushbutton for at least 2sec. 
 

OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    1 9 4 5    

- The switching threshold value begins to blink. 
 

OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    1 9 5 3    

- The switching threshold value is changed pressing the + or – pushbutton 
- The units change at each pressure  
- The digits change if the pressure is maintained  
- The display returns to the Normal mode if the pushbuttons are not pressed for at least 5sec.  

 
 

PARAMETER SETTING 
 

 Bar Graph Display Keyboard 
OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    1 9 4 5    

- Pressing contemporilly the + and – pushbuttons 2sec. 
 

OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    M E n u    

- The “Menù” text appears, access to the parameter setting is obtained releasing the buttons   

Visualisation of the delay value 
By simply pressing the + or – pushbutton, the menù is visualised (onwards and backward) showing the 
following: 

OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    d E L 0    

 
    d E L 1    

 
    d E L 2    

 
    d E L 3    

 
    d E L 4    

 
At each pressure of the SET pushbutton, the different levels of the output deactivation delay are 
visualised cyclically and the relative delay value is also memorised. 
When the “del0” message is visualised, the T LED is off; it is on in all the other levels (del…del3).  
The + pushbutton has to be pressed to continue through the setting menù (the – pushbutton to go 
backwards). 
The delay levels are: 0=no delay; 1=5ms; 2=10ms; 3=20ms; 4=40ms. 

Visualisation of the sensor’s switching frequency 
OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    d E L 0    

 
    n O r M    

 
At each pressure of the SET pushbutton, the different levels of the switching frequency are visualised. 
When the Fast speed is selected the H LED is on; the H LED is off if the low “NorM” speed is selected. 
The + pushbutton has to be pressed to continue through the setting menù (the – pushbutton to go 
backwards).

Visualisation of the sensor’s LIGHT/DARK logic switching 
OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    L - O n    

 
    d - O n    

At each pressure of the SET pushbutton, the two logic types (LIGHT or DARK) are visualised. 
When the LIGHT mode is selected the “L-On” is visualised; “d-On” to select the DARK mode. 
The + pushbutton has to be pressed to continue through the setting menù (the – pushbutton to go 
backwards). 

Visualisation of the display orientation 
OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    D S u P    

 
    D S d n    

At each pressure of the SET pushbutton, the visualisation of the messages on the display is inverted. 
The + pushbutton has to be pressed to continue through the setting menù (the – pushbutton to go 
backwards). 

Visualisation of the display turning off 
OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    D S O n    

 
    D S O F    

 
At each pressure of the SET pushbutton, the turning off or on of the dislay is visualised. 
If “dSOF” is selected the display will be turned off when back to the normal mode and turned on at each 
pressure. It will turn off again if not pressed for at least 5 sec. 
The + pushbutton has to be pressed to continue through the setting menù (the – pushbutton to go 
backwards). 

Visualisation of the SAVE parameters set by the user 
OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    S A V E    

 

All the changed values will be memorised by pressing the SET pushbutton and you exit the menù, 
returning to the normal mode. 
The + pushbutton has to be pressed to continue through the setting menù (the – pushbutton to go 
backwards). 

Visualization of the parameter RESET with pre-set values 
OUT S T H Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 + SET - 
    r S E t    

 
The default parameters are reset when the SET pushbutton is pressed. 
The “RESET” text blinks until the pushbutton is pressed. 
The sensor returns to function normally when the button is released. 
Default parameters:   Delay NO DELAY 
 Switching frequency NORM 
 Switching logic LIGHT 
 Orientation DS_UP 
 Display DS_ON 
 

REMOTE FUNCTION 
The REMOTE wire connected to +Vdc is equal to pressing the SET pushbutton. The keyboard block is 
activated if at the sensor powering the REMOTE wire is connected +Vdc, and thus the SET pushbutton 
is no longer active. To deactivate the keyboard block the sensor has to be turned off and then turned on 
with the REMOTE wire not connected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform 
to the 2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 
 

WARRANTY 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective 
during the warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of DATALOGIC 
AUTOMATION products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 
 

 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification. 

 

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, 
including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826001514 Rev.E © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2009

S7-2/5 proximity - Fast mode * S7-2/5 through beam
Fast mode *

S7-2/3/5/6/7/8 proximity 
Normal mode *

S7-2/3/5/6/7/8 th. beam 
Normal mode*

Grey 18%

Grey 18%

White 90%

White 90%

A

BI

I
A

G

F E

H

J

N.O. OUTPUT

N.O. OUTPUT

*

*

CONNECTIONS

INDICATOR AND SETTINGS

M8 CONNECTORCABLE

* N.C. OUTPUT on S7-7/8 models

High efficiency Fiber-optics or accessory lenses can be 
used to obtain larger operating distances. 

Note: the detection diagrams of the S7-1/4 models in 
normal and fast mode, corresponds to the values of the 
S7-2/5 models in fast mode, but with half the operating 
distance

Proximity operating distance 
Through beam operating distance

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

OUTPUT status and READY/ERROR LEDs

Teach-in push-button

M8 connector output

Cable output

4 digit display 

STATUS signalling     LEDs

OUTPUT status LED

‘+’ e ‘-’ buttons

Fiber lock/unlock  button

Multiturn trimmer
Teach-in button for setting.
EASYtouch™ provides two setting modes: standard or fine.
Please refer to instructions manual for operating details
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MODeL SeLeCTION AND ORDeR INFORMATION

ACCeSSORIeS

ACCeSSORY SeLeCTION AND ORDeR INFORMATION

modeL connectIon outPut dIsPLay settIng emIssIon code n°

s7-1-e-n 4-pole cable nPn yes push-button white Led 950551080

s7-1-e-P 4-pole cable PnP yes push-button white Led 950551090

s7-2-e-n 4-pole cable nPn yes push-button red Led 950551000

s7-2-e-P 4-pole cable PnP yes push-button red Led 950551010

s7-3-e-n 4-pole cable nPn no push-button red Led 950551040

s7-3-e-P 4-pole cable PnP no push-button red Led 950551050

s7-4-e-n m8 4-pole connector nPn yes push-button white Led 950551100

s7-4-e-P m8 4-pole connector PnP yes push-button white Led 950551110

s7-5-e-n m8 4-pole connector nPn yes push-button red Led 950551020

s7-5-e-P m8 4-pole connector PnP yes push-button red Led 950551030

s7-6-e-n m8 4-pole connector nPn no push-button red Led 950551060

s7-6-e-P m8 4-pole connector PnP no push-button red Led 950551070

s7-7-e-P 4-pole cable PnP no trimmer red Led 950551120

s7-7-e-n 4-pole cable nPn no trimmer red Led 950551130

s7-8-e-P m8 4-pole connector PnP no trimmer red Led 950551140

s7-8-e-n m8 4-pole connector nPn no trimmer red Led 950551150

modeL descrIPtIon code n°

st-505 1 pc ‘L’ shaped fixing bracket 95acc2800

crd-5000 1 pc dIn rail fixing bracket 95acc2790

refer also to Accessories for Sensors of the General Catalogue

ST-505 CRD-5000 mmmm

ST-505 CRD-5000

Rev. 03, 04/2019

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.

ST -505 L-shaped mounting bracket 95ACC 2800

CRD -5000 DIN rail mounting bracket 95ACC 2790

TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M8 Connector
4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B1-02-G-03 95A251420
5 m CS-B1-02-G-05 95A251430
7 m CS-B1-02-G-07 95A251440

10 m CS-B1-02-G-10 95A251480

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-B1-02-R-02 95A251620
5 m CS-B1-02-R-05 95A251640

Radial M8 Connector
4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B2-02-G-03 95A251450
5 m CS-B2-02-G-05 95A251460
7 m CS-B2-02-G-07 95A251470

10 m CS-B2-02-G-10 95A251530

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-B2-02-R-02 95A251630
5 m CS-B2-02-R-05 95A251650

OPTIC FUNCTION SETTING CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

OPTIC FIBER  
(white LED)

display, 
push-button

2m Cable
PNP S7-1-E-P 950551090
NPN S7-1-E-N 950551080

M8 Connector
PNP S7-4-E-P 950551110
NPN S7-4-E-N 950551100

OPTIC FIBER  
(red LED)

display, 
push-button

2m Cable

PNP S7-2-E-P 950551010
NPN S7-2-E-N 950551000

push-buttons
PNP S7-3-E-P 950551050
NPN S7-3-E-N 950551040

display, 
push-buttons M8 Connector

PNP S7-5-E-P 950551030
NPN S7-5-E-N 950551020

push-buttons M8 Connector
PNP S7-6-E-P 950551070
NPN S7-6-E-N 950551060

trimmer
2m Cable

PNP S7-7-E-P 950551120
NPN S7-7-E-N 950551130

M8 Connector
PNP S7-8-E-P 950551140
NPN S7-8-E-N 950551150

Datalogic Automation offers a wide range of fiber optic cables available in two different lines: OF series for standard applications and OFA series for specialistic applica-
tions, such as 90° optics as well as fixed focus optics. These accessories allow to carry out the diffuse proximity and through beam detection of small object in difficult point 
of the machine. Refer to the next page for the complete list.

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

ACCESSORIES

CABLES

The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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S70

Response time

Super high speed: 10 µs (S70...E2)
High speed: 200 µs (S70...E1), 15 µs (S70...E2), 250 µs (S70...E3)

Fast: 50 µs (S70...E2), 500 µs (S70...E3)
Standard: 500 µs (S70...E1), 250 µs (S70...E2), 1 ms (S70...E3)

Medium range: 500 µs (S70...E2)
Long range: 2 ms (S70...E1), 1 ms (S70...E2), 4 ms (S70...E3)

Extra long range: 5 ms (S70...E1), 12 ms (S70...E3)

Repeatability

Super high speed: 5 µs (S70...E2)
High speed: 66 µs (S70...E1), 5 µs (S70...E2), 100 µs (S70...E3)

Fast: 12 µs (S70...E2), 150 µs (S70...E3)
Standard: 100 µs (S70...E1), 50 µs (S70...E2), 180 µs (S70...E3)

Medium range: 80 µs (S70...E2)
Long range: 100 µs (S70...E1), 165 µs (S70...E2), 180 µs (S70...E3)

Extra long range: 100 µs (S70...E1), 180 µs (S70...E3)

Power supply
Vdc

10…30 V (current output models and digital output models)
12...30 (voltage output models)

Vac

Vac/dc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP

relay

other Analog out 4...20mA; Analog out 0...10V; Analog out 0...5V

Connection
cable •

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 10x79x31.5

Housing material ABS and polycarbonate

Mechanical protection IP50, NEMA 1

APPLICATIONS

• Processing and Packaging machinery
• Electronics assembling
• Pharmaceutical industry
• Cosmetic and bottling industries

S70

• DIN rail mountable models  with dual digital displays
• High speed models: 200 μs...5 ms 
• Super high speed models: 10 μs...1ms
• Analog output models
• Teach-in setting via +/SET/- push-button/switch, remote input or  
     IO-Link 
• Standard 2 m cable or M8 4-pole connection

ADVANCED FIBER OPTIC 
AMPLIFIERS FOR HIGH SPEED 
AND LOW CONTRAST 
APPLICATIONS

FIBER OPTIC SENSORS
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ADVANCED FIBER OPTIC 
AMPLIFIERS FOR HIGH SPEED 
AND LOW CONTRAST 
APPLICATIONS

86.386.9

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS

Power supply 10…30 V (current output models and digital output models)
12...30 (voltage output models)

Ripple 10% max.
Consumption (output current excluded) 40 mA max. (standard display mode), 30 mA max. (ECO display mode)

Light emission red 660 nm (mod. S70…E1, S70...E3)
red 635 nm (mod. S70…E2)

Setting +/SET/- push-button, LIGHT/DARK switch, RUN/PRG/ADJ mode switch

Indicators
yellow OUTPUT LED 

red SIGNAL LEVEL 4-digit display 
green THRESHOLD 4-digit display 

Output PNP or NPN 
PNP and push-pull (IO-Link mod. S70…PZ)

Output current 100 mA max.

Saturation voltage 1,5 V max. (mod. S70…N)
2 V max. (mod. S70…P/PZ)

Response time 

Super high speed: 10 µs (S70...E2)
High speed: 200 µs (S70...E1), 15 µs (S70...E2), 250 µs (S70...E3)

Fast: 50 µs (S70...E2), 500 µs (S70...E3)
Standard: 500 µs (S70...E1), 250 µs (S70...E2), 1 ms (S70...E3)

Medium range: 500 µs (S70...E2)
Long range: 2 ms (S70...E1), 1 ms (S70...E2), 4 ms (S70...E3)

Extra long range: 5 ms (S70...E1), 12 ms (S70...E3)

Switching frequency

S70…E1: 2,5 kHz (High Speed), 1 kHz (Standard), 250 Hz (Long Range), 100 Hz (Extra Long Range)

S70…E2: 50 kHz (Super High Speed), 33 kHz (High Speed), 10 kHz (Fast), 2 kHz (Standard), 1 kHz  
(Medium Range), 500 Hz (Long Range)

S70…E3: 1 kHz (High Speed), 500 Hz (Fast), 250Hz (Standard), 62,5 Hz (Long Range), 20 Hz (Extra Long 
Range)

IO-Link interface
baud rate: 38400 bps (COM2)  

process data width: 16 bits

IODD files: provide all programming options of top panel interface, plus additional functionality
Connection 2 m cable, M8 4-pole connector
Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing
Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing
Electrical protection class 2
Mechanical protection IP50, NEMA 1
Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2
Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)
Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)
Housing material ABS and polycarbonate
Operating temperature -10 … 55 °C
Storage temperature -25 … 85 °C
Weight 69 g max. cable vers., 21 g max. conn. vers.

CONNECTORCABLE
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Overview
The DF-G1 is an easy-to-use, DIN-rail-mountable fiber optic sensor. It provides high-performance sensing in low-contrast applications.
The sensor’s compact housing has dual digital displays (Red/Green) and a bright output LED for easy programming and status monitor-
ing during operation. The sensor features a single discrete output, either NPN or PNP, by model.
The DF-G1 features increased temperature compensation compared with previous fiber optic sensors. An accessory clamp is available to
secure a bank of connected sensors together on a DIN rail (see Accessories on page 28).

Figure 1. DF-G1 Model Features

1 Output LED

2 LO/DO Switch

3 RUN/PRG/ADJ Mode Switch

4 Lever Action Fiber Clamp

5 Red Signal Level

6 Green Threshold

7 +/SET/- Rocker Button

Mounting Instructions

Mount on a DIN Rail

1. Hook the DIN rail clip on the bottom of the DF-G1 over the
edge of the DIN rail (1).

2. Push the DF-G1 up on the DIN rail (1).
3. Pivot the DF-G1 onto the DIN rail, pressing until it snaps into

place (2).

Mount to the Accessory Bracket

1. Position the DF-G1 in the SA-DIN-BRACKET.
2. Insert the supplied M3 screws.
3. Tighten the screws.

Remove from a DIN rail

1. Push the DF-G1 up on the DIN rail (1).
2. Pivot the DF-G1 away from the DIN rail and remove it (2).

  DF-G1 - Expert Dual Display Fiber Amplifier Manual

2 www.bannerengineering.com - tel: 763-544-3164 P/N 161999 Rev. D

8.1 Excess Gain Curves
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Through beam with 0.2 mm internal fiber optic diameter Diffuse proximity with 0.2 mm internal fiber optic diameter

A H

D

B C

GE F

CH1

CH2

Top Panel Interface
A

H

B

C

D

E

F

G

Output LED

LO/DO Switch

RUN/PRG/ADJ

Lever Action Fiber Clamp

Red Signal Level

Green Threshold

+/SET/- Rocker Button

CH1 Analog out, CH2 Discrete out (only S70...E3)

M8 CONNECTOR CABLE

The RUN/PRG/ADJ Mode Switch puts the sensor in RUN, PRG (Program), or ADJ (Adjust) mode. RUN mode allows the sensor to operate normally 
and prevents unintentional programming changes via the +/SET/- button. PRG mode allows the sensor to be programmed through the display 
driven programming menu. ADJ mode allows the user to perform TEACH and SET methods and Manual Adjust.

The LO/DO Switch is used to select Light Operate or Dark Operate mode.

As an alternative the sensor can be programmed remotely and the remote input may be used to perform TEACH and SET methods (not available on 
IO-Link models).

EXCESS GAIN

S70-E1
HIGH SPEED STANDARD LONG RANGE EXTRA LONG RANGE

Response Time 200 µs 500 µs 2 ms 5 ms

Repeatability 66 µs 100 µs 100 µs 100 µs

M8 CONNECTOR CABLE

ANALOG OUT

ANALOG OUT

DIGITAL OUT

DIGITAL OUT

CONNECTIONS

INDICATOR AND SETTINGS

DETECTION DIAGRAMS
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Through beam with 0.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter Diffuse proximity with 0.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter
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Through beam with 1 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Through beam with 1.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 1 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 1.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter

EXCESS GAIN

EXCESS GAIN

EXCESS GAIN
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8.2 Beam Patterns
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Through beam with 0.2 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Through beam with 0.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 0.2 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 0.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter

DETECTION AREA

DETECTION AREA

S70-E1
HIGH SPEED STANDARD LONG RANGE EXTRA LONG RANGE

Response Time 200 µs 500 µs 2 ms 5 ms
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Through beam with 1 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Through beam with 1.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 1 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 1.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter
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Response Time 200 µs 500 µs 2 ms 5 ms
Repeatability 66 µs 100 µs 100 µs 100 µs
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7.1 Excess Gain Curves
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Through beam with 0.2 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Through beam with 0.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 0.2 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 0.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter

EXCESS GAIN

S70-E2

SUPER HIGH 
SPEED  HIGH SPEED FAST STANDARD  MEDIUM RANGE  LONG RANGE

Response Time 10 µs 15 µs 50 µs 250 µs 500 µs 1 ms

Repeatability 5 µs 5 µs 12 µs 50 µs 80 µs 165 µs

EXCESS GAIN
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Through beam with 1 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Through beam with 1.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 1 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 1.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter

EXCESS GAIN

EXCESS GAIN

S70-E2

SUPER HIGH 
SPEED  HIGH SPEED FAST STANDARD  MEDIUM RANGE  LONG RANGE

Response Time 10 µs 15 µs 50 µs 250 µs 500 µs 1 ms

Repeatability 5 µs 5 µs 12 µs 50 µs 80 µs 165 µs
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Through beam with 0.2 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Through beam with 0.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 0.2 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 0.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter
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Response Time 10 µs 15 µs 50 µs 250 µs 500 µs 1 ms

Repeatability 5 µs 5 µs 12 µs 50 µs 80 µs 165 µs
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Through beam with 1 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Through beam with 1.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 1 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 1.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter

DETECTION AREA

DETECTION AREA

S70-E2
SUPER HIGH 

SPEED  HIGH SPEED FAST STANDARD  MEDIUM RANGE  LONG RANGE

Response Time 10 µs 15 µs 50 µs 250 µs 500 µs 1 ms

Repeatability 5 µs 5 µs 12 µs 50 µs 80 µs 165 µs
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Through beam with 0.2 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Through beam with 0.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 0.2 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 0.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter
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EXCESS GAIN

EXCESS GAIN

S70-E3
SUPER HIGH 

SPEED  HIGH SPEED FAST STANDARD  LONG RANGE EXTRA LONG 
RANGE

Response Time - 250 µs 500 µs 1 ms 4 ms 12 ms

Repeatability - 100 µs 150 µs 180 µs 180 µs 180 µs
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Through beam with 1 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Through beam with 1.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 1 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 1.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter
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Figure 20. Opposed Mode—PIT66U
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EXCESS GAIN

EXCESS GAIN

S70-E3
SUPER HIGH 

SPEED  HIGH SPEED FAST STANDARD  LONG RANGE EXTRA LONG 
RANGE

Response Time - 250 µs 500 µs 1 ms 4 ms 12 ms

Repeatability - 100 µs 150 µs 180 µs 180 µs 180 µs
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DETECTION AREA

DETECTION AREA

S70-E3
SUPER HIGH 

SPEED  HIGH SPEED FAST STANDARD  LONG RANGE EXTRA LONG 
RANGE

Response Time - 250 µs 500 µs 1 ms 4 ms 12 ms

Repeatability - 100 µs 150 µs 180 µs 180 µs 180 µs
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Through beam with 0.2 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Through beam with 0.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 0.2 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 0.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter
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DETECTION AREA

DETECTION AREA

S70-E3
SUPER HIGH 

SPEED  HIGH SPEED FAST STANDARD  LONG RANGE EXTRA LONG 
RANGE

Response Time - 250 µs 500 µs 1 ms 4 ms 12 ms

Repeatability - 100 µs 150 µs 180 µs 180 µs 180 µs

Through beam with 1 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Through beam with 1.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 1 mm internal fiber optic diameter

Diffuse proximity with 1.5 mm internal fiber optic diameter
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Figure 25. 
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Figure 26. 
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Figure 28. 
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Figure 29. Opposed Mode—PIT16U
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Figure 30. Opposed Mode—PIT26U

DF-G3 Long Range Expert™ Dual Display Fiber  with Analog Output
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Figure 29. Opposed Mode—PIT16U
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Figure 30. Opposed Mode—PIT26U

DF-G3 Long Range Expert™ Dual Display Fiber  with Analog Output
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Figure 31. Opposed Mode—PIT46U
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Figure 32. Opposed Mode—PIT66U
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Figure 33. 
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Figure 34. Opposed Mode—IR850
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Figure 35. 
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Figure 36. Opposed Mode—LIR1450

DF-G3 Long Range Expert™ Dual Display Fiber  with Analog Output
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Figure 31. Opposed Mode—PIT46U
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Figure 32. Opposed Mode—PIT66U
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Figure 34. Opposed Mode—IR850
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Figure 36. Opposed Mode—LIR1450

DF-G3 Long Range Expert™ Dual Display Fiber  with Analog Output
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ACCESSORIES

CRD-5000

OPTIC FUNCTION RESPONSE TIME CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Fiber Optic Amplifier

200 µs … 5 ms

2 m Cable
NPN S70-2-E1-N 950561000

PNP S70-2-E1-P 950561010

M8 Connector

NPN S70-5-E1-N 950561060

PNP S70-5-E1-P 950561020

PNP, push-pull IO-Link S70-5-E1-PZ 950561030

10 µs … 1 ms
NPN S70-5-E2-N 950561040

PNP S70-5-E2-P 950561050

250us…12ms

4…20mA, NPN S70-5-E3-NI 950561100

0…10V, NPN S70-5-E3-NV 950561080

4…20mA, PNP S70-5-E3-PI 950561090

0…10V, PNP S70-5-E3-PV 950561070

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.

CRD-5000 DIN rail mounting bracket 95ACC2790

www.datalogic.com

UNI EN ISO9001

the company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo 
variations without prior notice. for correct installation and use, the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the 
products.

MODeL SeLeCTION AND ORDeR INFORMATION

ACCeSSORIeS

ACCeSSORY SeLeCTION AND ORDeR INFORMATION

modeL connectIon outPut dIsPLay settIng emIssIon code n°

s7-1-e-n 4-pole cable nPn yes push-button white Led 950551080

s7-1-e-P 4-pole cable PnP yes push-button white Led 950551090

s7-2-e-n 4-pole cable nPn yes push-button red Led 950551000

s7-2-e-P 4-pole cable PnP yes push-button red Led 950551010

s7-3-e-n 4-pole cable nPn no push-button red Led 950551040

s7-3-e-P 4-pole cable PnP no push-button red Led 950551050

s7-4-e-n m8 4-pole connector nPn yes push-button white Led 950551100

s7-4-e-P m8 4-pole connector PnP yes push-button white Led 950551110

s7-5-e-n m8 4-pole connector nPn yes push-button red Led 950551020

s7-5-e-P m8 4-pole connector PnP yes push-button red Led 950551030

s7-6-e-n m8 4-pole connector nPn no push-button red Led 950551060

s7-6-e-P m8 4-pole connector PnP no push-button red Led 950551070

s7-7-e-P 4-pole cable PnP no trimmer red Led 950551120

s7-7-e-n 4-pole cable nPn no trimmer red Led 950551130

s7-8-e-P m8 4-pole connector PnP no trimmer red Led 950551140

s7-8-e-n m8 4-pole connector nPn no trimmer red Led 950551150

modeL descrIPtIon code n°

st-505 1 pc ‘L’ shaped fixing bracket 95acc2800

crd-5000 1 pc dIn rail fixing bracket 95acc2790

refer also to Accessories for Sensors of the General Catalogue

ST-505 CRD-5000 mmmm
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TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M8 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B1-02-G-03 95A251420

5 m CS-B1-02-G-05 95A251430

7 m CS-B1-02-G-07 95A251440

10 m CS-B1-02-G-10 95A251480

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-B1-02-R-02 95A251620

5 m CS-B1-02-R-05 95A251640

Radial M8 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B2-02-G-03 95A251450

5 m CS-B2-02-G-05 95A251460

7 m CS-B2-02-G-07 95A251470

10 m CS-B2-02-G-10 95A251530

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-B2-02-R-02 95A251630

5 m CS-B2-02-R-05 95A251650

Axial M12 Connector 5-pole, L coded power cable 3 m CS-M1-02-B-03 95ACC0007

Axial M12 F/M8 M Connector 4-pole, double headed 3 m CS-H1-02-B-03 95ACC0008

Axial M12 F/M12 M Connector 4-pole, double headed 3 m CS-I1-02-B-03 95ACC0009

CABLES

The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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SR21

Slot width 2 mm

Slot depth 50 mm

Switching frequency 25 kHz

Light emission
IR LED 

red/green LED

Setting push button

Power supply
Vdc 10…30 V

Vac

Vac/dc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP

relay

other

Connection
cable

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 20x90x26

Housing material Zama

Mechanical protection IP65

SR21

APPLICATIONS

• Packaging and labeling machinery
• Print and apply systems

• 25 kHz high switching frequency
• IR or red/green light models
• Detection of labels (SR21-IR) or print register mark on transparent films  
    (SR21-RG)
• 4 wire NPN and PNP output

2MM HIGH-RESOLUTION FORK 
SENSORS FOR LABELING 
AND PACKAGING

FORK SENSORS
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SR21-IR / SR21-RG 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS

OUTPUT LED (YELLOW)
The yellow LED ON indicates output activation. 
READY/ERROR LED (RED/GREEN) 
The green LED continuously ON indicates a normal operating condition. Refer to the “SETTING” 
paragraph for the correct setting phase indications. 
The red LED continuously ON or blinking indicates an error status. 
Refer to “ERROR INDICATIONS” paragraph for the correct indications during the different functioning 
phases.
AUTO-SET PUSH-BUTTON 
Activates the different setting modes using the READY/ERROR LED indications. 
The pressure on the AUTO-SET push-button can be “brief” when pressed for at least 3 sec., or “long” 
when pressed longer. 
Refer to “SETTING” paragraph for operating mode indications. 

DIMENSIONS

mm

16

7.5
n°2  M4x8

12

Ø4.25
90

2

44
18

18 6

M
8

LOCK SCREW

50

7.5

9
9

20

8
26

20

97.5

26

POW
ER SUPPLY

OUTPUT

PUSH-BUTTON

LEDS

NOTE
To install the sensor using the connector positioned at 90°, unscrew the blocking screw and rotate the 
fixing block in an anti-clockwise direction. At the end rescrew the blocking screw. 

CONNECTIONS
M8 connector 

TECHNICAL DATA 

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc; 
reverse polarity protection 

Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Consumption
(output current excluded): 55 mA max. 

Outputs: NPN and PNP on different poles; 
pull up/down resistance= 33 K

Output current: 100 mA max. 
short-circuit protection 

Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. with NPN 
2 V max. with PNP 

(values at maximum output current) 
Response time: 20 µs max. 
Switching frequency: 25 kHz max. 
T rise: 1 µs (NPN; R = 1 K)
 120 µs (NPN; C = 4.7 nF) 

33 K pull-up internal resistance 
T fall: 1 µs (PNP; R = 1 K)
 120 µs (PNP; C = 4.7 nF) 

pull-down internal resistance 33 K
Humidity: 35 … 85% rH non-condensing 
Indicators: Bicolour READY/ERROR LED (green/red) 

OUT LED (yellow) 
Setting: AUTO-SET push-button 
Data retention: EEPROM non volatile memory 
Operating temperature: -20 … 60°C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70°C 
Emssion frequency: Modulated light at 50 kHz 10%
Emission type: infrared 880 nm 

visible red/green (633 nm/570 nm) 
Ambient light rejection: EN 60947-5-2 
Slot width: 2 mm 
Detectable object limits: Min. 0.5mm width 
Housing material: ZAMA 
Lens material: glass 
Mechanical protection: IP65 
Connections: M8 4-pole connector 
Weight: 115 g. 

SETTING

Static setting (MANUAL) 
Recommended in presence of transparent irregular profiles and requires a separate acquisition of the 
label and of the support with manual positioning.  
The best result is obtained acquiring the most transparent area of the label and the most opaque area of 
the support. 
Setting steps:
1) With LED continuously ON, position the label in the sensor slot if the output has to be activated in 

correspondence of the label (NORMAL output), or position the support if the output has to be 
activated in correspondence of the support (INVERTED output). Use the specific references for 
centring.

2) Briefly press AUTO-SET. The green and yellow LEDs turn OFF. The object acquisition phase begins. 
The object must not be moved until the green LED doesn’t blink rapidly. 

3) When the green LED blinks postion the second object (support or label) in the sensor slot using the 
specific references for centring. 

4) Briefly press AUTO-SET. The green LED turns OFF. The detection of the second object begins. The 
object must not be moved until the green LED doesn’t turn ON continuously. 

5) The green READY LED continuously ON indicates that the sensor has detected a sufficient contrast 
between the label and the support. The sensor can function with the new setting. A different indication 
signals an error due to insufficient contrast. 

Static setting (MANUAL) 
Recommended in presence of transparent irregular profiles and requires a separate acquisition of the 
label and of the support with manual positioning. 
The best result is obtained acquiring the most transparent area of the label and the most opaque area of 
the support. 
Setting steps: 
1) With LED solidly ON, position the label in the sensor slot if the output has to be activated in 
correspondence of the label (NORMAL output), or position the support if the output has to be 
activated in correspondence of the support (INVERTED output). Use the specific references for 
centering.
2) Briefly press AUTO-SET. The green and yellow LEDs turn OFF. The object acquisition phase begins. 
The object must not be moved until the green LED blinks rapidly. 
3) While the green LED continues to blink rapidly, position the second object (support or label) in the 
sensor slot using the 
specific references for centering. 
4) Briefly press AUTO-SET. The rapidly blinking green LED turns OFF. The detection of the second 
object begins. The 
object must not be moved until the green LED turns solidly ON. 
5) The green READY LED solidly ON indicates that the sensor has detected a sufficient contrast 
between the label and the support. The sensor can function with the new setting. A different indication 
signals an error due to insufficient contrast. 

Dynamic setting with NORMAL or INVERTED output 
The programming has to be carried-out during normal movement of the label ribbon inside the sensor 
slot. Recommended for labels and supports with a rather uniform transparency degree. 
Setting steps:
1) With green LED continuously ON, start the movement of the label ribbon in the sensor slot. 
2) Press AUTO-SET until the green LED blink slowly. 
3) Release the push-button. The sensor acquires the transparency degree of both the moving labels and 

support in approximately 2 sec. cycles. Leave the sensor in this acquisition phase for the time 
necessary to guarantee the detection of the major number of points possible. The duration depends 
on the ribbon speed and dimensions of the labels and support.

4) Setting with NORMAL output: briefly press AUTO-SET. The green READY LED continuously ON 
indicates that the sensor has detected a sufficient contrast between the label and support. The sensor 
begins to function with the new setting and the output is activated in correspondence of the label. A 
different indication signals an error due to insufficient contrast. 

5) Setting with INVERTED output: press AUTO-SET until the green LED blinks rapidly three times. 
Release the pus-button. The green READY LED continuously ON indicates that the sensor has 
detected a sufficient contrast between the label and the support. The sensor begins to function wth 
the new setting and the output is activated in correspondence of the support. A different indication 
signals an error due to insufficient contrast. 

ERROR INDICATIONS 

READY/ERROR LED blinking with slow red and green alternation: indicates that the setting (static or 
dynamic) has failed due to insufficient transparency or contrast between label and support. In this case 
the sensor maintains the previous setting and returns to normal functioning pressing and releasing 
AUTO-SET. 
READY/ERROR LED red blinking at average speed: during normal functioning and only with active 
output, indicates a short-circuit or overload of the outputs or insufficient power supply. The indication 
disappears when the cause is removed. 

PUSH-BUTTON BLOCKING AND UNBLOCKING 
The push-button can be blocked to avoid accidental movements during normal sensor functioning. The 
block can be maintained even after the turning OFF and turning ON of the sensor. The blocking and 
unblocking operations are given below: 
1) With sensor turned OFF press AUTO-SET 
2) Re-power sensor keeping the push-button pressed. The sensor inverts the block status: if the push-

button was unblocked the bock is activated and the red LED is continuously ON, if the push-button 
was blocked the sensor unblocks it and at sensor re-powering the green LED is continuously ON. 

3) The sensor begins to operate with normal functioning. The setting can not be modified if the push-
button is blocked. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and 
successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36
months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826003051 Rev.C © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2009 

2MM HIGH-RESOLUTION FORK 
SENSORS FOR LABELING 
AND PACKAGING

TECHNICAL DATA
Power supply 10 … 30 Vdc (limit values)

Ripple 2 Vpp max.

Consumption (output current excluded) 55 mA max. 

Light emission red LED 633 nm/green LED 570 nm 

IR LED 880 nm 

Setting AUTO-SET push-button 

Operating mode LIGHT/DARK configurable

Indicators yellow OUTPUT LED 

green/red READY/ERROR LED 

Output PNP and NPN

Output current 100 mA max.

Saturation voltage 2 V max.

Response time 20 µs max.

Switching frequency 25 kHz max.

Connection M8 4-pole connector

Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing

Electrical protection class 1

Mechanical protection IP65

Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2

Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Slot width 2 mm

Resolution 0,5 mm

Housing material ZAMA

Lens material glass

Operating temperature -20 … 60 °C

Storage temperature -20 … 70 °C

Weight 115 g 

DIMENSIONS
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M8 CONNECTOR

SR21-IR / SR21-RG 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS

OUTPUT LED (YELLOW)
The yellow LED ON indicates output activation. 
READY/ERROR LED (RED/GREEN) 
The green LED continuously ON indicates a normal operating condition. Refer to the “SETTING” 
paragraph for the correct setting phase indications. 
The red LED continuously ON or blinking indicates an error status. 
Refer to “ERROR INDICATIONS” paragraph for the correct indications during the different functioning 
phases.
AUTO-SET PUSH-BUTTON 
Activates the different setting modes using the READY/ERROR LED indications. 
The pressure on the AUTO-SET push-button can be “brief” when pressed for at least 3 sec., or “long” 
when pressed longer. 
Refer to “SETTING” paragraph for operating mode indications. 

DIMENSIONS

mm
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7.5
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M
8

LOCK SCREW
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POW
ER SUPPLY

OUTPUT

PUSH-BUTTON

LEDS

NOTE
To install the sensor using the connector positioned at 90°, unscrew the blocking screw and rotate the 
fixing block in an anti-clockwise direction. At the end rescrew the blocking screw. 

CONNECTIONS
M8 connector 

TECHNICAL DATA 

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc; 
reverse polarity protection 

Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Consumption
(output current excluded): 55 mA max. 

Outputs: NPN and PNP on different poles; 
pull up/down resistance= 33 K

Output current: 100 mA max. 
short-circuit protection 

Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. with NPN 
2 V max. with PNP 

(values at maximum output current) 
Response time: 20 µs max. 
Switching frequency: 25 kHz max. 
T rise: 1 µs (NPN; R = 1 K)
 120 µs (NPN; C = 4.7 nF) 

33 K pull-up internal resistance 
T fall: 1 µs (PNP; R = 1 K)
 120 µs (PNP; C = 4.7 nF) 

pull-down internal resistance 33 K
Humidity: 35 … 85% rH non-condensing 
Indicators: Bicolour READY/ERROR LED (green/red) 

OUT LED (yellow) 
Setting: AUTO-SET push-button 
Data retention: EEPROM non volatile memory 
Operating temperature: -20 … 60°C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70°C 
Emssion frequency: Modulated light at 50 kHz 10%
Emission type: infrared 880 nm 

visible red/green (633 nm/570 nm) 
Ambient light rejection: EN 60947-5-2 
Slot width: 2 mm 
Detectable object limits: Min. 0.5mm width 
Housing material: ZAMA 
Lens material: glass 
Mechanical protection: IP65 
Connections: M8 4-pole connector 
Weight: 115 g. 

SETTING

Static setting (MANUAL) 
Recommended in presence of transparent irregular profiles and requires a separate acquisition of the 
label and of the support with manual positioning.  
The best result is obtained acquiring the most transparent area of the label and the most opaque area of 
the support. 
Setting steps:
1) With LED continuously ON, position the label in the sensor slot if the output has to be activated in 

correspondence of the label (NORMAL output), or position the support if the output has to be 
activated in correspondence of the support (INVERTED output). Use the specific references for 
centring.

2) Briefly press AUTO-SET. The green and yellow LEDs turn OFF. The object acquisition phase begins. 
The object must not be moved until the green LED doesn’t blink rapidly. 

3) When the green LED blinks postion the second object (support or label) in the sensor slot using the 
specific references for centring. 

4) Briefly press AUTO-SET. The green LED turns OFF. The detection of the second object begins. The 
object must not be moved until the green LED doesn’t turn ON continuously. 

5) The green READY LED continuously ON indicates that the sensor has detected a sufficient contrast 
between the label and the support. The sensor can function with the new setting. A different indication 
signals an error due to insufficient contrast. 

Static setting (MANUAL) 
Recommended in presence of transparent irregular profiles and requires a separate acquisition of the 
label and of the support with manual positioning. 
The best result is obtained acquiring the most transparent area of the label and the most opaque area of 
the support. 
Setting steps: 
1) With LED solidly ON, position the label in the sensor slot if the output has to be activated in 
correspondence of the label (NORMAL output), or position the support if the output has to be 
activated in correspondence of the support (INVERTED output). Use the specific references for 
centering.
2) Briefly press AUTO-SET. The green and yellow LEDs turn OFF. The object acquisition phase begins. 
The object must not be moved until the green LED blinks rapidly. 
3) While the green LED continues to blink rapidly, position the second object (support or label) in the 
sensor slot using the 
specific references for centering. 
4) Briefly press AUTO-SET. The rapidly blinking green LED turns OFF. The detection of the second 
object begins. The 
object must not be moved until the green LED turns solidly ON. 
5) The green READY LED solidly ON indicates that the sensor has detected a sufficient contrast 
between the label and the support. The sensor can function with the new setting. A different indication 
signals an error due to insufficient contrast. 

Dynamic setting with NORMAL or INVERTED output 
The programming has to be carried-out during normal movement of the label ribbon inside the sensor 
slot. Recommended for labels and supports with a rather uniform transparency degree. 
Setting steps:
1) With green LED continuously ON, start the movement of the label ribbon in the sensor slot. 
2) Press AUTO-SET until the green LED blink slowly. 
3) Release the push-button. The sensor acquires the transparency degree of both the moving labels and 

support in approximately 2 sec. cycles. Leave the sensor in this acquisition phase for the time 
necessary to guarantee the detection of the major number of points possible. The duration depends 
on the ribbon speed and dimensions of the labels and support.

4) Setting with NORMAL output: briefly press AUTO-SET. The green READY LED continuously ON 
indicates that the sensor has detected a sufficient contrast between the label and support. The sensor 
begins to function with the new setting and the output is activated in correspondence of the label. A 
different indication signals an error due to insufficient contrast. 

5) Setting with INVERTED output: press AUTO-SET until the green LED blinks rapidly three times. 
Release the pus-button. The green READY LED continuously ON indicates that the sensor has 
detected a sufficient contrast between the label and the support. The sensor begins to function wth 
the new setting and the output is activated in correspondence of the support. A different indication 
signals an error due to insufficient contrast. 

ERROR INDICATIONS 

READY/ERROR LED blinking with slow red and green alternation: indicates that the setting (static or 
dynamic) has failed due to insufficient transparency or contrast between label and support. In this case 
the sensor maintains the previous setting and returns to normal functioning pressing and releasing 
AUTO-SET. 
READY/ERROR LED red blinking at average speed: during normal functioning and only with active 
output, indicates a short-circuit or overload of the outputs or insufficient power supply. The indication 
disappears when the cause is removed. 

PUSH-BUTTON BLOCKING AND UNBLOCKING 
The push-button can be blocked to avoid accidental movements during normal sensor functioning. The 
block can be maintained even after the turning OFF and turning ON of the sensor. The blocking and 
unblocking operations are given below: 
1) With sensor turned OFF press AUTO-SET 
2) Re-power sensor keeping the push-button pressed. The sensor inverts the block status: if the push-

button was unblocked the bock is activated and the red LED is continuously ON, if the push-button 
was blocked the sensor unblocks it and at sensor re-powering the green LED is continuously ON. 

3) The sensor begins to operate with normal functioning. The setting can not be modified if the push-
button is blocked. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and 
successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36
months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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SR21-IR / SR21-RG 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS

OUTPUT LED (YELLOW)
The yellow LED ON indicates output activation. 
READY/ERROR LED (RED/GREEN) 
The green LED continuously ON indicates a normal operating condition. Refer to the “SETTING” 
paragraph for the correct setting phase indications. 
The red LED continuously ON or blinking indicates an error status. 
Refer to “ERROR INDICATIONS” paragraph for the correct indications during the different functioning 
phases.
AUTO-SET PUSH-BUTTON 
Activates the different setting modes using the READY/ERROR LED indications. 
The pressure on the AUTO-SET push-button can be “brief” when pressed for at least 3 sec., or “long” 
when pressed longer. 
Refer to “SETTING” paragraph for operating mode indications. 
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NOTE
To install the sensor using the connector positioned at 90°, unscrew the blocking screw and rotate the 
fixing block in an anti-clockwise direction. At the end rescrew the blocking screw. 

CONNECTIONS
M8 connector 

TECHNICAL DATA 

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc; 
reverse polarity protection 

Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Consumption
(output current excluded): 55 mA max. 

Outputs: NPN and PNP on different poles; 
pull up/down resistance= 33 K

Output current: 100 mA max. 
short-circuit protection 

Output saturation voltage: 2 V max. with NPN 
2 V max. with PNP 

(values at maximum output current) 
Response time: 20 µs max. 
Switching frequency: 25 kHz max. 
T rise: 1 µs (NPN; R = 1 K)
 120 µs (NPN; C = 4.7 nF) 

33 K pull-up internal resistance 
T fall: 1 µs (PNP; R = 1 K)
 120 µs (PNP; C = 4.7 nF) 

pull-down internal resistance 33 K
Humidity: 35 … 85% rH non-condensing 
Indicators: Bicolour READY/ERROR LED (green/red) 

OUT LED (yellow) 
Setting: AUTO-SET push-button 
Data retention: EEPROM non volatile memory 
Operating temperature: -20 … 60°C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70°C 
Emssion frequency: Modulated light at 50 kHz 10%
Emission type: infrared 880 nm 

visible red/green (633 nm/570 nm) 
Ambient light rejection: EN 60947-5-2 
Slot width: 2 mm 
Detectable object limits: Min. 0.5mm width 
Housing material: ZAMA 
Lens material: glass 
Mechanical protection: IP65 
Connections: M8 4-pole connector 
Weight: 115 g. 

SETTING

Static setting (MANUAL) 
Recommended in presence of transparent irregular profiles and requires a separate acquisition of the 
label and of the support with manual positioning.  
The best result is obtained acquiring the most transparent area of the label and the most opaque area of 
the support. 
Setting steps:
1) With LED continuously ON, position the label in the sensor slot if the output has to be activated in 

correspondence of the label (NORMAL output), or position the support if the output has to be 
activated in correspondence of the support (INVERTED output). Use the specific references for 
centring.

2) Briefly press AUTO-SET. The green and yellow LEDs turn OFF. The object acquisition phase begins. 
The object must not be moved until the green LED doesn’t blink rapidly. 

3) When the green LED blinks postion the second object (support or label) in the sensor slot using the 
specific references for centring. 

4) Briefly press AUTO-SET. The green LED turns OFF. The detection of the second object begins. The 
object must not be moved until the green LED doesn’t turn ON continuously. 

5) The green READY LED continuously ON indicates that the sensor has detected a sufficient contrast 
between the label and the support. The sensor can function with the new setting. A different indication 
signals an error due to insufficient contrast. 

Static setting (MANUAL) 
Recommended in presence of transparent irregular profiles and requires a separate acquisition of the 
label and of the support with manual positioning. 
The best result is obtained acquiring the most transparent area of the label and the most opaque area of 
the support. 
Setting steps: 
1) With LED solidly ON, position the label in the sensor slot if the output has to be activated in 
correspondence of the label (NORMAL output), or position the support if the output has to be 
activated in correspondence of the support (INVERTED output). Use the specific references for 
centering.
2) Briefly press AUTO-SET. The green and yellow LEDs turn OFF. The object acquisition phase begins. 
The object must not be moved until the green LED blinks rapidly. 
3) While the green LED continues to blink rapidly, position the second object (support or label) in the 
sensor slot using the 
specific references for centering. 
4) Briefly press AUTO-SET. The rapidly blinking green LED turns OFF. The detection of the second 
object begins. The 
object must not be moved until the green LED turns solidly ON. 
5) The green READY LED solidly ON indicates that the sensor has detected a sufficient contrast 
between the label and the support. The sensor can function with the new setting. A different indication 
signals an error due to insufficient contrast. 

Dynamic setting with NORMAL or INVERTED output 
The programming has to be carried-out during normal movement of the label ribbon inside the sensor 
slot. Recommended for labels and supports with a rather uniform transparency degree. 
Setting steps:
1) With green LED continuously ON, start the movement of the label ribbon in the sensor slot. 
2) Press AUTO-SET until the green LED blink slowly. 
3) Release the push-button. The sensor acquires the transparency degree of both the moving labels and 

support in approximately 2 sec. cycles. Leave the sensor in this acquisition phase for the time 
necessary to guarantee the detection of the major number of points possible. The duration depends 
on the ribbon speed and dimensions of the labels and support.

4) Setting with NORMAL output: briefly press AUTO-SET. The green READY LED continuously ON 
indicates that the sensor has detected a sufficient contrast between the label and support. The sensor 
begins to function with the new setting and the output is activated in correspondence of the label. A 
different indication signals an error due to insufficient contrast. 

5) Setting with INVERTED output: press AUTO-SET until the green LED blinks rapidly three times. 
Release the pus-button. The green READY LED continuously ON indicates that the sensor has 
detected a sufficient contrast between the label and the support. The sensor begins to function wth 
the new setting and the output is activated in correspondence of the support. A different indication 
signals an error due to insufficient contrast. 

ERROR INDICATIONS 

READY/ERROR LED blinking with slow red and green alternation: indicates that the setting (static or 
dynamic) has failed due to insufficient transparency or contrast between label and support. In this case 
the sensor maintains the previous setting and returns to normal functioning pressing and releasing 
AUTO-SET. 
READY/ERROR LED red blinking at average speed: during normal functioning and only with active 
output, indicates a short-circuit or overload of the outputs or insufficient power supply. The indication 
disappears when the cause is removed. 

PUSH-BUTTON BLOCKING AND UNBLOCKING 
The push-button can be blocked to avoid accidental movements during normal sensor functioning. The 
block can be maintained even after the turning OFF and turning ON of the sensor. The blocking and 
unblocking operations are given below: 
1) With sensor turned OFF press AUTO-SET 
2) Re-power sensor keeping the push-button pressed. The sensor inverts the block status: if the push-

button was unblocked the bock is activated and the red LED is continuously ON, if the push-button 
was blocked the sensor unblocks it and at sensor re-powering the green LED is continuously ON. 

3) The sensor begins to operate with normal functioning. The setting can not be modified if the push-
button is blocked. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and 
successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36
months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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READY LED
ERROR LED PUSH BUTTON

OUTPUT LED

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

CABLES

CONNECTIONS

OPTIC FUNCTION EMISSION CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Fork sensor
Infrared LED

M8 Connector PNP/NPN
SR21-IR 953151070

Red/Green LED SR21-RG 953151080

TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M8 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B1-02-G-03 95A251420

5 m CS-B1-02-G-05 95A251430

7 m CS-B1-02-G-07 95A251440

10 m CS-B1-02-G-10 95A251480

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-B1-02-R-02 95A251620

5 m CS-B1-02-R-05 95A251640

Radial M8 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B2-02-G-03 95A251450

5 m CS-B2-02-G-05 95A251460

7 m CS-B2-02-G-07 95A251470

10 m CS-B2-02-G-10 95A251530

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-B2-02-R-02 95A251630

5 m CS-B2-02-R-05 95A251650
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APPLICATIONS

• Processing and Packaging machinery
• Automatic labelers

• Multilayer labels detection 
• Up to 0,5 mm of minimum size labels/gap
• 5 mm slot width
• 50 mm slot depth
• Dynamic or static setting through single push-button
• 12 kHz switching frequency
• Compact and robust housing, IP65
• M8 connector or 2 m cable models
• PNP or NPN models

HIGH EFFICIENCY FORK 
SENSOR FOR BOOKLET 
AND MULTILAYER LABELS 
DETECTION 

SR23

SR23 

Slot width 5 mm

Slot depth 50 mm

Switching frequency 12 kHz

Light emission IR LED 

Setting push button

Power supply
Vdc 10…30 Vdc 

Vac 

Vac/dc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP

relay

other

Connection
cable •

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 30x63x10 

Housing material Alluminum (Zama), Plastic (PBT) 

Mechanical protection IP65

FORK SENSORS
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Power supply 10 … 30 Vdc (reverse polarity protection)

Ripple 2 Vpp max.

Consumption (output current excluded) 30 mA max.

Light emission IR LED 850 nm

Setting SET push-button

Indicators yellow OUTPUT LED 
green READY LED

Output PNP or NPN

Output current 100 mA max.

Saturation voltage 2 V max.

Slot width 5 mm

Slot depth 50 mm

Minimum label width 0,5...2 mm

Minimum space between labels 0,5...2 mm

Speed of the conveyor during setting procedure 20 m/min (30 cm/s) max.

Response time 40 µs max.

Switching frequency 12 kHz max.

Connection M8 4-pole connector, 2 m cable

Dielectric strength 500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance > 20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing

Mechanical protection IP65

Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2

Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Housing material Aluminum (Zama)

Cover material PBT

Lens material PC

Operating temperature -20 … 55°C

Storage temperature -20 … 70°C

Weight 85 g cable vers., 46 g M8 conn. vers.

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS

DOVETAIL GUIDE 
MOUNTING
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M8 CONNECTOR CABLE

OPTIC FUNCTION CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Fork Sensor

2m Cable
PNP SR23-2-IR-PH 953161000

NPN SR23-2-IR-NH 953161020

M8 Connector
PNP SR23-5-IR-PH 953161010 

NPN SR23-5-IR-NH 953161030

TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M8 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B1-02-G-03 95A251420

5 m CS-B1-02-G-05 95A251430

7 m CS-B1-02-G-07 95A251440

10 m CS-B1-02-G-10 95A251480

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-B1-02-R-02 95A251620

5 m CS-B1-02-R-05 95A251640

Radial M8 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B2-02-G-03 95A251450

5 m CS-B2-02-G-05 95A251460

7 m CS-B2-02-G-07 95A251470

10 m CS-B2-02-G-10 95A251530

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-B2-02-R-02 95A251630

5 m CS-B2-02-R-05 95A251650

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

CABLES

CONNECTIONS
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SRF-30/50/80/120

Slot width

30 mm (SRF-30)

50 mm (SRF-50)

80 mm (SRF-80)

120 mm (SRF-120)

Slot depth
34 mm (SRF-30)

54 mm (SRF-50/80/120)

Switching frequency
1,5 kHz

5 kHz (class 2 LASER)

Light emission
red LED 

red LASER (class 2)

Setting trimmer

Power supply
Vdc 10…30 V

Vac

Vac/dc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP

relay

other

Connection
cable

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm)

10x50x59 (SRF-30)

10x70x79 (SRF-50)

10x100x79 (SRF-80)

10x140x84 (SRF-120)

Housing material Aluminium

Mechanical protection IP67

APPLICATIONS

• Packaging and labeling machinery
• Automotive
• Packaging lines

• Visible red emission models
• High resolution LASER models
• Sensitivity adjustment trimmer and dark/light selectors
• Industrial metal housing with glass lenses

ULTIMATE PRECISION  
USING LED OR LASER  
EMISSIONS FOR HIGH  
RESOLUTION

SRF
FORK SENSORS
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Power supply 10 … 30 Vdc (reverse polarity protection)

Ripple 2 Vpp max.

Consumption (output current excluded)
35 mA max. 
20 mA max. (Laser mod.)

Light emission
red LED 640 nm
red Laser 650 nm 

Setting sensitivity trimmer and N.O./N.C. trimmer

Operating mode LIGHT/DARK configurable

Indicators yellow LED 

Output PNP or NPN; NO; NC

Output current 200 mA max.

Saturation voltage 3 V max. PNP, 2,5 V max. NPN

Response time 
333 µs 
100 µs (Laser mod.)

Switching frequency
1,5 kHz
5 kHz (Laser mod.)

Connection M8 3-pole connector

Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing

Electrical protection class 1

Mechanical protection IP67

Ambient light rejection 5 kLux

Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Slot width 30, 50, 80, 120 mm 

Resolution
0,3 mm (mod. SRF…30 ), 0,5 mm (mod. SRF…50/80), 0,8 mm (mod. SRF…120)
0,05 mm (Laser mod. SRF…30), 0,08 mm (Laser mod. SRF…50), 0,1 mm (Laser mod. SRF…80), 0,15 mm  (Laser mod. 
SRF…120)

Housing material GDZn

Lens material glass

Operating temperature -10 … 60 °C

Storage temperature -20 … 70 °C

Weight
36 g (mod. SRF…30 ), 54 g (mod. SRF…50), 77 g (mod. SRF…80), 118 g (mod. SRF…120)
66 g (Laser mod. SRF…30 ), 110 g (Laser mod. SRF…50), 135 g (Laser mod. SRF…80), 210 g (Laser mod . 
SRF…120)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS
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SRF SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 
Slot sensor 

 
 

CONTROLS
YELLOW LED ON  – object presence 
YELLOW LED OFF – object absent 

SENSITIVITY TRIMMER 
This trimmer can be used to adjust sensitivity of the 
sensor. 
 
N.O. / N.C. TRIMMER – OUTPUT 
This trimmer can be used to adjust the output status. 
 
WARNING: The trimmer rotation is limited to 270° by 
a mechanical stop. 
Do not apply excessive torque when adjusting. 

CONNECTIONS 
 
 

+ 10 … 30 Vdc 
BROWN 1

BLACK 4

BLUE 3
0 V 

OUTPUT 

 
 
 
 
M8 connector 
 

1 3

4 

DIMENSIONS

TECHNICAL DATA 
 SRF-30 SRF-50 SRF-80 SRF-120 
Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc; reverse polarity protected 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 35mA max. 

Outputs: PNP or NPN / N.O. / N.C. selectable 
Output current: 200 mA max. with short-circuit protection 
Output saturation voltage: 3 V max. PNP / 2.5 V max. NPN 
Response time: 333 s 
Switching frequency: 1500 Hz 
Hysteresis: 0.1 mm 0.15 mm 0.2 mm 
Resolution: 0.3 mm 0.5 mm 0.8 mm 
Repeatability: 0.02 mm 0.04 mm 0.06 mm 0.08 mm 
Humidity: 35 … 85% rH non condensing 
Indicators: YELLOW LED 
Setting: sensitivity trimmer and N.O./N.C. trimmer 
Operating temperature: -10 … 60°C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70°C 
Dielectric strength: 500 Vac  1 min., between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: >20 M  500 Vdc, between electronics and housing 
Emission type: LED RED 640 nm 
Ambient light rejection: 5 kLux 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis 

(EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Slot width: 30 mm 50 mm 80 mm 120 mm 
Housing: GDZn 
Lenses: Glass 
Protection class: IP67 
Connections: M8 3 pole connector 
Weight: 36 g. 54 g. 77 g. 118 g. 

 

SETTING
 
 
Sensor setting 

1) Place the object to read in the sensor slot using the 
reference marks on the tip for alignment. 

2) Turn the sensitivity with the trimmer in order to 
obtain the correct reading of the object. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments. 
 

WARRANTY 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification. 

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
826002003 Rev.C © Copyright Datalogic 2008-2010 

These slot sensors 
are not suitable for 
safety applications 
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Sensitivity trimmer

trimmer

Output 
LED

ALL MODELS

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

OUTPUT
(BLACK)

0 V
(BLUE)

10...30 Vdc
(BROWN)

M8 CONNECTOR

OPTIC FUNCTION EMISSION CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Fork sensor 
(30 mm)

Red LED
M8 Connector

PNP SRF-30-5-P 95B020050

NPN SRF-30-5-N 95B020090

LASER PNP SRF-L-30-5-P 95B020130

Fork sensor  
(50 mm)

Red LED
M8 Connector

PNP SRF-50-5-P 95B020060

NPN SRF-50-5-N 95B020100

LASER PNP SRF-L-50-5-P 95B020140

Fork sensor 
(80 mm)

Red LED
M8 Connector

PNP SRF-80-5-P 95B020070

NPN SRF-80-5-N 95B020110

LASER PNP SRF-L-80-5-P 95B020150

Fork sensor 
(120 mm)

Red LED
M8 Connector

PNP SRF-120-5-P 95B020080

NPN SRF-120-5-N 95B020120

LASER PNP SRF-L-120-5-P 95B020160

CONNECTIONS

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION
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TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M8 connector

3-pole, Grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS -B1-01-G-03 95A251490

5 m CS -B1-01-G-05 95A251510

Radial M8 connector
3 m CS -B2-01-G-03 95A251500

5 m CS -B2-01-G-05 95A251520

CABLES

Rev. 03, 04/2019

The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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APPLICATIONS

• Detection of transparent, opaque, or metallic ink labels
• Double sheet detection
• Adhesive surface detection

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
ULTRASONIC FORK SENSORS 
FOR TRANSPARENT LABEL 
DETECTION

SRX3

• Dynamic or static teach models
• Slot size 3mm
• High resolution up to 2 mm label gap 
• M8 connector  with PNP or NPN output
• M12 connector with PNP/NPN output and external teach-in
• Rugged and sturdy aluminium housing

SRX3 

Slot width 3 mm 

Slot depth 68 mm  

Switching frequency 500  hz 

Emission type Ultrasonic  300 Khz 

Setting 300 mm 

Power supply Vdc 12…30 Vdc ●

Output
PNP ●

NPN ●

Connection
Connector M12  5-pin 

Connector M8  4-pin

Approximate dimensions (mm) 90 x 55 x 22 

Housing material Aluminium 

Mechanical protection IP54

FORK SENSORS
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TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS
M12 CONNECTOR

1 - TEACH-IN PUSH BUTTON
2 - MODE LED
3 - STATUS LED
4 – SENSING POINT REFERENCE

M8 CONNECTOR

SPECIFICATION 

Minimum pulse time 1ms 

Detectable size > 2mm 

Max. tape speed  60m/min 

Tape size > 16mm 

Ultrasonic frequency 300 Khz 

ELECTRICAL DATA 

Power supply 12…30 Vdc 

Current consumption < 55mA 

Ripple 10%

Output current 250 mA max. 

Output saturation voltage < 1,5V @ 100mA 

Rising time 0,8 us max 

Falling time 1,6 us max 

Power On delay 325 ms 

Response time 1ms 

Switching frequency 500 hz 

Output PNP / NPN  

MECHANICAL DATA 

Connection M12 5 pin 

Operating temperature 0 °C … +50 °C 

Storage temperature -25 °C … +75 °C

Humidity 35…85% rH non condensing 

Vibration 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Housing material Aluminium 

Protection class IP54 

Weight 300g 
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Q-PNP

Q-NPN

REMOTE

+10...30 Vdc

0V –

Connettore Cavo
1 Brown 10…30 Vdc
2 White SET remote input
3 Blue 0 V
4 Black OUTPUT

 

(connettore visto dal 
lato esterno del sensore) 

10 … 30 Vcc 
+ - 

OUTPUT 

0 V 

2 
 

1 

4 
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REMOTE 
(BIANCO) 

(MARRONE) (BLU) 

(NERO) 

+ 

 

10 … 30 Vcc 

REMOTE 

MARRONE 1 

BIANCO 2 

NERO 4 

BLU 3 
OUTPUT 

0 V 

(WHITE)

(BROWN)

(BLACK)

(BLUE)

Q-PNP

Vdc

Connettore Cavo
1 Brown 10…30 Vdc
2 White SET remote input
3 Blue 0 V
4 Black OUTPUT

 

(connettore visto dal 
lato esterno del sensore) 

10 … 30 Vcc 
+ - 

OUTPUT 

0 V 

2 
 

1 

4 
 
3 

REMOTE 
(BIANCO) 

(MARRONE) (BLU) 

(NERO) 

+ 

 

10 … 30 Vcc 

REMOTE 

MARRONE 1 

BIANCO 2 

NERO 4 

BLU 3 
OUTPUT 

0 V 

(WHITE)

(BROWN)

(BLACK)

(BLUE)

Q-PNPQ-NPN

Vdc

BLUE

GREY

― 0 V

TEACH-IN

Q-PNP

Q-NPN

+10...30 Vdc

5

3 BLUE
― 0 V

Q-PNP

REMOTE

+10...30 Vdc

3 BLUE
― 0 V

Q-PNP

Q-NPN

+10...30 Vdc

3

(BLUE)

(GREY)

(BLACK)

(WHITE) (BROWN)

M12 CONNECTOR – 5 PIN M8 CONNECTOR –8 PIN

ADJUSTMENT OUTPUT CONNECTION MODEL ORDER No.
Dynamic Teach-in PNP/NPN +EXT M12 5 pin SRX3-5-US-M12-PNH 953171000

Static Teach-in PNP/NPN +EXT M12 5 pin SRX3-5-US-3-M12-PNH 953171010

Dynamic Teach-in PNP+EXT M8 4 pin SRX3-6-US-M8-PH 953171020 

Static Teach-in PNP+EXT M8 4 pin SRX3-6-US-3-M8-PH 953171030

Dynamic Teach-in PNP/NPN M8 4 pin SRX3-6-US-M8-PN 953171040

Static Teach-in PNP/NPN M8 4 pin SRX3-6-US-3-M8-PN 953171050

1 - TEACH-IN PUSH BUTTON
2 - MODE LED
3 - STATUS LED (OUTPUT LED)
4 – SENSING POINT REFERENCE

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

CONNECTIONS

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION
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CABLES

TYPE No. Of POLES SHEAT LENGTH DESCRIPTION ORDER No.

Female
M12 Connector

(Axial)
5-poles

Grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-03-G-03 95ACC2110

5 m CS-A1-03-G-05 95ACC2120

10 m CS-A1-03-G-10 95ACC2140

Black, P.V.C.
UL

3 CS-A1-03-U-03 95ASE1170

5 CS-A1-03-U-05 95ASE1180

10 CS-A1-03-U-10 95ASE1190

M8 Connector
(Axial) 4-poles

Grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B-1-02-G-03 95A251420

5 m CS-B-1-02-G-05 95A251430

7 m CS-B-1-02-G-07 95A251440

10 m CS-B-1-02-G-10 95A251480

P.U.R.
2 m CS-B-1-02-R-02 95A251500

5 m CS-B-1-02-R-05 95A251520

M8 Connector
(radial 90°) 4-poles

Grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B2-02-G-03 95A251450

5 m CS-B2-02-G-05 95A251480

7 m CS-B2-02-G-07 95A251470

P.U.R. 5 m CS-B2-02-R-05 95ACC2110

The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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TLµ

Contrast sensor

6…12 mm (9 mm lens)

14…22 mm (18 mm lens)

22…34 mm (28 mm lens)

40…60 mm (50 mm lens)

Contrast sensor with fiber optic
0…3 mm (proximity)

0…10 mm (through beam)

Switching frequency
10 kHz

20 kHz

Light emission
red/green LED

white LED

Setting
 push buttons

remote

Power supply
Vdc 10…30 V

Vac

Vac/dc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP

relay

other 0…5 V Analog Output

Connection
cable •

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 31x81x58

Housing material Zama

Mechanical protection IP67

APPLICATIONS

• Packaging and labeling machinery
• Beverage/Food/Cosmetic/Pharmaceutical industries
• Printing machinery

ALL REGISTRATION MARK 
DETECTION APPLICATIONS 

TLμ

• Teach-in, Remote settings
• Red/green or white LED emission
• Various interchangeable lenses and fiber-optic models
• Metal housing with orientable optics and connector

CONTRAST SENSORS
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N°. FORMAT 1 2 3 4 
input REMOTE A 0V 0V +V +V 
input REMOTE B 0V +V 0V +V 

OUT without TIMER

OUT with TIMER

ON

OFF

20 ms

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF20 ms

TL SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The red LED indicates the output status. 
READY LED 
During functioning, the green LED permanently ON indicates a normal 
operating condition; fast blinking indicates an output overload condition. 
See the “SETTING” paragraph for setup procedure indications. 
MARK / BKGD PUSHBUTTON 
The pushbutton activates the setup procedure. 

INSTALLATION
Operating distance is rated 
starting from the lens front face. 
The M12 connector or cable exit 
can be rotated in three positions 
by loosening the locking screw. 
Tighten the locking screw when 
finished. 
The beam direction may be 
changed swapping the cap and 
the lens. 
Detecting marks on a reflective surface is improved adjusting the beam 
direction to 5° … 20° from surface axis. 

CONNECTIONS

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

REMOTE A *

BROWN

RED

ORANGE

GREY
REMOTE B *

ANALOG OUTPUT
WHITE

BLUE
NPN/PNP

0 V

SHIELD **

* = Connect the unused REMOTE wires to 0 V. 
** = The cable shield is insulated from the sensor housing; it is recommended 
  to connect the shield to 0 V. 

M12 CONNECTOR 

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

NPN/PNP0 V

ANALOG OUTPUT
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

DIMENSIONS

7.5

Ø
25

READY LED OUTPUT LED

BKGD
PUSHBUTTON

.

mm

Ø
2531

n°.4 M5x6
n°.4 M5x0.24

81.2

14.1 27.5 28

42
.2

58

36.6 28
n°.4 M5x6
n°.4 M5x0.24

39
.8

24

4.
3

M12 CONNECTOR

15

M
12

x1

20.9

Ø
6.

1

4.3

CAP

9 mm LENS

TL-x6x

18 mm LENS

MARK
PUSHBUTTON

TECHNICAL DATA 
Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values; reverse polarity protection 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 80 mA max. 

Output: NPN or PNP, pull down/up resistance 10 k (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 200 mA max. 
Analog output: 0 … 2 V ± 10% (white 90%); 5.5 V max.; ripple 40 mVpp max.; output resistance 2.2 k
Output saturation voltage: 1V max. NPN versions / 2V max PNP versions 
Response time: 50 s max. / 25 s max. (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Switching frequency: 10 kHz max. / 20 kHz max. (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Timing function: 20 ms minimum output ON 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (RED) / READY LED (GREEN) 
Setting: by pushbuttons / by wires; 4 settings storage cable version 
Retention data: non volatile EEPROM memory 
Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: Class 1 
Operating distance: 9 mm (TL-x1x/4xx/5xx) / 18 mm (TL-x6x) 
Minimum spot dimension: 1.5 x 5 mm  (TL-x1x) / 2 x 7 mm (TL-x6x) /  3 mm (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Depth of field: ± 3 mm (TL-x1x/4xx/5xx) / ± 4 mm (TL-x6x) 
Emission type: green (526 nm) / red (630 nm) with automatic selection or white (400-700 nm) 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, in every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock in every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
DARK/LIGHT selection: teach-in procedure 
Housing: ZAMA
Protection class: IP67
Connections: 3 m shielded cable  6.1 mm / M12 4-pole connector 
Weight: 450 g. max. cable versions / 310 g. max. connector versions 

CONFIGURATION DETECTION DIAGRAM 
A double selector and a switch are 
available removing the sensor side 
cover. The selector allows to enable the 
output timing function and choose the 
pushbuttons    and     REMOTE    inputs   1    2

ONREMOTE

SET

FORMAT

TIMING

ON

OFF

operating mode; the switch allows to select the output type (NPN or
PNP). 
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FUNCTION SELECTION 
When FORMAT is 
selected (configuration 
selector section 1), the 
MARK and BKGD 
puskbuttons are enabled and connecting the REMOTE inputs (TL-xx1) 
to the power supply as shown in the table allows to select up to 4 
different settings (formats). This is the factory setting. 
If a non-set format is selected, the sensor is disabled and the green LED 
flashes at a low rate. 
A setting can be stored selecting a format and executing the procedure 
described in the “SETTING” paragraph. 
When SET is selected (configuration selector section 1), the MARK and 
BKGD pushbuttons are disabled; the REMOTE inputs (TL-x1x) replace 
the pushbuttons functionality. 
Connecting the REMOTE A and B inputs to the positive power supply 
rail is equivalent to pressing the MARK and BKGD pushbuttons 
respectively. Connect the unused inputs to 0V. 

TIMING FUNCTION 
When ON is selected 
(configuration selector 
section 2), a delay timer 
function is enabled which 
extends the minimum ON 
output time to 20 ms. The factory setting is OFF (timer disabled). 

SETTING
A two-step setup procedure adjusts the switching threshold and the 
LIGHT/DARK mode. Using the procedure given below the sensor output 
is set to be ON when a mark is detected. 
1) Output ON state acquisition (MARK) 

Place the target mark into the emission spot and press the MARK 
pushbutton until the green LED turns OFF. 
Don’t move the mark during the setting phase (about 1 sec). 

2) Output OFF state acquisition (BKGD) 
Place the background into the emission spot and press the BKGD 
pushbutton; the green LED blinks once. 
Don’t move the background during the setting phase. 

If the green LED lights permanently ON, a safe operation has been 
obtained; if it flashes at a low rate the setup procedure has failed due to 
insufficient contrast; repeat the procedure from the beginning. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826000025 Rev.G © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2009 

N°. FORMAT 1 2 3 4 
input REMOTE A 0V 0V +V +V 
input REMOTE B 0V +V 0V +V 

OUT without TIMER

OUT with TIMER

ON

OFF

20 ms

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF20 ms

TL SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The red LED indicates the output status. 
READY LED 
During functioning, the green LED permanently ON indicates a normal 
operating condition; fast blinking indicates an output overload condition. 
See the “SETTING” paragraph for setup procedure indications. 
MARK / BKGD PUSHBUTTON 
The pushbutton activates the setup procedure. 

INSTALLATION
Operating distance is rated 
starting from the lens front face. 
The M12 connector or cable exit 
can be rotated in three positions 
by loosening the locking screw. 
Tighten the locking screw when 
finished. 
The beam direction may be 
changed swapping the cap and 
the lens. 
Detecting marks on a reflective surface is improved adjusting the beam 
direction to 5° … 20° from surface axis. 

CONNECTIONS

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

REMOTE A *

BROWN

RED

ORANGE

GREY
REMOTE B *

ANALOG OUTPUT
WHITE

BLUE
NPN/PNP

0 V

SHIELD **

* = Connect the unused REMOTE wires to 0 V. 
** = The cable shield is insulated from the sensor housing; it is recommended 
  to connect the shield to 0 V. 

M12 CONNECTOR 

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

NPN/PNP0 V

ANALOG OUTPUT
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

DIMENSIONS

7.5

Ø
25

READY LED OUTPUT LED

BKGD
PUSHBUTTON
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mm

Ø
2531

n°.4 M5x6
n°.4 M5x0.24

81.2

14.1 27.5 28

42
.2

58

36.6 28
n°.4 M5x6
n°.4 M5x0.24

39
.8

24
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3

M12 CONNECTOR

15
M

12
x1

20.9

Ø
6.

1

4.3

CAP

9 mm LENS

TL-x6x

18 mm LENS

MARK
PUSHBUTTON

TECHNICAL DATA 
Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values; reverse polarity protection 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 80 mA max. 

Output: NPN or PNP, pull down/up resistance 10 k (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 200 mA max. 
Analog output: 0 … 2 V ± 10% (white 90%); 5.5 V max.; ripple 40 mVpp max.; output resistance 2.2 k
Output saturation voltage: 1V max. NPN versions / 2V max PNP versions 
Response time: 50 s max. / 25 s max. (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Switching frequency: 10 kHz max. / 20 kHz max. (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Timing function: 20 ms minimum output ON 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (RED) / READY LED (GREEN) 
Setting: by pushbuttons / by wires; 4 settings storage cable version 
Retention data: non volatile EEPROM memory 
Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: Class 1 
Operating distance: 9 mm (TL-x1x/4xx/5xx) / 18 mm (TL-x6x) 
Minimum spot dimension: 1.5 x 5 mm  (TL-x1x) / 2 x 7 mm (TL-x6x) /  3 mm (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Depth of field: ± 3 mm (TL-x1x/4xx/5xx) / ± 4 mm (TL-x6x) 
Emission type: green (526 nm) / red (630 nm) with automatic selection or white (400-700 nm) 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, in every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock in every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
DARK/LIGHT selection: teach-in procedure 
Housing: ZAMA
Protection class: IP67
Connections: 3 m shielded cable  6.1 mm / M12 4-pole connector 
Weight: 450 g. max. cable versions / 310 g. max. connector versions 

CONFIGURATION DETECTION DIAGRAM 
A double selector and a switch are 
available removing the sensor side 
cover. The selector allows to enable the 
output timing function and choose the 
pushbuttons    and     REMOTE    inputs   1    2

ONREMOTE

SET

FORMAT

TIMING

ON

OFF

operating mode; the switch allows to select the output type (NPN or
PNP). 
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TL   -x6x

FUNCTION SELECTION 
When FORMAT is 
selected (configuration 
selector section 1), the 
MARK and BKGD 
puskbuttons are enabled and connecting the REMOTE inputs (TL-xx1) 
to the power supply as shown in the table allows to select up to 4 
different settings (formats). This is the factory setting. 
If a non-set format is selected, the sensor is disabled and the green LED 
flashes at a low rate. 
A setting can be stored selecting a format and executing the procedure 
described in the “SETTING” paragraph. 
When SET is selected (configuration selector section 1), the MARK and 
BKGD pushbuttons are disabled; the REMOTE inputs (TL-x1x) replace 
the pushbuttons functionality. 
Connecting the REMOTE A and B inputs to the positive power supply 
rail is equivalent to pressing the MARK and BKGD pushbuttons 
respectively. Connect the unused inputs to 0V. 

TIMING FUNCTION 
When ON is selected 
(configuration selector 
section 2), a delay timer 
function is enabled which 
extends the minimum ON 
output time to 20 ms. The factory setting is OFF (timer disabled). 

SETTING
A two-step setup procedure adjusts the switching threshold and the 
LIGHT/DARK mode. Using the procedure given below the sensor output 
is set to be ON when a mark is detected. 
1) Output ON state acquisition (MARK) 

Place the target mark into the emission spot and press the MARK 
pushbutton until the green LED turns OFF. 
Don’t move the mark during the setting phase (about 1 sec). 

2) Output OFF state acquisition (BKGD) 
Place the background into the emission spot and press the BKGD 
pushbutton; the green LED blinks once. 
Don’t move the background during the setting phase. 

If the green LED lights permanently ON, a safe operation has been 
obtained; if it flashes at a low rate the setup procedure has failed due to 
insufficient contrast; repeat the procedure from the beginning. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826000025 Rev.G © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2009 

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS

Power supply 10 … 30 Vdc (limit values; reverse polarity protection)

Ripple 2 Vpp max.

Consumption (output current excluded) 80 mA max. 

Light emission
green LED 526 nm/red LED 630 nm (mod. TLµ-0/1xx)

white LED 400-700 nm (mod. TLµ-4/5xx)
Setting teach-in push-buttons/remote by 2 wires, 4 settings storage cable version

Operating mode Light/Dark automatic setting with teach-in procedure

Indicators
red OUTPUT LED 

green READY LED
Output PNP or NPN; analog output

Output current 200 mA max.

Saturation voltage 1 V max. NPN vers., 2 V max. PNP vers.

Response time 
50 µs max. (mod. TLµ-4xx)
25 µs max. (mod. TLµ-5xx)

Switching frequency
10 kHz max. (mod. TLµ-4xx)
20 kHz max. (mod. TLµ-5xx)

Connection 3 m shielded cable Ø 6.1 mm, M12 4-pole connector

Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing

Electrical protection class 1

Mechanical protection IP67

Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2

Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Minimum spot dimension  1,5 x 5 mm (TLµ-x1x), 2 x 7 mm (TLµ-x6x), Ø 3 mm (TLµ-4xx/5xx)

Depth of field ± 3 mm (TLµ-x1x/4xx/5xx) / ± 4 mm (TLµ-x6x)

Housing material ZAMA

Lens material glass

Operating temperature -10 … 55 °C

Storage temperature -20 … 70 °C

Weight 450 g max. cable vers., 310 g max. connector vers.
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N°. FORMAT 1 2 3 4 
input REMOTE A 0V 0V +V +V 
input REMOTE B 0V +V 0V +V 

OUT without TIMER

OUT with TIMER

ON

OFF

20 ms

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF20 ms

TL SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The red LED indicates the output status. 
READY LED 
During functioning, the green LED permanently ON indicates a normal 
operating condition; fast blinking indicates an output overload condition. 
See the “SETTING” paragraph for setup procedure indications. 
MARK / BKGD PUSHBUTTON 
The pushbutton activates the setup procedure. 

INSTALLATION
Operating distance is rated 
starting from the lens front face. 
The M12 connector or cable exit 
can be rotated in three positions 
by loosening the locking screw. 
Tighten the locking screw when 
finished. 
The beam direction may be 
changed swapping the cap and 
the lens. 
Detecting marks on a reflective surface is improved adjusting the beam 
direction to 5° … 20° from surface axis. 

CONNECTIONS

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

REMOTE A *

BROWN

RED

ORANGE

GREY
REMOTE B *

ANALOG OUTPUT
WHITE

BLUE
NPN/PNP

0 V

SHIELD **

* = Connect the unused REMOTE wires to 0 V. 
** = The cable shield is insulated from the sensor housing; it is recommended 
  to connect the shield to 0 V. 

M12 CONNECTOR 

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

NPN/PNP0 V

ANALOG OUTPUT
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

DIMENSIONS

7.5

Ø
25

READY LED OUTPUT LED

BKGD
PUSHBUTTON

.

mm

Ø
2531

n°.4 M5x6
n°.4 M5x0.24

81.2

14.1 27.5 28

42
.2

58

36.6 28
n°.4 M5x6
n°.4 M5x0.24

39
.8

24

4.
3

M12 CONNECTOR

15

M
12

x1

20.9

Ø
6.

1

4.3

CAP

9 mm LENS

TL-x6x

18 mm LENS

MARK
PUSHBUTTON

TECHNICAL DATA 
Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values; reverse polarity protection 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 80 mA max. 

Output: NPN or PNP, pull down/up resistance 10 k (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 200 mA max. 
Analog output: 0 … 2 V ± 10% (white 90%); 5.5 V max.; ripple 40 mVpp max.; output resistance 2.2 k
Output saturation voltage: 1V max. NPN versions / 2V max PNP versions 
Response time: 50 s max. / 25 s max. (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Switching frequency: 10 kHz max. / 20 kHz max. (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Timing function: 20 ms minimum output ON 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (RED) / READY LED (GREEN) 
Setting: by pushbuttons / by wires; 4 settings storage cable version 
Retention data: non volatile EEPROM memory 
Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: Class 1 
Operating distance: 9 mm (TL-x1x/4xx/5xx) / 18 mm (TL-x6x) 
Minimum spot dimension: 1.5 x 5 mm  (TL-x1x) / 2 x 7 mm (TL-x6x) /  3 mm (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Depth of field: ± 3 mm (TL-x1x/4xx/5xx) / ± 4 mm (TL-x6x) 
Emission type: green (526 nm) / red (630 nm) with automatic selection or white (400-700 nm) 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, in every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock in every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
DARK/LIGHT selection: teach-in procedure 
Housing: ZAMA
Protection class: IP67
Connections: 3 m shielded cable  6.1 mm / M12 4-pole connector 
Weight: 450 g. max. cable versions / 310 g. max. connector versions 

CONFIGURATION DETECTION DIAGRAM 
A double selector and a switch are 
available removing the sensor side 
cover. The selector allows to enable the 
output timing function and choose the 
pushbuttons    and     REMOTE    inputs   1    2

ONREMOTE

SET

FORMAT

TIMING

ON

OFF

operating mode; the switch allows to select the output type (NPN or
PNP). 
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mm
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TL   -x6x

FUNCTION SELECTION 
When FORMAT is 
selected (configuration 
selector section 1), the 
MARK and BKGD 
puskbuttons are enabled and connecting the REMOTE inputs (TL-xx1) 
to the power supply as shown in the table allows to select up to 4 
different settings (formats). This is the factory setting. 
If a non-set format is selected, the sensor is disabled and the green LED 
flashes at a low rate. 
A setting can be stored selecting a format and executing the procedure 
described in the “SETTING” paragraph. 
When SET is selected (configuration selector section 1), the MARK and 
BKGD pushbuttons are disabled; the REMOTE inputs (TL-x1x) replace 
the pushbuttons functionality. 
Connecting the REMOTE A and B inputs to the positive power supply 
rail is equivalent to pressing the MARK and BKGD pushbuttons 
respectively. Connect the unused inputs to 0V. 

TIMING FUNCTION 
When ON is selected 
(configuration selector 
section 2), a delay timer 
function is enabled which 
extends the minimum ON 
output time to 20 ms. The factory setting is OFF (timer disabled). 

SETTING
A two-step setup procedure adjusts the switching threshold and the 
LIGHT/DARK mode. Using the procedure given below the sensor output 
is set to be ON when a mark is detected. 
1) Output ON state acquisition (MARK) 

Place the target mark into the emission spot and press the MARK 
pushbutton until the green LED turns OFF. 
Don’t move the mark during the setting phase (about 1 sec). 

2) Output OFF state acquisition (BKGD) 
Place the background into the emission spot and press the BKGD 
pushbutton; the green LED blinks once. 
Don’t move the background during the setting phase. 

If the green LED lights permanently ON, a safe operation has been 
obtained; if it flashes at a low rate the setup procedure has failed due to 
insufficient contrast; repeat the procedure from the beginning. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826000025 Rev.G © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2009 

N°. FORMAT 1 2 3 4 
input REMOTE A 0V 0V +V +V 
input REMOTE B 0V +V 0V +V 

OUT without TIMER

OUT with TIMER

ON

OFF

20 ms

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF20 ms

TL SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The red LED indicates the output status. 
READY LED 
During functioning, the green LED permanently ON indicates a normal 
operating condition; fast blinking indicates an output overload condition. 
See the “SETTING” paragraph for setup procedure indications. 
MARK / BKGD PUSHBUTTON 
The pushbutton activates the setup procedure. 

INSTALLATION
Operating distance is rated 
starting from the lens front face. 
The M12 connector or cable exit 
can be rotated in three positions 
by loosening the locking screw. 
Tighten the locking screw when 
finished. 
The beam direction may be 
changed swapping the cap and 
the lens. 
Detecting marks on a reflective surface is improved adjusting the beam 
direction to 5° … 20° from surface axis. 

CONNECTIONS

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

REMOTE A *

BROWN

RED

ORANGE

GREY
REMOTE B *

ANALOG OUTPUT
WHITE

BLUE
NPN/PNP

0 V

SHIELD **

* = Connect the unused REMOTE wires to 0 V. 
** = The cable shield is insulated from the sensor housing; it is recommended 
  to connect the shield to 0 V. 

M12 CONNECTOR 

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

NPN/PNP0 V

ANALOG OUTPUT
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

DIMENSIONS

7.5

Ø
25

READY LED OUTPUT LED

BKGD
PUSHBUTTON

.

mm

Ø
2531

n°.4 M5x6
n°.4 M5x0.24

81.2

14.1 27.5 28

42
.2

58

36.6 28
n°.4 M5x6
n°.4 M5x0.24

39
.8

24

4.
3

M12 CONNECTOR

15

M
12

x1

20.9

Ø
6.

1

4.3

CAP

9 mm LENS

TL-x6x

18 mm LENS

MARK
PUSHBUTTON

TECHNICAL DATA 
Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values; reverse polarity protection 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 80 mA max. 

Output: NPN or PNP, pull down/up resistance 10 k (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 200 mA max. 
Analog output: 0 … 2 V ± 10% (white 90%); 5.5 V max.; ripple 40 mVpp max.; output resistance 2.2 k
Output saturation voltage: 1V max. NPN versions / 2V max PNP versions 
Response time: 50 s max. / 25 s max. (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Switching frequency: 10 kHz max. / 20 kHz max. (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Timing function: 20 ms minimum output ON 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (RED) / READY LED (GREEN) 
Setting: by pushbuttons / by wires; 4 settings storage cable version 
Retention data: non volatile EEPROM memory 
Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: Class 1 
Operating distance: 9 mm (TL-x1x/4xx/5xx) / 18 mm (TL-x6x) 
Minimum spot dimension: 1.5 x 5 mm  (TL-x1x) / 2 x 7 mm (TL-x6x) /  3 mm (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Depth of field: ± 3 mm (TL-x1x/4xx/5xx) / ± 4 mm (TL-x6x) 
Emission type: green (526 nm) / red (630 nm) with automatic selection or white (400-700 nm) 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, in every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock in every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
DARK/LIGHT selection: teach-in procedure 
Housing: ZAMA
Protection class: IP67
Connections: 3 m shielded cable  6.1 mm / M12 4-pole connector 
Weight: 450 g. max. cable versions / 310 g. max. connector versions 

CONFIGURATION DETECTION DIAGRAM 
A double selector and a switch are 
available removing the sensor side 
cover. The selector allows to enable the 
output timing function and choose the 
pushbuttons    and     REMOTE    inputs   1    2

ONREMOTE

SET

FORMAT

TIMING

ON

OFF

operating mode; the switch allows to select the output type (NPN or
PNP). 
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TL   -x6x

FUNCTION SELECTION 
When FORMAT is 
selected (configuration 
selector section 1), the 
MARK and BKGD 
puskbuttons are enabled and connecting the REMOTE inputs (TL-xx1) 
to the power supply as shown in the table allows to select up to 4 
different settings (formats). This is the factory setting. 
If a non-set format is selected, the sensor is disabled and the green LED 
flashes at a low rate. 
A setting can be stored selecting a format and executing the procedure 
described in the “SETTING” paragraph. 
When SET is selected (configuration selector section 1), the MARK and 
BKGD pushbuttons are disabled; the REMOTE inputs (TL-x1x) replace 
the pushbuttons functionality. 
Connecting the REMOTE A and B inputs to the positive power supply 
rail is equivalent to pressing the MARK and BKGD pushbuttons 
respectively. Connect the unused inputs to 0V. 

TIMING FUNCTION 
When ON is selected 
(configuration selector 
section 2), a delay timer 
function is enabled which 
extends the minimum ON 
output time to 20 ms. The factory setting is OFF (timer disabled). 

SETTING
A two-step setup procedure adjusts the switching threshold and the 
LIGHT/DARK mode. Using the procedure given below the sensor output 
is set to be ON when a mark is detected. 
1) Output ON state acquisition (MARK) 

Place the target mark into the emission spot and press the MARK 
pushbutton until the green LED turns OFF. 
Don’t move the mark during the setting phase (about 1 sec). 

2) Output OFF state acquisition (BKGD) 
Place the background into the emission spot and press the BKGD 
pushbutton; the green LED blinks once. 
Don’t move the background during the setting phase. 

If the green LED lights permanently ON, a safe operation has been 
obtained; if it flashes at a low rate the setup procedure has failed due to 
insufficient contrast; repeat the procedure from the beginning. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826000025 Rev.G © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2009 

N°. FORMAT 1 2 3 4 
input REMOTE A 0V 0V +V +V 
input REMOTE B 0V +V 0V +V 

OUT without TIMER

OUT with TIMER

ON

OFF

20 ms

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF20 ms

TL SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The red LED indicates the output status. 
READY LED 
During functioning, the green LED permanently ON indicates a normal 
operating condition; fast blinking indicates an output overload condition. 
See the “SETTING” paragraph for setup procedure indications. 
MARK / BKGD PUSHBUTTON 
The pushbutton activates the setup procedure. 

INSTALLATION
Operating distance is rated 
starting from the lens front face. 
The M12 connector or cable exit 
can be rotated in three positions 
by loosening the locking screw. 
Tighten the locking screw when 
finished. 
The beam direction may be 
changed swapping the cap and 
the lens. 
Detecting marks on a reflective surface is improved adjusting the beam 
direction to 5° … 20° from surface axis. 

CONNECTIONS

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

REMOTE A *

BROWN

RED

ORANGE

GREY
REMOTE B *

ANALOG OUTPUT
WHITE

BLUE
NPN/PNP

0 V

SHIELD **

* = Connect the unused REMOTE wires to 0 V. 
** = The cable shield is insulated from the sensor housing; it is recommended 
  to connect the shield to 0 V. 

M12 CONNECTOR 

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

NPN/PNP0 V

ANALOG OUTPUT
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

DIMENSIONS

7.5

Ø
25

READY LED OUTPUT LED

BKGD
PUSHBUTTON

.

mm

Ø
2531

n°.4 M5x6
n°.4 M5x0.24

81.2

14.1 27.5 28

42
.2

58

36.6 28
n°.4 M5x6
n°.4 M5x0.24

39
.8

24

4.
3

M12 CONNECTOR

15

M
12

x1

20.9

Ø
6.

1

4.3

CAP

9 mm LENS

TL-x6x

18 mm LENS

MARK
PUSHBUTTON

TECHNICAL DATA 
Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values; reverse polarity protection 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 80 mA max. 

Output: NPN or PNP, pull down/up resistance 10 k (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 200 mA max. 
Analog output: 0 … 2 V ± 10% (white 90%); 5.5 V max.; ripple 40 mVpp max.; output resistance 2.2 k
Output saturation voltage: 1V max. NPN versions / 2V max PNP versions 
Response time: 50 s max. / 25 s max. (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Switching frequency: 10 kHz max. / 20 kHz max. (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Timing function: 20 ms minimum output ON 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (RED) / READY LED (GREEN) 
Setting: by pushbuttons / by wires; 4 settings storage cable version 
Retention data: non volatile EEPROM memory 
Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: Class 1 
Operating distance: 9 mm (TL-x1x/4xx/5xx) / 18 mm (TL-x6x) 
Minimum spot dimension: 1.5 x 5 mm  (TL-x1x) / 2 x 7 mm (TL-x6x) /  3 mm (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Depth of field: ± 3 mm (TL-x1x/4xx/5xx) / ± 4 mm (TL-x6x) 
Emission type: green (526 nm) / red (630 nm) with automatic selection or white (400-700 nm) 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, in every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock in every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
DARK/LIGHT selection: teach-in procedure 
Housing: ZAMA
Protection class: IP67
Connections: 3 m shielded cable  6.1 mm / M12 4-pole connector 
Weight: 450 g. max. cable versions / 310 g. max. connector versions 

CONFIGURATION DETECTION DIAGRAM 
A double selector and a switch are 
available removing the sensor side 
cover. The selector allows to enable the 
output timing function and choose the 
pushbuttons    and     REMOTE    inputs   1    2

ONREMOTE

SET

FORMAT

TIMING

ON

OFF

operating mode; the switch allows to select the output type (NPN or
PNP). 
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TL   -x6x

FUNCTION SELECTION 
When FORMAT is 
selected (configuration 
selector section 1), the 
MARK and BKGD 
puskbuttons are enabled and connecting the REMOTE inputs (TL-xx1) 
to the power supply as shown in the table allows to select up to 4 
different settings (formats). This is the factory setting. 
If a non-set format is selected, the sensor is disabled and the green LED 
flashes at a low rate. 
A setting can be stored selecting a format and executing the procedure 
described in the “SETTING” paragraph. 
When SET is selected (configuration selector section 1), the MARK and 
BKGD pushbuttons are disabled; the REMOTE inputs (TL-x1x) replace 
the pushbuttons functionality. 
Connecting the REMOTE A and B inputs to the positive power supply 
rail is equivalent to pressing the MARK and BKGD pushbuttons 
respectively. Connect the unused inputs to 0V. 

TIMING FUNCTION 
When ON is selected 
(configuration selector 
section 2), a delay timer 
function is enabled which 
extends the minimum ON 
output time to 20 ms. The factory setting is OFF (timer disabled). 

SETTING
A two-step setup procedure adjusts the switching threshold and the 
LIGHT/DARK mode. Using the procedure given below the sensor output 
is set to be ON when a mark is detected. 
1) Output ON state acquisition (MARK) 

Place the target mark into the emission spot and press the MARK 
pushbutton until the green LED turns OFF. 
Don’t move the mark during the setting phase (about 1 sec). 

2) Output OFF state acquisition (BKGD) 
Place the background into the emission spot and press the BKGD 
pushbutton; the green LED blinks once. 
Don’t move the background during the setting phase. 

If the green LED lights permanently ON, a safe operation has been 
obtained; if it flashes at a low rate the setup procedure has failed due to 
insufficient contrast; repeat the procedure from the beginning. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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CABLE

          M12 CONNECTOR 

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

CONNECTIONS
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9 mm lens 18 mm lens

22 mm lens

50 mm lens

Through beam fiber-optics

28 mm lens

Proximity fiber-optics

The detection diagrams indicate the typical operating distance.

DETECTION DIAGRAMS
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OPTIC FUNCTION EMISSION OPTICS CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Contrast sensor

Red/Green 
(Vertical spot)

9 mm

3m Cable
NPN TLµ-011 964401000

PNP TLµ-111 964401080

M12 Connector
NPN TLµ-015 964401020

PNP TLµ-115 964401100

Red/Green 
(Horizontal spot)

3m Cable
NPN TLµ-011L 964401010

PNP TLµ-111L 964401090

M12 Connector
NPN TLµ-015L 964401030

PNP TLµ-115L 964401110

Red/Green 
(Vertical spot) 18 mm M12 Connector

NPN TLµ-065 964401060

PNP TLµ-165 964401140

White 
(Circular spot) 9 mm

M12 Connector
NPN TLµ-415C 954151330

PNP TLµ-515C 954151360

3m Cable
NPN TLµ-411C 954151410

PNP TLµ-511C 954151420

Fiber optic contrast sensor White Fiber optics M12 Connector
PNP TLµ-545 954151380

NPN TLµ-445 954151350

28 mm LENS 40 mm LENS

HI-RES LENS 18 mm LENS 22 mm LENS

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

ACCESSORIES
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TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M12 Connector
4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-G-03 95A251380
5 m CS-A1-02-G-05 95A251270
7 m CS-A1-02-G-07 95A251280

10 m CS-A1-02-G-10 95A251390

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-A1-02-R-02 95A251540
5 m CS-A1-02-R-05 95A251560

Radial M12 Connector
4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A2-02-G-03 95A251360
5 m CS-A2-02-G-05 95A251240
7 m CS-A2-02-G-07 95A251245

10 m CS-A2-02-G-10 95A251260

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-A2-02-R-02 95A251550
5 m CS-A2-02-R-05 95A251570

Axial M12 Connector

4-pole, shielded, black, P.V.C.

3 m CV-A1-22-B-03 95ACC1480
5 m CV-A1-22-B-05 95ACC1490

10 m CV-A1-22-B-10 95ACC1500
15 m CV-A1-22-B-15 95ACC2070
25 m CV-A1-22-B-25 95ACC2090

Radial M12 Connector
3 m CV-A2-22-B-03 95ACC1540
5 m CV-A2-22-B-05 95ACC1550

10 m CV-A2-22-B-10 95ACC1560

Axial M12 Connector
4-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-U-03 95ASE1120
5 m CS-A1-02-U-05 95ASE1130

10 m CS-A1-02-U-10 95ASE1140
15 m CS-A1-02-U-15 95ASE1150
25 m CS-A1-02-U-25 95ASE1160

4-pole, black
Connector- not cabled CS-A1-02-B-NC G5085002

Radial M12 Connector Connector- not cabled CS-A2-02-B-NC G5085003

* focussing lens to screw between the sensor and the normal 9 mm lens 

CABLES

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.

Lens Hi-Res additional focussing glass lens with 9 mm focus (*) 95ACC1050
Lens No.18 glass lens with 18 mm focus 95ACC2680
Lens No.22 glass lens with 22 mm focus 95ACC1100
Lens No.28 glass lens with 28 mm focus 890000194
Lens No.40 glass lens with 40 mm focus 95ACC2740
Lens No.50 glass lens with 50 mm focus S73030511

OF -30-5  plastic fiber-optic L 50 cm - point-shaped spot proximity 96B001070
OF -31-10  glass fiber-optic L 100 cm - point-shaped spot proximity 96B201000
OF -32-10  glass fiber-optic L 100 cm - rectangular spot proximity 96B211000
OF -33-10  glass fiber-optic L 100 cm - through beam 96B221000
OF -34-10  glass fiber-optic L 100 cm - horizontal spot 90° proximity 96B231000
OF -35-10 glass fiber-optic L 100 cm - vertical spot 90° proximity 96B24100

The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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(*)

TL46

Contrast sensor

9 ±3 mm
18 mm (Lens No.18 glass)
22 mm (Lens No.22 glass)
28 mm (Lens No.28 glass)
40 mm (Lens No.40 glass)

Switching frequency

10 kHz (mod. TL46-WE color mode)
15 kHz (mod. TL46-W)

20 kHz (mod. TL46-A/WL)
30 kHZ (mod. TL46-WLF/WE contrast mode)

50 kHZ (mod. TL46-WJ)

Jitter
< 7µs (mod. TL46-WJ)

16µs (mod. TL46-WLF/WE contrast mode)
>25µs (mod. TL46-W/WL)

Light emission
RGB LED
white LED
Red LED

Setting  push buttons
trimmer

Power supply
Vdc 10…30 V
Vac
Vac/dc

Output

PNP •
NPN •
NPN/PNP •
relay
other 0…5 V Analog Output

Connection
cable
connector •
pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 31x81x58
Housing material Aluminium 
Mechanical protection IP67

    (*) ATEX II 3DG

APPLICATIONS

• Packaging and labeling machinery
• Beverage/Food/Cosmetic/Pharmaceutical industries
• Printing machinery
• Flexographic printing machinery

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
CONTRAST SENSOR FOR 
COLORED REGISTRATION 
MARK DETECTION

TL46

• Fastest and accurate low jitter model (TL46-WJ) 
• Color mode enhanced model (TL46-WE)
• Wide-spectrum RGB or white LED emission
• 5 different models: basic, standard, enhanced, low jitter, color mode
• Automatic, manual and dynamic settings
• 10, 15, 20, 30 or 50 kHz switching frequencies
• Very low jitter down to 7µs (TL46-WJ...)
• NPN/PNP and analog outputs
• Standard mounting, M12 connector rotatable to 5 positions

CONTRAST SENSORS
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Power supply 10 … 30 Vdc (limit values)

Ripple 2 Vpp max.

Consumption (output current excluded)

40 mA max. at 24 Vdc (mod. TL46-A) 
50 mA max. at 24 Vdc (mod. TL46-W/WJ) 

85 mA max. at 24 Vdc 24 Vdc with bargraph ON in threshold adjustment mode, 
55 mA max at 24 Vdc with bargraph OFF in normal functioning mode (mod. TL46-WL) 

35 mA max. at 24 Vdc (mod. TL46-WLF/WE)

Light emission
white LED 400-700 nm (mod. TL46-A-4xx) 

red LED 630 nm (mod. TL46-A-6xx) 
blu LED 465nm/green LED 520 nm/red LED 630 nm (mod. TL46-W/WL/WLF/WE/WJ)

Detection Distance

9 ±3 mm 
18 mm (Lens No.18 glass) 
22 mm (Lens No.22 glass) 
28 mm (Lens No.28 glass) 
40 mm (Lens No.40 glass)

Minimum spot dimension 1,5 x 5 mm 
0,8x4mm (TL46-WJ)

Depth of field ± 3 mm

Response time

100 µs (mod. TL46-WE color mode) 
33 µs (mod. TL46-W) 

25 µs (mod. TL46-A/WL) 
16 µs (mod. TL46-WLF/WE contrast mode) 

10 µs (mod. TL46-WJ)

Switching frequency

10 kHz (mod. TL46-WE color mode) 
15 kHz (mod. TL46-W) 

20 kHz (mod. TL46-A/WL) 
30 kHz (mod. TL46-WLF/WE contrast mode) 

50 kHz (mod. TL46-WJ)

Jitter
< 7µs (TL46-WJ)

16µs (TL46-WLF/WE contrast mode)
>25µs (TL46-W/WL)

Setting SET push-buttons (mod. TL46-W/WL/WLF/WE) 
sensivity trimmer (mod. TL46-A)

Operating mode
DARK/LIGHT selection by switch (mod. TL46-A) 

automatic DARK/LIGHT selection (mod. TL46-W/WL/WJ) 
automatic DARK/LIGHT selection in the target/background detection, selectable via wire in the dynamic 

detection (mod. TL46-WLF/WE)

Indicators
yellow OUTPUT LED 

green READY LED, orange DELAY LED and KEYLOCK (Mod TL46-W/WJ) 
green READY LED, 4-digit display/DELAY LED/KEYLOCK LED (mod. TL46-WLF/WE) 

orange ARROWS (mod. TL46-A), DELAY LED and KEYLOCK LED 5-segment bargraph (mod. TL46-WL)

Dark/light selection
Switch 

Automatic 
Automatic/manual; remote/dynamic

Delay 0…20ms selectable via delay input 
0…100ms programmed

Auxiliary function Keylock (not available on TL46-WE) 
Fine Hysteresis regulation (TL46-WL/WLF/WE)

Output PNP (mod. TL46-WJ); PNP or NPN; PNP/NPN (mod. TL46-W/WL/WLF/WE by part number); analog output 
(mod. TL46-A/W/WL)

Output current 100mA

Saturaton Voltage =<2V

Analogue Out 0,5…5,5V ±10%;  2V on white target 90% 
1…3V ±10%(white 90%) ;  5,5V max

Analogue out impedance  2,2 kΩ (short circuit protection)

Connection M12 5-pole connector

Dielectric strength 500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing

Electrical protection class 2, double insulation

Protection device Reverse polarity protection, overload and short circuit protection

Mechanical protection IP67

Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2

Vibrations 0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Housing material aluminium

Lens material mirror (mod. TL46-A),  glass (mod. TL46-W/WL/WLF/WJ/WE)

Operating temperature -10 … 55 °C

Storage temperature '-20 … 70 °C

Weight 170 g max.

TECHNICAL DATA
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DIMENSIONS
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yellow OUTPUT LED

green READY LED

orange DELAY LED 

orange KEYLOCK LED

Bargraph

+/- push-buttons

SET push-button

Display

MARK push-button

BKGD push-button

Light/Dark Switch

Orange Indicators Arrows

Sensitivity Adjustment Knob

TL46-A

TL46-WLF/WE/WJ

TL46-W/WL

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

CONNECTIONS
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mm

HORIZONTAL SPOTVERTICAL SPOT

Standard 9 mm lens
(1.5 x 5 mm spot on focal point)

mm

Accessory 18 mm lens
(2 x 7 mm spot on focal point)

mm

Accessory 28 mm lens
(2 x 9 mm spot on focal point)

mm

Accessory 40 mm lens
(2.5 x 11 mm spot on focal point)

mm

Accessory 22 mm lens
(2 x 8 mm spot on focal point)

OPTIC FUNCTION  SETTING &  
INDICATORS  OUTPUT  EMISSION  MODEL  ORDER No.

Contrast sensor

Trimmer 2 LEDs

PNP WHITE vertical spot TL46-A-415 954601070

NPN WHITE vertical spot TL46-A-425 954601080

PNP RED vertical spot TL46-A-615 954601090

NPN RED vertical spot TL46-A-625 954601100

Push-buttons 2 LEDs

PNP/NPN

R.G.B. vertical spot TL46-W-815 954601000

R.G.B. horizontal spot TL46-W-815L 954601010

Push buttons 4 LEDs 
bargraph

R.G.B. vertical spot TL46-WL-815 954601020

R.G.B. horizontal spot TL46-WL-815L 954601030

Push buttons 4 LEDs 
display

R.G.B. vertical spot TL46-WLF-815 954601040

R.G.B. horizontal spot TL46-WLF-815L 954601050

Contrast low jitter sensor
PNP

R.G.B. vertical spot TL46-WJ-815 954601110

R.G.B. horizontal spot TL46-WJ-815L 954601120

Color contrast sensor
R.G.B. vertical spot TL46-WE-815 954601130

NPN R.G.B. vertical spot TL46-WE-825 954601140

READING DIAGRAMS

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

Horizontal spot is 
present in the TL46 
models with final ‘-L’ 
suffix
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TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M12 Connector

5-pole, grey, P.V.C.
3 m CS-A1-03-G-03 95ACC2110
5 m CS-A1-03-G-05 95ACC2120

10 m CS-A1-03-G-10 95ACC2140

5-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C

3 m CS-A1-03-U-03 95ASE1170
5 m CS-A1-03-U-05 95ASE1180

10 m CS-A1-03-U-10 95ASE1190
15 m CS-A1-03-U-15 95ASE1200
25 m CS-A1-03-U-25 95ASE1210
50 m CS-A1-03-U-50 95A252700

HI-RES LENS9 mm PMMA 18 mm LENS9 mm

22 mm LENS 28 mm LENS 40 mm LENS

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.
Lens No.9 glass lens with 9 mm focus 95ACC2670

Lens No.9 PMMA plastic lens with 9 mm focus 95ACC2540
Lens Hi-Res additional focussing glass lens with 9 mm focus (*) 95ACC1050
Lens No.18 glass lens with 18 mm focus 95ACC2680
Lens No.22 glass lens with 22 mm focus 95ACC1100
Lens No.28 glass lens with 28 mm focus 890000194
Lens No.40 glass lens with 40 mm focus 95ACC2740

* focussing lens to screw between the sensor and the normal 9 mm lens 

ACCESSORIES

CABLES

The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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LD46

Luminescence sensor
10…20 mm (LD46-UL-715)

20…40 mm (LD46-UL-755)

30…50 mm (LD46-UL-735)

Spot dimension
2x8 mm at 10 mm

3x11 mm at 24 mm

4x15 mm at 50 mm

Switching frequency 2 kHz

Response Time 250 µs

Light emission UV-HP LED

Setting push buttons

Power supply
Vdc 15…30 V

Vac

Vac/dc

Output

PNP

NPN

NPN/PNP •

relay

other 0…5 V Analog output

Connection
cable

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 31x81x58

Housing material aluminium

Mechanical protection IP67

  (*) ATEX II 3DG

APPLICATIONS

• Packaging and labeling machinery
• Food, Cosmetic and Pharmaceutical 
• Ceramic tiles selection and sorting

LUMINESCENCE SENSOR 
LINE IN STANDARD METAL 
HOUSING

LD46

• UV high power LED emission
• High sensitivity on fluorescent marks
• 10 - 50 mm detection distance
• 2 kHz switching frequency
• NPN/PNP and 0-5 V analog outputs

LUMINESCENCE SENSORS
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TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS

LD46-UL
Luminescence sensor

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 
OUT LED (yellow) 
The yellow LED indicates the output status. 
READY LED (green) 
During functioning, the green LED permanently ON 
indicates a normal operating condition and blinking 
indicates an output overload condition. 

 DELAY LED (orange) 
The orange DELAY LED ON indicates the timing 
function activation on the digital output. 

 KEYLOCK LED (orange) 
The orange KEYLOCK LED ON indicates the active keyboard status. 
BARGRAPH 
The reading sensitivity level is signalled on the bargraph. 

PUSH-BUTTON (white) 
The pressing of the push-button unlocks the keyboard, memorises the 
sensitivity and activates the digital output timing. 

 (red) and  (green) push-buttons 
The sensitivity adjustment procedure is activated by pressing the  and 
push-buttons.

See the “SETTING” paragraph for setup procedure indications. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means the two Ø3.5mm housing’s holes 
using or threaded M5 holes with 6 mm max. depth. 
Warning: the use of excessively long screws can damage the product.
The connector can be oriented at five different positions by rotating the block. 
The position chosen is guaranteed by a mechanical blocking system. 
The rotation can be carried-out even after sensor installation as the connector 
block is completely self-contained inside the housing. 

Operating distance is rated starting from the lens front face. 

CONNECTIONS 

TECHNICAL DATA 
Power supply: 15…30 Vdc limits value 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Consumption
(output current excluded): 50mA max @ 24Vcc  

Output: 1 PNP output 
1 NPN output

Output current: 100 mA max. 
Output saturation voltage:  2 V 
Analogue output: 0.75 …  5.5 V max. 
Analogue output 
impedance:

2.2 k
(short-circuit protection) 

Response time: 250 s
Switching frequency: 2 kHz 

Delay: 0 / 20 ms selectable 
(no-delay default configuration) 

Indicators:
OUT LED (yellow) / READY LED (green) 

DELAY LED  and KEYLOCK LED (orange) 
5-segment bargraph 

Push-buttons: +, SET, - 
Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: double insulation 

Operating distance: 
10 … 20 mm (LD46-UL-715)  
20 … 40 mm (LD46-UL-755) 
 30 … 50 mm (LD46-UL-735) 

Minimum spot dimension: 
2 x 8 mm @10mm (LD46-UL-715)  
3x11 mm @ 24mm (LD46-UL-755) 
4x15 mm @ 50mm(LD46-UL-735) 

Emission type: UV 375nm LEDs, Class 1 
Ambiente light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 

Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, per 
each axis (EN60068-2-6) 

Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock per each axis 
(EN60068-2-27) 

Housing material: Aluminium 
Lens material: Glass 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: M12 5-pole connector 
Weight: 180 g. max. 

SETTING
KEYLOCK function (patent-covered)
The KEYLOCK function deactivates the keyboard thus avoiding accidental 
changes in the sensor setting. 
At sensor powering the keyboard is blocked (KEYLOCK LED OFF). To 
activate it, press  for 5 seconds until the KEYLOCK LED (orange) turns 
ON.
The keyboard is automatically blocked if not used for 2 minutes. 
Unblock the keyboard to proceed with sensor adjustment. 

NORMAL FUNCTIONING
During normal functioning a LED on the bargraph 
visualises the sensitivity level. 

SENSITIVITY ADJUSTMENT
This mode regulates the sensor reading sensitivity, i.e. 
the capability of detecting objects with different 
luminescence degrees. 
The sensitivity is increased or decreased by pressing 
the  or  push-buttons. 

The adjustment speed is increased by keeping the 
or  push-buttons pressed. 
The sensitivity level which is being set blinks on the bargraph during this 
phase.

Sensitivity Bargraph 
Low      

Medium-Low     

Medium    

Medium-High 

High     

Press  to memorise the new threshold value or wait 30sec for automatic 
save.

DELAY SETTING
The DELAY extends the minimum active output status duration to 20ms, 
allowing even slower interface systems to detect shorter pulses. 
The delay is signalled by the corresponding orange LED ON. 

Delay activation 
- Press  for 2 sec until DELAY LED turns ON. 

Delay deactivation  
- Press  for 2 sec until DELAY LED turns 

OFF. 

OUTPUT OVERLOAD
The digital output overload is signalled by the rapid blinking of the READY 
LED.

ANALOGUE OUTPUT
The analogue output supplies a voltage proportional to the signal received by 
the sensor. The voltage supplied is 0.75 ÷ 5.5V.  

DETECTION DIAGRAM 

EX-II-3DG IP67 T6 
Temperature class: T6 (<85°C) 
Max. Power consumption: 1500 mW at 30 Vdc 
Max. Internal capacitance: 380 pF 
Internal inductance: negligible 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform 
to the 2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective 
during the warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of DATALOGIC 
AUTOMATION products. 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, 
including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826003233 Rev.C © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2009 
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Power supply 15 … 30 Vdc (limit values)

Ripple 2 Vpp max.

Consumption (output current excluded) 50 mA max. at 24 Vdc 

Light emission UV LED 375 nm

Setting SET push-buttons 

Indicators

yellow OUTPUT LED
green READY LED

orange DELAY LED and KEYLOCK LED 
5-segment bargraph 

Output PNP/NPN; analog output

Output current 100 mA max.

Saturation voltage 2 V max. 

Response time 250 µs 

Switching frequency 2 kHz

Connection  M12 5-pole connector

Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing

Electrical protection class 2, double insulation

Mechanical protection IP67

Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2

Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Minimum spot dimension
2 x 8 mm at 10 mm (mod. LD46-UL-715)
3x11 mm at 24 mm (mod. LD46-UL-755)
4x15 mm at 50 mm (mod. LD46-UL-735)

Housing material aluminium

Lens material glass

Operating temperature -10 … 55 °C

Storage temperature -20 … 70 °C

Weight 180 g max.
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LD46-UL
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N°. FORMAT 1 2 3 4 
input REMOTE A 0V 0V +V +V 
input REMOTE B 0V +V 0V +V 

OUT without TIMER

OUT with TIMER

ON

OFF

20 ms

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF20 ms

TL SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The red LED indicates the output status. 
READY LED 
During functioning, the green LED permanently ON indicates a normal 
operating condition; fast blinking indicates an output overload condition. 
See the “SETTING” paragraph for setup procedure indications. 
MARK / BKGD PUSHBUTTON 
The pushbutton activates the setup procedure. 

INSTALLATION
Operating distance is rated 
starting from the lens front face. 
The M12 connector or cable exit 
can be rotated in three positions 
by loosening the locking screw. 
Tighten the locking screw when 
finished. 
The beam direction may be 
changed swapping the cap and 
the lens. 
Detecting marks on a reflective surface is improved adjusting the beam 
direction to 5° … 20° from surface axis. 

CONNECTIONS

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

REMOTE A *

BROWN

RED

ORANGE

GREY
REMOTE B *

ANALOG OUTPUT
WHITE

BLUE
NPN/PNP

0 V

SHIELD **

* = Connect the unused REMOTE wires to 0 V. 
** = The cable shield is insulated from the sensor housing; it is recommended 
  to connect the shield to 0 V. 

M12 CONNECTOR 

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

NPN/PNP0 V

ANALOG OUTPUT
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

DIMENSIONS

7.5

Ø
25

READY LED OUTPUT LED

BKGD
PUSHBUTTON

.
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2531

n°.4 M5x6
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14.1 27.5 28
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36.6 28
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M12 CONNECTOR

15

M
12

x1

20.9

Ø
6.

1

4.3

CAP

9 mm LENS

TL-x6x

18 mm LENS

MARK
PUSHBUTTON

TECHNICAL DATA 
Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values; reverse polarity protection 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 80 mA max. 

Output: NPN or PNP, pull down/up resistance 10 k (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 200 mA max. 
Analog output: 0 … 2 V ± 10% (white 90%); 5.5 V max.; ripple 40 mVpp max.; output resistance 2.2 k
Output saturation voltage: 1V max. NPN versions / 2V max PNP versions 
Response time: 50 s max. / 25 s max. (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Switching frequency: 10 kHz max. / 20 kHz max. (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Timing function: 20 ms minimum output ON 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (RED) / READY LED (GREEN) 
Setting: by pushbuttons / by wires; 4 settings storage cable version 
Retention data: non volatile EEPROM memory 
Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: Class 1 
Operating distance: 9 mm (TL-x1x/4xx/5xx) / 18 mm (TL-x6x) 
Minimum spot dimension: 1.5 x 5 mm  (TL-x1x) / 2 x 7 mm (TL-x6x) /  3 mm (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Depth of field: ± 3 mm (TL-x1x/4xx/5xx) / ± 4 mm (TL-x6x) 
Emission type: green (526 nm) / red (630 nm) with automatic selection or white (400-700 nm) 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, in every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock in every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
DARK/LIGHT selection: teach-in procedure 
Housing: ZAMA
Protection class: IP67
Connections: 3 m shielded cable  6.1 mm / M12 4-pole connector 
Weight: 450 g. max. cable versions / 310 g. max. connector versions 

CONFIGURATION DETECTION DIAGRAM 
A double selector and a switch are 
available removing the sensor side 
cover. The selector allows to enable the 
output timing function and choose the 
pushbuttons    and     REMOTE    inputs   1    2

ONREMOTE

SET

FORMAT

TIMING

ON

OFF

operating mode; the switch allows to select the output type (NPN or
PNP). 

0
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TL   -x1x/4xx/5xx%

mm
16 18 3014



TL   -x6x

FUNCTION SELECTION 
When FORMAT is 
selected (configuration 
selector section 1), the 
MARK and BKGD 
puskbuttons are enabled and connecting the REMOTE inputs (TL-xx1) 
to the power supply as shown in the table allows to select up to 4 
different settings (formats). This is the factory setting. 
If a non-set format is selected, the sensor is disabled and the green LED 
flashes at a low rate. 
A setting can be stored selecting a format and executing the procedure 
described in the “SETTING” paragraph. 
When SET is selected (configuration selector section 1), the MARK and 
BKGD pushbuttons are disabled; the REMOTE inputs (TL-x1x) replace 
the pushbuttons functionality. 
Connecting the REMOTE A and B inputs to the positive power supply 
rail is equivalent to pressing the MARK and BKGD pushbuttons 
respectively. Connect the unused inputs to 0V. 

TIMING FUNCTION 
When ON is selected 
(configuration selector 
section 2), a delay timer 
function is enabled which 
extends the minimum ON 
output time to 20 ms. The factory setting is OFF (timer disabled). 

SETTING
A two-step setup procedure adjusts the switching threshold and the 
LIGHT/DARK mode. Using the procedure given below the sensor output 
is set to be ON when a mark is detected. 
1) Output ON state acquisition (MARK) 

Place the target mark into the emission spot and press the MARK 
pushbutton until the green LED turns OFF. 
Don’t move the mark during the setting phase (about 1 sec). 

2) Output OFF state acquisition (BKGD) 
Place the background into the emission spot and press the BKGD 
pushbutton; the green LED blinks once. 
Don’t move the background during the setting phase. 

If the green LED lights permanently ON, a safe operation has been 
obtained; if it flashes at a low rate the setup procedure has failed due to 
insufficient contrast; repeat the procedure from the beginning. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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N°. FORMAT 1 2 3 4 
input REMOTE A 0V 0V +V +V 
input REMOTE B 0V +V 0V +V 

OUT without TIMER

OUT with TIMER

ON

OFF

20 ms

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF20 ms

TL SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUTPUT LED 
The red LED indicates the output status. 
READY LED 
During functioning, the green LED permanently ON indicates a normal 
operating condition; fast blinking indicates an output overload condition. 
See the “SETTING” paragraph for setup procedure indications. 
MARK / BKGD PUSHBUTTON 
The pushbutton activates the setup procedure. 

INSTALLATION
Operating distance is rated 
starting from the lens front face. 
The M12 connector or cable exit 
can be rotated in three positions 
by loosening the locking screw. 
Tighten the locking screw when 
finished. 
The beam direction may be 
changed swapping the cap and 
the lens. 
Detecting marks on a reflective surface is improved adjusting the beam 
direction to 5° … 20° from surface axis. 

CONNECTIONS

+ 10 … 30 Vdc

REMOTE A *

BROWN

RED

ORANGE

GREY
REMOTE B *

ANALOG OUTPUT
WHITE

BLUE
NPN/PNP

0 V

SHIELD **

* = Connect the unused REMOTE wires to 0 V. 
** = The cable shield is insulated from the sensor housing; it is recommended 
  to connect the shield to 0 V. 

M12 CONNECTOR 

10 … 30 Vdc

-

+

NPN/PNP0 V

ANALOG OUTPUT
(WHITE) (BROWN)

(BLUE) (BLACK)

2

3

1

4

DIMENSIONS

7.5

Ø
25

READY LED OUTPUT LED

BKGD
PUSHBUTTON

.

mm

Ø
2531

n°.4 M5x6
n°.4 M5x0.24

81.2

14.1 27.5 28

42
.2

58

36.6 28
n°.4 M5x6
n°.4 M5x0.24

39
.8

24

4.
3

M12 CONNECTOR

15

M
12

x1

20.9

Ø
6.

1

4.3

CAP

9 mm LENS

TL-x6x

18 mm LENS

MARK
PUSHBUTTON

TECHNICAL DATA 
Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values; reverse polarity protection 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Current consumption 
(output current excluded): 80 mA max. 

Output: NPN or PNP, pull down/up resistance 10 k (short-circuit protection) 
Output current: 200 mA max. 
Analog output: 0 … 2 V ± 10% (white 90%); 5.5 V max.; ripple 40 mVpp max.; output resistance 2.2 k
Output saturation voltage: 1V max. NPN versions / 2V max PNP versions 
Response time: 50 s max. / 25 s max. (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Switching frequency: 10 kHz max. / 20 kHz max. (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Timing function: 20 ms minimum output ON 
Indicators: OUTPUT LED (RED) / READY LED (GREEN) 
Setting: by pushbuttons / by wires; 4 settings storage cable version 
Retention data: non volatile EEPROM memory 
Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: Class 1 
Operating distance: 9 mm (TL-x1x/4xx/5xx) / 18 mm (TL-x6x) 
Minimum spot dimension: 1.5 x 5 mm  (TL-x1x) / 2 x 7 mm (TL-x6x) /  3 mm (TL-4xx/5xx) 
Depth of field: ± 3 mm (TL-x1x/4xx/5xx) / ± 4 mm (TL-x6x) 
Emission type: green (526 nm) / red (630 nm) with automatic selection or white (400-700 nm) 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibration: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, in every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock in every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
DARK/LIGHT selection: teach-in procedure 
Housing: ZAMA
Protection class: IP67
Connections: 3 m shielded cable  6.1 mm / M12 4-pole connector 
Weight: 450 g. max. cable versions / 310 g. max. connector versions 

CONFIGURATION DETECTION DIAGRAM 
A double selector and a switch are 
available removing the sensor side 
cover. The selector allows to enable the 
output timing function and choose the 
pushbuttons    and     REMOTE    inputs   1    2

ONREMOTE

SET

FORMAT

TIMING

ON

OFF

operating mode; the switch allows to select the output type (NPN or
PNP). 

0

20
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Relative sensitivity

TL   -x1x/4xx/5xx%

mm
16 18 3014



TL   -x6x

FUNCTION SELECTION 
When FORMAT is 
selected (configuration 
selector section 1), the 
MARK and BKGD 
puskbuttons are enabled and connecting the REMOTE inputs (TL-xx1) 
to the power supply as shown in the table allows to select up to 4 
different settings (formats). This is the factory setting. 
If a non-set format is selected, the sensor is disabled and the green LED 
flashes at a low rate. 
A setting can be stored selecting a format and executing the procedure 
described in the “SETTING” paragraph. 
When SET is selected (configuration selector section 1), the MARK and 
BKGD pushbuttons are disabled; the REMOTE inputs (TL-x1x) replace 
the pushbuttons functionality. 
Connecting the REMOTE A and B inputs to the positive power supply 
rail is equivalent to pressing the MARK and BKGD pushbuttons 
respectively. Connect the unused inputs to 0V. 

TIMING FUNCTION 
When ON is selected 
(configuration selector 
section 2), a delay timer 
function is enabled which 
extends the minimum ON 
output time to 20 ms. The factory setting is OFF (timer disabled). 

SETTING
A two-step setup procedure adjusts the switching threshold and the 
LIGHT/DARK mode. Using the procedure given below the sensor output 
is set to be ON when a mark is detected. 
1) Output ON state acquisition (MARK) 

Place the target mark into the emission spot and press the MARK 
pushbutton until the green LED turns OFF. 
Don’t move the mark during the setting phase (about 1 sec). 

2) Output OFF state acquisition (BKGD) 
Place the background into the emission spot and press the BKGD 
pushbutton; the green LED blinks once. 
Don’t move the background during the setting phase. 

If the green LED lights permanently ON, a safe operation has been 
obtained; if it flashes at a low rate the setup procedure has failed due to 
insufficient contrast; repeat the procedure from the beginning. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility 
that these products are conform to the 2004/108/CE and successive 
amendments.

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from 
defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any 
product found to be defective during the warranty period of 36 months 
from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the 
improper application of DATALOGIC AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation.it@datalogic.com

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic 
S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826000025 Rev.G © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2009 

Standard 9 mm lens 
(2 x 8 mm spot at 10 mm)

Standard 22 mm lens 
(3 x 11 mm spot at 24 mm)

Standard 40 mm lens 
(4 x 15 mm spot at 50 mm)

mm
mm mm

+/- push-buttons

SET push-button

yellow  OUTPUT LED 

green READY LED 

orange DELAY LED  

orange KEYLOCK LED

Bargraph

          M12 CONNECTOR 

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

CONNECTIONS

DETECTION DIAGRAMS
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LD46-UL
Luminescence sensor

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 
OUT LED (yellow) 
The yellow LED indicates the output status. 
READY LED (green) 
During functioning, the green LED permanently ON 
indicates a normal operating condition and blinking 
indicates an output overload condition. 

 DELAY LED (orange) 
The orange DELAY LED ON indicates the timing 
function activation on the digital output. 

 KEYLOCK LED (orange) 
The orange KEYLOCK LED ON indicates the active keyboard status. 
BARGRAPH 
The reading sensitivity level is signalled on the bargraph. 

PUSH-BUTTON (white) 
The pressing of the push-button unlocks the keyboard, memorises the 
sensitivity and activates the digital output timing. 

 (red) and  (green) push-buttons 
The sensitivity adjustment procedure is activated by pressing the  and 
push-buttons.

See the “SETTING” paragraph for setup procedure indications. 

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be positioned by means the two Ø3.5mm housing’s holes 
using or threaded M5 holes with 6 mm max. depth. 
Warning: the use of excessively long screws can damage the product.
The connector can be oriented at five different positions by rotating the block. 
The position chosen is guaranteed by a mechanical blocking system. 
The rotation can be carried-out even after sensor installation as the connector 
block is completely self-contained inside the housing. 

Operating distance is rated starting from the lens front face. 

CONNECTIONS 

TECHNICAL DATA 
Power supply: 15…30 Vdc limits value 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Consumption
(output current excluded): 50mA max @ 24Vcc  

Output: 1 PNP output 
1 NPN output

Output current: 100 mA max. 
Output saturation voltage:  2 V 
Analogue output: 0.75 …  5.5 V max. 
Analogue output 
impedance:

2.2 k
(short-circuit protection) 

Response time: 250 s
Switching frequency: 2 kHz 

Delay: 0 / 20 ms selectable 
(no-delay default configuration) 

Indicators:
OUT LED (yellow) / READY LED (green) 

DELAY LED  and KEYLOCK LED (orange) 
5-segment bargraph 

Push-buttons: +, SET, - 
Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Electric shock protection: double insulation 

Operating distance: 
10 … 20 mm (LD46-UL-715)  
20 … 40 mm (LD46-UL-755) 
 30 … 50 mm (LD46-UL-735) 

Minimum spot dimension: 
2 x 8 mm @10mm (LD46-UL-715)  
3x11 mm @ 24mm (LD46-UL-755) 
4x15 mm @ 50mm(LD46-UL-735) 

Emission type: UV 375nm LEDs, Class 1 
Ambiente light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 

Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, per 
each axis (EN60068-2-6) 

Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock per each axis 
(EN60068-2-27) 

Housing material: Aluminium 
Lens material: Glass 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: M12 5-pole connector 
Weight: 180 g. max. 

SETTING
KEYLOCK function (patent-covered)
The KEYLOCK function deactivates the keyboard thus avoiding accidental 
changes in the sensor setting. 
At sensor powering the keyboard is blocked (KEYLOCK LED OFF). To 
activate it, press  for 5 seconds until the KEYLOCK LED (orange) turns 
ON.
The keyboard is automatically blocked if not used for 2 minutes. 
Unblock the keyboard to proceed with sensor adjustment. 

NORMAL FUNCTIONING
During normal functioning a LED on the bargraph 
visualises the sensitivity level. 

SENSITIVITY ADJUSTMENT
This mode regulates the sensor reading sensitivity, i.e. 
the capability of detecting objects with different 
luminescence degrees. 
The sensitivity is increased or decreased by pressing 
the  or  push-buttons. 

The adjustment speed is increased by keeping the 
or  push-buttons pressed. 
The sensitivity level which is being set blinks on the bargraph during this 
phase.

Sensitivity Bargraph 
Low      

Medium-Low     

Medium    

Medium-High 

High     

Press  to memorise the new threshold value or wait 30sec for automatic 
save.

DELAY SETTING
The DELAY extends the minimum active output status duration to 20ms, 
allowing even slower interface systems to detect shorter pulses. 
The delay is signalled by the corresponding orange LED ON. 

Delay activation 
- Press  for 2 sec until DELAY LED turns ON. 

Delay deactivation  
- Press  for 2 sec until DELAY LED turns 

OFF. 

OUTPUT OVERLOAD
The digital output overload is signalled by the rapid blinking of the READY 
LED.

ANALOGUE OUTPUT
The analogue output supplies a voltage proportional to the signal received by 
the sensor. The voltage supplied is 0.75 ÷ 5.5V.  

DETECTION DIAGRAM 

EX-II-3DG IP67 T6 
Temperature class: T6 (<85°C) 
Max. Power consumption: 1500 mW at 30 Vdc 
Max. Internal capacitance: 380 pF 
Internal inductance: negligible 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform 
to the 2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective 
during the warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of DATALOGIC 
AUTOMATION products. 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification.

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, 
including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826003233 Rev.C © Copyright Datalogic 2007-2009 
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OPTIC FUNCTION EMISSION CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Luminescence sensor
10-20 mm Vertical spot

M12 Connector NPN/PNP
LD46-UL-715 955201000

20-40 mm Vertical spot LD46-UL-755 955201010
30-50 mm Vertical spot LD46-UL-735 955201020

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.

Lens No.9 glass lens with 9 mm focus 95ACC2670

Lens No.22 glass lens with 22 mm focus 95ACC1100

Lens No.40 glass lens with 40 mm focus 95ACC2740

22 mm LENS
(LD46-UL-755)

9 mm LENS
(LD46-UL-715)

40 mm LENS
(LD46-UL-735)

TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M12 Connector

5-pole, grey, P.V.C.
3 m CS-A1-03-G-03 95ACC2110
5 m CS-A1-03-G-05 95ACC2120

10 m CS-A1-03-G-10 95ACC2140

5-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C

3 m CS-A1-03-U-03 95ASE1170
5 m CS-A1-03-U-05 95ASE1180

10 m CS-A1-03-U-10 95ASE1190
15 m CS-A1-03-U-15 95ASE1200
25 m CS-A1-03-U-25 95ASE1210
50 m CS-A1-03-U-50 95A252700

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

ACCESSORIES

CABLES

The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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S65
Contrast sensor 12…20 mm (S65-W)

Color sensor 5…45 mm (S65-V)

Switching frequency
30 kHz (S65-W)

500 Hz (S65-V19 vers.)

1,5 kHz (S65-V09 vers.)

Light emission white LED

Serial interface RS485

Setting push-buttons

Power supply
Vdc 10…30 V

Vac

Vac/dc

Output

PNP •

NPN •

NPN/PNP

relay

other 0…5 V Analog output (S65-W)

Connection
cable

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 50x50x25

Housing material ABS

Mechanical protection IP67

APPLICATIONS

• Packaging lines
• Contrast reading
• Automatic machine

ADVANCED COLOR AND 
CONTRAST SENSORS IN 
COMPACT CASE
Color S65-V:
• 3 independent NPN or PNP outputs and RS 485 serial interface
• 3 channel color sensor with 10 tolerance levels
• Wide spectrum white light LED emission and RGB photo-receiver
• 2 push button setting with 4 digit display indicator

Contrast S65-W:
• High 12 bit resolution and 30 kHz switching frequency
• PNP or NPN output and RS 485 serial interface

S65
COLOR & CONTRAST SENSORS
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Power supply 10 … 30 Vdc (limit values)

Ripple 2 Vpp max.

Consumption (output current excluded)
50 mA max. at 24 Vdc (mod. S65-W)
60 mA max. at 24 Vdc (mod. S65-V)

Light emission white LED 400-700 nm 

Setting 
SET push-buttons 

SEL push-buttons (mod. S65-V)

Indicators
yellow OUTPUT LED

green  4-digit display, 3 OUTPUT STATUS LEDs (S65-V), STABILITY and 2 OUTPUT DELAY LEDs (mod. S65-W)

Output 
1 PNP or NPN; analog output (mod. S65-W)

3 PNP or NPN; RS485 serial interface (mod. S65-V)

Output current 100 mA max.

Saturation voltage 2 V max. 

Response time 
5 ms (norm) and 1 ms (fast) (mod. S65-V19)

335 µs (mod. S65-V09)
16 µs (mod. S65-W)

Switching frequency
100 Hz (norm) and 500 Hz (fast) (mod. S65-V19)

1,5 kHz (mod. S65-V09)
30 kHz (mod. S65-W)

Connection
 M12 5-pole connector (mod. S65-W standard vers.), 

M12 8-pole connector (mod. S65-W vers. with RS485 serial interface)
M12 8-pole connector (mod. S65-V)

Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing

Electrical protection class 2

Mechanical protection IP67

Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2

Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Minimum spot dimension
3x1 mm at 19 mm (mod. S65-W)

Ø 4 mm (mod. S65-V)

Depth of field ± 2 mm (mod. S65-W)

Housing material ABS

Lens material window and lenses in glass

Operating temperature -10 … 55 °C

Storage temperature -20 … 70 °C

Weight 100 g max.

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS
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INDICATORS AND SETTINGS S65-W

DETECTION DIAGRAMS S65-W

Output status LED

Stability LED  

Delay ON LED 

Delay OFF LED

4-digit display 

+/- push-buttons

SET push-button

M12 connector output, orientable on two positions
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S65-W
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S65-V0: operating distance according to target 
reflectivity degree

S65-V1: operating distance according to 
target reflectivity degree

A

B
C

D E

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS S65-W

DETECTION DIAGRAMS S65-W

A

B

C

Output ‘OR’ function LED

Output status LEDs 

4 digit display

SET push-button

SEL push-button

+/- selection push-buttons

M12 connector output, orientable 
on two positions 

E

F

G

D

S65-V
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d-00 =   0 ms 
d-05 =   5 ms 
d-10 = 10 ms 
d-20 = 20 ms 
d-30 = 30 ms 
d-40 = 40 ms 

S65-PA-5-V09
Colour sensor

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
 
 
 

CONTROLS
OUPUT LED
The yellow LED ON indicates the OR function of the three OUT1, OUT2 and OUT3 outputs. 
DISPLAY (green 4-digit display) 
The display indicates the “run” or “rund” (run with delay) operating mode. 
Please refer to the “SETTING” paragraph for the correct setup procedure indications. 
OUT1, OUT2, OUT 3 LEDs 
The green LED ON indicates that the corresponding output is active. 
SET PUSHBUTTON 
The pressure on the pushbutton activates the self-setting procedure. 
A long pressure on the pushbutton allows the access to the delay setting menu. 
SEL PUSHBUTTON 
The pressure allows to scroll through the sensor setting parameter menu. 
Please refer to the “SETTING” paragraph for the correct setup procedure indications. 
 

INSTALLATION
The sensor can be mounted by means of the three housing’s 
holes using two screws (M4x25 or longer, 1 Nm maximum 
tightening torque) with washers. The use of fixing brackets is 
recommended if the supporting surface doesn't have a good 
planarity. Various orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor 
positioning are available (please refer to the accessories listed in 
the catalogue). 
The operating distance is measured from the front surface of the 
sensor optics. 
The M12 connector can be oriented at two different positions 
using the specific fastening spring and rotating the block of 180°. 
 

CONNECTIONS
M12 CONNECTOR 

*

*
* Available only for version with RS485 serial connection (S65-PA-5-V09-xxxZ). 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 
Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values Class 2 (UL508) 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Consumption 
(output current excluded): 60 mA max. @ 24Vdc 

Outputs: 3 PNP or NPN outputs  
30 Vdc max. (short-circuit protection) 

Tolerance level: 10 (toL0 - toL9) independent per each channel 
Operating mode: C, C+I independent per each channel 
Output current: 100 mA max. 
Output saturation voltage:  2 V 
Response time: 335us 
Switching frequency: 1.5 KHz 
Indicators: 4-digit display (GREEN), OUTPUT LED (YELLOW) 

3 OUTPUT STATUS LEDs (GREEN) 
Setting: SET pushbutton, SEL pushbutton 
Data retention: EEPROM non volatile memory 
Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Electrical protection: Class 2 
Operating distance (typical values): 20 mm 
Minimum spot dimension:  4 mm 
Emission type: white light LED (400-700nm) 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis 

(EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: ABS 
Lens material: window and lenses in glass 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: M12 8-pole connector 
Weight: 100 g. max. 

 

DIMENSIONS
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OUTPUT STATUS
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SET PUSHBUTTON

SEL PUSHBUTTON
SELSET

 
 

SETTING
The three-phase sensor setting allows the adjustment of the channel, operating mode and tolerance 
values. 
 

  pushbutton pressed  pushbutton not pressed 
 

- Detection 
Place object to detect inside the operating distance, in front of the sensor. 
 

 OUT Display Keyboard 
OR 1 2 3 Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 SET SEL 
    r u n d   

- Press the SET pushbutton for at least 2s. 
- The “Set1” message is visualised. 

- Channel setting 
 

OR 1 2 3 Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 SET SEL 
    S E t 1   

 

- Use the SEL pushbutton to select the channel to detection. 
 

OR 1 2 3 Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 SET SEL 
    S E t 1   

 
    S E t 2   

 
    S E t 3   

 

- Operating mode 
 

- Press the SET pushbutton again to configure the operating mode. 
- Select C (colour) or C+I (colour + intensity) using the SEL pushbutton *.
 

 OUT Display Keyboard 
OR 1 2 3 Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 SET SEL 
    C   

 
    C _ I   

 
 
- TEACH and tolerance setting  

- Press the SET pushbutton again, the “updt” text blinks for 2s. 
The sensor then automatically passes into the tolerance selection. 
Use the SEL pushbutton to select the required value. 

 
 OUT Display Keyboard 

OR 1 2 3 Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 SET SEL 
    u p d t   

 
 

OR 1 2 3 Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 SET SEL 
    t o L 0   

 
    t o L 1   

 
    t o L 2   

 
    t o L …   

 
    t o L 9   

- The “FAIL” text alternated with “Hi” or “Lo” is visualised if the detection is not correct. 
- Repeat the procedure starting from the operating mode. 

NOTE: The 0, 1, 2 tolerance values are particularly suitable for critical applications. 

 

PARAMETER SETTING 

Delay value visualisation and setting 
 OUT Display Keyboard 

OR 1 2 3 Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 SET SEL 
    r u n d   

 
Press the SET pushbutton for at least 6s to access to the delay setting mode. 

 
OR 1 2 3 Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 SET SEL 
    d - 0 0   

 
    d - 0 5   

 
    d - 1 0   

 
    d - 2 0   

 
    d - 3 0   

 
    d - 4 0   

At each pressure of the SEL pushbutton, the different delay levels in ms are visualised in a cyclical 
manner at the output deactivation and moreover, the relative delay value will be stored. 
When the “d-00” message is visualised the operating mode will be “run”, and “rund” in all other cases. 

The delay value setting is in common for all three outputs. 
When a delay value, different from zero, is set the outputs will be maintained 
active for a minimum time, which is equal to the number of milliseconds 
visualised on the display.  

Channel status visualisation 
This function allows a rapid control of the three sensor channel adjustment. 
Pressing the SEL pushbutton for at least 2 s the channel, operating mode and tolerance are visualised 
in a sequential manner. 

 
 OUT Display Keyboard 

OR 1 2 3 Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 SET SEL 
    r u n d   

 
OR 1 2 3 Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 SET SEL 
    C h _ 1   

 
    C _ I   

 
    t o L 2   

 
    C h _ 2   

 
    C   

 
    t o L 1   

 
    C h _ 3   

 
    C   

 
    t o L 8   

 
    d - 0 5   

 
 

OR 1 2 3 Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 SET SEL 
    r u n d   

 

At the end of the sequence the display will indicate the “run” or “rund” operating mode again. 

Non-initialised E2PROM  
If the display indicates “E2Pr” the sensor does not have any of the three channels initialised. 
 

 OUT Display Keyboard 
OR 1 2 3 Dig1 Dig2 Dig3 Dig4 SET SEL 
    E 2 P r   

 
In this case it is sufficient to program one single channel to obtain the “run” or “rund” visualisation on the 
display.

* The 'C' type algorithm is used to obtain a larger depth of field, or to detect colours on different 
opaque, shiny or reflecting surfaces. Whereas the 'C+I' type algorithm offers a  higher sensitivity 
towards tone variations and is recommended for the detection of different colours on the same type 
of material, with the possibility of distinguishing also the grey tones.

DETECTION DIAGRAM 

REMOTE FUNCTIONS 
KEYLOCK function (SET pushbutton block) 
If at sensor powering the SYNC wire is connected to +Vdc for at least 1s, the keylock function is 
activated and the pushbuttons are no longer active. 
After the first second, the SYNC input is available for the normal operating modes; if SYNC is high the 
outputs are deactivated. 
To deactivate the keylock, the sensor has to be turned off and re-powered with the SYNC wire not 
connected or ground connected (GND). 
 
SYNC input 
The SYNC signal can exactly determine the beginning and end of the colour identification. 
The identification cycle begins after the SYNC signal changes from passive to active and the sensor 
outputs have to updated after max. 335μs. 
All the outputs are deactivated after max. 170μs from an active passage to a passive one. 
 
The connection of the SYNC wire to Vdc corresponds to the passive logic status while SYNC not 
connected or connected to 0V corresponds to the active logic status. 
(SYNC passive = Vdc ; SYNC active = 0V) 
 

 
 
A typical application is a multicoloured target where the colour to detect is in a determinate position, 
while the other zones have to be faded out. 
Moreover, incorrect detections can be avoided during transition from the target to the background. 
 
RS485 serial connection only for version S65-PA-5-V09-xxxZ 
The complete sensor remote control is possible using the RS485 line. 
All the functions such as the channel selection, the tolerance selection and the operating mode can be 
accessed by means of this serial line.  
The serial communication parameters are: 9600 baud, no equity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit. 
All the commands have to be sent via terminal in an ASCII format as follows: 
 
- Receiving of the channel status:

At any moment, the receipt of the ‘r <CR> <LF>’ command indicates the sensor configuration. 
- Remote setting mode:

To access to the remote setting mode, the SYNC input has be remain passive for at least 300ms. 
The commands available are given below: 

@ <CR> <LF> beginning of the remote setting (together with passive SYNC) 
cx <CR> <LF> channel selection, with x  {1,2,3} 
tx <CR> <LF> tolerance selection, with x  {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} 
mx <CR> <LF> operating mode selection, with x  {1,2} 

m1 = C 
m2 = C+I 

e <CR> <LF> configuration sequence activation. 
q <CR> <LF> exit from the remote setting mode without saving configuration. 

If the SYNC input is activated before the ‘e’ (execute) command is given, the sensor exits the remote 
setting mode without saving the configuration, similarly to the receipt of the ‘q’ (quit) command. 

 
If the SYNC input is active, at the receipt of the @ <CR> <LF> command, the sensor responds with: ??
<CR> <LF>. At the receipt of the q <CR> <LF> or e <CR> <LF> commands, the sensor transmits ok
<CR> <LF>. 
The lo <CR> <LF> message is transmitted if the signal is too low and hi <CR> <LF> if the signal is too 
high.

 
- Delay configuration:

To access to the delay configuration, the SYNC input has be remain passive for at least 300 ms The 
commands available are given below: 

@ <CR> <LF> beginning of the delay configuration (together with passive SYNC) 
dx <CR> <LF> delay selection, with x  {0,1,2,3,4,5} 

d0 =   0 ms d3 = 20 ms 
d1 =   5 ms d4 = 30 ms 
d2 = 10 ms d5 = 40 ms 

e <CR> <LF> memorisation of the new delay value 
q <CR> <LF> exit from the delay configuration without saving the configuration. 

If the SYNC input is activated before the ‘e’ (execute) command is given, the sensor exits the remote 
setting mode without saving the configuration, similarly to the receipt of the ‘q’ (quit) command. 

 
If the SYNC input is active, at the receipt of the @ <CR> <LF> command, the sensor responds with: ??
<CR> <LF>. At the receipt of the q <CR> <LF> or e <CR> <LF> commands, the sensor transmits ok
<CR> <LF>. 

NOTE: during the command transmission, the single strings have to follow each other with a 
delay of at least 1ms.
 

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control 
of the machines where installed. 

 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 
 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 
 

 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification. 

 

© 2007 – 2013 Datalogic Automation - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - Protected to the fullest extent under U.S. and international 
laws. • Copying, or altering of this document is prohibited without express written consent from Datalogic Automation. 
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S65-PA-5-W09
Contrast sensor

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 
OUTPUT LED 
The yellow LED ON indicates the active output status. 
DISPLAY (green-coloured 4-digit display) 
During normal functioning, the display indicates a value relative to the quantity 
of light diffused by the target. 
Please refer to the ‘SETTING’ paragraph for the correct indications to follow 
during the acquisition or setting phase. 
STABILITY LED (S) 
The green LED ON indicates that the output is ON or OFF in a stable manner. 
DELAY ON LED (1) 
The green LED ON indicates the DELAY function activation at the ON output 
status.
DELAY OFF LED (2) 
The green LED ON indicates the DELAY function activation at the OFF output 
status.
+/- and SET push-buttons 
Please refer to the ‘SETTING’ paragraph for the correct indications to follow 
during the acquisition or setting phase.

INSTALLATION 
The sensor can be mounted by means of the 
three housing’s holes using two screws (M4x25 
or longer, 1 Nm maximum tightening torque) 
with washers. The use of fixing brackets is 
recommended if the supporting surface doesn't 
have a good planarity. Various orientable fixing 
brackets to ease the sensor positioning are 
available (please refer to the accessories listed 
in the catalogue). The operating distance is measured from the front surface 
of the sensor optics. 
The M12 connector can be oriented at three different positions using the 
specific fastening spring and rotating the block of 180° until reaching the lock 
position. If the target to detect is very shiny (metal plate), we suggest to angle 
the sensor 5°-20° respect to the material to detect and the material movement 
direction.

CONNECTION 
M12 5-pole CONNECTOR 

standard versions 
M12 8-pole CONNECTOR 

versions with RS485 serial interface

TECHNICAL DATA 

Power supply: 10 … 30 Vdc limit values 
Ripple: 2 Vpp max. 
Consumption
(output current excluded): 50 mA max. @ 24Vdc 

Output: 1 PNP or NPN output 30 Vdc max. 
(short-circuit protection) 

Output current: 100 mA max. 
Output saturation voltage:  2 V 
Response time: 16 s
Switching frequency: 30 kHz 
Analog output: 0…5 V (90% white 4.5 V) 
Analog output impedance: 1k(short circuit protection) 
Digital resolution: 12 bit (4095 steps) 
Operating temperature: -10 … 55 °C 
Storage temperature: -20 … 70 °C 
Electrical protection: Class 2 
Operating distance: 12…20 mm 
Depth of field:  2 mm 
Minimum spot dimension: 3x1 mm at 19 mm 
Emission type: white light LED (400-700nm) 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2 

Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for 
each axis (EN60068-2-6) 

Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for each axis 
Housing material: ABS 
Lens material: Glass window and lenses 
Mechanical protection IP67 

Connection:
M12-5 pole connector for standard versions / 

M12-8 pole connector for versions with 
RS485 serial interface

Weight: 100 g. max. 

DIMENSIONS 

ANALOG OUTPUT (only for S65-PA-5-W09-xxZ versions) 
The analog output supplies a voltage proportional to the signal received by 
the sensor, with monitoring or alignment purposes only. 
The use of the serial interface, or the display indicator, is recommended in 
case of precise measurement. 

SETTING 
NORMAL FUNCTIONING

During normal functioning, the sensor indicates on the display the value of 
received light quantity. 

EASY TOUCH DETECTION
Before effecting target detection, the sensor must be set in the correct 
DARK/LIGHT operating mode: 
- light target on dark background: set LIGHT mode; 
- dark target on light background: set DARK mode. 
The light mode is the default setting; to change mode the user must access 
into the menu (refer to PARAMETER SETTING). 
Beginning of EASY_TOUCH detection: 
- Position the target to detect inside the operating distance, in front of the 

sensor.

- Press the SET push-button until the “EASY” text appears and release it 
immediately. 

- Releasing the push-button, the sensor ends the target detection phase and 
returns to normal functioning. 

- The sensor is ready to detect the target. 

FINE DETECTION (DARK TARGET)
An improved precision in the target–background contrast detection is obtained 
in this mode. 
The DARK/LIGHT operating mode is selected automatically by the sensor. 
Position correctly at the right operating distance the sensor spot on the target 
to detect: 
- Press the SET push-button until the “SEt1” text appears and release it 

immediately. 
- Releasing the push-button the text blinks. 

- Wait for the “SEt2” text and the blinking of the output OUT LED. 

- Position the background under the sensor spot. 
- Press the SET push-button a second time. 
- Release the push-button, the sensor ends the target detection phase and 

returns to normal functioning. 

- The sensor is ready to detect the target. 

DYNAMIC DETECTION
This mode allows to detect targets moving in front of the sensor. The 
threshold value is set automatically during the target movement. The 
beginning and the end of the detection phase are controlled externally 
(keyboard, REMOTE signal, RS485). 
Like the EASY_TOUCH detection mode, the DARK/LIGHT operating mode 
must be set beforehand: 
- Press the SET push-button until the “dYn..” text appears. 
- Releasing the push-button the text blinks and the sensor is in the detection 

phase.

- Press the SET push-button in order to end the dynamic detection 
procedure.

- Releasing the push-button, the sensor ends the detection phase and 
returns to normal functioning. 

- The sensor is ready to detect the target. 

PARAMETER SETTING 
Entering in the menu the user can change some parameters: DELAY ON, 
DELAY OFF, DARK/LIGHT mode and display turning ON/OFF. 
To enter in the parameter programming phase, press the + and - push-
buttons together until the "MEnu" text appears. 

Releasing the push-button the first DELAY ON parameter appears. 
Pressing the + and – push-buttons the parameter list is visualised in the 
following sequence: 

DELAY ON setting
The DELAY ON represents the output activation delay after the reference 
target has entered in the detection area. The delay obstacles the detection of 
events that occur in a very rapid sequence. An application example is a target 
with shaded colouring (light-dark-light) that can be detected twice. 

To set the DELAY ON function select in the menu parameters the “dlOn” text. 

- Pressing the SET push-button, the user enters in the parameter 
programming and the “dxxx” text appears where xxx represents the 
previously set value (from 0 to 100). 

- Pressing the + and – push-buttons, the delay value increases or decreases 
reaching 1 ms up to a delay maximum of 100 ms. If the delay value is 
different from zero, the LED 1 turns on (ON DELAY LED) to signal that the 
function has been activated. 

- To confirm the value and return to the parameter menu, press the SET 
push-button.

DELAY OFF setting
The DELAY OFF represents the output delay deactivation after the reference 
target has moved out of the detection area. The delay extends the output 
activation allowing the interface system to detect also shorter pulses.

5° - 20° 

Color sensor S65-V Contrast sensor S65-W

M12 CONNECTOR - COLOR SENSOR S65-V M12 CONNECTOR - CONTRAST SENSOR S65-W

OPTIC FUNCTION HOUSING CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Color sensor

335 µs

M12 8-pole Connector

PNP, RS485 S65-PA-5-V09-PPPZ 956251000

NPN, RS485 S65-PA-5-V09-NNNZ 956251010

PNP S65-PA-5-V09-PPP 956251020

NPN S65-PA-5-V09-NNN 956251030

5 ms (norm) or 
1 ms (fast) 

PNP, RS485 S65-PA-5-V19-PPPZ 956251080

NPN, RS485 S65-PA-5-V19-NNNZ 956251090

PNP S65-PA-5-V19-PPP 956251100

NPN S65-PA-5-V19-NNN 956251110

Contrast sensor 16 µs

M12 5-pole Connector NPN S65-PA-5-W09-NH 954201000

M12 8-pole Connector NPN, RS485 S65-PA-5-W09-NHZ 954201010

M12 5-pole Connector PNP S65-PA-5-W09-PH 954201020

M12 8-pole Connector PNP, RS485 S65-PA-5-W09-PHZ 954201030

CONNECTIONS

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION
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ST-5020 ST-5021

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.

ST-5020 mounting bracket 50 x 27 x 20 mm 95ACC5330

ST-5021 mounting bracket 20 x 40 x 28 mm 95ACC5340

TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M12 connector

5-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-03-G-03 95ACC2110

5 m CS-A1-03-G-05 95ACC2120

10 m CS-A1-03-G-10 95ACC2140

5-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C

3 m CS-A1-03-U-03 95ASE1170

5 m CS-A1-03-U-05 95ASE1180

10 m CS-A1-03-U-10 95ASE1190

15 m CS-A1-03-U-15 95ASE1200

25 m CS-A1-03-U-25 95ASE1210

50 m CS-A1-03-U-50 95A252700

8-pole, black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-06-B-03 95ACC2260

5 m CS-A1-06-B-05 95ACC2270

10 m CS-A1-06-B-10 95ACC2280

Radial M12 Connector

8-pole, shielded, black, P.V.C.

3 m CV-A2-26-B-03 95ACC1600

5 m CV-A2-26-B-05 95ACC1610

10 m CV-A2-26-B-10 95ACC1620

Axial M12 Connector

3 m CV-A1-26-B-03 95ACC1510

5 m CV-A1-26-B-05 95ACC1520

10 m CV-A1-26-B-10 95ACC1530

15 m CV-A1-26-B-15 95ACC2080

25 m CV-A1-26-B-25 95ACC2100

8-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-06-U-03 95ASE1220

5 m CS-A1-06-U-05 95ASE1230

10 m CS-A1-06-U-10 95ASE1240

15 m CS-A1-06-U-15 95ASE1250

25 m CS-A1-06-U-25 95ASE1260

50 m CS-A1-06-U-50 95A252710

8-pole, black Connector-not cabled CS-A1-06-B-NC 95ACC2550

ACCESSORIES

CABLES

The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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AREA SENSORS

AS1

AS1
Area sensing 100 mm

Operating Distance
0,3…2,1 m (AS1-LD)

0,8…3 m (AS1-HD)

Resolution
Flat: 0,2x75mm  Cylindrical: Ø 6mm (AS1-HR) 

Flat: 0,2x200mm  Cylindrical: Ø18mm (AS1-SR) 

Response Time
1,75 ms (AS1-SR)

2,75...8 ms (AS1-HR)

Light emission IR LED

Power supply
Vdc 24 V

Vac

Vac/dc

Output

PNP •

NPN

NPN/PNP

relay

other

Connection
cable

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 22x43x150

Housing material aluminium

Mechanical protection IP65

APPLICATIONS

• Processing lines
• Food, Cosmetic and Pharmaceutical 
• Electronics and mechanical assembling
• Conveyor lines and sorting systems

AREASCAN™ 
HIGH-RESOLUTION 
DETECTION PHOTOELECTRIC 
LIGHT GRIDS
• Crossed beam area sensors
• 100mm controlled height
• Adjustment trimmer
• Optical or wire synchronism
• Scan Mode input
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AS1 trimmer
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

CONTROLS
OUT LED on receiver (RX) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the presence of the object into controlled area. 
 
POWER ON LED on receiver (RX) 
The green LED ON indicates the optimal device functioning. 
The fast blinking of the green LED indicates a critical device alignment. 
Please refer to “DIAGNOSTICS” paragraph for other indications. 
 
POWER ON LED on emitter (TX) 
The green LED ON indicates the correct device functioning. 
Please refer to “DIAGNOSTICS” paragraph for other indications. 
 

INSTALLATION MODE 
General information on device positioning 

 Align the two receiver (RX) and emitter (TX) units, verifying that their distance is inside 
the device operating distance, in a parallel manner placing the sensitive sides one in 
front of the other, with the connectors oriented on the same side. The critical alignment 
of the unit will be signalled by the fast blinking of the green receiver LED. 

 

 Mount the two receiver and emitter units on rigid supports which are not subject to 
strong vibrations, using specific fixing brackets and /or the holes present on the device 
lids. 

 
Precautions to respect when choosing and installing the device 

 Choose the device according to the minimum object to detect and the maximum 
controlled area requested. 

 In agro-industrial applications, the compatibility of light grid housing material and any 
chemical agents used in the production process has to be verified with the assistance 
of the DATALOGIC technical sales support department. 

 The AREAscanTM light grids are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in 
the safety control of the machines where installed. 

Moreover the following points have to be considered: 
- Avoid installation near very intense and / or blinking light sources, in particular near to 

the receiver unit. 
- The presence of strong electromagnetic disturbances can jeopardise the correct 

functioning of the device. This condition has to be carefully evaluated and checked with 
the DATALOGIC technical sales support department; 

- The presence of smoke, fog and suspended dust in the working environment can 
reduce the device’s operating distance. 

- Strong and frequent temperature variations, with very low peak temperatures, can 
generate a thin condensation layer on the optics surfaces, compromising the correct 
functioning of the device. 

- Reflecting surfaces near the luminous beam of the AREAscanTM device (above, under 
or lateral) can cause passive reflections able to compromise object detection inside the 
controlled area. 

- if different devices have to be installed in adjacent areas, the emitter of one unit must 
not interfere with the receiver of the other unit.  

 
General information relative to object detection and measurement 

 For a correct object detection and / or measurement, the object has to pass completely 
through the controlled area. Testing the correct detection before beginning the process 
is suggested. The resolution is non uniform inside the entire controlled area. For 
example the resolution in the AS1-HR model depends on the scanning program 
chosen. 

 

CONNECTIONS
 

4
5

3

12

0 V

SEL_RX*

NOT USED

+24 VDC

SWITCHING 
OUTPUT  

3 4

2 1

0 V

+24 VDC

SEL_TX2*

SEL_TX1*

 

AS1-HR AS1-SR AS1-HR AS1-SR 
1 – brown: +24 VDC +24 VDC 1 – brown: +24 VDC +24 VDC 
2 – white: SEL_RX* Not used 2 – white: SEL_TX1* Not used 
3 – blue: 0 V 0 V 3 – blue: 0 V  0 V 

4 – black: Switching  
output 

Switching  
output 4 – black: SEL_TX2* Not used 

RECEIVER 
(RX):
M12 5-pole 
connector

5 – grey: Not used Not used 

EMITTER
(TX):
M12 4-pole 
connector

(*): see the paragraph “SCANNING PROGRAMS” 
 Shielded cables are not foreseen in the standard connection 
 Ground connection of the two units is not necessary 
 

FUNCTIONING AND PERFORMANCES 
 

 
 
The beam interruption due to the passage of an object inside the controlled area causes 
the closing of the switching output. The device can detect envelopes, sheets, cards, 
tapes, foils with a reduced thickness (reaching dimensions of only 0,2 mm) and spherical 
objects with a minimum diameter of 6 mm, depending on the scanning program chosen 
and the position of the object within the controlled area. In particular, the switching output 
is always activated when at least one beam is obscured. The status variation is signalled 
by the yellow receiver LED that turns on. 
 

The device presents inputs (both on TX and Rx units) that consent the selection of the 
resolution and response time. Low response times correspond to worser resolutions and 
viceversa. 
 

The device does not require calibration; periodical checks of the resolution and/or 
measurement are however suggested. The blinking of the yellow receiver LED signals 
the critical alignment of the units and / or the functioning outside or near the maximum 
operating distance. In optimal conditions the LED remains off continuously (stability 
condition). 
 

The two units are synchronised via optic signal. As shown in the picture above, the  optic 
involved in the sinchronization process is the one closest to the top end cap. To ensure a 
correct use of the device it is necessary that the portion of controlled area associated 
with this optic is not obscured. 
 

EMISSION POWER REGULATION 

 

Rotate the trimmer clockwise to the limit (maximum emission), then align RX and TX at 
the required operating distance (LED OUT off); decrease emission power rotating the 
trimmer counterclockwise until the output switches (LED OUT off) or the limit is reached 
(minimum emission); in the first case, rotate the trimmer clockwise until the output 
switches again and LED OUT remains off. 

DIAGNOSTICS
RECEIVER UNIT:

Segnal Status Cause Action 
ON Switching output. 

Presence of the object in 
the controlled area. 

 

OUT LED 

OFF Switching output. 
Controlled area free of 
objects. 

 

ON Optimal functioning.  

Fast blinking Critical alignment of the 
unit or/and functioning 
closed to maximum 
operating distance. 

 

Slow blinking Wrong connections 
and/or malfunctioning. 

- Verify the output connections 
 and any short-circuits. 
- Switch OFF and switch ON the 

device. 
- If condition persists, contact 

Datalogic. POWER ON 
LED OFF Device is not powered. - Verify the connections. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

EMITTER UNIT:
Segnal Status Cause Action 

ON Normal functioning of 
emission unit. 

 

Blinking Unit malfunctioning. - Switch OFF and switch ON the 
device. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

POWER ON 
LED

OFF Device is not powered. - Verify the connections and right 
value of power supply. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 

 AS1-LD-HR-010-P AS1-LD-SR-010-P 
Power supply: 24 Vdc  15% 
Consumption on emitter unit 
(TX): 150 mA max. 

Consumption on receiver unit 
(RX): 40 mA max, load excluded 

Switching output: 1 PNP output 
Switching output current: 100 mA; short-circuit protection 
Output saturation voltage:  1.5 V at T=25 °C 

Spherical object 
diameter 

Non spherical 
object 

Spherical object 
diameter 

Non spherical 
object 

Resolution: 
≥ 6 mm H ≥ 0,2 mm **

L ≥ 75 mm ** ≥ 18 mm H ≥ 0,2 mm ** 
L ≥ 200 mm **

Response time: 2.75  –  8 ms  1.75 ms 
Operating temperature: 0…+ 50 °C 
Storage temperature: -25…+ 70 °C 
Operating distance 
(typical values): 0.3 - 2.1 m 

Emission type: Infrared (880 nm) 
Indicators: RX: OUT LED (yellow) / POWER ON LED (green) 

TX: POWER ON LED (green) 
Controlled height: 100 mm 
N° beams: 16 6 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, 

for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: Black electro-painted aluminium 
Lens material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP65 (EN 60529) 
Connections: M12 4-pole connector for TX 

M12 5-pole connector for RX 
Weight: 300 g. 

 

(**):  H: dimension along controlled area vertical axis (controlled height) 
 L: dimension along the axis orthogonal to controlled height  axis 
 

SCANNING PROGRAMS (only AS1-LD- HR-010-P)
 
The AS1-HR model presents inputs for the selection of the scanning program (SEL_RX ; 
SEL_TXX). 
The selection is made connecting the inputs to 0V or to +24Vdc. 
The scanning program is activated only after input selection and device re-powering. 
A different scanning program cannot be activated during device functioning. 
According to the combination of the inputs selected, the response time or resolution can 
be preferred, as described in the following table. The standard configuration (SEL_RX 
and SEL_TXX floating inputs) corresponds to the lower resolution and highest response 
time. 
 

PROG. N° SEL_RX SEL_TX1 SEL_TX2 RES. RESPONSE TIME (msec) 

1 0V 
or FLOAT 

0V 
or FLOAT 

+24Vcc 
or FLOAT LOW 2.75 

2 0V 
or FLOAT 

0V or 
FLOAT 0V MEDIUM 

LOW 3 

3 +24Vcc +24Vcc +24Vcc 
or FLOAT 

MEDIUM 
HIGH 7.75 

4 +24Vcc +24Vcc 0V HIGH 8 

 
Resolution figure: the box indicated the area with highest resolution 
 

PROGRAM 1 PROGRAM 2 PROGRAM 3 - 4 

Ideal for fast detection 
on entire controlled area, 

with low resolution. 

Ideal for fast detection  
on entire contolled area, 

with constant resolution on 
limited area. 

Ideal for detection with 
high resolution on entire 

controlled area. 
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OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform 
to the 2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 
 

WARRANTY 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective 
during the warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of DATALOGIC 
AUTOMATION products. 
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Synchronism

The emitter is equiped with a trimmer which let 
user change the emission power. The operating 
distance increases rotating the trimmer clockwise. 
The emission power reduction it is useful to 
decrease passive reflections when the maximum 
operating distance it is not required. Trimmer 
rotation is limited to 260°. Do not apply a torque 
greater than 35 Nmm. 

AS1 trimmer
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

CONTROLS
OUT LED on receiver (RX) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the presence of the object into controlled area. 
 
POWER ON LED on receiver (RX) 
The green LED ON indicates the optimal device functioning. 
The fast blinking of the green LED indicates a critical device alignment. 
Please refer to “DIAGNOSTICS” paragraph for other indications. 
 
POWER ON LED on emitter (TX) 
The green LED ON indicates the correct device functioning. 
Please refer to “DIAGNOSTICS” paragraph for other indications. 
 

INSTALLATION MODE 
General information on device positioning 

 Align the two receiver (RX) and emitter (TX) units, verifying that their distance is inside 
the device operating distance, in a parallel manner placing the sensitive sides one in 
front of the other, with the connectors oriented on the same side. The critical alignment 
of the unit will be signalled by the fast blinking of the green receiver LED. 

 

 Mount the two receiver and emitter units on rigid supports which are not subject to 
strong vibrations, using specific fixing brackets and /or the holes present on the device 
lids. 

 
Precautions to respect when choosing and installing the device 

 Choose the device according to the minimum object to detect and the maximum 
controlled area requested. 

 In agro-industrial applications, the compatibility of light grid housing material and any 
chemical agents used in the production process has to be verified with the assistance 
of the DATALOGIC technical sales support department. 

 The AREAscanTM light grids are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in 
the safety control of the machines where installed. 

Moreover the following points have to be considered: 
- Avoid installation near very intense and / or blinking light sources, in particular near to 

the receiver unit. 
- The presence of strong electromagnetic disturbances can jeopardise the correct 

functioning of the device. This condition has to be carefully evaluated and checked with 
the DATALOGIC technical sales support department; 

- The presence of smoke, fog and suspended dust in the working environment can 
reduce the device’s operating distance. 

- Strong and frequent temperature variations, with very low peak temperatures, can 
generate a thin condensation layer on the optics surfaces, compromising the correct 
functioning of the device. 

- Reflecting surfaces near the luminous beam of the AREAscanTM device (above, under 
or lateral) can cause passive reflections able to compromise object detection inside the 
controlled area. 

- if different devices have to be installed in adjacent areas, the emitter of one unit must 
not interfere with the receiver of the other unit.  

 
General information relative to object detection and measurement 

 For a correct object detection and / or measurement, the object has to pass completely 
through the controlled area. Testing the correct detection before beginning the process 
is suggested. The resolution is non uniform inside the entire controlled area. For 
example the resolution in the AS1-HR model depends on the scanning program 
chosen. 

 

CONNECTIONS
 

4
5

3

12

0 V

SEL_RX*

NOT USED

+24 VDC

SWITCHING 
OUTPUT  

3 4

2 1

0 V

+24 VDC

SEL_TX2*

SEL_TX1*

 

AS1-HR AS1-SR AS1-HR AS1-SR 
1 – brown: +24 VDC +24 VDC 1 – brown: +24 VDC +24 VDC 
2 – white: SEL_RX* Not used 2 – white: SEL_TX1* Not used 
3 – blue: 0 V 0 V 3 – blue: 0 V  0 V 

4 – black: Switching  
output 

Switching  
output 4 – black: SEL_TX2* Not used 

RECEIVER 
(RX):
M12 5-pole 
connector

5 – grey: Not used Not used 

EMITTER
(TX):
M12 4-pole 
connector

(*): see the paragraph “SCANNING PROGRAMS” 
 Shielded cables are not foreseen in the standard connection 
 Ground connection of the two units is not necessary 
 

FUNCTIONING AND PERFORMANCES 
 

 
 
The beam interruption due to the passage of an object inside the controlled area causes 
the closing of the switching output. The device can detect envelopes, sheets, cards, 
tapes, foils with a reduced thickness (reaching dimensions of only 0,2 mm) and spherical 
objects with a minimum diameter of 6 mm, depending on the scanning program chosen 
and the position of the object within the controlled area. In particular, the switching output 
is always activated when at least one beam is obscured. The status variation is signalled 
by the yellow receiver LED that turns on. 
 

The device presents inputs (both on TX and Rx units) that consent the selection of the 
resolution and response time. Low response times correspond to worser resolutions and 
viceversa. 
 

The device does not require calibration; periodical checks of the resolution and/or 
measurement are however suggested. The blinking of the yellow receiver LED signals 
the critical alignment of the units and / or the functioning outside or near the maximum 
operating distance. In optimal conditions the LED remains off continuously (stability 
condition). 
 

The two units are synchronised via optic signal. As shown in the picture above, the  optic 
involved in the sinchronization process is the one closest to the top end cap. To ensure a 
correct use of the device it is necessary that the portion of controlled area associated 
with this optic is not obscured. 
 

EMISSION POWER REGULATION 

 

Rotate the trimmer clockwise to the limit (maximum emission), then align RX and TX at 
the required operating distance (LED OUT off); decrease emission power rotating the 
trimmer counterclockwise until the output switches (LED OUT off) or the limit is reached 
(minimum emission); in the first case, rotate the trimmer clockwise until the output 
switches again and LED OUT remains off. 

DIAGNOSTICS
RECEIVER UNIT:

Segnal Status Cause Action 
ON Switching output. 

Presence of the object in 
the controlled area. 

 

OUT LED 

OFF Switching output. 
Controlled area free of 
objects. 

 

ON Optimal functioning.  

Fast blinking Critical alignment of the 
unit or/and functioning 
closed to maximum 
operating distance. 

 

Slow blinking Wrong connections 
and/or malfunctioning. 

- Verify the output connections 
 and any short-circuits. 
- Switch OFF and switch ON the 

device. 
- If condition persists, contact 

Datalogic. POWER ON 
LED OFF Device is not powered. - Verify the connections. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

EMITTER UNIT:
Segnal Status Cause Action 

ON Normal functioning of 
emission unit. 

 

Blinking Unit malfunctioning. - Switch OFF and switch ON the 
device. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

POWER ON 
LED

OFF Device is not powered. - Verify the connections and right 
value of power supply. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 

 AS1-LD-HR-010-P AS1-LD-SR-010-P 
Power supply: 24 Vdc  15% 
Consumption on emitter unit 
(TX): 150 mA max. 

Consumption on receiver unit 
(RX): 40 mA max, load excluded 

Switching output: 1 PNP output 
Switching output current: 100 mA; short-circuit protection 
Output saturation voltage:  1.5 V at T=25 °C 

Spherical object 
diameter 

Non spherical 
object 

Spherical object 
diameter 

Non spherical 
object 

Resolution: 
≥ 6 mm H ≥ 0,2 mm **

L ≥ 75 mm ** ≥ 18 mm H ≥ 0,2 mm ** 
L ≥ 200 mm **

Response time: 2.75  –  8 ms  1.75 ms 
Operating temperature: 0…+ 50 °C 
Storage temperature: -25…+ 70 °C 
Operating distance 
(typical values): 0.3 - 2.1 m 

Emission type: Infrared (880 nm) 
Indicators: RX: OUT LED (yellow) / POWER ON LED (green) 

TX: POWER ON LED (green) 
Controlled height: 100 mm 
N° beams: 16 6 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, 

for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: Black electro-painted aluminium 
Lens material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP65 (EN 60529) 
Connections: M12 4-pole connector for TX 

M12 5-pole connector for RX 
Weight: 300 g. 

 

(**):  H: dimension along controlled area vertical axis (controlled height) 
 L: dimension along the axis orthogonal to controlled height  axis 
 

SCANNING PROGRAMS (only AS1-LD- HR-010-P)
 
The AS1-HR model presents inputs for the selection of the scanning program (SEL_RX ; 
SEL_TXX). 
The selection is made connecting the inputs to 0V or to +24Vdc. 
The scanning program is activated only after input selection and device re-powering. 
A different scanning program cannot be activated during device functioning. 
According to the combination of the inputs selected, the response time or resolution can 
be preferred, as described in the following table. The standard configuration (SEL_RX 
and SEL_TXX floating inputs) corresponds to the lower resolution and highest response 
time. 
 

PROG. N° SEL_RX SEL_TX1 SEL_TX2 RES. RESPONSE TIME (msec) 

1 0V 
or FLOAT 

0V 
or FLOAT 

+24Vcc 
or FLOAT LOW 2.75 

2 0V 
or FLOAT 

0V or 
FLOAT 0V MEDIUM 

LOW 3 

3 +24Vcc +24Vcc +24Vcc 
or FLOAT 

MEDIUM 
HIGH 7.75 

4 +24Vcc +24Vcc 0V HIGH 8 

 
Resolution figure: the box indicated the area with highest resolution 
 

PROGRAM 1 PROGRAM 2 PROGRAM 3 - 4 

Ideal for fast detection 
on entire controlled area, 

with low resolution. 

Ideal for fast detection  
on entire contolled area, 

with constant resolution on 
limited area. 

Ideal for detection with 
high resolution on entire 

controlled area. 
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OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform 
to the 2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 
 

WARRANTY 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective 
during the warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of DATALOGIC 
AUTOMATION products. 
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DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification 
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Synchronism

The emitter is equiped with a trimmer which let 
user change the emission power. The operating 
distance increases rotating the trimmer clockwise. 
The emission power reduction it is useful to 
decrease passive reflections when the maximum 
operating distance it is not required. Trimmer 
rotation is limited to 260°. Do not apply a torque 
greater than 35 Nmm. 

Power supply 24 Vdc ± 15%

Consumption on emitter unit (TX) 150 mA max. 

Consumption on receiver unit (RX) 40 mA max. load excluded

Light emission IR LED 880 nm

Setting adjustment trimmer (mod. AS1…P)

Indicators
yellow OUTPUT LED

green POWER ON LED 

Output PNP

Output current 100 mA max.

Saturation voltage 1,5 V max. 

Response time 
2,75 - 8 ms (mod. AS1-HR)

1,75 ms (mod. AS1-SR)

Connection  M12 4-pole connector (TX), M12 5-pole connector (RX)

Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing

Mechanical protection IP65 (EN 60529)

Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Housing material black electro-painted aluminium

Lens material PMMA 

Operating temperature 0 … 50 °C

Storage temperature -25 … 70 °C

Weight 300 g 

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS
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AS1 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUT LED on receiver (RX) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the presence of the object into controlled area. 

POWER ON LED on receiver (RX) 
The green LED ON indicates the optimal device functioning. 
The fast blinking of the green LED indicates a critical device alignment. 
Please refer to “DIAGNOSTICS” paragraph for other indications. 

POWER ON LED on emitter (TX) 
The green LED ON indicates the correct device functioning. 
Please refer to “DIAGNOSTICS” paragraph for other indications. 

INSTALLATION MODE 
General information on device positioning 

 Align the two receiver (RX) and emitter (TX) units, verifying that their distance is inside 
the device operating distance, in a parallel manner placing the sensitive sides one in 
front of the other, with the connectors oriented on the same side. The critical alignment 
of the unit will be signalled by the fast blinking of the green receiver LED. 

 Mount the two receiver and emitter units on rigid supports which are not subject to 
strong vibrations, using specific fixing brackets and /or the holes present on the device 
lids.

Precautions to respect when choosing and installing the device 

 Choose the device according to the minimum object to detect and the maximum 
controlled area requested. 

 In agro-industrial applications, the compatibility of light grid housing material and any 
chemical agents used in the production process has to be verified with the assistance 
of the DATALOGIC technical sales support department. 

 The AREAscanTM light grids are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in 
the safety control of the machines where installed. 

Moreover the following points have to be considered: 
- Avoid installation near very intense and / or blinking light sources, in particular near to 

the receiver unit. 
- The presence of strong electromagnetic disturbances can jeopardise the correct 

functioning of the device. This condition has to be carefully evaluated and checked with 
the DATALOGIC technical sales support department; 

- The presence of smoke, fog and suspended dust in the working environment can 
reduce the device’s operating distance. 

- Strong and frequent temperature variations, with very low peak temperatures, can 
generate a thin condensation layer on the optics surfaces, compromising the correct 
functioning of the device. 

- Reflecting surfaces near the luminous beam of the AREAscanTM device (above, under 
or lateral) can cause passive reflections able to compromise object detection inside the 
controlled area. 

- if different devices have to be installed in adjacent areas, the emitter of one unit must 
not interfere with the receiver of the other unit.  

General information relative to object detection and measurement 

 For a correct object detection and / or measurement, the object has to pass completely 
through the controlled area. Testing the correct detection before beginning the process 
is suggested. The resolution is non uniform inside the entire controlled area. For 
example the resolution in the AS1-HR model depends on the scanning program 
chosen.

CONNECTIONS

4
5

3

12

0 V

SEL_RX

SYNC (    TX)

+24 VDC

SWITCHING 
OUTPUT

3 4

2 1

0 V

+24 VDC

SYNC (    RX)

SEL_TX

AS1-HR AS1-SR AS1-HR  AS1-SR
1 – brown: +24 VDC +24 VDC 1 – brown: +24 VDC +24 VDC 
2 – white: SEL_RX Not used 2 – white: SEL_TX Not used 
3 – blue: 0 V 0 V 3 – blue: 0 V  0 V 

4 – black: Switching  
output

Switching  
output 4 – black: SYNC SYNC 

RECEIVER 
(RX):
M12 5-pole 
connector

5 – grey: SYNC SYNC

EMITTER
(TX):
M12 4-pole 
connector

 Shielded cables are not foreseen in the standard connection 

 Ground connection of the two units is not necessary 

 Use the same power supply for both units: for a correct functioning it’s necessary that 
both units TX and RX have the same voltage reference 0V 

FUNCTIONING AND PERFORMANCES 

The beam interruption due to the passage of an object inside the controlled area causes 
the closing of the switching output and the variation of the device analogue output signal. 
Small objects can be detected (reaching dimensions of only 0.5 mm) and with a reduced 
surface area. 

In particular: 

The switching output is always activated when at least one beam is obscured. 
The status variation is signalled by the yellow receiver LED that turns on. 

The device presents inputs (both on TX and Rx units) that consent the selection of the 
resolution and response time. 
Low response times correspond to worser resolutions and viceversa. 

The device does not require calibration; periodical checks of the resolution and / or 
measurement are however suggested. 

The blinking of the green receiver LED (stability function) signals the critical alignment of 
the units and / or the functioning outside or near the maximum operating distance. In 
optimal conditions the LED remains on continuously. 

The two units are synchronised via cable (SYNC wire). 
Precarious connections or induced disturbances on the synchronism line can cause 
device malfunctioning or a temporary blocking. 

DIAGNOSTICS
RECEIVER UNIT:

Segnal Status Cause Action 
ON Switching output. 

Presence of the object in 
the controlled area. 

OUT LED 

OFF Switching output. 
Controlled area free of 
objects.

ON Optimal functioning.

Fast blinking Critical alignment of the 
unit or/and functioning 
closed to maximum 
operating distance. 

Slow blinking Wrong connections 
and/or malfunctioning. 

- Verify the output connections 
 and any short-circuits. 
- Switch OFF and switch ON the 

device. 
- If condition persists, contact 

Datalogic. 
POWER ON 

LED
OFF Device is not powered. - Verify the connections. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

EMITTER UNIT:
Segnal Status Cause Action 

ON Normal functioning of 
emission unit. 

Blinking Unit malfunctioning. - Switch OFF and switch ON the 
device. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

POWER ON 
LED

OFF Absence of power and/or 
synchronism with 
receiver 

- Verify the connections and right 
value of power supply. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

TECHNICAL DATA 

AS1-LD-HR-010-xx
AS1-HD-HR-010-xx

AS1-LD-SR-010-xx
AS1-HD-SR-010-xx

Power supply: 24 Vdc  15% 
Consumption on emitter unit 
(TX): 150 mA max. 

Consumption on receiver unit 
(RX): 40 mA max, load excluded 

Switching output: 1 PNP output 
Switching output current: 100 mA; short-circuit protection 
Output saturation voltage:  1.5 V at T=25 °C 
Resolution: up to 0.5 mm  up to 5 mm 
Response time: 2.75  –  8 ms  1.75 ms 
Operating temperature: 0…+ 50 °C 
Storage temperature: -25…+ 70 °C 
Operating distance 
(typical values): 0.3 - 2.1 m (AS1-LD) / 0.8…3 m (AS1-HD) 

Emission type: INFRARED (880 nm) 
Indicators: RX: OUT LED (yellow) / POWER ON LED (green) 

TX: POWER ON LED (green) 
Controlled height: 100 mm 
N° beams: 16 6 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, 

for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Housing material: Black electro-painted aluminium 
Lens material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP65 (EN 60529) 
Connections: M12 4-pole connector for TX 

M12 5-pole connector for RX 
Weight: 300 g. 

SCANNING PROGRAMS (only for AS1- HR)

The AS1-HR model presents inputs for the selection of the scanning program (SEL_RX ; 
SEL_TX). 
The selection is made connecting the input to +24Vdc. 
The scanning program is activated only after input selection and device re-powering. 
A different scanning program cannot be activated during device functioning. 
According to the combination of the inputs selected, the response time or resolution can 
be preferred, as described in the following table. The standard configuration (SEL_XX 
floating inputs) corresponds to the lower resolution and highest response time . 

PROG. N° SEL_RX SEL_TX RESOLUTION RESPONSE TIME (msec ) 

1 0V or FLOAT 0V or FLOAT LOW 2.75 
2 0V or FLOAT +24Vdc M/L 3 
3 +24Vdc 0V or FLOAT M/H 7.75 
4 +24Vdc +24Vdc HIGH 8 

Resolution figure: the box indicated the area with highest resolution 

PROGRAM 1 PROGRAM 2 PROGRAM 3 - 4 

Ideal for fast detection 
on entire controlled area, 

with low resolution. 

Ideal for fast detection
on entire contolled area, 

with constant resolution on 
limited area. 

Ideal for detection with 
high resolution on entire 

controlled area. 
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OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform 
to the 2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective 
during the warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of DATALOGIC 
AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via S. Vitalino 13 
40012 Calderara di Reno - Bologna - Italy 
Tel: +39 051 3147011  -  Fax: +39 051 3147453 

Operations Office 
Via Lavino 265
40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 

www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, 
including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826003123 Rev.D © Copyright Datalogic 2008-2009

Synchronism

*
** * not used in trimmer version

** SEL_TX2 in trimmer version*

Scan mode 1: 
high speed / low resolution
Minimum object detection

Flat = 0.4 (thickness) x 100 (width) mm
Cylindrical objects = Ø 6 mm

Scan mode 2:
 high speed / mid resol. central area

Minimum object detection
Flat = 0.4 (thickness) x 90 (width) mm

Cylindrical objects = Ø 6 mm

Scan mode 3-4: 
low speed / high resolution
Minimum object detection

Flat = 0.2 (thickness) x 75 (width) mm
Cylindrical objects = Ø 6 mm

PROG. N° SEL_RX SEL_TX RESOLUTION      RESPONSE TIME (msec )
1 0 Vdc or FLOAT 0 Vdc or FLOAT LOW 2.75
2 0 Vdc or FLOAT 24 Vdc M/L 3
3 24 Vdc 0Vdc or FLOAT M/H 7.75
4 24 Vdc 24 Vdc HIGH 8

          M12 CONNECTOR 

Two different models are available: high resolution (AS1-HR) or  standard 
resolution (AS1-SR). In the first case the light array has  16 beams, while 
in the second case the beams are reduced to 6. In the AS1-HR model, the 
selection inputs of the SCAN MODE, can configure  4 different crossed-
beam scanning modes. These different modes allow to vary the detection 
performances, in particular the resolution can be increased to 0.2mm 
thickness, or the response time up to less than 3ms. 

Emitter is equipped with a manual regulation which 
lets the user change the emission power by means 
of a screwdriver.
The emission power reduction can be particularlly 
useful to lower passive reflections when maximum 
operating distance it is not required.

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS (TRIMMER VERSION)

CONNECTIONS

HIGH RESOLUTION SCANNING MODE
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Minimum object detection
Flat = 0.2 (thickness) x 200 (width) mm

Cylindrical objects = Ø 18 mm Note: the scan mode is fixed in the standard resolution version.

Rev. 03, 04/2019

OPTIC FUNCTION OPERATING DISTANCE RESOLUTION SETTING MODEL ORDER No.

Area sensor

2 m 

High
n/a AS1-LD-HR-010-J 958101000

Adjustment Trimmer AS1-LD-HR-010-P 958101040

Standard
n/a AS1-LD-SR-010-J 958101010

Adjustment Trimmer AS1-LD-SR-010-P 958101050

3 m 
High

n/a
AS1-HD-HR-010-J 958101020

Standard AS1-HD-SR-010-J 958101030

TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M12 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-G-03 95A251380

5 m CS-A1-02-G-05 95A251270

10 m CS-A1-02-G-10 95A251390

4-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-U-03 95ASE1120

5 m CS-A1-02-U-05 95ASE1130

10 m CS-A1-02-U-10 95ASE1140

15 m CS-A1-02-U-15 95ASE1150

25 m CS-A1-02-U-25 95ASE1160

5-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-03-G-03 95ACC2110

5 m CS-A1-03-G-05 95ACC2120

10 m CS-A1-03-G-10 95ACC2140

5-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C

3 m CS-A1-03-U-03 95ASE1170

5 m CS-A1-03-U-05 95ASE1180

10 m CS-A1-03-U-10 95ASE1190

15 m CS-A1-03-U-15 95ASE1200

25 m CS-A1-03-U-25 95ASE1210

50 m CS-A1-03-U-50 95A252700

STANDARD RESOLUTION SCANNING MODE

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

CABLES

The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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DIMENSION LIGHT SENSORS

DS1
Light array (controlled height) 100…300 mm

Resolution 4…7 mm

Number of beams 16…48

Light emission IR LED

Response time 1…2,75 ms

Setting Trimmer

Operating distance
0,15…0,8 m (SD)

0,15…2,1 m (LD)

0,2…4 m (HD)

Power supply
Vdc 24V +/- 15%

Vac

Vac/dc

Output

PNP •

NPN

NPN/PNP

relay

other 0…10 V Analog output

Connection
cable

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 22x43x(150/350)

Housing material aluminium

Mechanical protection IP65

APPLICATIONS

• Processing and Packaging machinery
• Food, Cosmetic, Pharmaceutical 
• Electronics and mechanical assembling
• Conveyor lines and sorting systems

AREASCAN™ DETECTION 
AND MEASUREMENT LIGHT 
GRIDS WITH ANALOG 
OUTPUT
• 4 mm resolution and 1 ms response time
• 100 to 300 mm controlled height
• Operating distance up to 4 m
• PNP digital and 0-10 V analog outputs
• Adjustment trimmer

DS1
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DS1 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUT LED on receiver (RX) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the presence of the object into controlled area.

POWER ON LED on receiver (RX) 
The green LED ON indicates the optimal device functioning. 
The fast blinking of the green LED indicates a critical device alignment. 
Please refer to “DIAGNOSTICS” paragraph for other indications.

POWER ON LED on emitter (TX) 
The green LED ON indicates the correct device functioning. 
Please refer to “DIAGNOSTICS” paragraph for other indications. 

INSTALLATION MODES 
General information on device positioning  

 Align the two receiver (RX) and emitter (TX) units, verifying that their distance is inside 
the device operating distance, in a parallel manner, placing the sensitive sides one in 
front of the other, with the connectors oriented on the same side. The critical alignment 
of the unit will be signalled by the fast blinking of the green receiver LED. 

 Mount the receiver and emitter units on rigid supports which are not subject to strong 
vibrations, using specific fixing brackets and /or the holes present on the device lids. 

Precautions to respect when choosing and installing the device  

 Choose the device according to the minimum object to detect and the maximum 
controlled area requested (= operating distance x controlled height); 

 In agroindustrial applications, the compatibility of light grid housing material and any 
chemical agents used in the production process has to be verified with the assistance 
of the DATALOGIC technical sales support department; 

 The AREAscanTM light grids are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in 
the safety control of the machines where installed. 

Moreover the following points have to be considered: 
- avoid installation near very intense and / or blinking light sources, in particular near to 

the receiver unit; 
- the presence of strong electromagnetic disturbances can condition the correct 

functioning of the device; this condition has to be carefully evaluated and checked with 
the DATALOGIC technical sales support department; 

- the presence of smoke, fog and suspended dust in the working environment can 
reduce the operating distance of the device; 

- strong and frequent temperature variations, with very low peak temperatures, can 
generate a thin condensation layer on the optics surfaces, compromising the correct 
functioning of the device; 

- reflecting surfaces near the luminous beam of the AREAscanTM device (above, under 
or lateral) can cause passive reflections able to compromise object detection inside the 
controlled area. 

if different devices have to be installed in adjacent areas, the emitter of one unit must not 
interfere with the receiver of the other unit. 

General information relative to object detection and measurement 

For a correct object detection and / or measurement, the object has to pass completely 
through the controlled area; testing the correct detection before beginning the process is 
suggested.

CONNECTIONS

4
5

3

12

0 V

ANALOGUE
OUTPUT

SYNC (    TX)

+24 Vdc

SWITCHING 
OUTPUT

3 4

2 1

0 V

+24 Vdc

SYNC (    RX)

NOT USED

1 – brown:  +24 Vdc 1 – brown:  +24 Vdc 

2 – white:  Analogue output 2 – white:  Not used 
3 – blue:  0 V 3 – blue:  0 V 
4 –black:  Switching output 4 – black:  SYNC 

RECEIVER
(RX):
M12
5-pole connector 5 – grey:  SYNC

EMITTER
(TX):
M12
4-pole connector

 Shielded cables are not foreseen in the standard connection 

 Ground connection of the two units is not necessary 

 Use the same power supply for both units: for a correct functioning it’s necessary that 
both units TX and RX have the same voltage reference 0V 

FUNCTIONING AND PERFORMANCES

The beam interruption due to the passage of an object inside the controlled area caused 
the closing of the switching output and the variation of the device analogue output signal. 
Small objects can be detected (reaching dimensions of only 5 mm) and determine linear 
measurements with a 3 mm error in best cases. 
In particular, the switching output is always activated when at least one beam is 
obscured. The status variation is signalled by the yellow receiver LED that turns on. 
The analogue output value (0-10 V) is proportional to the number of obscured beams (0V 
means that no beam is interrupted, 10V all beams interrupted) 
The device does not require calibration; periodical checks of the resolution and / or 
measurement are however suggested. 
The blinking of the green receiver LED (stability function) signals the critical alignment of 
the units and / or the functioning outside or near the maximum operating distance. In 
optimal conditions the LED remains on continuously. 
The two units are synchronised via cable (SYNC wire); precarious connections or 
induced disturbances on the synchronism line can cause device malfunctioning or a 
temporary blocking.  
The diagrams, given below, show the typical minimum resolution trend of each model, SR 
(standard resolution) and HR (high resolution), in according to the operating distance (D). 
For DS1-LD-SR-XXX-PV, the minimum resolution at a particular operating distance is to 
be intended with the trimmer calibrated near commutation threshold for that distance. 
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DS1-HD-SR-XXX-JV

DS1-LD-SR-XXX-JV

DS1-LD-HR-XXX-JV

DS1-SD-SR-XXX-JV

DS1-SD-HR-XXX-JV

DS1-LD-SR-XXX-PV

EMISSION POWER REGULATION (only DS1-LD-SR-XXX-PV) 

Rotate the trimmer clockwise to the limit (maximum emission), then align RX and TX at 
the required operating distance (LED OUT off); decrease emission power rotating the 
trimmer counterclockwise until the output switches (LED OUT off) or the limit is reached 
(minimum emission); in the first case, rotate the trimmer clockwise until the output 
switches again and LED OUT remains off. 

TECHNICAL DATA 

Power supply: 24 Vdc  15% 
Consumption on emitting 
unit (TX): 150 mA max. 
Consumption on receiving 
unit (RX): 50 mA max without load 
Switching output: 1 PNP output 
Switching output current: 100 mA; short-circuit protection 
Output saturation voltage:  1.5 V at T=25 °C 
Analogue output: 0-10V proportional to obscured beams 
Analogue output current: 10 mA max. (1K minimum resistive load) 
Minimum resolution: refer to “Specifications” table 
Measurement precision: ± 3.5 mm (refer to “Specifications” table) 
Response time: 1 ms (refer to “Specifications” table) 
Indicators: RX: OUT LED (yellow) / POWER ON LED (green) 

TX: POWER ON LED (green) 
Operating temperature: 0…+ 50 °C 
Storage temperature: -25…+ 70 °C 
Operating distance 
(typical values): 

DS1-SD-XX-XXX-JV: 0.15…0.8 m 
DS1-LD-XX-XXX-JV: 0.15…2.1 m 
DS1-LD-SR-XXX-PV: 0.20…2.5 m 
DS1-HD-XX-XXX-JV: 0.20…4.0 m 

Emission type: Infrared (880 nm) 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for 

every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-

27)
Housing material: Black electro-painted aluminium 
Lens material: PMMA
Mechanical protection: IP65 (EN 60529) 
Connections: M12 4-pole connector for TX 

M12 5-pole connector for RX 
Weight: 300 g. (DS1-xx-010-xx) 

400 g. (DS1-xx-015-xx) 
600 g. (DS1-xx-030-xx) 

DIAGNOSTICS 

RECEIVING UNIT (RX):
Segnal Status Cause Action 

ON Switching output. 
Presence of the object in 
the controlled area. 

OUT LED 

OFF Switching output. 
Controlled area free of 
objects. 

ON Optimal functioning  

Fast blinking  Critical alignment of the 
unit or/and functioning 
closed to maximum 
operating distance. 

Slow blinking Wrong connections 
and/or malfunctioning. 

- Verify the output connections 
 and any short- circuits 
- Switch OFF and switch ON the 

device. 
- If condition persists, contact 

Datalogic. 
POWER ON 

LED
OFF Device is not powered. - Verify the connections. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

EMITTING UNIT (TX):
Segnal Status Cause Action 

ON Normal functioning of 
emission unit. 

Blinking Unit malfunctioning - Switch OFF and switch ON the 
device. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

POWER ON 
LED

OFF Absence of powering 
and/or synchronism with 
receiver 

- Verify the connections  and right 
value of power supply. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

DIMENSIONS
22

43
.2

M2 N°4

L3
Ø4.5  N°2

M
12

24L2 10.8

L1

mm

L2 L3
DS1-010
DS1-015
DS1-030

150.1
200.1
350.1

107
157
307

129.1
179.1
329.1

L1

15
.5

FIXING BRACKET

The fixing bracket is supplied with the product. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Model
Controlled

height

(mm)

N°. 
beams

Minimum
resolution

(mm)

Output
analogue
sensitivity

(V) 

Measurement
precision  

(mm)

Response
time 

(ms) 

Operatine 
distance 

(m)
DS1-LD-HR-010-JV 100 32 5 0.31  3.5 2   0.15…2.1
DS1-LD-HR-015-JV 150 48 5 0.21  3.5 2.75   0.15…2.1
DS1-LD-SR-010-JV 100 16 7 0.63  7 1   0.15…2.1
DS1-LD-SR-010-PV 100 16 7 0.63  7 1 0.20…2.5
DS1-LD-SR-015-JV 150 24 7 0.42  7 1.5   0.15…2.1
DS1-LD-SR-015-PV 150 24 7 0.42  7 1.5 0.20…2.5
DS1-LD-SR-030-JV 300 48 7 0.21  7 2.75   0.15…2.1
DS1-LD-SR-030-PV 300 48 7 0.21  7 2.75   0.20…2.5
DS1-SD-SR-010-JV 100 16 7 0.63  7 1  0.15…0.8
DS1-SD-SR-015-JV 150 24 7 0.42  6 1.5  0.15…0.8
DS1-SD-SR-030-JV 300 48 7 0.21  7 2.75  0.15…0.8
DS1-SD-HR-010-JV 100 32 4 0.31  3 2  0.15…0.8
DS1-SD-HR-015-JV  150 48 4 0.21  3 2.75  0.15…0.8
DS1-HD-SR-010-JV 100 16 7 0.63  7 1  0.20…4 
DS1-HD-SR-015-JV  150 24 7 0.42  7 1.5  0.20…4 
DS1-HD-SR-030-JV 300 48 7 0.21  7 2.75  0.20…4 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform 
to the 2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective 
during the warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of DATALOGIC 
AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, 
including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826003143 Rev.D © Copyright Datalogic 2009

The emitter is equiped with a trimmer which let 
user change the emission power. The operating 
distance increases rotating the trimmer clockwise. 
The emission power reduction it is useful to 
decrease passive reflections when the maximum 
operating distance it is not required. Trimmer 
rotation is limited to 260°. Do not apply a torque 
greater than 35 Nmm. 

DS1 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUT LED on receiver (RX) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the presence of the object into controlled area.

POWER ON LED on receiver (RX) 
The green LED ON indicates the optimal device functioning. 
The fast blinking of the green LED indicates a critical device alignment. 
Please refer to “DIAGNOSTICS” paragraph for other indications.

POWER ON LED on emitter (TX) 
The green LED ON indicates the correct device functioning. 
Please refer to “DIAGNOSTICS” paragraph for other indications. 

INSTALLATION MODES 
General information on device positioning  

 Align the two receiver (RX) and emitter (TX) units, verifying that their distance is inside 
the device operating distance, in a parallel manner, placing the sensitive sides one in 
front of the other, with the connectors oriented on the same side. The critical alignment 
of the unit will be signalled by the fast blinking of the green receiver LED. 

 Mount the receiver and emitter units on rigid supports which are not subject to strong 
vibrations, using specific fixing brackets and /or the holes present on the device lids. 

Precautions to respect when choosing and installing the device  

 Choose the device according to the minimum object to detect and the maximum 
controlled area requested (= operating distance x controlled height); 

 In agroindustrial applications, the compatibility of light grid housing material and any 
chemical agents used in the production process has to be verified with the assistance 
of the DATALOGIC technical sales support department; 

 The AREAscanTM light grids are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in 
the safety control of the machines where installed. 

Moreover the following points have to be considered: 
- avoid installation near very intense and / or blinking light sources, in particular near to 

the receiver unit; 
- the presence of strong electromagnetic disturbances can condition the correct 

functioning of the device; this condition has to be carefully evaluated and checked with 
the DATALOGIC technical sales support department; 

- the presence of smoke, fog and suspended dust in the working environment can 
reduce the operating distance of the device; 

- strong and frequent temperature variations, with very low peak temperatures, can 
generate a thin condensation layer on the optics surfaces, compromising the correct 
functioning of the device; 

- reflecting surfaces near the luminous beam of the AREAscanTM device (above, under 
or lateral) can cause passive reflections able to compromise object detection inside the 
controlled area. 

if different devices have to be installed in adjacent areas, the emitter of one unit must not 
interfere with the receiver of the other unit. 

General information relative to object detection and measurement 

For a correct object detection and / or measurement, the object has to pass completely 
through the controlled area; testing the correct detection before beginning the process is 
suggested.

CONNECTIONS

4
5

3

12

0 V

ANALOGUE
OUTPUT

SYNC (    TX)

+24 Vdc

SWITCHING 
OUTPUT

3 4

2 1

0 V

+24 Vdc

SYNC (    RX)

NOT USED

1 – brown:  +24 Vdc 1 – brown:  +24 Vdc 

2 – white:  Analogue output 2 – white:  Not used 
3 – blue:  0 V 3 – blue:  0 V 
4 –black:  Switching output 4 – black:  SYNC 

RECEIVER
(RX):
M12
5-pole connector 5 – grey:  SYNC

EMITTER
(TX):
M12
4-pole connector

 Shielded cables are not foreseen in the standard connection 

 Ground connection of the two units is not necessary 

 Use the same power supply for both units: for a correct functioning it’s necessary that 
both units TX and RX have the same voltage reference 0V 

FUNCTIONING AND PERFORMANCES

The beam interruption due to the passage of an object inside the controlled area caused 
the closing of the switching output and the variation of the device analogue output signal. 
Small objects can be detected (reaching dimensions of only 5 mm) and determine linear 
measurements with a 3 mm error in best cases. 
In particular, the switching output is always activated when at least one beam is 
obscured. The status variation is signalled by the yellow receiver LED that turns on. 
The analogue output value (0-10 V) is proportional to the number of obscured beams (0V 
means that no beam is interrupted, 10V all beams interrupted) 
The device does not require calibration; periodical checks of the resolution and / or 
measurement are however suggested. 
The blinking of the green receiver LED (stability function) signals the critical alignment of 
the units and / or the functioning outside or near the maximum operating distance. In 
optimal conditions the LED remains on continuously. 
The two units are synchronised via cable (SYNC wire); precarious connections or 
induced disturbances on the synchronism line can cause device malfunctioning or a 
temporary blocking.  
The diagrams, given below, show the typical minimum resolution trend of each model, SR 
(standard resolution) and HR (high resolution), in according to the operating distance (D). 
For DS1-LD-SR-XXX-PV, the minimum resolution at a particular operating distance is to 
be intended with the trimmer calibrated near commutation threshold for that distance. 
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DS1-HD-SR-XXX-JV

DS1-LD-SR-XXX-JV

DS1-LD-HR-XXX-JV

DS1-SD-SR-XXX-JV

DS1-SD-HR-XXX-JV

DS1-LD-SR-XXX-PV

EMISSION POWER REGULATION (only DS1-LD-SR-XXX-PV) 

Rotate the trimmer clockwise to the limit (maximum emission), then align RX and TX at 
the required operating distance (LED OUT off); decrease emission power rotating the 
trimmer counterclockwise until the output switches (LED OUT off) or the limit is reached 
(minimum emission); in the first case, rotate the trimmer clockwise until the output 
switches again and LED OUT remains off. 

TECHNICAL DATA 

Power supply: 24 Vdc  15% 
Consumption on emitting 
unit (TX): 150 mA max. 
Consumption on receiving 
unit (RX): 50 mA max without load 
Switching output: 1 PNP output 
Switching output current: 100 mA; short-circuit protection 
Output saturation voltage:  1.5 V at T=25 °C 
Analogue output: 0-10V proportional to obscured beams 
Analogue output current: 10 mA max. (1K minimum resistive load) 
Minimum resolution: refer to “Specifications” table 
Measurement precision: ± 3.5 mm (refer to “Specifications” table) 
Response time: 1 ms (refer to “Specifications” table) 
Indicators: RX: OUT LED (yellow) / POWER ON LED (green) 

TX: POWER ON LED (green) 
Operating temperature: 0…+ 50 °C 
Storage temperature: -25…+ 70 °C 
Operating distance 
(typical values): 

DS1-SD-XX-XXX-JV: 0.15…0.8 m 
DS1-LD-XX-XXX-JV: 0.15…2.1 m 
DS1-LD-SR-XXX-PV: 0.20…2.5 m 
DS1-HD-XX-XXX-JV: 0.20…4.0 m 

Emission type: Infrared (880 nm) 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for 

every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-

27)
Housing material: Black electro-painted aluminium 
Lens material: PMMA
Mechanical protection: IP65 (EN 60529) 
Connections: M12 4-pole connector for TX 

M12 5-pole connector for RX 
Weight: 300 g. (DS1-xx-010-xx) 

400 g. (DS1-xx-015-xx) 
600 g. (DS1-xx-030-xx) 

DIAGNOSTICS 

RECEIVING UNIT (RX):
Segnal Status Cause Action 

ON Switching output. 
Presence of the object in 
the controlled area. 

OUT LED 

OFF Switching output. 
Controlled area free of 
objects. 

ON Optimal functioning  

Fast blinking  Critical alignment of the 
unit or/and functioning 
closed to maximum 
operating distance. 

Slow blinking Wrong connections 
and/or malfunctioning. 

- Verify the output connections 
 and any short- circuits 
- Switch OFF and switch ON the 

device. 
- If condition persists, contact 

Datalogic. 
POWER ON 

LED
OFF Device is not powered. - Verify the connections. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

EMITTING UNIT (TX):
Segnal Status Cause Action 

ON Normal functioning of 
emission unit. 

Blinking Unit malfunctioning - Switch OFF and switch ON the 
device. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

POWER ON 
LED

OFF Absence of powering 
and/or synchronism with 
receiver 

- Verify the connections  and right 
value of power supply. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

DIMENSIONS
22
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FIXING BRACKET

The fixing bracket is supplied with the product. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Model
Controlled

height

(mm)

N°. 
beams

Minimum
resolution

(mm)

Output
analogue
sensitivity

(V) 

Measurement
precision  

(mm)

Response
time 

(ms) 

Operatine 
distance 

(m)
DS1-LD-HR-010-JV 100 32 5 0.31  3.5 2   0.15…2.1
DS1-LD-HR-015-JV 150 48 5 0.21  3.5 2.75   0.15…2.1
DS1-LD-SR-010-JV 100 16 7 0.63  7 1   0.15…2.1
DS1-LD-SR-010-PV 100 16 7 0.63  7 1 0.20…2.5
DS1-LD-SR-015-JV 150 24 7 0.42  7 1.5   0.15…2.1
DS1-LD-SR-015-PV 150 24 7 0.42  7 1.5 0.20…2.5
DS1-LD-SR-030-JV 300 48 7 0.21  7 2.75   0.15…2.1
DS1-LD-SR-030-PV 300 48 7 0.21  7 2.75   0.20…2.5
DS1-SD-SR-010-JV 100 16 7 0.63  7 1  0.15…0.8
DS1-SD-SR-015-JV 150 24 7 0.42  6 1.5  0.15…0.8
DS1-SD-SR-030-JV 300 48 7 0.21  7 2.75  0.15…0.8
DS1-SD-HR-010-JV 100 32 4 0.31  3 2  0.15…0.8
DS1-SD-HR-015-JV  150 48 4 0.21  3 2.75  0.15…0.8
DS1-HD-SR-010-JV 100 16 7 0.63  7 1  0.20…4 
DS1-HD-SR-015-JV  150 24 7 0.42  7 1.5  0.20…4 
DS1-HD-SR-030-JV 300 48 7 0.21  7 2.75  0.20…4 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform 
to the 2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective 
during the warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of DATALOGIC 
AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
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The emitter is equiped with a trimmer which let 
user change the emission power. The operating 
distance increases rotating the trimmer clockwise. 
The emission power reduction it is useful to 
decrease passive reflections when the maximum 
operating distance it is not required. Trimmer 
rotation is limited to 260°. Do not apply a torque 
greater than 35 Nmm. 

Power supply 24 Vdc ± 15%

Consumption on emitter unit (TX) 150 mA max. 

Consumption on receiver unit (RX) 50 mA max. load excluded

Light emission IR LED 880 nm

Setting adjustment trimmer (mod. DS1…PV)

Indicators yellow OUTPUT LED

green POWER ON LED 

Output PNP; analog output

Output current 100 mA max.

Saturation voltage 1,5 V max. 

Response time 1 - 2,75 ms

Connection  M12 4-pole connector (TX), M12 5-pole connector (RX)

Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing

Mechanical protection IP65 (EN 60529)

Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Housing material black electro-painted aluminium

Lens material PMMA 

Operating temperature 0 … 50 °C

Storage temperature -25 … 70 °C

Weight

300 g (mod. DS1…010)

400 g (mod. DS1…015)

600 g (mod. DS1…030)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS
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DS1 SERIES 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS
OUT LED on receiver (RX) 
The yellow LED ON indicates the presence of the object into controlled area.

POWER ON LED on receiver (RX) 
The green LED ON indicates the optimal device functioning. 
The fast blinking of the green LED indicates a critical device alignment. 
Please refer to “DIAGNOSTICS” paragraph for other indications.

POWER ON LED on emitter (TX) 
The green LED ON indicates the correct device functioning. 
Please refer to “DIAGNOSTICS” paragraph for other indications. 

INSTALLATION MODES 
General information on device positioning  

 Align the two receiver (RX) and emitter (TX) units, verifying that their distance is inside 
the device operating distance, in a parallel manner, placing the sensitive sides one in 
front of the other, with the connectors oriented on the same side. The critical alignment 
of the unit will be signalled by the fast blinking of the green receiver LED. 

 Mount the receiver and emitter units on rigid supports which are not subject to strong 
vibrations, using specific fixing brackets and /or the holes present on the device lids. 

Precautions to respect when choosing and installing the device  

 Choose the device according to the minimum object to detect and the maximum 
controlled area requested (= operating distance x controlled height); 

 In agroindustrial applications, the compatibility of light grid housing material and any 
chemical agents used in the production process has to be verified with the assistance 
of the DATALOGIC technical sales support department; 

 The AREAscanTM light grids are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in 
the safety control of the machines where installed. 

Moreover the following points have to be considered: 
- avoid installation near very intense and / or blinking light sources, in particular near to 

the receiver unit; 
- the presence of strong electromagnetic disturbances can condition the correct 

functioning of the device; this condition has to be carefully evaluated and checked with 
the DATALOGIC technical sales support department; 

- the presence of smoke, fog and suspended dust in the working environment can 
reduce the operating distance of the device; 

- strong and frequent temperature variations, with very low peak temperatures, can 
generate a thin condensation layer on the optics surfaces, compromising the correct 
functioning of the device; 

- reflecting surfaces near the luminous beam of the AREAscanTM device (above, under 
or lateral) can cause passive reflections able to compromise object detection inside the 
controlled area. 

if different devices have to be installed in adjacent areas, the emitter of one unit must not 
interfere with the receiver of the other unit. 

General information relative to object detection and measurement 

For a correct object detection and / or measurement, the object has to pass completely 
through the controlled area; testing the correct detection before beginning the process is 
suggested.

CONNECTIONS

4
5

3

12

0 V

ANALOGUE
OUTPUT

SYNC (    TX)

+24 Vdc

SWITCHING 
OUTPUT

3 4

2 1

0 V

+24 Vdc

SYNC (    RX)

NOT USED

1 – brown:  +24 Vdc 1 – brown:  +24 Vdc 

2 – white:  Analogue output 2 – white:  Not used 
3 – blue:  0 V 3 – blue:  0 V 
4 –black:  Switching output 4 – black:  SYNC 

RECEIVER
(RX):
M12
5-pole connector 5 – grey:  SYNC

EMITTER
(TX):
M12
4-pole connector

 Shielded cables are not foreseen in the standard connection 

 Ground connection of the two units is not necessary 

 Use the same power supply for both units: for a correct functioning it’s necessary that 
both units TX and RX have the same voltage reference 0V 

FUNCTIONING AND PERFORMANCES

The beam interruption due to the passage of an object inside the controlled area caused 
the closing of the switching output and the variation of the device analogue output signal. 
Small objects can be detected (reaching dimensions of only 5 mm) and determine linear 
measurements with a 3 mm error in best cases. 
In particular, the switching output is always activated when at least one beam is 
obscured. The status variation is signalled by the yellow receiver LED that turns on. 
The analogue output value (0-10 V) is proportional to the number of obscured beams (0V 
means that no beam is interrupted, 10V all beams interrupted) 
The device does not require calibration; periodical checks of the resolution and / or 
measurement are however suggested. 
The blinking of the green receiver LED (stability function) signals the critical alignment of 
the units and / or the functioning outside or near the maximum operating distance. In 
optimal conditions the LED remains on continuously. 
The two units are synchronised via cable (SYNC wire); precarious connections or 
induced disturbances on the synchronism line can cause device malfunctioning or a 
temporary blocking.  
The diagrams, given below, show the typical minimum resolution trend of each model, SR 
(standard resolution) and HR (high resolution), in according to the operating distance (D). 
For DS1-LD-SR-XXX-PV, the minimum resolution at a particular operating distance is to 
be intended with the trimmer calibrated near commutation threshold for that distance. 
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EMISSION POWER REGULATION (only DS1-LD-SR-XXX-PV) 

Rotate the trimmer clockwise to the limit (maximum emission), then align RX and TX at 
the required operating distance (LED OUT off); decrease emission power rotating the 
trimmer counterclockwise until the output switches (LED OUT off) or the limit is reached 
(minimum emission); in the first case, rotate the trimmer clockwise until the output 
switches again and LED OUT remains off. 

TECHNICAL DATA 

Power supply: 24 Vdc  15% 
Consumption on emitting 
unit (TX): 150 mA max. 
Consumption on receiving 
unit (RX): 50 mA max without load 
Switching output: 1 PNP output 
Switching output current: 100 mA; short-circuit protection 
Output saturation voltage:  1.5 V at T=25 °C 
Analogue output: 0-10V proportional to obscured beams 
Analogue output current: 10 mA max. (1K minimum resistive load) 
Minimum resolution: refer to “Specifications” table 
Measurement precision: ± 3.5 mm (refer to “Specifications” table) 
Response time: 1 ms (refer to “Specifications” table) 
Indicators: RX: OUT LED (yellow) / POWER ON LED (green) 

TX: POWER ON LED (green) 
Operating temperature: 0…+ 50 °C 
Storage temperature: -25…+ 70 °C 
Operating distance 
(typical values): 

DS1-SD-XX-XXX-JV: 0.15…0.8 m 
DS1-LD-XX-XXX-JV: 0.15…2.1 m 
DS1-LD-SR-XXX-PV: 0.20…2.5 m 
DS1-HD-XX-XXX-JV: 0.20…4.0 m 

Emission type: Infrared (880 nm) 
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for 

every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-

27)
Housing material: Black electro-painted aluminium 
Lens material: PMMA
Mechanical protection: IP65 (EN 60529) 
Connections: M12 4-pole connector for TX 

M12 5-pole connector for RX 
Weight: 300 g. (DS1-xx-010-xx) 

400 g. (DS1-xx-015-xx) 
600 g. (DS1-xx-030-xx) 

DIAGNOSTICS 

RECEIVING UNIT (RX):
Segnal Status Cause Action 

ON Switching output. 
Presence of the object in 
the controlled area. 

OUT LED 

OFF Switching output. 
Controlled area free of 
objects. 

ON Optimal functioning  

Fast blinking  Critical alignment of the 
unit or/and functioning 
closed to maximum 
operating distance. 

Slow blinking Wrong connections 
and/or malfunctioning. 

- Verify the output connections 
 and any short- circuits 
- Switch OFF and switch ON the 

device. 
- If condition persists, contact 

Datalogic. 
POWER ON 

LED
OFF Device is not powered. - Verify the connections. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

EMITTING UNIT (TX):
Segnal Status Cause Action 

ON Normal functioning of 
emission unit. 

Blinking Unit malfunctioning - Switch OFF and switch ON the 
device. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

POWER ON 
LED

OFF Absence of powering 
and/or synchronism with 
receiver 

- Verify the connections  and right 
value of power supply. 

- If condition persists, contact 
Datalogic. 

DIMENSIONS
22
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FIXING BRACKET

The fixing bracket is supplied with the product. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Model
Controlled

height

(mm)

N°. 
beams

Minimum
resolution

(mm)

Output
analogue
sensitivity

(V) 

Measurement
precision  

(mm)

Response
time 

(ms) 

Operatine 
distance 

(m)
DS1-LD-HR-010-JV 100 32 5 0.31  3.5 2   0.15…2.1
DS1-LD-HR-015-JV 150 48 5 0.21  3.5 2.75   0.15…2.1
DS1-LD-SR-010-JV 100 16 7 0.63  7 1   0.15…2.1
DS1-LD-SR-010-PV 100 16 7 0.63  7 1 0.20…2.5
DS1-LD-SR-015-JV 150 24 7 0.42  7 1.5   0.15…2.1
DS1-LD-SR-015-PV 150 24 7 0.42  7 1.5 0.20…2.5
DS1-LD-SR-030-JV 300 48 7 0.21  7 2.75   0.15…2.1
DS1-LD-SR-030-PV 300 48 7 0.21  7 2.75   0.20…2.5
DS1-SD-SR-010-JV 100 16 7 0.63  7 1  0.15…0.8
DS1-SD-SR-015-JV 150 24 7 0.42  6 1.5  0.15…0.8
DS1-SD-SR-030-JV 300 48 7 0.21  7 2.75  0.15…0.8
DS1-SD-HR-010-JV 100 32 4 0.31  3 2  0.15…0.8
DS1-SD-HR-015-JV  150 48 4 0.21  3 2.75  0.15…0.8
DS1-HD-SR-010-JV 100 16 7 0.63  7 1  0.20…4 
DS1-HD-SR-015-JV  150 24 7 0.42  7 1.5  0.20…4 
DS1-HD-SR-030-JV 300 48 7 0.21  7 2.75  0.20…4 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We DATALOGIC AUTOMATION declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform 
to the 2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION warrants its products to be free from defects. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective 
during the warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of DATALOGIC 
AUTOMATION products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324 
www.automation.datalogic.com  e-mail:info.automation@datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification

Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, 
including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 

826003143 Rev.D © Copyright Datalogic 2009

The emitter is equiped with a trimmer which let 
user change the emission power. The operating 
distance increases rotating the trimmer clockwise. 
The emission power reduction it is useful to 
decrease passive reflections when the maximum 
operating distance it is not required. Trimmer 
rotation is limited to 260°. Do not apply a torque 
greater than 35 Nmm. 

Variation of the minimum resolution according to the operating distance between the emitting and receiving units.
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TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M12 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-G-03 95A251380

5 m CS-A1-02-G-05 95A251270

10 m CS-A1-02-G-10 95A251390

4-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-U-03 95ASE1120

5 m CS-A1-02-U-05 95ASE1130

10 m CS-A1-02-U-10 95ASE1140

15 m CS-A1-02-U-15 95ASE1150

25 m CS-A1-02-U-25 95ASE1160

5-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-03-G-03 95ACC2110

5 m CS-A1-03-G-05 95ACC2120

10 m CS-A1-03-G-10 95ACC2140

5-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C

3 m CS-A1-03-U-03 95ASE1170

5 m CS-A1-03-U-05 95ASE1180

10 m CS-A1-03-U-10 95ASE1190

15 m CS-A1-03-U-15 95ASE1200

25 m CS-A1-03-U-25 95ASE1210

50 m CS-A1-03-U-50 95A252700

OPTIC FUNCTION OPERATING DISTANCE SETTING CONTROLLED HEIGHT & RESOLUTION MODEL ORDER NO

Measurement 
 light curtain

0,8 m

n/a

100 mm (res.: 7 mm) DS1-SD-SR-010-JV 957701170

100 mm (res.: 4 mm) DS1-SD-HR-010-JV 957701200

150 mm (res.: 7 mm) DS1-SD-SR-015-JV 957701180

150 mm (res.: 4 mm) DS1-SD-HR-015-JV 957701210

300 mm (res.: 7 mm) DS1-SD-SR-030-JV 957701190

2 m

100 mm (res.: 7 mm) DS1-LD-SR-010-JV 957701130

100 mm (res.: 4 mm) DS1-LD-HR-010-JV 957701120

150 mm (res.: 7 mm) DS1-LD-SR-015-JV 957701150

150 mm (res.: 4 mm) DS1-LD-HR-015-JV 957701140

300 mm (res.: 7 mm) DS1-LD-SR-030-JV 957701160

Adjustment trimmer

100 mm (res.: 7 mm) DS1-LD-SR-010-PV 957701250

150 mm (res.: 7 mm) DS1-LD-SR-015-PV 957701260

300 mm (res.: 7 mm) DS1-LD-SR-030-PV 957701270

4 m n/a

100 mm (res.: 7 mm) DS1-HD-SR-010-JV 957701220

150 mm (res.: 7 mm) DS1-HD-SR-015-JV 957701230

300 mm (res.: 7 mm) DS1-HD-SR-030-JV 957701240

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

CABLES

The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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DIMENSION LIGHT SENSORS

DS2

Light array (controlled height) 150…1650 mm

Resolution 6…25 mm

Number of beams
21…231 (res= 6mm)

6…66 (res= 25mm)

Light emission IR LED

Response time 5…90 ms

Interface serial RS485 or Ethernet

Setting
Dip-switches 

Graphic interface

Operating distance
0,3…5 m (res= 6mm)

0,3…10 m (res=25mm)

Power supply
Vdc 24V +/- 20%

Vac

Vac/dc

Output

PNP •

NPN

NPN/PNP

relay

other 0…10 V Analog output

Connection
cable

connector •

pig-tail

Approximate dimensions (mm) 35x40x(256…1726)

Housing material aluminium

Mechanical protection IP65

DS2

APPLICATIONS

• Processing and Packaging machinery
• Food, Cosmetic, Pharmaceutical 
• Electronics and mechanical assembling
• Conveyor lines and sorting systems

AREASCAN™ DETECTION 
AND MEASUREMENT LIGHT 
GRIDS WITH SERIAL OR 
ETHERNET INTERFACE
• 6 or 25 mm resolution
• Relative measurement precision ± 6 mm or ± 22.5 mm
• 150 - 1650 mm controlled heights
• Operating distance up to 10 m
• PNP and 0-10 V Analog output and RS485 or Ethernet interface 
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DS2 QUICK OPERATION 
MECHANICAL MOUNTING 
The emitter and receiver units have to be mounted with the relevant sensitive surfaces facing each other. 
The connectors must be positioned on the same side and at a distance between 0.3 and 5 m. 
For versions with optic interaxis a 6.75 mm, 0.3-10 m for versions with optic interaxis a 25 mm. 
To mount the device, insert the threaded pins supplied in the slots present on the two units. 
Depending on the particular application and/or type of support, the operator can use the fixing pins or the 
rigid fixing brackets supplied to mount the two units. Moreover, a minimum distance of 0.5 m from reflecting 
objects outside the detection area is recommended. 

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS 
The electrical connection between the emitting and receiving units is made through a male M12 connector 
located in the lower part of the light grid. 

3 4

2 1
NOT USED

GND

+VDC

SYNC
2

8
1

5

3
4

7
6

+ VDC

GND

TEACH-IN / (OUTPUT HOLD) / (SERIAL OUTPUT ENABLE)

SYNC

RX/TX -

SWITCHING OUTPUT

ANALOGUE OUTPUT 

RX/TX +

DIGITAL OUTPUT FUNCTIONING 
The detection mode is activated whenever at least one beam is interrupted inside the detection area. The 
activation causes the digital output switching (signalled by the powering of the yellow LED).  

The DS2 presents many different functions, listed below, that condition the switching output: 

 Switching Output Mode: indicates if electrical current passes through switching output; the output can be 
normally closed (N.C.) or normally open (N.O.).

 Switching Output Delay: delays the re-setting of the switching output after detection. The delay time can 
be selected.

 Acquisition and detection (Teach-in): allows a conditioned detection of the object inside the detection 
area: if the object corresponds (without resolution) to the object detected during the Teach-in phase, the 
output switches. On the contrary nothing happens. The following modes can be set:

- absolute teach-in detection, the output switches only if the previously set object is re-detected in the 
same position. 

- relative teach-in detection, the output switches only if the previously set object (without resolution) is 
re-detected, independently from the position in the sensing area. 

ANALOGUE OUTPUT FUNCTIONING 
 The 0-10 V analogue output, supplies limited information if compared to the information that can be 

obtained from the serial output; some functions are significant only if obtained in a serial ambient.
 Two measurement modes are available that can be selected from dip–switches. In the absolute 

measurement mode the analogue output is proportional to the total number of interrupted beams, while in 
the relative measurement mode the analogue output is proportional to the last interrupted beams. 

 Moreover, the first reference beam to select, by using only dip-switches, can be the one closest beam 
(default reference) or the one furthest away from the connector, located at the opposite side of the unit 
where the analogue voltage is at the minimum level (positive ramp 0-10 V) or maximum (negative ramp 
10-0V) in correspondence of the obscuring of the default reference beam. 

RS485 SERIAL OUTPUT FUNCTIONING 
Serial output data updating is usually made at the end of each scanning cycle. This conditions enormously 
the response time of the DS2 light grid, as it is depends on the serial baud-rate, data structure and 
information detail that has to be transmitted on the serial output for the application. Some serial 
configuration commands have been added to make the device flexible to different applications. The 
remote user interface completely controls these commands. 

 Baud-rate selection: allows the change of the serial switching speed. The 485 standard guarantees 
excellent disturbance immunity and thus the increase of the transmission speed may compromise the 
system. The speed has to be evaluated according to the application, plant and cabling.  

 Transmission standard selection: the ASCII or Binary data structure transmitted by the serial output 
can be selected; in applications where time is important, the binary structure is preferred. For details 
concerning data transmission please see “Communication protocol” section of the user manual. 

 Data partition selection: allows a partial serial data transmission. In particular, the transmission of the 
complete beam status array or partial beam status array is distinguished: The two conditions exclude 
each other (one or the other). If the partial transmission is selected, one of the aforementioned 
measurement modes has to be chosen. Partial transmission is preferred for applications where time 
factors are important. Further partial transmission is short protocol which transmission is purely binary 
and extremely fast. Fuction is enable for single measure only. For data transmission details please see 
“Communication protocol” section of the user manual.

 Data sending mode selection: function allows the operator to choose when to send the data from the 
serial output. The sending can also be inhibited by a specific selection (via “software”, using the specific 
command, via “hardware” programming the serial output enable input – pin 5 RX connector – using the 
user interface). The sending mode selection can be reached only via remote control. Four options can be 
selected: data sending at each machine cycle which is the default setting, data sending at each 
output status change, data sending at analogue output value change, user sending request, using 
the interface command button. This last condition can be requested also by an external command 
previously programming the device (per details please see section 7 “Communication protocol”).

LOCAL PROGRAMMING 
The local programming and function selection is made using two dip-switches located inside the receiver 
unit lid. For information concerning the correspondence between the selector positions and the operation 
modes please consult the user manual. 
REMOTE PROGRAMMING 
The remote programming and function selection is made using an user interface on a remote host, which 
communicates with DS2 using the standard RS232 serial interface. 
The interface can be found in the CD supplied with the device package. 
The interface provides access to a series of auxiliary functions; for more information please consult the user 
manual.

DS2ETH QUICK OPERATION 
MECHANICAL MOUNTING 
The emitter and receiver units have to be mounted with the relevant sensitive surfaces facing each other. 
The connectors must be positioned on the same side and at a distance between 0.3 and 5 m. 
To mount the device, insert the threaded pins supplied in the slots present on the two units. 
Depending on the particular application and/or type of support, the operator can use the fixing pins or the 
rigid fixing brackets supplied to mount the two units. Moreover, a minimum distance of 0.5 m from reflecting 
objects outside the detection area is recommended. 
ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS 
The electrical connection between the emitting and receiving units is made through an 8 poles male M12 
connector and a 4 poles type “D” (ETHERNET) male M12 connector for the receiver and a 4 poles male 
M12 connector for the emitter. 
RECEIVER (RX)

EMITTER (TX)

DIGITAL OUTPUT FUNCTIONING 
The detection mode is activated whenever at least one beam is interrupted inside the detection area. The 
activation causes the digital output switching (signalled by the powering of the yellow LED).  

The DS2 presents many different functions, listed below, that condition the switching output: 
 Switching Output Mode: indicates if electrical current passes through switching output; the output can be 

normally closed (N.C.) or normally open (N.O.).
 Switching Output Delay: delays the re-setting of the switching output after detection. The delay time can 

be selected.
 Acquisition and detection (Teach-in): allows a conditioned detection of the object inside the detection 

area: if the object corresponds (without resolution) to the object detected during the Teach-in phase, the 
output switches. On the contrary nothing happens. The following modes can be set:
- absolute teach-in detection, the output switches only if the previously set object is re-detected in the 

same position. 
- relative teach-in detection, the output switches only if the previously set object (without resolution) is 

re-detected, independently from the position in the sensing area. 

ANALOGUE OUTPUT FUNCTIONING 
Supplies an information about the number of obscured beams. It is possible to achieve different information 
depending on the setting from user interface. 

ETHERNET CONNECTION FUNCTIONING 
Output data updating is usually made at the end of each scanning cycle. This conditions enormously the 
response time of the DS2 light grid, as it is depends data structure and information detail that has to be 
transmitted. Some hold configuration commands have been added to make the device flexible to different 
applications. The remote user interface completely controls these commands. 

 Transmission standard selection: Function allows the operator to choose data structure; it is possible to 
choose ASCII or Binary data. Partial transmission is preferred for applications where time factors are 
important. Further partial transmission is short protocol which transmission is purely binary and 
extremely fast. Function is enable for single measure only. For data transmission details please see 
“Communication protocol” section of the user manual.

 Data sending mode selection: function allows the operator to choose when to send the data.  
The sending can also be inhibited by a specific selection (via “software”, using the specific command, via 
“hardware” programming the output enable input – pin 5 RX connector – using the user interface). 
The sending mode selection can be reached only via remote control. Four options can be selected: data 
sending at each machine cycle which is the default setting, data sending at each output status 
change, data sending at analogue output value change, user sending request, using the interface 
command button. This last condition can be requested also by an external command previously 
programming the device (per details please see section 7 “Communication protocol”).  

REMOTE PROGRAMMING 
The remote programming and function selection is made using an user interface on a remote host, which 
communicates with DS2 using the standard ETHERNET. 
The interface can be found in the CD supplied with the device package. 
The interface provides access to a series of auxiliary functions; for more information please consult the user 
manual.
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DS2ETH QUICK OPERATION 
MECHANICAL MOUNTING 
The emitter and receiver units have to be mounted with the relevant sensitive surfaces facing each other. 
The connectors must be positioned on the same side and at a distance between 0.3 and 5 m. 
To mount the device, insert the threaded pins supplied in the slots present on the two units. 
Depending on the particular application and/or type of support, the operator can use the fixing pins or the 
rigid fixing brackets supplied to mount the two units. Moreover, a minimum distance of 0.5 m from reflecting 
objects outside the detection area is recommended. 
ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS 
The electrical connection between the emitting and receiving units is made through an 8 poles male M12 
connector and a 4 poles type “D” (ETHERNET) male M12 connector for the receiver and a 4 poles male 
M12 connector for the emitter. 
RECEIVER (RX)

EMITTER (TX)

DIGITAL OUTPUT FUNCTIONING 
The detection mode is activated whenever at least one beam is interrupted inside the detection area. The 
activation causes the digital output switching (signalled by the powering of the yellow LED).  

The DS2 presents many different functions, listed below, that condition the switching output: 
 Switching Output Mode: indicates if electrical current passes through switching output; the output can be 

normally closed (N.C.) or normally open (N.O.).
 Switching Output Delay: delays the re-setting of the switching output after detection. The delay time can 

be selected.
 Acquisition and detection (Teach-in): allows a conditioned detection of the object inside the detection 

area: if the object corresponds (without resolution) to the object detected during the Teach-in phase, the 
output switches. On the contrary nothing happens. The following modes can be set:
- absolute teach-in detection, the output switches only if the previously set object is re-detected in the 

same position. 
- relative teach-in detection, the output switches only if the previously set object (without resolution) is 

re-detected, independently from the position in the sensing area. 

ANALOGUE OUTPUT FUNCTIONING 
Supplies an information about the number of obscured beams. It is possible to achieve different information 
depending on the setting from user interface. 

ETHERNET CONNECTION FUNCTIONING 
Output data updating is usually made at the end of each scanning cycle. This conditions enormously the 
response time of the DS2 light grid, as it is depends data structure and information detail that has to be 
transmitted. Some hold configuration commands have been added to make the device flexible to different 
applications. The remote user interface completely controls these commands. 

 Transmission standard selection: Function allows the operator to choose data structure; it is possible to 
choose ASCII or Binary data. Partial transmission is preferred for applications where time factors are 
important. Further partial transmission is short protocol which transmission is purely binary and 
extremely fast. Function is enable for single measure only. For data transmission details please see 
“Communication protocol” section of the user manual.

 Data sending mode selection: function allows the operator to choose when to send the data.  
The sending can also be inhibited by a specific selection (via “software”, using the specific command, via 
“hardware” programming the output enable input – pin 5 RX connector – using the user interface). 
The sending mode selection can be reached only via remote control. Four options can be selected: data 
sending at each machine cycle which is the default setting, data sending at each output status 
change, data sending at analogue output value change, user sending request, using the interface 
command button. This last condition can be requested also by an external command previously 
programming the device (per details please see section 7 “Communication protocol”).  

REMOTE PROGRAMMING 
The remote programming and function selection is made using an user interface on a remote host, which 
communicates with DS2 using the standard ETHERNET. 
The interface can be found in the CD supplied with the device package. 
The interface provides access to a series of auxiliary functions; for more information please consult the user 
manual.
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DS2ETH QUICK OPERATION 
MECHANICAL MOUNTING 
The emitter and receiver units have to be mounted with the relevant sensitive surfaces facing each other. 
The connectors must be positioned on the same side and at a distance between 0.3 and 5 m. 
To mount the device, insert the threaded pins supplied in the slots present on the two units. 
Depending on the particular application and/or type of support, the operator can use the fixing pins or the 
rigid fixing brackets supplied to mount the two units. Moreover, a minimum distance of 0.5 m from reflecting 
objects outside the detection area is recommended. 
ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS 
The electrical connection between the emitting and receiving units is made through an 8 poles male M12 
connector and a 4 poles type “D” (ETHERNET) male M12 connector for the receiver and a 4 poles male 
M12 connector for the emitter. 
RECEIVER (RX)

EMITTER (TX)

DIGITAL OUTPUT FUNCTIONING 
The detection mode is activated whenever at least one beam is interrupted inside the detection area. The 
activation causes the digital output switching (signalled by the powering of the yellow LED).  

The DS2 presents many different functions, listed below, that condition the switching output: 
 Switching Output Mode: indicates if electrical current passes through switching output; the output can be 

normally closed (N.C.) or normally open (N.O.).
 Switching Output Delay: delays the re-setting of the switching output after detection. The delay time can 

be selected.
 Acquisition and detection (Teach-in): allows a conditioned detection of the object inside the detection 

area: if the object corresponds (without resolution) to the object detected during the Teach-in phase, the 
output switches. On the contrary nothing happens. The following modes can be set:
- absolute teach-in detection, the output switches only if the previously set object is re-detected in the 

same position. 
- relative teach-in detection, the output switches only if the previously set object (without resolution) is 

re-detected, independently from the position in the sensing area. 

ANALOGUE OUTPUT FUNCTIONING 
Supplies an information about the number of obscured beams. It is possible to achieve different information 
depending on the setting from user interface. 

ETHERNET CONNECTION FUNCTIONING 
Output data updating is usually made at the end of each scanning cycle. This conditions enormously the 
response time of the DS2 light grid, as it is depends data structure and information detail that has to be 
transmitted. Some hold configuration commands have been added to make the device flexible to different 
applications. The remote user interface completely controls these commands. 

 Transmission standard selection: Function allows the operator to choose data structure; it is possible to 
choose ASCII or Binary data. Partial transmission is preferred for applications where time factors are 
important. Further partial transmission is short protocol which transmission is purely binary and 
extremely fast. Function is enable for single measure only. For data transmission details please see 
“Communication protocol” section of the user manual.

 Data sending mode selection: function allows the operator to choose when to send the data.  
The sending can also be inhibited by a specific selection (via “software”, using the specific command, via 
“hardware” programming the output enable input – pin 5 RX connector – using the user interface). 
The sending mode selection can be reached only via remote control. Four options can be selected: data 
sending at each machine cycle which is the default setting, data sending at each output status 
change, data sending at analogue output value change, user sending request, using the interface 
command button. This last condition can be requested also by an external command previously 
programming the device (per details please see section 7 “Communication protocol”).  

REMOTE PROGRAMMING 
The remote programming and function selection is made using an user interface on a remote host, which 
communicates with DS2 using the standard ETHERNET. 
The interface can be found in the CD supplied with the device package. 
The interface provides access to a series of auxiliary functions; for more information please consult the user 
manual.
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DS2 QUICK OPERATION 
MECHANICAL MOUNTING 
The emitter and receiver units have to be mounted with the relevant sensitive surfaces facing each other. 
The connectors must be positioned on the same side and at a distance between 0.3 and 5 m. 
For versions with optic interaxis a 6.75 mm, 0.3-10 m for versions with optic interaxis a 25 mm. 
To mount the device, insert the threaded pins supplied in the slots present on the two units. 
Depending on the particular application and/or type of support, the operator can use the fixing pins or the 
rigid fixing brackets supplied to mount the two units. Moreover, a minimum distance of 0.5 m from reflecting 
objects outside the detection area is recommended. 

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS 
The electrical connection between the emitting and receiving units is made through a male M12 connector 
located in the lower part of the light grid. 
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DIGITAL OUTPUT FUNCTIONING 
The detection mode is activated whenever at least one beam is interrupted inside the detection area. The 
activation causes the digital output switching (signalled by the powering of the yellow LED).  

The DS2 presents many different functions, listed below, that condition the switching output: 

 Switching Output Mode: indicates if electrical current passes through switching output; the output can be 
normally closed (N.C.) or normally open (N.O.).

 Switching Output Delay: delays the re-setting of the switching output after detection. The delay time can 
be selected.

 Acquisition and detection (Teach-in): allows a conditioned detection of the object inside the detection 
area: if the object corresponds (without resolution) to the object detected during the Teach-in phase, the 
output switches. On the contrary nothing happens. The following modes can be set:

- absolute teach-in detection, the output switches only if the previously set object is re-detected in the 
same position. 

- relative teach-in detection, the output switches only if the previously set object (without resolution) is 
re-detected, independently from the position in the sensing area. 

ANALOGUE OUTPUT FUNCTIONING 
 The 0-10 V analogue output, supplies limited information if compared to the information that can be 

obtained from the serial output; some functions are significant only if obtained in a serial ambient.
 Two measurement modes are available that can be selected from dip–switches. In the absolute 

measurement mode the analogue output is proportional to the total number of interrupted beams, while in 
the relative measurement mode the analogue output is proportional to the last interrupted beams. 

 Moreover, the first reference beam to select, by using only dip-switches, can be the one closest beam 
(default reference) or the one furthest away from the connector, located at the opposite side of the unit 
where the analogue voltage is at the minimum level (positive ramp 0-10 V) or maximum (negative ramp 
10-0V) in correspondence of the obscuring of the default reference beam. 

RS485 SERIAL OUTPUT FUNCTIONING 
Serial output data updating is usually made at the end of each scanning cycle. This conditions enormously 
the response time of the DS2 light grid, as it is depends on the serial baud-rate, data structure and 
information detail that has to be transmitted on the serial output for the application. Some serial 
configuration commands have been added to make the device flexible to different applications. The 
remote user interface completely controls these commands. 

 Baud-rate selection: allows the change of the serial switching speed. The 485 standard guarantees 
excellent disturbance immunity and thus the increase of the transmission speed may compromise the 
system. The speed has to be evaluated according to the application, plant and cabling.  

 Transmission standard selection: the ASCII or Binary data structure transmitted by the serial output 
can be selected; in applications where time is important, the binary structure is preferred. For details 
concerning data transmission please see “Communication protocol” section of the user manual. 

 Data partition selection: allows a partial serial data transmission. In particular, the transmission of the 
complete beam status array or partial beam status array is distinguished: The two conditions exclude 
each other (one or the other). If the partial transmission is selected, one of the aforementioned 
measurement modes has to be chosen. Partial transmission is preferred for applications where time 
factors are important. Further partial transmission is short protocol which transmission is purely binary 
and extremely fast. Fuction is enable for single measure only. For data transmission details please see 
“Communication protocol” section of the user manual.

 Data sending mode selection: function allows the operator to choose when to send the data from the 
serial output. The sending can also be inhibited by a specific selection (via “software”, using the specific 
command, via “hardware” programming the serial output enable input – pin 5 RX connector – using the 
user interface). The sending mode selection can be reached only via remote control. Four options can be 
selected: data sending at each machine cycle which is the default setting, data sending at each 
output status change, data sending at analogue output value change, user sending request, using 
the interface command button. This last condition can be requested also by an external command 
previously programming the device (per details please see section 7 “Communication protocol”).

LOCAL PROGRAMMING 
The local programming and function selection is made using two dip-switches located inside the receiver 
unit lid. For information concerning the correspondence between the selector positions and the operation 
modes please consult the user manual. 
REMOTE PROGRAMMING 
The remote programming and function selection is made using an user interface on a remote host, which 
communicates with DS2 using the standard RS232 serial interface. 
The interface can be found in the CD supplied with the device package. 
The interface provides access to a series of auxiliary functions; for more information please consult the user 
manual.

DS2 QUICK OPERATION 
MECHANICAL MOUNTING 
The emitter and receiver units have to be mounted with the relevant sensitive surfaces facing each other. 
The connectors must be positioned on the same side and at a distance between 0.3 and 5 m. 
For versions with optic interaxis a 6.75 mm, 0.3-10 m for versions with optic interaxis a 25 mm. 
To mount the device, insert the threaded pins supplied in the slots present on the two units. 
Depending on the particular application and/or type of support, the operator can use the fixing pins or the 
rigid fixing brackets supplied to mount the two units. Moreover, a minimum distance of 0.5 m from reflecting 
objects outside the detection area is recommended. 

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS 
The electrical connection between the emitting and receiving units is made through a male M12 connector 
located in the lower part of the light grid. 
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DIGITAL OUTPUT FUNCTIONING 
The detection mode is activated whenever at least one beam is interrupted inside the detection area. The 
activation causes the digital output switching (signalled by the powering of the yellow LED).  

The DS2 presents many different functions, listed below, that condition the switching output: 

 Switching Output Mode: indicates if electrical current passes through switching output; the output can be 
normally closed (N.C.) or normally open (N.O.).

 Switching Output Delay: delays the re-setting of the switching output after detection. The delay time can 
be selected.

 Acquisition and detection (Teach-in): allows a conditioned detection of the object inside the detection 
area: if the object corresponds (without resolution) to the object detected during the Teach-in phase, the 
output switches. On the contrary nothing happens. The following modes can be set:

- absolute teach-in detection, the output switches only if the previously set object is re-detected in the 
same position. 

- relative teach-in detection, the output switches only if the previously set object (without resolution) is 
re-detected, independently from the position in the sensing area. 

ANALOGUE OUTPUT FUNCTIONING 
 The 0-10 V analogue output, supplies limited information if compared to the information that can be 

obtained from the serial output; some functions are significant only if obtained in a serial ambient.
 Two measurement modes are available that can be selected from dip–switches. In the absolute 

measurement mode the analogue output is proportional to the total number of interrupted beams, while in 
the relative measurement mode the analogue output is proportional to the last interrupted beams. 

 Moreover, the first reference beam to select, by using only dip-switches, can be the one closest beam 
(default reference) or the one furthest away from the connector, located at the opposite side of the unit 
where the analogue voltage is at the minimum level (positive ramp 0-10 V) or maximum (negative ramp 
10-0V) in correspondence of the obscuring of the default reference beam. 

RS485 SERIAL OUTPUT FUNCTIONING 
Serial output data updating is usually made at the end of each scanning cycle. This conditions enormously 
the response time of the DS2 light grid, as it is depends on the serial baud-rate, data structure and 
information detail that has to be transmitted on the serial output for the application. Some serial 
configuration commands have been added to make the device flexible to different applications. The 
remote user interface completely controls these commands. 

 Baud-rate selection: allows the change of the serial switching speed. The 485 standard guarantees 
excellent disturbance immunity and thus the increase of the transmission speed may compromise the 
system. The speed has to be evaluated according to the application, plant and cabling.  

 Transmission standard selection: the ASCII or Binary data structure transmitted by the serial output 
can be selected; in applications where time is important, the binary structure is preferred. For details 
concerning data transmission please see “Communication protocol” section of the user manual. 

 Data partition selection: allows a partial serial data transmission. In particular, the transmission of the 
complete beam status array or partial beam status array is distinguished: The two conditions exclude 
each other (one or the other). If the partial transmission is selected, one of the aforementioned 
measurement modes has to be chosen. Partial transmission is preferred for applications where time 
factors are important. Further partial transmission is short protocol which transmission is purely binary 
and extremely fast. Fuction is enable for single measure only. For data transmission details please see 
“Communication protocol” section of the user manual.

 Data sending mode selection: function allows the operator to choose when to send the data from the 
serial output. The sending can also be inhibited by a specific selection (via “software”, using the specific 
command, via “hardware” programming the serial output enable input – pin 5 RX connector – using the 
user interface). The sending mode selection can be reached only via remote control. Four options can be 
selected: data sending at each machine cycle which is the default setting, data sending at each 
output status change, data sending at analogue output value change, user sending request, using 
the interface command button. This last condition can be requested also by an external command 
previously programming the device (per details please see section 7 “Communication protocol”).

LOCAL PROGRAMMING 
The local programming and function selection is made using two dip-switches located inside the receiver 
unit lid. For information concerning the correspondence between the selector positions and the operation 
modes please consult the user manual. 
REMOTE PROGRAMMING 
The remote programming and function selection is made using an user interface on a remote host, which 
communicates with DS2 using the standard RS232 serial interface. 
The interface can be found in the CD supplied with the device package. 
The interface provides access to a series of auxiliary functions; for more information please consult the user 
manual.

ANALOG OUTPUT

ANALOG OUTPUT
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11. LIST OF AVAILABLE MODELS 
 

Model Optics interaxis 
(mm) 

h1
Length of  

controlled area 
(mm) 

a x b (mm) h (mm) N°.
beams

DS2-05-07-060-JE 6.75 588 35 x 40 697 84 

DS2-05-07-075-JE 6.75 735 35 x 40 844 105 

DS2-05-07-090-JE 6.75 882 35 x 40 991 126 

DS2-05-07-120-JE 6.75 1176 35 x 40 1285 168 

DS2-05-07-150-JE 6.75 1470 35 x 40 1579 210 

DS2-05-07-165-JE 6.75 1617 35 x 40 1726 231 

12. OVERALL DIMENSIONS 
All the values are in mm. 

 
 

M12 CONNECTOR - SERIAL VERSION

M12 CONNECTOR - ETHERNET VERSION

Power supply 24 Vdc ± 20%

Consumption on emitter unit (TX) 250 mA max. load excluded

Light emission IR LED 880 nm

Output PNP; analog output

Output current 100 mA

Saturation voltage 1,5 V max. 

Connection  M12 4-pole connector (TX), M12 8-pole and M12 4-pole type “D” connector (RX)

Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing

Electrical protection class I

Mechanical protection IP65 (EN 60529)

Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Housing material painted aluminium (Pulverit 5121/0085 Black)

Lens material PMMA 

Operating temperature 0 … 50 °C

Storage temperature -25...70°C

Weight 1,9 - 4,6 kg

MODEL A x B 
(mm)

H 
(mm)

C 
(mm)

D 
(mm)

DS2-05-07-015-XX 35 x 40 256 23.8 72.5

DS2-05-07-030-XX 35 x 40 403 23.8 72.5

DS2-05-07-045-XX 35 x 40 550 23.8 72.5

DS2-05-07-060-XX 35 x 40 697 23.8 72.5

DS2-05-07-075-XX 35 x 40 844 23.8 72.5

DS2-05-07-090-XX 35 x 40 991 23.8 72.5

DS2-05-07-105-XX 35 x 40 1138 23.8 72.5

DS2-05-07-120-XX 35 x 40 1285 23.8 72.5

DS2-05-07-135-XX 35 x 40 1432 23.8 72.5

DS2-05-07-150-XX 35 x 40 1579 23.8 72.5

DS2-05-07-165-XX 35 x 40 1726 23.8 72.5

DS2-05-07-045-XX 35 x 40 562 23.8 72.5

DS2-05-07-060-XX 35 x 40 713 23.8 72.5

DS2-05-07-075-XX 35 x 40 864 23.8 72.5

DS2-05-07-090-XX 35 x 40 1015 23.8 72.5

XX: JV for serial models or JE for ETHERNET models

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS

CONNECTIONS
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DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT OF AN 
OBJECT’S HEIGHT OR PROFILE DETECTION MODE (TEACH-IN)

MODEL ETHERNET
CONFIGURATION

Top beam Complete beams status
Binary ASCII Binary ASCII

DS2-05-07-060-JE 10 10 10 12
DS2-05-07-075-JE 11.5 11.5 11.5 15
DS2-05-07-090-JE 13 13 13 17
DS2-05-07-120-JE 17 17 17 21
DS2-05-07-150-JE 20 21 21 25
DS2-05-07-165-JE 22 23 23 28

Tmin (msec) Tmax (msec)

T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7

MODEL RS485

CONFIGURATION
Top beam Complete beams status

Binary Binary ASCII ASCII Binary Binary ASCII ASCII
57600 baud 9600 baud 57600 baud 9600 baud 57600 baud 9600 baud 57600 baud 9600 baud

DS2-05-07-015-JV 5.5 12.5 5.05 13 5.5 15 6.5 10
DS2-05-07-030-JV 7 14 7 14.5 7 18 8.5 21
DS2-05-07-045-JV 8.5 15.5 8.5 16 8.5 21 10 24
DS2-05-07-060-JV 10 17 10 18 10 26 12 38
DS2-05-07-075-JV 11.5 18.5 11.5 19 11.5 31 15 44
DS2-05-07-090-JV 13 20 13 20 13 36 17 54
DS2-05-07-105-JV 14.5 21.5 14.5 22 14.5 40 19 62
DS2-05-07-120-JV 17 24 17 24 17 44 21 70
DS2-05-07-135-JV 18.5 25 19 26 19 48 23 80
DS2-05-07-150-JV 20 26.5 21 28 21 53 25 84
DS2-05-07-165-JV 22 28 23 30 23 56 28 91
DS2-05-07-045-JV 5 11 5 11 5 13 6 18
DS2-05-07-060-JV 5.5 12 5.5 12.5 5.5 14.5 6.5 19.5
DS2-05-07-075-JV 6 13 6 13.5 6 16 7 21
DS2-05-07-090-JV 6.5 13.5 6.5 14.5 6.5 17.5 7.5 22.5

And more applications:
• Object height measurement (vertical mounting);
• Object width measurement (horizontal mounting);
• Object distance measurement (horizontal mounting);
• Object volume measurement (vertical and horizontal combination);
• Single or multiple object presence and/or position detection in a given area;
• Missing label detection on multiple lanes;
• Vertical warehouse drawers positioning;
• Box or other objects profiling on conveyors;
• Web edges or center guiding;
• Cartoners, stackers and palletizers.

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

DETECTION MODE EXAMPLES

RESPONSE TIME - SERIAL AND ETHERNET VERSION
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OPTIC FUNCTION CONTROLLED AREA 
(mm)

OPTICS INTERAXIS 
(mm) OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Measurement  
light curtain

147

6.75

Voltage Analog and RS485

DS2-05-07-015-JV 957501040

294 DS2-05-07-030-JV 957501050

441 DS2-05-07-045-JV 957501060

588 DS2-05-07-060-JV 957501000

735 DS2-05-07-075-JV 957501070

882 DS2-05-07-090-JV 957501010

1029 DS2-05-07-105-JV 957501080

1176 DS2-05-07-120-JV 957501020

1323 DS2-05-07-135-JV 957501090

1470 DS2-05-07-150-JV 957501100

1617 DS2-05-07-165-JV 957501030

453

25

DS2-05-25-045-JV 957501110

604 DS2-05-25-060-JV 957501140

755 DS2-05-25-075-JV 957501120

912 DS2-05-25-090-JV 957501130

588

6.75 Voltage Analog and Ethernet

DS2-05-07-060-JE 957501150

735 DS2-05-07-075-JE 957501160

882 DS2-05-07-090-JE 957501170

1176 DS2-05-07-120-JE 957501180

1470 DS2-05-07-150-JE 957501190

1617 DS2-05-07-165-JE 957501200

Rev. 03, 04/2019

TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M12 Connector

4-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-G-03 95A251380

5 m CS-A1-02-G-05 95A251270

10 m CS-A1-02-G-10 95A251390

4-pole, P.U.R.
2 m CS-A1-02-R-02 95A251540

5 m CS-A1-02-R-05 95A251560

8-pole, black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-06-B-03 95ACC2230

5 m CS-A1-06-B-05 95ACC2240

10 m CS-A1-06-B-10 95ACC2250

4-pole, shielded, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CV-A1-22-B-03 95ACC1480

5 m CV-A1-22-B-05 95ACC1490

10 m CV-A1-22-B-10 95ACC1500

8-pole, shielded, black, P.V.C.

3 m CV-A1-26-B-03 95ACC1510

5 m CV-A1-26-B-05 95ACC1520

10 m CV-A1-26-B-10 95ACC1530

15 m CV-A1-26-B-15 95ACC2080

25 m CV-A1-26-B-25 95ACC2100

4-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-U-03 95ASE1120

5 m CS-A1-02-U-05 95ASE1130

10 m CS-A1-02-U-10 95ASE1140

15 m CS-A1-02-U-15 95ASE1150

25 m CS-A1-02-U-25 95ASE1160

8-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-06-U-03 95ASE1220

5 m CS-A1-06-U-05 95ASE1230

10 m CS-A1-06-U-10 95ASE1240

15 m CS-A1-06-U-15 95ASE1250

25 m CS-A1-06-U-25 95ASE1260

50 m CS-A1-06-U-50 95A252710

4-pole, black Connector-not cabled CS-A1-02-B-NC G5085002

8-pole, black Connector-not cabled CS-A1-06-B-NC 95ACC2550

Ethernet cable M12/RJ45 4-pole 3m straight D coded DATAVS-CV-RJ45D-03 95A901350

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

CABLES

The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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DISTANCE SENSORS

S65-M
Operating Distance  0.3..5 m (90% white) / 0.3..4 m (18% grey) / 0.3..2.5 m (6 % black)

Hysteresis  20mm / 50mm / 80mm

Difference White 90%/Grey 18% and White 90%/Black 6%  see chart (value Typ, 1σ, T=25°C, ambient light <1Klux)

Repeatability error  20mm for distance > 750mm / 40mm for distance <= 750mm (1σ, T=25°C)

Response time  8.5 msec max.T=25°C

Operating Frequency <65Hz

Setting Teach-in buttons SET1, SET2

Teach-in Input Active High ( +24V ) 1 sec < t < 3 sec  teach Q1 / > 3 sec  teach Q2

Supply voltage
Vdc  24 VDC ± 20%

Vac

Vac/dc

Switching output

PNP

NPN

NPN/PNP  Can be set up (PNP NPN / Light Dark) 100mA max.

relay

other IO-Link V1.1

Connections
cable

connector  M12 - 5 poles

pig-tail

Exposed material  Body ABS / Display POLYESTER  

Front side material  PMMA

Dimensions  50 x 50 x 25 mm

Mechanical protection  IP67

Weight  50 g.max.

UL (requirements)  Class 2 power supply according to UL 508

S65-M

TIME OF FLIGHT LONG 
RANGE BACKGROUND 
SUPPRESSOR
• Long Range background suppression detection up to 5m 
• Cost effective solution for precise and reliable detection
• Risk-free Infrared LED emission and embedded green LED pointer
• Two independent fully programmable outputs
• NPN/PNP or IO-Link connection models 
• Rugged plastic housing in compact 50x50x24 mm format

APPLICATIONS

• Presence of all medium and large sized objects on conveyors
• Critical object detection in front of problematic background
• Positioning tasks in palletizing
• Position limiter for deck and robot in automotive manufacturing
• Collision prevention limit switch for AGV applications
• Checking filling level for liquid and objects 
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S65-PA-5-M13
Time-of-flight infrared background suppression sensor

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

SIGNALS 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
Yellow LEDs on, numbered as 1 and 2, 
indicate activation of Q1 and Q2 outputs. 
LEDs blink at the same time if measurement is 
out of range or not available due to the 
presence of environmental contamination. 
POWER LED (green) 
Green PWR LED on indicates that the device is switched on and operating. 
ACTIVE SETUP LED (green) 
Green PNP/NPN LEDs on indicate that the device is in the selected setup. 

OUTPUT and POWER LEDS also indicate setup settings (see “Setup” 
chapter). 

INSTALLATION 
Sensor can be installed by means of the two through holes present on the 
body, using screws (M4x35 or longer; max. tightening torque: 1Nm) with 
washers and nuts. 
If mating surface is not perfectly flat, a bracket is recommended. 
Various adjustable brackets are available to help sensor positioning (see 
accessories on the catalogue). Operating distance is measured from the front 
surface of the sensor optics. 
M12 connector can be aimed in two different ways, by working the relevant 
retaining spring and turning the unit by 90° until it stops. 
 
 

 
1) Connect and fasten M12 connector when power is off. 
2) Connect power cable and/or I/O as indicated for every model. 
3) Fasten sensor to suitable support, making sure to first align the green 

pointer at the centre of the target 
4) Sensor function will be available in a few seconds from switch-on. 
5) Allow warm-up time before starting normal operations. 
 
 
 

CONNECTIONS 
S65-PA-5-M13-OO 

 
 

S65-PA-5-M13-OOZ 
 

 
 
NOTE: Wire colour refers to European standard. 

S65-PA-5-M13-OO ADJUSTMENT 
1. Set up the device as needed. Press SET1+SET2 > 3 sec until the 3 green LEDs 

blink to enter the setup menu. 
- Press SET 2 to navigate within the menu until output    
- Press SET 1 to select setup. 
- Press SET1 and SET2 > 6 sec to go back to default 

setup. The new configuration will be saved only when 
exit to the menu. The sensor system will 
automatically reset to the original configuration if a 
new configuration is not detected within 10 seconds. 

2. Select hysteresis according to the application, 
considering the environmental and the more critical 
operating conditions. 

3. Identify the target reading point using the green visible 
pointer by pressing SET1 (or SET2) for 1 sec < t < 3 
sec (the pointer will remain active for 5 sec). 

4. Make sure that the spot is inside the target surface to be acquired. 
5. Target Acquisition: Press SET1 (or SET2) > 3sec to teach-in switching point 1 or 

2 until the yellow LED Q1 (or Q2) flashes. 
 
NOTE: a spot partialization could change detection performances.

READING AREA DIMENSIONS
Typical spot size – squared section 

 

 

SETUP
MODE menu  PNP/NPN  LIGHT/DARK  HYSTERESIS 

    
Press SET1+SET2 for t > 3 sec, until all 3 
green LEDs are flashing. Releasing the 
buttons, the sensor enters MODE menu. 
Press SET2 to navigate within the menu 
(), press SET1 to select setup. 

Q1 ON = 
Setup 
PNP 

Q2 ON = 
Setup 
NPN 

Q1 ON = 
setup 
LIGHT 

Q2 ON =  
setup 
DARK 

Q1 ON = 
80 mm 

hysteresis 

Q2 ON = 
50 mm 

hysteresis 

Q1+Q2 ON = 
20 mm 

hysteresis 
for both outputs (NPN is not  

available during I/O Link communication) 
for both outputs 

 
for both outputs 

 
Restore Default Setup Green Pointer Teach-In Key 

 

 
Status LED negligible 

LED OFF 

Steady LED 

LED ON and flashing 

Press SET1 + SET2 for at least 6 sec; before 
default setup there is a temporary darkening of 

all LEDs, after which it is possible to release 
the buttons. 

 

Press SET1 (or SET2) for 1 sec. < t < 3 sec 
to switch on the green pointer 

 

Point the target. Press SET1 (or SET2) > 3 sec 
until Q1 (or Q2) blinks, then release button to 

acquire the target 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 S65-PA-5-M13-OO S65-PA-5-M13-OOZ 

Supply voltage: 24 VDC ± 20% 
Consumption: < 2.2 W (excluding any loads) 
Operating Distance: 0.1..5 m (90% white) /        0.1..4 m (18% grey) /     0.1..2.5 m (6 % black) 
Hysteresis: 20mm / 50mm / 80mm 
Response time: 8.5 msec max. 
Difference White 90%/Grey 18% and White 90%/Black 6%: see chart (value Typ, 1σ, T=25°C, ambient light <1Klux) 
Repeatability error: 20mm for distance > 750mm / 40mm for distance <= 750mm (1σ, T=25°C) 
Thermal compensation error: 1.5 mm /°C (T ≠ 25°C) 
Switching output: Can be set up (PNP NPN / Light Dark) 100mA max. 
Teach-in Input: Active High ( +24V )  1 sec < t  <  3 sec  teach Q1 / > 3 sec  teach Q2 
Warming-up time: 20 min typ 
Warnings: Q1 (YELLOW) / Q2 (YELLOW) / ON PWR (GREEN) - PNP / NPN (GREEN) 
Operating temperature: -15°… +55 °C (with device ON)  
Storage temperature: -25 … +70 °C 
Electrical strength:  500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and case 
Insulation resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and case 
Reading spot size: typ 200x200 mm @ 4m  
Pointer spot size (green): typ 250x250 mm @ 4m 
Max. deviation of pointer/reading spot axes origin: +/- 40 mm  
Emission and Wavelength: LED / 850 nm 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2,  
Vibrations: width 0.5 mm, frequency 10 … 55Hz, per axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shocks for each axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Humidity: < 90% no condensation 
Exposed material: Body: ABS  /   Display: POLYESTER 
Front side material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: M12 - 5 poles 
(Overall) Dimensions: 50 x 50 x 25 mm 
Weight: 50 g.max. 
I/O LINK Connection: NO (See parameter table on www.datalogic.com) 
UL (requirements): Class 2 power supply according to UL 508  

 

Factory settings and default settings are (for both Q1 and Q2): PNP OUT, LIGHT mode, Switching distance 2 m, hysteresis = 80mm 

OVERALL DIMENSIONS 

 
 

SAFETY WARNINGS
All the regulations and rules concerning electric and mechanical safety must 
be complied with during sensor operation. 
The sensor must be protected against mechanical damage. 
This product is only for indoor use. 
 

MAINTENANCE
This device requires no special maintenance operations.  
At any rate, take care to clean the optics surface with a compatible detergent 
in order to avoid degraded performance. 
Use protections for the plastic parts in case of dangerous environment. 
 

DIFFERENCE WHITE/GREY – WHITE/BLACK 

 
 
 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety 

control of the machines where installed. 
 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 
 

 
Under current Italian and European laws, Datalogic Automation is not obliged to take care of product disposal at the 
end of its life. 

Datalogic Automation Recommends to dispose of the product in compliance with local laws or contact authorised waste 
collection centres. Datalogic Automation reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior 
notification. 

 

© 2016 Datalogic Automation - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - Protected to the fullest extent under U.S. and international laws. • 
Copying, or altering of this document is prohibited without express written consent from Datalogic Automation. Datalogic and 
the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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1 sec < t < 3 sec t > 6 sec t > 3 sec 

Supply voltage  24 VDC ± 20%

Consumption  < 2.2 W (excluding any loads)

Operating Distance  0.3..5 m (90% white) / 0.3..4 m (18% grey) / 0.3..2.5 m (6 % black)

Hysteresis  20mm / 50mm / 80mm

Response time  8.5 msec max.

Difference White 90%/Grey 18% and White 90%/Black 6%  see chart (value Typ, 1σ, T=25°C, ambient light <1Klux)

Repeatability error  20mm for distance > 750mm / 40mm for distance <= 750mm (1σ, T=25°C)

Thermal compensation error  1.5 mm /°C (T ≠ 25°C)

Switching output  Can be set up (PNP NPN / Light Dark) 100mA max.

Teach-in Input  Active High ( +24V ) 1 sec < t < 3 sec  teach Q1 / > 3 sec  teach Q2

Warming-up time  20 min typ

Warnings  Q1 (YELLOW) / Q2 (YELLOW) / ON PWR (GREEN) - PNP / NPN (GREEN)

Operating temperature  -15°… +55 °C (with device ON)

Storage temperature  -25 … +70 °C

Electrical strength  500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and case

Insulation resistance  > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and case

Reading spot size  typ 200x200 mm @ 4m

Pointer spot size (green)  typ 250x250 mm @ 4m

Max. deviation of pointer/reading spot axes origin  +/- 40 mm

Emission and Wavelength  LED / 850 nm

Ambient light rejection  according to EN 60947-5-2,

Vibrations  width 0.5 mm, frequency 10 … 55Hz, per axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance  11 ms (30 G) 6 shocks for each axis (EN60068-2-27)

Humidity  < 90% no condensation

Exposed material  Body ABS / Display POLYESTER  

Front side material  PMMA

Mechanical protection  IP67

Connections  M12 - 5 poles

(Overall) Dimensions  50 x 50 x 25 mm

Weight  50 g.max.

I/O LINK Connection  NO (See parameter table on www.datalogic.com)

UL (requirements)  Class 2 power supply according to UL 508

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS
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S65-PA-5-M13
Time-of-flight infrared background suppression sensor

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

SIGNALS 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
Yellow LEDs on, numbered as 1 and 2, 
indicate activation of Q1 and Q2 outputs. 
LEDs blink at the same time if measurement is 
out of range or not available due to the 
presence of environmental contamination. 
POWER LED (green) 
Green PWR LED on indicates that the device is switched on and operating. 
ACTIVE SETUP LED (green) 
Green PNP/NPN LEDs on indicate that the device is in the selected setup. 

OUTPUT and POWER LEDS also indicate setup settings (see “Setup” 
chapter). 

INSTALLATION 
Sensor can be installed by means of the two through holes present on the 
body, using screws (M4x35 or longer; max. tightening torque: 1Nm) with 
washers and nuts. 
If mating surface is not perfectly flat, a bracket is recommended. 
Various adjustable brackets are available to help sensor positioning (see 
accessories on the catalogue). Operating distance is measured from the front 
surface of the sensor optics. 
M12 connector can be aimed in two different ways, by working the relevant 
retaining spring and turning the unit by 90° until it stops. 
 
 

 
1) Connect and fasten M12 connector when power is off. 
2) Connect power cable and/or I/O as indicated for every model. 
3) Fasten sensor to suitable support, making sure to first align the green 

pointer at the centre of the target 
4) Sensor function will be available in a few seconds from switch-on. 
5) Allow warm-up time before starting normal operations. 
 
 
 

CONNECTIONS 
S65-PA-5-M13-OO 

 
 

S65-PA-5-M13-OOZ 
 

 
 
NOTE: Wire colour refers to European standard. 

S65-PA-5-M13-OO ADJUSTMENT 
1. Set up the device as needed. Press SET1+SET2 > 3 sec until the 3 green LEDs 

blink to enter the setup menu. 
- Press SET 2 to navigate within the menu until output    
- Press SET 1 to select setup. 
- Press SET1 and SET2 > 6 sec to go back to default 

setup. The new configuration will be saved only when 
exit to the menu. The sensor system will 
automatically reset to the original configuration if a 
new configuration is not detected within 10 seconds. 

2. Select hysteresis according to the application, 
considering the environmental and the more critical 
operating conditions. 

3. Identify the target reading point using the green visible 
pointer by pressing SET1 (or SET2) for 1 sec < t < 3 
sec (the pointer will remain active for 5 sec). 

4. Make sure that the spot is inside the target surface to be acquired. 
5. Target Acquisition: Press SET1 (or SET2) > 3sec to teach-in switching point 1 or 

2 until the yellow LED Q1 (or Q2) flashes. 
 
NOTE: a spot partialization could change detection performances.

READING AREA DIMENSIONS
Typical spot size – squared section 

 

 

SETUP
MODE menu  PNP/NPN  LIGHT/DARK  HYSTERESIS 

    
Press SET1+SET2 for t > 3 sec, until all 3 
green LEDs are flashing. Releasing the 
buttons, the sensor enters MODE menu. 
Press SET2 to navigate within the menu 
(), press SET1 to select setup. 

Q1 ON = 
Setup 
PNP 

Q2 ON = 
Setup 
NPN 

Q1 ON = 
setup 
LIGHT 

Q2 ON =  
setup 
DARK 

Q1 ON = 
80 mm 

hysteresis 

Q2 ON = 
50 mm 

hysteresis 

Q1+Q2 ON = 
20 mm 

hysteresis 
for both outputs (NPN is not  

available during I/O Link communication) 
for both outputs 

 
for both outputs 

 
Restore Default Setup Green Pointer Teach-In Key 

 

 
Status LED negligible 

LED OFF 

Steady LED 

LED ON and flashing 

Press SET1 + SET2 for at least 6 sec; before 
default setup there is a temporary darkening of 

all LEDs, after which it is possible to release 
the buttons. 

 

Press SET1 (or SET2) for 1 sec. < t < 3 sec 
to switch on the green pointer 

 

Point the target. Press SET1 (or SET2) > 3 sec 
until Q1 (or Q2) blinks, then release button to 

acquire the target 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 S65-PA-5-M13-OO S65-PA-5-M13-OOZ 

Supply voltage: 24 VDC ± 20% 
Consumption: < 2.2 W (excluding any loads) 
Operating Distance: 0.1..5 m (90% white) /        0.1..4 m (18% grey) /     0.1..2.5 m (6 % black) 
Hysteresis: 20mm / 50mm / 80mm 
Response time: 8.5 msec max. 
Difference White 90%/Grey 18% and White 90%/Black 6%: see chart (value Typ, 1σ, T=25°C, ambient light <1Klux) 
Repeatability error: 20mm for distance > 750mm / 40mm for distance <= 750mm (1σ, T=25°C) 
Thermal compensation error: 1.5 mm /°C (T ≠ 25°C) 
Switching output: Can be set up (PNP NPN / Light Dark) 100mA max. 
Teach-in Input: Active High ( +24V )  1 sec < t  <  3 sec  teach Q1 / > 3 sec  teach Q2 
Warming-up time: 20 min typ 
Warnings: Q1 (YELLOW) / Q2 (YELLOW) / ON PWR (GREEN) - PNP / NPN (GREEN) 
Operating temperature: -15°… +55 °C (with device ON)  
Storage temperature: -25 … +70 °C 
Electrical strength:  500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and case 
Insulation resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and case 
Reading spot size: typ 200x200 mm @ 4m  
Pointer spot size (green): typ 250x250 mm @ 4m 
Max. deviation of pointer/reading spot axes origin: +/- 40 mm  
Emission and Wavelength: LED / 850 nm 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2,  
Vibrations: width 0.5 mm, frequency 10 … 55Hz, per axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shocks for each axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Humidity: < 90% no condensation 
Exposed material: Body: ABS  /   Display: POLYESTER 
Front side material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: M12 - 5 poles 
(Overall) Dimensions: 50 x 50 x 25 mm 
Weight: 50 g.max. 
I/O LINK Connection: NO (See parameter table on www.datalogic.com) 
UL (requirements): Class 2 power supply according to UL 508  

 

Factory settings and default settings are (for both Q1 and Q2): PNP OUT, LIGHT mode, Switching distance 2 m, hysteresis = 80mm 

OVERALL DIMENSIONS 

 
 

SAFETY WARNINGS
All the regulations and rules concerning electric and mechanical safety must 
be complied with during sensor operation. 
The sensor must be protected against mechanical damage. 
This product is only for indoor use. 
 

MAINTENANCE
This device requires no special maintenance operations.  
At any rate, take care to clean the optics surface with a compatible detergent 
in order to avoid degraded performance. 
Use protections for the plastic parts in case of dangerous environment. 
 

DIFFERENCE WHITE/GREY – WHITE/BLACK 

 
 
 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety 

control of the machines where installed. 
 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 
 

 
Under current Italian and European laws, Datalogic Automation is not obliged to take care of product disposal at the 
end of its life. 

Datalogic Automation Recommends to dispose of the product in compliance with local laws or contact authorised waste 
collection centres. Datalogic Automation reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior 
notification. 
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1 sec < t < 3 sec t > 6 sec t > 3 sec 

Difference white/grey – white/black

S65-PA-5-M13
Time-of-flight infrared background suppression sensor

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

SIGNALS 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
Yellow LEDs on, numbered as 1 and 2, 
indicate activation of Q1 and Q2 outputs. 
LEDs blink at the same time if measurement is 
out of range or not available due to the 
presence of environmental contamination. 
POWER LED (green) 
Green PWR LED on indicates that the device is switched on and operating. 
ACTIVE SETUP LED (green) 
Green PNP/NPN LEDs on indicate that the device is in the selected setup. 

OUTPUT and POWER LEDS also indicate setup settings (see “Setup” 
chapter). 

INSTALLATION 
Sensor can be installed by means of the two through holes present on the 
body, using screws (M4x35 or longer; max. tightening torque: 1Nm) with 
washers and nuts. 
If mating surface is not perfectly flat, a bracket is recommended. 
Various adjustable brackets are available to help sensor positioning (see 
accessories on the catalogue). Operating distance is measured from the front 
surface of the sensor optics. 
M12 connector can be aimed in two different ways, by working the relevant 
retaining spring and turning the unit by 90° until it stops. 
 
 

 
1) Connect and fasten M12 connector when power is off. 
2) Connect power cable and/or I/O as indicated for every model. 
3) Fasten sensor to suitable support, making sure to first align the green 

pointer at the centre of the target 
4) Sensor function will be available in a few seconds from switch-on. 
5) Allow warm-up time before starting normal operations. 
 
 
 

CONNECTIONS 
S65-PA-5-M13-OO 

 
 

S65-PA-5-M13-OOZ 
 

 
 
NOTE: Wire colour refers to European standard. 

S65-PA-5-M13-OO ADJUSTMENT 
1. Set up the device as needed. Press SET1+SET2 > 3 sec until the 3 green LEDs 

blink to enter the setup menu. 
- Press SET 2 to navigate within the menu until output    
- Press SET 1 to select setup. 
- Press SET1 and SET2 > 6 sec to go back to default 

setup. The new configuration will be saved only when 
exit to the menu. The sensor system will 
automatically reset to the original configuration if a 
new configuration is not detected within 10 seconds. 

2. Select hysteresis according to the application, 
considering the environmental and the more critical 
operating conditions. 

3. Identify the target reading point using the green visible 
pointer by pressing SET1 (or SET2) for 1 sec < t < 3 
sec (the pointer will remain active for 5 sec). 

4. Make sure that the spot is inside the target surface to be acquired. 
5. Target Acquisition: Press SET1 (or SET2) > 3sec to teach-in switching point 1 or 

2 until the yellow LED Q1 (or Q2) flashes. 
 
NOTE: a spot partialization could change detection performances.

READING AREA DIMENSIONS
Typical spot size – squared section 

 

 

SETUP
MODE menu  PNP/NPN  LIGHT/DARK  HYSTERESIS 

    
Press SET1+SET2 for t > 3 sec, until all 3 
green LEDs are flashing. Releasing the 
buttons, the sensor enters MODE menu. 
Press SET2 to navigate within the menu 
(), press SET1 to select setup. 

Q1 ON = 
Setup 
PNP 

Q2 ON = 
Setup 
NPN 

Q1 ON = 
setup 
LIGHT 

Q2 ON =  
setup 
DARK 

Q1 ON = 
80 mm 

hysteresis 

Q2 ON = 
50 mm 

hysteresis 

Q1+Q2 ON = 
20 mm 

hysteresis 
for both outputs (NPN is not  

available during I/O Link communication) 
for both outputs 

 
for both outputs 

 
Restore Default Setup Green Pointer Teach-In Key 

 

 
Status LED negligible 

LED OFF 

Steady LED 

LED ON and flashing 

Press SET1 + SET2 for at least 6 sec; before 
default setup there is a temporary darkening of 

all LEDs, after which it is possible to release 
the buttons. 

 

Press SET1 (or SET2) for 1 sec. < t < 3 sec 
to switch on the green pointer 

 

Point the target. Press SET1 (or SET2) > 3 sec 
until Q1 (or Q2) blinks, then release button to 

acquire the target 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 S65-PA-5-M13-OO S65-PA-5-M13-OOZ 

Supply voltage: 24 VDC ± 20% 
Consumption: < 2.2 W (excluding any loads) 
Operating Distance: 0.1..5 m (90% white) /        0.1..4 m (18% grey) /     0.1..2.5 m (6 % black) 
Hysteresis: 20mm / 50mm / 80mm 
Response time: 8.5 msec max. 
Difference White 90%/Grey 18% and White 90%/Black 6%: see chart (value Typ, 1σ, T=25°C, ambient light <1Klux) 
Repeatability error: 20mm for distance > 750mm / 40mm for distance <= 750mm (1σ, T=25°C) 
Thermal compensation error: 1.5 mm /°C (T ≠ 25°C) 
Switching output: Can be set up (PNP NPN / Light Dark) 100mA max. 
Teach-in Input: Active High ( +24V )  1 sec < t  <  3 sec  teach Q1 / > 3 sec  teach Q2 
Warming-up time: 20 min typ 
Warnings: Q1 (YELLOW) / Q2 (YELLOW) / ON PWR (GREEN) - PNP / NPN (GREEN) 
Operating temperature: -15°… +55 °C (with device ON)  
Storage temperature: -25 … +70 °C 
Electrical strength:  500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and case 
Insulation resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and case 
Reading spot size: typ 200x200 mm @ 4m  
Pointer spot size (green): typ 250x250 mm @ 4m 
Max. deviation of pointer/reading spot axes origin: +/- 40 mm  
Emission and Wavelength: LED / 850 nm 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2,  
Vibrations: width 0.5 mm, frequency 10 … 55Hz, per axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shocks for each axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Humidity: < 90% no condensation 
Exposed material: Body: ABS  /   Display: POLYESTER 
Front side material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: M12 - 5 poles 
(Overall) Dimensions: 50 x 50 x 25 mm 
Weight: 50 g.max. 
I/O LINK Connection: NO (See parameter table on www.datalogic.com) 
UL (requirements): Class 2 power supply according to UL 508  

 

Factory settings and default settings are (for both Q1 and Q2): PNP OUT, LIGHT mode, Switching distance 2 m, hysteresis = 80mm 

OVERALL DIMENSIONS 

 
 

SAFETY WARNINGS
All the regulations and rules concerning electric and mechanical safety must 
be complied with during sensor operation. 
The sensor must be protected against mechanical damage. 
This product is only for indoor use. 
 

MAINTENANCE
This device requires no special maintenance operations.  
At any rate, take care to clean the optics surface with a compatible detergent 
in order to avoid degraded performance. 
Use protections for the plastic parts in case of dangerous environment. 
 

DIFFERENCE WHITE/GREY – WHITE/BLACK 

 
 
 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety 

control of the machines where installed. 
 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 
 

 
Under current Italian and European laws, Datalogic Automation is not obliged to take care of product disposal at the 
end of its life. 

Datalogic Automation Recommends to dispose of the product in compliance with local laws or contact authorised waste 
collection centres. Datalogic Automation reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior 
notification. 
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S65-PA-5-M13
Time-of-flight infrared background suppression sensor

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

SIGNALS 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
Yellow LEDs on, numbered as 1 and 2, 
indicate activation of Q1 and Q2 outputs. 
LEDs blink at the same time if measurement is 
out of range or not available due to the 
presence of environmental contamination. 
POWER LED (green) 
Green PWR LED on indicates that the device is switched on and operating. 
ACTIVE SETUP LED (green) 
Green PNP/NPN LEDs on indicate that the device is in the selected setup. 

OUTPUT and POWER LEDS also indicate setup settings (see “Setup” 
chapter). 

INSTALLATION 
Sensor can be installed by means of the two through holes present on the 
body, using screws (M4x35 or longer; max. tightening torque: 1Nm) with 
washers and nuts. 
If mating surface is not perfectly flat, a bracket is recommended. 
Various adjustable brackets are available to help sensor positioning (see 
accessories on the catalogue). Operating distance is measured from the front 
surface of the sensor optics. 
M12 connector can be aimed in two different ways, by working the relevant 
retaining spring and turning the unit by 90° until it stops. 
 
 

 
1) Connect and fasten M12 connector when power is off. 
2) Connect power cable and/or I/O as indicated for every model. 
3) Fasten sensor to suitable support, making sure to first align the green 

pointer at the centre of the target 
4) Sensor function will be available in a few seconds from switch-on. 
5) Allow warm-up time before starting normal operations. 
 
 
 

CONNECTIONS 
S65-PA-5-M13-OO 

 
 

S65-PA-5-M13-OOZ 
 

 
 
NOTE: Wire colour refers to European standard. 

S65-PA-5-M13-OO ADJUSTMENT 
1. Set up the device as needed. Press SET1+SET2 > 3 sec until the 3 green LEDs 

blink to enter the setup menu. 
- Press SET 2 to navigate within the menu until output    
- Press SET 1 to select setup. 
- Press SET1 and SET2 > 6 sec to go back to default 

setup. The new configuration will be saved only when 
exit to the menu. The sensor system will 
automatically reset to the original configuration if a 
new configuration is not detected within 10 seconds. 

2. Select hysteresis according to the application, 
considering the environmental and the more critical 
operating conditions. 

3. Identify the target reading point using the green visible 
pointer by pressing SET1 (or SET2) for 1 sec < t < 3 
sec (the pointer will remain active for 5 sec). 

4. Make sure that the spot is inside the target surface to be acquired. 
5. Target Acquisition: Press SET1 (or SET2) > 3sec to teach-in switching point 1 or 

2 until the yellow LED Q1 (or Q2) flashes. 
 
NOTE: a spot partialization could change detection performances.

READING AREA DIMENSIONS
Typical spot size – squared section 

 

 

SETUP
MODE menu  PNP/NPN  LIGHT/DARK  HYSTERESIS 

    
Press SET1+SET2 for t > 3 sec, until all 3 
green LEDs are flashing. Releasing the 
buttons, the sensor enters MODE menu. 
Press SET2 to navigate within the menu 
(), press SET1 to select setup. 

Q1 ON = 
Setup 
PNP 

Q2 ON = 
Setup 
NPN 

Q1 ON = 
setup 
LIGHT 

Q2 ON =  
setup 
DARK 

Q1 ON = 
80 mm 

hysteresis 

Q2 ON = 
50 mm 

hysteresis 

Q1+Q2 ON = 
20 mm 

hysteresis 
for both outputs (NPN is not  

available during I/O Link communication) 
for both outputs 

 
for both outputs 

 
Restore Default Setup Green Pointer Teach-In Key 

 

 
Status LED negligible 

LED OFF 

Steady LED 

LED ON and flashing 

Press SET1 + SET2 for at least 6 sec; before 
default setup there is a temporary darkening of 

all LEDs, after which it is possible to release 
the buttons. 

 

Press SET1 (or SET2) for 1 sec. < t < 3 sec 
to switch on the green pointer 

 

Point the target. Press SET1 (or SET2) > 3 sec 
until Q1 (or Q2) blinks, then release button to 

acquire the target 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 S65-PA-5-M13-OO S65-PA-5-M13-OOZ 

Supply voltage: 24 VDC ± 20% 
Consumption: < 2.2 W (excluding any loads) 
Operating Distance: 0.1..5 m (90% white) /        0.1..4 m (18% grey) /     0.1..2.5 m (6 % black) 
Hysteresis: 20mm / 50mm / 80mm 
Response time: 8.5 msec max. 
Difference White 90%/Grey 18% and White 90%/Black 6%: see chart (value Typ, 1σ, T=25°C, ambient light <1Klux) 
Repeatability error: 20mm for distance > 750mm / 40mm for distance <= 750mm (1σ, T=25°C) 
Thermal compensation error: 1.5 mm /°C (T ≠ 25°C) 
Switching output: Can be set up (PNP NPN / Light Dark) 100mA max. 
Teach-in Input: Active High ( +24V )  1 sec < t  <  3 sec  teach Q1 / > 3 sec  teach Q2 
Warming-up time: 20 min typ 
Warnings: Q1 (YELLOW) / Q2 (YELLOW) / ON PWR (GREEN) - PNP / NPN (GREEN) 
Operating temperature: -15°… +55 °C (with device ON)  
Storage temperature: -25 … +70 °C 
Electrical strength:  500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and case 
Insulation resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and case 
Reading spot size: typ 200x200 mm @ 4m  
Pointer spot size (green): typ 250x250 mm @ 4m 
Max. deviation of pointer/reading spot axes origin: +/- 40 mm  
Emission and Wavelength: LED / 850 nm 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2,  
Vibrations: width 0.5 mm, frequency 10 … 55Hz, per axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shocks for each axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Humidity: < 90% no condensation 
Exposed material: Body: ABS  /   Display: POLYESTER 
Front side material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: M12 - 5 poles 
(Overall) Dimensions: 50 x 50 x 25 mm 
Weight: 50 g.max. 
I/O LINK Connection: NO (See parameter table on www.datalogic.com) 
UL (requirements): Class 2 power supply according to UL 508  

 

Factory settings and default settings are (for both Q1 and Q2): PNP OUT, LIGHT mode, Switching distance 2 m, hysteresis = 80mm 

OVERALL DIMENSIONS 

 
 

SAFETY WARNINGS
All the regulations and rules concerning electric and mechanical safety must 
be complied with during sensor operation. 
The sensor must be protected against mechanical damage. 
This product is only for indoor use. 
 

MAINTENANCE
This device requires no special maintenance operations.  
At any rate, take care to clean the optics surface with a compatible detergent 
in order to avoid degraded performance. 
Use protections for the plastic parts in case of dangerous environment. 
 

DIFFERENCE WHITE/GREY – WHITE/BLACK 

 
 
 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety 

control of the machines where installed. 
 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 
 

 
Under current Italian and European laws, Datalogic Automation is not obliged to take care of product disposal at the 
end of its life. 

Datalogic Automation Recommends to dispose of the product in compliance with local laws or contact authorised waste 
collection centres. Datalogic Automation reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior 
notification. 
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1 sec < t < 3 sec t > 6 sec t > 3 sec 

S65-PA-5-M13
Time-of-flight infrared background suppression sensor

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

SIGNALS 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
Yellow LEDs on, numbered as 1 and 2, 
indicate activation of Q1 and Q2 outputs. 
LEDs blink at the same time if measurement is 
out of range or not available due to the 
presence of environmental contamination. 
POWER LED (green) 
Green PWR LED on indicates that the device is switched on and operating. 
ACTIVE SETUP LED (green) 
Green PNP/NPN LEDs on indicate that the device is in the selected setup. 

OUTPUT and POWER LEDS also indicate setup settings (see “Setup” 
chapter). 

INSTALLATION 
Sensor can be installed by means of the two through holes present on the 
body, using screws (M4x35 or longer; max. tightening torque: 1Nm) with 
washers and nuts. 
If mating surface is not perfectly flat, a bracket is recommended. 
Various adjustable brackets are available to help sensor positioning (see 
accessories on the catalogue). Operating distance is measured from the front 
surface of the sensor optics. 
M12 connector can be aimed in two different ways, by working the relevant 
retaining spring and turning the unit by 90° until it stops. 
 
 

 
1) Connect and fasten M12 connector when power is off. 
2) Connect power cable and/or I/O as indicated for every model. 
3) Fasten sensor to suitable support, making sure to first align the green 

pointer at the centre of the target 
4) Sensor function will be available in a few seconds from switch-on. 
5) Allow warm-up time before starting normal operations. 
 
 
 

CONNECTIONS 
S65-PA-5-M13-OO 

 
 

S65-PA-5-M13-OOZ 
 

 
 
NOTE: Wire colour refers to European standard. 

S65-PA-5-M13-OO ADJUSTMENT 
1. Set up the device as needed. Press SET1+SET2 > 3 sec until the 3 green LEDs 

blink to enter the setup menu. 
- Press SET 2 to navigate within the menu until output    
- Press SET 1 to select setup. 
- Press SET1 and SET2 > 6 sec to go back to default 

setup. The new configuration will be saved only when 
exit to the menu. The sensor system will 
automatically reset to the original configuration if a 
new configuration is not detected within 10 seconds. 

2. Select hysteresis according to the application, 
considering the environmental and the more critical 
operating conditions. 

3. Identify the target reading point using the green visible 
pointer by pressing SET1 (or SET2) for 1 sec < t < 3 
sec (the pointer will remain active for 5 sec). 

4. Make sure that the spot is inside the target surface to be acquired. 
5. Target Acquisition: Press SET1 (or SET2) > 3sec to teach-in switching point 1 or 

2 until the yellow LED Q1 (or Q2) flashes. 
 
NOTE: a spot partialization could change detection performances.

READING AREA DIMENSIONS
Typical spot size – squared section 

 

 

SETUP
MODE menu  PNP/NPN  LIGHT/DARK  HYSTERESIS 

    
Press SET1+SET2 for t > 3 sec, until all 3 
green LEDs are flashing. Releasing the 
buttons, the sensor enters MODE menu. 
Press SET2 to navigate within the menu 
(), press SET1 to select setup. 

Q1 ON = 
Setup 
PNP 

Q2 ON = 
Setup 
NPN 

Q1 ON = 
setup 
LIGHT 

Q2 ON =  
setup 
DARK 

Q1 ON = 
80 mm 

hysteresis 

Q2 ON = 
50 mm 

hysteresis 

Q1+Q2 ON = 
20 mm 

hysteresis 
for both outputs (NPN is not  

available during I/O Link communication) 
for both outputs 

 
for both outputs 

 
Restore Default Setup Green Pointer Teach-In Key 

 

 
Status LED negligible 

LED OFF 

Steady LED 

LED ON and flashing 

Press SET1 + SET2 for at least 6 sec; before 
default setup there is a temporary darkening of 

all LEDs, after which it is possible to release 
the buttons. 

 

Press SET1 (or SET2) for 1 sec. < t < 3 sec 
to switch on the green pointer 

 

Point the target. Press SET1 (or SET2) > 3 sec 
until Q1 (or Q2) blinks, then release button to 

acquire the target 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 S65-PA-5-M13-OO S65-PA-5-M13-OOZ 

Supply voltage: 24 VDC ± 20% 
Consumption: < 2.2 W (excluding any loads) 
Operating Distance: 0.1..5 m (90% white) /        0.1..4 m (18% grey) /     0.1..2.5 m (6 % black) 
Hysteresis: 20mm / 50mm / 80mm 
Response time: 8.5 msec max. 
Difference White 90%/Grey 18% and White 90%/Black 6%: see chart (value Typ, 1σ, T=25°C, ambient light <1Klux) 
Repeatability error: 20mm for distance > 750mm / 40mm for distance <= 750mm (1σ, T=25°C) 
Thermal compensation error: 1.5 mm /°C (T ≠ 25°C) 
Switching output: Can be set up (PNP NPN / Light Dark) 100mA max. 
Teach-in Input: Active High ( +24V )  1 sec < t  <  3 sec  teach Q1 / > 3 sec  teach Q2 
Warming-up time: 20 min typ 
Warnings: Q1 (YELLOW) / Q2 (YELLOW) / ON PWR (GREEN) - PNP / NPN (GREEN) 
Operating temperature: -15°… +55 °C (with device ON)  
Storage temperature: -25 … +70 °C 
Electrical strength:  500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and case 
Insulation resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and case 
Reading spot size: typ 200x200 mm @ 4m  
Pointer spot size (green): typ 250x250 mm @ 4m 
Max. deviation of pointer/reading spot axes origin: +/- 40 mm  
Emission and Wavelength: LED / 850 nm 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2,  
Vibrations: width 0.5 mm, frequency 10 … 55Hz, per axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shocks for each axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Humidity: < 90% no condensation 
Exposed material: Body: ABS  /   Display: POLYESTER 
Front side material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: M12 - 5 poles 
(Overall) Dimensions: 50 x 50 x 25 mm 
Weight: 50 g.max. 
I/O LINK Connection: NO (See parameter table on www.datalogic.com) 
UL (requirements): Class 2 power supply according to UL 508  

 

Factory settings and default settings are (for both Q1 and Q2): PNP OUT, LIGHT mode, Switching distance 2 m, hysteresis = 80mm 

OVERALL DIMENSIONS 

 
 

SAFETY WARNINGS
All the regulations and rules concerning electric and mechanical safety must 
be complied with during sensor operation. 
The sensor must be protected against mechanical damage. 
This product is only for indoor use. 
 

MAINTENANCE
This device requires no special maintenance operations.  
At any rate, take care to clean the optics surface with a compatible detergent 
in order to avoid degraded performance. 
Use protections for the plastic parts in case of dangerous environment. 
 

DIFFERENCE WHITE/GREY – WHITE/BLACK 

 
 
 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety 

control of the machines where installed. 
 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 
 

 
Under current Italian and European laws, Datalogic Automation is not obliged to take care of product disposal at the 
end of its life. 

Datalogic Automation Recommends to dispose of the product in compliance with local laws or contact authorised waste 
collection centres. Datalogic Automation reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior 
notification. 
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1 sec < t < 3 sec t > 6 sec t > 3 sec 

S65-PA-5-M13
Time-of-flight infrared background suppression sensor

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

SIGNALS 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
Yellow LEDs on, numbered as 1 and 2, 
indicate activation of Q1 and Q2 outputs. 
LEDs blink at the same time if measurement is 
out of range or not available due to the 
presence of environmental contamination. 
POWER LED (green) 
Green PWR LED on indicates that the device is switched on and operating. 
ACTIVE SETUP LED (green) 
Green PNP/NPN LEDs on indicate that the device is in the selected setup. 

OUTPUT and POWER LEDS also indicate setup settings (see “Setup” 
chapter). 

INSTALLATION 
Sensor can be installed by means of the two through holes present on the 
body, using screws (M4x35 or longer; max. tightening torque: 1Nm) with 
washers and nuts. 
If mating surface is not perfectly flat, a bracket is recommended. 
Various adjustable brackets are available to help sensor positioning (see 
accessories on the catalogue). Operating distance is measured from the front 
surface of the sensor optics. 
M12 connector can be aimed in two different ways, by working the relevant 
retaining spring and turning the unit by 90° until it stops. 
 
 

 
1) Connect and fasten M12 connector when power is off. 
2) Connect power cable and/or I/O as indicated for every model. 
3) Fasten sensor to suitable support, making sure to first align the green 

pointer at the centre of the target 
4) Sensor function will be available in a few seconds from switch-on. 
5) Allow warm-up time before starting normal operations. 
 
 
 

CONNECTIONS 
S65-PA-5-M13-OO 

 
 

S65-PA-5-M13-OOZ 
 

 
 
NOTE: Wire colour refers to European standard. 

S65-PA-5-M13-OO ADJUSTMENT 
1. Set up the device as needed. Press SET1+SET2 > 3 sec until the 3 green LEDs 

blink to enter the setup menu. 
- Press SET 2 to navigate within the menu until output    
- Press SET 1 to select setup. 
- Press SET1 and SET2 > 6 sec to go back to default 

setup. The new configuration will be saved only when 
exit to the menu. The sensor system will 
automatically reset to the original configuration if a 
new configuration is not detected within 10 seconds. 

2. Select hysteresis according to the application, 
considering the environmental and the more critical 
operating conditions. 

3. Identify the target reading point using the green visible 
pointer by pressing SET1 (or SET2) for 1 sec < t < 3 
sec (the pointer will remain active for 5 sec). 

4. Make sure that the spot is inside the target surface to be acquired. 
5. Target Acquisition: Press SET1 (or SET2) > 3sec to teach-in switching point 1 or 

2 until the yellow LED Q1 (or Q2) flashes. 
 
NOTE: a spot partialization could change detection performances.

READING AREA DIMENSIONS
Typical spot size – squared section 

 

 

SETUP
MODE menu  PNP/NPN  LIGHT/DARK  HYSTERESIS 

    
Press SET1+SET2 for t > 3 sec, until all 3 
green LEDs are flashing. Releasing the 
buttons, the sensor enters MODE menu. 
Press SET2 to navigate within the menu 
(), press SET1 to select setup. 

Q1 ON = 
Setup 
PNP 

Q2 ON = 
Setup 
NPN 

Q1 ON = 
setup 
LIGHT 

Q2 ON =  
setup 
DARK 

Q1 ON = 
80 mm 

hysteresis 

Q2 ON = 
50 mm 

hysteresis 

Q1+Q2 ON = 
20 mm 

hysteresis 
for both outputs (NPN is not  

available during I/O Link communication) 
for both outputs 

 
for both outputs 

 
Restore Default Setup Green Pointer Teach-In Key 

 

 
Status LED negligible 

LED OFF 

Steady LED 

LED ON and flashing 

Press SET1 + SET2 for at least 6 sec; before 
default setup there is a temporary darkening of 

all LEDs, after which it is possible to release 
the buttons. 

 

Press SET1 (or SET2) for 1 sec. < t < 3 sec 
to switch on the green pointer 

 

Point the target. Press SET1 (or SET2) > 3 sec 
until Q1 (or Q2) blinks, then release button to 

acquire the target 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 S65-PA-5-M13-OO S65-PA-5-M13-OOZ 

Supply voltage: 24 VDC ± 20% 
Consumption: < 2.2 W (excluding any loads) 
Operating Distance: 0.1..5 m (90% white) /        0.1..4 m (18% grey) /     0.1..2.5 m (6 % black) 
Hysteresis: 20mm / 50mm / 80mm 
Response time: 8.5 msec max. 
Difference White 90%/Grey 18% and White 90%/Black 6%: see chart (value Typ, 1σ, T=25°C, ambient light <1Klux) 
Repeatability error: 20mm for distance > 750mm / 40mm for distance <= 750mm (1σ, T=25°C) 
Thermal compensation error: 1.5 mm /°C (T ≠ 25°C) 
Switching output: Can be set up (PNP NPN / Light Dark) 100mA max. 
Teach-in Input: Active High ( +24V )  1 sec < t  <  3 sec  teach Q1 / > 3 sec  teach Q2 
Warming-up time: 20 min typ 
Warnings: Q1 (YELLOW) / Q2 (YELLOW) / ON PWR (GREEN) - PNP / NPN (GREEN) 
Operating temperature: -15°… +55 °C (with device ON)  
Storage temperature: -25 … +70 °C 
Electrical strength:  500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and case 
Insulation resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and case 
Reading spot size: typ 200x200 mm @ 4m  
Pointer spot size (green): typ 250x250 mm @ 4m 
Max. deviation of pointer/reading spot axes origin: +/- 40 mm  
Emission and Wavelength: LED / 850 nm 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2,  
Vibrations: width 0.5 mm, frequency 10 … 55Hz, per axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shocks for each axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Humidity: < 90% no condensation 
Exposed material: Body: ABS  /   Display: POLYESTER 
Front side material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: M12 - 5 poles 
(Overall) Dimensions: 50 x 50 x 25 mm 
Weight: 50 g.max. 
I/O LINK Connection: NO (See parameter table on www.datalogic.com) 
UL (requirements): Class 2 power supply according to UL 508  

 

Factory settings and default settings are (for both Q1 and Q2): PNP OUT, LIGHT mode, Switching distance 2 m, hysteresis = 80mm 

OVERALL DIMENSIONS 

 
 

SAFETY WARNINGS
All the regulations and rules concerning electric and mechanical safety must 
be complied with during sensor operation. 
The sensor must be protected against mechanical damage. 
This product is only for indoor use. 
 

MAINTENANCE
This device requires no special maintenance operations.  
At any rate, take care to clean the optics surface with a compatible detergent 
in order to avoid degraded performance. 
Use protections for the plastic parts in case of dangerous environment. 
 

DIFFERENCE WHITE/GREY – WHITE/BLACK 

 
 
 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety 

control of the machines where installed. 
 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 
 

 
Under current Italian and European laws, Datalogic Automation is not obliged to take care of product disposal at the 
end of its life. 

Datalogic Automation Recommends to dispose of the product in compliance with local laws or contact authorised waste 
collection centres. Datalogic Automation reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior 
notification. 
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1 sec < t < 3 sec t > 6 sec t > 3 sec 

S65-PA-5-M13
Time-of-flight infrared background suppression sensor

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

SIGNALS 
OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
Yellow LEDs on, numbered as 1 and 2, 
indicate activation of Q1 and Q2 outputs. 
LEDs blink at the same time if measurement is 
out of range or not available due to the 
presence of environmental contamination. 
POWER LED (green) 
Green PWR LED on indicates that the device is switched on and operating. 
ACTIVE SETUP LED (green) 
Green PNP/NPN LEDs on indicate that the device is in the selected setup. 

OUTPUT and POWER LEDS also indicate setup settings (see “Setup” 
chapter). 

INSTALLATION 
Sensor can be installed by means of the two through holes present on the 
body, using screws (M4x35 or longer; max. tightening torque: 1Nm) with 
washers and nuts. 
If mating surface is not perfectly flat, a bracket is recommended. 
Various adjustable brackets are available to help sensor positioning (see 
accessories on the catalogue). Operating distance is measured from the front 
surface of the sensor optics. 
M12 connector can be aimed in two different ways, by working the relevant 
retaining spring and turning the unit by 90° until it stops. 
 
 

 
1) Connect and fasten M12 connector when power is off. 
2) Connect power cable and/or I/O as indicated for every model. 
3) Fasten sensor to suitable support, making sure to first align the green 

pointer at the centre of the target 
4) Sensor function will be available in a few seconds from switch-on. 
5) Allow warm-up time before starting normal operations. 
 
 
 

CONNECTIONS 
S65-PA-5-M13-OO 

 
 

S65-PA-5-M13-OOZ 
 

 
 
NOTE: Wire colour refers to European standard. 

S65-PA-5-M13-OO ADJUSTMENT 
1. Set up the device as needed. Press SET1+SET2 > 3 sec until the 3 green LEDs 

blink to enter the setup menu. 
- Press SET 2 to navigate within the menu until output    
- Press SET 1 to select setup. 
- Press SET1 and SET2 > 6 sec to go back to default 

setup. The new configuration will be saved only when 
exit to the menu. The sensor system will 
automatically reset to the original configuration if a 
new configuration is not detected within 10 seconds. 

2. Select hysteresis according to the application, 
considering the environmental and the more critical 
operating conditions. 

3. Identify the target reading point using the green visible 
pointer by pressing SET1 (or SET2) for 1 sec < t < 3 
sec (the pointer will remain active for 5 sec). 

4. Make sure that the spot is inside the target surface to be acquired. 
5. Target Acquisition: Press SET1 (or SET2) > 3sec to teach-in switching point 1 or 

2 until the yellow LED Q1 (or Q2) flashes. 
 
NOTE: a spot partialization could change detection performances.

READING AREA DIMENSIONS
Typical spot size – squared section 

 

 

SETUP
MODE menu  PNP/NPN  LIGHT/DARK  HYSTERESIS 

    
Press SET1+SET2 for t > 3 sec, until all 3 
green LEDs are flashing. Releasing the 
buttons, the sensor enters MODE menu. 
Press SET2 to navigate within the menu 
(), press SET1 to select setup. 

Q1 ON = 
Setup 
PNP 

Q2 ON = 
Setup 
NPN 

Q1 ON = 
setup 
LIGHT 

Q2 ON =  
setup 
DARK 

Q1 ON = 
80 mm 

hysteresis 

Q2 ON = 
50 mm 

hysteresis 

Q1+Q2 ON = 
20 mm 

hysteresis 
for both outputs (NPN is not  

available during I/O Link communication) 
for both outputs 

 
for both outputs 

 
Restore Default Setup Green Pointer Teach-In Key 

 

 
Status LED negligible 

LED OFF 

Steady LED 

LED ON and flashing 

Press SET1 + SET2 for at least 6 sec; before 
default setup there is a temporary darkening of 

all LEDs, after which it is possible to release 
the buttons. 

 

Press SET1 (or SET2) for 1 sec. < t < 3 sec 
to switch on the green pointer 

 

Point the target. Press SET1 (or SET2) > 3 sec 
until Q1 (or Q2) blinks, then release button to 

acquire the target 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 S65-PA-5-M13-OO S65-PA-5-M13-OOZ 

Supply voltage: 24 VDC ± 20% 
Consumption: < 2.2 W (excluding any loads) 
Operating Distance: 0.1..5 m (90% white) /        0.1..4 m (18% grey) /     0.1..2.5 m (6 % black) 
Hysteresis: 20mm / 50mm / 80mm 
Response time: 8.5 msec max. 
Difference White 90%/Grey 18% and White 90%/Black 6%: see chart (value Typ, 1σ, T=25°C, ambient light <1Klux) 
Repeatability error: 20mm for distance > 750mm / 40mm for distance <= 750mm (1σ, T=25°C) 
Thermal compensation error: 1.5 mm /°C (T ≠ 25°C) 
Switching output: Can be set up (PNP NPN / Light Dark) 100mA max. 
Teach-in Input: Active High ( +24V )  1 sec < t  <  3 sec  teach Q1 / > 3 sec  teach Q2 
Warming-up time: 20 min typ 
Warnings: Q1 (YELLOW) / Q2 (YELLOW) / ON PWR (GREEN) - PNP / NPN (GREEN) 
Operating temperature: -15°… +55 °C (with device ON)  
Storage temperature: -25 … +70 °C 
Electrical strength:  500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and case 
Insulation resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and case 
Reading spot size: typ 200x200 mm @ 4m  
Pointer spot size (green): typ 250x250 mm @ 4m 
Max. deviation of pointer/reading spot axes origin: +/- 40 mm  
Emission and Wavelength: LED / 850 nm 
Ambient light rejection: according to EN 60947-5-2,  
Vibrations: width 0.5 mm, frequency 10 … 55Hz, per axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shocks for each axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Humidity: < 90% no condensation 
Exposed material: Body: ABS  /   Display: POLYESTER 
Front side material: PMMA 
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: M12 - 5 poles 
(Overall) Dimensions: 50 x 50 x 25 mm 
Weight: 50 g.max. 
I/O LINK Connection: NO (See parameter table on www.datalogic.com) 
UL (requirements): Class 2 power supply according to UL 508  

 

Factory settings and default settings are (for both Q1 and Q2): PNP OUT, LIGHT mode, Switching distance 2 m, hysteresis = 80mm 

OVERALL DIMENSIONS 

 
 

SAFETY WARNINGS
All the regulations and rules concerning electric and mechanical safety must 
be complied with during sensor operation. 
The sensor must be protected against mechanical damage. 
This product is only for indoor use. 
 

MAINTENANCE
This device requires no special maintenance operations.  
At any rate, take care to clean the optics surface with a compatible detergent 
in order to avoid degraded performance. 
Use protections for the plastic parts in case of dangerous environment. 
 

DIFFERENCE WHITE/GREY – WHITE/BLACK 

 
 
 
The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety 

control of the machines where installed. 
 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 
 

 
Under current Italian and European laws, Datalogic Automation is not obliged to take care of product disposal at the 
end of its life. 

Datalogic Automation Recommends to dispose of the product in compliance with local laws or contact authorised waste 
collection centres. Datalogic Automation reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior 
notification. 

 

© 2016 Datalogic Automation - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - Protected to the fullest extent under U.S. and international laws. • 
Copying, or altering of this document is prohibited without express written consent from Datalogic Automation. Datalogic and 
the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. 
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1 sec < t < 3 sec t > 6 sec t > 3 sec 

OUTPUT LED (yellow)

Yellow LEDs on, numbered as 1 and 2, indicate activation of Q1 and Q2 outputs.

LEDs blink at the same time if measurement is out of range or not available due to 
the presence of environmental contamination.

POWER LED (green)

Green PWR LED on indicates that the device is switched on and operating.

ACTIVE SETUP LED (green)

Green PNP/NPN LEDs on indicate that the device is in the selected setup.

SET1 Push Button

Teach-in push buttonfor Q1 and setting parameter menu

SET2 Push Button

Teach-in push buttonfor Q2 and setting parameter menu

CONNECTIONS

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

DETECTION DIAGRAMS

M12 CONNECTOR
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ST-5020 ST-5021

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.

ST-5020 mounting bracket 50 x 27 x 20 mm 95ACC5330

ST-5021 mounting bracket 20 x 40 x 28 mm 95ACC5340

OPTIC FUNCTION CONNECTION OUTPUT MODEL ORDER No.

Background Suppression long range IR
M12 5 poles NPN/PNP S65-PA-5-M13-OO 956251160

M12 5 poles IO-LINK S65-PA-5-M13-OOZ 956251170

TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M12 Connector

M12 5-pole conn. with 3 m unshielded cable 3 m CS-A1-03-G-03 95ACC2110

M12 5-pole conn. with 5 m unshielded cable 5 m CS-A1-03-G-05 95ACC2120

M12 5-pole conn. with 10 m unshielded cable 10 m CS-A1-03-G-10 95ACC2140

5-pole, L coded power cable 3 m CS-M1-02-B-03 95ACC0007
Axial M12 F/M8 M Connector 4-pole, double headed 3 m CS-H1-02-B-03 95ACC0008

Axial M12 F/M12 M Connector 4-pole, double headed 3 m CS-I1-02-B-03 95ACC0009

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

ACCESSORIES

CABLES

The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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S67

Distance sensor (90% White target)
50…300 mm (Y03)

100…600 mm (Y13)

Linearity error:
±0.03…±1.0 mm  (Y03)

±0.05…±2.0 mm (Y13)

Resolution:
0.01…0.33 mm (Y03)

0.015…0.67 mm (Y13)

Laser class emission: RED Laser Diode 
CLASS 2 According to IEC 60825-1 (2014)

Response time: < 900 µs long range

Setting
Red LED Alarm/Soiled lens indicator

Green LED Power indicator

Push Button Teach in

Power supply: Vdc 12 –28 VDC +/- 10%

PNP -

NPN -

Push pull -

other 
Analog output:  
4…20 mA (-I) 
0…10 V (-V)

Connection connector Rotatable  M12 5poles

Approximate dimensions (mm) Rectangular 20,6mm x 65mm x 50mm

Housing material die-cast zinc

Mechanical protection IP67

ACCURATE AND PRECISE 
LASER DISTANCE SENSOR 
WITH SUBMILLIMETRIC 
RESOLUTION
• Sturdy metal Die-cast zinc IP67 housing.
• Resolution of 10um@50mm. distance on white 90% remission.
• Response time less than 0,9ms (short range models)
• Linearity error of +/-0,03mm@50mm range.
• Analog Voltage models with 0V-10V protected output.
• Analog Current models with 4-20mA protected output.
• Soiling indicator and Alarm Output.
• Robust light interference suppression.

APPLICATIONS

• Automotive Industries
• Textile and Paper Industries
• Wood Industries
• General Packaging Industries
• Metal tooling 
• Assembly lines
• Mechanical engineering and Special machinery

S67
DISTANCE SENSORS
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Photoelectric distance measuring sensors
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resolution

Sd = 30 ... 70 mm Sd = 30 ... 130 mm

Sd = 30 ... 130 mm

linearity errors

Sd = 30 ... 70 mm

LASER

**Apply tighten torque...<1.0 Nm

**

**

Power supply 12 –28 VDC +/- 10%

Consumption (output current excluded) 100 mA

Light emission
650 nm Pulsed RED Laser Diode

CLASS 2 According to IEC 60825-1 (2014)
Complies with 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11

Laser Spot 2 mm Point

Setting Push Button Teach in

Operating Distance  (90% White target) 
50…300 mm (Y03)

100…600 mm (Y13)

Linearity error (90% White target)
±0.03…±1.0 mm  (Y03)
±0.05…±2.0 mm (Y13)

Resolution  (90% White target)
0.01…0.33 mm (Y03)

0.015…0.67 mm (Y13)

Teach-in Range min.
>5mm   (Y03)
>10mm (Y13)

Indicators
Red LED Alarm/Soiled lens indicator

Green LED Power indicator
Push Button Teach in

Analog output
Analog Current Output : load resistance (analog I) < (+Vs - 6 V) / 0,02  (-I)

Analog Voltage Output : load resistance > 100 kOhm (-V)

Response time < 900 µs long range

Connection Rotatable  M12 5poles

Dielectric strength 500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing

Mechanical protection IP67

Ambient light rejection < 8k Lux (Y03) 
< 10k Lux (Y13)

Vibrations 0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Housing material die-cast zinc

Lens material Glass

Typ. Temperature Drift ± 0.03% of Full Scale Measuring Range / °C

Operating temperature 0…50°C

Storage temperature -25 … 70 °C

Tightening torque 1.0 Nm

Weight 180g. max.

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS
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S67-MH-5-Y…
Laser Distance Sensor

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 
LEDS
RED LED may indicate ALARM or dirty lens surface. 
GREEN LED is the POWER indicator. 
TEACH IN BUTTON 
The yellow button allows the user to teach a new range 
by optimizing the resolution.It can be used to reset the 
factory settings. 

INSTALLATION 
1. With unit power off, connect and secure the cable to the M12 connector.  

Note for electromagnetic compatibility: Connect the sensor housing to earth potential. 
Use shielded connecting cables. 

2. The mounting surface must be flat, in order to correctly mount the sensor. 
The distance sensor must aligned correctly (as shown below) and then 
fixed to a suitable support.  

 

CONNECTIONS 

Note: If external Teach-In option is not used, the Teach-In wire must be attached to GND.

Note: Shielded cable (cable box) required. 

Note: Color of wires are referred to European standard. 

CONFIGURATION SETTINGS  
The S67Y distance sensor is factory set to the maximum measuring range. In order to optimize the resolution and linearity, its Teach-In feature is 
designed to select a smaller range within the nominal range. If a new range is chosen the Output current, voltage and alarm output will adapt to it.  
The sensor must be taught with two specific positions:  

 First Teach-In: aligns the position with 0 V (or 4 mA) 
 Second Teach-In: aligns the position with 10 V (or 20 mA) 

Note: The two positions are always at the border of the new range (within the measuring range).  
The red LED gives  feedback during a Teach-In session. The red LED located on the back of the sensor, indicates “Run” mode if it detects an object 
in the measuring range. The S67Y can be set in two different ways: one with Teach-In button and the other one through the external teach input. 
The device can be taught more than 10.000 times in its lifetime. The S67Y may be always reset to factory setup. 

TEACHING NEW MEASURE RESET 

Seven steps to teaching a new measuring range:

1. Press (and hold) the button. The red LED will turn on, if the sensor 
can be taught.

2. Hold down the button for 5 more sec. The LED will start to blink.
3. Release the button.
4. Place a target at the first new position of the measuring range. 

This is the position that will later produce 0 V (or 4 mA).
5. Briefly press the button again. The LED will stop blinking and 

will stay on for about 3 sec to indicate that the first position 
has been stored. Then the LED will blink again.

6. Now place the target at the second position (the other end of 
the new range), which will produce 10 V (or 20 mA).

7. Briefly press the button again. The LED will stop blinking and will 
stay on for about 3 sec to indicate that the second position has 
been stored. The LED will then turn off and blink once more. 
Now the sensor is ready to measure.

The new, smaller operating range is now set. The red LED now indicates 
whether an object is within the new range (LED OFF) or not (LED ON). If 
one of the new borders of the range was outside the standard range or 
the two positions were too close to each other, then the new settings are 
not valid. The sensor will respond with an extended blinking at the end of 
the teach procedure. The previous settings are still valid and the new 
settings are lost

1. Push the button. The red LED will turn on, if the sensor can be 
taught.

2. Hold down the button further 5 sec. The LED will start to blink.
Do not release the button now. Wait another 10 sec until the 
LED is ON without blinking. Factory settings have been restored 
to the sensor.

3. Release the button.

Note: If there are missed measurements (up to 30 cycles) these will be 
suppressed. During this time the analog output stays on hold. 

Note: For objects with a reflectivity < 7 % (S67-MR-5-Y13…), the response / 
release time is increased automatically up to max. 2.8 ms.

TECHNICAL DATA 
S67-MH-5-Y03-I S67-MH-5-Y13-I S67-MH-5-Y03-V S67-MH-5-Y13-V 

Power supply: 12 – 28 VDC 
Consumption: < 100 mA 
Measurement range: 50…300 mm 100…600 mm 50…300 mm 100…600 mm 
Min Teach-in range > 5 mm > 10 mm > 5 mm > 10 mm 
Resolution: 0.01…0.33 mm 0.015…0.67 mm 0.01…0.33 mm 0.015…0.67 mm 
Linearity error: ±0.03…±1.0 mm ±0.05…±2.0 mm ±0.03…±1.0 mm ±0.05…±2.0 mm 
Response time: < 900 µs 
Analog output: 4…20 mA 4…20 mA 0…10 VDC 0…10 VDC 
Alarm: Red LED 
Power indicator: Green LED 
Soiled lens indicator: Red LED 
Operating temperature: 0…50°C 
Short circuit protection: Yes 
Reverse polarity protection: Yes (voltage supply only) 
Protection class IP 67 
Light source: pulsed red laser diode 
Laser class emission: CLASS 2  According to IEC 60825-1 (2014) 
Ambient light rejection: < 8k Lux < 10k Lux < 8k Lux < 10k Lux 
CDRH requirements: Complies with 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 

DETECTION DIAGRAMS 

DIMENSIONS 

SAFETY WARNINGS
All the safety electrical and mechanical regulations and laws have to be respected during sensor 
functioning. The sensor has to be protected against 
mechanical damages. 
Do not look directly into the laser beam! Do not point the 
laser beam towards people! 
Eye irradiation for over 0.25 seconds is dangerous; refer to 
class 2 standard (EN60825-1). 
This product is intended for indoor use only. 
Use of controls or adjustments or performance or 
procedures other than those specified herein may result in 
hazardous radiation exposure. 

MAINTENANCE 
Device does not need for particular maintenance. In any case, take care to clean optic surface with 
compliant cleanser in order to avoid decay of performance. 
Use protection for plastic parts in case of hazardous environment.

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used 
in the safety control of the machines where installed. 

CE Compliance 
CE marking states the compliance of the product with essential requirements listed in the applicable European directive. 
Since the directives and applicable standards are subject to continuous updates, and since the manufacturer promptly adopts 
these updates, therefore the EU declaration of conformity is a living document. The EU declaration of conformity is available 
for competent authorities and customers through the manufacturer’s commercial reference contacts. Since April 20th, 2016 the 
main European directives applicable to the products require inclusion of an adequate analysis and assessment of the risk(s). 
This evaluation was carried out in relation to the applicable points of the standards listed in the Declaration of Conformity. 
These products are mainly designed for integration purposes into more complex systems. For this reason it is under the 
responsibility of the system integrator to do a new risk assessment regarding the final installation. 

Datalogic S.r.l. 
Via S. Vitalino 13 - 40012 Calderara di Reno - Italy 
Tel: +39 051 3147011 - Fax: +39 051 3147205 - www.datalogic.com

Helpful links at www.datalogic.com: Contact Us, Terms and Conditions, Support. 

The warranty period for this product is 36 months. See General Terms and Conditions of Sales for further details. 

Under current Italian and European laws, Datalogic is not obliged to take care of product disposal at the end of its 
life. Datalogic recommends disposing of the product in compliance with local laws or contacting authorised waste 
collection centres. 

© 2017 Datalogic S.p.A. and/or its affiliates  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.  Without limiting the rights under copyright, no part 
of this documentation may be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any 
means, or for any purpose, without the express written permission of Datalogic S.p.A. and/or its affiliates. Datalogic and the 
Datalogic logo are registered trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. All other 
trademarks and brands are property of their respective owners. Datalogic reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification. 
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CONNECTIONS

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

S67-MH-5-Y03-I / S67-MH-5-Y13-I S67-MH-5-Y03-V / S67-MH-5-Y13-V

TEACHING NEW MEASURE RESET

Seven steps to teaching a new measuring range:

1. Press (and hold) the button. The red LED will turn on, if the sensor can be taught.

2. Hold down the button for 5 more sec. The LED will start to blink.

3. Release the button.

4. Place a target at the first new position of the measuring range.
This is the position that will later produce 0 V (or 4 mA).

5. Briefly press the button again. The LED will stop blinking and will stay on for about 3 sec to indicate that the 
first position has been stored. Then the LED will blink again.

6. Now place the target at the second position (the other end of the new range), which will produce 10 V (or 20 
mA).

7. Briefly press the button again. The LED will stop blinking and will stay on for about 3 sec to indicate that the 
second position has been stored. The LED will then turn off and blink once more.
Now the sensor is ready to measure.

The new, smaller operating range is now set. The red LED now indicates whether an object is within the new 
range (LED OFF) or not (LED ON). If one of the new borders of the range was outside the standard range or the 
two positions were too close to each other, then the new settings are not valid. The sensor will respond with an 
extended blinking at the end of the teach procedure. The previous settings are still valid and the new settings are 
lost

1. Push the button. The red LED will turn on, if the sensor can be taught.

2. Hold down the button further 5 sec. The LED will start to blink.
Do not release the button now. Wait another 10 sec until the LED is ON 
without blinking. Factory settings have been restored to the sensor.

3. Release the button.

Note: If there are missed measurements (up to 30 cycles) these will be 
suppressed. During this time the analog output stays on hold.
Note: For objects with a reflectivity < 7 % (S67-MR-5-Y13…), the 
response/release time is increased automatically up to max. 2.8 ms.

Note: If external Teach-In option is not used, the Teach-In wire must be attached to GND.

Note: Shielded cable is suggested for critical cabling.

Note: Color of wires are referred to European standard.

The S67Y distance sensor is factory set to the maximum measuring range. In order to optimize the resolution and linearity, its Teach-In feature is 
designed to select a smaller range within the nominal range. If a new range is chosen the Output current, voltage and alarm output will adapt to it.

The sensor must be taught with two specific positions:

• First Teach-In: aligns the position with 0 V (or 4 mA)
• Second Teach-In: aligns the position with 10 V (or 20 mA)

Note: The two positions are always at the border of the new range (within the measuring range).

The red LED gives feedback during a Teach-In session. The red LED located on the back of the sensor, indicates “Run” mode if it detects an object in the 
measuring range. The S67Y can be set in two different ways: one with Teach-In button and the other one through the external teach input.

The device can be taught more than 10.000 times in its lifetime. The S67Y may be always reset to factory setup.

LEDS
RED LED may indicate ALARM or dirty lens surface.
GREEN LED is the POWER indicator.

TEACH IN BUTTON
The yellow button allows the user to teach a new range by optimizing the resolution. It can be 
used to reset the factory settings.

1. (BROWN): +12...28 VDC
2. (WHITE): ANALOGUE OUTPUT- I(4...20mA)
3. (BLUE): 0V
4. (BLACK): NOT USED
5. (GREY): TEACH IN 

1. (BROWN): +12...28 VDC
2. (WHITE): ANALOGUE OUTPUT- V(0…10V)
3. (BLUE): 0V
4. (BLACK): NOT USED
5. (GREY): TEACH IN 
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S67-MH-5-Y…
Laser Distance Sensor

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 
LEDS
RED LED may indicate ALARM or dirty lens surface. 
GREEN LED is the POWER indicator. 
TEACH IN BUTTON 
The yellow button allows the user to teach a new range 
by optimizing the resolution.It can be used to reset the 
factory settings. 

INSTALLATION 
1. With unit power off, connect and secure the cable to the M12 connector.  

Note for electromagnetic compatibility: Connect the sensor housing to earth potential. 
Use shielded connecting cables. 

2. The mounting surface must be flat, in order to correctly mount the sensor. 
The distance sensor must aligned correctly (as shown below) and then 
fixed to a suitable support.  

 

CONNECTIONS 

Note: If external Teach-In option is not used, the Teach-In wire must be attached to GND.

Note: Shielded cable (cable box) required. 

Note: Color of wires are referred to European standard. 

CONFIGURATION SETTINGS  
The S67Y distance sensor is factory set to the maximum measuring range. In order to optimize the resolution and linearity, its Teach-In feature is 
designed to select a smaller range within the nominal range. If a new range is chosen the Output current, voltage and alarm output will adapt to it.  
The sensor must be taught with two specific positions:  

 First Teach-In: aligns the position with 0 V (or 4 mA) 
 Second Teach-In: aligns the position with 10 V (or 20 mA) 

Note: The two positions are always at the border of the new range (within the measuring range).  
The red LED gives  feedback during a Teach-In session. The red LED located on the back of the sensor, indicates “Run” mode if it detects an object 
in the measuring range. The S67Y can be set in two different ways: one with Teach-In button and the other one through the external teach input. 
The device can be taught more than 10.000 times in its lifetime. The S67Y may be always reset to factory setup. 

TEACHING NEW MEASURE RESET 

Seven steps to teaching a new measuring range:

1. Press (and hold) the button. The red LED will turn on, if the sensor 
can be taught.

2. Hold down the button for 5 more sec. The LED will start to blink.
3. Release the button.
4. Place a target at the first new position of the measuring range. 

This is the position that will later produce 0 V (or 4 mA).
5. Briefly press the button again. The LED will stop blinking and 

will stay on for about 3 sec to indicate that the first position 
has been stored. Then the LED will blink again.

6. Now place the target at the second position (the other end of 
the new range), which will produce 10 V (or 20 mA).

7. Briefly press the button again. The LED will stop blinking and will 
stay on for about 3 sec to indicate that the second position has 
been stored. The LED will then turn off and blink once more. 
Now the sensor is ready to measure.

The new, smaller operating range is now set. The red LED now indicates 
whether an object is within the new range (LED OFF) or not (LED ON). If 
one of the new borders of the range was outside the standard range or 
the two positions were too close to each other, then the new settings are 
not valid. The sensor will respond with an extended blinking at the end of 
the teach procedure. The previous settings are still valid and the new 
settings are lost

1. Push the button. The red LED will turn on, if the sensor can be 
taught.

2. Hold down the button further 5 sec. The LED will start to blink.
Do not release the button now. Wait another 10 sec until the 
LED is ON without blinking. Factory settings have been restored 
to the sensor.

3. Release the button.

Note: If there are missed measurements (up to 30 cycles) these will be 
suppressed. During this time the analog output stays on hold. 

Note: For objects with a reflectivity < 7 % (S67-MR-5-Y13…), the response / 
release time is increased automatically up to max. 2.8 ms.

TECHNICAL DATA 
S67-MH-5-Y03-I S67-MH-5-Y13-I S67-MH-5-Y03-V S67-MH-5-Y13-V 

Power supply: 12 – 28 VDC 
Consumption: < 100 mA 
Measurement range: 50…300 mm 100…600 mm 50…300 mm 100…600 mm 
Min Teach-in range > 5 mm > 10 mm > 5 mm > 10 mm 
Resolution: 0.01…0.33 mm 0.015…0.67 mm 0.01…0.33 mm 0.015…0.67 mm 
Linearity error: ±0.03…±1.0 mm ±0.05…±2.0 mm ±0.03…±1.0 mm ±0.05…±2.0 mm 
Response time: < 900 µs 
Analog output: 4…20 mA 4…20 mA 0…10 VDC 0…10 VDC 
Alarm: Red LED 
Power indicator: Green LED 
Soiled lens indicator: Red LED 
Operating temperature: 0…50°C 
Short circuit protection: Yes 
Reverse polarity protection: Yes (voltage supply only) 
Protection class IP 67 
Light source: pulsed red laser diode 
Laser class emission: CLASS 2  According to IEC 60825-1 (2014) 
Ambient light rejection: < 8k Lux < 10k Lux < 8k Lux < 10k Lux 
CDRH requirements: Complies with 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 

DETECTION DIAGRAMS 

DIMENSIONS 

SAFETY WARNINGS
All the safety electrical and mechanical regulations and laws have to be respected during sensor 
functioning. The sensor has to be protected against 
mechanical damages. 
Do not look directly into the laser beam! Do not point the 
laser beam towards people! 
Eye irradiation for over 0.25 seconds is dangerous; refer to 
class 2 standard (EN60825-1). 
This product is intended for indoor use only. 
Use of controls or adjustments or performance or 
procedures other than those specified herein may result in 
hazardous radiation exposure. 

MAINTENANCE 
Device does not need for particular maintenance. In any case, take care to clean optic surface with 
compliant cleanser in order to avoid decay of performance. 
Use protection for plastic parts in case of hazardous environment.

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used 
in the safety control of the machines where installed. 

CE Compliance 
CE marking states the compliance of the product with essential requirements listed in the applicable European directive. 
Since the directives and applicable standards are subject to continuous updates, and since the manufacturer promptly adopts 
these updates, therefore the EU declaration of conformity is a living document. The EU declaration of conformity is available 
for competent authorities and customers through the manufacturer’s commercial reference contacts. Since April 20th, 2016 the 
main European directives applicable to the products require inclusion of an adequate analysis and assessment of the risk(s). 
This evaluation was carried out in relation to the applicable points of the standards listed in the Declaration of Conformity. 
These products are mainly designed for integration purposes into more complex systems. For this reason it is under the 
responsibility of the system integrator to do a new risk assessment regarding the final installation. 

Datalogic S.r.l. 
Via S. Vitalino 13 - 40012 Calderara di Reno - Italy 
Tel: +39 051 3147011 - Fax: +39 051 3147205 - www.datalogic.com

Helpful links at www.datalogic.com: Contact Us, Terms and Conditions, Support. 

The warranty period for this product is 36 months. See General Terms and Conditions of Sales for further details. 

Under current Italian and European laws, Datalogic is not obliged to take care of product disposal at the end of its 
life. Datalogic recommends disposing of the product in compliance with local laws or contacting authorised waste 
collection centres. 

© 2017 Datalogic S.p.A. and/or its affiliates  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.  Without limiting the rights under copyright, no part 
of this documentation may be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any 
means, or for any purpose, without the express written permission of Datalogic S.p.A. and/or its affiliates. Datalogic and the 
Datalogic logo are registered trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. All other 
trademarks and brands are property of their respective owners. Datalogic reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification. 
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S67-MH-5-Y…
Laser Distance Sensor

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 
LEDS
RED LED may indicate ALARM or dirty lens surface. 
GREEN LED is the POWER indicator. 
TEACH IN BUTTON 
The yellow button allows the user to teach a new range 
by optimizing the resolution.It can be used to reset the 
factory settings. 

INSTALLATION 
1. With unit power off, connect and secure the cable to the M12 connector.  

Note for electromagnetic compatibility: Connect the sensor housing to earth potential. 
Use shielded connecting cables. 

2. The mounting surface must be flat, in order to correctly mount the sensor. 
The distance sensor must aligned correctly (as shown below) and then 
fixed to a suitable support.  

 

CONNECTIONS 

Note: If external Teach-In option is not used, the Teach-In wire must be attached to GND.

Note: Shielded cable (cable box) required. 

Note: Color of wires are referred to European standard. 

CONFIGURATION SETTINGS  
The S67Y distance sensor is factory set to the maximum measuring range. In order to optimize the resolution and linearity, its Teach-In feature is 
designed to select a smaller range within the nominal range. If a new range is chosen the Output current, voltage and alarm output will adapt to it.  
The sensor must be taught with two specific positions:  

 First Teach-In: aligns the position with 0 V (or 4 mA) 
 Second Teach-In: aligns the position with 10 V (or 20 mA) 

Note: The two positions are always at the border of the new range (within the measuring range).  
The red LED gives  feedback during a Teach-In session. The red LED located on the back of the sensor, indicates “Run” mode if it detects an object 
in the measuring range. The S67Y can be set in two different ways: one with Teach-In button and the other one through the external teach input. 
The device can be taught more than 10.000 times in its lifetime. The S67Y may be always reset to factory setup. 

TEACHING NEW MEASURE RESET 

Seven steps to teaching a new measuring range:

1. Press (and hold) the button. The red LED will turn on, if the sensor 
can be taught.

2. Hold down the button for 5 more sec. The LED will start to blink.
3. Release the button.
4. Place a target at the first new position of the measuring range. 

This is the position that will later produce 0 V (or 4 mA).
5. Briefly press the button again. The LED will stop blinking and 

will stay on for about 3 sec to indicate that the first position 
has been stored. Then the LED will blink again.

6. Now place the target at the second position (the other end of 
the new range), which will produce 10 V (or 20 mA).

7. Briefly press the button again. The LED will stop blinking and will 
stay on for about 3 sec to indicate that the second position has 
been stored. The LED will then turn off and blink once more. 
Now the sensor is ready to measure.

The new, smaller operating range is now set. The red LED now indicates 
whether an object is within the new range (LED OFF) or not (LED ON). If 
one of the new borders of the range was outside the standard range or 
the two positions were too close to each other, then the new settings are 
not valid. The sensor will respond with an extended blinking at the end of 
the teach procedure. The previous settings are still valid and the new 
settings are lost

1. Push the button. The red LED will turn on, if the sensor can be 
taught.

2. Hold down the button further 5 sec. The LED will start to blink.
Do not release the button now. Wait another 10 sec until the 
LED is ON without blinking. Factory settings have been restored 
to the sensor.

3. Release the button.

Note: If there are missed measurements (up to 30 cycles) these will be 
suppressed. During this time the analog output stays on hold. 

Note: For objects with a reflectivity < 7 % (S67-MR-5-Y13…), the response / 
release time is increased automatically up to max. 2.8 ms.

TECHNICAL DATA 
S67-MH-5-Y03-I S67-MH-5-Y13-I S67-MH-5-Y03-V S67-MH-5-Y13-V 

Power supply: 12 – 28 VDC 
Consumption: < 100 mA 
Measurement range: 50…300 mm 100…600 mm 50…300 mm 100…600 mm 
Min Teach-in range > 5 mm > 10 mm > 5 mm > 10 mm 
Resolution: 0.01…0.33 mm 0.015…0.67 mm 0.01…0.33 mm 0.015…0.67 mm 
Linearity error: ±0.03…±1.0 mm ±0.05…±2.0 mm ±0.03…±1.0 mm ±0.05…±2.0 mm 
Response time: < 900 µs 
Analog output: 4…20 mA 4…20 mA 0…10 VDC 0…10 VDC 
Alarm: Red LED 
Power indicator: Green LED 
Soiled lens indicator: Red LED 
Operating temperature: 0…50°C 
Short circuit protection: Yes 
Reverse polarity protection: Yes (voltage supply only) 
Protection class IP 67 
Light source: pulsed red laser diode 
Laser class emission: CLASS 2  According to IEC 60825-1 (2014) 
Ambient light rejection: < 8k Lux < 10k Lux < 8k Lux < 10k Lux 
CDRH requirements: Complies with 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 

DETECTION DIAGRAMS 

DIMENSIONS 

SAFETY WARNINGS
All the safety electrical and mechanical regulations and laws have to be respected during sensor 
functioning. The sensor has to be protected against 
mechanical damages. 
Do not look directly into the laser beam! Do not point the 
laser beam towards people! 
Eye irradiation for over 0.25 seconds is dangerous; refer to 
class 2 standard (EN60825-1). 
This product is intended for indoor use only. 
Use of controls or adjustments or performance or 
procedures other than those specified herein may result in 
hazardous radiation exposure. 

MAINTENANCE 
Device does not need for particular maintenance. In any case, take care to clean optic surface with 
compliant cleanser in order to avoid decay of performance. 
Use protection for plastic parts in case of hazardous environment.

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used 
in the safety control of the machines where installed. 

CE Compliance 
CE marking states the compliance of the product with essential requirements listed in the applicable European directive. 
Since the directives and applicable standards are subject to continuous updates, and since the manufacturer promptly adopts 
these updates, therefore the EU declaration of conformity is a living document. The EU declaration of conformity is available 
for competent authorities and customers through the manufacturer’s commercial reference contacts. Since April 20th, 2016 the 
main European directives applicable to the products require inclusion of an adequate analysis and assessment of the risk(s). 
This evaluation was carried out in relation to the applicable points of the standards listed in the Declaration of Conformity. 
These products are mainly designed for integration purposes into more complex systems. For this reason it is under the 
responsibility of the system integrator to do a new risk assessment regarding the final installation. 

Datalogic S.r.l. 
Via S. Vitalino 13 - 40012 Calderara di Reno - Italy 
Tel: +39 051 3147011 - Fax: +39 051 3147205 - www.datalogic.com

Helpful links at www.datalogic.com: Contact Us, Terms and Conditions, Support. 

The warranty period for this product is 36 months. See General Terms and Conditions of Sales for further details. 

Under current Italian and European laws, Datalogic is not obliged to take care of product disposal at the end of its 
life. Datalogic recommends disposing of the product in compliance with local laws or contacting authorised waste 
collection centres. 

© 2017 Datalogic S.p.A. and/or its affiliates  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.  Without limiting the rights under copyright, no part 
of this documentation may be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any 
means, or for any purpose, without the express written permission of Datalogic S.p.A. and/or its affiliates. Datalogic and the 
Datalogic logo are registered trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and the E.U. All other 
trademarks and brands are property of their respective owners. Datalogic reserves the right to make modifications and 
improvements without prior notification. 
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MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.

ST-S67Y S67Y mounting kit 95ACC8160

OPTIC FUNCTION OPERATING 
DISTANCE CONNECTION OUTPUT & INPUT MODELS ORDER No.

Long range
Laser Distance Sensor 100…600 mm M12 5-poles connector

Analog output: 
0…10 V (-V) S67-MH-5-Y13-V 956271030

Analog output:  
4…20 mA (-I) S67-MH-5-Y13-I 956271010

Short range
Laser Distance Sensor 50…300 mm M12 5-poles connector

Analog output:  
0…10 V (-V) S67-MH-5-Y03-V 956271020

Analog output:  
4…20 mA (-I) S67-MH-5-Y03-I 956271000

S67Y mounting kit

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

ACCESSORIES
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TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M12 connector

5-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-03-G-03 95ACC2110

5 m CS-A1-03-G-05 95ACC2120

10 m CS-A1-03-G-10 95ACC2140

5-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C

3 m CS-A1-03-U-03 95ASE1170

5 m CS-A1-03-U-05 95ASE1180

10 m CS-A1-03-U-10 95ASE1190

CABLES

The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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DISTANCE SENSORS

S85

Distance sensor (90% White target)
0,2…20 m (S85…Y13)

0,2…10 m (S85…Y03)

Repeatability 1…2 mm 

Accuracy 7…10 mm

Resolution 1 mm

Light emission red LASER (class 2)

Response time
30 ms (S85…Y03)

15…30 ms (S85…Y13) 

Serial interface RS485 (S85…Y13)

Setting 
Display (S85…Y13)

push-buttons (S85…Y03)

Power supply Vdc 24 Vdc +/- 20%

Output

PNP •

NPN •

Push pull •

other Analog output: 4…20 mA or 0…10 V 

Connection connector •

Approximate dimensions (mm) 60x72x37

Housing material Zamak 

Mechanical protection IP67

S85

APPLICATIONS

• Automated warehousing
• Processing and Packaging machinery
• Industrial vehicles
• Automotive

• Time of Flight technology 
• Class 2 visible red LASER for an easy alignment with the target
• Measuring range up to 10m or 20m in the advanced model
• 1 mm resolution, 7 mm accuracy, 1 mm repeatability 
• 4-20 mA or 0-10 V scalable analog output and 2 digital outputs
• RS485 serial interface in the advanced model
• Standard M12 connector
• IP67 Industrial metal housing

LASER DISTANCE SENSOR FOR 
PRECISE MEASUREMENT UP TO 20 
M WITH A MILLIMETER OF 
RESOLUTION AND REPEATABILITY 
THROUGH THE TIME OF FLIGHT 
TECHNOLOGY
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TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS

Power supply 24 Vdc ± 20%

Consumption (output current excluded) 2,8 W max. (mod. S85…Y03)
3 W max. (mod. S85…Y13)

Light emission red Laser 658 nm 

Setting push-buttons (mod. S85…Y03)
push-buttons and display (mod. S85…Y13)

Operating distance
90% white target 0,2…10 m  (mod. S85…Y03), 0,2…20 m (mod. S85…Y13)

18% grey target 0,2…5 m  (mod. S85…Y03), 0,2…8 m (mod. S85…Y13)
6% black target 0,2…3 m  (mod. S85…Y03), 0,2…5 m (mod. S85…Y13)

Indicators
yellow Q1 LED, Q2 LED

green/red POWER/OUT OF RANGE LED 
5-digit multi display (mod. S85…Y13)

Output push pull/Q (mod. S85…Y03)
PNP, NPN, push pull, Q, Qneg (mod. S85…Y13)

Analog output 
0-10 V (mod. S85…Y03-OOV)

4-20 mA (mod. S85…Y03-OOI)
0-10 V/4-20 mA (mod. S85…Y13-OOIVY)

Response time 
slow 45 ms (mod. S85…Y13)

medium 30 ms 
fast 15 ms (mod. S85…13)

Connection  M12 5-pole connector (mod. S85…Y03), M12 8-pole connector (mod. S85…Y13)

Dielectric strength  500 Vac, 1 min between electronics and housing

Insulating resistance >20 MΩ, 500 Vdc between electronics and housing

Mechanical protection IP67

Ambient light rejection according to EN 60947-5-2, >40 Klux DC ambient light

Vibrations  0,5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6)

Shock resistance 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27)

Housing material ZINC ALLOY ZAMA 13 EN-1774/PC LEXAN 121R display

Lens material PMMA

Operating temperature -15 … 50 °C

Storage temperature -25 … 70 °C

Weight 250 g max.
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S85-MH-5-Y
Distance sensor with laser emission and time of flight measurement

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 

INSTALLATION 
The installation of the sensor can be carried out thanks to the two through holes on the body, by means 
of screws (eg M4x45 UNI5739) with nuts and washers. 
To install the product only and always refer to the reference surface (A) shown in Fig.1. 
There are orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning (see Accessories catalog). 
With direct fixing it has a range of angular adjustment of the laser emission of ± 1.5 °. The measure is 
referred to the front surface of the sensor as in Fig.2.

Fig.1

Ref.

Fig.2
1) Connect and secure the M12 connector power free. 
2) Connect the cable to power supply and/or I/O as for indicated for each model. 
3) Fix the sensor to suitable support, taking care to align the laser spot on the center of target 

before. 
4) Measure will be available within few seconds from power on. 
5) Wait for warm up time before to start operation. 
6) Configure device unlocking by contemporarily push of  for S85-MH-5-Y13 (device 

automatically lock configuration at the end of configuration) 

CONNECTIONS 

N.B.: Color of wires are referred to european standard. 

CONFIGURATION SETTING FOR S85-MH-5-Y03 
Push buttons 3sec at least and release them when dedicated LED blinks 
Push MIN to teach scalable range “min” until blinking of LED yellow 1  
Push MAX to teach scalable range “max” until blinking of LED yellow 2 
Push Q1  to teach  switching point 1 until blinking of LED yellow 1 
Push Q2 to teach switching point 2 until blinking of LED yellow 2 
Push MIN + MAX  to restore range  default values until blinking of LED green 3 
Push MAX + Q1 / MIN + Q2 to restore default switching point 1/2 until blinking of LED 
          green 3 ( = 500 mm ) 

Background suppressor mode Foreground suppressor mode 

CONFIGURATION SETTING FOR S85-MH-5-Y13

TECHNICAL DATA 
S85-MH-5-Y03-OOV S85-MH-5-Y03-OOI S85-MH-5-Y13-OOIVY S85-MH-5-Y13-OOY 

Power supply: 24 VDC  ± 20% 
Consumption: < 2.8 W < 3 W 

Measurement range: 0,2..10 m (90% white) / 0,2..5 m (18% grey) / 
0,2..3 m (6 % black) 

0.2..20 m (90% white) / 0.2..8 m (18% grey) / 
0.2..5 m (6 % black) 

Accuracy (1 sigma / 90% white XRite target): 10 mm 7 mm  (slow response time) 
Repeatibility (1 sigma / 90% white XRite target): 1 mm 1 mm up to 10 m   /   < 2 mm up to 20 m  (slow response time)  
Resolution: 1 mm / 16 bit 
Hysteresis: 10mm configurable (5 … 1000 mm) 

Analogue output: 
(*Linearity error ±0.03% FSV, ±0.02% FS)

0.2-10 V scalable 
(1200  min) 

short-circuit protection

4-20 mA scalable 
(100  max.) 

short-circuit protection

Configurable 
(0.2-10V / 4-20 mA /scalable) 

short-circuit protection 
Not availble 

Response time SLOW : - 45 msec ( typ ) 
Response time MEDIUM: 30 msec ( typ ) 
Response time FAST: 15 msec ( typ ) 

RS 485 

output stream: 

Not available 
Input command: 

Switching output / Alarm: Push Pull / Q Configurable (PNP NPN Push Pull  Q Qneg) 
Multifunction input: not available See par. “Default Configuration” 
Warm up time: 20 min typ 

Indicators: Q1 (YELLOW) / Q2 (YELLOW) / POWER ON (GREEN) -  OUT OF RANGE (RED) 
5-digit / multi display (only for S85-MH-5-Y13-OOIVY / OOY) 

Operating temperature: -15 … 50 °C  (with powered devices) - reduce the min temp. to -5°C in case of cold power on
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength:  500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Typical spot dimension   (T = 25°C) typ 15mm @ 8m typ 15mm @ 8m typ 15mm @ 10m typ 15mm @ 10m 
Laser power emission / Pulse duration: 1 mW / 4 nsec 
Wavelenght : 658 nm 
Laser class emission: CLASS 2  According to IEC 60825-1 (2007) 
Ambient light rejection: According to EN 60947-5-2, >40 Klux DC ambient light  
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Humidity: < 90% not condensed 
Housing material: ZINC ALLOY ZAMA 13 EN-1774 / Display: PC LEXAN 121R 
Lens material: PMMA
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: M12 - 5 poles M12 - 8  poles 
Dimension ( max shape): 58 x 61 x 37 mm 
Peso  250 gr.max. 

UL requirements: Class 2 power supply according to UL 508 -  Type 1 Enclosure 
minimum distance between the “Proximity Switch Metal Enclosure” and any “External uninsulated live part” shall be at least 12.7 mm

CDRH requirements: Complies with 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 

DEFAULT CONFIGURATION

DETECTION DIAGRAMS

DIMENSIONS 

SAFETY WARNINGS
All the safety electrical and mechanical regulations 
and laws have to be respected during sensor 
functioning. The sensor has to be protected against 
mechanical damages.  
Do not look directly into the laser beam! 
Do not point the laser beam towards people! 
Eye irradiation for over 0.25 seconds is dangerous; refer to class 2 standard (EN60825-1). 
This product is intended for indoor use only. 
Use of controls or adjustments or performance or procedures other than those specified herein may 
result in hazardous radiation exposure. 

MAINTENANCE
Device do not need for particular maintenance. Anycase, take care to clean optic surface with compliant 
cleanser in order to avoid decay of performance . Use protection for plastic parts in case of hazardous 
environment .  

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 
the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification.

© 2013 – 2014 Datalogic Automation - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED - Protected to the fullest extent under U.S. and international 
laws. • Copying, or altering of this document is prohibited without express written consent from Datalogic Automation. 
Datalogic and the Datalogic logo are registered  trademarks of Datalogic S.p.A. in many countries, including the U.S.A. and 
the E.U. 
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OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
Yellow led’s 1 and 2 light on, show digital outputs  
Q1 e Q2 enable  

OUT OF RANGE / POWER ON LED (red/green) 
Led 3 light on RED shows the out of range 
measures. 
Led 3 light on GREEN shows the sensor power on 
and the laser emission activations 

EVALUATIVE
ANALOGUE 

OUTPUT 

EVALUATIVE 
ANALOGUE 

OUTPUT 

S85-MH-5-Y
Distance sensor with laser emission and time of flight measurement

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 

INSTALLATION 
The installation of the sensor can be carried out thanks to the two through holes on the body, by means 
of screws (eg M4x45 UNI5739) with nuts and washers. 
To install the product only and always refer to the reference surface (A) shown in Fig.1. 
There are orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning (see Accessories catalog). 
With direct fixing it has a range of angular adjustment of the laser emission of ± 1.5 °. The measure is 
referred to the front surface of the sensor as in Fig.2.

Fig.1

Ref.

Fig.2
1) Connect and secure the M12 connector power free. 
2) Connect the cable to power supply and/or I/O as for indicated for each model. 
3) Fix the sensor to suitable support, taking care to align the laser spot on the center of target 

before. 
4) Measure will be available within few seconds from power on. 
5) Wait for warm up time before to start operation. 
6) Configure device unlocking by contemporarily push of  for S85-MH-5-Y13 (device 

automatically lock configuration at the end of configuration) 

CONNECTIONS 

N.B.: Color of wires are referred to european standard. 

CONFIGURATION SETTING FOR S85-MH-5-Y03 
Push buttons 3sec at least and release them when dedicated LED blinks 
Push MIN to teach scalable range “min” until blinking of LED yellow 1  
Push MAX to teach scalable range “max” until blinking of LED yellow 2 
Push Q1  to teach  switching point 1 until blinking of LED yellow 1 
Push Q2 to teach switching point 2 until blinking of LED yellow 2 
Push MIN + MAX  to restore range  default values until blinking of LED green 3 
Push MAX + Q1 / MIN + Q2 to restore default switching point 1/2 until blinking of LED 
          green 3 ( = 500 mm ) 

Background suppressor mode Foreground suppressor mode 

CONFIGURATION SETTING FOR S85-MH-5-Y13

TECHNICAL DATA 
S85-MH-5-Y03-OOV S85-MH-5-Y03-OOI S85-MH-5-Y13-OOIVY S85-MH-5-Y13-OOY 

Power supply: 24 VDC  ± 20% 
Consumption: < 2.8 W < 3 W 

Measurement range: 0,2..10 m (90% white) / 0,2..5 m (18% grey) / 
0,2..3 m (6 % black) 

0.2..20 m (90% white) / 0.2..8 m (18% grey) / 
0.2..5 m (6 % black) 

Accuracy (1 sigma / 90% white XRite target): 10 mm 7 mm  (slow response time) 
Repeatibility (1 sigma / 90% white XRite target): 1 mm 1 mm up to 10 m   /   < 2 mm up to 20 m  (slow response time)  
Resolution: 1 mm / 16 bit 
Hysteresis: 10mm configurable (5 … 1000 mm) 

Analogue output: 
(*Linearity error ±0.03% FSV, ±0.02% FS)

0.2-10 V scalable 
(1200  min) 

short-circuit protection

4-20 mA scalable 
(100  max.) 

short-circuit protection

Configurable 
(0.2-10V / 4-20 mA /scalable) 

short-circuit protection 
Not availble 

Response time SLOW : - 45 msec ( typ ) 
Response time MEDIUM: 30 msec ( typ ) 
Response time FAST: 15 msec ( typ ) 

RS 485 

output stream: 

Not available 
Input command: 

Switching output / Alarm: Push Pull / Q Configurable (PNP NPN Push Pull  Q Qneg) 
Multifunction input: not available See par. “Default Configuration” 
Warm up time: 20 min typ 

Indicators: Q1 (YELLOW) / Q2 (YELLOW) / POWER ON (GREEN) -  OUT OF RANGE (RED) 
5-digit / multi display (only for S85-MH-5-Y13-OOIVY / OOY) 

Operating temperature: -15 … 50 °C  (with powered devices) - reduce the min temp. to -5°C in case of cold power on
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength:  500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Typical spot dimension   (T = 25°C) typ 15mm @ 8m typ 15mm @ 8m typ 15mm @ 10m typ 15mm @ 10m 
Laser power emission / Pulse duration: 1 mW / 4 nsec 
Wavelenght : 658 nm 
Laser class emission: CLASS 2  According to IEC 60825-1 (2007) 
Ambient light rejection: According to EN 60947-5-2, >40 Klux DC ambient light  
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Humidity: < 90% not condensed 
Housing material: ZINC ALLOY ZAMA 13 EN-1774 / Display: PC LEXAN 121R 
Lens material: PMMA
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: M12 - 5 poles M12 - 8  poles 
Dimension ( max shape): 58 x 61 x 37 mm 
Peso  250 gr.max. 

UL requirements: Class 2 power supply according to UL 508 -  Type 1 Enclosure 
minimum distance between the “Proximity Switch Metal Enclosure” and any “External uninsulated live part” shall be at least 12.7 mm

CDRH requirements: Complies with 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 

DEFAULT CONFIGURATION

DETECTION DIAGRAMS

DIMENSIONS 

SAFETY WARNINGS
All the safety electrical and mechanical regulations 
and laws have to be respected during sensor 
functioning. The sensor has to be protected against 
mechanical damages.  
Do not look directly into the laser beam! 
Do not point the laser beam towards people! 
Eye irradiation for over 0.25 seconds is dangerous; refer to class 2 standard (EN60825-1). 
This product is intended for indoor use only. 
Use of controls or adjustments or performance or procedures other than those specified herein may 
result in hazardous radiation exposure. 

MAINTENANCE
Device do not need for particular maintenance. Anycase, take care to clean optic surface with compliant 
cleanser in order to avoid decay of performance . Use protection for plastic parts in case of hazardous 
environment .  

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 
the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION reserves the right to make modifications and improvements without prior notification.
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OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
Yellow led’s 1 and 2 light on, show digital outputs  
Q1 e Q2 enable  

OUT OF RANGE / POWER ON LED (red/green) 
Led 3 light on RED shows the out of range 
measures. 
Led 3 light on GREEN shows the sensor power on 
and the laser emission activations 

EVALUATIVE
ANALOGUE 

OUTPUT 

EVALUATIVE 
ANALOGUE 

OUTPUT 

S85-MH-5-Y
Distance sensor with laser emission and time of flight measurement

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 

INSTALLATION 
The installation of the sensor can be carried out thanks to the two through holes on the body, by means 
of screws (eg M4x45 UNI5739) with nuts and washers. 
To install the product only and always refer to the reference surface (A) shown in Fig.1. 
There are orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning (see Accessories catalog). 
With direct fixing it has a range of angular adjustment of the laser emission of ± 1.5 °. The measure is 
referred to the front surface of the sensor as in Fig.2.

Fig.1

Ref.

Fig.2
1) Connect and secure the M12 connector power free. 
2) Connect the cable to power supply and/or I/O as for indicated for each model. 
3) Fix the sensor to suitable support, taking care to align the laser spot on the center of target 

before. 
4) Measure will be available within few seconds from power on. 
5) Wait for warm up time before to start operation. 
6) Configure device unlocking by contemporarily push of  for S85-MH-5-Y13 (device 

automatically lock configuration at the end of configuration) 

CONNECTIONS 

N.B.: Color of wires are referred to european standard. 

CONFIGURATION SETTING FOR S85-MH-5-Y03 
Push buttons 3sec at least and release them when dedicated LED blinks 
Push MIN to teach scalable range “min” until blinking of LED yellow 1  
Push MAX to teach scalable range “max” until blinking of LED yellow 2 
Push Q1  to teach  switching point 1 until blinking of LED yellow 1 
Push Q2 to teach switching point 2 until blinking of LED yellow 2 
Push MIN + MAX  to restore range  default values until blinking of LED green 3 
Push MAX + Q1 / MIN + Q2 to restore default switching point 1/2 until blinking of LED 
          green 3 ( = 500 mm ) 

Background suppressor mode Foreground suppressor mode 

CONFIGURATION SETTING FOR S85-MH-5-Y13

TECHNICAL DATA 
S85-MH-5-Y03-OOV S85-MH-5-Y03-OOI S85-MH-5-Y13-OOIVY S85-MH-5-Y13-OOY 

Power supply: 24 VDC  ± 20% 
Consumption: < 2.8 W < 3 W 

Measurement range: 0,2..10 m (90% white) / 0,2..5 m (18% grey) / 
0,2..3 m (6 % black) 

0.2..20 m (90% white) / 0.2..8 m (18% grey) / 
0.2..5 m (6 % black) 

Accuracy (1 sigma / 90% white XRite target): 10 mm 7 mm  (slow response time) 
Repeatibility (1 sigma / 90% white XRite target): 1 mm 1 mm up to 10 m   /   < 2 mm up to 20 m  (slow response time)  
Resolution: 1 mm / 16 bit 
Hysteresis: 10mm configurable (5 … 1000 mm) 

Analogue output: 
(*Linearity error ±0.03% FSV, ±0.02% FS)

0.2-10 V scalable 
(1200  min) 

short-circuit protection

4-20 mA scalable 
(100  max.) 

short-circuit protection

Configurable 
(0.2-10V / 4-20 mA /scalable) 

short-circuit protection 
Not availble 

Response time SLOW : - 45 msec ( typ ) 
Response time MEDIUM: 30 msec ( typ ) 
Response time FAST: 15 msec ( typ ) 

RS 485 

output stream: 

Not available 
Input command: 

Switching output / Alarm: Push Pull / Q Configurable (PNP NPN Push Pull  Q Qneg) 
Multifunction input: not available See par. “Default Configuration” 
Warm up time: 20 min typ 

Indicators: Q1 (YELLOW) / Q2 (YELLOW) / POWER ON (GREEN) -  OUT OF RANGE (RED) 
5-digit / multi display (only for S85-MH-5-Y13-OOIVY / OOY) 

Operating temperature: -15 … 50 °C  (with powered devices) - reduce the min temp. to -5°C in case of cold power on
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength:  500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Typical spot dimension   (T = 25°C) typ 15mm @ 8m typ 15mm @ 8m typ 15mm @ 10m typ 15mm @ 10m 
Laser power emission / Pulse duration: 1 mW / 4 nsec 
Wavelenght : 658 nm 
Laser class emission: CLASS 2  According to IEC 60825-1 (2007) 
Ambient light rejection: According to EN 60947-5-2, >40 Klux DC ambient light  
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Humidity: < 90% not condensed 
Housing material: ZINC ALLOY ZAMA 13 EN-1774 / Display: PC LEXAN 121R 
Lens material: PMMA
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: M12 - 5 poles M12 - 8  poles 
Dimension ( max shape): 58 x 61 x 37 mm 
Peso  250 gr.max. 

UL requirements: Class 2 power supply according to UL 508 -  Type 1 Enclosure 
minimum distance between the “Proximity Switch Metal Enclosure” and any “External uninsulated live part” shall be at least 12.7 mm

CDRH requirements: Complies with 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 

DEFAULT CONFIGURATION

DETECTION DIAGRAMS

DIMENSIONS 

SAFETY WARNINGS
All the safety electrical and mechanical regulations 
and laws have to be respected during sensor 
functioning. The sensor has to be protected against 
mechanical damages.  
Do not look directly into the laser beam! 
Do not point the laser beam towards people! 
Eye irradiation for over 0.25 seconds is dangerous; refer to class 2 standard (EN60825-1). 
This product is intended for indoor use only. 
Use of controls or adjustments or performance or procedures other than those specified herein may 
result in hazardous radiation exposure. 

MAINTENANCE
Device do not need for particular maintenance. Anycase, take care to clean optic surface with compliant 
cleanser in order to avoid decay of performance . Use protection for plastic parts in case of hazardous 
environment .  

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 
the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
Tel: +39 051 6765611 - Fax: +39 051 6759324      www.datalogic.com 

DATALOGIC AUTOMATION cares for the environment: 100% recycled paper. 
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OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
Yellow led’s 1 and 2 light on, show digital outputs  
Q1 e Q2 enable  

OUT OF RANGE / POWER ON LED (red/green) 
Led 3 light on RED shows the out of range 
measures. 
Led 3 light on GREEN shows the sensor power on 
and the laser emission activations 

EVALUATIVE
ANALOGUE 

OUTPUT 

EVALUATIVE 
ANALOGUE 

OUTPUT 

S85-MH-5-Y
Distance sensor with laser emission and time of flight measurement

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

CONTROLS 

INSTALLATION 
The installation of the sensor can be carried out thanks to the two through holes on the body, by means 
of screws (eg M4x45 UNI5739) with nuts and washers. 
To install the product only and always refer to the reference surface (A) shown in Fig.1. 
There are orientable fixing brackets to ease the sensor positioning (see Accessories catalog). 
With direct fixing it has a range of angular adjustment of the laser emission of ± 1.5 °. The measure is 
referred to the front surface of the sensor as in Fig.2.

Fig.1

Ref.

Fig.2
1) Connect and secure the M12 connector power free. 
2) Connect the cable to power supply and/or I/O as for indicated for each model. 
3) Fix the sensor to suitable support, taking care to align the laser spot on the center of target 

before. 
4) Measure will be available within few seconds from power on. 
5) Wait for warm up time before to start operation. 
6) Configure device unlocking by contemporarily push of  for S85-MH-5-Y13 (device 

automatically lock configuration at the end of configuration) 

CONNECTIONS 

N.B.: Color of wires are referred to european standard. 

CONFIGURATION SETTING FOR S85-MH-5-Y03 
Push buttons 3sec at least and release them when dedicated LED blinks 
Push MIN to teach scalable range “min” until blinking of LED yellow 1  
Push MAX to teach scalable range “max” until blinking of LED yellow 2 
Push Q1  to teach  switching point 1 until blinking of LED yellow 1 
Push Q2 to teach switching point 2 until blinking of LED yellow 2 
Push MIN + MAX  to restore range  default values until blinking of LED green 3 
Push MAX + Q1 / MIN + Q2 to restore default switching point 1/2 until blinking of LED 
          green 3 ( = 500 mm ) 

Background suppressor mode Foreground suppressor mode 

CONFIGURATION SETTING FOR S85-MH-5-Y13

TECHNICAL DATA 
S85-MH-5-Y03-OOV S85-MH-5-Y03-OOI S85-MH-5-Y13-OOIVY S85-MH-5-Y13-OOY 

Power supply: 24 VDC  ± 20% 
Consumption: < 2.8 W < 3 W 

Measurement range: 0,2..10 m (90% white) / 0,2..5 m (18% grey) / 
0,2..3 m (6 % black) 

0.2..20 m (90% white) / 0.2..8 m (18% grey) / 
0.2..5 m (6 % black) 

Accuracy (1 sigma / 90% white XRite target): 10 mm 7 mm  (slow response time) 
Repeatibility (1 sigma / 90% white XRite target): 1 mm 1 mm up to 10 m   /   < 2 mm up to 20 m  (slow response time)  
Resolution: 1 mm / 16 bit 
Hysteresis: 10mm configurable (5 … 1000 mm) 

Analogue output: 
(*Linearity error ±0.03% FSV, ±0.02% FS)

0.2-10 V scalable 
(1200  min) 

short-circuit protection

4-20 mA scalable 
(100  max.) 

short-circuit protection

Configurable 
(0.2-10V / 4-20 mA /scalable) 

short-circuit protection 
Not availble 

Response time SLOW : - 45 msec ( typ ) 
Response time MEDIUM: 30 msec ( typ ) 
Response time FAST: 15 msec ( typ ) 

RS 485 

output stream: 

Not available 
Input command: 

Switching output / Alarm: Push Pull / Q Configurable (PNP NPN Push Pull  Q Qneg) 
Multifunction input: not available See par. “Default Configuration” 
Warm up time: 20 min typ 

Indicators: Q1 (YELLOW) / Q2 (YELLOW) / POWER ON (GREEN) -  OUT OF RANGE (RED) 
5-digit / multi display (only for S85-MH-5-Y13-OOIVY / OOY) 

Operating temperature: -15 … 50 °C  (with powered devices) - reduce the min temp. to -5°C in case of cold power on
Storage temperature: -25 … 70 °C 
Dielectric strength:  500 VAC, 1 min between electronics and housing 
Insulating resistance: > 20 M, 500 VDC between electronics and housing 
Typical spot dimension   (T = 25°C) typ 15mm @ 8m typ 15mm @ 8m typ 15mm @ 10m typ 15mm @ 10m 
Laser power emission / Pulse duration: 1 mW / 4 nsec 
Wavelenght : 658 nm 
Laser class emission: CLASS 2  According to IEC 60825-1 (2007) 
Ambient light rejection: According to EN 60947-5-2, >40 Klux DC ambient light  
Vibrations: 0.5 mm amplitude, 10 … 55 Hz frequency, for every axis (EN60068-2-6) 
Shock resistance: 11 ms (30 G) 6 shock for every axis (EN60068-2-27) 
Humidity: < 90% not condensed 
Housing material: ZINC ALLOY ZAMA 13 EN-1774 / Display: PC LEXAN 121R 
Lens material: PMMA
Mechanical protection: IP67 
Connections: M12 - 5 poles M12 - 8  poles 
Dimension ( max shape): 58 x 61 x 37 mm 
Peso  250 gr.max. 

UL requirements: Class 2 power supply according to UL 508 -  Type 1 Enclosure 
minimum distance between the “Proximity Switch Metal Enclosure” and any “External uninsulated live part” shall be at least 12.7 mm

CDRH requirements: Complies with 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 

DEFAULT CONFIGURATION

DETECTION DIAGRAMS

DIMENSIONS 

SAFETY WARNINGS
All the safety electrical and mechanical regulations 
and laws have to be respected during sensor 
functioning. The sensor has to be protected against 
mechanical damages.  
Do not look directly into the laser beam! 
Do not point the laser beam towards people! 
Eye irradiation for over 0.25 seconds is dangerous; refer to class 2 standard (EN60825-1). 
This product is intended for indoor use only. 
Use of controls or adjustments or performance or procedures other than those specified herein may 
result in hazardous radiation exposure. 

MAINTENANCE
Device do not need for particular maintenance. Anycase, take care to clean optic surface with compliant 
cleanser in order to avoid decay of performance . Use protection for plastic parts in case of hazardous 
environment .  

The sensors are NOT safety devices, and so MUST NOT be used in the safety control of 
the machines where installed. 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
We Datalogic Automation declare under our sole responsibility that these products are conform to the 
2004/108/CE and successive amendments. 

WARRANTY 
Datalogic Automation warrants its products to be free from defects. 
Datalogic Automation will repair or replace, free of charge, any product found to be defective during the 
warranty period of 36 months from the manufacturing date. 
This warranty does not cover damage or liability deriving from the improper application of Datalogic 
Automation products. 
DATALOGIC AUTOMATION srl 
Via Lavino 265 - 40050 Monte S.Pietro - Bologna – Italy 
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OUTPUT LED (yellow) 
Yellow led’s 1 and 2 light on, show digital outputs  
Q1 e Q2 enable  

OUT OF RANGE / POWER ON LED (red/green) 
Led 3 light on RED shows the out of range 
measures. 
Led 3 light on GREEN shows the sensor power on 
and the laser emission activations 

EVALUATIVE
ANALOGUE 

OUTPUT 

EVALUATIVE 
ANALOGUE 

OUTPUT 

1 2 3

M12 CONNECTOR - ADVANCED

M12 CONNECTOR - STANDARD

S85-Y03-OOV
Voltage version

S85-Y13-OOIVY
Analog version

S85-Y13-OOY

S85-Y03-OOI
Current version

MENU FUNCTIONS

OUT 1 Switching point1: Light/Dark; Switching point value; PNP, NPN, 
Push-pull; Alarm

OUT 2 Switching point  2: Light/Dark; Switching point value; PNP, NPN, 
Push-pull; Alarm

HYSTERESIS Hysteresis level: 5…1000 mm

ANALOG OUT Voltage (0…10 V); Current (4…20 mA)

MULTIFUNCTION IN LASER OFF; Teach IN (Thresholds); RS485 Send Data

AVERAGE Response time: SLOW; MEDIUM; FAST

RS485 Node N°; Enable; Termination; Output mode; Delay (0…254 ms)

SCALABLE OUT Analog output range: Reset, MIN and MAX distance

FACTORY RESET Factory default values 

INFO Software version 

INDICATORS 
LED 1 Q1 (yellow)

LED 2 Q2 (yellow)

LED 3 POWER ON (green),
 OUT OF RANGE (red)

DISPLAY

Run/W.UP → Run mode or Warm-up mode
Q+Q → Digital Output setting → PNP/NPN/Push-Pull
I/V → Analog Output Setting → Ampere/Volt 
Lock Symbol → Keylock or unlock
5-digit display → Value corresponds to Distance in mm 

CONNECTIONS

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS
Without the procedure setting the sensor is configured to measure distances on a white target from a minimum value of 200 mm and a maximum of 
20000 mm, with both switching point placed at 500 mm.
The parameters can be changed by the menu on the display pointing the LASER on the target in the different interested points.
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FAST MODE
Black 6%

Grey 18%
White  90%

Distance [mm]

Repeatability [mm] 

Distance 
[mm]

Distance 
[mm]

Distance 
[mm]

Grey 18%Grey 18%Grey 18%

White 90%
White 90%White 90%

Black 6%

Black 6%

Black 6%

Mode Response time Repeatability

Slow 45 ms < 1,5 mm

Medium 30 ms 1,5 mm

Fast 15 ms < 2 mm

CURRENT ANALOG OUTPUT 
MEASUREMENT RANGE (4…20 mA)
OUT OF RANGE ( 3,95…4 mA; 20…20,5 mA)

S85-…-Y13 ADVANCED 
REPEATABILITY (SLOW MODE)
[WHITE 90%; GREY 18%; BLACK 6%] 

S85-…-Y13 ADVANCED

REPEATABILITY/RESPONSE TIME 

(90% WHITE TARGET @ 20 m)

VOLTAGE ANALOG OUTPUT
MEASUREMENT RANGE (0…10 V)

S85-…-Y13 ADVANCED 
REPEATABILITY (MEDIUM MODE)
[WHITE 90%; GREY 18%; BLACK 6%] 

S85-…-Y13 ADVANCED 
REPEATABILITY (FAST MODE)
[WHITE 90%; GREY 18%; BLACK 6%] 

HYSTERESIS

Repeatability [mm]  Repeatability [mm] Repeatability [mm]

DETECTION DIAGRAMS
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OPTIC FUNCTION OPERATING DISTANCE CONNECTION OUTPUT & INPUT MODELS ORDER No.

Distance sensor
 (Standard) 10 m M12 5-pole

connector 

2 Digital outputs; 
Analog output: Voltage (0…10 V) S85-MH-5-Y03-OOV 951511010

2 Digital outputs; 
Analog output: Current (4… 20mA) S85-MH-5-Y03-OOI 951511030

Distance sensor
(Advanced) 20 m M12 8-pole

connector 

2 Digital outputs; 
Analog output: Current (4… 20mA)

 or Voltage (0…10 V);
RS485;

Multifunction input

S85-MH-5-Y13-OOIVY 951511020

2 Digital outputs;
RS485;

Multifunction input
S85-MH-5-Y13-OOY 951511040

ST-S85-STD

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.

ST-S85-STD mounting bracket 95ACC7840

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

ACCESSORIES
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TYPE DESCRIPTION LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

Axial M12 connector

5-pole, grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-03-G-03 95ACC2110

5 m CS-A1-03-G-05 95ACC2120

10 m CS-A1-03-G-10 95ACC2140

5-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C

3 m CS-A1-03-U-03 95ASE1170

5 m CS-A1-03-U-05 95ASE1180

10 m CS-A1-03-U-10 95ASE1190

15 m CS-A1-03-U-15 95ASE1200

25 m CS-A1-03-U-25 95ASE1210

50 m CS-A1-03-U-50 95A252700

Axial M12 Connector 8-pole, black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-06-B-03 95ACC2230

5 m CS-A1-06-B-05 95ACC2240

10 m CS-A1-06-B-10 95ACC2250

Radial M12 Connector

8-pole, shielded, black, P.V.C.

3 m CV-A2-26-B-03 95ACC1600

5 m CV-A2-26-B-05 95ACC1610

10 m CV-A2-26-B-10 95ACC1620

Axial M12 Connector

3 m CV-A1-26-B-03 95ACC1510

5 m CV-A1-26-B-05 95ACC1520

10 m CV-A1-26-B-10 95ACC1530

15 m CV-A1-26-B-15 95ACC2080

25 m CV-A1-26-B-25 95ACC2100

8-pole, U.L., black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-06-U-03 95ASE1220

5 m CS-A1-06-U-05 95ASE1230

10 m CS-A1-06-U-10 95ASE1240

15 m CS-A1-06-U-15 95ASE1250

25 m CS-A1-06-U-25 95ASE1260

50 m CS-A1-06-U-50 95A252710

8-pole, black Connector-not cabled CS-A1-06-B-NC 95ACC2550

CABLES

The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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OF/OFA
Through beam

Mechanical characteristics, length, diameter of the optic fiber, as well as the switching frequencies, 
light emitted and resolution of the optic fiber amplifier, affect the operating distances. Refer to the 

manuals to find the proper operating distance.
Diffuse proximity

Fixed focus
OF diameter M3, M4, M6

OFA number of emitted beams 1, 16, 32 

Cable lengths 1, 2 m

Operating temperature
-40…+60 °C (OF)

-40…125 °C (OF-…-HT)

-30…+70 °C (OFA)

Core material PMMA plastic

Sheath material PE plastic

Terminal material Nickel-plated brass (OF), 
 Stainless steel, Aluminium, ABS (OFA)

Mechanical protection IP67

OF/OFA SERIES

APPLICATIONS

• Processing and Packaging machinery
• Electronics assembling
• Pharmaceutical industry
• Cosmetic and bottling industries

• Flexible models
• High temperature models (up to 125 °C)
• Fiber array with parallel beams for proximity or through beam detection
• Fixed focus proximity with axial, radial or lateral optics
• Proximity with 90° optics self-contained
• Focusing, collimating and deviating lenses 

COMPLETE RANGE OF 
OPTIC FIBERS: UNIVERSAL 
OR ADVANCED MODELS

ACCESSORIES
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COMPLETE RANGE OF 
OPTIC FIBERS: UNIVERSAL 
OR ADVANCED MODELS

OF SERIES

OPTIC FUNCTION FIBER TYPE LENGTH TERMINAL MODEL ORDER No.

Through beam

standard 1 m M4x0.7 mm OF-19-ST-10 S76021901

standard 2 m M4x0.7 mm * OF-23-ST-20 S76022300

thin (Ø 1 mm) 1 m M2x0.4 mm OF-25-TN-10 S76022500

standard 2 m M4x0.7 mm OF-43-ST-20 95A201350

high-temperature 2 m M4x0.7 mm OF-43-HT-20 95A201280

ultra-flexible 2 m M4x0.7 mm OF-43-UF-20 95A201290

high-efficiency 2 m M4x0.7 mm OF-43-HP-20 95A201300

Proximity

standard 1 m M6x1 mm OF-18-ST-10 S76021801

standard 2 m M6x1 mm * OF-22-ST-20 S76022200

standard 2 m M4x0.7 mm OF-24-ST-20 S76022400

thin (Ø 1 mm) 1 m M3x0.5 mm OF-26-TN-10 S76022600

thin (Ø 1 mm) 1 m M3x0.5 mm * OF-28-TN-10 S76022800

standard 2 m ø 3x15 mm OF-38-ST-20 95A201070

standard 2 m M6x0.75 mm OF-42-ST-20 95A201340

high-temperature 2 m M6x0.75 mm OF-42-HT-20 95A201250

ultra-flexible 2 m M6x0.75 mm OF-42-UF-20 95A201260

high-efficiency 2 m M6x0.75 mm OF-42-HP-20 95A201270

Coaxial proximity

standard 2 m M6x1 mm OF-36-ST-20 95A201000

extra-flexible 2 m M6x1 mm OF-36-XF-20 95A201330

standard 2 m M4x0.7 mm OF-44-ST-20 95A201310

extra-flexible 2 m M4x0.7 mm OF-44-XF-20 95A201320

* a bendable stainless steel extension 90mm long protrudes from the threaded optic head

OFA SERIES
OPTIC FUNCTION FIBER TYPE LENGTH TERMINAL MODEL ORDER No.

Through beam
axial, 16 beam array 2 m 15x15 mm OFA-1-AE-20 95A201170

radial, 16 beam array 2 m 15x15 mm OFA-1-AS-20 95A201180

Proximity

axial, 32 beam array 2 m 20x20 mm OFA-2-AE-20 95A201150

radial, 32 beam array 2 m 20x20 mm OFA-2-AS-20 95A201160

radial 2 m 5x65 mm OFA-6-RA-20 95A201140

Fixed focus proximity

axial 2 m 15x20 mm OFA-4-FE-20 95A201200

lateral 2 m 15x20 mm OFA-4-FF-20 95A201210

radial 2 m 15x20 mm OFA-4-FS-20 95A201190

OF ACCESSORIES 

DESCRIPTION SUITABLE FiberS MODEL CODE N°
2 pcs 90° deviating lenses OF-43-XX AF-1 95ACC2690

2 pcs long distance collimating lenses (x 4) OF-43-XX AF-2 95ACC2700

1 pc focusing lens with 4 mm resolution OF-44-XX AF-3 95ACC2710

1 pc focusing lens with 0.4 mm resolution OF-44-XX AF-4 95ACC2720

2 pcs adapters Ø 2.2 mm for thin Fibers OF-XX-TN AF-5 95ACC2730

1 pc metal sheath for m6 x 0.75 Fibers OF-42-XX AF-7 95ACC2750

1 pc metal sheath for m4 x 07 Fibers OF-43-XX (*) AF-9 95ACC2770

Fiber-cutting tool with Ø 2.2 mm and Ø 1.1 mm holes ALL AF-11 95ACC2780

* 2 sheaths have to be ordered for both the emitter-receiver sections
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DETECTION DIAGRAMS

OFA-2-AS-20 - Excess gain

White 90%

cm

Grey 18%

OFA-1-AS-20 - Excess gain

cm

White 90%

mm

Grey 18%

OFA-2-AS-20 - Detection area

White 90%

cm

mm

Grey 18%

OFA-1-AS-20 - Detection area

cm

mm

OFA-2-AE-20 - Excess gain

White 90%

cm

Grey 18%

OFA-2-AE-20 - Detection area
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OFA-6-RA-20 - Excess gain

cm

OFA-4-FS-20 - Received signal gain

White 90%

White 90%

mm

%

Grey 18%

Grey 18%

OFA-4-FF-20 - Received signal gain

White 90%

mm

%

Grey 18%

OFA-6-RA-20 - Detection area *

White 90%

mm

cm

Grey 18%

OFA-4-FE-20 - Received signal gain

White 90%

mm

%

Grey 18%
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The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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CBX-8IOL Master
The IO-Link Master is a very versatlie industrial standard device. 
It provides the best solution about IO-Link gateway systems the 
embedded OPC-UA based technology.
This new device series combines all the IO-Link standard technology 
benefits with OPC-UA and Field busses like Ethernet-IP, Profinet and 
Modbus all together in one family with two different devices to select the 
appropriate bus technology.
The IO-Link Master is able to run simultaneously different technologies 
allowing the use of OPC-UA without the need of a PLC included in the 
system saving hardware and software cost. The IO-link data can be sent 
by an IO-Link sensor directly up to any SCADA or HMI software system.
The unique and integrated WEB server Technology allows to get 
connected with your sensor bank just with a ethernet based device and 
using any commercial internet browser, setting and reading sensor 
parameters in the most efficient and easy way.

GENERAL VIEW

IO-Link Master

APPLICATIONS

• Processing and Packaging machinery
• Conveyor lines, material handling
• Ceramics intralogistics
• Automated warehousing
• Industry 4.0 based applications

• Eight M12 IO-Link ports to PROFINET or Ethernet IP, which allows up 
to eight sensor or actuator connections on a single master

• L-Coded power connectors
• Rugged IP67 housing design for harsh environments
• Dual Ethernet ports
• Additional digital input on every port
• Power port sharing capability
• PLC access to IO-Link ISDU blocks without complex programming
• Supports the IOL_CALL function
• OPC-UA based technology
• Web server

CBX-8IOL-XXXX

ACCESSORIES
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TECHNICAL DATA
SPECIFICATION PROFINET EIP

Hardware
Network Interface 10/100BASE-TX
Enclosure Molded Polyamide 66 (potted)
Ingress Protection Rating IP67
Installation and Grounding Method Machine or panel mount Two-hole M4 or #8 
Network Protocols PROFINET IO, Modbus/TCP (slave) EtherNet/IP™, Modbus/TCP (slave)

Channels
8 x IO-Link / Digital I/O (configurable)

8 x Digital Input DI
2 x Ethernet

LED Indicators

Power,  
Module Status,  

Network Status,  
IO-Link,  

DI and Ethernet Port Status
Dimensions 212 x 65 x 30 mm (8.35 x 2.56 x 1.18 )
Product Weight 454g (1.0 lb)

Electrical Specifications

Power Connectors 
1 x Power Input

1 x Power Output
Connector type M12, L-coded, 4 + FE

Power Connector Pin-Out

Pin 1 – US+ (Master electronics & sensor supply)
Pin 2 – UA- (Actuator supply)

Pin 3 – US- (Master electronics & sensor supply)
Pin 4 – UA- (Actuator supply)

Pin 5 – FE
DC Input Voltage Range 20 VDC – 30 VDC

Power Supply In
Module electronics and sensor (Us) 16A (max.)
Actuator supply (UA) 16A (max.)
Power Consumption (module electronics) 120mA @ 24VDC

Power Supply Out
US 16A (max.) *
UA 16A (max.) **

* US output available is determined by subtracting 
the following from the available input current:

Module electronics 
Total C/Q current for all IO-Link ports  

 Total sensor supply current
** UA output available is the same as the available UA input current

Environmental Specifications
Operating Temperature -25°C to +60°C
Storage Temperature -40°C to +70°C
Operating Humidity (Non-Condensing) 10% to 95%
Storage Humidity (Non-Condensing) 10% to 95%
Ingress Protection IP67 (EN / IEC 60529)

Shock / Vibrations
EN60068-2-6 

EN60068-2-27
Environmental / Mechanical Approvals IEC 61131-2

Ethernet Interface Ports
Number of Ports 2
Connector Type M12 D-coded, 4-pin
Ethernet Specification 10/100BASE-TX

Standards
IEEE 802.3: 10BASE-T

IEEE 802.3u: 100BASE-TX
Auto-MD/MDI-X Yes
Auto-Negotiation Yes
Link Distance 100 m
Cable Types --- Unshielded or Shielded twisted pair (Cat 5 or higher)
IPv4 Addressing --- Yes

IO-Link Ports Specifications
IO-Link Version Supports V1.0 and V1.1
Connectors 8 (PORT 1 – 8)
Connector type M12, A-coded Female, 5-position

Channels
8 x IO-Link / Digital I/O (configurable)

8 x DI

Port Pinout

Pin 1 = L+
Pin 2 = DI
Pin 3 = L-

Pin 4 = C/Q
Pin 5 = no connect
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SPECIFICATION PROFINET EIP
IO-Link Ports Specifications

Configurations per Port

Pin 4 (configurable):
DI (SIO mode) 
DO (SIO mode) 

Pin 3 DI

Output Current L+/L- (sensor)
1.6 A (Port 1)
1.0 A (Port 3)

500 mA (Port 2, 4 – 8; each)
Output Current C/Q 200 mA
Output Current per Master (C/Q & L+/L-) 6.7 A (max.)

IO-Link Mode Transfer Rates
4.8K (COM1)

38.4K (COM2)
230.4K (COM3)

Baud Rate Recognition Automatic
Cable Length 20 m (max.)
Protection Overload and short circuit protection (Self recovers)
Cable Length (Maximum) 20 m

IO-Link Ports – Digital Input SIO Mode (Port Pin 4)
Input Characteristics IEC 61131-2 Type 1 and Type 3 Compliant

Input Threshold
High: 10.5 – 13.0V
Low: 8.0 – 11.5V

Typical Input Current 3 mA
Cable length (max.) 30 m

IO-Link Ports – Digital Output SIO Mode (Port Pin 4)
Typical Output Voltage 24 VDC
Output Current (max.) 200 mA
Output Current per Master 1.6 A (max.)
Lamp Load (max.) 4W
Protection Overload and short circuit protection
Output Function PNP/NPN (Push-Pull)
Cable length (maximum) 30 m

IO-Link Ports – Digital Input (Port Pin 3; dedicated)
Input Characteristics IEC 61131-2 Type 1 and Type 3 Compliant
Typical Input Current 3 mA

Input Threshold High: 6.8 – 8.0V
Low: 5.2 – 6.4V

Reverse Polarity Protected Yes (-40V to +40V)
Cable length (maximum) 30 m

PROFINET IO Specifications

Web Page Configuration
PROFINET IO Device Name ---

IOL_CALL Function Block Timeout (1-20) ---
Diagnostics Yes ---
GSD Files Yes ---
Diagnostics Yes ---

EtherNet/IP Interface Specifications
Supported PLCs

Including but not limited to:

Control Logix ---
Compact Logix ---

RSLogix ---
SLC 500 ---

PLC5 ---
MicroLogix ---

Other Class 1 or Class 3 EtherNet/IP PLCs may be supported

ISDU Read & Writes --- Up to 40 individual commands in one EtherNet/IP 
message

ISDU Commands

--- Selectable byte swapping (none, 16-bit, or 32-bit)
--- Selectable payload sizes (4 to 232 bytes) 
--- ISDU block index
--- ISDU sub-index
--- Length of read or write
--- Data payload

Web Page Configuration

Port configuration for ISDU Data, Process Data, Transfer Mode, Read/Write, Write PDI to Tag/File, 
 Read PDO from Tag/File.

--- EtherNet/IP configuration
--- Time to Live (TTL) Network Value
--- Multicast IP Address Allocation Control
--- User-Defined Number of Multicast IP Addresses
--- User-Defined Multicast Starting IP Address
--- Session Encapsulation Timeout

Diagnostics --- Yes
Electronic Data Sheet (EDS) --- Yes
Sample PLC Programs --- Yes
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SPECIFICATION PROFINET EIP
Modbus TCP

Supported Controllers (Modbus TCP Masters)

PLC
HMI

SCADA
OPC Server

Supported Clients
Any Modbus TCP Client

Applications on phones/tables
Web Page Configuration Port configuration for ISDU Response Timeout, Process Data, and Transfer Mode.
Diagnostics Yes

IO-Link Master Features
Configuration Embedded web interface, IO-Link, EtherNet/IP, and Modbus TCP
Data Storage Automatic or Manual - Upload and/or Download
Device Validation Yes
Data Validation Yes
Diagnostics IO-Link, EtherNet/IP, and Modbus TCP

Powerful Web Interface

Provides the following capabilities:
Password protected with Admin, Operator, and User accounts

ISDU batch handling
Load IODD files to configure the IO-Link device

 IODD Handler parses xml files making them readable and configurable
Log files

Remote Parameterization Yes
Export Information

Packaged Shipping Weight 1.2 lb, 544.3 g
Package Dimensions (L x W x H) 10.5 x 4.5 x 1.5 ;  267 x 114 x 38mm
UPC Code 7-56727-99609-5
Country of Origin USA
ECCN 5A992
Schedule B Number 8517.62.0050

Regulatory Approvals

Immunity
European Standard EN 61000-6-2 

International Standard IEC 61000-6-2

EN/IEC 61131-2 and EN/IEC 61131-9

IEC 1000-4-2/EN 61000-4-2: Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) 
IEC 1000-4-3/EN 61000-4-3: Radiated, Radio-Frequency (RF) 

IEC 1000-4-4/EN 61000-4-4: Fast Transient/Burst 
IEC 1000-4-5/EN 61000-4-5: Surge 

IEC 1000-4-6/EN 61000-4-6: Conducted disturbance 
IEC 1000-4-8/EN 61000-4-8: Magnetic field 

IEC 1000-4-11/EN 61000-4-11: Dips and Voltage Variations

Emission
European Standard EN 61000-6-4 

International Standard IEC 61000-6-4 
AS/NZS CISPR-11

FCC Part15 Subpart B
Class A limit

Canadian EMC requirements ICES-001

Safety
CSA C22.2 No. 61010-1-12 / CSA C22.2 No. 61010-1-201

UL 61010-1 / UL 61010-1-201 
UL File # E360395

Vibration EN 60068-2-6/ IEC 60068-2-6
Mechanical Shock EN 60068-2-27/ IEC 60068-2-27
Environmental / Mechanical Test Approvals IEC 61131-2 

Other
The components of this product comply with the requirements of the EMC/EMI Directive 2014/30/EU, Directive 

2011/65/EU on the Restriction of the use of certain Hazardous Substances (RoHS2).

Regulatory Approval Symbols
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CONNECTING THE NETWORK
The IOLM provides two Fast Ethernet (10/100BASE-TX) M12, 4-pin female D-coded connectors.

You can use this procedure to connect the IOLM to the network.
1. Securely connect one end of a shielded twisted-pair (Cat 5 or higher) M12 Ethernet cable to either Ethernet port.
2. Connect the other end of the cable to the network.
3. Optionally, use the other Ethernet port to daisy-chain to another Ethernet device.
4. If you did not connect both Ethernet ports, make sure that the unused port is covered with a connector cap to keep dust and liquids from getting in the connector.

Note: Ethernet ports must have an approved cable or protective cover attached to the connector to guarantee IP67 integrity.

CONNECTING THE POWER
The CBX-IOL-8-PNIO provides M12 (5-poles) L-coded input and output power connectors. Use a 24VDC power supply capable of the total output current 
required.
Note: Power connectors must have an approved cable or protective cover attached to the port for IP67 compliance.

PIN SIGNAL

1 Tx+

2 Rx+

3 Tx-

4 Tx-

PIN POWER INPUT 
(MALE)

POWER 
OUTPUT OR 
ACTUATOR 

POWER 
(FEMALE)

DESCRIPTION

1 US+ US+ or +V

IO-Link 
Master’s system 
electronics and 
IO-Link devices

2 UA- UA- or 0V Actuator supply

3 US- US- or 0V

IO-Link 
Master’s system 
electronics and 
IO-Link devices

4 UA+ UA+ or +V Actuator supply

5 FE
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CONNECTING THE NETWORK
The IOLM provides two Fast Ethernet (10/100BASE-TX) M12, 4-pin female D-coded connectors.

You can use this procedure to connect the IOLM to the network.
1. Securely connect one end of a shielded twisted-pair (Cat 5 or higher) M12 Ethernet cable to either Ethernet port.
2. Connect the other end of the cable to the network.
3. Optionally, use the other Ethernet port to daisy-chain to another Ethernet device.
4. If you did not connect both Ethernet ports, make sure that the unused port is covered with a connector cap to keep dust and liquids from getting in the connector.

Note: Ethernet ports must have an approved cable or protective cover attached to the connector to guarantee IP67 integrity.

INDICATORS AND SETTINGS

Follow these steps to change the default rotary switch settings:

1. Gently open the window using a small flathead screwdriver.

2. Gently swing open the switch window from the top to the bottom, allowing it to pivot on the hinge on the bottom of the window.

3. Turn each dial to the appropriate position using a small flathead screwdriver.
The default setting is 000 as shown above. The arrow points to the switch location. 0 is located at the 9:00 position.  
Turn the dial clockwise to the appropriate setting.

4. Close the window and make sure that it snaps shut tightly.
Failure to close the configuration window properly may compromise IP67 integrity.

SETTINGS

INDICATORS CBX-IOL-8-xxx LEDs
The CBX-IOL-8-EIP (8-port IP67 model with an L-coded power connector) provides these LEDs.

LED Activity During Power On Sequence - CBX-IOL-8-xxx LEDs
1. The US LED lights.
2. The ETH1/ETH2 LED lights on the connected port.
3. The MOD and NET LEDs are lit.
4. The IO-Link LEDs flash (if no IO-Link device attached) or are lit if an IO-Link device is attached.
 The MOD LED is solid green, the IO-Link Master is ready for operation.

CBX-IOL-8-EIP LEDs

US
The US LED provides the following information:

• Green solid = The IO-Link Master is powered
• Red solid = Power input voltage below 18VDC

UA
The UA LED provides the following information:

• Green solid = The IO-Link Master is powered
• Red solid = Power input voltage below 18VDC

MOD
(Module Status)

The MOD LED provides the following information:
• Off = No module status
• Green and red flashing = Self-test
• Green flashing = Standby – not configured
• Green solid = Operational
• Red flashing = Minor recoverable fault - check the EtherNet/IP Diagnostics 

page to locate the issue
• Red solid = Major unrecoverable fault

NET
(Network)

The NET LED provides the following information:
• Off = No IP address
• Green and red flashing = Self-test
• Green flashing = An IP address is configured, but no CIP connections are 

established, and an Exclusive Owner connection has not timed out
• Green solid= Active EtherNet/IP or Modbus connection and no EtherNet/IP 

connection time-outs
• Red flashing = One or more EtherNet/IP connection time-outs
• Red solid = Duplicate IP address on network

1-8

This LED provides the following information about the IO-Link port
• Off = SIO mode - signal is low or disabled
• Yellow = SIO mode - signal is high
• Red flashing = Hardware fault - make sure that configured IO-Link settings 

on the port do not conflict with the device that is attached: 
     - Automatic Upload and/or Download is enabled and it is not the same device 
    - Device Validation Mode is enabled and it is not the correct device 
    - Data Validation Mode is enabled but there is an error

•  Red solid = PDI of the attached IO-Link device is invalid
• Green solid = An IO-Link device is connected and communicating
•  Green flashing = Searching for IO-Link devices

Port 1-4 DI
The DI LED indicates digital input on DI (Pin 2)

• Off = DI signal is low or disconnected
• Yellow = DI signal is high

ETH1/ETH2
The ETH1/ETH2 LEDs provide the following information:

• Green solid = Link
• Green flashing = Activity
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WEB SERVER GUI

IO-LINK SETTING AND CONNECTIONS
The CBX-IOL-8-EIP provides eight IO-Link ports with M12, 5-pin female/A coded connectors. Each port has robust over-current protection and short 
circuit protection on its L+/L- power output and C/Q IO-Link signal. The pin-out for each IO-Link port is per the IO-Link standard and is provided in 
the following table:
This table provides signal information for the IO-Link connectors.

The standard SDCI (IO-Link) transmission rates are supported:

• COM1 at 4.8Kbps
• COM2 at 38.4Kbps
• COM3 at 230.4Kbps

There are active over-current limiter electronics for each port in the CBX-IOL-8-EIP that detects the overload/short-circuit condition within a few 
milliseconds and shuts off the output power to protect the port and the devices connected to it. The port’s power output self-recovers and restores to 
normal immediately after the overload or short-circuit condition is removed.
When a port is affected by overload/short-circuit condition, it does not affect the operation of the other ports. All other ports will continue to operate 
normally without any glitch or interruption. The current output capacity, cutoff current, and power sharing/budgeting for L+/L- and C/Q signal for the 
ports on the CBX-IOL-8-EIP are as follows.

1• Home 2 • IO-Link Settings

3 • IO-Link Device Description Files

PIN SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

1 L+ IO-Link device power supply (+24V)

2 DI Digital input

3 L- IO-Link device power supply (0V)

4 C/Q Communication signal, which supports SDCI (IO- Link) or SIO 
(standard input/output) digital I/O

5 FE Functional Earth (electronics wiring)
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3 • IO-Link Device Description Files

4 • IO-Link Device - Port 1 

MODEL DESCRIPTION ORDER No.
CBX-8IOL-EIP CBX-8IOL-EIP 8P IOL M12 EIP MASTER 95ACC8180

CBX-8IOL-PNIO CBX-8IOL-PNIO 8P IOL M12 PROFINET MASTER 95ACC8190

MODEL SELECTION AND ORDER INFORMATION

TYPE DESCRIPTION STYLES LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

M12 L-coded Axial 5-poles PVC Grey 3m CS-M1-02-B-03 95ACC0007

M12 Male/M8 Female 
double headed axial 4-poles PVC Black 3m CS-H1-02-B-03 95ACC0008

M12 Male/M12 Female 
double headed axial 4-poles PVC Black 3m CS-I1-02-B-03 95ACC0009

CABLES

5 • PROFINET IO Diagnostics

Rev. 00, 07/2019
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CS

Connectors

M8 axial or radial(90°) 3 poles
M12 axial or radial(90°) 3 poles
M8 axial or radial(90°) 4 poles

M12 axial or radial(90°) 4 poles
M12 axial 5 poles
M12 axial 8 poles

Cable lengths 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 25 m

Conductor diameter
42 x 0.10 mm - 0.35 mm≈ (m12 3-pole)
32 x 0.10 mm - 0.25 mm≈ (m12 4-pole)
32 x 0.10 mm - 0.25 mm≈ (m8 4-pole)

Conductor material annealed non-tinned electrolytic copper
Flammability class CEI 20-22, IEC 332/3

flame-retardant and non-propagate
Housing material P.U.R., P.V.C.

Mechanical protection IP67, with locked ring

CONNECTOR & DIRECTION POLES STYLE CABLE LENGTH MODEL ORDER No.

M12 Connector 
(Axial)

3-pole Grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-01-G-03 95A251290
5 m CS-A1-01-G-05 95A251300
7 m CS-A1-01-G-07 95A251320

10 m CS-A1-01-G-10 95A251340

4-pole
Grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-G-03 95A251380
5 m CS-A1-02-G-05 95A251270
7 m CS-A1-02-G-07 95A251280

10 m CS-A1-02-G-10 95A251390

P.U.R. 2 m CS-A1-02-R-02 95A251540
5 m CS-A1-02-R-05 95A251560

5-pole Grey, P.V.C.
3 m CS-A1-03-G-03 95ACC2110
5 m CS-A1-03-G-05 95ACC2120

10 m CS-A1-03-G-10 95ACC2140

8-pole Black, P.V.C.
3 m CS-A1-06-B-03 95ACC2230
5 m CS-A1-06-B-05 95ACC2240

10 m CS-A1-06-B-10 95ACC2250

M12 Connector 
(Radial 90°)

3-pole

Grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A2-01-G-03 95A251200
5 m CS-A2-01-G-05 95A251210
7 m CS-A2-01-G-07 95A251220

10 m CS-A2-01-G-10 95A251230

OIL resistant 
(CEI 2034-01)

3 m CS-A2-01-O-03 95A251660
5 m CS-A2-01-O-05 95A251670

10 m CS-A2-01-O-10 95A251680

4-pole

Grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A2-02-G-03 95A251360
5 m CS-A2-02-G-05 95A251240
7 m CS-A2-02-G-07 95A251245

10 m CS-A2-02-G-10 95A251260

P.U.R. 2 m CS-A2-02-R-02 95A251550
5 m CS-A2-02-R-05 95A251570

OIL resistant 
(CEI 2034-01)

5 m CS-A2-02-O-05 95A251690
10 m CS-A2-02-O-10 95A251700

CS SERIES - CABLES & 
CONNECTORS

• M8 and M12, axial or radial female connectors
• Standard length cables: 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 25 or 50m
• 3, 4, 5, 8 or 12 poles
• Shielded or unshielded models 
• P.U.R. coated models for use in harsh environments 
• P.V.C. coated models for standard use
• Standard M12 4 pole non-cabled connectors
• The cable jacket maybe marked 300V only as insulation voltage 

between wires, the operational voltage is 24Vdc or 10-30Vdc, less 
than 80 V required by CCC-China

THE RIGHT CONNECTION FOR 
YOUR PHOTOELECTRIC SENSORS
FOR INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENT 
24VDC OR 10-30VDC POWER 
SUPPLY

ACCESSORIES
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M12 Connector with LED 
(for PNP N.O. sensors)  

(Radial 90°)

3-pole Grey, P.V.C.
5 m CS-A2-11-G-05 95A251310

10 m CS-A2-11-G-10 95A251330

4-pole Grey, P.V.C.
3 m CS-A2-12-G-03 95A251400
5 m CS-A2-12-G-05 95A251350

10 m CS-A2-12-G-10 95A251370

M8 Connector 
(Axial)

3-pole
Grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B1-01-G-03 95A251490
5 m CS-B1-01-G-05 95A251510

P.U.R.
2 m CS-B1-01-R-02 95A251580
5 m CS-B1-01-R-05 95A251600

4-pole

Grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B1-02-G-03 95A251420
5 m CS-B1-02-G-05 95A251430
7 m CS-B1-02-G-07 95A251440

10 m CS-B1-02-G-10 95A251480

P.U.R.
2 m CS-B1-02-R-02 95A251620
5 m CS-B1-02-R-05 95A251640

OIL resistant 
(CEI 2034-01)

5 m CS-B1-02-O-05 95A251730
10 m CS-B1-02-O-10 95A251100

M8 Connector 
(Radial 90°)

3-pole
Grey, P.V.C.

3 m CS-B2-01-G-03 95A251500
5 m CS-B2-01-G-05 95A251520

P.U.R.
2 m CS-B2-01-R-02 95A251590
5 m CS-B2-01-R-05 95A251610

4 pole

Grey, PVC

3 m CS-B2-02-G-03 95A251450
5 m CS-B2-02-G-05 95A251460
7 m CS-B2-02-G-07 95A251470

10 m CS-B2-02-G-10 95A251530

P.U.R.
2 m CS-B2-02-R-02 95A251630
5 m CS-B2-02-R-05 95A251650

OIL resistant 
(CEI 2034-01)

5 m CS-B2-02-O-05 95A251720
10 m CS-B2-02-O-10 95A251110

Shielded M12 Connector 
(Axial)

3-pole Grey, P.V.C. 10 m CV-A1-21-G-10 95ACC2060

4-pole Black, P.V.C.

3 m CV-A1-22-B-03 95ACC1480
5 m CV-A1-22-B-05 95ACC1490

10 m CV-A1-22-B-10 95ACC1500
15 m CV-A1-22-B-15 95ACC2070
25 m CV-A1-22-B-25 95ACC2090

8-pole Black, P.V.C.

3 m CV-A1-26-B-03 95ACC1510
5 m CV-A1-26-B-05 95ACC1520

10 m CV-A1-26-B-10 95ACC1530
15 m CV-A1-26-B-15 95ACC2080
25 m CV-A1-26-B-25 95ACC2100

Shielded M12 Connector 
(Radial 90°)

4-pole Black, P.V.C.
3 m CV-A2-22-B-03 95ACC1540
5 m CV-A2-22-B-05 95ACC1550

10 m CV-A2-22-B-10 95ACC1560

8-pole Black, P.V.C.
3 m CV-A2-26-B-03 95ACC1600
5 m CV-A2-26-B-05 95ACC1610

10 m CV-A2-26-B-10 95ACC1620

M12 Connector 
(Axial)

4-pole U.L., Black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-02-U-03 95ASE1120
5 m CS-A1-02-U-05 95ASE1130

10 m CS-A1-02-U-10 95ASE1140
15 m CS-A1-02-U-15 95ASE1150
25 m CS-A1-02-U-25 95ASE1160

5-pole U.L., Black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-03-U-03 95ASE1170
5 m CS-A1-03-U-05 95ASE1180

10 m CS-A1-03-U-10 95ASE1190
15 m CS-A1-03-U-15 95ASE1200
25 m CS-A1-03-U-25 95ASE1210
50 m CS-A1-03-U-50 95A252700

8-pole U.L., Black, P.V.C.

3 m CS-A1-06-U-03 95ASE1220
5 m CS-A1-06-U-05 95ASE1230

10 m CS-A1-06-U-10 95ASE1240
15 m CS-A1-06-U-15 95ASE1250
25 m CS-A1-06-U-25 95ASE1260
50 m CS-A1-06-U-50 95A252710

M12 Connector (Axial)
4-pole

Black Connector- not cabled
CS-A1-02-B-NC G5085002

8-pole CS-A1-06-B-NC 95ACC2550

M12 Connector (Radial 90°)

4-pole

Black

Connector- not cabled CS-A2-02-B-NC G5085003
12-pole 15 m CS-A1-10-U-15 95A252750
12-pole 50 m CS-A1-10-U-50 95A252770
12-pole 10 m CS-A1-10-U-10 95A252740

M12 Connector (Axial) 12-pole SG Extended blank rx 0,2 m CS-G1-70-B-002 95A252830
M12 Connector (Radial 90°) 12-pole Black 3 m CS-A1-10-U-03 95A252720

M12 Connector (Axial) 5-pole SG extended tx 0,2 m CS-G1-50-B-002 95A252820
SG Extended Cascade --- SG extended cascade 0,05 m CS-F1-80-B-0005 95A252860

M12-SG Extended Muting RX --- SG extended muting rx 0,2 m CS-R1-75-B-002 95A252810

M12-Slim Cascade --- Slim cascade 0,1 m CS-H1-03-B-001 95A252950

M12 Connector (Axial)
8-pole

Shielded cable
3 m CV-A1-36-B-03 95A255430

4-pole 5 m CS-A1-03-G-03 95A252800
Axial M12 Connector 5-pole, L coded power cable 3 m CS-M1-02-B-03 95ACC0007

Axial M12 F/M8 M Connector 4-pole, double headed 3 m CS-H1-02-B-03 95ACC0008
Axial M12 F/M12 M Connector 4-pole, double headed 3 m CS-I1-02-B-03 95ACC0009
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DATALOGIC CODE DESCRIPTION
93A050059 CAB-DS03-S M12-IP67 TO CBX 3M
93A050099 CAB-1011 - M120 M12 MAIN TO CBX 1M
93A051359 CAB-MS03 M16-IP67 CABLE TO CBX 3M
93A051348 CAB-ETH-M05 M12-IP67 ETHERNET CAB. (5M)

606-0677-03 Cable, Gig-E, CAT6, 3 Meter
93A051360 CAB-MS05 M16-IP67 CABLE TO CBX 5M
93A05134 CAB-ETH-M03 M12-IP67 ETHERNET CAB. (3M)

95A906069 CAB-SCS03 Cable, A30/T4x to CBX, 3M
93A051353 CAB-S05 STD CABLE TO CBX 5M
93A050060 CAB-DS05-S M12-IP67 TO CBX 5M
93ACC0081 PWR Cable, AS-I type, 2 Wires, 10 mt
93A050035 CAB-GE03 M12-IP67 TO RJ45 3M

CAB-465 CAB-465 USB TYPE A POT LW 12' 90A051997
93A050036 CAB-GE05 M12-IP67 TO RJ45 5M
93A050048 CBL-1480-0.3 M12/5P MALE/FEM. 0.3M IDNET
93A050073 CAB-AV7-101 M16-IP67 CABLE TO CBX 5M
93A050027 CAB-L003 IP67 LT-020 CABLE TO QL (0,3M)
93A050033 CAB-LP-03 LIGHTING POWER 3M
93A050037 CAB-LP-05 LIGHTING POWER 5M
93A051357 CAB-F05 6K/8K FBUS CABLE TO CBX 5M
93A051364 CAB-9E05 RJ45-IP67 CABLE ETHERNET 5M
93A051346 CAB-ETH-M01 M12-IP67 ETHERNET CAB. (1M)
93A050051 CBL-1480-05 M12/5P MALE/FEMALE 5M IDNET
90A052292 CABLE,USB,TYPEA,EXT PWR,15'
90A051700 CAB-388 RS232/BEETLE 9P M-CONN COIL
93A050058 CAB-DS01-S M12-IP67 TO CBX 1M
93A201203 FOCUS CONTROL 5MT CABLE (M12-FREE WIRES)
93A050084 CAB-MLP-05 MULTI LIGHTING POWER 5M
90A052121 CABLE,RS,ICL PC,15'
93ACC0105 CAB-DS003-S M12-IP67 TO QL 0.3M

606-0677-05 Cable, Gig-E, CAT6, 5 Meter
93A050080 CAB-SE05 M12M TO M12F 5M
93A050100 CAB-1021 - M120 M12 MAIN TO USB 1M
93A051388 CAB-TC1200 TO CBX 10-30 VDC PWR SUPPLY
90A051340 CAB-363 RS232 COILED 25PIN FEM. DCE
93A050067 ETH CABLE M12-M12 5M (STRAIGHT-STRAIGHT)
95A903018 86984-Pwr and I/O cable, 6pin/9Pin ,2M
8-0938-02 CABLE,ROHS,USB,SURE POS,POT,4.6M

606-0674-03 Camera to Term Block Pwr/IO cable,6 pin
93A050044 CAB-LD-102 LT DRIVER NO PWR 0.2M
93A050072 CAB-AV7-100 M16-IP67 CABLE TO CBX 3M

606-0675-1.5 M-Series I/O Cable, DB37 M/M, 1.5 Meter
95A901340 DataVS-CV-RJ45C-03 ethernet cable 3m cro
93A051295 CAB-PWO 03 CABLE PWO TO PWO, 3M
90A052065 CABLE,USB,TYPE A,ENHANCED,STRT,POT,2M

606-0675-.75 M-Series I/O Cable, DB37 M/M, .75 Meter
95A903001 86967-I/O Cable, DB37 M/M, .75 Meter
93A051356 CAB-F02 6K/8K FBUS CABLE TO CBX 2M
93ACC0068 PWR Cable (AS-I to M12 straight)-2mt
93A051337 CAB-SC6013 25p SC6K TO PWO, PWR/NET, 3m

CAB-512 CBL ASY, RS,25P,M,CBX800 POT,COIL,12'
95A906070 CAB-SCS05 Cable, A30/T4x to CBX, 5M
95A903010 86976-Pwr and I/O cbl,6pin, pigtail,2M
93A051338 CAB-SC6003 25P SC6K TO PWO, I/O, 3M

CAB-459 CAB-459 RS232 PWR 9P Female Coiled 3.6m
93A051230 CAB-6102 CABLE M.SLAVE FAM 6K 2M
93A050105 CAB-1005 - M120 M12 MAIN EXTENS 5M
94A051970 CABLE, USB HANDYLINK, CLIENT

CAB SERIES – CABLES & 
CONNECTORS

• The cable jacket maybe marked 300V only as insulation voltage 
between wires, the operational voltage is 24Vdc, less than 80 V 
required by CCC-China

THE RIGHT CONNECTION FOR 
YOUR IDENTIFICATION  
PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRIAL 
ENVIRONMENT (24VDC)

ACCESSORIES
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8-0863-04 CBL ASY,ROHS,USB,TYPE A,TEC,E/P,1M
93A050032 CAB-LD-002 LT DRIVER +PWR 0.2M

606-0674-02 Camera to Term Block Pwr/IO cable,6 pin
93A051352 CAB-S02 STD CABLE TO CBX 2M

606-0686-15  Cable, Ethernet,SVS Camera, 15 Meter
93A051225 CAB-6115 M/S (NO POWER) FAM 6K 5M
93ACC1855 BA600 M12 5P F. PANEL CONN. (ID-NET OUT)
93A050104 CAB-1002 - M120 M12 MAIN EXTENS 2M
93A051294 CAB-SC6103 9p CAB SC6000 TO PWR, 3m

606-0677-M1-02 Cable, Gig-E, CAT6, Horizontal Mold, 2 M
95A903002 86968-I/O Cable, DB37 M/M, 1.5 Meter

606-0673-10 Camera to Term Block Pwr/IO cable,12 pin
606-0685-10 Cable, Power and I/O for SVS Cam
93A050050 CBL-1480-02 M12/5P MALE/FEMALE 2M IDNET

606-0675-4.5 M-Series I/O Cable, DB37 M/M, 4.5 Meter
93A051371 CAB-9S05 M16-IP67 CABLE TO CBX 5M
6003-0940 CBL,AC CORD,IEC/EUR,ROHS
93A050115 CAB-MC06 M300 M12 8P PWR + CAN
93A050066 ETH CABLE M12-M12 3M (STRAIGHT-STRAIGHT)

606-0677-HF-03 Cable, Gig-E, Hi-Flex CAT-5e, 3 Meter
606-0677-02 Cable, Gig-E, CAT6, 2 Meter
93A050079 CAB-SE03 M12M TO M12F 3M
95A903012 86978-Pwr and I/O cbl,6pin, pigtail,5M
93A051289 CAB-6505 FAM 6K-8K CABLE 5m
632289-001 CABLE,CAB-521 ENHANCED USB,BLACK,STRT,2M

CAB-524 CABLE,CAB-524,USB,TYPE A,POT,COIL,2.4M
93A050103 CAB-1001 - M120 M12 MAIN EXTENS 1M
1000065716 CORDSET,ENET,8P,(M) M12-(F) RJ45,0.2M

606-0677-M1-03 Cable, Gig-E, CAT6, Horizontal Mold, 3 M
95A903003 86969-I/O Cable, DB37 M/M, 3 Meter

606-0677-10 Cable, Gig-E, CAT6, 10 Meter
95A903009 86975-Pwr and I/O cbl,12pin,pigtail,10M
90A051740 CAB-391 IBM/PS2 COILED MINIDIN EXT.PW
93A051000 CAB-8005 CABLE SCANNER CONTROLLER 5m
93A051389 CAB-GE10 M12-IP67 TO RJ45 10M

606-0671-02 Power Supply/IO cable, 12pin, pigtail,2M
0112247002 CBL ASY,SYNC NTWRK ADPTR,2FT,AV60
606-0673-05 Camera to Term Block Pwr/IO cable,12 pin
90A051950 CAB-428 RS485 INTERFACE SPLITTER
95A906071 CAB-SCS10 Cable, A30/T4x to CBX, 10M
93ACC1752 CAB-6310 POWER CABLE FAM 6K 10M

CAB-463 CAB-463 KBW PS2 POT LAPTOP 12' 90A051995
93A201206 AV7000 CONTROLLER KEY
8-0730-04 CABLE,ROHS,RS,ICL PC,15'
CAB-501 CAB-501 RS 9D F PWR STR 10.5' 90A052036

606-0673-02 Camera to Term Block Pwr/IO cable,12 pin
RCR-P090 CABLE RETAINER & SPACER (5PCS)

606-0675-3 M-Series I/O Cable, DB37 M/M, 3 Meter
CAB-462 CAB-462 KBW PS2 POT-E/P 12' 90A051994

95A906516 Cable USB3.0, Micro B screw lock/A, 5m
93A051358 CAB-MS01 M16-IP67 CABLE TO CBX 1M

CAB-437 CAB-437 KBW PS/2 POT COIL,10' 90A051968
606-0677-HF-02 Cable, Gig-E, Hi-Flex CAT-5e, 2 Meter

95A903011 86977-Pwr and I/O cbl,6pin, pigtail,3M
90A052060 CBL ASY,RS/BEETLE,9P,COIL,6M
90A052058 CBL ASY,RS/BEETLE,9P-M,COILED,12'
93A051240 CAB-6105 CABLE M.SLAVE FAM 6K 5M

10-4229 PART,CABLE,ANALOG,HORIZONTAL MGL85, 85XT
93A050047 CBL-1496 TERM. RESIST. M12/5P/FEM. IDNET
93A050057 CBL-1534-0.2 ADAPT. CABLE ETH M12-TO-RJ4
90A051350 CAB-364 RS232 COILED 25PIN MALE DTE
890002947 MEMOR X3 CABLE KIT
95A901700 DataVS-CV-VSM-02 connection cable 2mt
93A050053 CBL-1494-05 M12/5P/FEMALE-LEADS 5M IDNET
94A051020 CAB-427 RS232 NULL MODEM CABLE
671376-001 CABLE,USB,SERIES A,POT,2M
93A050124 CAB-ETH-X-M03 M12-IP67 GETH-X CAB 5M
93A051363 CAB-9C05 M12-IP67 CABLE CHAIN 5M
93A050123 CAB-ETH-X-M03 M12-IP67 GETH-X CAB 3M
93A051387 CAB-MS003 M16 IP-67 CABLE TO QL 0,35M
93A050070 ETH CABLE M12-M12 5M (STRAIGHT-90°)
93A050088 ETH CABLE M12-RJ45 5mt LENGTH (90°-RJ45)

606-0672-05 Power Supply/IO cable,6pin,pigtail,5M
93A050071 Connection Cable SC5000 to CBX510
93A050049 CBL-1480-01 M12/5P MALE/FEMALE 1M IDNET
94ACC0157 RS232 CABLE, SCREEN BLANKING
6003-0925 POWER CORD,IEC C13,AUSTRALIA,RoHS
CAB-509 CBL ASY, RS,25P,M,CBX800 E/P,COIL,12'

94ACC0165 DC PWR CABLE 2.9m
93ACC1854 BA500 M12 4P F. PANEL CONN. (TRIGGER)
93ACC1853 BA400 M12 3P M. PANEL CONN. (EXT.POWER)
93ACC1877 BA300 M12 3P F. PANEL CONN. (SERVICE)
93A050108 CAB-1051 - M120 M12 MAIN USB AND I/O 1M

The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation and use, 
the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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MODELS DESCRIPTION ORDER No.
R1 Ø 23 mm with Ø 31 mm support S940700023

R2 Ø 48 mm with Ø 63 mm support S940700048

R3 18 x 54 mm with 22 x 82 mm support S940700972

R4 47x 47 mm with 51.5 x 61 mm support 95A151340

R4K 51X61 mm IP69K protection 95A151220

R5 Ø 75 mm with Ø 82 mm support S940700075

R6 36 x 55 mm with 40.5 x 60 mm support 95A151350

R7 47x47 mm microprism reflector with 51 x 61 mm support 95A151360

R8 9.7 x 19 mm microprism reflector with 13.8 x 23 mm support 95A151370

R9 Ø 23 mm with Ø 25 mm self-adhesive support 95A151080

R10 36 x 176 mm with 41 x 181 mm support S19120000

R11 146 x 15 mm with 150 x 18 mm support 95A155050

R14 Ø 24 mm with Ø 25 mm support 95A151310

R16 9.7 x 19 mm reflector with 14 x 23 mm support 95A151330

R20 Ø 48 mm microprism reflector with Ø 63 mm support 95A151090

R35 Ø 33 mm with Ø 35 mm support 95A151530

S12 Ø 48 mm with ch.52 mm hexagon support S940710048

R100 19 x 35 mm reflector with 24 x 48 mm support 9CACC7990

RT3870 200 x 300 mm self-adhesive reflective tape S940000600

RT3970 200 x 300 mm self-adhesive reflective tape for polarized light S940000900

RT3970 60 x 40 mm self-adhesive reflective tape for polarized light S940000604

REFLECTORS
Prismatic reflector material Reflector in PMMA plastic

Support material Support in ABS

Mechanical protection IP67, IP69K (R4K)

Operating temperature -30 ... +70°c

R-SERIES REFLECTORS

APPLICATIONS

• Automated warehousing
• Processing and Packaging machinery
• Industrial vehicles
• Automotive

• Prismatic reflectors for retroreflective sensors
• High efficiency models for long operating distances
• Microprism reflectors for sensors with LASER emission
• Self-adesive reflectors and reflector tape

EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE WITH 
INFRARED, RED LIGHT AND 
POLARIZED EMISSION

ACCESSORIES
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PRISMATIC REFLECTORS
Mechanical protection IP67
Material reflector in PMMA plastic

support in ABS
Operating temperature -30 ... +70°C
Storage temperature -30 ... +70°C
Normalised efficiency refer to table 1
Prism dimension: refer to table 2

REFLECTIVE TAPE
Mechanical protection IP00
Material RT3870/RT3970 scotch tape
Operating temperature -30 ... +70°C
Storage temperature -30 ... +70°C
Normalised efficiency refer to table 1

 TECHNICAL DATA  TABLES

DIMENSIONS

Note: The RT3870 tape is used only with retroreflex sensors.
Used with RT3870/RT3970 reflective tapes, the sensor performan-
ces are strongly influenced by the dimensions used. The ‘efficiency’ 
values are only indicative and can vary according to the application 
and sensor type used.

Table 1: NORMALISED EFFICIENCY *

Table 2: PRISM DIMENSIONS

The operating distance obtainable can be calculated multiplying 
the normalised efficiency value by the operating distance indica-
ted for each sensor respect to the R2 reference reflector.

MODEL EFFICIENCY
R1   60%
R2 100%
R3   85%
R4 120%
R5 120%
R6 120%
R7   70%
R8   30%
R9   60%

R10 100%
R11   80%
R20 100%
S12 100%

RT3870 20x30cm   60%
RT3970 20x30cm   80%
RT3970 60x40mm   40%

MODEL CH HEXAGON  
R1 2.1 mm
R2 4.2 mm
R3 4.2 mm
R4 4.2 mm
R5 4.2 mm
R6 4.2 mm
R7 0.8 mm
R8 0.8 mm
R9 2.1 mm
R10 4.2 mm
R11 4.2 mm
R20 0.8 mm
S12 4.2 mm

R1

6.2

3.52.7

31 37 43
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. 2
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Data sheet

E250-41

IMOS Retro Reflector
25 mm diam

PMMA/ABS

flat

C25
crystal/white
9002900090

IMOS Triple:

Customs no:

Date of impression: 9/7/2010

Reflectance by 20°C and observation 0.2°: ~1226 mcd/lx
Reflex area: ~330 mm²

Reflectivity (mcd/lx/mm2): 3.7
Die genannten Messwerte und Informationen sollen Ihnen nur eine ungefähre 
Vostellung der Eigenschaften der Produkte geben. Sie werden keinesfalls 
Bestandteile eines Vertrages.

The measured values and informations are only intended to give you an 
approximate impression of the characteristic of the products. They will never 
be a part of a contract.

Color:

Material:
Step rim 2,8 x 0,8

Made in Germany

Technische Daten
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R14 R16

R35 R100Data sheet

E351-40

IMOS Retro Reflector
35 mm diam

PMMA/ABS

flat

C40
crystal/white
9002900090

IMOS Triple:

Customs no:

Date of impression: 5/21/2013

Reflectance by 20°C and observation 0.2°: ~2727 mcd/lx
Reflex area: ~683 mm²

Reflectivity (mcd/lx/mm2): 4
Die genannten Messwerte und Informationen sollen Ihnen nur eine ungefähre 
Vostellung der Eigenschaften der Produkte geben. Sie werden keinesfalls 
Bestandteile eines Vertrages.

The measured values and informations are only intended to give you an 
approximate impression of the characteristic of the products. They will never 
be a part of a contract.

Color:

Material:
Step rim 2.8 x 0.8

Made in Germany

Technische Daten
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The company endeavours to continuously improve and renew its products; for this reason the technical data and contents of this catalogue may undergo variations without prior notice. For correct installation 
and use, the company can guarantee only the data indicated in the instruction manual supplied with the products. Product and Company names and logos referenced may be either trademarks or registered 
trademarks of their respective companies. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements.
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